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Abstract 

The main purpose of the study is to investigate the effect of differences in communicative 

orientation of instruction on the improvement in students’ Auslan referential cohesion skills in 

telling a particular type of story text.  This is achieved through a process-product study. This 

enabled the study to compare the processes by which the four control groups used relative 

communicative orientations such as a more experiential approach or a more structural-analytic 

approach and the two experimental groups which used a more functional-analytic approach. 

Through the use of a multivariate statistical analysis, the study also explored the principal research 

questions which were: (1) Was an experiential or structural-analytic approach to Auslan story 

teaching effective, and if not, why not? (2) What particular approach would be more effective or 

appropriate?’  

 

Prior to the results of the process-product component, the study also investigated how referential 

cohesion was structured in two selected story texts produced by a native Auslan storyteller and a 

learner of Auslan. This investigation was designed to provide preliminary evidence to identify 

whether or not Auslan has referential cohesion for constructing whole unified texts. Based on 

functional-analytic methodology informed by a genre-based approach, innovative teaching and 

learning materials were developed through the use of a multimedia-authoring tool. A teacher, who 

was selected to teach a story text in the experimental groups, was given intensive training to 

develop an understanding of this approach.  

 

The study found that instructional differences contributed to variation in improvement. Data 

focusing on the accuracy of students’ referential cohesion production collected from 116 pre-test 

and post-test story texts, were also analysed. Following the research process, it was reported that 

students from both of the experimental groups, which used a functional-analytic approach, scored 

significantly higher for the accurate use of referential cohesion than students from both of the 

control groups using either structural-analytic or experiential approaches. Implications are 

discussed in terms of the second language acquisition of referential cohesion in signed languages 

and the need to include functional-analytic orientation in signed language teaching.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1      Introduction 
 

This chapter introduces the purpose of this study. It also provides operational 

definitions of teaching approaches and explains the concept of cohesion in signed 

discourse, particularly referential cohesion. Discussions on significance of the 

study are also included. In addition, the chapter provides details about aims and 

justification of the study and explains in brief limitations and delimitations.  

 
 

1.2      Thesis title 
 

“A study of the way(s) to teach signed discourse 
         cohesion, particularly reference, within a story text”.  
     

 
1.3       Purpose of the study 
 
The main purpose of the study is to investigate the effect of different 

instructional approaches on students’ Auslan (Australian Sign Language) 

referential cohesion skills within a particular text-type: narrative text. Teaching 

approaches employed by teachers of Auslan in this study will be analysed in 

terms of their major characteristics, approaches, designs and procedures through 

the use of data collection procedures that classify these methods into relative 

communicative orientation, that is, in the relative emphasis on experiential, 

functional-analytic and structural-analytic teaching strategies1.  

 

                                                 
1 According to Allen (1983:25), the main characteristics of the approaches can be summarized as follows: 
 
a) Structural-analytic view 
 Focus on grammar and other formal features of language 
 Controlled grammatical teaching techniques 
 Medium-oriented practice 
 
b) Functional-analytic view 
 Focus on discourse features of language 
 Controlled communicative teaching techniques 
 Medium- and message-oriented practice 
 
c) Non-analytic experiential view 
 Focus on the natural unanalyzed use of language 
 Full communicative, experiential teaching techniques 
 Message-oriented practice 
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The teaching approaches used in second or foreign language teaching are the 

genre-based approach, the functional-notional approach and a teacher’s own 

personal teaching methodology. All of these are independent variables in this 

study, while measurement that focuses on students’ improvement in referential 

cohesion skills within Auslan story texts is a dependent variable. Although there 

are a number of null hypotheses in this study, it is of key importance that this 

study seeks to find out whether the null hypothesis, which states that there is no 

difference in the weights on the accuracy of students’ referential cohesion 

collected from a post-test story text that is produced by the students using the 

experiential approach, those using the structural-analytic approach and those 

using the functional-analytic approach, is confirmed or not.  

1.3.1 The teaching approaches  

Operational definitions of these teaching approaches are as follows: 

1) The genre-based approach: 
 

Many language teachers and researchers in Australia working in genre theory 
derive their theories of language from the systemic-functional linguistic theories 
of M.A.K. Halliday. According to Christie, F. (1990: 125), three important points 
in relation to Halliday’s postulate of a language are as follows: 

 
• Language is a resource or a tool that we use to 

 build or make meaning. 
• Language is to be understood not as something 

 learned as so many words or vocabulary items. On 
 the contrary, language is understood as text in 
 context. 

• There is an intimate relationship of text and 
 context. In fact, so the theory holds, texts are 
 only comprehensible because of the  contexts in 
 which they come into being. 
 
 

A genre can be defined as a culturally specific text-type, which results from using 
language (written or spoken) to (help) accomplish something…..So genres are 
culture specific, and have associated with them: a) particular purposes; b) 
particular stages: distinctive beginnings, middles and ends; c) particular linguistic 
features (Gerot & Wignell 1994: 17). 

 
According to Feez’s definition of the genre approach, the approach is based on 
three assumptions about language learning: 

 
a) Learning language is a social activity 
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Language learning is a social activity and is the outcome of 
collaboration between the teacher and the student and between the 
student and other students in the group…. Halliday’s proposal for 
a language learning model suggests that social interaction enables 
language learners to develop a resource for making meaning, a 
tool for interpreting and organizing reality, and knowledge about 
language. 

   
b) Learning occurs more effectively if teachers are explicit about 

what is expected of students 
 
The role of the teacher in these more explicit approaches is to use 
methodologies which collaborate with the student in the learning 
process. Rather than standing back, the teacher intervenes where 
necessary in the learning process to support students as they build 
knowledge and skills which have been explicitly negotiated. The 
genre approach is concerned with providing students with explicit 
knowledge about language. 

 
c) The process of learning language is a series of scaffolded 

developmental steps which address different aspects of language 
 
The methodology applied within the genre approach draws on the 
work of the Russian psychologist Vygostsky (1978 in Feez 1998) 
and the American educational psychologist Bruner (1986 in Feez 
1998). The scaffolding strategy is actually a bridge that teachers 
may use to explicitly contribute what learners are not yet able to 
do or do not know and adjusts the contribution as learners move 
through the zone of proximal development towards their potential 
level of independent performance.    
 

 
2) The functional-notional approach: 

  
Finocchiaro (in Smith, 1988) defines a functional-notional approach as 
concentrating on the purposes for which language is used. Any act of speech is 
functionally organized (that is, it is an attempt to do something) for a particular 
situation in relation to a particular topic…..A functional-notional approach to 
language learning places major emphasis on the communicative purpose(s) of a 
speech act. It focuses on what to do or what they want to accomplish through 
speech. Do they want to introduce people to each other? Do they want to invite 
someone to their home etc.? The concept of ‘function’ in the context of this 
theory, is different from Halliday’s postulate of a language based on a systemic-
functional linguistics.  

 
According to Smith el (1988), Signing Naturally, a widely-used 
standardized ASL curriculum based on the functional-notional 
approach, provides a brief explanation about teaching philosophy: 
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• Students learn language best when lessons are presented in 
context. 

• Students retain language best when activities are meaningful 
and experiential. 

• Students develop comprehension skills more quickly than their 
expressive skills. 

 
3) A teacher’s own personal teaching methodology: 

 
This research proposal does not provide a specific description of a teacher’s own 
teaching methodology to teaching signed cohesion reference, because the study 
will seek a teacher who has her/his own assumptions about 1) the nature of 
language and second or foreign language learning, 2) teacher and learner roles, 
and 3) learning activities and instructional materials which is distinct from these 
above approaches, and describe this methodology during the research process. 
However, the study will look for a teacher who predominantly employs an 
implicit and/or experiential teaching strategy. This methodology should be based 
on these kinds of strategy(ies), whereas in the genre-based and the functional-
notional approaches, the explicit and analytic strategies assume importance. 

 
 

1.3.2 Signed discourse cohesion 
 
The study is intended to investigate cohesion in signed discourse, particularly 

reference, within a particular text-type: story. The study will focus on signed 

(Auslan) discourse that is used to analyse, teach and learn cohesion, particularly 

reference. Although ‘signed’ mainly refers to Auslan, there is a need to look at 

empirical research into discourse cohesion in other signed languages such as 

British Sign Language (BSL) and American Sign Language (ASL) for 

comparison with a similar description of referential cohesion in Auslan, which is 

provided by an analysis of a native Auslan story text in this study. Due to a 

dearth of systematic linguistic research into Auslan discourse, it is necessary to 

apply research on other signed languages to the study.  

 

Discourse is defined as various types of text in generic terms, and thus, this study 

focuses on signed story texts for this study. The operational definition of story 

texts to be adopted within the limits of this study is texts which include extended 

monologue text-types, involve several characters and changes of scene and which 

follow a chronological order where events need to be related to each other across 

time. For example, these text-types in relation to story texts are called personal 

account, anecdote and narrative (Chisholm Institute TAFE 2001). Teachers of 
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Auslan in all Auslan postsecondary programs are familiar with these text-types, 

which are parts of the CIA and DOA outcome-based curriculum framework2 

(Chisholm Institute TAFE3 2001). In addition, it is indicated that the learning 

outcomes in relation to the story texts may appear to be based on genre-based 

objectives, which entail the different types of texture such as contextual 

coherence and cohesion, which contribute to creating text – the resource the 

language has for creating text. Contextual coherence is an important part of 

discourse in signed languages as is referential cohesion. This is because a genre-

based approach to language teaching aims to incorporate discourse, and 

contextual aspects of language use. 

 

Although this study will not carry out empirical research into contextual 

coherence in Auslan, it is imperative to develop an appreciation of some aspects 

of it. The reason for this is that a typical genre-based approach to language 

teaching would require an inclusion of genre (context of culture) and register 

(context of situation) as the starting point for discussion rather than commencing 

with isolated features of texts. This is an implication of teaching texts because a 

strong argument is that as Gerot and Wignell (1994) explain, in spoken English, 

genres are culture-specific, and are associated with the following features: a) 

particular purposes; b) particular stages: distinctive beginnings, middles and 

ends; c) particular linguistic features. Hence Auslan learners in experimental 

classes would need to go beyond analysis relating to cohesive relations in 

particular story texts to gain an understanding of social and contextual features of 

genres.    

 

                                                 
2 In Australia, the most widely used adult Auslan curriculum framework developed by Chisholm Institute of TAFE in 
Melbourne, Victoria is the ‘Certificates ll, lll & lV in Auslan (CIA)’ and ‘Diploma in Auslan’ DOA.  The curriculum 
guidelines provided by most Auslan postsecondary programs leave the syllabus planning to teachers  of Auslan 
or/and syllabus designers.  
 
Specific learning outcomes in relation to story texts: 
 
Core module ABJ560  Auslan 6    L.O. 6.3   Present an anecdote in Auslan  
Core module ABJ561  Auslan 7    L.O. 7.1   Give a personal account of an 
        unusual event  
Elective module ABJ589  Auslan for Narrative Discourse  L.O. 1 Follow and tell a story in Auslan 
        during a Conversation 
       L.O. 2 Tell a descriptive story in  
        Auslan 
3 TAFE stands for Technical and Further Education (postsecondary institution) 
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Contextual coherence refers to the way a group of clauses or sentences relate to 

the context (Halliday and Hasan 1976:23). The two types of contextual coherence 

called situational or registerial coherence and generic coherence are recognized 

by functionalist linguists and advocates of the genre-based teaching approach 

(Eggins 1994). When a text has register variables such as a field (what is going 

on), mode (language-situation relations) and tenor (social relations), this would 

be called “situational coherence”. When we can recognize it, say, as an example 

of narrative, a text has generic coherence, which includes particular stages such 

as distinctive beginnings, middles and ends. According to Wilson, (1996:176), 

both of these models (Labovian method and the method developed by Gee), 

derived from spoken language data, have been shown to apply equally well to 

data from a signed language. 

 
The concept of cohesion is extracted from the work of Halliday and Hasan, and 

refers to the way writers relate or tie together bits of their discourse. In other 

words, Gerot and Wignell (1994:170) simplify this concept:, “Cohesion refers to 

the resources within language that provide continuity in a text, over and above 

that provided by clause structure and clause complexes. Hence, cohesive 

relations are non-structural relations which work to help a text hang together.” In 

this study, one of linguistic devices of non-structural relations is reference, which 

refers to how the writer/speaker or signer introduces participants such as the 

people, places and things and then keeps track of them once they are in the text.  

 

According to Morgan (1998), in English narrative cohesion reference provides 

five types of reference forms: 1. noun phrases, 2. pronouns, 3. clitics, 4. subject 

ellipsis, 5. verb agreement, while in BSL narrative, there exist three types of 

reference forms: 1. noun phrases, 2. pronouns; a) pronominal points, b) proforms, 

3. verb agreement; a) in the fixed referential framework, b) in the shifted 

referential framework. Morgan (1998) argues that these major linguistic devices 

make up part of the referential system used in BSL narratives. This study has 

taken this referential system into account and its applicability to referential 

cohesion within Auslan story texts. In addition, based on the analysis of native 

Auslan story text, specifically referential cohesion, the study also considers some 
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other significant features that are not included in Morgan’s proposal for the 

referential system if these features manifestly involve referential cohesion.    

     

1.4 Significance of the study 

 

This section explains why the study focuses on the thesis topic and why I chose 

the particular teaching approaches.  

 

1.4.1   Why is the study intended to focus on the thesis topic 

 
The main reasons why the study is intended to focus on the thesis topic, are:  

 

• that there is a paucity of literature on language pedagogy 

and language teaching approaches and strategies with 

particular focus on discourse coherence and cohesion in 

signed languages such as Auslan, British Sign Language, 

American Sign Language and other signed languages; 

• that although text progression, which some story texts 

stress the importance of, contextual coherence and 

cohesive devices is within the curriculum framework in 

Auslan certificate and diploma, there are no available 

descriptions of such features to use to teach CIA and 

DOA Auslan students.  

• that there have been only several studies (McKee et al., 

1992; Kemp, 1998; Jacobs, 1996) to investigate signed 

language students’ and teachers’ perceptions of the 

difficulty of learning linguistic and structural features of 

ASL (American Sign language), but these have not 

informed us of whether they had difficulty learning 

discourse cohesion, particularly reference;  

• the study focuses on three specific teaching approaches 

that will be compared through results of students’ 

performance on an achievement test and;  
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• the outcome of the study may be adapted for use in the 

development of teaching materials and professional 

development sessions for teachers of Auslan, and teacher 

trainees as well as teachers and trainees of other signed 

languages.  

 
Signed languages in nature involve a visual-spatial modality, which does not 

depend on sound and voice. According to sign linguists, signed languages have 

language features at all linguistic levels similar to those of spoken languages 

(Valli et al., 2001; Schembri, 2001). In fact, both signed and spoken languages 

have similarities and differences in linguistics. In relation to this study, although 

signed and spoken languages may have similarities in contextual coherence and 

cohesion reference, the former has a very different linguistic structure, 

particularly regarding referential cohesion, because signed languages by their 

very nature employ the use of signing space in front of a signer. Discourse in 

signed languages exploits signing space for referring to characters in all text-

types. For example, referential cohesion establishes a contrastive structure that 

signers can use for comparing persons or objects to talk about their 

characteristics, and then has an important influence on the development of a 

cohesive and coherent text or/and texture (Morgan 1998, Winston 1991, Johnston 

1996). Thus, spoken languages have this kind of structure, but differ in degree 

and emphasis. Morgan (1998:64) states that the most salient characteristic of 

British Sign Language as shared with other sign languages studied previously, is 

its use of signing space through which signs are articulated.   

 

Moreover, Kegl (in Lust, 1987:135) states that “coreference relations are at the 

heart of ASL grammar. This statement is of no surprise since it is true of every 

language, but ASL distinguishes itself in expressing many of its coreference 

relations overtly by means of a spatial system of co-indexing.” There is possibly 

an application of this discourse cohesion in spoken languages, which sign 

linguists have also applied. Equally, this argument is also supported by Johnston 

(1996) who presents the following suggestion of the connection between the 

theory of systemic/functional linguistics and signed languages. 
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 “General investigations or grammatical organization in sign 
languages, and the discussion presented in this chapter, 
suggest that spatial codings are ubiquitous and should be 
associated with all three forms of metafunctional expression 
as a necessary substance of realisation. It also appears, 
however, that there is a particularly strong association 
between the spatial dimension and the textual metafunction.” 

 
 

An in-depth description in relation to a visual-spatial language and signed 

referential cohesion based on both perspectives of sign linguistics and systemic-

functional linguistics will be provided in the chapters two and four. Although 

there are many curricula and teaching materials used for signed language teachers 

available, it seems that these materials may not have any suggested teaching 

procedures or techniques specifying how the text hangs together by the use of 

contextual coherence and cohesion reference. Moreover, according to researchers 

of spoken languages, research into teaching methodology with particular focus on 

discourse coherence and cohesion is still in its infancy (Burn et al., 1997). The 

study has developed some instructional materials based on the genre-based 

approach, which include ways to teach referential cohesion. These materials in a 

CD-ROM format have been created on the eZediaMX (multimedia software 

program)4 and are a part of this study. This approach would be helpful and 

effective if the study used it to apply to the context of Auslan teaching for 

teaching cohesion, and for experimentation in classrooms.    

 
Subjectively, in my Auslan teaching experience over ten years, my observations 

have focused on how difficult my students have found learning to use signed 

discourse coherence and cohesion in text-types such as anecdote, personal 

account and narrative. I have also reflected on why most of them rarely achieved 

signed discourse cohesion, particularly reference, when presenting a story or 

other text-type. Instead, the use of signing space in relation to such reference 

substitutes for the use of the reference forms used by spoken English. Some of 

my learners told me that they had found it difficult to learn cohesion reference, 

particularly in production because their first language, English, does not have an 

                                                 
4 eZedia is a friendly, intuitive, easy-to-use multimedia software program that seamlessly incorporates graphics, 
text, sounds, movies (including virtual reality), and animation. See the website of eZedia - http://www.ezedia.ca/ 
(April, 2005) 
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equivalent of the importance of the use of signing space to represent characters, 

objects and so on.  

 

The descriptive study (McKee et al., 1992) surveys 12 teachers and 72 ASL 

learners for their perception of difficulty learning ASL as a foreign language.  

They prefer to use a linguistic term, ‘spatial indexing’ which involves the use of 

signing space to index personal and object pronouns, through deixis, eye-gaze, 

and body shifts, and discuss the categories of signed linguistic difficulty viewed 

by the teachers’ and students’ own responses to the open-ended questionnaire. 

One of the categories of difficulty in relation to ASL structures and linguistics is 

spatial indexing. This was rated as number 2 (1 - easiest; 6 - most difficult) by 

students, but rated as number 3 by teachers. Students’ and teachers’ median 

rating seems low, and therefore indicates that it is not difficult for ASL learners 

to learn spatial indexing within the signing space.  

 

This is perhaps because McKee & McKee’s study seems to provide only a 

description of the spatial indexing at a morpho-syntactic level instead of at a 

discourse level, for the subjects to perceive how difficult learners learn such 

language element. In addition, the authors stress that it is possible that some 

students are not consciously aware of the use of space as a grammatical feature of 

the language and therefore did not comment on it, or underrated its difficulty. In 

the study (McKee & McKee, 1992), some students commented that spatial 

indexing is a somewhat difficult part of ASL to use, but not relating to receptive 

difficulties. One of the teachers explains: 

  
 “The use of space is difficult to teach because it’s difficult to 
learn. I don’t know how to teach this effectively… Students 
have trouble not so much expressively, but receptively 
(especially interpreters make a lot of mistakes with this). 
They can’t figure out who’s doing what when I tell a story 
involving more than one speaker. Pronominal indexing, using 
space and eye gaze- students don’t know to pay attention to 
this.” 

 
 

Obviously, one needs to set out on a journey of exploration with an open mind to 

compare teaching approaches or strategies, to find which enables teachers to 
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most effectively help eliminate learners’ frustrations and difficulties in learning 

referential cohesion at both morpho-syntactic and discourse levels. This study 

will enable signed language teachers and materials developers to gain an 

understanding of discussion and inference in relation to the comparison between 

teaching approaches; specifically genre-based approach, functional-notional 

approach and teacher’s own personal teaching methodology in the context of 

signed discourse cohesion teaching. In other words, the study should reflect on 

why such a specific approach rather than the other approaches may seem more 

workable and effective for teaching referential cohesion.  

 

 

 

1.4.2     Why did I choose the particular teaching approaches 

 

The reasons for choosing these teaching approaches are important to the study for 

the following reasons: 

 
First, Wilcox & Wilcox (1991) respond to the following question: what teaching 

methods work best with ASL? An ASL teacher’s curriculum guide titled 

“Signing Naturally”, based on the functional-notional approach and developed 

by the Vista Community College in the United States of America (funded by the 

U.S. Department of Education) has been employed by many teachers of ASL in 

the States. It is not surprising that the guide has been used and adapted to their 

language and cultural needs by many teachers of Auslan and teachers of other 

signed languages at a postsecondary level, because it is designed for signed 

language teachers who do not possess intimate knowledge of teaching 

methodology. According to Cheri Smith (1988), “We needed an orientation that 

emphasized interpersonal communication. We concluded that the functional-

notional approach would be the most useful way to accomplish this.” It is 

important to note, Smith also states, that a functional-notional curriculum could 

enable learners to achieve communicative competency, and vocabulary, 

grammatical structures, and expressions taught would be determined by function. 

In other words, exponents (Smith 1988) are the language utterances or statements 

which stem from the function, the situation, and the topic. In comparison with the 
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genre-based approach, the functional-notional approach’s tendency towards the 

focus on function and notion may indicate that its curriculum or syllabus is not 

concerned with the whole text that is created to make meaning. In other words, 

the approach has adopted speech act theory which looks at what certain pieces of 

language are doing in their situations, but may not necessarily elucidate generic 

(schematic) structure in depth and significant language features, e.g., cohesive 

devices within the whole text. This issue will be further discussed in the Chapter 

Three.  

 
The curriculum guide apparently is based on a product syllabus of ready-made 

teaching materials for signed language teachers who are often selected for their 

language fluency in place of teaching qualifications by signed language programs 

worldwide. The guide provides detailed information on units of work and lessons 

within a functional-notional syllabus. It appears that the guide strongly imposes 

the way inexperienced or novice signed language teachers behave, rather than 

allowing them to implement their own syllabi on the basis of the fundamental 

principles of the functional-notional approach. Moreover, they may tend to use 

these materials rather than implementing their own syllabi in terms of their 

students’ learning needs and styles in order to possibly avoid being uncertain 

about what and how they should teach. However, proponents of the guide may 

suggest that teachers using it can develop their own units of work and lessons in 

order to meet their student needs and desires.   

 
Secondly, the genre-based approach that I am interested in applying to Auslan 

teaching is grounded in systemic-functional linguistics, and appears to be the 

most appropriate to signed coherence and cohesion teaching. This approach has 

had a substantial impact on Australian teaching, particularly in ESL, whereas it 

seems that most teachers of Auslan at institutes of TAFE employ a combination 

of the competency-based approach to the Auslan curriculum framework and the 

functional-notional methodology to teaching, partly because they might have 

taken advantage of the commercial teacher’s curriculum guide (over 300 teaching 

hours), “Signing Naturally”. The genre-based approach has provided a cohesive 

theory for looking at text from the macro-level of its cultural prototype to the 

micro-level of the specific choices in the language features relating to field, tenor 
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and mode. When the selection of the learning focus is decided by one of the 

course objectives based on a need analysis – for example, learners should be able 

to gain knowledge of how a story text hangs together textually through the use of 

discourse features specifically coherence and referential cohesion, and use them 

fluently and accurately – a unit of work based on coherence and referential 

cohesion should be designed around a story text.  

 
This does not imply that such a syllabus element for implementing a unit of work 

is exclusively focused, because this discourse feature can be used to unify a set of 

contexts of use, syllabus elements, and language learning activities. However, 

this language feature needs to be the centre of attention in order to achieve the 

specific objective that is one of many significant factors partly achieving an aim 

of communicative competence. From a methodological viewpoint, teachers and 

learners are required to analyse an authentic model of a text, investigate the 

generic (schematic) structure and language features of the model. Following the 

deconstruction, they work together to contribute to whole class construction of 

the text. If these learning processes are successful, teachers gradually reduce the 

contribution to text construction, as the learners move closer to being able to 

control the text independently. This study will experiment this approach to see 

whether the hypothesis supports the idea that the approach to teaching referential 

cohesion would be the most effective teaching strategy.    

 
Third, this study seeks to compare a teacher’s own personal methodology to 

teaching story texts with the other two approaches through the use of an 

achievement test. The study involves classroom-based process research through 

the use of interviews with teachers of Auslan not using either the genre-based or 

the functional-notional approaches, a classroom observation scheme and non-

systematised observation as to the extent that an implicit strategy for teaching 

signed referential cohesion is employed. The methodologies compared, 

preferably, are required to involve an implicit teaching strategy rather than an 

explicit teaching strategy. This means that learners are not required to learn 

explicitly about generic structure and significant cohesive devices around a story 

text, but are expected to be able to create their own story texts with necessary 

knowledge of relevant vocabulary and topic. The result of data extracted from the 
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pre-test and post-test would help the study discuss the importance of whether an 

explicit or implicit teaching strategy is employed to provide implications for 

teaching methodology.  

 
 

1. 5   The aims and justification of the study 
 

1.5.1 Aims 
 

The principal aims of this study are to explore signed language teaching, 

particularly approaches to teaching Auslan story texts that teachers of Auslan 

have preferred to employ at a postsecondary level, and to investigate the 

influence of differences in communicative orientation or in teachers’ use of 

particular methodologies to teaching story texts in Auslan within the CIA and 

DOA curriculum framework, which contains descriptions of intended language 

learning outcomes.  

 
The selected topic focus for this study dictates that perspectives on these 

particular approaches to teaching referential cohesion will be central. Lambert 

(1991) describes “product research that sets out to answer questions about the 

effectiveness, reflected in achievement scores, of one program (approach or 

treatment) compared to another program. Generally, each new educational 

innovation is ultimately tested for its presumed merits by means of product 

evaluations. Theoretically, well-conducted evaluations could test out and thereby 

inform policy makers on the best course of education possible”. Therefore, the 

quantitative approach would be the most appropriate to the study, as the study 

would look at an outcome of whether the null hypothesis, which states that there 

is no difference in the weights on the accuracy of students’ referential cohesion 

collected from a post-test story text that is produced by the students using the 

experiential approach, those using the structural-analytic approach and those 

using the functional-analytic approach, is confirmed or not. A general question 

based on the quantitative approach is ‘do differences in instructional orientation 

contribute to an improvement in students’ referential cohesion skills in the 

classes that are observed in both CIA III and DOA?’ It is likely that this research 

methodology is a way to find answers to a certain type of this question.  
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1.5.2 Discourse analysis 

 
The study needs to begin with a first necessary step that data of a prerecorded 

story text extracted from a native Auslan signer is collected and used to compare 

with a text of the same type produced by an Auslan learner. The texts should be 

similar in two aspects of register such as field and mode. This will demonstrate: 

1) what cohesive ties in the two story texts produced by a native Auslan 

storyteller and a learner of Auslan are identified to achieve referential cohesion; 

2) what similarities and differences there are between these cohesive texts.  In 

other words, is cohesion achieved through the use of semantic ties between 

presenting items and presuming items in both the texts? A contrastive analysis, 

which enables the researcher to compare and contrast these features, will be 

employed. This analysis may lead into a preliminary generalisation to support the 

fact that native Auslan narratives have significant and consistent referential 

cohesion, and may be helpful in diagnosing those ties which learners may have a 

lack of strength to use. 

 
 
 

1.5.3 Classroom-based process research in a second language   
  classroom 
 

This study has employed a quantitative approach because it needs to elicit 

patterns in relation to Auslan teachers’ strong preferences for using a particular 

teaching approach. COLT (Communicative Orientation of Language Teaching) - 

an instrument used in the observation of teaching and learning in second 

language classrooms (Spada and Frohlich 1995) is used in the study. The purpose 

of this observation scheme is to determine if there are pedagogical differences in 

classrooms that reflect either a more explicit or a more implicit teaching strategy 

to teaching discourse cohesion, and to imply: a) that observed teachers who were 

concerned about explicitly teaching language features relating to discourse and 

demonstrated potential for developing intimate knowledge and skills in using a 

“new” approach, would be nominated to be trained to employ the genre-based 

approach and be placed in the experimental study if trained successfully; b) that 

observed teachers who put faith in a published curriculum material, particularly 
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Signing Naturally, would be nominated to be involved in teaching story texts 

through the use of this material; c) that observed teachers who leaned towards 

developing their own implicit or explicit methodology when teaching a story text 

would be classified according to communicative orientation into one of three 

different teaching approaches (ie., the experiential approach, the structural-

analytic approach or the functional-analytic approach) as an independent 

variable. Furthermore, this observation scheme enables this study to provide a 

description of what has actually happened in classrooms to make sure that the 

study coherently matches it to teacher’s philosophy of teaching on which this 

study has collected qualitative data from interviews with four teachers. Hence 

this method has triangulated the COLT data with an analysis of the teacher 

responses in the interviews, which is an important methodological concept in 

classroom research.  

 
Thus, this study is based on a combined process-product orientation. This type of 

research in this study uses non-experimental (ie., use of the tools - unstructured 

and systematic observations of teachers using either one of the teaching 

approaches, and teacher interviews), quasi-experimental design (ie., an 

interventionist parameter – a teacher using the genre-based approach and 

explicitly teaching contextual coherence and referential cohesion), quantitative 

data (i.e., data analysis of COLT observation scheme), and statistical analysis 

(variationist analysis of linguistic phenomena). According to choices in data 

analysis for the product orientation, an appropriate statistical procedure type used 

in the study is variationist linguistic analysis where the comparisons are between 

four control and two experiment groups. This method may be called quasi-

experimental research because these groups would be a type of “naturally-

formed” intact groups of students in a classroom. Consequently, the study will 

not be able randomly to select or randomly to assign students for the research 

purposes. Quasi-experimental designs (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) are 

constructed from situations which already exist in the real world, and are 

probably more representative of the conditions found in educational contexts. 

Therefore, the research design uses the intact group and a nonparametric 

procedure, which may give the study confidence in findings that show a link 

between variables, but no causal (cause-effect) statements about it will be made 
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regarding the link. However, the study will compare the performance of the three 

different groups (independent variables are the experiential approach, the 

structural-analytic approach and the functional-analytic approach) and analyse 

which one of these approaches has enabled one or more than one class to 

significantly improve their skills in using referential cohesion within a post-test 

story text. This score would indicate that the design allows this study to give 

evidence in support of links between variables for particular groups. Subject to 

the process-product orientation, the study provides a description of the learner 

achievement results of correlation of these results with the process results 

obtained in the groups representing the three main approaches. In the 

interpretation of results in process-product studies, relationships between the 

classroom processes and the achievement measures should not be seen as causal 

but rather correlational (Chaudron, 1988).   

   
 

1.6 Limitations and delimitations 
 

It is important to note that the greatest problem in this study may be controlling 

for sources of internal invalidity. For example, the population used in this study 

cannot be representative of the general population. However, quasi-experimental 

research is more likely to have external validity because it is conducted under 

conditions closer to those normally found in educational contexts (Seliger and 

Shohamy, 1989). There may be another problem relating to an assessment 

instrument for eliciting significant language features, particularly referential 

cohesion, of story texts produced by subjects, as there are no standardised tests 

available. The study, therefore, will use data collection in relation to variationist 

linguistic analysis, to transcribe Auslan story texts, select clauses consisting of 

referential cohesion and coding them into tokens.  

 

 

1.7  Summary 

 

The main purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of instruction 

differences on student learning, focusing on referential cohesion. The operational 

definitions of the three teaching approaches: the genre-based approach, the 
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functional-notional approach, a teacher’s own teaching methodology and the 

concept of cohesion in signed discourse, have been provided in this chapter. The 

chapter has discussed why it was important to choose this thesis topic and these 

teaching approaches, and explained how the aims of the study would be fulfilled.    
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CHAPTER 2: 

AN UNDERSTANDING OF AUSLAN AND THE CONTEXT OF AUSLAN 
TEACHING  

 
2.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter presents a brief discussion of Auslan from different viewpoints and 

provides details about referential cohesion and storytelling in signed languages. 

Discussion on the context of signed language teaching in Australia is also covered.     

 
 
2.2  Understanding Auslan and other signed languages 
 
This section focuses on general discussions about signed languages from  historical, 

sociolinguistic and linguistic viewpoints. Referential cohesion and storytelling in 

signed languages is also discussed briefly.   

 
2.2.1  Signed languages from the historical viewpoint   
 
Auslan stands for Australian Sign Language (Johnston, 1987a). Although this word 

was abbreviated by Trevor Johnston, the first Auslan linguist two decades ago, 

Auslan is not a new or contrived language. Johnston has avoided using an acronym 

such as ‘ASL’ to name Australian Sign Language because that acronym has been 

prevalently used by the American Deaf5 Community.   

 

According to Johnston (1998), Auslan has evolved from the sign languages brought 

to Australia from Britain and Ireland during the nineteenth century. It is believed that 

Frederick J. Rose from England, Thomas Pattison from Scotland and Sr Gabriel from 

Ireland, who were deaf themselves each, founded schools for the deaf in Australia, 

and brought with them, sign languages, which are now so-called BSL (British Sign 

Language) and ISL (Ireland Sign Language). In actual fact, there have been and are 

linguistic differences between BSL and ISL. Johnston (1998) explains that the 

earliest records of sign language in Britain date from 1644 and we have every reason 

to believe that in the larger towns and cities of the time an indigenous sign language 

was being born.  

 

                                                 
5 The capitalised “D” Deaf is a convention established by researchers and members of the Deaf community to refer 
to those who are culturally and linguistically Deaf…..(Woodward 1972).  
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ISL is a daughter language of French Sign Language (LSF – la langue des signes 

francaise), which was acquired and used in the world’s first state residential school 

founded by the Abbe de L’Epee in Paris in 1760. Nowadays, ISL and LSF as well as 

ASL (American Sign Language) and other European Sign Languages have 

similarities in fingerspelling (one-handed alphabet fingerspelling), whereas BSL and 

other sign languages such as Auslan, NZSL (New Zealand), South African Sign 

Language and several Asian Sign Languages use a two-handed alphabet.  

 

From Australian political and educational viewpoints, since the late 1980’s Auslan 

was recognised as one of Australia’s many community languages along with 

languages such as Italian, German and Greek. By contrast, it might be thought of as 

an “underground” and oppressed language from the ‘golden age’ of deaf education 

(around the 1860’s) until the late 1980’s. Such details are discussed in depth section 

2.3.1.   

 

2.2.2 Signed languages in the sociolinguistic context  

In the sociolinguistic context, signed languages, such as Auslan, ASL, LSF, BSL, are 

natural languages. Such languages have developed as a natural way of 

communicating in Deaf communities and have evolved over generations. In contrast 

to this, some non-signing people still believe that signed language is a single, 

universal language, and/or is like mime or pantomime (Neidle et al., 2000; Johnston, 

1998; Sutton-Spence and Woll, 1999; and Schembri, 1996). Furthermore, David 

Crystal, the writer of the Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language, discusses myths and 

realities of signed languages and emphasises that a detailed comparison between sign 

language and gesture must be drawn. The following statement he writes is: 

 

“The first step in considering the nature of sign language is to 
eradicate traditional misconceptions about its structure and 
function. Popular opinions about the matter are quite plain: 
sign language is not a real language but little more than a 
system of sophisticated gesturing; signs are simply pictorial 
representations of external reality; and because of this, there 
is just one sign language, which can be understood all over 
the world. It is now clear, from the results of the first research 
studies of this subject, dating from the 1960s, that all of these 
opinions are wrong” (1987:220).   
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Schembri (1996:1) explains that “Although aware of the various types of gesture, 

many people may never have considered the very different function each plays in the 

human communicative repertoire6. In particular, the contrast between the use of 

gesture as a primary means of communication and other communicative use of 

gesture is not widely understood. This confusion has led to the widely-held 

misconception that the sign languages of deaf communities are merely elaborated 

forms of spontaneous and imitative gesture, or that they are gestural surrogates for 

spoken language”.  It is important to elaborate on the relationship between signs in a 

signed language and the use of gesture in non-signers; McNeill’s reworking of 

Kendon’s continuum through which this relationship is represented, is proposed and 

helpful to those who would like to gain a better understanding of language in the 

visual-gestural modality.7 

 
Some say that Auslan may be regarded as a dialect of BSL (Schembri 2001). In fact, 

Auslan has grown to be different to BSL, but it is clearly related (Johnston 1998). 

“Auslan is a signed language that is part of the same language family as British Sign 

Language and New Zealand Sign Language (in fact, these three signed varieties 

might best be considered dialects of the same language), (Johnston, 2002), and seems 

not to be directly related historically to American Sign Language (McKee & 

Kennedy, 2000).” (Johnston et al., 2007). The comparison of the relationship 

between Auslan and BSL is very different to the relationship between Auslan and 

other signed languages such as Japanese Sign Language or ASL. A few Deaf 

teachers of Auslan claim that Auslan has rich, complex grammar of their own but 

there is little empirical research documentation focusing on Auslan. One of the 

reasons for this is that they assume, findings related to ASL or BSL structure, should 

parallel Auslan structure.  However, Auslan linguists and researchers cannot claim to 

have hard evidence of the fact that Auslan is as rich and complex as any oral or 

signed language.  The reason for this is that there is a need to carry on sound rigorous 

empirical research into Auslan from both the linguistic and sociolinguistic 

                                                 
6 “Non-signers are perhaps likely to be most aware of three kinds of gestural behaviour: the gestures that appears 
spontaneously during speech (known as gesticulation); the conventional gestures or emblems which vary from one 
community to another (such as the ‘shoulder shrug’, the ‘thumps up’ and the ‘okay’ signs), and the formal sign 
languages used in deaf communities.” (Schembri, 1996:1) 
7 Schembri Adam, The Structure and Formation of Signs in Auslan (Australian Sign Language) (North Rocks Press, 
1996), pp. 3-12. 
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viewpoints at present. Johnston (2000a) declared during the XIII World Congress of 

the World Federation of the Deaf that in reality, we do not have documented research 

to substantiate many claims about language structure found in Auslan courses. 

 

2.2.3 Signed languages from the linguistic viewpoint 

In the linguistic context, during the 1960s, William Stokoe’s boldness of taking the 

initiative to look into sign language from the linguistic perspective at Gallaudet 

University (formerly Gallaudet College), where his colleagues severely criticised 

him for doing so, has changed many scholars’ and laypeople’s attitudes toward this 

language. He stated: “The idea that deaf people’s signing might be a language 

aroused bitter opposition in 1960 when I first proposed it, but it wouldn’t go away. 

And when the idea took hold, about a decade later, it began to cause many good 

things to happen”. (Wilcox 2001). Since then, scholars, doing substantial research 

into some certain signed languages, eg., ASL, have maintained that ASL is a 

naturally developed, human language. However, recently, some researchers studying 

spoken and signed languages have come into conflict because of one of the defining 

characteristics, in which arbitrariness is conceptualised while the concept of iconicity 

has been negligible. “Those who hold Saussure’s principle to be correct will continue 

to view sign languages and their users as deficient” (Liddell 2002: 68).  

 

The principle indicates that in the spoken language perspective, signed languages 

that have many iconic signs, therefore, are not of the same status as spoken 

languages.8 Furthermore, although spoken languages have types of iconicity such as 

onomatopoeia9, as a class, this iconicity is regarded as a set of exceptions to the 

principle. Signed languages are therefore treated as marginal or exceptional because 
                                                 
8 Liddell (2002) states that “since the days of Saussure it has been axiomatic that proper linguistic forms are 
arbitrary. That is, the form of a word and its meaning have no inherent connection except that they been arbitrarily 
paired in the lexicon. Linguists have adopted the view that one of the defining characteristics of language is that its 
words must be arbitrary. That is, there should be no motivated relationship between the form of a word and its 
meaning: spoken words should not sound like what they mean; signs must not look like what they represent. If 
words must be arbitrary and not iconic, then the perceived iconicity of ASL signs would count against the language 
status of ASL (2002:60). 
9 The term, onomatopoeia: “The formation of words through the imitation of sounds from nature, e.g. cock-a-
doodle-doo, meow, splash” (Bussmann 1996). In other words this relationship between the sounds of these words 
and its meaning is not arbitrary, but onomatopoeic. Onomatopoeic words are less precise than arbitrary words 
(Westcott 1971 in Liddell 2002). In addition, Bolinger (1975, 217) states that it has been claimed that onomatopoeic 
words are primitive. These words will eventually lose this nonarbitrariness through processes of historical change 
(Saussure 1959, 69; Frisberg 1975, 717 in Liddell 2002).        
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they do not conform to the principle (Liddell, 2002:61). In fact, no one disputes that 

any spoken language has few words relating to iconicity, whereas any signed 

language retains a high proportion of iconic signs, because iconicity is desirable in 

both spoken or signed languages, but the potential for onomatopoeia in the former 

language is limited by the auditory modality. In other words, (Liddell, 2002:65) the 

potential for iconicity is much greater in a signed language because in a visual 

modality, iconicity is present when there is a relationship between the visual form of 

the sign and its meaning. Furthermore, Johnston (quoted in Halliday & Matthiessen, 

1999:30) points out: “Despite an oral-aural language being suited to iconically 

encode sounds, the fact that our experience as a whole is visual, temporal and spatial 

means that a language which has itself visual and temporal resources for 

representation has greater means than an auditory one to map onto itself those very 

visual and spatial qualities of the world it wishes to represent.” Interestingly, Rachel 

Sutton-Spence and Bencie Woll, the writers of a textbook, “The Linguistics of 

British Sign Language”, prefer using the term, visual motivation to iconicity, as to 

avoid using the latter that has a rather narrow meaning; ‘Icon’ just means ‘picture’ 

(1999:168).  

 

2.2.4 Referential cohesion in signed languages 

It is important to note that the following section raises a discussion on one aspect of 

signed languages for which there exists no obvious parallel in any spoken language 

because this study focuses on analysis of signed referential cohesion that includes 

noun phrases, pronouns, verb types, classifiers and role shifting within narratives or 

anecdotes.  With reference to spoken language linguistics, pointing gestures that can 

function as noun phrases or pronouns in signed languages, are classified into 

paralinguistic elements, as they are considered not to be linguistic elements, but a 

few linguists, like McNeill and Kendon, offer a perspective that gestures are an 

integral part of language; gesture and language are one system. Liddell (2002:69) 

states that “the theoretical bias in linguistic theory that devalues gesture has 

motivated ASL researchers to see pointing gestures not as gestures but as 

manifestations of linguistic units.” Therefore, most sign researchers have focussed on 

pointing gestures especially verb directionality paralleling subject and object 
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agreements in spoken languages which is based on a theoretical bias towards a 

grammatical analysis.  

  

It is interesting to note that Liddell’s view is radical as he does not agree with the 

sign linguists’ proposals for describing the directionality of signs as driven by 

linguistic units rather than by gesture. Liddell (2002:75) states that “the directionality 

of signs is not linguistically defined,” and that “it is variable, depending completely 

on the actual or conceptualised location of the entity the sign is directed toward.”  In 

other words, the pronoun that is demonstrated by directing the tip of “point” 

handshape (major handshape in Auslan) toward the referent, no matter where the 

referent happens to be, can be directed in virtually any direction. Therefore, a part of 

its phonetic or cherological form is not lexically fixed (see, e.g., Lillo-Martin & 

Klima 1990; and Meier 1990).  The reason for this is that there are not only no 

phonological proposals capable of describing this directionality, but also these 

proposals have semantic and morphological problems. He therefore, presents the 

following statement:  

“In contrast with the iconicity issue, where accepting 
iconicity as normal carries virtually no cost to grammatical 
theory, there is a lot riding on the grammatical versus 
gestural interpretation of directionality. Virtually all 
grammatical parallels between verb directionality and 
grammatical phenomena in spoken language will have to be 
abandoned. Likewise, all conclusions about acquisition of 
directional signs will need to change from a grammatical 
interpretation of the facts to a gestural interpretation of the 
same facts. Even how one views the nature of ASL will need 
to change. It will require seeing ASL as a language in which 
grammatical elements and gestural elements coexist, both 
providing essential parts of signed messages” (2002:76). 

 
 

Emmorey, Corina, and Bellugi (1995) propose that their analysis, which is a stark 

contrast to Liddell’s, is based on a functional characterisation of space in the service 

of grammatical functions. The analysis characterises ASL in space as having two 

main different functions of space: a referential function and a topographical function. 

In the referential function, nominals are associated with spatial loci, and pronominals 

or agreeing verbs directed toward spatial loci are understood as coreferential with the 

nominal, whereas in the topographical function, space can function topographically 

to express the location of persons and objects within a physically real or imagined 
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space (Emmorey et al., 1995:3). Emmorey and her colleagues argue that in the 

viewpoint of psycholinguistics, these functions demonstrate differential processing 

and distinctive neurological substrates.  

 

Sutton-Spence and Woll (1999:130) state that some linguists have not accepted the 

notion of distinctive space types, syntactic and topographical spaces. Needless to say, 

Liddell, as previously mentioned, argues against this proposal for demonstrating the 

distinction between these functions of space in signed languages, because he has 

presented evidence showing that the notion of syntactic space is both descriptively 

inadequate and theoretically unnecessary (1995:19). Likewise, Johnston’s (1991:30) 

statement is that “Consequently, the topographical and the syntactic uses of space in 

Auslan (cf. Poizner, Klima & Bellugi, 1987) are not seen as fundamentally different 

from each other, though both can be opposed to a lexical (or ‘articulatory’) use of 

space. Arguments are advanced as to why this might be so, not only in Auslan but 

also in other natural sign languages.”         

 

It may be worth noting that there have been and are still other problems for sign 

linguists, which were discussed at the International Sign Linguistics Association 

conference on ‘Word Order in Sign Languages’ at Durham University, in the UK 

(Branson & Miller, 1992). Traditionally, many linguists and researchers have tended 

to describe signed languages in the same terms as spoken languages as well as 

derived from formalised and essentially literate forms of language rather than 

spontaneous and natural situations. In addition to those problems, Johnston (1996:59) 

argues that “spoken languages favour the exploitation of sequential strategies, such 

as the linear addition, insertion, or substitution of morphemes (or word order), over 

the simultaneous or superimposed codings of tone and intonation. What is 

noteworthy in sign languages is not the fact of simultaneity but, rather, the number 

of, and clear preference for, simultaneous elements10.” This implies that there is an 

importance in shifting from the restricted monofunctional view of language to the 

                                                 
10 “The term, simultaneous elements indicate that in Auslan, for example, the verb sign may express the ‘subject’ or 
the ‘object’ by a change in the direction of the sign; an adverb of manner by a modification of the movement and an 
appropriate facial expression; an adverb of frequency and duration by a particular way of repeating the sign; the 
‘subject’ of a verb of displacement by a classifier handshape (i.e., a proform) incorporated into the verb; and the 
“object” of a verb of grasping by incorporation of a classifier handshape (i.e., manipulator). Thus, a large amount of 
information can be encoded simultaneously into a single sign” (Johnston 1996: 58).  
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plurifunctional view of language. Johnston suggests that the contemporary 

articulation of the plurifunctional perspective is best exemplified by the theory of 

systemic functional linguistics. This discussion will go further and address issues in a 

later chapter. 

 

2.2.5  Storytelling in signed languages  

It has been and is apparent that storytelling in any signed language is a traditional 

value of Deaf communities around the world (Sutton-Spence et al., 1999; Lane et al., 

1996). Sutton-Spence & Woll (1999: 275) say, “An important function of stories in 

any community is to share and remember experiences, and this is true of the British 

Deaf community. The stories do not need to be new. The idea is to include everyone 

in a shared experience. For example, when a group of people from school get 

together, the stories are often about their time there. In many ways, the social 

function of the story, and how it is told, is more important than its content.” 

 

In addition, Ben Bahan, who is one of the writers of the book, “A Journey into the 

Deaf-World” and who has demonstrated his mastery of ASL storytelling, explains 

that storytelling has developed early in residential schools for Deaf children, where 

the children have attempted to imitate the ways their non-Deaf teachers behaved 

strangely and recount the plots of cartoons, westerns, and war movies11. Lane et al., 

(1996) expound a process of becoming a successful signed storyteller: 

“Some children soon emerge as the ones with the most loyal 
and sizable audiences. Those children self-identify as 
storytellers, a fact which is confirmed by their audiences. 
Their craft is perfected as they watch Deaf adults tell stories 
at home, at school, at the Deaf club, or at various cultural 
events. In later life, at the Deaf club for example, the self-
identified storyteller volunteers to tell a story at some event. 
This later storytelling is sometimes more formal – for 
example, bearing witness to the acts and character of 
important Deaf figures or to significant events (how we 
founded the club) or relating part of Deaf culture (the abbe de 
l’Epee meets the two Deaf sisters)” (153). 

 
 

                                                 
11 Last three decades, there were no captions in these films and television programs. The children therefore, spent 
a lot of time developing skill and imagination.    
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Apparently, no one disputes that ASL has a rich literary tradition and that storytellers 

play an important role in the Deaf community to not only entertain both Deaf and 

non-Deaf people but also to inspire its heritage and conventional wisdom. Although 

there is a paucity of research literature on storytelling in Australia, over the last ten 

years, there has been an assembling and publishing of collections of storytelling in 

video format produced by both native and near-native language users of Auslan in an 

effort to preserve the language of Australia’s Deaf community and to be used as 

teaching tools12. Clearly, storytelling is an important part of Auslan. 

 

 

2.3  Insights into the context of Auslan teaching 
 
2.3.1  A brief history of the establishment of Auslan teaching programs 
 
This section will briefly introduce signed language teaching contexts in Australia. 

Sign language teaching13 at a basic and non-accredited level began over three 

decades ago in Australia. Thereafter, there was a significant change in attitude 

towards Auslan teaching through the recognition of Auslan as the primary or 

preferred language of Australia’s Deaf Community, in the numerous national policy 

documents on language and literacy14. Auslan was recognised as a community 

language (de facto recognition) in the late 1980s and the early 1990s according to the 

National Policy on languages15. Coincidentally, at this time, there already existed 

ready-made teaching and learning resource materials developed by ASL material 

developers. Trevor Johnston was also at this time the first and only Auslan linguist 

and lexicographer to develop the original Auslan dictionary. He developed a 

                                                 
12 Video materials relating to signed narratives, jokes, poems and so on were produced by the National Institute for 
Deaf Studies and Sign Language Research (La Trobe and Monash Universities), the Auslan & Deaf Studies Centre, 
Kangan Batman TAFE (Formerly Chisholm Institute of TAFE), Adelaide Institute of TAFE, NSW TAFE and Griffith 
University (QLD).    
13 The courses were run by the state deaf societies perhaps for the purpose of fund raising and deaf awareness. 
14 In the 1980s, ther Australian federal government recognised the importance of Auslan as the primary or preferred 
language of the deaf community in numerous national policy documents on language and literacy (Lo Bianco, 1987). 
15 Johnston (2000a:4&5) states that “A publication outlining the results of the Senate inquiry (titled ‘A National 
Language Policy for Australia’) was issued in 1987 and it made several references to Auslan. Auslan had achieved 
de facto recognition as one of Australia’s community languages. I say ‘de facto’ because, apart from its inclusion in 
the NLP as one of Australia’s community languages, Auslan has not been officially recognised as a language by any 
state or federal government in any other way. Indeed, I am aware of only two countries (Finland and South Africa) , 
which have officially and legally recognised their national deaf sign languages as languages of their countries. 
Despite the recognition of Auslan being simply ‘de facto’, our situation is still better than many other countries, and is 
similar to the situation in Sweden which is often held up as a model in the area of social legislation.”  
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curriculum guide for Auslan teachers (Johnston, 2000b). These events changed the 

attitude of members of the Deaf Community to Auslan and brought about the 

establishment of accredited and non-accredited long-term programs at educational 

institutions around Australia at this time. Furthermore, there were several accredited 

and non-accredited courses for Auslan teacher trainees, established at tertiary 

institutions e.g. Adult Education Centre for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired (now 

known as the Deaf Education Network), at La Trobe University, Kensington Park 

College of TAFE, and other institutions in the early 1990’s. 

 

During this time the programs became very popular, as many non-deaf people and 

people with hearing impairments became interested in learning Auslan as a second or 

foreign language in much the same way as other spoken languages such as Italian or 

Chinese. Before the establishment of these programs, there were courses in 

Australasian Signed English provided by educational institutions. Subsequently, the 

promotion of Auslan recognised as a community language, increased through the 

work of lobby groups such as the “Concerned Deaf for Total Communication in Deaf 

Education”, Auslan Advisory Board (AUSLAB) under the auspices of the Australian 

Association of the Deaf (AAD) and state branches of AAD. The provision of 

accredited long term courses in Auslan at secondary and tertiary levels also occurred. 

This trend impacted negatively on the quantity of non-accredited short term courses 

in Signed English16. The main reason being perhaps that non-deaf Adult learners in 

general preferred to learn Auslan as a second or foreign language instead of Signed 

English, boosted by the resistance of most of the Deaf Community members who had 

their established language -Auslan. 

 

2.3.2  The material developments for Auslan teachers and students  

In subsequent years, the AEC, La Trobe University, Kensington Park College of 

TAFE, NSW TAFE, and Chrisholm Institute of TAFE (now transferred to Kangan 

Batman TAFE) developed or adapted teaching and learning materials, without 
                                                 
16 “Signed English is basically an educational tool. Because of the incompleteness of auditory input and speech 
reading for many hearing impaired children, fingerspelling and signs are used as integral parts of their 
communication. Signed English is a means of giving these children a manual representation of English in parallel 
with the spoken word. Signed English is not a different language. As with written English it is simply another way of 
using English” (Jeanes and Reynolds, 1982).  
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having empirical research documentation in relation to Auslan linguistics and 

sociolinguistics to reinforce ideas or points of view, that had been woven into these 

materials. To date, there is still little or no empirical evidence to support Auslan 

teachers and material developers at all educational levels. Unfortunately, government 

funding for the development has supported resource materials instead of empirical 

research into Auslan. “To my mind, many individuals forgot the important balance 

and interdependence between (linguistic) research, resources, and teaching in their 

haste to compensate for past neglect” (Johnston 2000b:5). 

 

To continue discussing this issue, Johnston (2000a:133) presents the following 

statement concerning his view on Auslan teaching areas, especially sophisticated 

interpreter training programs, open university level Auslan courses, and expanded 

bilingual/bicultural education programs for the deaf in primary schools and into high 

schools: 

 
“Without adequate language resources informed by research 
there are only three possible solutions to this dilemma. First, 
one can ‘pad out’ a course of language study by substituting a 
great deal of cultural and historical content for the basic 
language description, which may be lacking. Second, one 
could borrow generously from research into another signed 
language. Indeed, one may be tempted to do a wholesale 
transfer or adaptation of a foreign curriculum. The source 
signed language in most cases is ASL. Third, one could resort 
to a kind of prescriptivism. That is, one could be seduced into 
dressing up the beliefs of folk linguistics as if it were the 
findings of empirical research. One would then be stating as 
rules of the language what are little more than personal 
preferences or even prejudices. I believe we have 
experienced all three trends in recent years in Australia.”           

 
 

Needless to say, native and many non-native Auslan teachers and material 

developers naturally rely on theories about grammar postulated by American Sign 

Language researchers and apply them to Auslan for second language or LOTE 

teaching and/or tend to teach grammar in Auslan based on intuition, although Auslan 

is not a dialect language of ASL. This has caused dissension among Auslan teachers 

and material developers. Inevitably, this has hardly decreased the teachers’ and 

curriculum developers’ prescriptive attitudes towards Auslan without resource 
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support from empirical research documentation. However, this is not the whole 

problem, as Renwick College has provided well-researched documentation such as 

the Auslan dictionary, developed by trained linguist and native signer, Trevor 

Johnston. In fact, Auslan teachers have available general information on Auslan 

language structure produced by Auslan linguists (Johnston, 1987b, 1998; Schembri, 

1996) and booklets regarding Auslan linguistics accompanying videotexts in Auslan 

format created by the curriculum team of the National Institute for Deaf Studies and 

Sign Language Research, La Trobe University at present17. Johnston (2000a:135 & 

2000b:11), however, stresses that there are still some unanswered or insufficiently 

researched questions in relation to all the sign linguistic levels such as lexical, 

“phonological”, morphological, discourse and register levels. 

  

2.3.3  Funding to support the Auslan curriculum developments 

At present, funding bodies such as state departments of Education, Deaf 

communities and individuals throughout Australian cities and towns have similar 

expectations of Auslan as a second language or a LOTE and of teaching process 

through the use of standard curriculum, e.g. Certificate in Auslan (curriculum 

framework – Australian Qualifications Framework; Certificate II, III, IV & Diploma) 

developed by Kangan Batman Institutes of TAFE (formerly Chrisholm Institutes of 

TAFE) and accredited by Curriculum Framework Industry Training Accreditation 

Board. This certificate is not based on national competency standards developed for 

this area, but identified training needs proposed by the industry/educational bodies 

relevant to deafness, and it has been aligned to the Auslan Proficiency Rating Scale 

that was developed by Griffith University – Centre for Deafness and Communication 

Studies18. 

                                                 
17 Trevor Johnston (2000a:6) says “…..I have never considered my doctoral dissertation to contain sufficient 
information in itself to do anything more than provide general information regarding Auslan language structure.” The 
National Language Institute for Deaf Studies and Sign Language Research (NIDS) developed teaching and 
resource materials with financial assistance provided by the Commonwealth Department of Employment, Education 
and Training. Several of these materials that were produced for the purpose of educating Auslan teachers about 
Auslan linguistics, are; “The Use of Space in Auslan”, “Time, Topicalisation and Roleshift” and “Understanding 
Classifiers in Auslan”. Trevor Johnston criticises this Institute for its productivity showing tiny systematic research 
into Auslan, instead it has focused on the development of teaching and resource materials, as well as teacher 
training and interpreter training (see Johnston 2000a:130). In addition to this, he comments that some published 
materials produced by the NIDS make claims about Auslan grammar and usage, which are dubious (Johnston 
2000a).  
 
18 Competency Standards describe the skills and knowledge required for a person to operate effectively in the 
workplace. The standards have been defined by industry, are nationally recognised and form the basis of training for 
that specific industry. Standards contain descriptors of outcomes to be achieved and criteria for performance.(See 
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Another curriculum developed by the Senior Secondary Assessment Board of South 

Australia and the Board of Studies, Victoria, is entitled “Collaborative Curriculum 

and Assessment Framework for Languages (CCAFL) – Continuers Level Framework 

for Auslan”. Before this development, the VCE study design for Auslan as a LOTE 

was developed by the Board of Studies, Victoria. This is used in senior secondary 

schools (Year 11 & 12). The last curriculum development, “Auslan Supplement for 

the South Australian Curriculum Standards and Accountability Framework for 

Languages”, was funded by the Department of Education, Training and Employment, 

SA for three years. This framework is used for teachers of Auslan who teach students 

from Yr.2 to Yr. 10.  

 

2.3.4  Teachers of Auslan 

The educational providers have implemented these national or state curricula by 

employing teachers of Auslan who are expected to meet the identified training needs 

of Auslan learners. A question of whether they have been or are able to do so or not, 

has been raised. It is presumed that many teachers of Auslan who have been 

employed at either a university, an institute of TAFE, a primary school or a 

secondary school, may be underqualified to teach Auslan as a second language 

and/or LOTE. Johnston (2000b:4) states that “Most sign language teachers still had 

to be trained, as teachers, let alone teachers of Auslan. This has proved to be much 

more difficult than anyone ever imagined and still remains a problem today”.  

 

Kanda & Fleischer (1988) in an essay entitled “Who is Qualified to Teach American 

Sign Language?” put forth six criteria that they considered essential to the 

professional qualifications of ASL teachers. These were: 

  
1) Sign Language teachers must respect the language and its history; 
2) Sign Language teachers should feel comfortable interacting within the Deaf 

community – demonstrating their fluency in ASL, as well as their knowledge 
of and comfort with the culture; 

                                                                                                                                          
National Training Information Service – www.ntis.gov.au ) Some learning outcomes in the Certificate in Auslan has 
been borrowed from the CSWE (Certificate in Speaking and Writing English) (Sandi Leane: personal communication 
in February 2003). CSWE is a competency-based curriculum framework structured around a social and functional 
theory of language, that is a theory which sees language as a meaning-making resource, and language choices as 
related to the social and cultural context, (Halliday 1978, 1985). The implementation of the CSWE constituted a 
deliberate and planned shift in curriculum model. It resulted in part from a critical awareness of the shortcomings of 
strongly process-oriented, individualized curriculum model of the 1980s (Susan Hood 1995). 
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3) Sign Language teachers must be good teachers. They should have completed 
formal study of the language and of educational and pedagogical principles; 

4) Sign Language teachers should be familiar with second language teaching 
theory and methodology; 

5) Sign Language teachers should be engaged in personal and professional 
growth and development; and 

6) ASL teachers are human beings first, teachers second, and teachers of ASL 
third (Kanda & Fleischer: 183-192). 

 

It is presumed that many of the teachers or tutors of Auslan have not possessed the 

minimum knowledge and skills essential to meet most of these above criteria. For 

example, many non-Deaf and non-native teachers who have been teaching Auslan as 

LOTE at schools, do not possess fluency in Auslan nor have they completed formal 

study of the language and/or second language teaching methodology studies. 

However, some schools have hired native or near-native Auslan users as school 

support officers to assist them to teach their classes in order to diminish these 

weaknesses. Another problem is that many of Deaf lecturers at postsecondary 

institutions and community centres have not been and may not be still, confident 

about using cultural and critical literacy19 but have achieved fluency in Auslan, with 

little or no intimate knowledge e.g., second language teaching theories and 

methodology as well as having problems with acquisition of knowledge such as 

linguistics perhaps due to a lack of considerable experience in academic life. 

According to Branson (1991:135), “The socio-linguistic characteristics of the Deaf 

are unique, generating unique problems in relation to the achievement of the 

government’s current policy objective of effective literacy. But while they are 

unique, they are problems created and perpetuated by the wider hearing society and 

by the failure of those in authority to address the needs of the Deaf, rather than the 

ongoing needs of the professionals associated with them.” However, most of them 

have completed non-academic formal study of the language and basic teaching skills 

on which some institutions have offered short-term courses, and use Auslan as their 

everyday language, with varying degrees of fluency. Unfortunately, there are only a 

few Deaf lecturers who possess sound critical or academic literacy skills and have 

                                                 
19 According to Lane, Hoffmeister and Bahan (1996:279), 1) people who are culturally literate are able to bring to 
the text knowledge derived from their culture, encompassing values, customs, and information, including information 
about the socio-historical context of writing; and 2) people who are critically literate understand that literacy has both 
a social and a political purpose.     
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been or are able to continue developing their professions through frequently reading 

research or academic literature on these relevant subjects.  

 

The following statement from Anne Jeavons, the Principal Lecturer in Central 

TAFE, Perth supports this argument: “There were Deaf lecturers teaching diploma 

and higher level courses who had minimal formal qualifications or no qualifications 

at all… Universities would not accept hearing people for lecturing positions without 

the appropriate qualifications and yet were accepting Deaf people with inferior or no 

qualifications” (Jeavons, 1999:77). Napier, who has been one of the leaders in the 

Association of British Sign Language Tutors and has been running Stage 1 and Stage 

220 BSL Materials workshops around the United Kingdom, makes the point that if 

the Deaf want equality with their hearing peers they must be prepared to the undergo 

the same training as hearing people (Napier, 1998:4).  

 

Smith (1988:171) who wrote a teacher’s curriculum guide, “Signing Naturally Level 

1, 2 & 3” argues that during the late 1980s ASL programs often employed teachers 

for their language fluency rather than their background in language teaching. Smith 

(1988:179) explains about the structure of the curriculum: “we recognise that most 

ASL teachers are not trained specifically as language teachers. ASL instruction is 

still in its early stages and there are few resources for the teacher to turn to. 

Therefore, we wrote detailed lesson plans that included what to teach and how to 

teach it. We developed activities and materials (handouts, worksheets, 

transparencies, and videotapes) to help teachers successfully implement the 

curriculum.”21 It is not, therefore, surprising that they might have relied exclusively 

on the curriculum guide without being involved in decisions in relation to teaching 

methodology unless the programs requires them to follow it. “… unless that 

principled basis is YOUR OWN carefully and thoughtfully devised theory, you 

become a slave to one way of thinking, a puppet without self-control.” (Brown, 

1994: 15). Indeed, Auslan programs have had this similar problem and funded 

adaptations of the ASL curriculum guide in the early 1990’s, which would be a 

                                                 
20 ‘Stage 1 and Stage 2’ defined as beginners and intermediate levels of BSL teaching and acquisition. 
21 Ken Mikos, Cheri Smith & Ella Mae Lentz have developed the ASL curriculum, entitled “Signing Naturally”. This 
project at Vista College was funded by FIPSE (U.S. Department of Education, Funds for Improvement of 
Postsecondary Education).   
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convenience for their teaching staff who have not (or do not still) achieved an 

understanding of second language pedagogy.  

 

The Deafness Forum of Australia has developed a policy discussion paper 

concerning Auslan, a national curriculum taught by qualified teachers, and has been 

concerned about the current situation in Australia, particularly a lack of quality 

teachers of Auslan. Inevitably, this issue have been affecting the quality of Auslan 

teaching22.    

 

The reasons why, traditionally, Deaf people without appropriate teaching 

qualifications have been employed to teach at a postsecondary or tertiary level, is 

that Deaf Communities’ presupposition within signed language teaching in Australia 

and other countries worldwide is that if the teacher is Deaf, the language used 

necessarily will be authentic. “This is problematic in two ways. Knowing a thing and 

teaching that thing are quite different. It cannot be assumed that by virtue of their 

deafness all Deaf teachers are per force skilled in both ASL as a language and 

teaching as a discipline” (Peterson, 2001:4).   

 

Another issue here concerns Auslan teachers’ language skills. It is noteworthy that 

the Nicholas report, Language at the Crossroads: The Report of the National Enquiry 

into the Employment and Supply of Teachers Languages Other Than English (1993), 

proposes one of four areas to be incorporated in the preparation of language of 

language teachers: language competence in both the target language and English. 

This indicates that LOTE teachers who immigrated to Australia, and teach their first 

language (LOTE) in Australia, are expected to demonstrate English competency at 

near-native or native-like level. Newell (1995) wrote a research article and presented 

the result from the survey (JATASL – A Job Analysis of Teaching ASL). Based on 

this result, ASL teachers’ competencies of not only ASL but also written English, are 

expected. The result measured by the scale, states that it is “very important” for ASL 

teachers to possess bilingual skills in ASL and English (writing and reading).  

 

                                                 
22 See website – Deafness Forum of Australia http://www.deafnessforum.org.au/policy3auslan.htm (30th March 
2005). 
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It is perhaps not surprising that many of those Deaf teachers of Auslan who have 

studied non-academic LOTE training courses provided by La Trobe University, Deaf 

Education Network (formerly Adult Education Centre for the deaf and hearing 

impaired), Kensington Park College of TAFE, and a few other institutions, still have 

problems with developing further understanding of second language teaching 

theories and methodology and of research literature into sign linguistics. This is 

partly because they may lack academic level printed English skills and/or critical 

literacy skills essential to academically studying at higher education sectors23. This 

argument may be inevitable, as Branson (1991:2) states that for gaining entry to the 

Bachelor of Education specialising Auslan Teaching (LOTE), formal educational 

qualifications are not required for those who are native users of Auslan and have 

several years of experience in teaching non-deaf or deaf non-signing adults Auslan.  

 

It is important to note that the National Association of the Deaf in America has 

proposed the standards for teachers of ASL in order to improve the quality of ASL 

teaching programs through the use of minimally qualified teachers of ASL. The work 

is based on, and closely corresponds with, the professional standards required by 

teachers of foreign languages, as developed and advocated by the American Council 

of Teachers of Foreign Languages (ACTFL)24. However, it seems that some Auslan 

teachers without teaching qualifications but with talents for “teaching” and/or 

interacting with people, might have at least coped with superficially 

understanding teaching procedures or techniques at a practical action level and/or 

have taken advantage of the ready-made curriculum guide including lesson plans 

with assistance of experienced and qualified teachers of Auslan. This is partly 

because they have had little or no experience creating their own syllabus and 

methodology, according to the inference to be drawn from amid their beliefs in 

language and language learning, learner needs analysis and outcomes-based 

curriculum endorsed by authorities.  

                                                 
23 “There is constant reference in the literature as to the low educational level and poor literacy achievement of 
most deaf school learners” (Johnson et al, 1987; Charrow and Willow, 1989; Branson, 1991; Duffy et al, 1993; and 
Kelly, 1993, cited in Komesaroff 1994). It is not surprising that these learners will have a struggle to gain an 
understanding of second language teaching theories and methodology through reading when they are accepted to 
study at tertiary institutions. 
24 Jay Innis, Ph.D, who is the director of the NAD Educational Policy and Program Development Center (EDCE), 
has been chairing the NAD Education Committee to prepare the proposed ASL Standards. See website – NAD: 
www.nad.org (November, 2002).  
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Stern (1983:119) comments on language teachers who do not possess an explicit 

knowledge of the nature of language, and writes: “The ‘theory’ of language with 

which the teacher operates may not be consciously formulated; it may simply be 

implicit in the teaching traditions, in the concepts employed to talk about languages, 

in the way textbooks are arranged, or in the content and format of dictionaries and 

grammars; but it is hardly imaginable that a language could be taught without some 

underlying conception of the general nature of language.” As Johnston (2000a:133) 

suggests, despite there being a lack of documented research to substantiate many 

claims about Auslan linguistics, communicative language teaching approaches are 

preferred by native signers to teach basic Auslan courses. Johnston also states in his 

paper (2000a:133) it is not absolutely necessary for both Auslan teachers and 

learners to learn about language structure. This implies that this approach is not 

concerned about the teaching of grammar. 

 

2.3.5 Learners of Auslan 

 

There are a variety of target groups for the provision of Auslan training at all levels: 

1) Parents, relatives and friends of Deaf children or adults; 2) Colleagues of Deaf 

workers; 3) Professionals working with Deaf children and adults; 4) Teachers of the 

deaf; 5) Deaf children using Auslan as a second language or a preferred language; 6) 

Deafened and severely hard of hearing individuals; 7) school students learning 

Auslan as a LOTE; 8) Deaf adults who are keen to study Auslan as an academic 

course of study (e.g., Introduction to Auslan linguistics); 9) Non-deaf people with 

their “integrative” motivation. Some providers have offered particular Auslan 

courses designed for only caregivers or guardians and parents of Deaf children, for 

only staff, for only teachers of the deaf, for only school students and so forth, while 

other providers such as TAFE institutes have run accredited courses for mixed 

learners including professionals, teachers, parents, relatives, colleagues and so on.  

 

2.3.6   Empirical research into second or foreign language acquisition in relation 

 to signed language 

 

To the best of this investigator’s knowledge, there is a lack of empirical research 

literature available on pedagogical effects of second or foreign language on aspects 
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of signed languages worldwide.  There are many papers relating to this field which 

are not based on scientific procedures but could be regarded as combing belief and 

authority as sources of knowledge. This research can be regarded as classroom-

centred research25, which second language acquisition researchers have used for their 

studies, and has either of two types: product-oriented, or process-oriented studies (A 

further discussion about this is provided in Chapter 5). Furthermore, there is a dearth 

of studies which are a process-product combination in relation to second or foreign 

signed language learning and teaching worldwide. Hence, this study concentrates 

predominantly on scientific research into pedagogical effects of CLT 

(communicative language teaching) and theoretical frameworks in second language 

acquisition (spoken English) to contextualise the research problem within a larger 

body of knowledge. However, this study also has a look at source of belief or 

authority knowledge in relation to signed language teaching, depending on the 

discovery of the sources available.  

 

 

2.4 Summary 

 

In Australia, British sign language (BSL) and Irish sign language (ISL) evolved into 

Auslan because of historical links between the Deaf communities and deaf education 

in the two countries. Discussion from the sociolinguistic viewpoint has mainly been 

about people’s attitudes towards signed languages, myths and the reality of signed 

languages. Signed languages from the linguistic viewpoint, referential cohesion and 

storytelling were briefly discussed. In addition, general discussion in relation to the 

context of signed language teaching, focused on teaching programs, materials 

developments, funding, teachers and learners.   

 

 
 

 
 
                                                 
25 Classroom-centred research (CCR) in second-language learning and teaching has been described as either 
product-oriented or process-oriented (see Allwright 1983; Gaies 1983; Long 1980, 1984 for detailed reviews of 
CCR).    
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CHAPTER 3: DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND REFERENTIAL COHESION 
 
 
3.1 Introduction  
 
This chapter presents definitions of ‘discourse analysis’ in relation to differing views 

of language and offers different perspectives on approaches to discourse analysis. 

The concepts of cohesion and descriptions of referential cohesion in spoken and 

signed languages are also provided.    

 
 
3.2 Discourse Analysis  
 
 
Because this study aims to investigate referential cohesion extracted from Auslan 

story texts and apply it to Auslan teaching, this study needs to develop an 

appreciation of discourse analysis in general, select and adapt an appropriate 

approach(es) to discourse analysis. Furthermore, it is imperative that when a teacher 

of Auslan plans in his/her own classroom to teach discourse structure or elements 

such as contextual coherence and cohesive devices within a story text, he/she may 

need to possess knowledge and skills in discourse analysis. As a result, he/she would 

be a more effective teacher as Burton (in Paltridge, 2000:iii) states. Although this 

section focuses on discourse analysis in both spoken and signed language(s), it 

cannot be avoided that definitions of discourse that most sign researchers apply to 

the field of signed languages, despite the elaboration of such definitions, will be 

introduced in brief.  

 

Winston (1991:397) states that “Investigations of the use of spatial referencing26 as a 

cohesive device in ASL at the discourse level are rare”, although research into 

directionality of signs such as indicating and locative verbs, pronoun, and classifier 

predicates at the phonological and morphological level has been done.  This has 

continued until today, as Morgan who is a BSL researcher in storytelling, recently 

cited in his dissertation (1998:5), the relation between syntactic reference and 

discourse-level reference has been little explored. This is also observed by Neidle, 

MacLaughlin and Lee (1997).  Few ASL and BSL researchers besides Winston 
                                                 
26 According to Winston (1991:398), “Spatial referencing functions as a cohesive devices in ASL by providing 
deictic referents throughout segments of discourse. …. Three types of cohesion-producing spatial referencing are 
examined below: comparisons, performatives, and time mapping.” 
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(1991), and Morgan (1997, 1998) who adopted the concept of discourse developed 

by spoken language discourse analysts, have adapted the versions of an approach to 

discourse analysis for their research. The reason for this is that signed languages, 

which rely on a visual-gestural modality that motivates signers to use space as part of 

the meaning of the sign, have their select typical linguistic patterns for creating 

cohesion which do not seem to be parallel with those of spoken languages. As 

Morgan (1998:37) suggests “In BSL there exists a system of reference devices, 

which are used for the construction of narrative discourse. Although sign discourse 

works within the same constraints as spoken language, the means by which cohesion 

is achieved in the visual modality differs greatly.” However, the approach in both 

signed and spoken languages tends to focus on what is meant by patterns of 

vocabulary, and linking signs or words.    

 

Prior to definitions of discourse being presented in this section, the descriptions of 

cohesion in relation to both spoken and signed languages through the use of 

discourse analysis will be discussed.  As Winston (1993:90) describes the following:  

 

“Spatial mapping27 becomes a cohesive device at the 
discourse level of language. It is only when an entity has 
been established in space in the prior text that the signer can 
refer again to that entity by pointing at its mapped location. 
This co-referencing of an entity requires that the watcher 
utilize prior text to interpret the meaning of the pointed sign 
(it is only by knowing which entity was established at a 
particular location that a watcher can interpret successive 
points at that location). As Halliday and Hasan (1976) point 
out, it is this dependence on prior text for the interpretation of 
a lexical item that creates cohesive links between utterances. 
Thus, repeated pointing to a spatial map is a cohesive feature 
of emerging ASL texts.”     
 

Morgan (1998) uses the terms cohesion as well as coherence for the purposes of his 

study. Morgan’s dissertation described discourse cohesion in narrative productions of 

deaf children acquiring British Sign Language (BSL) as a first language. The 

definition is as follows:  

“Narrative is thus a form of discourse. It is the sum of the 
mechanisms used by speakers and signers for the laying out 

                                                 
27 I use the term “spatial mapping” rather than the more familiar term, “spatial reference.” (Winston 1993:87) 
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of this information in a coherent and cohesive manner that 
will form the subject matter of this investigation. Cohesion 
refers to the relating of events to each other across the 
narrative, while coherence refers to the overall intelligibility 
of the narrative.  … In particular, cohesion is the conjoining 
of pieces of information in the form of episodes, clauses or 
frames through discourse that will represent the major part of 
this study. The cohesion of a discourse depends on the 
interplay between linguistic and psychological devices used 
by speakers or signers in their narratives” (1998:9).  

 
Winston’s and Morgan’s approaches to discourse analysis are somewhat similar to 

the systemic-functional approach, as they have analysed not only cohesive forms but 

also cohesive functions within the text-types, particularly lecture and narrative 

respectively.  They have proposed types of cohesive functions: Winston’s three types 

are: comparisons, performatives, and time mapping, which is under the original term 

‘spatial referencing’ (1991) and the later term ‘spatial mapping’ (1995), whereas 

Morgan’s reference function types are: introduction, re-introduction and maintenance 

of reference.  This investigation has concentrated on these researchers’ research 

literature on this topic and discusses their reports later in this chapter).  Moreover, in 

this section investigation also discusses research literature on English cohesion and 

coherence in general, as well as systems of reference and retrieval and generic 

structure28 from the systemic-functional perspective. This is followed by a discussion 

on the analysis of a native Auslan user’s production in a story text, as well as a 

comparison between the analyses of the native’s and of the select Auslan learner’s 

story texts.  In addition to this, this investigation introduces a category of select 

reference forms and systems of reference functions, which have been used for the 

Auslan syllabus content for experiment classes in this later chapter.       

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
28 The term generic structure or schematic structure refers to the staged, step-by-step organization of the genre, 
according to Eggins (1994:36).          
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 3.2.1 Definitions: 
 
This following discussion turns back to definitions of spoken or written discourse. 

The following excerpt is from Johnson (1998) – Encyclopaedic Dictionary of 

Applied Linguistics.  

 
“Discourse analysis is the study of how stretches of language 
used in communication assume meaning, purpose and unity 
for their users: the quality of COHERENCE. There is now a 
consensus that coherence does not derive solely from the 
linguistic forms and propositional content of a text, though 
these may contribute to it. Coherence derives from an 
interaction of text with given participants, and is thus not an 
absolute property, but relative to context”. 
 

This following definition is a simplified version.  
 

“Discourse analysis focuses on the structure of naturally 
occurring spoken language, as found in such ‘discourse’ as 
conversations, interviews, commentaries, and speeches. Text 
analysis focuses on the structure of written language, as 
found in such ‘text’ as essays, notices, road signs, and 
chapters.” (David Crystal (1987)– Cambridge Encyclopaedia 
of language) 

 
The fact that these definitions of spoken or written discourse are regarded as a 

generic and simplified term does not present overt assumptions about the general 

nature of language and the goals of linguistics. Schiffrin (1994:20) explains three 

different definitions of discourse that have influenced how the nature of language is 

interpreted, the methods for studying are employed, and the nature of data and 

empirical evidence are presented. “Two paradigms in linguistics providing different 

assumptions about the general nature of language and the goals of linguistics are 

formalist and functionalist. These differences in paradigm also influence definitions 

of discourse: a definition derived from the formalist paradigm views discourse as 

“sentence”, a definition derived from the functionalist paradigm views discourse as 

“language use”.  A third definition of discourse attempts to bridge the formalist-

functionalist dichotomy.”(Schiffrin 1994:39). 
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3.2.2  Definition in relation to functional views of language  
 
Following are the details of these paradigms in depth.  This is done in order to help 

us understand how the systemic-functional approach to discourse analysis is 

employed in this study. The discussion in the previous section on the formalist 

paradigm clearly indicates that formalism tends to describe linguistic forms rather 

than functions, as “structural descriptions characterise discourse at several levels or 

dimensions of analysis and in terms of many units, categories, schematic patterns, or 

relations”, Van Dijk (1985:4) observes. Schiffrin (1994) summarises that 

“structurally based definitions of discourse lead to analyses of constituents (smaller 

units) that have particular relationships with one another in a text and that can occur 

in a restricted set of text level arrangements.” From the functional viewpoint of 

discourse, they tend to overlook the importance of the relationship between text and 

context. This is because they study language as an autonomous system, whereas 

functionalists study it in relation to its social function (Leech, 1983: 46). 

 

In addition to this, Brown and Yule (1983: 1) present a strong point in the following 

statement: 

“the analysis of discourse, is necessarily, the analysis of 
language in use. As such, it cannot be restricted to the 
description of linguistic forms independent of the purposes or 
functions which the forms are designed to serve in human 
affairs.” 
 

The point is that discourse analysis of language use must integrate into the analysis 

of the purposes or functions of language in human culture. In contrast, discourse of 

language above the sentence or clause tends to develop the description of linguistic 

forms without looking into the possibility of particular contexts having an important 

bearing on these forms. In other words, discourse of language use leads analysts to 

focus on the way patterns of talk are put to use for certain purposes in particular 

contexts and/or how they result from the application of communicative strategies 

(Schiffrin, 1994). Schiffrin (1994:39) has attempted to define functionally based 

approaches after investigating the comparison between discourses of languages as 

‘sentence’ and as language use, and states: 
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“A corollary of this definition is that functionally based 
approaches view discourse as a socially and culturally 
organised way of speaking. Those functions are not limited to 
tasks that can be accomplished by language alone; rather they 
can include tasks such as maintaining interaction or building 
social relationships. Thus, functional analyses focus on how 
people use language to different ends: they are typically 
concerned less than the way people intend what they say to 
serve referential meanings (to convey propositional 
information), and more with the unintended social, cultural, 
and expressive meanings stemming from how their utterances 
are situated in contexts.” 

 
Schiffrin (1994:22) criticises the views of the functionalists, stating that discourse 

analysis of language use leads analysts not to pay heed to issues in relation to 

utterances. Schiffrin goes on to say that they have not analysed the way the 

communicative content of an utterance may contribute to the understanding of 

relationships across utterances, or, alternatively, for the way relationships across 

utterances help us understand the form, function, or meaning of a single utterance 

(Schiffrin 1994). She attempts to bridge the formalist-functionalist dichotomy and 

considers another definition of discourse relevant to this concept. She proposes a 

third definition that sits at the relationship between structure and function - discourse 

analysis can be viewed as utterances. In her view, the utterances are considered as 

units of language production (whether spoken or written) that are inherently 

contextualised.   
 

Discourse analysis can be applied to many discourse fields, such as language 

teaching, speech analysis, the writing or reading process and so on. Celec-Murcia 

(2000) calls this “Applied Discourse Analysis.” Needless to say, this investigation is 

relevant to language teaching. Brian Paltridge provides definitions of discourse and 

pragmatics respectively as follows:  

 

 

Discourse: 

“Patterns of language across texts: e.g. paragraph structure, 
organisation of whole texts, rules for opening and closing 
conversations, rules for taking turns in a conversation, 
patterns of vocabulary, linking words, pronouns for backward 
or forward reference; the way language reflects different 
views of the world and different understandings” (2000:19). 
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Pragmatics: 

“Meaning in context: e.g. the relationship between what we 
say, what we mean, and what we understand according to a 
particular context or situation” (2000:19). 

 

In spite of many definitions examined, these are the definitions which will be used 

for this study.  

 

3.2.3 A variety of approaches to discourse analysis 
 

Many research reports on signed language are not easy to read as they are complex in 

their approach to analysing discourse, and require readers to process knowledge of 

the different perspectives influencing their analysis. Thus it is important to gain an 

understanding of the scope of discourse analysis, as it is one of the most vast, yet 

least defined, areas in linguistics (Schiffrin, 1994). Schiffrin’s book, “Approaches to 

Discourse” presents an overview of the six approaches to be compared: speech act 

theory, interactional sociolinguistics, ethnography of communication, pragmatics, 

conversation analysis, and variation analysis. These approaches may depend on what 

backgrounds researchers have. For example, the backgrounds could be 

ethnomethodology, sociolinguistics or philosophy. In addition to this, Eggins and 

Slade (1997) state that recent researchers with backgrounds in structural-functional 

linguistics and social semiotics would employ their relevant approaches to analysing 

casual conversation: Birmingham School, Systemic Functional Linguistics, and 

Critical Discourse Analysis/Critical Linguistics. 

 

This study avoids going further into this discussion on each of the approaches to 

discourse, not only because this information would be too substantial for this paper, 

but also because in actual fact, there are the researchers such as Winston and Morgan 

who currently prefer to seek a question such as “what is meant by patterns of 

vocabulary, and linking signs or words?” for studying discourse in signed languages, 

particularly ASL and BSL respectively. This study will follow the same question, 

too. For this reason, an introductory description of systemic/functional approach to 

discourse analysis placing particular emphasis on cohesion and coherence is given.   
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3.2.4 The systemic-functional approach to discourse analysis 
 
There is a strong argument for employing a functionally-based approach to discourse 

analysis in signed languages, perhaps because, as earlier mentioned, sign discourse 

analysts such Winston and Morgan prefer to focus on both discourse forms and 

meanings in their studies. Furthermore, Trevor Johnston as an Auslan linguist, who 

suggested in a paper (1993:317) how the application of the principles of systemic 

functional linguistics help identify and describe the grammatical resources of visual-

gestural languages in constructing and conveying meanings, expresses dissatisfaction 

with research on sign languages, particularly American Sign language: 

“the model of spoken language that has informed research on 
these is that of language as a non-functional, uniform system 
made up of the linear (temporal) concatenation of discrete 
units, which themselves form a hierarchy of similar segments 
and constituents” (1993:318).  

 

He continues to comment that sign linguists have tended to study patterning as the 

linguistic forms of spoken language such as constituency, sequence, and order, and 

that they have not observed patterning of signed languages that are based on “long-

standing general linguistic principles in which the plurifunctionality and the 

attendant simultaneous encodings of meanings were recognised” (Johnston 

1993:318). Thus, he advocates the systemic functional approach to language, as he 

explains (Johnston, 1993:320), “the contemporary articulation of the plurifunctional 

perspective is best exemplified by the theory of systemic functional linguistics.” 

Researchers using the systemic-functional approach to discourse analysis, would ask 

two main functional questions such as “How do people use language?”, and “How is 

language structured for use?” (Eggins, 1994:2). 

 

An important influence on the approach to analysing casual conversation in English 

is that of systemic functional linguistics, based on the model of “language as social 

semiotic” 29outlined in the work of Halliday” (Eggins & Slade, 1997). In other 

words, this language can be a system of meanings or a resource for making meanings 

through including the influence of the social and cultural context in which meanings 

are exchanged. Furthermore, Eggins makes clarification and elaboration by 
                                                 
29 Semiotic systems are systems of meaning in general. Semantic systems are usually associated with language. 
Therefore, a semantic system would be one kind of semiotic system. 
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postulating four main theoretical concepts of language: that language use is 

functional; that its function is to make meanings; that these meanings are influenced 

by the social and cultural context in which they are exchanged, and that the process 

of using language is a semiotic process; a process of making meanings by choosing. 

In brief, language use is functional, semantic, contextual, and semiotic.  

 

The meaning system of all languages consists of ideational, interpersonal, and textual 

meanings. Eggins and Slade (1997) outline these types of meaning as follows: 1) 

ideational meanings: meanings about the world; 2) interpersonal meanings: meanings 

about roles and relationships; 3) textual meanings: meanings about the message. The 

last type of meaning, textual meaning is combined with these other types to create a 

text coherent and cohesive. This system implies that language is regarded as a 

resource for making several simultaneous layers of meanings, not just one meaning 

at one time like monofunctionality of formalist linguistics. Johnston (1993:320) 

observes that sign linguists have not been or are not concerned yet with working on 

signed languages based on the plurifunctionality of linguistic expressions, which 

leads to an unproductive and inadequate analysis of sign order, as if sequence 

equalled order. 

 

Continuing this discussion on the meaning system, the elements of linguistics 

structures are an important part of the system, as each element in a language is 

explained by reference to its function in the total linguistic system (Halliday, 1985). 

In other words, these elements are related to the meanings of a whole text rather than 

the isolated forms. 

 

Although the preceding discussion favours a strong argument for employing the 

systemic-functional approach to analysing discourse-based signed languages, there is 

also a need to look into differences and similarities between English and Auslan 

cohesion and coherence. This is because the modalities in spoken and signed 

languages which influence the way a speaker and a signer express are not the same. 

Therefore, this study needs to examine the three approaches proposed by Winston, 

Morgan and Halliday in order to adapt the approach to discourse analysis for their 

applications to second language teaching of Auslan.  The next section in this paper 

discusses the importance of discourse analysis for language teachers using the 
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discourse-based approach.   

 

3.2.5 Discourse analysis for language teachers 

 
This section discusses reasons why it is important for language teachers to develop 

knowledge of discourse analysis and use it in their classrooms. Celec-Murcia and 

Olshtain are of the opinion that “the core or central competency in the Canale and 

Swain framework30 is discourse competence since this is where everything else 

comes together: It is in discourse and through discourse that all of the other 

competencies are realised. And it is in discourse and through discourse that the 

manifestation of the other competencies can best be observed, researched, and 

assessed”(Celec-Murcia et al 2000:16). This framework is relevant to language 

teaching and thus indicates that discourse competence is central to language 

teaching.  In addition, whether teachers teach “language for communication” or 

“language as communication” (Widdowson, 1984:215), it is imperative that they 

combine knowledge of the target language with skills and strategies that enable them 

to use the language effectively and appropriately in various social and cultural 

contexts. It is not surprising that many authors have written introductory books about 

discourse analysis for language teachers.  

 
Another reason is stated by Michael McCarthy (1991):  

 
“One such area is discourse analysis. Arising out of a variety 
of disciplines, including linguistics, sociology, psychology, 
and anthropology, discourse analysis has built a significant 
foundation for itself in Descriptive, and latterly, Applied 
Linguistics. The various disciplines that feed into discourse 
analysis have shared interests in language in use, in how real 

                                                 
30 A pedagogical framework based explicitly on the notion of communicative competence was first proposed by 
Canale and Swain (1980) and Canale (1983), who argued that communicative competence could be described as 
consisting of at least four components: 

1. Linguistic or grammatical competence, which consists of the basic elements of communication: sentence 
patterns, morphological inflections, lexical resources, and phonological or orthographic systems. 

2. Sociolinguistic competence, which consists of the social and cultural knowledge required to use language 
appropriately with reference to formality, politeness, and other contextually defined choices. 

3. Discourse competence, which involves the selection, sequencing, and arrangement of words, structures, 
and sentence/utterances to achieve a unified spoken or written whole with reference to a particular 
message and context.  

4. Strategic competence, which includes the strategies and procedures relevant to language learning, 
language processing, and language production. It activates knowledge of the other competencies and 
helps language users compensate for gaps or deficiencies when they communicate (Celec-Murcia et al., 
2000:16). 
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people use real language, as opposed to studying artificially 
created sentences. Discourse analysis is therefore of 
immediate interest to language teachers because we too have 
long had the question of how people use language uppermost 
in our minds when we design teaching materials, or when we 
engage learners in exercises and activities aimed at making 
them proficient users of their target language, or when 
evaluate a piece of commercially published material before 
deciding to use it” (1991:1). 

 
McCarthy asserts that there is a need to supply insight into the problems relating to 

discourse analysis, of which experienced language teachers can gain an 

understanding. This would help them develop confidence about making explicit to 

learners discourse structures and language. Here is McCarthy’s extract: 

 

“Experienced language teachers, in general, have sound 
instincts as to what is natural and authentic in language 
teaching and what is artificial or goes counter to all sensible 
intuition of how it is used. They also know that artificiality 
can be useful at times, in order to simplify complex language 
for initial teaching purposes. But they cannot hope to have an 
instinctive possession of the vast amount of detailed insight 
that years of close observation by numerous investigators has 
produced: insight into how texts are structured beyond 
sentence-level; how talk follows regular patterns in a wide 
range of different situations; how such complex areas as 
intonation operate in communication; and how discourse 
norms (the underlying rules that speakers and writers adhere 
to) and their realisations (the actual language forms which 
reflect those rules) in language differ from culture to culture” 
(1991:1). 

 
His book aims to help readers gain an understanding of such insights. This implies 

that when language teachers, including teachers of signed languages, teach a 

discourse form, they will need to use their skills in analysing it and eliciting 

discoursal language patterns from it that their learners need to focus on, and make 

explicit to them such patterns.  

 

Another convincing reason for the importance of discourse analysis for language 

teachers is that both discourse analysis and communicative language teaching share a 

common belief in the nature of language, as Alcon et al. (2000) say. This makes 

sense as CLT has changed the nature of language held by the other methodologies 
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such as the grammar-translation method and audiolingual approach.  In order to 

clarify these terms, Alcon et al. (2000:1) present an explanation of them: while 

discourse analysis is concerned with how language is used in naturally occurring 

contexts, at the more abstract end, there is an agreement that communicative 

language teaching involves an emphasis on communicating which, in turn, involves 

conveying something to the listener/reader which he/she wants to listen to/read. 

 
Speech act theory has influenced the nature of language adopted by functional-

notional approaches including the “Signing Naturally” Teacher’s Curriculum Guide. 

Some researchers argue that the functional-notional approach is not one of the 

discourse-based approaches to language teaching (see Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975; 

Hatch, 1992; Perrett, 1987; Feez, 1998; Melrose, 1995; Widdowson, 1983; Paltridge, 

2001; Burn & Joyce, 1997; Winser, 1993; Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999). This is 

because this approach focuses on solely the functions of whole utterances and 

ignores the importance of its discourse function. Hatch (1992) provides her criticisms 

on speech act analysis in her book, “Discourse and Language Education.” This 

criticism is as follows: 

 
“A third problem, like the second, has to do with system. If 
the analysis is at the utterance level, how can it help us to 
understand the structure of discourse? For example, if 
somebody directs us to wash the dishes, that directive does 
not stand alone in discourse. Our response, of course, may be 
nonverbal, but some response (e.g., “not my job,” “I don’t 
usually wash dishes until evening,” “they look pretty clean to 
me,” etc.) is required. The analysis, at least in this form, 
doesn’t allow us to see how speech act units combine to form 
a system. To do this requires more than identifying or 
labelling speech act units.”  

 
It is worth noting that Halliday & Matthiessen (1999) write about alternative 

approaches to meaning in their book entitled “Language of Psychology: systemic-

functional approach to cognisance.” They argue that “speech act theory was 

developed as a logico-philosophical interpretation of speech function (or rather of its 

ideational construal) and has come to be included within pragmatics” (1999:415). 

This indicates that this theory is not related to the rhetorical-ethnographic orientation, 

which means one is closely associated with rhetorical concerns. Therefore, in the 

logico-philosophical orientation, the theory does not come to be included within 
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discourse but pragmatics31, and is restricted to one of the three metafunctions, 

particularly the ideational or experiential metafunction – not the interpersonal and 

textual metafunctions (See further explanations regarding these metafunctions in 

Chapter 4 Subsection 4.3.4.1). Needless to say, no one argues that cohesion in either 

spoken or signed languages is mostly related to textual and experiential (or 

ideational) meanings. Thus, it would be placed under discourse analysis and the 

rhetorical-ethnographic orientation because of the tendency towards the association 

with textual and experiential metafunctions. This is because Halliday and 

Matthiessen (1999:415) state that “meaning is closely associated with rhetorical 

concerns, so the metafunctional scope involves all three metafunctions: semantics 

means ideational, interpersonal and textual semantics: it is multifunctional.” This 

discussion will not continue here because of a limited space. For further details, see 

Halliday and Matthiessen (1999).  

 
It appears that from the systemic-functional perspective, the notion of function is 

restricted to that of utterance function. To reiterate, utterances do not have 

grammatical function nor certain types of discourse function such as referential 

cohesion and generic structure. Sinclair et al. (1975) support this argument as Butler 

(1985:215) states: “Sinclair & Coulthard saw little in this considerable body of work 

which was of relevance to their concerns. The reason was that speech act accounts of 

communicative function dealt largely in terms of utterances isolated from their 

discourse context, and so paid little or no attention to the ways in which utterances fit 

together to form a coherent discourse. Putting it another way, most speech act 

accounts fail to make any predictions about the possible co-occurrence and 

sequencing restrictions, which are shown in discourse.” From a language teaching 

perspective, Winser (1993: 101) is concerned about this issue stating that “Hymes 

introduced the idea of ‘communicative competence’, i.e. the ability to use the 

linguistic system appropriately, while Wilkins emphasized the need to analyse 

communicative meanings as explicitly as possible, into what he called ‘functions’ 

and ‘notions’. While these fundamental ideas are very important ones I want to argue 

that they are not able to provide us with a complete model for our work as teachers. 

What these ideas lack is the means of showing how the language system is part of the 

                                                 
31 Definition of Pragmatics: Meaning in context: e.g. the relationship between what we say, what we mean, and 
what we understand according to a particular context or situation according to Paltridge (2000:19) 
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picture, which is necessary in order to make a communicative approach work in the 

classroom.” 

 

This investigation, therefore, has sought an analysis of story texts to indicate forms 

and functions as an aspect of discourse rather than a set of units or utterances 

detached from discourse, which apparently imposes an approach to the teaching of 

textual features. For the time being, the genre-based approach with adaptation would 

be the most appropriate approach to the teaching of Auslan texture, to use for this 

investigation.  In a book, “Genre and the Language Learning Classroom” (Paltridge, 

2001), there are many arguments that are submitted in favour of genre as an 

organising principle for the development of language learning programs. For 

example (Paltridge, 2001:3): 

 

Henry Widdowson suggested in the early 1980s that “basing 
linguistic analysis on the notion of genre has a number of 
advantages over other frameworks for analysis. In particular, 
it takes us beyond the level of notions and functions into 
larger units of work on which to base our teaching and 
learning programs. A genre-based approach to language 
program development has the advantage that the units in a 
genre-based language learning program are neither too small, 
as in a structural or functional syllabus, nor too large, as in a 
skills-based syllabus. Units in a genre-based language 
learning program emphasize communicative purpose and 
allow for the demonstration of typical patterns of textual and 
linguistic organization”(Swales). 
 

This study has adopted the genre-based approach with adaptation suitable to Auslan 

texture teaching as well as using discourse analysis techniques particularly genre 

analysis and analysis of cohesion patterns. In-depth discussions about these are 

presented in the next chapter.     

 

3.3 The concept of cohesion in spoken and signed languages 

This section briefly discusses the concept of cohesion based on discourse analysis in 

spoken languages, and mainly describes reference forms in both English and Auslan, 

with examples in the later section. Whereas many functional linguists have provided 

adequate systematic evidence of referential cohesion in English, research into signed 
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discourse is still in its infancy. Morgan (1998) states in his dissertation, that in 

British Sign Language, he has propounded a system of person reference, which is 

used for the construction of narrative discourse.  

This description is based on previous work described in the BSL research, as well as 

the analysis of two adult native BSL users that were done for his dissertation and 

papers (Morgan 1996a, 1996b, 1997).  In fact, few sign linguists such as Metzger 

(1994), Brennan (1986), Pizzuto, Giuranna & Gambino (1990), Winston (1991), and 

Emmorey (1998) have been interested in research into this realm of signed discourse, 

according to Morgan (1998:69). They all have worked on discourse reference in 

signed languages. 

 

The concept of cohesion is drawn from research literature from a systemic-functional 

perspective. Previously, this section provided a description of one of the forms of 

cohesion, particularly reference in English and signed languages. Linguists like 

Halliday and Hasan have done major work on cohesion in English, although Jackson 

(1960 in Halliday et al 1976) developed an idea of something similar to cohesion 

before them. Halliday and Hasan (1976) define the term, cohesion:  

“The concept of cohesion is a semantic one; it refers to 
relation of meaning that exist within the text, and that define 
it as a text. Cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some 
element in the discourse is dependent on that of another. The 
one presupposes the other, in the sense that it cannot be 
effectively decoded except by recourse to it. When this 
happens, a relation of cohesion is set up, and the two 
elements, the presupposing and the presupposed, are thereby 
at least potentially integrated into a text.”  

 

Gerot and Wignell (1994) disentangle this concept; “Cohesion refers to the resources 

within language that provide continuity in a text, over and above that provided by 

clause structure and clause complexes. Hence, cohesive relations are non-structural 

relations which work to help a text hang together.” Cohesion provides semantic 

relations of discourse elements such as reference, substitution and ellipsis, lexical 

cohesion and conjunction. These elements are so called grammatical and lexical 

cohesive devices.  
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It seems that the Winston and Morgan descriptions of cohesion from a signed 

language perspective may be consistent with the two definitions presented in the 

section above.  

Therefore, there is possibly an application of this concept of discourse cohesion in 

spoken languages, which sign linguists have made to a concept of signed languages. 

Equally, this argument is also supported by Johnston (1996) presenting the following 

suggestion of the connection between the theory of systemic/functional linguistics 

and signed languages.  

 
 
“General investigations or grammatical organization in sign 
languages, and the discussion (presented in this chapter), 
suggest that spatial codings are ubiquitous and should be 
associated with all three forms of metafunctional expression 
as a necessary substance of realisation. It also appears, 
however, that there is a particularly strong association 
between the spatial dimension and the textual metafunction.” 

 
Johnston has mentioned a particularly strong association between the spatial 

dimension and the textual metafunction. It is not surprising that signed languages 

have properties of spatial cohesion references, which create a signed text which is 

cohesive and coherent. (Johnston 1996, Morgan 1998, 2000, Winston 1991). 

Following is a detailed explanation of the textual metafunction, apart from the spatial 

dimension in relation to reference that is explained later in this section. This is 

necessary because the textual metafunction is centrally affected by the mode of the 

discourse. Gerot and Wignell (1994:14) clarify the concept of this metafunction: 

“Textual meanings express the relation of language to its environment, including 

both the verbal environment- what has been said or written before (co-text) and the 

non-verbal, situational environment (context). These meanings are realised through 

patterns of Theme and cohesion” (Gerot et al., 1994:14).  

 

In other words, if a question such as “what aspects of context (situational 

environment) make a difference to how we use language?” is asked, Halliday has 

suggested that these aspects that have linguistic consequences, would be: field, 

mode, and tenor. (Eggins 1994). One of these aspects, mode, counts as written or 

spoken expressions for English or other spoken languages, but as for signed 

languages, it would be gesture (according to systemic functional model) or signed. 
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The mode relates to the textual metafunction or meanings because it provides choices 

of cohesive devices to create a coherent and cohesive text. It is not surprising that 

although there are basic similarities between signed and spoken languages in 

plurifunctional and spoken languages in plurifunctional views, the mode or medium 

makes a big difference between these languages by enabling signed language to 

preferably expose spatial reference rather than sign order. This argument is supported 

by most sign researchers, i.e., Morgan states in his dissertation, “Although sign 

discourse works within the same constraints as spoken language, the means by which 

cohesion is achieved in the visual modality differs greatly” (1998:37). This is 

because signed languages are open to exploitation of discourse cohesion through the 

use of spatial devices rather than spoken cohesive devices. 

 

3.4 A description of referential cohesion in spoken and signed language 
 
As the concept of cohesion was discussed earlier, this section enables us to explore 

an in-depth description of both spoken and signed referential cohesion that is one of 

significant aspects of discourse cohesion. The methodology (each method of 

analysis) can be seen as a hypothesis about part of the structure of English (Bloor & 

Bloor 1995). Bloor et al. state that nowadays work on cohesion is often related to 

specific genres, but from the date of the publication (1976) of Cohesion in English 

by Halliday and Hasan it attracted the attention of teachers of English as a foreign 

language, who realised that here was an aspect of English that had been seriously 

neglected. This led many course developers and language teachers who advocate the 

systemic/functional linguistics to develop resource materials concerning discourse 

cohesion. The developments of these materials have incorporated work designed to 

help learners grasp the cohesive devices of written English. Not surprisingly, there 

are few available materials focusing on cohesion of spoken English, as the 

implications of discourse analysis for language teaching are still in the early stages 

(eg Cook, 1989; McCarthy, 1991; Burns, Joyce and Gollin, 1996), and functional 

linguistics are still being developed. However, discourse analysis and functional 

linguistics suggest some promising new directions for the teaching and learning of 

second language speaking (Burns and Joyce, 1997). It appears that there is a lack of 
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resource materials relevant to discourse cohesion for teachers of Auslan at present, as 

any such materials have not been found.       

 

Firstly, this section describes referential cohesion in English. This is because sign 

researchers like Morgan and Winston have studied the description of English 

discourse-based reference to help them understand it and analyse referential cohesion 

in British Sign Language or American Sign language.  

 

3.4.1 Reference in English 

Before discussing the concept of referential cohesion, there are the types of cohesion 

proposed by Halliday and Hasan (1976). Texture32 is realised in text through them.  

The different types are lexical cohesion, reference, conjunction, and conversational 

structure. Needless to say, this study focuses on referential cohesion in Auslan. 

Halliday and Hasan (1976) describe three types of reference: personal, 

demonstrative, and comparative. Reference is the set of grammatical resources which 

allow the speaker to indicate whether something is being repeated from somewhere 

else in the text, or whether it has not yet appeared in the text. For example, Peter told 

me that he would travel around the world this month. In fact, these underlined words 

are something that is semantically connected, as ‘he’ refers back to ‘Peter’. This kind 

of personal reference is presenting (not expected to know anything about this 

participant, Peter who is introduced to readers) and presuming (know who the he 

refers to). Another example of personal reference is that ‘If she does not want to join 

us to go out, Mary will not be invited to my birthday party’. ‘Mary’ connects to 

‘she’. This kind of retrieval is so-called cataphoric (or forward) reference as above 

because this underlined word, ‘She’ refers forward to ‘Mary’. This kind of retrieval 

in English occurs less often than another kind of retrieval, anaphoric (or backward) 

reference. It would be interesting to investigate the question such as “Does this type 

of reference frequently occurs in Auslan story texts?” 

 

It is important to note that some special kinds of personal reference that do not 

                                                 
32 Concept of texture according to Eggins (1994), “Texture is the property that distinguishes text from non-text: a 
text “has texture”. Texture is what holds the clauses of a text together to give them unity.” 
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contribute directly to cohesion are called exophoric reference (i.e, this term refers to 

a reference to something outside the text). The reason for this is that Halliday and 

Hasan (1976) argue that this kind does not contribute to the integration of one 

passage with another so that the two together form part of the same text. This is 

because it only contributes to the creation of text, in which it connects the language 

to the external context, whereas endophoric reference such as anaphoric and 

cataphoric references indicates how the message fits specifically into its textual 

context. This example of one sentence extracted from Gerot and Wignell (1994:173) 

relates to exophoric reference: ‘That koala over there is really sleepy.’ ‘That koala 

over there’ that is identified, indicates that speaker and her/his addressee(s) would 

have to be in the real world (context).  

 

The Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (2001:7), implies that Auslan 

users may very often use this type of personal or demonstrative reference in relation 

to exophoric reference, as its framework for Auslan states that “Auslan does not have 

a written form and is a highly contextualised language”(2001:3). While the latter 

characteristic  of language requires context,  there is some question as to the  

frequency of Auslan referential cohesion items relating to exophoric and homophoric 

reference used for particular text-types such as anecdote, personal account or 

narrative. According to Cummins (1994) characteristics of contextualized language 

are; “contextual or interpersonal cues, such as intonation, gestures, and facial 

expressions, support comprehension of text; and meaning can be negotiated by 

participants, such as via feedback from listeners about how the message was 

understood.” If this study supports evidence that Auslan, a story genre produced by a 

native signer, has not drawn heavily on retrieval from context of culture and context 

of situation, then its language is not “highly contextualized”.   

 

Following is a description of demonstrative reference. Reference forms are: ‘this’, 

‘that’, ‘these’, ‘those’. The other forms also include: ‘here’, and ‘there’ and ‘now’ 

and ‘then’.  The word, ‘this’ is an important part of the demonstrative reference, as it 

is often used to refer back to a whole stretch of text. Besides this description, a basic 

concept of ‘this’ and ‘that’ is one of proximity; this refers to something as being 

‘near’, that refers to something as being ‘not near.’ However, the ‘that’ term tends to 

be more inclusive, though the two are more evenly balanced in English than their 
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equivalents in some other languages. In addition to this, there exist the definite and 

indefinite articles relevant to demonstrative reference in English. For example, the 

word the is a demonstrative, and can also be homophoric reference. An example of 

one sentence extracted by Gerot and Wignell (1994) is: ‘When I woke up this 

morning, the sun was shining.’ – ‘the sun’ would be identified by homophoric 

reference in which we need not ask ‘which sun?’. This is because the context relating 

to this text obviously depends on the cultural knowledge of all the speakers of a 

language. Another example of homophoric reference is that ‘Have you fed the dog?’ 

It is possible that only a family know her (this dog). This kind of reference is used 

when interlocutors’ membership in a particular community means that certain 

participants can be treated as inherently “given”(Martin, 1992:122). 

 

Following is an explanation of another demonstrative in relation to the word the. 

This kind can also be called ‘specific determiner’, and provides reference forms such 

as the or its in front of a noun. For example, ‘A man and a woman were struggling up 

the dune. The man wore shorts, a singlet, and basketball sneakers. The woman wore 

a bikini.’ As mentioned earlier, this kind of demonstrative reference can be similar to 

anaphoric reference. Furthermore, there exists another kind of comparative reference 

in relation to general determiners used to refer back to something. For example, ‘a 

cat was climbing up the tree in the park. Soon another cat appeared.’ Other words 

could be ‘both’, ‘each’, ‘either’ and so forth. The locative demonstratives here and 

there are also used as reference items. For example, ‘I decided to try the Marion 

shopping centre. However, I could not find what I needed there.’  The adverb ‘there’ 

is used to refer back to ‘the Marion shopping centre’. The temporal demonstratives 

now and then also function as reference items, but conjunctively rather than 

referentially. (Halliday, 1985a:294). 

    

The last type of reference is comparative reference. “Whereas personals and 

demonstratives, when used anaphorically and cataphorically, set up a relation of co-

reference, whereby the same entity is referred to over again, comparatives set up a 

relation of contrast.” (Halliday, 1985a:294). Comparative items like another, 

different, the same, and similarly can contribute to textual cohesion, and can operate 

anaphorically, cataphorically or esphorically. For example, anaphorically and 
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exophorically comparative items are included in the following clauses extracted by 

Thompson (1996): ‘There are many other stories about her staunch individuality.’…. 

‘Otherwise his story is the same as Katharine’s.’  These clauses relate to anaphoric 

reference, whereas in the following clause of exophoric reference is exemplified. ‘Do 

you want some more wrapping paper?  (I can see that you already have some paper.)’ 

This exophoric reference indicates that the comparison can be with something in the 

outside world rather than in the text. We can look at another special kind of 

comparative reference that provides items used cataphorically within the noun phrase 

like much more smoothly than a live horse. This is where the reference point for the 

more lies in what follows (Halliday, 1985:294). 

 

To summarise, the three types of reference: personal, demonstrative, and 

comparative emerge as significant semantic relations of cohesive devices based on 

systemic functional linguistics. There is a need to present two aspects of reference, 

systems of reference and systems of retrieval here in order to clarify them. These 

aspects proposed by Martin will be used for this study.  

 
Systems of Reference (Gerot and Wignell, 1994:171): 
 
There are three main distinctions to make here: Whether the 
 

• Participant is being mentioned for the first time in the text (presenting 
reference) or whether it is a subsequent mention (presuming reference) 

• Reference is to a generic class or to a specific individual 
• Reference is comparative or not.  
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The illustration in relation these distinctions is as follows: 
 
                                    generic 
 
 
                                    specific 
                                    presenting 
 
 
                                    presuming 
                                    + comparison 
 
 
                                     - comparison 
 

Figure 3.1 This illustration is extracted from Gerot and Wignell (1994: 171) 
 
Systems of Retrieval:  
 

“In tracking who is who and what is what in a text we use 
systems of retrieval. If we take example of the statement 
about Peter mentioned earlier, we retrieve the identity of ‘he’ 
by looking back in the text to the referent for the pronoun and 
we find ‘Peter.’ This is known as anaphora. This is one of a 
number of types of phora” (Gerot and Wignell 1994:171).  

 
As previously mentioned, there are some terms relating to types of phora, which 

include endophoric reference involving anaphora and cataphora; homophoric 

reference; and exophoric reference. The identity of nouns such the sun, the moon and 

so on, is retrieved through homophora (context of culture), while exophoric reference 

is one by which the identity of participants is retrieved from the non-verbal or shared 

immediate context. Endophora is used when reference typically involves presuming 

information from the preceding text or from the following text.  In addition to these 

phora types, one special kind of reference is recognised as bridging reference. This 

reference occurs when a presuming reference item refers back to an early item from 

which it can be inferentially derived. Here is an example of the sentences:  

When Alex saw a man breaking in through a small-sized 
window, she ran to tell me about it; the man was already in 
the bathroom. 

 

The presuming reference item the bathroom signals that we know the presumed 

referent, a small-sized window appeared in the earlier clause is referred back to. This 
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information is implied rather than directly retrievable. In other words, we can bridge 

from my first mention of the window where the man breaks in to indirectly refer 

back to the fact that the bathroom contains one of the parts, ‘a small-sized window’.  

This indicates the suggested relations between part and whole.  

 

Moreover, there is not only this kind of relation, but also another type. According to 

Martin (1992:125), bridging may depend on experiential relationships of various 

kinds. A list of a few presuming and presumed reference items in English is follow 

as: 

 

  PRESUMING     PRESUMED 

  the seeds     sowing the fields 

  the weight     carrying a heavy load 

  the snow      it snowed all night 

 

To continue the discussion, there is another type relating to bridging reference, which 

subclasses may be bridged from classes. For example, the following statement is 

extracted from Martin (1992:124): 

  He brought some flowers; the roses in particular looked great.  

Obviously, the presuming item of the subclass,  ‘the roses’ would indirectly retrieve 

the presumed item,  ‘some flowers’ which is recognised as the class.  
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                                     context of culture (homophora) 

                                                                                                                        

Referent                                                                                                        preceding                             
                 (anaphora)                                                                                                  
                                                                                             verbal               bridging  

                                                                                                                       

                                     context of situation                                                  following                                                            
                                                                                                                    (cataphora) 
  
                                                                                             non-verbal (exophora) 
 
Figure 3.2 This adapted illustration is extracted from Gerot and Wignell (1994: 
174) 
 
 
 
 
3.4.2 Spatial referencing and cohesion in ASL 
 
As previously mentioned in the above section, Winston (1991) and Morgan (1998 

p.32) claim in their studies that reference in signed languages exists, somewhat 

corresponding with the Hallidayan concept of cohesion, specifically reference, 

insofar as Johnston (1996 p.81) discusses the expression of the textual metafunction 

in gesture, and describes spatial arrangement (use of signing space). Although 

spoken and signed languages have similarity in reference, modality in signed 

language, by its very nature, is different from that in spoken language. (Johnston, 

1996; Morgan, 1998, 2000). Therefore, the visual modality in signed languages 

affects the way native signers naturally acquire or create such linguistic forms, which 

exploit a morphosyntactic system articulated in the space surrounding them. Perhaps 

it is not surprising that exploitation of these forms could lead to the maintenance of a 

cohesive and coherent signed text. This investigation focuses on referential cohesion 

in relation to signed discourse. As previously mentioned, very few discourse  

researchers have studied cohesive devices and ties for reference from a functionally-

based perspective. Only two researchers in this area, Winston and Morgan, could be 

found. In 1991, Winston (1991:397) states “investigation of the use of spatial 
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referencing as a cohesive device in ASL at the discourse level are rare.” A through 

search of the literature indicates that there are still few research papers presently 

focusing on her similar study. 

 

Winston describes, “Spatial referencing & cohesion in an ASL Text” (1991:397), 

what kind of a cohesive device functions in ASL. This device is spatial referencing, 

which functions in ASL by providing deictic referents throughout segments of 

discourse. For example, ASL has a contrastive structure that signers can use for 

comparing persons or objects to talk about their characteristics. These signers can use 

two or more areas in front of the chest (e.g. on left or right side of the neutral space); 

for example, a signer uses the left side of the space to talk about her/his mother while 

he/she uses the right side to talk about her/his father. This referential use of space, 

effectively makes a text or/and texture cohesive and coherent. Winston examines 

three types of cohesion-producing spatial referencing: comparisons, performatives, 

and time mapping. 

 
Winston (1991) describes spatial referencing using a variety of means, including the 

following: 

• Articulating the sign for the referent in the space; 
• Physically stepping into the space and producing the sign(s); 
• Indexing the space and articulating the sign either in an unmarked space in front 

of the chest or within the marked space (or vice versa); 
• Directing eye gaze at the space; 
• Rotating the torso and/or head toward the space; 
• Switching hands in order to articulate the sign with the hand on the side nearest 

the established space; 
• Using agreement verbs which inflect through movements toward/away from 

subjects and/or objects; 
• Using a combination of the above strategies. 
 
3.4.2.1 Comparisons 
 
The following description might help people better understand spatial referencing in 

a signed cohesive text, but there are additional details about the three types of spatial 

referencing. One of them is “Comparison”. As mentioned earlier, comparisons in 
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ASL indicate that signers can produce details of comparative persons or objects 

through the use of different areas of the signing space. These details can be either 

concrete or abstract. For example, when one of the details about the family specifies 

the father’s background, a signer can use one area of the signing space, right side of 

the neutral space, while when the other details the mother’s background, she/he 

should use the opposite area, left side. Throughout segments of discourse, the signer 

may return to the area which he/she has used when originally talking about the 

father, to subsequently speak about him. Likewise, when speaking about the mother, 

the signer can make repeated use of the left side of the neutral space. This signer’s 

referential use of the signing space enables his/her addressees to decode these details 

signed in both these areas as a cohesive and coherent text, containing a clear sub-

topic of the text. 

 

It appears that this description of spatial referencing is similar to Morgan’s 

description of it in his article, “Event Packaging in British Sign Language” 

(1997:27). Morgan states “signers may use arbitrary locations assigned to areas of 

sign space to represent referents (e.g., Neidle, MacLaughlin, and Lee, 1997). Another 

option is to represent the interaction of referents, as well as dialogue and action, 

through a shifting of reference from the narrator to another first person (e.g., 

Metzger, 1994).” Morgan also states that “signers construct discourse through the 

systematic use of reference to areas of sign space and through shifted 

reference.”(Morgan, 1997, 1998, 2000). Other types of spatial referencing such as 

performatives and time mapping follow in detail within the current discussion. 

 

3.4.2.2 Performatives 
 
As Winston (1991:404) says, performatives show the action and persona of a 

speaker. Signers can use body and/or head shifting from one side to the other and eye 

gaze at the other persona. In addition to this, they can use signs directed towards the 

other persona. This enables the signers to produce information signed in role shifting 

as a cohesive and coherent text, because their addressees have the receptive capacity 

to discriminate between two or more coherent entities of the distinctive characters in 

a text through recognising the use of role shifting. 
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3.4.2.3 Time Mapping 

 
This last type of spatial referencing and cohesion is called, ‘time mapping’. Time 

mapping enables signers to produce expressions of segments of time and events 

occurring at various points within those segments of time. Signers may use the space 

on the left or right side of the space from them to represent past time, the space in 

front of the chest to represent the present, and the space ahead of the “present” space 

to represent future. Winston (1991) explains that “using this division of space, a 

signer can place various events in past, present, or future time by placing the signs at 

various points in the space.” She also stresses researchers should not confuse this 

concept with time lines. For example, from my understanding, when a signer’s text 

talks about the history of sign writing, he/she specifies an establishment of sign 

writing in the 1970’s. This would lead him/her to use the space on left side to 

represent past time. However, if he/she talks about the same topic in relation to a 

current event, then he/she should use the space in front of the chest. In addition, 

when he/she talks about the future in this regard, he/she should use the space ahead 

of the “present” space. This text, therefore, is cohesive and coherent. 

 
3.4.3 Discourse cohesion in BSL 
 
The referential system of American Sign Language has previously been described. 

Following, is a description of the same system in British Sign Language, mostly 

provided by Morgan (1998, 2000). Due to the scarcity of systematic evidence of 

Auslan discourse cohesion, Auslan course developers and teachers are not enabled to 

integrate the Auslan curriculum with accurate information on such research 

focussing on Auslan cohesive devices. However, this study attempts to compare the 

systems of cohesive devices used in other signed languages, especially ASL and 

BSL, with that of Auslan and to select some cohesive devices from these languages 

that may be possible for use in Auslan by virtue of their obviousness, and by native 

Auslan users’ intuitions. It is important to note that these devices in Auslan can be 

found only through the use of signed whole texts, not from isolated sentences or 

phrases. In addition to this, following these activities, it may be necessary to 

negotiate with trained Auslan linguists in order to reach a compromise agreement on 

allowing for some reference forms and ties to be used in Auslan teaching. As 
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mentioned earlier, Auslan is a daughter language of British Sign Language, evolving 

from the sign languages brought to Australia during the nineteenth century from 

Britain and Ireland. This may indicate that BSL and Auslan have more similarities in 

the referential system than do other signed languages such as ASL, LSF etc.  

 

Before providing a description of the reference forms in BSL, Morgan introduces a 

new concept of the BSL discourse-based reference: BSL reference is “a multi-

layered system, with several mechanisms being used in the language, 

simultaneously, to perform linguistic functions. This modality-motivated option 

allows simultaneous articulation of several reference forms during discourse.” This 

concept seems to be consistent with Johnston’s concerns about simultaneous 

articulation, particularly verb agreement. According to Morgan (1998:70), the three 

reference forms are: 1) Noun phrase, 2) pronouns including pronominal points and 

proforms, 3) verb agreement including in the fixed referential framework and in the 

shifted referential framework. 

 
3.4.3.1 Noun phrases 
 
Noun phrases in BSL have a similar referential function as they do in spoken 

language. According to Morgan (1998), signers seemingly distinguish between 

definite and indefinite reference through non-manual features, in particular a head 

nod or eye-gaze marker, or by using a strategy such as ‘one-boy’ to refer to an 

indefinite referent and ‘boy’ a definite. Another kind of reference form that is 

frequently used by signers, is related to nominal reference, and is often accompanied 

by an index point to somewhere in the signing space. The paper “A class of 

determiners in ASL”, presented by Zimmer and Patschke (1992:249) examines and 

discusses pointing signs that acts as determiners. This is similar to Halliday’s 

concept of demonstrative reference in particular determiner, but  is perhaps the most 

obvious cross-modality difference for discourse between spoken and signed 

language. Morgan (1997, 1998) describes nominal reference in BSL as often being  

accompanied by a point into signing space. The following illustration of signed 

clause in relation to nominal reference is as follows: 
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><                 <<      
LITTLE-GIRLa  IXa (index finger points right)               

 
The little girl 
 
An explanation of the transcription conventions used above can be found in 

Appendix 6.2 . The preceding overt reference followed by an index finger point (IX) 

to the right functions to establish the referent “little girl” in this area of sign space for 

subsequent discourse functions (Morgan, 1997). When using BSL, users may locate 

an index for a referent by directing different signs toward locations in front of them 

 

3.4.3.2 Pronouns 
 
Here is a description of the pronominal points that were first described in ASL by 

Lacy and Friedman (1975 in Morgan, 1998). This index point functions as a 

pronoun. Signers exploit signing space to represent objects, locations, or concepts, as 

well as people through use of their index points. They are so-called referents that can 

be either present or non-present, depending on whether immediate context takes 

place or not. Morgan (1998) argues that these referential locations are used as person 

or object referents; that they represent landmarks for the use of various 

morphosyntactic and discourse mechanisms, and that it is their successful control and 

manipulation, which underlies one aspect of adult narrative. The following signed 

clause is illustrated: 

><        >> 
THEN PROa                                     
 

Then she 

 
The pronominal point in this illustration co-refers to the antecedent noun phrase. 

Anaphora requires that the signer point, gaze, or face toward the previously 

established spatial locus. Subsequent discourse uses this referent establishment as a 

locus for future comment (Morgan, 1997). It is important to note that the signers or 

storytellers need to establish one or more referents in the different locations of the 

 
 
    a 

               
 
                              a 
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signing space in order to achieve referential cohesion and a sense of coherence in 

whole texts. This enables the addressees to be able to follow the whole stories 

through understanding reference forms as a semantic relation. According to Morgan 

(1998), this is so-called a fixed referential framework. 

 

Proforms (p.form) mark the semantic category or the size and shape of the referent 

noun and are used for establishing referent identities, as well as topographical 

information (Morgan, 1997, 1998). In other words, “a proform is anything that refers 

to, and stands in the place of, something previously identified…The identification 

may have been made using a sign for the referent, or the referent may be present for 

all to see… It (Proform) is often a noun, so the terms ‘proform’ and ‘pronoun’ may 

seem to be the same, but we keep the term ‘pronoun’ to mean I, you, he, she, it, we, 

them, etc., and we use ‘proform’ for a more specific BSL structure” (Sutton-Spence 

et al 1999:41). For example, the proform can be represented by a “flat hand” or B1 

handshape indicating ‘a vehicle’, and can be moved around the signing space or may 

be located at various positions such as parking lot, parking near the kerbs etc. 

According to Morgan (1997), pronominal points and directional verbs can also 

exploit proforms to convey complex morphosyntactic information. Apparently, adult 

signers can create cohesive discourse by using referential spaces. The following 

signed clause including proform is glossed: 

^^         -                ^^           -                    
HOUSEa  IX3a-lf2 GIRLb bGIRL CL:G ‘move-towards-housea’ 

                                                                      

 

 

 

 
The girl approached the house from the right 
 
3.4.3.3 Verb Agreement 
 
Following is Morgan’s description of verb agreement morphology separating two 

referential systems: the fixed and shifted referential frameworks. Firstly, the 

description is verb agreement in the fixed referential framework that is one of the 

more complex morphological devices used with these spatially arranged referent loci, 

 
b                                a 

 
b                                a 
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according to Morgan (1997). In other words, agreement verbs allow the inclusion of 

information about person and number of the subject and object, and are 

accomplished by moving the verb in syntactic space (Sutton-Spence et al., 1999). An 

example of one of the verb agreement signs is ASK:  me-ASK-you,  you-ASK-me,  

she-ASK-me,  me-ASK-you-all  and so forth. These signs may not need to include 

subject or object to be expressed, as they are a kin to a pro-drop language such as 

Italian. In pro-drop languages, the subject clause can be omitted and both subject and 

object can be integrated into the verb stem. For example, ‘Ti amo’ means ‘I love 

you’ This clause does not have subject because the subject, ‘io’ is integrated into the 

verb stem such as ‘amo’. 

 

In continuing to discuss verb agreement, Morgan (1997) explains that a verb such as 

GIVE in BSL can move between two locations, representing referential antecedents, 

in order to convey the meaning, “John gave the book to Mary.” Another directional 

verb in BSL LOOK, may remain static as the orientation of the handshape gives 

referent information. Repeatedly, whereas GIVE can move from one location to 

other location in the signing space, LOOK can’t move, but can reverse the direction 

by altering the orientation of the sign. Those signs such as ASK, GIVE and LOOK 

fall into the system of the fixed referential frameworks, while another signs such as 

ASK or GIVE can be identified in the shifted referential framework. This latter 

aspect is discussed in the later section. Example of signed clause in relation to the 

fixed referential framework is extracted from Morgan (1997). The second clause 

reverses the direction of the verb agreement, indicating a change in meaning. 

><                                                              >> 
BOYa PROa [point: right] GIRLb PROb [point: left] aLOOKb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The boy looks at the girl, 
 
 
 
 

 
a                                 b 
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<<  
bLOOKa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
she looks back at him 
 
Following is a description of agreement verbs in the shifted referential framework in 

BSL.  A mechanism of “shifted first person” reference or “body shifts”, most similar 

to direct discourse in spoken languages is found (Morgan, 2000). In other words, this 

discourse device is equivalent to direct discourse or reported speech shifts in spoken 

language. The body shifts can be used to demonstrate the identity of the selected 

character, and can be a left-to-right shift or a forward-to-back shift. Sutton-Spence et 

al. (1999) explain that body shifts are particularly important for contrasting 

characters, and Morgan describes a continuum ranging from large side-to-side 

movements to subtle, finer forward-to-back shifts. The contexts refer to the fixed 

referential framework (FRF) in example 7 and the shifted referential framework 

(SRF) in example 8 (Morgan, 1997). 

 

Example 7 (FRF)    Example 8 (SRF) 

                                                                      a 
 
        
 
                                                                                     b 
 
 
(John) asked (Mary)  (John was like) # asking (Mary, like this) 
 
The transcription convention # implies that signers use body shifts within the shifted 

referential framework. The features of the shifts may require non-markers such as an 

off-centre orientation of the shoulders and eye-gazes.  

 

 

 
    a            b 

 
a                               b 
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3.4.3.4 Referential Functions 

 

The referential functions decided upon came from a collection of work looking at a 

similar subject area in the literature on spoken language (e.g., Berman & Slobin 1994 

in Morgan, 1998:157). The reference form and referential function paradigm breaks 

the use of reference down into three types (1998:157): 

 

1. An introduction of referents into discourse for the first time. 
2. A re-introduction of referents into discourse after they have left discourse for 

the space of one episode or more,  or there has been intervening reference 
through the introduction or re-introduction of other referents, thus breaking 
reference ties.  

3. A maintenance of reference in the current discourse frame. Referents are 
maintained in discourse over a stretch of utterances. 

 
Morgan (1998), analysed narrative texts through assigning these function types to the 

use of reference forms such as noun phrases, pronoun and verb forms as well as 

categorising these forms.  

 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter has focused not only on definitions of discourse analysis in terms of 

language views and concepts of cohesion and referential cohesion, but has also 

provided discussion on the importance of discourse analysis in relation to language 

teaching. Furthermore, Johnston’s argument implied that the application of the 

principles of systemic-functional linguistics, particularly textual metafunction, 

should offer a positive advantage to descriptions of visual-gestural languages. This 

chapter has made it clear that Halliday et al.’s (1999) argument that speech act theory 

informing functional-notional approach is not related to discourse but pragmatics. 

Detailed descriptions of referential cohesion in English proposed by the proponents 

of systemic-function linguistics like Halliday, Hasan and Martin, have been 

presented. Winston’s and Morgan’s descriptions of signed patterns in relation to 

referential cohesion are different, perhaps because of different genres such as 

lectures and narratives.  This study intends to focuses on patterns similar to the 

descriptions provided by Halliday et al, Martin and Morgan.  The next chapter will 

undertake a literature review on Communicative Language Teaching in order to 
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appreciate second/foreign language pedagogy and language teaching approaches and 

strategies, employed by language teachers (both spoken and signed languages).  
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CHAPTER 4: THE EMERGENCE OF  COMMUNICATIVE 
LANGUAGE TEACHING 

4.1 Introduction 

Before discussing the emergence of communicative language teaching, this chapter 

starts with a brief discussion on different perspectives on the term ‘language teaching 

methodology’   

The Functional/Notional and the Genre-based Approaches have stemmed from  

Communicative Language Teaching, which is characterized by the central theoretical 

concept, ‘communicative competence’. In other words, both of these approaches can 

be viewed as offshoots of the Communicative Language Teaching and share the 

same basic set of principles. They are concerned with a functional view that language 

is a medium for the expression of functional meaning (Richards and Rodgers, 

1986:17). This definition will be discussed further later in this section. This model of 

language produces the axioms and theoretical framework that may motivate such a 

particular teaching approach, such as the Functional/Notional and the Genre-based 

Approaches. Moreover, according to Rogers (2001:1), “Communicative Language 

Teaching was founded (and floundered) on earlier notional/functional proposals for 

the description of languages. Now new leads in discourse and genre analysis, schema 

theory, pragmatics, and systemic/functional grammar are rekindling an interest in 

functionally based approaches to language teaching.”  

The next section discusses the background of the Communicative Language 

Teaching or Communicative Approaches. The ‘communicative competence’ and the 

functional views will be discussed in detail in the next few sections.  

In addition, there are discussions on issues relating to course design in this chapter. It 

is important for the investigator to appreciate these issues, as he will train a selected 

teacher to develop knowledge and skills in using the text-based approach to syllabus 

design and the genre-based approach to Auslan story teaching. These approaches are 

described and discussed later. A literature review on signed language teaching 

approaches and strategies, is also presented.  
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4.2 Language Teaching Methodology 
 
This section aims to provide an appreciation of different perspectives on a term or 

model ‘language teaching methodology’.  

 

4.2.1 Richards’ views 
 
There are two aspects of second language teaching methodology that have been 

contrasted. The first aspect defines teaching as application of a teaching method that 

influences teachers’ and learners’ classroom behaviours to match the specification of 

this method. The assumptions or beliefs underlying the method are a basis for a 

syllabus that is subsequently imposed on teachers and learners. For example, if 

language teachers employ the grammar-translation method, they will then tend to act 

as authority and source of knowledge, promoting the grammar rules and vocabulary 

that learners are expected to memorise and then apply. The second aspect that is 

contrasted with this begins with the observable processes of classroom teaching and 

learning, from which methodological principles and practices in language teaching 

are derived. Richards (1990:48) presents two categories of information: 

 
1. The study of effective teaching provides information 

about how effective teachers organise and deliver 
instruction. This relates to classroom management skills, 
and to the strategies teachers use to present instructional 
goals, structure learning tasks and activities, monitor 
learning, and provide feedback on it.  

2. The study of effective learning provides information about 
the learning strategies effective learners apply to the 
process of using and learning a second and foreign 
language. 

 
This latter aspect implies that teachers are expected to take a role as investigator in 

order to study not only effective teaching, but also effective learning to harmonise 

with their teaching styles and their learners’ needs and strategies. They also are 

expected to adopt more than one method or develop their own methodology or 

methodological principles on a basis of the evaluation of effective teaching and 

learning. Therefore, this investigation is a pivotal and ongoing component of the 

process of teaching. Nunan (1991) in his analysis of language teaching methods 

identifies two major shortcomings of the ‘methods’ approach to language teaching: 
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“…firstly, that they exist as packages of precepts which are 
imported into the classroom, rather than being derived from a 
close observation and analysis of what actually goes on in the 
classroom. Secondly, there is a real danger that they may 
divorce language from the contexts and purposes for its 
existence” (1991:4). 
 

It is suggested that a teaching methodology that is a dynamic, creative, and 

exploratory process, should be employed to teach signed cohesion, as sign teachers 

and learners have a variety of needs, styles, preferences and strategies. Thus, sign 

teachers are urged to explore an effectiveness of teaching and learning through the 

use of a systematic approach to the observation, evaluation, and management of their 

learners’ and their own behaviours. Needless to say, an advantage of using the 

‘methods’ approach to language teaching should not be thrown away, as some 

methods can be complementary when used on a basis of learning needs and 

preferences or teaching styles. Brown (1994) states that “you cannot teach effectively 

without understanding varied theoretical positions. This understanding forms a 

principled basis upon which you can choose particular methods for teaching a 

foreign language. And unless that principled basis is your own carefully and 

thoughtfully devised theory, you become a slave to one way of thinking, a puppet 

without self-control.” 

 

4.2.2 Barnett’s choice of Anthony’s notion 

Barnett (1995) discusses her views that the grassroots perspective takes method to be 

a set of procedures, strategies and techniques that continuously evolves from and is 

responsive to actual learning and teaching contexts. Language teachers can take a 

method into consideration and reasonably adapt it in response to their learners’ needs 

and preferences. Barnett (1995:58) suggests that “rather than adopting Richards and 

Rodgers’ (1982) definition which focuses on method for the purposes of comparative 

research, and which you may have come across previously, we shall adhere to 

Anthony’s definition which covers the grassroots perspective as well. Anthony 

defined method as an overall plan for the orderly presentation of language material, 

no part of which contradicts and all of which is based upon the selected approach (set 

of beliefs about language, learning and teaching)” (Anthony 1963 in Barnett 

1995:58).  
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According to Anthony’s model, there is another suggestion that this study should 

develop sound principles of language, learning and teaching, and then explore 

methods to complement these principles. Thus, there is a need to formulate the 

criteria for evaluating methods relevant to teaching of signed discourse cohesion. 

Barnett (1995: 58) presents the criteria as questions: 

• Does this method promote learning? 
• Is this method consistently based in sound principles of language and 

learning? 
• Is this method capable of guiding classroom practice and materials design, 

adaptation and selection? 
• Is this method responsive to the learning and teaching context? 

 
4.2.3 Rodgers’ definition  

Rodgers (2001) provides the following definition of language teaching methodology. 

“Methodology in language teaching has been characterized in a variety of ways. A 

more or less classical formulation suggests that methodology is that which links 

theory and practice. Theory statements would include theories of what language is 

and how language is learned or, more specifically, theories of second language 

acquisition (SLA). Such theories are linked to various design features of language 

instruction. These design features might include stated objectives, syllabus 

specifications, types of activities, roles of teachers, learners, materials, and so forth. 

Design features in turn are linked to actual teaching and learning practices as 

observed in the environments where language teaching and learning take place. This 

whole complex of elements defines language teaching methodology.” 

 

4.3 Communicative Language Teaching  

This section provides the background to Communicative Language Teaching and 

discusses issues related to such an teaching approach: the concept of communicative 

competence, the concept of functional approaches, course design and a particular 

teaching approach, Genre-based teaching.      
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4.3.1 The Background to Communicative Language Teaching 

The concept and development of Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) arose 

concurrently in Britain and the United States during the late 1960s. Richards et al. 

(1986:64) state that whilst British applied linguists began to call into question the 

theoretical assumptions underlying Situational Language Teaching, the linguistic 

theory underlying Audiolingualism was rejected in the United States in the mid-

1960s. Both these theories of language and of language learning are based on 

structuralism and behaviourism and developed concurrently in Britain and the United 

States. Structural linguistics had studied the place and distribution of units within a 

linguistic system, with little reference to meaning or use. Teachers of both of these 

methods have advocated an idea of a learning process of habit formation. 

Furthermore, Melrose (1991:1) writes concerning structuralism: “From the Second 

World War to the mid 1970’s, language teaching was dominated by the oral-aural 

(audio-lingual) method. This assumed the approach to grammar of immediate 

constituent analysis, as developed by Leonard Bloomfield and his successors. The 

aim of immediate constituent analysis was to describe the structure of sentences 

without recourse to meaning (since, Bloomfield and his followers believed 

descriptions of meaning were best left to anthropologists and sociologists). Since 

these sentences were all learnt as responses to particular stimuli, a model lesson for a 

proponent of the audio-lingual method might consist, in part at least, of uttering not 

very meaningful sentences in response to even less meaningful stimuli (cues), on the 

principle that learning a language meant learning its structures, that is, its syntactic 

patterns.” 

Noam Chomsky who is certainly the most debated and influential linguist of the 

second half of the twentieth century, did not accept the two orthodoxies of 

structuralism relating to language description as well as behaviourism influencing 

language learning, as his view is that language is not a habit formation. As the 

instigator of transformational-generative linguistics and universal grammar, he 

produced a theory that ‘competence’ refers to ‘the speaker-hearer’s knowledge of his 

language’ and ‘performance’ to ‘the actual use of language in concrete situations’. 

According to Werner Hullen (2004:106), Chomsky never reflected on the problems 
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of any type of language teaching, or on seeing the impact which his ideas made in 

this field. He even stressed that they were too abstract to be applied in a classroom. 

However, he influenced language acquisition studies and language teaching 

programmes by the axiomatic principles of his linguistic views.  

Halliday and Hymes rejected Chomsky’s position on a dichotomy or demarcation 

between competence and performance paralleling with langue and parole between 

which a distinction was made by the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure33. 

However, they have different ways of dealing with the position. Hymes (1971) has 

“proposed the term ‘communicative competence’ to represent the use of language in 

social context, the observance of sociolinguistic norms of appropriacy. His concern 

with speech communities and the integration of language, communication and 

culture was not unlike that of Firth and Halliday in the British linguistic tradition” 

(Savignon 2001:125). In contrast, Halliday has postulated a language-defining notion 

of ‘meaning potential’ rather than supporting the concept of ‘communicative 

competence’ to opposed the Chomsky’s position.  

This, in the nature of things, led to the movement of a new teaching approach to 

language learning. This approach was so called the Communicative Approach or 

Communicative Language Teaching, which has emerged as a result of a rejection of 

not only the notion of Chomskyan dichotomy between linguistic competence and 

linguistic performance but also the early theoretical ideas, structuralism and 

Skinnerian behaviourism which directly influenced such teaching methods as 

Grammar-Translation Method (only linguistic theory) and Audiolingualism.  In 1972 

David Wilkins, a British linguist who was involved in a project initiated by the 

Council of Europe, introduced a functional or communicative definition of language 

that could be used for developing communicative syllabus designs for language 

teaching. The purpose of drawing up this syllabus was to specify the communicative 

                                                 
33 “A term introduced in de Saussure’s Cours de linguistique generale to distinguish between language (Fr. Langue) 
as an abstract system of signs and rules, and the spoken word (Fr. Parole) as the concrete realisation of language 
as it is used. Langue is characterized as a static system of symbols with broad (social) value, due to the invariant 
and functional nature of its elements. Instances of parole are based on this system of langue and vary according to 
register, age, dialect, among other factors.” (Bussmann 1996:268) “The langue/parole dichotomy is present in the 
COMPETENCE/PERFORMANCE distinction made in CHOMSKYAN LINGUISTICS. However, while langue is a 
social concept, competence is a psychological concept.” (Johnson et al. 1998:192) “Whereas the terms 
‘performance’ and ‘parole’ can be used almost interchangeably, their counterparts ‘competence’ and ‘langue’ are 
quite different from each other. ‘Langue’ is a static system of signs, whereas competence is understood as a 
dynamic concept, as a mechanism that will generate language endlessly” (Bussmann 1996:86).   
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or language functions a learner would need in order to communicate effectively at a 

given level of competence. He also published several books relevant to this notion. 

One of his books, “Notional Syllabuses” shows how language could be categorised 

on the basis of notions such as quantity, location and time, and functions such as 

making requests, making offers and apologizing (Richards et al. 1986:65).  

“The work of the Council of Europe; the writings of Wilkins, Widdowson, Candlin, 

Christopher Brumfit, Keith Johnson and other British applied linguists on the 

theoretical basis for a communicative or functional approach to language teaching; 

the rapid application of these new ideas by textbooks writers; and the equally rapid 

acceptance of these new principles by British language teaching specialists, 

curriculum development centers, and even governments gave prominence nationally 

and internationally to what came to be referred to as the Communicative Approach, 

or simply Communicative Language Teaching34.” (Richards et al., 1986:65) During 

the late 1970s textbooks influenced by the theoretical basis of functional language 

began to be produced. What the main characteristic feature of these textbooks 

manifests is an importance of language functions, which would dominate the centre 

of other types of language content such as topic, situation, grammar, and vocabulary. 

This approach at both syllabus and methodology levels would include techniques for 

pacing the delivery of content as well as activities such as role-play, scrambled 

sentences, language games, picture strip story and so on.              

4.3.2  Discussion on ‘communicative competence’ 

As discussed in the previous section, Communicative Language Teaching has 

provided the groundwork of ‘communicative competence’, and to react against the 

Chomskyan theory about the demarcation of competence and performance. Hymes 

has recast the definition of ‘competence’ in terms of social context and labeled it as 

the ‘communicative competence’. In addition, the magnitude of the fact that the 

Hallidayan approach to the question of the language user’s competence is not the 

same as Hymes’ will be also discussed here. This section discusses the differing 

views on ‘competence’ in depth.    

                                                 
34 The Communicative Approach or Communicative Language Teaching; the terms notional-functional approach 
and functional approach are also sometimes used (See Richards & Rodgers 1986:66). 
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4.3.2.1 Chomsky’s views 

 

In reaction to structural linguistics and learning process from the viewpoint of 

Skinner’s behaviourism, Chomsky began his work on a linguistic theory that would 

be regarded as mentalistic. That is, he was concerned with “discovering a mental 

reality underlying actual behaviour (which is in contrast to) behaviourist theories of 

linguistics, in which the object of study was physical verbal behaviour that could be 

directly observed. “Chomsky’s (1959) criticism of Skinner’s (1957) theory of verbal 

learning, together with his theory of transformational grammar led towards a view of 

language which undermined Skinner’s behaviourism, the theoretical basis of 

audiolingualism. Chomsky proposed that sentences are not learned by imitation and 

repetition but ‘generated’ from the learner’s underlying competence, and that a 

Language Acquisition Device (LAD) enables learners to acquire grammar 

subconsciously while the learner focuses on meaning. Chomsky (1965) theorized 

that language acquisition was the result of innate language-specific cognitive 

processes possessed by all individuals. The role of input was as a triggering device 

for the internal mechanisms controlling the language acquisition process” (Chomsky 

1965). 

 

Chomsky made a distinction between linguistic competence (what the speaker knows 

and what the linguist should be concerned with) and linguistic performance (what the 

speaker does, i.e., says or writes, at any given time, and what the linguist should not 

be concerned with)” (Yalden 1987:15). He offered the following explanation of his 

distinction: 

 
“[The] serious discipline [of linguistics is] concerned 
primarily with an ideal speaker-listener, in a completely 
homogeneous speech-community, who knows its language 
perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant 
conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of 
attention and interest, and errors (random or characteristic) in 
applying his knowledge of the language in actual 
performance” (Chomsky quoted in Yalden 1987:16).      

This indicates that whereas his linguistic competence derives from perfect 

knowledge of the basic properties of language internalised in the head of an ideal 
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speaker/listener of a homogeneous speech community, his linguistic performance is 

the actual use of language naturally and this would be affected by factors outside the 

mind such as these conditions separate from a ready-made and rather detailed 

blueprint for grammaticality of sentences35. Furthermore, Chomsky states that “the 

neutral interpretation refers to the knowledge of a system of rules (a generative 

grammar) that in some explicit and well-defined way assigns structural descriptions 

to sentences. This is purely descriptive, and is not intended to say anything about the 

way in which the speaker-hearer actually constructs the output of such a system of 

rules” (Chomsky 1965:8-9). Yalden (1987:16) explains that Chomsky “considered 

that samples of speech and writing obtained from native speakers should not be the 

data on which linguists worked, since they contain errors in performance and are 

therefore misleading. He also wrote that a generative grammar was an attempt to 

‘characterize … the knowledge of language that provides the basis for actual use of 

language by a speaker-hearer’ (1965) (my italics). He later made an even stronger 

claim, to the effect that linguistic competence meant that the rules of grammar were 

internalized in the head of the speaker, and provided the basis for the speaker’s 

understanding of linguistic relations.”  

4.3.2.2 Hymes’ reaction and theory 

Dell Hymes a sociolinguist who reacted against Chomsky’s claims, has critically 

expanded the Chomsky’s concept of ‘competence’. He brings up the argument that 

“Chomsky’s category of competence provides no place for competency for language 

use but neither does his category of performance, despite his equating language use 

with performance. This omits almost everything of sociocultural significance, 

concerning itself with psychological constraints to do with memory and perception, 

etc, rather than with social interaction.” (Munby, 1987:9) This category does not 

allow for describing the appropriateness of what we say or write to any given social 

context. Hymes wrote that the image Chomsky’s work conjured up for him was that 

of “an abstract, isolated individual … not, except incidentally, a person in a social 

                                                 
35 “…the nativist view holds that there is a specific language-learning faculty, distinct from other learning faculties, 
and that this provides the human infant with a readymade and rather detailed blueprint of the structure of language. 
Learning his mother tongue consists in fitting the patterns of whatever language he hears around him into the 
framework which he already possesses” (Halliday 1979:17). A term, grammaticality is coined by Chomsky (1965) to 
indicate the wellformedness of expressions of natural languages. (Bussmann 1996:196) 
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world” (1972:272). Again Hymes (1971) points out that “there are rules of use 

without which the rules of grammar would be useless, so the notion of competence 

must be enlarged to include contextual appropriacy….. The restriction of competence 

to perfect knowledge in a homogeneous speech community independent of 

sociocultural features is inadequate to account for language in use, for language as 

communication” (Munby, 1987:9).  

To continue criticisms on Chomskyan theory, before the notion of competence he 

recasts as communicative competence will be included in this section, the following 

is extracted from Munby (1987:14); 

“He (Hymes) criticises this view of performance because of 
its implicit ideological identification with the imperfect state 
resulting from the fall of the perfect speaker-hearer from 
grammatical competence, and also draws attention to 
Transformational-Generative Grammar’s generally 
disparaging attitude to performance as a residual category for 
the theory (what we might call the ‘dustbin view’) essentially 
concerned with memory and perceptual constraints and 
ignoring social interaction”.   

Although Chomsky has exclusively focused on linguistic competence, Johnson et al., 

(1999:40) state that “ ….Chomsky’s idea of linguistic competence has been used as a 

bogey-man to convince people of the rightness of Hymes’s concept of 

communicative competence – without any mention of the Chomskyan concept of 

pragmatic competence.” Under the impetus of the development of humanism in 

education and philosophy, and of sociolinguistic concerns in linguistics, the 

definition of language competence was developed further from Chomsky’s 

‘linguistic competence’ which was related primarily to ‘an ideal speaker-listener’, 

outside a social context (Chomsky, 1965: 3). 

It is not surprising that in his strong criticisms on Chomskyan orientation, Hymes has 

determined to embark upon his work of the Communicative Approach by first 

providing the expansion or recasting of Chomsky’s concept of ‘competence’. Hymes 

has formulated an adequate theory of ‘competence’ in order to account for all forms 

of communication, and proposed four parameters to the systems of rules that underlie 

communicative behaviour apart from the Chomskyan concept of linguistic 

competence (rules of communication or rules of performance):  
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1. Whether (and to what extent) something is formally 
 possible; 

2. Whether (and to what extent) something is feasible; 
3. Whether (and to what extent) something is 

 appropriate  (adequate, happy, successful) in 
 relation to a context in which it  is used and 
 evaluated; 

4. Whether (and to what extent) something is in fact 
 done,  actually performed, and what its doing 
 entails (Hymes cited in Savignon 1983:12).    

Hymes claims that members of a homogeneous speech community have both a tacit 

knowledge of and ability for use with regard to each of these parameters of the 

systems of rules.  Furthermore, to clarify Hymes’s use of the terms competence, 

knowledge and ability for use, he says: 

 
“I should take ‘competence’ as the most general term for the 
capabilities of a person…Competence is dependent upon 
both (tacit) knowledge and (ability for) use. Knowledge is 
distinct, then, both from competence (as its part) and from 
systemic possibility (to which its relation is an empirical 
matter)… Knowledge also is to be understood as subtending 
all four parameters of communication just noted. There is 
knowledge of each. Ability for use also may relate to all four 
parameters. Certainly it may be the case that individuals 
differ with regard to ability to use knowledge of each: to 
interpret, differentiate, etc. The specification of ability for use 
as part of competence allows for the role of non-cognitive 
factors, such as motivation, as partly determining 
competence” (quoted in Munby 1978:16).     

 
 

 

4.3.2.3 Halliday’s notion of language  

 

Although both Hymes’s and Halliday’s common view is to reject the Chomskyan 

language orientation which precludes the integration of linguistic theory with a 

general theory of communication and culture, Halliday opposes the concept of 

dichotomy that Chomsky has used and rather proposes a language-defining notion of 

‘meaning potential’, whereas Hymes adds the notion of the systems of rules to the 

Chomsky’s competence. Halliday explains his reason for the rejection of the 

dichotomy: 
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“Here we shall not need to draw a distinction between an 
idealized knowledge of a language and its actualized use: 
between ‘the code’ and ‘the use of the code’ or between 
‘competence’ and ‘performance’. Such a dichotomy runs the 
risk of being either unnecessary or misleading: unnecessary if 
it is just another name for the distinction between what we 
have not, and misleading in any other interpretation” 
(Halliday quoted in Munby 1978:12).   

 

According to Munby (1978), Halliday has developed a semantic approach to 

language and the speaker’s use of language. He coined the term meaning potential 

that lies at the heart of this approach. According to Halliday, meaning potential is 

regarded as sets of options or alternatives in meaning that are at the disposal of the 

speaker; the meaning potential (what he/she can mean) comprises behaviour 

potential (what he/she ‘can do’) and lexico-grammatical potential (he/she ‘can say’).  

 
Halliday (1973:51) explains this concept:  
 

“If we regard language as social behaviour, therefore, this 
means that we are treating it as a form of behaviour potential. 
It is what the speaker can do. But ‘can do’ by itself is not a 
linguistic notion; it encompasses types of behaviour other 
than language behaviour. If we are to relate the notion of ‘can 
do’ to the sentence and words and phrases that the speaker is 
able to construct in his language – to what he can say, in 
other words – then we need an intermediate step, where the 
behaviour potential is as it were converted into linguistic 
potential. This is the concept of what the speaker ‘can mean’. 
The potential of language is a meaning potential. This 
meaning potential is the linguistic realisation of the behaviour 
potential; ‘can mean’ is ‘can do’ when translated into 
language. The meaning potential is in turn realized in the 
language system as lexico-grammatical potential, which is 
what the speaker ‘can say’.” 

 

To reiterate, in stark contrast to Chomsky’s view of grammar as a part of cognitive 

psychology, Halliday regards grammar as a meaning potential shared by a language 

and its speakers. It is obvious that the meaning potential is not based on the mind but 

the culture. It is not what the speaker knows, but what he can do. Halliday (1973:52) 

states that “the distinction is important because ‘can do’ is of the same order of 

abstraction as ‘does’; the two are related simply as potential to actualized potential, 

and can be used to illuminate each other. But ‘knows’ is distinct and clearly insulated 
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from ‘does’; the relation between the two is complex and oblique, and leads to the 

quest for a ‘theory of performance’ to explain the ‘does’.”   

 
 

4.3.3 The concept of functional approaches to language description and 
teaching      

 

As previously mentioned regarding the importance of functional views of language 

in Communicative Language Teaching in the previous sections, the view indicates 

that language is a vehicle for the expression of functional meaning. “This theory 

emphasizes the semantic and communicative dimension rather than merely the 

grammatical characteristics of language, and leads to a specification and organization 

of language teaching content by categories of meaning and function rather than by 

elements of structure and grammar” (Richards and Rodgers 1986).  Moreover, a 

functional approach to the description of language focuses on a concern with 

performance (Chomsky’s term) or actual language use. It is important to note that 

structural views should be ignored, but Hymes stresses that the latter should be 

integrated into the former in order to provide language learners with effective 

learning or development to enable them to achieve communicative competence.  

 

To note a problem with defining a term, the functional approach, Berns (1984:4) 

states that “while functional approach has been largely understood as a cover term 

for the underlying concept that language is used for communication, and while most 

interpretations have emphasised the communicative needs of learners and the explicit 

presentation of language functions and the linguistic structures associated with them, 

there has been no standard interpretation of the terms functions, notion, or 

communication.” Furthermore, Quinn (1984-5:1) states that “functional is not used in 

any technical sense. Functional approach is taken as a broad umbrella term to cover 

attempts at defining the practices and procedures of language pedagogy in terms that 

are likely to make it appropriate to its aims and objectives, and effective in attaining 

these. Functional approaches are thus considered as covering all attempts to improve 

the quality of various forms of language teaching and learning.” 

 

Berns (1984:5) states that Sweet (1899), Jones (1917), and Firth (1930, 1937) 

focused their work on the functional approach to language. This tradition is variously 
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referred to as British linguistics, the London School, or Firthian linguistics, none of 

which, however, are precise labels. This study’s concern with the two teaching 

approaches, the Functional/Notional and Genre-based Approaches in this study, this 

section provides two different interpretations of language functions based on 

different disciplines, although there is no standard term at present. This may enhance 

an understanding of these interpretations. For example, the Hallidayan term that has 

been adopted by the Genre-based approach to language teaching is based on the 

linguistic domain, (particularly ‘social-semiotic’), whereas the term used within the 

Functional/Notional approach depends on the philosophical domain. It is, therefore, 

not surprising that those interpretations of language functions regardless of degree of 

the difference may bring influence to bear on such language teaching approaches. If 

so, results that two parties have produced separately using them, would be different.    

 

   

4.3.3.1 Halliday’s theory of ‘language function’ 

 

Halliday also comments on his concern over the imbalance between formal and 

functional linguistics. “….the neglect by Chomsky of social factors in his theory of 

linguistic competence and the failure of cognitive code theories to produce 

communicatively-competent students led to a reexamination of L2 teaching in the 

early 1970s, and to the influential early work of Halliday. According to Halliday, 

considerations of form grossly outweighed those of function for many years, and 

linguistic studies in general and second language teaching in particular was overly 

concerned with the mechanism of language rather than with its meaning and 

function” (Halliday quoted in McMeniman 1985:100). Halliday redresses the 

imbalance through developing his work in systemic/functional linguistics, which 

focuses upon the important concept of functions in a functional approach to the 

description of language and language teaching. According to Derewianka 

(2001:256), “Halliday’s approach has been to develop a model of grammar which 

provides a clear relationship between functions and grammatical systems.” In fact, he 

presents a distinctive quality to the interpretations of language functions. Therefore, 

asking a question such as ‘how is language structured for use?’ would be appropriate 

from the functional perspective.  
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According to Halliday, function has a dual status, a micro- and a macro-function. 

The micro-function indicates that a child develops language during the early stages 

while the macro-function relates to the adult language that is far more complex, and 

that each adult utterance serves more than one function at a time. The mirco-function 

consists of seven broad functions which Halliday observed in his son’s development 

of English: the instrumental (“I want”) function, the regulatory (“do as I tell you”) 

function, the interactional (“me and you”) function the personal (“here I come”) 

function, the heuristic (“tell me why”) function, the imaginative (“let’s pretend”) 

function and the representational (“I’ve got something to tell you”) function. 

(Halliday 1973:17) These mirco-functions lead into the macro-functions because the 

child’s language resembles the system of adult. Exactly, Halliday (1973:36) states 

that “what happens in the course of maturation is a process that we might from one 

point of view call ‘functional reduction’, whereby the original functional range of the 

child’s language – a set of fairly discrete functional components each with its own 

meaning potential – is gradually replaced by a more highly coded and more abstract, 

but also simpler, functional system36.”  The term metafunction that Halliday (1985) 

uses is another term for macro-function.  

 

The metafunctions have three functional components named ideational or 

experiential meanings, interpersonal meanings and textual meanings. Halliday 

describes briefly each of these components:  

 
“These components …..are the manifestations in the 
linguistic system of the two very general purposes which 
underlies all uses of language (i) to understand the 
environment (ideational), and (ii) to act on the others in it 
(interpersonal). Combined with these is a third 
metafunctional component, the ‘textual’, which breathes 
relevance into the other two”(1985:xv). 

 

                                                 
36 In other words, functional reduction’ means that the child’s language has seven broad functions such as 
instrumental function, regulatory function and so, whereas the adult language system has only three components of 
more abstract functions, entitled ideational function, interpersonal function and textual function. Furthermore, 
Halliday (1973:36) explains that “with the very young child, ‘function’ equals ‘uses’; and there are indefinitely many 
uses, but only three or four functions, or ‘marco-functions’ as we are calling them; and these marco-functions appear 
at a new level in the linguistic system – they take the form of ‘grammar’. The grammatical system has as it were a 
functional input and a structural output; it provides the mechanism for different functions to be combined in one 
utterance in the way the adult requires.” 
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The three metafunctions are woven together across stretches of language, or 

discourse. When the clauses of a stretch of discourse are stuck together by these 

metafunctions, they become a text or a unified whole. In other words, a text is a 

stretch that is stuck together cohesively through these metafunctions. Christie 

(1999:759) who is one of the proponents of the Genre-based approach, expounds her 

views on the fact that “language is said to be functional because its organisation quite 

fundamentally reveals the purposes for which any natural language came into being.”  

The Genre-based Approach to language teaching drawing from the 

systemic/functional linguistics that includes metafunctions, has developed primarily 

in Australia (Hammond et al., 2001; Christie, 1999; Richards et al., 1998; Hammond, 

1987; Feez, 1998 & 2002; Er ,1993).  

 

 

4.3.3.2 Speech Act Theory  
  

“The theoretical basis of the functional-notional approach is the speech act theory of 

Austin and Searle, and although Searle’s functional categories (Searles, 1975) are 

much more carefully motivated on philosophical grounds than van Ek’s, there remain 

several important problems with the speech act approach to language use, which it 

shares with the functional categories of the Council of Europe” (Perrett 1987:59). 

Thus, the speech acts or communicative functions (this term used by the functional-

notional syllabus) are fundamentally based on a philosophy of language which 

seemingly is not the same as the Hallidayan metafunctions due to a linguistic 

perspective. According to Melrose (1991:4), Austin, the British philosopher 

beginning with a division of utterances into contrastives (true and false statements) 

and performatives (utterances used to do things), finished up with the claim that all 

utterances simultaneously perform three kinds of acts: locutionary act (the 

propositional content), illocutionary act (the conventional force of an utterance, e.g. 

statement, offer, promise) and perlocutionary act (the effect of the utterance on the 

addressee). One of the categories, the illocutionary act, can be defined as a speaker’s 

(or signer’s) purpose in making an utterance and is used to teach language under the 

label of language function. Speech act theory, particularly illocutionary acts, has had 

an influence on a cornerstone of the functional-notional syllabus.   
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The Functional/Notional Syllabuses (F/N) has been associated with the Council of 

Europe team, particularly David Wilkins. In fact, Hymes and Halliday have 

indirectly influenced the F/N syllabuses because this syllabus content predominantly 

involves units of meaning instead of isolated individual grammatical structures and 

lexical items. The units of meaning used in the syllabus were those identified by 

Wilkins (1976), who attempted to “demonstrate the systems of meanings that lay 

behind the communicative uses of language” (Richards & Rodgers, 1986:65), and 

thus to identify all the types of meaning language learners need to express through 

target language. 

 
Wilkins (1972) proposes two types of category (or meaning) in the syllabus: the 

semantico-grammatical37 categories and the categories of communicative function. 

The first categories (roughly corresponding to Fillmore’s cases and Halliday’s 

participants, processes and circumstances) are: Time, Quantity, Space, Relational 

Meaning and Deixis. The second categories consist of Judgement and evaluation 

(e.g. assess, excuses, approve, blame, disapprove); Suasion (e.g. advise, order, warn, 

threaten, permit); Argument (e.g. inform, request, refuse, agree, disagree);Rational 

enquiry and exposition (e.g. conclude, compare, define, explain); Personal emotions 

(e.g. pleasure, displeasure); and Emotional relations (e.g. greetings, sympathy, 

gratitude) (see Melrose 1991:5). The latter obviously corresponds to the speech act 

theory, especially illocutionary act. Therefore, this act, “the act of doing with 

something in saying something” has been of greatest interest in these syllabuses 

(Yalden 1987:35). 

 

 

4.3.3.3 Criticisms of Speech Act Theory 

                            

In contrast to the Hallidayan metafunctions, through which the clauses of a stretch of 

discourse are linked together, Perrett (1987) launches into a critique of the 

functional-notional syllabus and is concerned with the fact that “the notion of 

function [in this article] will similarly be restricted to that of utterance function. 

Utterances themselves have neither grammatical function nor certain types of 
                                                 
37 a) semantico-grammatical, such as time (past, present and future), place, distance, sequence, and duration; b) 
modality, such as necessity, possibility, probability, and certainty; and c) communicative function, such as offering, 
requesting …  (Long et al 1993:16) 
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discourse function (such as inter-sentential cohesion)….” (57). Furthermore, 

according to Burns and Joyce (1997:44), teaching materials and approaches in a 

functional-notional perspective have employed the notion of functions instead of 

both function and notion, perhaps because the concept of notion is perplexing and 

more abstract. 

 

 
4.3.4 General issues for course design in relation to Communicative Language 
Teaching 

 

The main reasons why it is necessary to discuss these issues in this section are that: 

there are varied interpretations of the terms syllabus design and methodology, 

depending on where perspectives of teaching approaches are coming from; and there 

is a need to gain an insight into both a demarcation between syllabus design and 

methodology and a conflation of these terms employed by the underlying approaches 

such as N/F approach, Genre-based approach as well as teachers’ own personal 

teaching methodology in this study. There is another reason that is relevant to the 

conventional wisdom extracted from Widdowson (1990:162): 

 
“The whole point of pedagogy is that it is a way of short-
circuiting the slow process of natural discovery and can make 
arrangements for learning to happen more easily and more 
efficiently than it does in ‘natural surroundings’ ….. 
Pedagogy is bound to be a contrivance: that is precisely its 
purpose. If what went on in classroom exactly replicated the 
conditions of the world outside, there would be no point in 
pedagogy at all. And …the advantage of pedagogy is denied 
if it just leaves learners to learn by doing without quite 
deliberately contriving ways of assisting them in getting to 
know the language system at the same time, as the essential 
resource for their doings.”  
 

Widdowson’s statement implies that it is essential to use or develop syllabus design 

and methodology which will be a definite advantage to language teachers including 

teachers of signed languages. There has been a lot of intense debate among scholars 

who have been interested in studying pedagogy, particularly the dichotomy between 

syllabus design and methodology. On the one hand, “traditionally, a distinction has 

been drawn between syllabus design and methodology: the former concerning itself 

with the selection and grading of linguistic and experiential content, the latter with 
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the selection and sequencing of learning tasks and activities” (Nunan 1991:2), on the 

other hand as Candlin (1984:34) suggested, any syllabus that creates a list of 

preselected and predigested language content, is replaced by one that “is social and 

problem-solving in its orientation.” This kind of the syllabus should enable teachers 

and learners to ask questions arising from the syllabus objectives, content, 

methodology and experiences, and their evaluation as well. 

  

4.3.4.1 Candlin’s and Breen’s concerns over the dichotomy 

 

To continue discussing Candlin’s suggestion, Breen (1984:52-3) explains that 

communicatively oriented syllabuses should: 

 
“Prioritize the route itself; a focusing upon the means 
towards the learning of a new language. Here the designer 
would give priority to the changing processes of learning and 
the potential of the classroom – to the psychological and 
social resources applied to a new language by learners in the 
classroom context….a greater concern with capacity for 
communication rather than repertoire of communication, with 
the activity of learning a language viewed as important as the 
language itself, and with a focus upon the means rather than 
predetermined objectives, all indicate priority of process over 
content.” 
 

This above statement implies that Breen’s syllabuses that are radically different from 

traditional ones; a demarcation of syllabus design and methodology, seemingly are 

conflated with methodology. According to Melrose (1991:8), seemingly, second 

language pedagogy with Munby’s work has thrust the applications of linguistics to 

syllabus design as far as they could go, after proponents of CLT like Michael Breen 

and Christopher Candlin abandoned the path of linguistics and started with a new 

direction. They have, therefore, mainly focused upon the process of language 

learning and so called it a process approach to language teaching. Their syllabus 

gives priority to process instead of content. Breen and Candlin (quoted in Melrose 

1991:10-11) stress that “the communicative curriculum ‘place[s] content within 

methodology and provide[s] it with the role of servant to the teaching-learning 

process’: ‘content is selected by learners and teachers so that the learner can ‘use’ the 

content of the curriculum as the “carrier” of his process competence and as the 

provider of opportunities for communicative experiences through which personal 
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routes may be selected and explored as a means to the ultimate target competence’ 

(1980:102). ‘Content, say Breen and Candlin, will focus on knowledge, both 

cognitive and affective, that is significant to the learner; it will be organised not as a 

simple sequence but cyclically; and it will be subdivided in terms of ‘whole 

frameworks’, so that the emphasis is not on ‘units’ of content but on ‘units’ of 

activity that generate communication and metacommunication.’   

 

 

4.3.4.2 The opposition to Breen’s and Candlin’s views 

 

To contrast with Breen’s and Candlin’s perspective on syllabus, Allen (1984) has 

doubts about the process approach to which he refers as the ‘non-analytic’, 

experiential, or “natural growth” approach. He is concerned with the fact that this 

approach makes no selection of data and explains his concerns as follows: 

 
“In the interests of efficient learning, there must be some 
selection of data by the teacher, and various judgements 
about selection can be compared only if they are based on a 
set of descriptive categories which are capable of being 
interpreted systematically…I will continue to assume, then, 
that for language teaching in general we need to recognize a 
level of syllabus planning in which an inventory of items to 
be taught can be developed in a systematic and objectively 
verifiable way” (quoted in Melrose 1991:13). 

 
In another contrast to Candlin’s view on syllabus, Brumfit (1984:78) explains that 

“classroom processes cannot be ‘usefully’ turned into a syllabus; and a syllabus that 

specifies learning content may not be able to specify teachers’ classroom procedural 

choices without them so much that they are unable to respond to the immediate 

personal and interactional needs of individuals or groups in the class” (1984:80). It is 

important to note that David Newby (2004:593) states that a purely process-oriented 

approach will be difficult to implement both at an institutional level and at a national 

level because according to Stoks’ argument (1996), these pose a problem of 

accountability. Therefore, there is a need to provide teachers and students with 

expected outcomes of learning which are developed before the beginning of a course. 

To reiterate the importance of the process-oriented syllabus, David Nunan advocates 

that syllabus content is specified in terms of learning tasks and activities. They, 
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therefore, justify this suggestion on the grounds that communication is process rather 

than a set of products. Nunan (1988:44) states that “The selection of ‘task’ as a basic 

building block has been justified on several grounds, but most particularly for 

pedagogic and psycholinguistic reasons. Long and Crookes (1986) cite general 

educational literature which suggests that tasks are a more salient unit of planning for 

teachers than objectives; Candlin (1987) provides a pedagogic rationale, while Long 

(1985) looks to SLA research…”  

 

 

4.3.4.3 Widdowson’s insight into methodology 

  
While some scholars like Breen, Candlin, and Nunan emphasise that syllabus design 

and methodology should be inseparable, Widdowson (1978:65) states that “I shall 

take a syllabus to mean the specification of a teaching programme or pedagogic 

agenda which defines a particular subject for a particular group of learners. Such a 

specification provides not only a characterization of content, the formalization in 

pedagogic terms of an area of knowledge or behaviour, but also arranges this content 

as a succession of interim objectives.” This implies that syllabus design is separate 

from methodology.  Furthermore, Stern (quoted in Brumfit 1984:8) explains:  

 
“ Widdowson appears to argue; a syllabus is necessary; it is 
economical, and it is useful. If the chips are down, ‘the 
teacher knows best’, and therefore don’t let us indulge in any 
nonsense about ‘negotiating’ the curriculum. This does not 
mean that Widdowson advocates a narrow, specific 
prescription for teaching. Like Candlin and Breen, he also 
likes the idea of freedom for the teacher. To achieve it 
without losing the benefits of a well designed syllabus, 
Widdowson makes a conceptual distinction between syllabus 
and teaching methodology. The syllabus provides the 
framework with a good deal of latitude for ‘teaching-learning 
activities’ because Widdowson separates the concept of 
syllabus which is confined to content specification from 
teaching methodology which is not part of his syllabus 
concept.”   

 
It is interesting to note that Widdowson suggests although the functional-notional 

syllabus emphasises the importance of the syllabus design, it can promote activities 

that attempt to recreate in class ‘real’ communication. Therefore, classroom activities 

are transformed into something like a ‘dress rehearsal’ for real-life encounters. 
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According to Widdowson (1978), the danger of the ‘dress rehearsal’ methodology is 

that learners may not be able to transfer what they have learned to new situations but 

will only be able to perform in the limited situations which they have rehearsed. 

 
The statement regarding Widdowson’s proposal for solving the problem is as 
follows: 

  
“[the methodology] would engage the learners in problem-
solving tasks as purposeful activities but without the 
rehearsal requirement that they should be realistic or 
‘authentic’ as natural social behaviour. The process of 
solving such problems would involve a conscious and 
repeated reference to the formal properties of the language, 
not in the abstract dissociated from use, but as a necessary 
resource for the achievement of communicative outcomes.” 
(Widdowson  1978:71-2) 

 

This implies that such classroom activities or tasks must not recreate in class ‘real’ 

communication, but enable learners to participate in them as if they were doing tasks 

in the real world. These tasks are seen “not as a debilitating constraint but as a 

facilitating condition for the development of communicative competence in the 

language” (Widdowson 1978:72). Widdowson (1990) emphasises that a 

methodology is not determined by a commitment to syllabus types such as structural 

or functional types of syllabus designs but is based on realizing a complementary 

relationship between methodology and syllabus type. Which syllabus serves as the 

point of reference is unimportant, but it is imperative that the teacher ensures the 

function of it appropriately in a complementary fashion in actual classroom 

activities. Widdowson (1978:72) summarises: “What is important is that teachers 

should understand the principles underlying the characterization of content in a 

particular syllabus so that they might apply these effectively in the area where they 

do have room for independent action, namely in the mediating activities of classroom 

methodology.” 

 

This discussion leads to a complex issue, as there has been a lot of intense debate 

among scholars who have been interested in studying pedagogy. It is imperative that 

this study gains an understanding of course design from particular perspectives such 

as the text-based syllabus, the notional/functional syllabus and the process-oriented 

approaches. The reason for this is that the results of this study may refer to an 
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inference drawn from the influence of difference in communicative orientation in 

relation to particular syllabus design and methodology. Further discussion on the 

pedagogic approaches to them will be presented in the next section.      

     
  

4.3.5 Issues on the main pedagogic approaches to syllabus and methodology    
 

This section presents an in-depth of discussion on the functional-notional syllabus 

and the text-based syllabus (genre-based approach)38 in the context of spoken and 

signed language teaching, particularly in relation to pedagogic approaches to syllabus 

design and methodology. It is imperative to be aware of which significant 

characteristics in each teaching approach to syllabus design and methodology are 

influenced by a variety of approaches to pedagogy such as either the medium or 

mediation views or a combination of these views. In addition, there is another 

discussion on the distinction between the concepts of ‘analytic’ and ‘synthetic’ 

syllabuses that may affect how successful learners learn language in terms of 

communicative competence. It is not surprising that those particular syllabuses 

appear to differ in degree and emphasis on these concepts. According to Widdowson 

(1990:119), an approach to pedagogy informed by the medium view will tend to 

centre around the syntactic and semantic properties of the language and look for 

ways of manipulating them in order to transmit this information to learners. This 

implies that learners will tend to be rather receptive to the transmission more than 

acting as an agent or a negotiator. In reference to the concepts of ‘analytic’ and 

‘synthetic’ syllabuses, Newmark (1966:77 quoted in Long et al 1993:27) articulates 

the following position: “if the task of learning to speak English were additive and 

linear… it is difficult to see how anyone could learn [it]… language is learned a 

whole act at a time, rather than as an assemblage of constituent skills”.  

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
38 “text-based” and “genre-based” is used interchangeably. Genre-based or text-based approach to language 
teaching has been influenced by Hallidayan linguistics (systemic-functional linguistics) and by the notions of 
scaffolding and gradual approximation. According to Gillian Perrett (2000), the development of SFL in Australia first 
resulted in genre-based pedagogy being developed in the Disadvantaged Schools Program (Christie 1993, Christie 
and Martin 1997). 
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4.3.5.1  The medium and mediation views 

 

It is not surprising that the functional-notional syllabus, which specifies linguistic 

units, are informed by a medium view of communication because there is no dispute 

with the fact that this syllabus is predominantly concerned with the selection of 

content, namely communicative functions and with the grading and ordering of this 

content. According to Finocchiaro and Brumfit (1983:90), discussion in Europe of F-

N approaches has focused on defining the contents of syllabuses and methodology 

has been regarded as a secondary consideration. Widdowson (1990:119-120) states 

that: 

 
“The medium perspective will tend to see the syllabus as 
primary since it is here that linguistic units are specified and 
ordered. These units may be given a formal or notional or 
functional definition but they are in all cases presented as 
packages of meaning. The assumption is that once they are 
taken into psychic store they are ready to be issued as ready-
made tokens of communication. Methodology is essentially 
subservient, directed at facilitating this internalization 
process. In this respect, structural and notional/functional 
syllabuses are both informed by a medium view of 
communication, which is why it is so easy to rewrite one in 
terms of the other.”                  

 
In contrast to the medium view, what is important for a mediation view is that the 

methodology becomes primary. Widdowson (1990:120) states that “…meaning can 

only be achieved by action and is not simply a reflex of knowledge. It is what 

learners actually do which results in meaning: communication is a function of 

activity which engages language for the achievement of purposeful outcomes.” In 

other words, Widdowson is concerned with the methodology which seems the only 

way learners are brought about by a function of real-life communicative activities or 

tasks rather than pedagogic tasks. For example, task-based or process-oriented 

syllabuses may be informed by the mediation view of communication because they 

are concerned with the methodology more important than syllabus. He (1990:120-1) 

concludes that: 

 
“.. So the mediation perspective will favour a pedagogy of 
discovery whereby language is learned as a contingent 
consequence of carrying out activities which engage the 
language with the learners’ knowledge and experience of 
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other things. Whereas the text control of the medium view is 
a language filtering process, with the learner as recipient, the 
task control of the mediation view is a language focusing 
process, with the learner as agent. ……Task control, [on the 
other hand,] will tend to favour the presentation of language 
in its natural state and advocate the cause of authenticity.”  

      
It is apparent that this statement may interpret that learners preferably are encouraged 

to actively learn language through acting as agent in authentic tasks rather than 

learning passively or receptively through receiving transmission of input produced 

by teachers. Widdowson’s point (1990:121) is that “since meaning is encoded and 

decoded in the foreign language which the teacher knows and the learner does not, 

the learners’ previous experience of meaning in the mother tongue is irrelevant. 

Indeed it is a nuisance since it is likely to act as a disruptive influence on learning.”  

By contrast, if a teacher is concerned with a mediation view, then this allows for an 

opportunity for learners to mediate meaning through their knowledge of language use 

in the native language. This means that their learning will not be disrupted by the 

latter view and that a resource drawn from their first language learning experience 

will be exploited. Widdowson (1990:121) stresses that “Learning is not now seen as 

conformity to the conditions of transmission controlled by the teacher but as a self-

generating process by the learners themselves.” 

 

 

4.3.5.2   Analytic and synthetic syllabuses 

 

To discuss the concepts of ‘analytic’ and ‘synthetic’ syllabuses, I will update 

Wilkins’ definitions of them, extracted from Long et al (1993:11-2): 

 
“Analytic syllabuses are those that present the target 
language whole chunks at a time, in molar rather than 
molecular units, without linguistic interference or control. 
They rely on (a) the learners’ presumed ability to perceive 
regularities in the input and induce rules, and/or (b) the 
continued availability to learners of innate knowledge of 
linguistic universals and the ways language can vary, 
knowledge which can be reactivated by exposure to natural 
samples of the L2. 
 
Synthetic syllabuses segment the target language into discrete 
linguistic items, for presentation one at a time. They rely on 
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learners’ (assumed) ability to learn a language in parts (e.g. 
structures and functions) independently of one another, and 
also to integrate, or synthesize, the pieces when the time 
comes to use them for communicative purpose. Structural, 
lexical, notional, functional, and most situational and topical 
syllabuses are synthetic.”  

 
The functional-notional syllabus is synthetic and Type A (or product-oriented 

syllabus), just the same as the structural syllabus is, “but presents the target language 

not as isolated linguistic forms per se, but as groups of the linguistic devices needed 

to encode three kinds of semantic categories”39 (Long et al., 1993:15-16). 

Traditionally, structural syllabuses have emphasized that the structures are generally 

presented one at a time without being provided with discourse context. There are 

criticisms of Wilkins’ proposal for notional syllabuses: Crombie (1985) and 

Widdowson (1978) point out that “preparation of notional syllabuses, like structural 

syllabuses, involves fragmenting the target language, presenting one notion or 

function at a time, and assuming that learners can eventually synthesize the whole, 

whereas functions actually co-occur in discourse, and take on communicative value 

from that discourse context.” Nunan (1988:37) criticises syllabus design based on 

functional-notional criteria for selecting and grading content items which become 

much more complex than those of structurally-based syllabus design. Nunan explains 

that “…the grading of functional items becomes much more complex because there 

are few apparent objective means for deciding that one functional item, for instance, 

‘apologising’ is either simpler or more difficult than another item such as 

‘requesting’. Situational, contextual, and extra-linguistic factors which are used to a 

certain extent in the selection and grading of content for grammatical syllabuses 

become much more prominent and tends to complicate the issues of simplicity and 

difficulty” (Nunan1988:37). In critiquing syllabus design, Widdowson pointed out as 

long ago as 1979 that inventories of functions and notions do not necessarily reflect 

the way languages are learned any more than do inventories of grammatical points 

and lexical items. He also claims that dividing language into discrete units of 

whatever type misrepresents the nature of language as communication (Nunan 

1988:37).        

 
                                                 
39 a) semantico-grammatical, such as time (past, present and future), place, distance, sequence, and duration; b) 
modality, such as necessity, possibility, probability, and certainty; and c) communicative function, such as offering, 
requesting …  (Long et al 1993:16). 
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4.3.5.3   Discussion on text-based syllabus 

 

Conversely, the starting point for syllabus design using a text-based (or genre-based) 

syllabus is content items that should be organised around the teaching of whole texts 

in context. Before texts and contexts are selected for the syllabus design, teachers 

carry out their analyses of students’ needs and wishes to do with the language that 

students are learning. Candlin who strongly advocates communicative methodology, 

comments on the book, “Using Functional Grammar – An Explorer’s Guide” (Butt et 

al 2000) in the preface; “Given this focus on patterns for meaning, a good way to 

start is with whole texts, not just words on a plate, to get a sense of how texts are 

structured, varied and how they are built up of clauses, themselves the product of 

careful, conditioned co-selections of vocabulary. If you start from texts, then you 

begin with the main point. Grammar is about communicative purposes, it is always 

contextualized to the particular social participants (writers/readers and 

speakers/hearers)”. Furthermore, Feez who wrote a book, “Text-based Syllabus 

Design”, states the following: 

 
“Text-based syllabus design can be compared with what Ur 
(1996:178) described as a “mixed or multi-strand” syllabus 
for English-language teaching. This is a syllabus model that 
combines different syllabus elements – such as topics, texts, 
structures, lexis, skills, and strategies- “in order to be 
maximally comprehensive” (Ur, 1996:178). A text-based 
syllabus is a mixed syllabus in which the organizing principle 
is the study of whole texts in context. Genre pedagogy, and 
its interactive cycle of teaching and learning, provides 
teachers with a framework for selecting, organizing, and 
sequencing the comprehensive mix of text-based syllabus 
elements in a principled way” (Feez 2002:63). 

 

Feez makes it clear that teachers are expected to select syllabus elements from one or 

more than one whole text in context which is determined for teaching beforehand. As 

mentioned earlier regarding Candlin’s review, it could be argued that this syllabus 

might be typified as more-or-less analytic apparently because it is concerned with a 

starting point that is not content items such as notion or function without being 

centred around whole texts and contexts but content items with these. Therefore, 

functional-notional syllabuses tend to be synthetic whereas text-based syllabus 

appears to be informed by an analytic approach. “As early as 1983, Widdowson 
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suggested that basing linguistic analysis on the notion of genre has a number of 

advantages over other frameworks for analysis. In particular, it takes us beyond the 

level of notions and functions into larger units of work on which to base our teaching 

and learning programs.  

 

A genre-based approach to language program development has the advantage that the 

units in a genre-based language learning program are neither too small, as in a 

structural or functional syllabus, nor too large, as in a skills-based syllabus” 

(Paltridge 2001:3). Furthermore, Nunan who strongly advocates the task-based 

approach to syllabus design, suggests that teachers should employ a “top-down” 

approach to teaching spoken genres, starting with larger elements such as contextual 

aspects and discourse features and rounding off the tasks with smaller ones (Nunan 

1999). Nunan takes this argument up which supports the importance of making 

whole texts the point of departure in course design, placing genre at the centre of his 

argument. (Patltridge 2001:73). Paltridge (2001) explains the importance of teaching 

language from the genre-based perspective by providing the following statement: 

 
“The systemic [genre-based]40 approach emphasises the 
importance of teaching language at the discourse, or whole 
text, level, rather than restricting it to the sentence level. The 
teaching of grammar and vocabulary, for example, in 
systemic genre-based classrooms is undertaken in 
conjunction with the teaching of whole texts. This approach 
stresses the central role of context and the way in which 
language changes and is changed by the contexts in which it 
occurs. Classroom applications of the systemic perspective 
thus focus on text and context and discuss in relation to them 
such aspects of language as discourse, vocabulary, grammar, 
and pronunciation (Burns and Joyce 1997cited in 18).” 

 

In summary, functions and notions that are derived from functional-notional 

approach to syllabus are an atomistic approach to language learning. In contrast, the 

text-based syllabus (or the genre-based approach to syllabus) predominately focuses 

on content features at a whole text level are extracted from other syllabus models 

such as structural, functional-notional, content-based syllabuses and so on. Feez 

(1998:13) states that “a text-based syllabus is one way of establishing a coherent, 

cohesive and comprehensive framework. It is a global approach within which the 
                                                 
40 [genre-based] is added by the author. 
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best aspects of other syllabus models can be used.” The following section provides a 

background of the genre-based approach to pedagogy, which is adapted to suit the 

teaching of Auslan at a tertiary level and employed for experiment in this study. 

Therefore, it is imperative to understand this approach in some details.   

 

4.3.6 A description of genre and genre-based teaching 
 

 First, background information is presented and the term ‘genre’ is examined before 

this section continues with a discussion on the approach, which includes critiques 

from scholars as well as comments in relation to limitations of genre-based 

instruction.  

 
 
4.3.6.1 The notion of genre  

 

The notion of genre in relation to language teaching emerged around the1980s 

(Burns et al 2001, Feez 1998, Hammond 1987, and Hyland 2002). “The growing 

force of the genre movement in L1 and L2 teaching circles in various parts of the 

world is reflected in a recent proliferation of genre conferences, including Australia’s 

‘Working With Genre’ series (1989, 1991, 1993) and North America’s ‘Rethinking 

Genre’ colloquium (Ottawa, 1992)” (Hyon 1996:694). The impression of genre in 

contexts of language teaching is noticeable in three major theories (Hyons 1996, 

Johns 2000): English for specific purposes (ESP)41, New Rhetoric studies42 and 

Australian Genre Theories. Since the latter is relevant to this study, this section 

focuses on them. According to Derewianka (2001), during the early twenty-first 

century, systemic-functional grammar initially developed by Michael Halliday from 

Sydney in 1975, is having a significant impact in the field of language education in 

many parts of the world. Although in broad terms, genre can be defined as rhetorical 

actions or responses to recurring situations or contexts (Coffin 2001:109), Martin’s 
                                                 
41 According to Burns (2001), English for Specific Purposes (ESP) researchers have employed genre as a tool for 
analyzing the spoken and written texts in relation to tertiary academic and professional settings. Examples of 
particular types of genres are: experimental research articles, university lectures, master of science dissertations, 
business letters and so on.    
42 According to Miller (1984), New Rhetoric studies emphasises ethnographic description as their analytical base, 
as well as situational context and social action rather than linguistic analysis that Australian genre studies and ESP 
have recourse to. The studies that have emerged from North American  research, adopts humanist, social and 
cultural approaches, drawing on the disciplines of rhetoric, speech act theory, cross-cultural pragmatics, 
composition studies and professional writing.    
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definition of genre (related to systemic-functional perspective) as a ‘staged, goal-

oriented social process’ is elaborated by Martin, Christie and Rothery (1987:59): 

 
“Most members of a given culture would participate in some 
dozens …Australian examples include jokes, letters to the 
editor, job application, lab reports, sermons, medical 
examinations, appointment making, service encounters, 
anecdotes, weather reports, interviews and so on. Genres are 
referred to as social processes because members of a culture 
interact with each other to achieve them; as goal-oriented 
because they have evolved to get things done; and as staged 
because it usually takes more than one step for participants to 
achieve their goals” (quoted in Burns 2001:235).            

   
  

This definition is to a certain extent, different from other definitions of the other 

genre approaches such as ESP and New Rhetoric studies. Paltridge (2001:16) states 

that “systemic classroom applications in Australia, for example, have had a different 

ideological focus from ESP and new rhetoric genre work. This is in part because of 

the Australian work’s underlying concern with ‘empowering’ underprivileged 

learners and providing them with the language resources that are necessary for 

success.” According to Paltridge (2001), ESP tends to focus on “demystifying” the 

use of English in academic contexts and providing students with the language 

resources and skills that will help them gain access to English-language academic 

discourse communities, while New Rhetoric studies concentrates on mainstream, 

native speaker students and professionals rather than language learners. 

 

4.3.6.2  A description of genre-based approaches 

Cope and Kalantzis (1993:231) summarized the genesis of genre pedagogy in 

Australia in the following way: 

 
“It was Michael Halliday, founding Professor of Linguistics 
at the University of Sydney from late 1975, who was to 
provide the catalyst for the development of genre theory. 
[……] Halliday’s idea was to bring together linguists and 
educators to forge educational linguistics into a 
transdisciplinary, rather than simply an interdisciplinary, 
field… Linguists must begin working with teachers and 
teachers in turn would begin to see linguistics as a practical, 
rather than an esoteric tool, which they could use in their 
everyday work. In other words experts would start to 
examine the same problems from different points of view.”   
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Genre-based approaches in relation to a theoretical domain for first and second 

language pedagogy emerged during the 1980s. The Literacy and Education Research 

Network (LERN) in Australia held the ‘Working with Genre’ conferences (Sydney, 

1989, 1991, 1993), and brought about a growing interest in new approaches to 

teaching language, particularly in the explicit pedagogy of the genre-based approach. 

Not surprisingly, there has been an enormous amount of theoretical work in Australia 

from systemic functional linguistics to develop the genre-based or text-based 

approach to language teaching. This has had a significant impact on Australian 

teaching. According to Ann Johns (2002), Australian researchers have been most 

successful in applying genre theory and research to pedagogy, particularly in the 

publicly supported primary and secondary schools and in adult migrant education. 

Burns (1990:62) introduces the following statement in her paper entitled “Genre-

based Approaches to Writing and Beginning Adult ESL Learners”: 

 
“Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) has played its 
part in revolutionizing narrowly conceived theories of 
language learning and most language teachers would say they 
no longer equate the learning of a second language with the 
learning of traditional grammar. At the same time, CLT has 
given rise to a sometimes confusing array of methodologies, 
some of which claim to be ‘the method’ by which second 
languages will be acquired and all of which call themselves 
‘communicative’. This has often led to a state of affairs in the 
language classroom, which seems to derive much of its 
pedagogical base from intuition.” 
 

 
 

4.3.6.3  Insight into a social theory of language  
 

According to Burns (1990:62), some of the assumptions implicit in communicative 

approaches to second language teaching, which have failed to consider a well-

formulated theory of language, have been questioned by researchers and educators. 

Apparently, theorists and researchers who advocated a need to develop such theory, 

have argued that there is a need to make explicit to learners the knowledge they need 

to gain access to socially powerful forms of language. Cope (1989) has promoted a 
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replacement of the ‘progressive’ curriculum43 through the use of an ‘authoritative’ 

pedagogy. Furthermore, Feez (2002:51) argues that “many such manifestations of 

communicative language teaching, especially those influenced most strongly by 

progressive pedagogies, failed to recognize that Hymes’ notion of communicative 

competence encompassed both linguistic knowledge and communicative practice, 

often with the result that fluency was emphasised at the expense of accuracy.” 

 

A number of theorists and researchers, such as Martin (1993), Christie (1991) and 

Feez (2002) have collaborated with teachers to produce a genre-based pedagogy 

consistent with systemic-functional linguistics, originated by Michael Halliday 

(1978).  

 
“In the classroom, and in the world, a text is understood as 
functioning in a context, where context is said to operate at 
two levels: at the level of register, where field (social 
activity), tenor (the interpersonal relationships among people 
using language) and mode (the part played by language in 
building communication) all have consequences for the 
choices made in the linguistic system; and at the level of 
genre, where social purpose in using language also has 
consequences for linguistic choices made. For any given 
instance of language use, a genre is selected (be that a report, 
a narrative, a trade encounter, and so on) and particular 
choices are made with respect to field, tenor, and mode, all of 
which are realized in language choices” (Christie, 1991a, 
p.142). 

 
According to Feez (2001), research has provided practitioners and proponents of 

genre-based approaches with “increasingly sophisticated understandings about the 

nature of texts…in terms of how genre interacts with register in a variety of contexts 

of situation and how these interactions predict particular language choices at the 

level of both discourse and lexicogrammar”. There are many books, curriculum 

materials, textbooks, videotapes and so on, specifying social theories of language and 

language learning from a systemic-functional perspective particularly in Australia. 

Christie (1991) comments that while genre-based approaches have had some 

significant influence on the official state language curriculum materials in almost all 

                                                 
43 According to Bill Cope (1989:22), Progressivist Curriculum – Curriculum as Open Process: “In sharp contrast to 
the earlier period, the overwhelming methodological emphasis emerging in the seventies and eighties was upon 
curriculum as process. Nowhere is this more evident than in the syllabus documents.” 
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Australian states, those from Queensland make the most scholarly and consistent use 

of systemic functional linguistic theory. 

  
With reference to Burns’ concerns in her above statement, a question of implicit 

pedagogy in CLT which has not achieved success in making explicit to learners the 

knowledge they need to gain access to socially powerful forms of language, has been 

raised. According to Burns (1990), “Cope (1989) has argued that what is needed is 

an ‘authoritative’ pedagogy for the 1990s which will replace what he terms the 

‘progressive’ curriculum44 which has existed since the mid-1970s.”  Furthermore, 

Winser (1993:100) argues that “though the value of ‘communicative’ approaches is 

beyond doubt, nonetheless the full empowerment of the learner is possible only if he 

or she gains some measure of explicit knowledge of the linguistic system and its 

elements. In a register-based approach45, specific aspects of language use can be 

shown to be systematically related to specific aspects of context.” This suggests that 

explicitness related to language knowledge, one of main characteristics in the genre-

based approaches is manifest.       

 
Researchers and teachers in genre analysis assert that a genre-based perspective 

concentrates on language at the level of whole text while simultaneously taking into 

account the social and cultural context in which texts occur. Their arguments are that 

the notion of genre defined by Martin associates language choices with cultural 

purpose by revealing the stages through which a user of a language moves to 

accomplish particular social and cultural goals (Paltridge 2001:4). Thus, if this way 

is used, students are expected to learn explicitly both rhetorical and linguistic 

structures within different genres. They also explore a social and cultural context in 

which are both the general and particular expectations of different discourse 

communities. “As Johns (1994) points out, teachers need to stress the purpose the 

genre serves and the context of production and interpretation of the text and to use 

this as the starting point for their discussion rather than commencing with isolated 

features of texts” (Paltridge 2001:5). To reiterate the following, the genre-based 

approaches emphasise that teachers ensure an understanding of a social purpose and 

                                                 
44 According to Bill Cope (1989:22), Progressivist Curriculum – Curriculum as Open Process: “In sharp contrast to 
the earlier period, the overwhelming methodological emphasis emerging in the seventies and eighties was upon 
curriculum as process. Nowhere is this more evident than in the syllabus documents.” 
45 ‘Register-based’ and ‘genre-based’ are interchangeably used.  
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of a social and cultural context their students gain before teaching explicitly select 

language element(s) as the starting point for designing a unit of work relevant to this 

purpose of text(s), whereas teachers using other teaching approaches such as 

structural or notional/functional approaches tend to focus on dividing language into 

discrete units such as grammar or notions or functions without giving their students 

the opportunity to discuss the social purpose of text. 

 

4.3.6.4  Insight into the genre-based approach to language learning 

According to Feez (1998), the genre-based approach to language learning is based on 

three assumptions: 1) Learning language is a social activity; 2) Learning occurs more 

effectively if teachers are explicit about what is expected of students; and 3) The 

process of learning language is a series of scaffolded developmental steps which 

address different aspects of language. 

 

4.3.6.4.1  A social activity of learning language  

The first assumption is that Halliday (1992:19) explains language learning as 

‘learning to mean and to expand one’s meaning potential’. Language development 

starts from infants and it continues as long as life itself, because  “with the frequent 

entry into new situations and experience that is a feature of living, new language 

abilities constantly needed to be developed” (Christie 1985:29).  Halliday formulates 

a language learning paradigm with three interrelated elements: learning language, 

learning through language, and learning about language. 

 
• The first of these, learning language, refers to ‘the 

 building up of basic language resources: mastering the 
 language skills of speaking, listening, reading and 
 writing’. 
 

• The second, learning through language, refers to ‘the 
 capacity of using language to learn, articulate and express 
 information about one’s world’. 
 

•  The third, learning about language, refers to ‘taking 
 language as something in itself capable of examination-an 
 object worthy of study. It can be studied as: 1) a system in 
 terms of its meaning, grammar, vocabulary, phonology 
 and writing system; 2) an institution, in its relation to the 
 community, as a part of culture; or 3)in terms of its 
 varieties, by examining register or dialect variation’ 
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 (Curriculum Development Centre 1979:8 cited in Christie 
 1985).  
 

These three elements of language development can be summarized in the following 

points in which social interaction enables language learners to develop: 

• a resource for making meaning or  
 structuring experience 

• a tool for interpreting and organising 
 reality 

• understanding about metalanguage 
 
 

4.3.6.4.2  A visible pedagogy 
 
 The following discussion is referred as to the second assumption of the approach, as 

Feez (1998:25) writes, “Learning occurs more effectively if teachers are explicit 

about what is expected of students”. The genre-based pedagogy has been heavily 

influenced by Basil Bernstein and his early work as a sociologist, growing out of his 

experience as a teacher in London schools in the 1950s. His serious concern was that 

the many students of working-class background had failed in schools. He 

investigated the differences in school performance of students of different social 

classes. He proposed a theory of a ‘visible pedagogy’, which is based on the premise 

that educators are responsible for intervening in the learning process. Basil Bernstein 

analysed the differences between two types of educational transmission and proposed 

that “the differences in the classification and framing rules of each pedagogic 

practice relate to the social-class position and assumptions of the families served by 

the schools” (Sadovnik 2001:3). Bernstein explains the following statement of these 

two types of educational transmission: 

 
“The basic difference between visible and invisible 
pedagogies is in the manner in which criteria are transmitted 
and in the degree of specificity of the criteria. The more the 
manner of transmission and the diffuse the criteria, the more 
invisible the pedagogy, the more specific the criteria, the 
more explicit the manner of their transmission, the more 
visible the pedagogy” (Bernstein 1977:116). 

 
Martin (1999) has adapted a grid which Bernstein originally drew up of a matrix of 

theories of instruction on the basis of two intersecting dimensions (see figure 3.1). 

Bernstein outlines the following relating to the grid: 
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“The vertical dimension would indicate whether the theory of 
instruction privileged relations internal to the individual, 
where the focus would be intra-individual, or …relations 
between social groups (inter-group). In the first case… the 
theory would be concerned to explain the conditions for 
changes within the individual, whereas in the second the 
theory would be concerned to explain the conditions for 
changes in the relation between social changes. The 
horizontal dimension would indicate whether the theory 
articulated a pedagogic practice emphasising a logic of 
acquisition or ….a logic of transmission. In the case of a 
logic of acquisition the focus is upon the development of 
shared competences in which the acquirer is active in 
regulating an implicit facilitating practice. In the case of a 
logic of transmission the emphasis is upon explicit effective 
ordering of the discourse to be acquired by the transmitter” 
(1990:213-214).  

 
 It is clear that the genre-based approach has been a visible and interventionist 

pedagogy (Painter and Martin 1986, Cope and Kalantzis 1993, Feez 1998, Burns 

2001). Accordingly, genre-based pedagogy has adopted this visible pedagogy in 

order that learning occurs more effectively if teachers are explicit about what is 

expected of students. This approach is defined in opposition to other approaches such 

as natural approaches to language learning which are based on an ‘invisible 

pedagogy’ (see Feez 1998:25). The ‘invisible pedagogy’ implies that students with 

natural approach learn naturally and unconsciously, if they are exposed to the 

appropriate language input. In term of the ‘visible pedagogy’, this intervention aims 

to provide learners with a learning situation in which the teacher takes a role as the 

authoritative expert rather than authoritarian master or passive facilitator. Explicit 

teaching and explicit assessment criteria are also included.     
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Intra-individual 
 

invisible pedagogy  visible pedagogy 
 
  Progressive pedagogy   Behaviourist pedagogy 
  (e.g. Rousseau, Piaget,   (e.g. Skinner, phonics, 
  Chomsky, Goodman)   basal readers) 
 
 
 
    Liberal   conservative 
                      Acquisition       Transmission  
                      [competence]  radical   subversive (performance) 
    
 
 
  Critical pedagogic theories   Social/psychological pedagogic 
  (e.g. Freire, Giroux)   theories (e.g. Vygotsky, Bruner, 
       Halliday, Gray, Rothery) 
 
 
 

Inter-group 
 

Figure 4.1 Types of pedagogy (after Bernstein 1990:213 in Martin 1999) 
 

 

4.3.6.4.3  The methodology within the genre-based approach 
 

The last assumption about language learning is discussed and examined in detail 

below. The process of learning language is a series of scaffolded developmental 

steps, which address different aspects of language. According to Burns et al., 

(1997:88), methodologies in terms of communicative language teaching prefer to 

focus on spoken language use rather than the form of the language. Thus, there has 

been a strong tendency for the teacher to focus on experiential activities which would 

get learners speaking and little attention has been paid to providing them with the 

means to interact. As a result, guidance on how to integrate a focus on the form of 

spoken language has been neglected. Burns et al., (1997:8) states that “more recently, 

…. there has been growing interest in methodological approaches which integrate a 

focus on using language with a focus on form. People developing broader 

approaches to language teaching have been concerned to help learners understand 

how the form of the language allows people to do things with language in social 

contexts.” This means that the teaching of speaking is returning to an explicit 

teaching of the form of language and aligning this to using the language. Brumfit 
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(1984 quoted in Burns et al 1997:88) states that “methodology is an attempt both to 

understand and to intervene in the process of language learning.” 

  

The process of learning language that is a series of scaffolded developmental steps, 

which address different aspects of language is based on the work, of the Russian 

psychologist Vygotsky (1934/1978 in Burns et al. 1997) and the American 

educational psychologist Bruner (1986 in Burns et al. 1997) on teaching 

methodology. Vygotsky proposed that, in any area of skills, knowledge or 

understanding, each learner has two levels of development: 

 

• A level of independent performance 
• A ‘level of potential performance’ which is made possible 

through social interaction and joint construction with 
‘more capable others’ (Gray 1987:30)…such as parents or 
teachers 

 
This Vygotskyan notion informs the genre-based approach to teaching texts and the 

concept of scaffolding informing the development of the teaching-learning cycle. 

Gibbons (2002) explains that a theory of learning is based on the work of Vygotsky 

and states that “…. Socio-cultural theory sees human development as intrinsically 

social rather than individualistic.  An individual’s development is thus to a 

significant extent a product, not prerequisite, of education – the result of his or her 

social, historical, and cultural experiences. Thus, ………, while we are all 

biologically able to acquire language, what language we learn, how adept we are at 

using it, and the purposes for which we are able to use it are a matter of the social 

contexts and situations we have been in: in a very real sense, what and how we learn 

depends very much on the company we keep” (Gibbons 2002). The educational basis 

for language development indicates that Vygotsky coins the term the zone of 

proximal development, by which he refers to the gap between what a child can do 

without assistance from teachers and what the child can do jointly and in co-

ordination with a more skilled expert. Gibbons (2002) discusses the relationship 

between an adult and a child as follows:  
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“Vygotsky sees the development of cognition itself also as 
the result of participation with others in goal-directed 
activity. A child initially engages in joint thinking with others 
through the talk that accompanies problem solving and social 
participation in everyday activity. Imagine, for example, a 
child doing a jigsaw puzzle with a parent or caregiver. They 
will probably talk about the shapes of the pieces, what piece 
might go where, how to match up colours and images, and so 
on. Vygotsky would argue that this external, social dialogue 
is gradually internalized to become a resource for the 
development of thinking and problem solving; eventually the 
child will do jigsaw puzzles without the need for external 
dialogue. The child doing the puzzle with the adult is, of 
course, not only learning how to do that particular puzzle, but 
becoming familiar with this kind of processes to go through 
for completing subsequent puzzles. The goal of this kind of 
learning is to go beyond simply learning items of knowledge 
to being able to use that knowledge in other contexts – in 
other words, to learn how to think, not simply what to think.”  
 
 

4.3.6.5  Criticisms of the genre-based teaching 
 

According to Paltridge (2001:8), In contrast to the advocates of the genre-based 

teaching, “Alan Luke (1996) argues that learning dominant genres leads to uncritical 

reproduction of the status quo and does not necessarily provide the kind of access 

that teachers hope their teaching might provide for their learners”. It is also argued 

that “using text-based models of generic structures and forms, a particular feature of 

Australian ….. results in prescriptive and derivative writing (Bhatia, 1993; Freedom 

and Medway, 1994 cited in Burns, 2001) and in compliance with the discourses of 

dominant social norms” (Freedom, 1993; Luke, 1996 cited in Burns, 2001). Cope 

and Kalantzis (1993a:15) who were two of the original LERN members and have 

advocated a more critical approach to genre teaching, “…[those who dissent]46 have 

been concerned that the LERN teaching-learning cycle, with its focus on modeling 

and subsequent construction of mainstream texts, represents “transmission 

pedagogy” that presents texts such as ‘report’ and ‘exposition’ uncritically and 

excludes other, nonmainstream genres “that might be culturally important in 

students’ lives” (Cope & Kalantzis, 1993a, p.15).  

 

                                                 
46 [those who dissent] – the author of this study wrote. 
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However, proponents like Christie, Martin, Hammond argue that it is imperative to 

explicitly teach genres to students, particularly the underprivileged, and that teaching 

of genres does not preclude critical analysis and provides students with the base for 

analyzing and critiquing genres. Anne Burns (2001) points out that genre-based 

teaching is regarded as interventionist, leading to criticism that it overlooks what is 

known about natural processes of learning and learner creativity. Researchers, 

including Hewings & Henderson (1987), Hyon (1995), Raymond (1999), Mustafa 

(1995), Henry & Roseberry (1998) and Nunan (1999), have investigated the effects 

of genre-based instruction in the language learning classroom. All of the studies 

produced by these researchers results in positive effects of genre-based approaches 

upon students’ reading development and writing skills according to Paltridge 

(2001:9-10). 

 
 
 
4.3.6.6  The teaching/learning cycle  

  
According to Feez (2002), Rothery, after collaborating with the teachers in 

developing this cycle, has provided a detailed description of the teaching/learning 

cycle that is referred as to the schematic structure of pedagogic intervention. Rothery 

(1996:101-2) states that “we have always represented it as a circle to indicate there 

are different points of entry for students according to their development in learning 

and literacy.” Feez (2002:56) states that this cycle as a teaching methodology reflects 

Halliday’s (1992:19) view of learning as “a semiotic process: as learning to mean 

and to expand one’s meaning potential.” According to Feez (2002:57), Rothery has 

developed the original teaching/learning cycle to teach writing in primary schools. 

This cycle has been adapted to teach literacy across the curriculum in secondary 

schools (Christie & Martin, 1997; Rothery, 1996), to teach tertiary literacy (Webb & 

Drury, 1995 in Feez 2002), and to teach ESL and adult literacy (Cornish, 1992:17; 

Hammond, 1989, 1990; Hammond, Burns, Joyce, Brosnan, & Gerot, 1992; Hood, 

1996; Joyce, 1992:44 in Feez 2002). A parallel model for scaffolding the teaching of 

spoken language in ESL has been developed by Burns, Joyce, & Gollin (1996:88). 

 

This study would rather aim to adapt the teaching/learning cycle, particularly a 

parallel model for scaffolding the teaching of spoken language in ESL that will be 
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applied to training for a selected teacher in two experiemental classes in this study. 

The reason for this is that Auslan (which is not a written form but a signed form), 

arguably, is paralleled by spoken language despite the different language modality. 

Therefore, this section will draw on research literature about the model proposed by 

Burns, Joyce and Gollin (1996).        

 

An interventionist pedagogy which Martin and Rothery (1986:101) have developed 

provides a well-defined teaching role for the teacher. It is suggested that learning is a 

collaboration between teacher and student with the teacher taking on “an 

authoritative negotiating role” similar to that of an expert supporting an apprentice. 

The genre-based approach stresses that the teacher takes a role as an authoritative 

expert rather than an authoritarian master as to the fact that learners are passive 

recipients of ‘teacher talk’. This methodology involving the teacher and learner roles 

summarises that the teacher and the learner develop texts together and share the 

responsibility for performance until the learner possesses the understanding and 

skills to carry out the task independently and with sole responsibility. Therefore, the 

teacher is expected to support learners who have little or no confidence through 

providing explicit understanding and guided practice, while the learners are expected 

to move towards their potential level of independent performance through building 

up knowledge of language such as generic structure, significant language features 

and discourse strategies in a particular text.  

 

It is noteworthy that Feez wrote a book titled ‘Text-based Syllabus Design (1998)’, 

which is an Australian response to the need for English language teachers to teach 

whole texts. In the characteristics of a text-based syllabus, she defines “the 

methodology which supports a text-based syllabus, and which is based on a model of 

teaching and learning in which the learner gradually gains increasing control of text-

types. Using this model, it is possible to develop sound principles for selecting and 

sequencing the content elements of the syllabus and for determining the 

methodology with which to implement the syllabus.” It is apparent that this 

methodology may not be separate from the syllabus because it is how the teacher 

makes the syllabus real in the classroom. To support this point, Nunan (1985) 

proposes that decisions about what goes on in the classroom will be influenced, not 

only by pre-specified objectives, materials and activities, but also by needs, 
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constraints (what is feasible, say, in the learning mode and environment) and by the 

evaluation feedback which emerges during the course itself. In contrast to this, 

traditional approaches to language teaching have tended to fall apart considerations 

of syllabus design from methodology. 

 

 

4.4 Exploring the signed language teaching approaches and strategies      

This section explores the methodology used in signed language teaching. As this 

study has earlier mentioned, curriculum materials47, which might have included the 

assumptions about the nature of language and language learning, were developed 

mostly in America. A discussion follows on what kind of approaches to signed 

language teaching have been employed to enable learners to understand and use 

storytelling skills and aspects of ASL in general as well as specific aspects, discourse 

forms and functions. Caccamise et al., (1978) has discussed principles for manual 

communication instruction and explains the following statement:  

“With this rapid expansion of courses in ‘sign language’ has 
come a recognition of  the lack of well-developed curricula 
and methodologies. The teaching of ASL, as well as Pidgin 
Sign English (PSE) and other forms of manually coded 
English (MCE), requires a linguistically-based curriculum 
based on second language learning theory which follows a 
methodology that will insure that learning takes place in a 
systematic and effective manner” (Newell et al 1981:108).   

 

An investigation into second language teaching theories was undertaken during 1975. 

This was involved by Quinsland and Mallery (1977) reporting that certain aspects of 

second language teaching methodology could be successfully applied to teaching 

ASL and MCE48. According to Wilcox et al (1997), the excerpt in her book, 

“Learning to See” (second edition) is as follows: 

                                                 
47 Some prefer the term curriculum over syllabus because it views language content within a wider context of 
educational aims. In the United States curriculum is often synonymous with syllabus (Keith Johnson 1998: 93) .  
JoAnn Crandall and Thea C. Bruhn who were invited to present a talk about developing an effective language 
teaching curriculum at the third national symposium on sign language research and teaching, defined language 
teaching curriculum as being interchangeable with language teaching syllabus (Caccamise et al., 1981).     
48 MCE stands for Manually Coded English. The MCE systems define as “any of several signing systems invented 
by educators to represent words in English sentences using signs borrowed from ASL combined with signs 
contrived to serve as translation equivalents for English function words (articles, prepositions, etc.) and prefixes and 
suffixes” (Lane et al. 1996). 
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“In more recent years, numerous programs and individuals 
have set out to apply recognized methodological strategies 
from the second language learning field to the teaching of 
ASL. Signed language instruction has undergone tremendous 
progress in a relatively short period of time. Methodology 
available to spoken language instructors have been adapted 
by many signed language teachers in their efforts to teach 
ASL effectively”(1997:81),  
 

Traditionally, the grammar-translation approach was often employed by teachers of 

“sign language” around the 1950s and 1960s before Dr. William C. Stokoe, 

Professor Emeritus at Gallaudet University and the creator of the linguistic study of 

the signed language of the deaf, provided evidence that ASL was a language in its 

own right (Wilcox 2001:81). The non-Deaf or hard of hearing teachers would use 

spoken English when showing lists of signs on a blackboard in classrooms. They 

therefore, would tend to trigger their learners to use learning strategies such as 

memorisation and errorless imitations. Moreover, Newell et al. (1982:108) state that 

“Signs were often taught from English word lists in isolation and often only in their 

citation form without demonstration of how the sign context might influence 

production when signs were placed into meaningful conversational discourse. 

Practice was often accomplished through use of practice sentences without reference 

to meaningful student-generated dialogue.”  

 

As Chapter One mentioned, this method seems to run parallel to the situation where 

“sign language” teachers most of who are non-deaf or deaf themselves have taught in 

Australia until the late 1980s. Smith (1988:171) estimated that over 10,000 students 

enrol in sign language courses per year in one state, California, America.  Indeed, 

there has been and is an overriding need to learn from second language teaching 

researchers and practitioners and to explore ideas relevant to second language 

pedology for curriculum or syllabus development. Cogen et al. (1982:143) 

recommend that “as teachers of ASL, we are in a position to understand the various 

traditions of second language and teaching, think independently, and be practical and 

creative, selecting the approach or approaches which best meet our needs as 

instructors and the needs of our learners.” 
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4.4.1  Grammar-translation Approach 

In contrast to this, Fleischer and Groode (1982:133) wrote an article about reviewing 

one of the methods for teaching ASL through the use of “the grammar-translation 

approach”. What is the difference between the former and latter approaches is that 

respectively, teachers of “sign language” taught signs that were put into English 

word order, and ASL teachers would rather teach how to put signs together the way 

Deaf people do. The latter approach sought to emphasise that students sign 

accurately and apply acceptable grammar, as well as use non-manual markers that 

substitute for spoken prosody. Fleischer et al. (1982) stresses that the success of this 

approach to a significant extent depends on the teacher’s ability to give students 

information about the basic similarities and differences between their first language 

and that of the language they are studying. They also emphasise that their teaching 

strategies include not only grammar-translation, but also relative culture and 

communicative competence.  

 

In their article they seem to praise Lou Fant for publishing his book titled “Ameslan: 

An introduction to American Sign Language”, revolutionising Ameslan (former term 

for ASL) teaching during the early 1970’s, despite the fact that sign language 

research was in its infancy. He stressed that the aim of his book was not to teach 

vocabulary, but rather how to combine vocab-items to produce sentences the way 

Deaf people do, and that it is basically designed as a grammar-translation text.  

Interestingly, Fleischer et al. use a term, “approach” e.g., ‘grammar translation 

approach’ in teaching American Sign Language, instead of method in their paper 

(1982:133).  Although they describe very briefly what the grammar-translation 

approach is, they do not expound the term, approach in relation to the nature of 

language and of language learning from the sign language teaching perspective.  

 

4.4.2  Direct Experience Method 

The Direct Experience Method (DEM) is described by Newell et al. (1982). The 

authors investigated six different second-language teaching methodologies. The 
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Direct Experience Method was developed at the National Technical Institute for the 

Deaf to use for teaching ASL and MCE to hearing staff and hearing-impaired 

students, following Quinsland and Mallery recommendation. This method was 

adopted from the philosophy and principles of the Berlitz Method of second 

language teaching. “Whereas the Berlitz Method is highly dependent on a dialogue 

between the teacher and student to introduce vocabulary and structure of the target 

language, DEM uses, to larger extent, visual aids such as pictures, real objects, 

transparencies, etc., as well as mime, gesture, and body language to set the scene or 

elicit a concept in the learner’s mind before labelling it in sign. Berlitz is also entirely 

free from exposure to or contact with the learner’s first language while learning or 

practising the second (target) language. Because transcription of ASL often takes 

place with English-word glosses, DEM cannot be entirely free of English intrusions. 

This is especially true with practice materials. These modifications of the Berlitz 

Method are termed the Direct Experience Method” (Newell et al. 1982).  

 

In contrast to the language learning principles of the grammar translation approach 

proposed by Fleischer et al., that of the Direct Method (or the Berlitz Method) 

applies to the situation in which students are expected to learn a target language 

without translation, as well as being able to induce rules of grammar rather than 

deducing them. However, a description of the Direct Experience Method for teaching 

ASL may easily be confusing, because its principles of signed language learning that 

were adapted from the Berlitz Method allow students to learn ASL through 

understanding English-word glosses for ASL, plus mastering not only vocabulary but 

also grammatical features and other essential components. According to Richards 

and Rodgers (1986:9), using the Berlitz Method, “Rather than using analytical 

procedures that focus on explanation of grammar rules in classroom teaching, 

teachers must encourage direct and spontaneous use of the foreign language in the 

classroom.” And “Speaking began with systematic attention to pronunciation. 

Known words could be used to teach new vocabulary, using mime, demonstration, 

and pictures.”    
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4.4.3  Cognitive Method 

Cogen and Philip (1982:143) discuss the cognitive theory of second language 

learning and teaching and provide a comparison with another second language 

teaching methodology, the audio-lingual approach. They also discuss the distinction 

between the inductive and deductive approaches to language teaching from the 

cognitive perspective. In addition, they demonstrate some cognitive classroom 

procedures in the teaching of grammatical structure. All of these may be applied to 

the teaching of ASL as a foreign language.  

 

First Cogen and Philips explain the nature of language learning from the cognitive 

perspective concerning the fact that the empiricist or behaviourist and the rationalist 

(or cognitive position) hold very different beliefs about the learning processes as well 

as the role of the learner and the nature of language.  It is well-known that the 

Grammar-Translation Method dominating foreign language teaching from the 1840s 

to the 1940s strongly advocates behaviourism.   However, Cogen and Philips do not 

discuss in depth the learning view of the grammar-translation approach presented by 

Fleischer et al. Instead, they provide a very brief note about the cumulative process. 

Noam Chomsky’s ideas about the nature of language relate to the transformational-

generative branch of linguistics, and the definition of language as a rule-governed 

and creativity activity reflects the view of cognitive psychology, emphasizing the 

importance of active mental processing involved in speaking or signing. In terms of 

language learning, this definition also assigns the central role to the learner. (Cogen 

et al., 1982:145)  

 

Another view of this approach opposes that of the grammar-translation and audio-

lingual approaches. The former view states that inaccuracies are expected and are 

viewed as important components in the learning process, and the student’s ability to 

create meaningful responses to new language situations. The latter approaches tend 

towards views that learners memorise dialogues and patterned sentences, and that is 

very important to teachers (Cogen et al. 1982). Cogen and Philips discuss inductive 

and deductive approaches that enable learners to learn language implicitly and/or 
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explicitly, depending on learning needs and styles. Fischer (1979 in Cogen et al. 

1982) presents the following: 

“An inductive approach…may be employed in those cases 
where the foreign language rule is similar or dissimilar but 
simpler than the native language rule…the deductive 
approach may be required in those cases where the foreign 
language rule is dissimilar and of equal or greater complexity 
than the native language rule.” 

 

This quote is interesting, and relevant to signed language teaching, because of the 

very different modalities in spoken and signed languages.  Speaking broadly, English 

structure is at the centre of a property of a natural language in association with 

linearity, whereas most of the language elements that represent entities of 

participants appearing in the signing space, are at the heart of signed languages. This 

would become an important consideration for using an explicit approach to teaching 

referential cohesion in Auslan because the structure of this feature is very different 

from English structure.   

 

Cogen and Philips outline some cognitive classroom procedures and three sample 

lessons. The lessons can utilise both inductive and deductive approaches to teaching 

three aspects of ASL. These aspects do not include reference functions and forms, 

but question formation, noun-verb pairs and temporal order. According to Wilcox et 

al. (1997:83), at one time the typical ASL instructors were provided with two 

cognitively based textbooks, entitled “A Basic Course in American Sign Language” 

and “American Sign Language-The Green Books”. The first textbook emphasised a 

conscious awareness of the grammatical structure of the target language and 

provided substitution drills, transformation drills, and question-response drills 

(Ingram 1982:214). The second textbooks and videotapes boasted a spiralling 

concept in which a series of objectives required deeper and deeper levels of skill at 

advancing points in the curriculum, and also advocated an interactive approach to the 

learning of ASL, allowing the students to memorise dialogues and then “interact” 

while performing the dialogues (Baker-Shenk and Cokely 1980b). 
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4.4.4  Functional/Notional Approach 

After assessing their program’s effectiveness and that of other programs across the 

United States, the Functional/Notional Approach for the postsecondary curriculum 

was chosen by ASL instructors at Vista Community College in California. The 

curriculum developers and practitioners were concerned about the learning process 

students have gone through, yet not gained the ability to converse naturally in ASL, 

although they seemed to be learning how to use the ASL grammatical structures 

correctly (Wilcox et al 1997:84). Smith (1988) states that there is a dearth of 

instructional materials for ASL teachers, and that ASL programs often select teachers 

for their language fluency rather than their background in language teaching.  

 

Therefore, Smith (1988) and her colleagues have given teachers of ASL the 

opportunity to have a look at or take advantage of the curriculum entitled levels 1,2 

&3: Teacher’s Curriculum Guide as a comprehensive curricular concept. This would 

help teachers 1) establish a cultural context for language instruction, 2) make 

decisions about how to sequence course materials, and 3) develop activities which 

allow students to progress from one-word responses to spontaneous expression of 

thoughts and feelings on a discourse level (Smith 1988:171). The developers were 

concerned that syllabuses in relation to ASL teaching were not comprehensive 

enough, as the syllabuses were not related to an overall structure or a sequenced plan 

governing why, when, and how to introduce concepts (Smith 1988:172). Therefore, 

the developers started designing the first standardised curriculum, “Signing 

Naturally” which addressed these issues and mapped out a two-year course of study 

to enable students to develop proficient communicative competency. The U.S. 

Department of Education, Funds for Improvement of Postsecondary Education 

provided three-year funding to develop the curriculum.  

 

 The Functional/Notional Approach, which bloomed in the United States during the 

early 1980s, places major emphasis on the communicative purpose of speech acts – 

the functions of a language (Finocchiaro and Brumfit 1983 in Wilcox et al. 1997). 

According to Smith (1988:174), she and her colleagues decided to adopt this 

approach that is applied to the underlying assumptions of the nature of language and 
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language learning in the standardised curriculum. She explains why this approach is 

compatible with deaf-hearing social encounters.  This means that students would 

have the opportunity to develop confidence about meeting Deaf people in social 

situations through learning language function, particularly interpersonal 

communication. Smith (1988:175) continues to explain that a functional-notional 

curriculum aims to apply student achievements of communicative competency. 

“Vocabulary, grammatical structures, and expressions taught would be determined 

by the function. Situations, which predicted everyday deaf-hearing activities and 

encounters, would be used to contextualise and give meaning to the function, the 

indirect benefit of these situations for students would be cultural awareness and 

cross-cultural adjustment skills” (Smith 1988:175).  

 

It is presumed that “Signing Naturally” has been the most popular curriculum guide 

used by inexperienced Auslan teachers, to accompany Certificate in Auslan – 

Curriculum Framework. “Signing Naturally” contains detailed lesson plans that 

include what to teach and how to teach it, and supplies Sign teachers with a lot of 

activities, tasks and materials (handouts, worksheets, transparencies, and videotapes). 

Certificate in Auslan provides them with information on identification of need for 

training, endorsement of compulsory core and elective modules, description of 

appropriate assessment methods and so forth, and does not include lesson plans but 

would rather leave the syllabus planning decisions to Auslan teachers (Leane 1994). 

It is perhaps not surprising that some Auslan teachers trained in or familarising 

themselves with the Teacher’s Curriculum Guide “Signing Naturally”,  have tended 

to gloss it in the classroom with a personal touch and adapted it in response to other 

input instead of attempting to develop their own personal syllabus. This is partly 

because most Auslan teachers are not fully trained specifically as LOTE or TESOL 

teachers.  

 

Although the “Signing Naturally” Curriculum primarily stated that the approach is 

functional- notional, the authors recognise the value of other theories and principles 

(Wilcox et al. 1997). This study initially surveyed “Signing Naturally” (all levels) to 

ascertain whether discourse cohesion, especially referential system within whole 
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texts, is explicitly taught or not. The survey indicates that this curriculum for teachers 

of ASL does not include any explicit instruction on referential cohesion. However, it 

is implied that students, though learning about some aspects of language elements 

such as indexing, inflecting verbs and classifiers at a syntactic level, may develop 

skills in using cohesive devices at a whole text level through the use of an inductive 

approach instead of a deductive approach. The Teacher’s Curriculum Guide at levels 

one and two, is divided into several instructional units (modules) in which teachers 

of ASL would teach narratives, particularly family history, telling jokes, anecdotes, 

and school-day stories. In Level Three, each unit spotlights different language skills. 

Some of the units include the development of narrative skills. Mikos et al. (2001:xv) 

describe the following outline of these units: 

“Unit 18 “Narrating Unforgettable Moments,” Unit 21 
“Telling About Accidents,” and Unit 25 “Storytelling” are 
designed to build on the narrative skills students learned in 
previous levels. Units 18 and 21 teach students specific 
language tools for talking about unforgettable moments in 
students’ lives. Unit 25 introduces students to the “Key 
Elements” essential to telling a fairytale or folktale well.”  

 

It seems that this curriculum is one of only a few out of many teaching materials in 

signed language(s), which provides detailed printed information on narrative skills 

teaching.     

 

4.4.5  Eclectic Teaching Approach 

The latest educational curriculum, entitled “Bravo ASL! Curriculum” offers a 

comprehensive curriculum for grades 6-12, and college programs. The complete 

curriculum package includes a teacher’s guide, student workbook, the beginning 

ASL video-course, and assessment video.   The teacher’s guide contains more than 

900 pages of support materials for teachers, including over 400 step-by-step age-

appropriate activities, comprehensive assessment tools, overhead masters, age-

appropriate activities, ASL vocabulary illustrations and so forth. This curriculum has 

no single teaching method, but rather an eclectic teaching approach, which would 

match varying teaching styles and learning preferences with a functional application 

of language within the context of daily life events (Wilcox et al. 1997). This study 
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has not examined these materials due to cost restraints and their lack of availability 

in Australia.  

 

4.4.6  Approaches to Auslan Teaching   

In Australia no educator from a tertiary institution, material developer nor teacher 

actively promotes or publicly advocates a particular method or approach to Auslan 

teaching through their published teaching materials or their conference papers, 

although Communicative Language Teaching, commonly used by language teachers, 

seems to be adopted by teachers of Auslan. However, the curriculum environment 

including the broader educational and socio-political environment in Auslan 

accredited programs offered by TAFE institutes49 apparently have affected syllabus 

decisions, and have written learning outcomes that are based on a ‘competency-based 

approach’. A competency-based approach to training (CBT) is a little different from 

the other teaching approaches that have been previously discussed in this section, 

because it begins with the learning outcomes, like the objectives-movement, and 

works back from there to considerations of teaching processes (Richards 2005). In 

other words, this approach focuses on training to achieve specified curriculum 

outcomes rather than in a learner’s achievement. Each Certificate or Diploma within 

the most widely adult Auslan curriculum framework developed by Chisholm 

Institute of TAFE contains descriptors of intended language and Deaf Studies 

curriculum outcomes. These outcomes underlie competency-based approach, and 

provide assessment criteria against which learning outcomes are to be assessed at the 

end of each module.  According to this framework (1994:27): 

“The core competencies in the program relate to the “key” 
competencies as described by Mayer50 as well as industry 
specific Auslan proficiencies. Electives identify competencies 
to be developed by students based on interest and the potential 
to provide access to the desired career path, employment or 
further study.” 

 

                                                 
49 TAFE institutes are postsecondary vocational education and training colleges and short for training and further 
education. 
50 Mayer Committee. Putting General Education to Work – The Key Competencies Report, December 1992 (Auslan 
Certificate: Curriculum Framework 1994:27). 
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The competency-based approach to the outcomes in the framework is important in 

relation to Auslan teaching methodology because there is a need to understand the 

relationship between this approach and course design51. The curriculum framework 

has recommended that teachers of Auslan use functionally-based approaches to 

Auslan teaching rather than linguistically-based approaches, despite the fact that it 

has provided teachers of Auslan with materials, Language and Culture: Episodes 1-

17 Teacher’s Guide perhaps not to need to be involved in decisions of classroom 

management. This implies that as earlier mentioned, this framework leaves the 

functionally-based syllabus planning decisions and the choices of teaching 

approaches or strategies to teachers of Auslan.   

 

Obviously there is a need to firstly seek one or a few syllabus types e.g., the topic-

based, functional-notional, task-based, text-based syllabuses and a few others, and 

then to select and sequence syllabus elements. When this task is completed, the 

syllabus is implemented in the classroom through methodology. The methodology is 

the underlying approach, which manipulates how learners work with syllabus content 

in the classroom. For example, functional-notional approach, genre-based approach 

or teacher’s personal methodology can be employed to make the syllabus real in the 

classroom. Moreover, it is necessary for the teacher to make day to day decisions in 

regard to classroom management. At this level he/she concentrates on methods to be 

used in the classroom. 

 

As mentioned in Chapter One, some learning outcomes in the Auslan curriculum 

framework have been borrowed from the Certificates in Spoken and Written English  

(CSWE) of which assumptions about the nature of language and language learning 

are based on the genre-based approach. For example, a few of these outcomes relate 

to story texts, in particular personal account, anecdote and narrative discourse.  As 

earlier discussed, this study adopts the type of text-based syllabus and the genre-

based approach used to design a unit of work and lesson plans in relation to story text 

                                                 
51 “Course design is the process undertaken by the teacher to plan through a syllabus and to implement through 
methodology a particular course of study.” (Feez 1998: 2).  
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teaching with which a selected teacher being involved in an experimental class is 

provided.   

 

There are not only these ASL curriculum guides and support materials recognised or 

used by teachers of Auslan, but also the curriculum and instructional materials 

developed by separate educational institutions in Australia such as National Institute 

of Deaf Studies (NIDS) at La Trobe University, Chisholm Institute of TAFE, Deaf 

Education Network (DEN) and Renwick College (University of Newcastle). Several 

examples of these materials are entitled, Introduction to Auslan Level One & Two 

Student Workbooks (NIDS), Language and Culture: Episodes 1-17 Teacher’s Guide 

(Chisholm Institute of TAFE), Auslan: A Short Curriculum for Beginners in 

Australian Sign Language (DEN), and Signs of Australia –A new dictionary of 

Auslan (Renwick College). There are available many other materials for teachers and 

students of Auslan developed by these institutions.  

 

Unlike the Teachers’ Curriculum Guide “Signing Naturally”, they all do not provide 

descriptions on second-language teaching approaches, but are rather based on data, 

instruction, process and reference materials52. For example, the type of the first 

material (level one) is a workbook for students and is designed for language practice, 

and the other material (level two) contains data and language exercises, as well as 

brief information about culture and history. The second, which most teachers of 

Auslan Certificate and/or Diploma working at postsecondary institutes of TAFE 

around Australia have used and still use, are process material e.g., outlines of 

linguistically-based content within whole texts and teaching procedure. To reiterate, 

this material is not informed by a philosophy of teaching and rather is supplemented 

by the curriculum framework developed by Chisholm Institute of TAFE. The third 

material seems similar to the second materials, but is differently organised, and 

contains not only units of work but also detailed step-by-step lessons. It seems 
                                                 
52 Another common way to classify materials and media is to do so according to their function. Thus a distinction 
can be made between teaching and learning materials, or between data, instruction, process and reference 
materials (Breen and Candlin, 1980). Data materials are chunks of language that are presented to learners for 
exploration; instruction materials typically include workbooks, exercise books and other materials designed for 
language practice; process materials are those parts of a language course that mediate to learners how the course 
is to proceed; reference materials include dictionaries, grammar books, spelling lists, theauri, phrase books and the 
like (Lies Sercu 2004:395). 
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similar to the Teacher’s Curriculum Guide “Signing Naturally”, but it does not 

provide an explicit explanation about a philosophy of teaching for teachers of 

Auslan. The Auslan dictionary in a printed and CD-ROM format is a reference 

material. The “Auslan Signbank”53 in the Internet extracted from this printed and 

CD-ROM dictionary is an interactive dictionary of Auslan.   

 

4.5  Proposals relating to Research Questions and Hypotheses 
 
Following the introductory and literature review chapters, this study proposes two 

pairs of research questions for two research components, discourse analysis and 

classroom-centred research process, as well as tentative hypotheses in relation to the 

latter component. The details are as follows: 

 
 
A)  Research questions for discourse analysis 
 
The discourse analysis focuses on the two selected story texts created by one native 

Auslan signer and one Auslan learner and aims to explore answers to the following 

questions: 

 
(1) Is there any evidence for claiming that the native signer’s text is more 
cohesive than the learner’s text?  

 
(2) Are there any findings in relation to cohesive elements of the native 
signer’s text which could be used for the teaching intervention and material 
development in the experiment groups using a genre-based approach? 

 
 
B)  Research questions for the classroom-centred research process 

 
(1) What is the nature of the communicative orientation of the postsecondary 
Auslan classes observed during the story teaching? 

 
(2) Do differences in instructional orientation contribute to an improvement in 
students’ referential cohesion skills in the classes that are observed in both CIA 
III and DOA?  

 
 
 

                                                 
53 ‘Auslan Signbank’ can be found in www.auslan.org.au, and used as a teaching and learning tool for sign 
vocabulary.  
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Hypotheses for the latter research question:  
 
Hypothesis 1: There is no difference in the mean performance on the accuracy of 
CIA III students’ referential cohesion collected from a pre-test story text that is 
produced by students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-
analytic approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 
Hypothesis 2: There is no difference in the mean performance on the accuracy of 
DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from a pre-test story text that is 
produced by the students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-
analytic approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 
Hypothesis 3: There is no difference in the mean performance on the accuracy of 
CIA III students’ referential cohesion collected from a post-test story text that is 
produced by the students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-
analytic approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 
Hypothesis 4: There is no difference in the mean performance on the accuracy of 
DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from a post-test story text that is 
produced by the students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-
analytic approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 

4.6 Summary 

 
This chapter has discussed pedagogical controversies regarding theories of language 

and of language learning developed by prominent researchers such as Chomsky, 

Hymes and Halliday. Hymes and Halliday rejected Chomsky’s position on 

dichotomy or demarcation between ‘competence’ and ‘performance’ but Hymes’ 

proposal was that the concept of ‘communicative competence’ should be adopted in 

language teaching, whereas Halliday postulated ‘meaning potential’. Communicative 

language teaching that is associated with functionally based approaches to syllabus 

design and language teaching, started with notional-functional proposals for syllabus 

design and led to the expansion of other recent rekindling approaches to syllabus 

design and teaching. To illustrate two of the examples is the genre-based approach 

and text-based syllabus design which this study heavily focused on in this chapter.  

Although both the functional-notional approach and the genre-based approach are 

based on views of language function, the unambiguous definitions of ‘function’ 

based on either philosophical domain or linguistic domain particularly ‘social-

semiotic’, have been presented. The former approach relates to the philosophical 

domain whereas the latter approach depends on the system of social-semiotic. 
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Other controversies over course design have been presented. It is important for the 

investigator of this study to appreciate these issues because he provides a selected 

teacher assistance in analysing students’ language needs, developing units of work 

and lesson plans and appropriate teaching methodology using the functional-analytic 

approach.  The signed language teaching approaches and strategies that have been 

explored through the use of conference papers, books and teaching and learning 

resource materials, were not independent of theories of language and of language 

learning, drawn from literature on second/foreign language pedagogy.  
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CHAPTER 5: 

 
FRAMEWORK FOR DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND STUDY DESIGN IN 

QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 
 
  
5.1 Introduction  
 
 
This chapter sets out the overall research design by first reviewing literature on the 

paradigm and methodology related to both the process and product component in 

classroom-centred research in signed language teaching and learning as well as 

issues of research methodologies, particularly classroom observation schemes and 

data analysis tools. The use of the systematic classroom observation scheme and 

other techniques relevant to the former component and a data analysis tool for the 

latter component, are also discussed in this chapter. In addition, this chapter also 

provides the framework for discourse analysis focusing on two selected story texts 

and discusses the results of the data analysis in order to gain an understanding of the 

similarities and differences in referential cohesion manifesting themselves in the 

Auslan storyteller’s and learner’s two story texts. The purpose of this is to enable this 

study to see, through the use of the classroom observation scheme, whether the 

selected teacher of Auslan creates an opportunity for learners to explicitly learn 

referential cohesion including reference sign types (texture) in a text-type of story or 

not. In addition to this, the results may lead to a recommendation regarding teaching 

intervention and material development. These interventions and materials are used 

for the experiment groups using a genre-based approach. Furthermore, a general 
outline of the research processes for the two components, discourse analysis and 
classroom-centred research process are presented to clarify them.  
 
 
5.2 Issues in research methodologies 
 
It is important to note that in fact, second language classroom teachers have found it 

difficult to show a full understanding of second language teaching.  

 

“Two main difficulties prevent the full understanding of 
language teaching from being widely disseminated. Teachers 
work in isolation behind closed doors, and very few people, 
even in the same institution, have more than a hazy idea of 
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what goes on behind them. The knowledge which teachers 
themselves have about what they do, and how they teach, is 
largely instinctive and automatic, since in the pressure of 
teaching large numbers of students each day, the 
opportunities for detailed planning or careful reflection are 
very few. Nevertheless, teachers have a vast store of 
accumulated observations of what happens in classrooms as 
the result of their teaching procedures. This awareness is 
often ‘based on implicit models of what knowledge is and 
how it is learnt’” (Barnes, in Russell and Munby, 1992:20). 

 
Second language classroom researchers have attempted to obtain empirical 

knowledge through interacting with the real classroom, observing phenomena, and 

drawing conclusions from experience. This study prefers to use ‘classroom-centred 

research’ as a cover term for a whole range of research studies on classroom 

language learning and teaching instead of the same name as a narrow term with its 

interest in what goes on between the 'inputs' (e.g. teaching materials) and the 'outputs' 

(actual learning) of language programmes (see Allwright, 1983). The reason for this 

is that in order to collect the data, this study has employed not only systematic 

observation scheme and qualitative and unstructural classroom observation, but also 

teacher interviews, which this study calls a ‘process study’. Another kind of data 

collection for quantitative measurement of students’ production accuracy relates to a 

‘product study’. In addition to these, it has undertaken discourse analysis, 

particularly referential cohesion analysis, of the two prerecorded story texts. Most of 

the classroom-centred research (CCR) in second-language learning and teaching has 

been described as either product-oriented or process-oriented (see Allwright 1983; 

Gaies 1983; Long 1980, 1984 for detailed reviews of CCR). The ‘classroom-centred 

research’ in this study plays an important role in developing understandings about 

the instructional process in the classroom and about the influence on students’ 

production accuracy of referential cohesion, as well as about the similarities and 

differences between the native text’s and the second language text’s productions, 

focussing on referential cohesion. To reiterate, the latter intends to provide 

preliminary evidence that supports the argument that it would be obviously necessary 

for Auslan learners to improve production accuracy of these particular language 

features.  

 
The range of research methods in classroom-centred research is diverse. Chaudron 

(1988) describes them as the main research methods in this field, i.e.: 1) 
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psychometric involving comparison of the effect of specific instructional programs 

or methods on student learning outcomes, as measured by standardized proficiency 

tests or instruction-related achievement tests 2) interaction analysis developed by the 

mid-1960s – the development of systems for the observation and analysis of 

classroom interaction in terms of social meanings and an inferred classroom climate; 

3) discourse analysis focusing on analyzing fully the discourse of classroom 

interaction in structural-functional linguistic terms; and 4) ethnographic research – 

attempt to interpret behaviors from  the perspective of the participants’ different 

understandings’ different understandings rather than the observer’s or analyst’s 

supposedly “objective” analysis.  

 

This section discusses issues focusing on the first two traditions, psychometric and 

interaction analysis (systematic and unstructured classroom observation schemes 

used in this study), because the study does not involve either discourse analysis in 

the context of classroom or ethnographic research. Chaudron (1988) explains that 

“The psychometric tradition, concerned with product outcomes, is the most 

“quantitative” in approach, in that its methods and instruments involve numerical 

measurement and statistical analysis and inference. In contrast, the other qualitative 

or descriptive approach such as interaction analysis or systematic classroom 

observation scheme, e.g., COLT, is not actually underpinned by the former approach, 

although data of it can be quantified. “ ‘Qualitative’ implies a direct concern with 

experience as it is ‘lived’ or ‘felt’ or ‘undergone’. In contrast, ‘quantitative’ research, 

often taken to be the opposite idea, is indirect and abstracts and treats experience as 

similar, adding or multiplying them together, or ‘quantifying’ them” (Sherman and 

Webb, 1988: 7).  

 

 However, according to Nunan (2004:518), although quantitative data is concerned 

with numbers, whereas qualitative data is concerned with meanings, naturalistic 

research can include quantitative as well as qualitative data54. Furthermore, Nunan 

(in Byram 2004:518) states “When classroom researchers create observational 

checklists, and then check off and count the number of questions that are asked by 

                                                 
54 Employed by ethnographic researchers using descriptive research in a natural, unmanipulated, social setting. 
This emphasizes the need to study people in their natural environment as the best means by which to understand 
them. www.sachru.sa.gov.au/pew/glossary.htm (31 May 2005). 
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the teacher, or the number of unsolicited bids by students, they are, in effect, 

quantifying qualitative data.” Apparently, it would be ridiculous if a researcher could 

not employ both the quantitative and qualitative strategies for her/his study because 

of the rigid dichotomies. Chaudron explains his argument for the strategies that are 

mutually dependent.   

 

“…. The qualitative paradigm permits objectivity in the form 
of inter-observer agreement. On the other hand, the 
theoretical underpinnings of a quantitative approach can bias 
observations in some possibly unrecognized way, due to a 
failure to recognize some qualitative relationship or category 
for analysis. And yet, the quantitative paradigm can maintain 
a high degree of “face validity” in regard to the naturalness of 
observations and measurements, even in experimental, 
controlled conditions. These “paradigms” therefore only 
constitute different perspectives on the most appropriate 
methods to adopt for particular research questions” 
(Chaudron 1988:16). 

 

Implicitly, Allwright and Bailey would support this argument by stating: 

“Increasingly, it appears, language classroom researchers are calling for judicious 

selection and combined approaches, rather than rigid adherence to one approach over 

another” (Ochsner, 1979; Long, 1980; Ellis, 1984; van Lier, 1984, 1988 in Allwright 

et al., 1991:68). The combined approaches have successfully carried out in one 

research project by some researchers. This has been called ‘hybrid research’ 

(1991:68). As this study has employed the quantitative techniques such as quasi-

experimental research including pre-test/post-test and data analysis tool - VARBUL 

and systematic classroom observation scheme as well as the qualitative strategies i.e., 

unstructured classroom observation, teacher interviews and discourse analysis for the 

story texts, the mutual dependency of them is illustrated in the study.  

 

The study incorporates both the process and product research55 because it describes 

instructional processes and procedures in the classrooms, and then examines how 

differences in these features contribute to learning outcomes. This is called a process-

oriented and product-oriented study, which has been discussed frequently in second 

                                                 
55 Chaudron (1988:13)  states, “These context- and presage-product studies have been followed by process-
product studies in this tradition (see Dunkin and Biddle's model in Figure 1.1), which investigated the quantitative 
relationships between various classroom activities or behaviours and language achievement.” 
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language classroom research, according to Long (1980a, 1984 in Allwright et al., 

1991). “The findings of research into the range of features of classroom language and 

behaviour shed light on the relationship between classroom processes and SLA. They 

also have implications for teaching practice and curriculum design and can lead to 

more empirically-based decisions about second language teaching” (Chaudron 

1988:11). In a pure 'product study' the researcher focuses on comparing learning 

outcomes, often in the form of test scores, usually from two or more classes, without 

documenting what actually went on in the classrooms. Chaudron (1988:30) states 
“ Unless care is taken to validate the distinctions made in the classification by 
method/program, any results in favor of a given type are meaningless. This is to say 
that both a context-process and a process-product component are essential to the 
design of such research. Few comparative evaluation researchers have systematically 
described the classroom processes in the different control and experimental classes. ”  

 
“In fact, in recent years observational procedures from naturalistic enquiry have been 

used to document the process variables involved in implementing the treatment in 

product-oriented experimental research” (Allwright et al., 1991:44). In this study, the 

process-oriented component is a descriptive approach rather than a qualitative 

approach because descriptive research can be deductive while qualitative research is 

not, according to Seliger and Shahomy (1989:117)56. Seliger (1989:129) explains 

“Descriptive research in second language acquisition provides descriptions of 

naturally occurring phenomena connected with language development and 

processing. It does this by collecting data through non-intrusive and non-

manipulative procedures. It is motivated by specific questions or hypotheses derived 

from theories of second language acquisition or related fields”. To reiterate, the main 

difference between qualitative and descriptive research is that descriptive research 

begins with a deductive premise about what to look for in the observation (Seliger, 

1989:127). For instance, Wong-Fillmore’s study is qualitative research of the kind 

which provides a broad picture of how interaction in the classroom can affect L2 
                                                 
56 According to Seliger and Shahomy (1989:117), “While technically, qualitative research is also concerned with 
description, descriptive research as a type or category of research refers to investigation which utilizes already 
existing data or non-experimental research with a preconceived hypothesis.” “Descriptive approach differs from 
qualitative research in that it is often deductive rather than heuristic, and begins with preconceived hypotheses and 
a narrower scope of investigation. In this respect, it shares some of qualities of experimental research. In addition, 
descriptive research is often quantitative. Descriptive research is used to establish the existence of phenomena be 
explicitly describing them. For example, the research may attempt to establish the existence of a specific strategy 
used by learners in which hypothesis-testing is involved. Descriptive research may provide measures of frequency, 
for example, of the occurrence of a particular syntactic form in the speech of second language learners at some 
stage in development” (Seliger et al 1989: 124). 
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learning, but it does not clarify how specific linguistic features are acquired (Ellis 

1994:606). The reason for this is that operationally defined categories of the 

observation instrument, namely COLT observation scheme (Communicative 

Orientation of Language Teaching) are designed “to measure the extent to which an 

instructional treatment may be characterized as communicatively oriented” (Allen et 

al., 1985:29). Therefore, these categories are regarded as preconceived notions in 

which the investigator is interested in determining to what extent differences between 

more or less communicatively-oriented instruction contributed to differences in the 

development of communicative competence.   

 

Allwright and Bailey recognize the value of multiple perspectives in data collection 

and analysis when language classroom research procedures have become more 

sophisticated (Allwright et al., 1991:73). Triangulation of data is an important 

methodological concept in classroom–centred research, which counterbalances with 

other data in spite of the fact that the perspectives do not guarantee accuracy, and 

“makes it much more difficult to believe in the absolute truth of data taken from any 

single perspective” (Allwright et al., 1991:73). This study has established a 

triangulation through comparing COLT data with unstructural observation of 

instructional processes as well as inputs, e.g., syllabus, method, and atmosphere, and 

with an analysis of teacher responses in interviews.  

 

Before this section discusses the product-oriented component, here is an explanation 

of why a standardised test is not employed in this study. There is no available valid 

and reliable test in relation to test takers’ story production in Auslan, as well as no 

available standardised scoring method relevant to this, although the assessment 

criteria and the suggested assessment methods have been included in the curriculum 

guidelines for TAFE teachers. In this case, it has always been up to teachers to 

determine what scoring method they would use. Partially because of this, but also 

because the second research question itself focuses on this variable instead of 

combining it with any other kind of variables, this study has coded the linguistic and 

social factors in the statistical analysis which can reveal the frequency of production 

accuracy of dependent variable (referential cohesion),  

 

The results from the product-oriented study are compared for the Auslan classrooms, 
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correlated and statistical tests of significance support or refute the null hypothesis 

that there is no difference between the VARBRUL weights for production accuracy 

of students with functional-analytic instruction, students with structural-analytic 

instruction and students with non-analytic instruction. The product-oriented study 

has employed a quasi-experimental approach in which this study placed on an 

interventionist parameter involving the use of intact groups of subjects, is based. The 

parameter refers to the fact that the investigator intervenes in the environment by 

placing a selected lecturer with in-service training in the genre-based approach who 

has employed a functional-analytic approach to explicitly teaching discourse 

coherence and referential cohesion (or texture) 57within story texts to the two 

experiment groups. Also, the investigator has not assigned subjects at random to 

experimental treatments. Characteristics of quasi-experiment refer to the fact that it 

has both pre- and post-tests and experimental and control groups, but no random 

assignment of subjects (Nunan 1992:41). The statistical analysis procedure used in 

the variationist analysis of linguistic phenomena is multivariate analysis employing 

VARBRUL software, which enables this study “to analyse the social and linguistic 

distribution of variant linguistic forms in terms of variable rules” (Paolillo 2002:1). 

This program has been used most extensively by sociolinguists and linguists. 

Background to this program is provided later in this chapter.  

 

The second research question in the process and product study relates to the fact that 

research tests hypotheses, rather than generating hypotheses because this question is 

answered through the use of the quantitative quasi-experimental research. However, 

the research purpose of the first major research question is not the same as that of the 

second because the first aims to examine differences in the kind of instruction that 

learners in a Auslan classes were receiving. It is worth noting that Spada writes “It is 

now generally accepted that studies of language learning in instructed settings also 

need to employ an observational dimension, even when the study involves a formal 

experiment, because, without such observation, the quantitative data is often 

uninterpretable” (Spada, 1990 in Nunan 2004:517). Furthermore, Allwright et al. 

(1991:45) state, “While there are as yet relatively few examples of the combined 

approach, the report by Allwright et al. (1990) demonstrates that it is not only 

                                                 
57 Hasan introduced the concept of texture which is the property that distinguishes text from non-text: “a text “has 
texture”. Texture is what holds the clauses of a text together to give them unity “(Eggins 1994: 85).  
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possible but also valuable to combine procedures of naturalistic enquiry and 

experimental research, if experimental results are to be interpretable” 

  

According to Spada et al. (1995:4), some studies have neglected the classroom 

observations to describe differences in instructional processes. One of some 

examples of product-oriented studies which failed to provide evidence to prove 

conclusively that individual teachers adhering to a particular instruction, actually 

employed this approach in the classrooms, is presented by Nunan, as follows:  

   

“One of the earliest studies of this type was the Pennsylvania 
Project, which sought to establish whether or not 
audiolingual instruction was superior to ‘traditional’ language 
instruction. In fact, the researchers set out to establish that 
audiolingualism was, in fact, superior to traditional 
instruction (Clark 1969). … In attempting to account for the 
inconclusive findings, Clark criticised the classroom 
observation component of the research. Observers visited the 
classrooms at random and noted, on a five-point scale, the 
extent to which teachers conformed to the method they were 
supposed to be teaching.  Unfortunately, different rating 
scales were used for different methods, and this made 
detailed comparisons impossible, as there was no provision 
for an observer to note the use of audiolingual techniques in 
traditional classrooms, and vice versa.  Clark suggests that 
there was a lack of adherence to the assigned methods, and 
that this contaminated the results of the study. In other words, 
for whatever reason, the teachers simply did not do what they 
were supposed to do” (1992: 92). 

 
 

Chaudron (1988) presents an example relating to this criticism: "It is evident that the 

specific behaviours used by two different teachers may vary greatly even though they 

are implementing the same teaching program, or even presenting the same lesson. If 

these individual differences have significance for the teaching-learning process... 

then a general reference to overall methods or approaches is inadequate for the 

purposes of describing second language teaching and relating that teaching to 

learning outcomes". Ellis describes premises of the classroom process research, 

which pertains to the COLT observation scheme developed by Allen et al (1984). 

This description (Ellis 1994:573) is as follows: 
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“The perceived failure of the global method studies of the 
1960s led to the development of an alternative approach to 
investigating classroom language learning. According to 
Gaies (1983a), classroom process research was based on 
three basic premises; a rejection of the notion that classroom 
differ on a single variable such as ‘method’, an emphasis on 
describing instructional events as fully as possible as a way 
of generating (rather than testing) hypotheses, and the 
priority of direct observation of classroom lessons. 
Classroom process research viewed language lessons as 
‘socially constructed events’ and sought to understand how 
they took place. As Allwright (1983) notes, the research was 
‘illuminative’ rather than hypothesis-testing.” 

  
“Partly in reaction to the discouraging results of the ‘global method comparison’ 

studies58, a veritable proliferation of L2 classroom observation schemes began to 

appear and considerable efforts were made to systematically observe what goes on 

inside the classroom” (Spada et al., 1995:4 -5). There were about twenty-five 

classroom observation instruments developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 

None of these instruments stemmed from those theories of communicative language 

teaching and classroom research in the 1970s and early 1980s and focused almost 

exclusively on instructional processes with little attention to learning outcomes. The 

original instrument, which was rooted within a theory of CLT and which investigated 

both process and product, is the COLT observation scheme. This study has never 

determined simply which teaching methods the select teachers employed to teach 

story, but has ensured that the modified COLT scheme is provided to investigate and 

describe instructional or pedagogical processes in Auslan classes because this 

enables the investigator to “develop a better understanding of the complexity and 

variety of instructional events” (Spada et al 1995:5), and to determine which types of 

the instructional or pedagogical processes each class are classified into, according to 

experiential-analytic ranking using COLT data59. This is an important part of the 

research design for this study. The main reason such an observation instrument was 

chosen for use in this study is that Allen and his colleagues who developed it write 

and advocate the following argument against the ‘global method comparison’ 

                                                 
58 Terms ‘global method comparison’ and ‘comparative method studies’ are interchangeable. The latter  that is 
preferred by Ellis, is referred to as seeking to compare the effect of different language teaching methods on L2 
learning and as being ‘product’-based because they rely entirely on measurements of language learning and making 
no attempt to examine the instructional and learning ‘processes’ that take place inside the classroom. (Ellis 
1994:565). 
59 See Allen, P and Carroll, S. (1987:63) for further details about the experiential-analytic ranking. 
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studies: “The current tendency to pay closer attention to what teachers actually do in 

the classroom- as distinct from what linguists and psychologists say they should do - 

has been encouraged by the realization that vague generalized references to global 

language teaching methods cannot adequately describe the teaching-learning process. 

The tendency of much research in the past has been to view teaching as a simple 

concept in terms of the pedagogical methods employed. Descriptions of second 

language instruction have often been based on imprecise terminology such as 

grammar-translation, audiolingual method or, more recently, communicative 

language teaching” (Allen et al., 1984:232).  

 
Ellis (1990) is concerned with global method comparisons as “the impetus for a 

closer focus on the classroom itself as the locus of research.” He implies that there 

have emerged three different categories of empirical research, each with its own goal 

and principal research methods.  These categories are reproduced as follows: 

 

 

Category Goal Principal research 
methods 

1. Classroom process 
research 

The understanding of 
how the ‘social events’ of 
the language classroom 
are enacted 

The detailed, 
ethnographic 
observation of classroom 
behaviours 

2. The study of 
classroom interaction 
and L2 acquisition 

To test a number of 
hypotheses relating to 
how interaction in the 
classroom contributes to 
L2 acquisition and to 
explore which types of 
interaction best facilitate 
acquisition 

Controlled experimental 
studies; ethnographic 
studies of interaction 

3. The study of 
instruction and L2 
acquisition 

To discover whether 
formal instruction 
results in the acquisition 
of new L2 knowledge 
and the constraints that 
govern whether formal 
instruction is successful 

Linguistic comparisons 
of L2 acquisition by 
classroom and 
naturalistic learners; the 
experimental studies of 
the effects of formal 
instruction 

 

Table 5.1 Empirical research of L2 classrooms (Source: Based on Ellis (1990). 
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Furthermore, Ellis (1994:565) explains that the classroom affords the L2 researcher 

with three different perspectives. The following perspectives are described in brief:    

1. The first perspective relates to “comparative method studies”,  
2. The second perspective entails going inside the ‘black box’60 of the classroom, 
3. The third perspective involves investigating the effects of formal instruction.  
 
It is clear that the research questions in this study are relevant to the third category of 

empirical research (see table 1) and the third perspective. The third perspective is 

described as follows:  Instruction is viewed as an attempt to intervene directly in the 

language learning process by teaching specific properties of the L2. The question that 

is asked is: ‘Do learners actually learn what they are taught?’ Researchers have been 

particularly interested in whether instruction directed at specific grammatical items 

and rules has any effect on interlanguage development (Ellis 1994:565). Importantly, 

the study has adopted both of the second and the third perspectives and aimed to 

determine whether or not, the instructional differences in communicative orientation 

contribute to variation in improvement in learners’ production accuracy.  The study 

has also ensured that the experiment groups received formal instruction, particularly 

specific properties – in both forms and functions of referential cohesion. According 

to Ellis (1994), the research focussing on the effects of formal instruction on second 

language learning is of four different kinds. One of these kinds that pertains to this 

study is that a group has considered “the effects of formal instruction on the accuracy 

with which learners use specific linguistic items and rules” (Ellis 1994:612). 

Specifically, this indicates that this study is interested in determining how many 

frequency of the systemic-functional linguistic phenomenon within Auslan story 

texts learners have produced is accurate, through the use of a statistical tool namely 

VARBRUL. In this study, the tool intends to help identify the probabilistic weights 

for specific properties such as referential cohesion. Therefore, the dependent variable 

involves several possible values of 1) correct or 2) incorrect use of referential 

cohesion or 3) unsure if correct, and is assumed to be affected by a combination of 

independent variables such as type of referential cohesion, reference sign type, 

                                                 
60 The term ‘black box’ is often used to describe the learner’s mind, or the internal mechanisms responsible for 
learning. It is used by Long (1980b) to refer to the classroom. As was the case with the learner’s mind, little was 
known for a long time about what actually took place inside the ‘black box’ of the classroom (Ellis 1994:608). 
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communicative orientations (i.e., structural-analytic, experiential and functional-

analytic orientations), age and so forth.  

 
It is important to clarify the difference between two strands in classroom second 

language acquisition research here.  The strands are classroom interaction and second 

language acquisition; and formal instruction and second language acquisition. Ellis 

(1990:130) presents the following explanation: “Teaching can be viewed in two 

different ways: (1) as interaction and (2) as formal instruction.  Relationship between 

formal instruction and learning are concerned with direct pedagogic intervention – 

attempts to influence the way interlanguage develops through formal instruction 

which (1) focuses on some specific property of the target language and (2) tries to 

make the learner aware of what the correct grammatical use of the form is. The 

central question we will consider is whether formal instruction facilitates acquisition 

and, if it does, in what way.” 

 

This study rather is in concord with the latter strand, which views the classroom as a 

place where attempts are made to intervene directly in the process of Auslan learning 

by providing text models focusing on specific language features such as referential 

cohesion as well as contextual coherence for learning.  According to Ellis 

(1994:564), the former strand views the classroom as a place where interactions of 

various kinds take place, providing opportunities for learners to learn the second 

language.  In other words, meaning-based sequences of any discourse where, by 

definition, there is no attempt to teach specific language features, can be considered 

as ‘interaction’. There were a number of experimental studies that investigated 

whether providing learners with the opportunity to negotiate meaning led to 

interlanguage development. Chaudron (1988:10) comments that “….in recent years a 

much greater role has been attributed to interactive features of classroom behaviours, 

such as turn-taking, questioning and answering, negotiation of meaning, and 

feedback…” It is important that the classroom interaction research involves not only 

such classroom behaviour features, but also researchers have been attracted by 
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studies in relation to a number of different hypotheses about the relationship between 

interaction and language acquisition61 (Ellis 1990:12).  

 

The flawed assumption is that formal instruction may influence language acquisition 

without providing indispensable classroom interaction. Ellis (1990:94) argues that 

“… We need to recognise that teaching intended as formal instruction also serves as 

‘interaction’.  ‘Formal instruction’ does more than teach a specific item; it also 

exposes learners to features, which are not the focus of the lesson.” Furthermore, 

Nunan is concerned with relatively imprecise terms, ‘acquisition’ and ‘instruction’ 

when surveying studies in relation to the investigation of the effects of the 

instructions on the acquisitions. He (1999:49) states, “…It is also clear that 

instruction can make a difference for grammatical acquisition. However, it also 

seems from the studies reviewed in this section that there is another important 

variable at play here: interaction in the target language. It seems that, in order to 

maximise the effects of instruction, learners need opportunities to use the structures 

they are learning in communicative interaction.” In this study, it is apparent that 

“formal instruction” in the experiment groups has done more than teach contextual 

coherence and referential cohesion, as it has involved interactional activities where 

Auslan learners have had the opportunity to not only practise with their production 

on story texts but also might have satisfied their communicative need to interact and 

negotiate meaning of such language features to achieve successful comprehension.  

As previously discussed in Chapter Four, the teacher in the experiment groups 

trained to gain knowledge of the genre-based approach requiring an accompanying 

methodology, has been expected to provide support for his students through 

scaffolding.  ‘Scaffolding’ is described as the teacher’s role in the learning 

collaboration, which may include requirement for negotiation of meaning. 

 

In spite of the fact that the COLT observation scheme Part A which only captures 

organisational and pedagogical aspects of the classroom, not including aspects of 

teacher-student interaction, has been employed in this study, this study has employed 

qualitative unstructured classroom observation technique that determines whether in 

                                                 
61 Ellis (1990:95) Reception-based theories of L2 acquisition, i.e., frequency hypothesis, input hypothesis, 
interaction hypothesis. Production-based theories, i.e., output hypothesis, discourse hypothesis, collaborative 
discourse, topicalization hypothesis. 
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each Auslan classroom, interactional activities have been presented or not. However, 

there are a few descriptions of aspects of teacher-student interaction that the 

investigator has selected from the videos. This documentation may help this study to 

understand the context of all the Auslan classrooms, but an incomplete picture of the 

classroom context, i.e., attention to other unobserved features which occurred in the 

classrooms would not be drawn. This is partly because of the difficult situations to 

video-record the interaction in the Auslan classroom and  a need for  substantial 

work on transcripts. It is imperative that this study will add some qualitative 
descriptions of select segments focusing on classroom interaction to the COLT data in 
order to hopefully support a preliminary evidence that these descriptions would provide 

triangulation of the results of COLT-based ranking. However, this may still weaken 

external reliability somewhat. 

 

 

According to Ellis, there are four different types of formal instruction. One of these 

types chosen for this study, is the effects of formal instruction on the accuracy with 

which learners use specific features, and to help them acquire new linguistic features 

(Ellis 1994:613). Because they seek clear-cut answers to determine whether or not, 

formal instruction accompanying a predominant functional-analytic approach results 

in significantly improved accuracy of referential cohesion, this type would harmonise 

with the research questions in this study. Some studies that have investigated these 

effects, “constitute a much more powerful test of the general question ‘Does formal 

instruction work?’’ (Ellis 1994:617).  Some studies focusing on this type have had 

some indications and weaknesses according to Ellis. See a table (A) in Appendix 5.1 

(Indications and weaknesses of product-oriented studies in relation to a specific type 

of formal instruction – effects of formal instruction on production accuracy). 

It is important to acknowledge a summary of what general conclusions Ellis has 

drawn from the basis of the research, which studied the effects of formal instruction 

on accuracy. The following summary is extracted from Ellis (1994:623): 

 
“There is sufficient evidence to show that formal instruction 
can result in definite gains in accuracy. If the structure is 
‘simple’ in the sense that it does not involve complex 
processing operations and is clearly related to a specific 
function, and if the formal instruction is extensive and well-
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planned, it is likely to work. However, if the instruction is 
directed at a difficult grammatical structure, which is 
substantially beyond the learners’ current interlanguage, it is 
likely that it will only lead to improved accuracy in planned 
language use, when learners can pay conscious attention to 
the structure. It will either have no effect on accuracy in 
unplanned language use or may result in idiosyncratic 
deviations as learners resort to alternative processing 
operations within the compass of their current abilities.”   

 
Following is a summary (see Table A in Appendix 5.1), which may help clarify the 

limitations and delimitations of the research design.  This design for the experiment 

and control groups stresses that before both the pre-test and post-test as well as 

during the lessons, the story productions were required to be rehearsed. Therefore, it 

may be likely that the well-planned formal instruction in the particular groups using 

either predominantly the structural-analytic or the functional-analytic approaches 

will only enable their learners to improve the production accuracy of linguistic 

features at either sentence or discourse level. Not only due to a lack of empirical 

research into orders and sequences of signed language acquisition and but also to 

depend on needs analysis along with the native Auslan investigator’s and the native 

Auslan teacher’s intuitiveness, it was agreed that the Certificate III experiment group 

was explicitly taught several aspects of referential cohesion such as determiner, 

pronoun, anaphora, exophora and switch reference (location) whereas the Diploma 

experiment group explicitly learned these aspects and others which are more 

complex (see Table A in Appendix 5.1 - Simple linguistic structure). This may 

indicate that the effect could disappear over time as this research is short-term in 

design.  

 
It is worth noting that some researchers like Krashen are concerned about a number 

of studies where instruction appears to have had only short-term beneficial                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

effects. Chaudron (1988:166) cites Krashen’s (1982) critique of methods comparison 

studies, stating that the learning effects of favored methods have tended to diminish 

over time. Ellis (1994:637) states that some studies have claimed that the effects of 

formal instruction on acquisition are long-lasting, although he has surveyed that a 

number of other studies indicate that the effects of grammar may not last. One of the 

weaknesses that this current study has is that there is the short-term research design 

as the post-test was administered one or two days only after the instructions in all the 
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Auslan classrooms. This means that the design does not include a delayed as well as 

an immediate post-test. Design involving such a post-test, has been increasingly 

supported by L2 classroom researchers, according to Ellis (1994:638).   

 

It is important to note that Ellis explicitly explains the distinction between language-

centred and learner-centred instruction types; “In language-centred instruction, the 

(cognitive) goal is some aspect of phonology, lexis, grammar, or discourse, where all 

learners receive the same instruction.  In learner-centred instruction, the instruction is 

still directed at some aspect of language, but an attempt is made to match the type of 

instruction to the learner, so that different learners are taught in different ways” (Ellis 

1994:611). As mentioned earlier, because this study focuses on specific properties, 

discourse coherence and referential cohesion, which Auslan learners in the 

experiment groups have been expected to learn, the instruction type is language-

centred rather than learner-centred. This does not indicate that the teacher in the 

experiment groups has attempted to match the type of instruction to the different 

learner. The following figure extracted from Ellis (1994:612) has been slightly 

adapted for this study.   

 

            Language-centred 
             instruction 
          (discourse coherence and 
     cognitive    referential cohesion) 

    goals      
             
 
 
Formal 
instruction 
 
                                                                                                learner-centred 
              instruction  
                                (learner-instruction matching) 
             
 

    metacognitive   
    goals 
    (strategy 
    training) 
 

Figure 5.1 types of instruction 
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5.2.1 Validity 
 
It is essential that reliability and validity establish the credibility of classroom-centred 

research. This section pays close to attention to construct validity.  In reference to 

Allen et al. (1984), the COLT scheme is rooted within a theory of communicative 

language teaching. There is no available explicit definition of ‘Communicative 

Approach’ or ‘Communicative Language Teaching’ in the research literature. Allen et 

al. explain this: “Michael Canale, in a recent paper, notes "the current disarray in 

conceptualisation, research and application in the area of communicative language 

pedagogy", and suggests that it "results in large part from failure to consider and 

develop an adequate theoretical framework" (Canale 1983). As a result of the 

controversy which surrounds such ill-defined concepts as functional practice, 

meaningful discourse, and authentic language use, we decided not to attempt a 

definition of communicative language teaching as a general global concept, but rather 

to compile a list of indicators of communicative behaviour, each of which could be 

separately observed and quantified” (1984:234).  Therefore, Allen et al (1984:13) 

have developed the Classroom observation instrument (COLT), which attempts to 

provide operationally defined terms, which will enable us to conceptualize the act of 

teaching (Fanselow 1977). This observation is an important aspect of this research.  

 

Seliger et al. (1989:95) argue: “It is an importance of translating research questions 

into conceptually consistent definitions and then operationalizing these concepts for 

the purposes of the research. If terms are not consistently defined and used in the 

research, the validity and the reliability of the results may be called into question.” 

Seliger et al. (1989:188) define construct validity: it is “used when the researcher 

needs to examine whether the data collection procedure is a good representation of 

and is consistent with current theories underlying the variable being measured”. This 

study using the instrument, has protected effects of factors in relation to construct 

validity on the quality of the data, according to the fact that the COLT scheme 

contained categories originated in current theories of communicative competence, in 

the research literature on CLT and in research in L1 and L2 acquisition.  The reason 
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for the importance of construct validity is that the investigator has ensured that the 

quality of the items on the categories of COLT scheme have been examined and 

revised. It is important to note that this study has not adopted a definition of 

‘discourse’ as described in the original scheme, which is a particular one of three 

major content areas – language, which is comprised of form, function, discourse and 

sociolinguistics62.  This is because this study has already adopted the definition of 

discourse-semantics with detailed information on the aspects of referential cohesion 

and coherence proposed by Martin 1992. The definitions of items in relation to 

discourse under the content category in the scheme, which has been derived from 

theories of language, are specifically referential cohesion and coherence from the 

systemic-functional perspective (see Halliday 1985 or Martin 1992) has been revised. 

For example, the aspects are endophora, exophora, registers and generic structure. 

Needless to say, there is a need to present the extended definition in the study’s 

revised observation scheme to guard against any negative effect of construct validity 

on the data collection procedure.  

 

Chaudron (1988:17) is concerned with the definition of the categories in classroom 

observation schemes, saying that some categories are not as clear than others. 

Allwright explains that categories in observation schemes may not have construct 

validity, i.e., judgements are made peremptorily about which aspects of behaviour to 

observe and which to ignore (Jarvis in Allwright 1988:12). Spada (1995:6) states that 

“One of the primary motivations for developing COLT was a desire to respond to 

this concern. We wanted to identify those features of instruction which 

communicative theorists and L2 researchers consistently referred to as contributors 

to successful learning. We also wanted to identify features of communication and 

interaction, which were believed to be important contributors to successful language 

learning in the L1 research literature. And mostly importantly, we wanted to define 

our instructional categories in such a way that these hypotheses could be tested in 

process-product research.” Therefore, the COLT scheme has a strong theoretical 

motivation. Nevertheless, definitions of some sub-categories such as cataphoria or 

esphora and bridging reference have been roughly revised in order to attempt to 

correspond to descriptions of reference devices occurring in Auslan rather than those 

                                                 
62 The term discourse refers to the rules and features of coherence (the logical connection between sentences) and 
cohesion (the grammatical links between sentences) according to Nina Spada, and Maria Frohlich (1995). 
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in English. The descriptions have been presented in this study and might have not 

been referred as to empirical evidence but preliminary results, because it is only one 

native Auslan users’ story text that has been analysed. This implies that the modified 

COLT scheme in this study has a weakness in relation to the fact that these sub-

categories may not have construct validity.  
 

Another issue in relation to validity is, as Chaudron (1988:27) is concerned about, 

criterion-related validity in relation to relative weightings in the profiling of 

‘experiential’ and ‘analytic’ classes. The COLT observation scheme has an ability to 

capture differences in instructional orientation of the postsecondary Auslan classes 

observed during the story teaching.  It can possibly characterise each class as having 

an overall experiential or analytic profile. That is, it can place each of them on a 

“communicative continuum”. According to Frohlich et al. (1985), the user of the 

scheme assigns scores from 1 to 5, depending on the percentage of time spent on 

each subcategory. The scores are based on an interval scale: 0-19 percent of class 

time equals a score of 1; 20 to 39 percent, a score of 2, and so on. For example, 

classes, which spend more time on whole-class activities, focus on form, teacher 

control, minimal texts, second language materials and so on, would be described as 

having an overall analytic profile. Chaudron (1988: 27) states that profiling is a 
‘rough metric’ for classifying classes into a communicative continuum. The COLT 
instrument has a weakness as Chaudron comments In the following extract: 

“Although this appears to be a way of simplifying the 
comparison of a complex system of categories with a simple 
scale of program type, there are obvious problems with the 
procedure, aside from the uncertainty of independent 
classification of the programs into communicative 
orientation, or arbitrariness of selection of the categories for 
the discrimination test” (Chaudron 1988b: 27). 

 

Frohlich et al. (1985:49) admit that although the analysis of the Part A subcategories 

in the scheme has been capable of capturing differences in the communicative 

orientation, the results reported in their study should not be interpreted as an 

evaluation of the L2 programs observed. This is because they have checked whether 

or not the findings of the Part B analysis in the scheme were consistent with the rank-

order classes along the communicative continuum extracted from the analysis of the 

Part A features. According to Frohlich (1990:60) the COLT observation scheme that 
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had the ability to capture differences instructional orientation in a variety of 

programs was seen as an indication of its validity. It is obvious that there is a 

weakness in relation to validation of the experiential-analytic ranking in this study 

because the study has decided not to include data collected through the use of the 

Part B of the scheme. The main reason for this is that it would be cumbersome to 

video-record verbal interactions between the teacher and the learners in the Auslan 

classrooms due to the nature of visual-gestural language and to a lack of resources.  

However, this study has added some qualitative descriptions of select segments 

focusing on classroom interaction to the COLT data in order to hopefully support a 

preliminary evidence that these descriptions would provide triangulation of the 

results of COLT-based ranking.  
 
Experiential (or non-analytic) features  Analytic feature 
  
Group activity Whole-class activity 
Classroom management  
Function/discourse/sociolinguistic focus Form focus 
Broad/limited range of reference Narrow range of reference 
Student or shared control Teacher control 
Extended text Minimal text 
L1/L1 adapted/student-made materials L2 materials 

Table 5.2 Experiential-analytic grouping of COLT categories (Allen et al. 
1987:63) 
 

As Table 5.2 indicates, features of interaction, particularly for the real-live Part A 

were grouped by the Core French Study according to whether they were experiential 

or analytic. Another problem in relation to the experiential/analytic ranking in the 

scheme is mentioned by Stern: that “functional-analytic aspects of interaction are 

under experiential rather than analytic”(1990:98).  Stern (1990:97) also points out in 

his ‘defence’ of analytic strategies, that, since the COLT scheme is designed to 

identify the characteristics of communicative teaching, the characteristics of non-

communicative analytic teaching are more or less taken for granted and not 

specifically defined within the scheme. Stern’s discussion on the range of analytic 

techniques, particularly the distinction between structural-analytic and functional-

analytic components is as follows: 

“The range of analytic techniques can be summarized in 
terms of the main divisions of linguistic analysis: phonology, 
morphology, syntax, lexis, semantics, discourse, and 
sociolinguistics. The first four cover the structural-analytic 
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component and the last three the functional-analytic 
component of Allen’s (1983) curriculum scheme.  The 
analytic strategy is not confined to grammar; it includes 
grammar teaching, but also refers to any other aspect of the 
language that can be identified and isolated, phonological, 
lexical, semantic, discoursal, and sociolinguistic. It is 
therefore rather surprising to find that the functional-analytic 
aspects in the COLT scheme appear under the experiential 
heading and not under the analytic one” (Stern,1990:98). 

 

Stern suggests (1992:155) that from the viewpoint of functional analysis, there is a 

distinction between two approaches to communication as instructional content: one 

that is more analytic and another that is global and non-analytic.  The former handles 

communication through the study of speech acts, discourse rules, and 

sociolinguistics, whereas the latter encourages the spontaneous use of language 

without drawing the student’s attention to any certain aspects of language structure 

or function. Stern (1992:303) states “more recent approaches, such as the treatment 

of notions and functions or discourse features, extend the analytic framework to 

semantics, pragmatics, and sociolinguistics. But as long as they focus on specific 

linguistic features, whether these are phonological, lexical, grammatical, discoursal, 

or sociolinguistic, they offer an analytic approach to language learning in the 

classroom.” “Functional analysis implies discourse analysis. It treats discourse 

(written texts and conversation) as the basic unit of language learning” (Stern 

1992:168).  Furthermore, Stern (1992) stresses that Allen (1983:24), states that the 

term ‘functional’ has been used, first in contrast to ‘structural’, both of which belong 

in the wider category of ‘analytic’, and then has contrasted both with ‘experiential’. 

It is not surprising that one of the modified COLT-based subcategories is discourse, 

consisting of anaphora, exophora, registers, bridging reference and so on in this 

study, logically relates to functional-analytic aspect rather than experiential aspect. 

Table 5.3 is experiential-analytic grouping of the COLT observation scheme, which 

was adapted to serve the purpose of this study.  
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Experiential (or non-analytic) features  Analytic feature 
  
Group activity Whole-class activity 
Classroom management  
Function focus (global and non-analytic) Form/discourse/sociolinguistic/function 

(speech acts) focus  
Broad range of reference Narrow range of reference 
Student or shared control Teacher control 
Extended text Minimal text 
L2 adapted/student-made materials L2 materials (L2 – Native speaker) 
 
Table 5.3 Experiential-analytic group of COLT categories adapted for this 
study 
 
However, if this class rank-order procedure was incapable of discriminating between 

formal-analytic and functional-analytic orientation or of determining which classes 

tended to spend more time on functions and forms in relation to discourse, this study 

would provide further analysis of the COLT data to place classes on 

‘communicative’ continuum, particularly formal analysis at the end of the ‘medium-

oriented’ continuum or functional analysis lying somewhere in between the 

‘medium-oriented’ and the ‘message-oriented’ continuum.         
 

5.2.2  Reliability  

 

First, this section focuses on the concept of and issues on reliability. According to 

Wiersma’s definition (2000:9), “Reliability of research concerns the replicability and 

consistency of the methods, conditions, and results.” Classroom-centred researchers 

such as Chaudron, van Lier,  have been concerned with internal reliability in relation 

to classroom observations. Internal reliability focuses on the extent that data 

collection, data analysis, and interpretations are consistent given the same conditions.  

 

If classroom-centred research using a systematic classroom observation does not 

require intercoder reliability, there would be a threat to reliability.  According to 

Chaudron (1988: 23), L2 classroom researchers have not often confirmed the 

reliability and validity of their observational measures. "In a discussion supporting 

the use of qualitative research methods, McCutcheon (1981 in Chaudron 1988) 

argues that the initially subjective, interpretive process involved in qualitative 

methods inevitably requires intersubjective agreement, because the researcher writes 
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for an audience that must recognise the meaningfulness of the description and 

analysis” (Chaudron 1988:24). This is supported by van Lier (1988:45) who explains 

further  "Evaluative classroom research can only lay claim to objectivity in terms of 

coding and subsequent quantification. This objectivity (or rather, reliability) is 

usually expressed as a correlational measure of inter-observer agreement (or inter-

rater reliability). That is, if several observers independently code the same things in 

the same way consistently, objectivity is achieved.” According to Allwright 

(1991:46), main coders should attempt to reach high-level agreement with their 

coders, say at least eighty-five per cent. 
 

Spada et al. (1995:10) who developed a manual for the COLT observation scheme, 

which this study has employed, state “One method of reducing the element of 

subjectivity is to ensure that at least two observers code the same classroom events 

independently and to verify that they make the same coding decisions for classroom 

behaviours.” Therefore, this study has taken on the investigator as the main coder 

and the trainer of the scheme and five trained coders to code the same classroom 

events in the six classes – the categories only in Part A of the COLT scheme - and 

provided a correlational measure of inter-coder reliability in the later chapter. This 

study has collected the classroom data only through the use of the real-time Part A 

not only because the first research question focuses on the difference in instructional 

procedures and practices, but also because it has found it cumbersome to video-

record verbal interactions between the teacher and the learners in Auslan classrooms 

due to the nature of visual-gestural language.  
 

It is presumed that most of the items presented in Part A of such a scheme are low-

inference categories (high degree of explicitness) whereas the other items in Part B 

are high-inference categories (low degree of explicitness)63. However, according to 

Allen et al. (1984:235), the items represent a combination of high and low inference 

categories. Chaudron (1988:17) discusses the degree of inference  - low-inference 

categories, that is, categories whose definitions are clearly enough stated in terms of 

behavioral characteristics (e.g., student hand-raising or words written on the 

blackboard) that the observers in a real-time coding situation would reach high levels 

                                                 
63 The COLT observation scheme is divided into two parts. Part A (on lesson activities) is designed for real-time 
coding, and Part B (on verbal interaction) for post-lesson analysis from tape recordings (audio or video tapes). 
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of agreement, or reliability. Yet high-inference categories, which require judgements 

about the function or meaning of particular behaviours, are often included in 

observational systems in order to accumulate information about student strategies, 

teacher intentions, or classroom climate. Such categorisations (e.g.,“teacher 

encouragement,” “student draws conclusion”) require greater efforts in training 

potential observers or transcript coders to identify them reliably. In order to be 

consistent with accuracy of the COLT Part A coding, this study might have required 

inter-coder reliability. The reason for this is that the investigator found it difficult to 

do the real-time coding due to the nature of visual-gestural language, so he would 

need support from other coders for correction as well as re-checking different 

interpretations of a few high-inference categories, especially forms and functions in 

relation to discourse in the Part A.  
 
It is important to acknowledge that relationships between the instructional processes or 
classroom interaction and the achievement measures or production accuracy measures 
should not be viewed as causal but rather correlational. According to Chaudron 
(1988:23),  both the validity of the observation schedule and the validity of achievement 
measures restrict the strength of any findings proposed. Furthermore, Chaudron 
(1988:25) believes that the weak findings of the impact of student behaviour on 
learning outcomes so far, “probably do not indicate the true relationships between the 
two factors, but reflect inadequate research on the topic”.  
 
 
5.3 The COLT Observation Scheme 
 
This section presents the background and structure of the COLT observation scheme, 
also discusses the application of the scheme in this study, particularly modifications in 
relation to coding procedures, and provides information on reliability of analysis. 

 

5.3.1 Background to the COLT Observation Scheme 

 
According to Spada et al. (1995), in the early 1980’s the COLT scheme was devised 

to use for investigating the nature of L2 language proficiency and its development in 

naturally-occurring classrooms within the context of a large-scale research project. 

The project entitled “the Development of Bilingual Proficiency”(DBP) was 

conducted by the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) in Canada, and 
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was arranged with four general issues such as the nature of communicative 

competence, the influence of social context on its development, the effects of 

instructional variables on L2 learning and the influence of individual learner 

characteristics. The scheme may be intended to describe particular aspects of 

instructional practices and procedures in second language, to investigate 

relationships between teaching and learning, to make novice teachers aware of 

different aspects of the instructional process or to encourage more experienced 

teachers to reflect on teaching practices (Spada et al., 1995:1). The observational 

component of the process-product study also helps to explain the study results.  

 

Although there were several observation instruments available at the time the COLT 

scheme was developed, none of them was rooted within a theory of communicative 

language teaching. Given that our research questions were specifically directed to the 

potential effects of communicative language teaching on second language learning, 

we needed an observation scheme that could capture features of communication that 

had been described in the recent theoretical and pedagogical literature on CLT 

(Spada 1995:5). Van Lier (1988:45) has referred to the COLT observation scheme, 

which had been the “first formal observation scheme, to my knowledge, that directly 

addresses communicative aspects of classroom interaction.”  

 

5.3.2 Structure of the COLT Observation Scheme 

 
“The system is in two parts. The first part, ‘A description of classroom activities’, is 

designed for use in real-time coding (See an example of observation schedule 

developed by Spada et al. (1995) in Appendix 5.7). It consists of a set of general 

categories broken down into narrower sub-categories, in line with earlier systems 

(e.g., observation schedules developed by Fanselow (1977), Allwright (1980) ). The 

main unit of analysis is ‘activity type’; examples of the kinds of activities that might 

be identified are drill, translation, discussion, game and dialogue. … This part, 

therefore, relies on pedagogic rather than interactional constructs” (Ellis 1994:575).  

The second part, which is not included in this study, tends to focus on a more 

discoursal perspective on the classroom, and is not a real-time coding but coding 

based on an audio recording extracted from the classes observed.  Whereas the 

former is derived primarily from pedagogical issues in the communicative language 
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teaching literature, the latter reflects issues in first and second language acquisition 

research and is designed to measure various aspects of classroom interaction which 

are hypothesised in the SLA literature to facilitate SLA (Frohlich et al. 1985:29).  

 

The developers of the scheme (see Allen et al. – DBP project and other projects) 

gleaned from theoretical constructs found in communicative language teaching 

research literature to develop the scheme’s categories. Spada and Frohlich (1995) 

state that they have changed the definitions of some of the categories since the first 

conceptualisation of the scheme developed in the early 1980’s.  

 

 

5.3.3 Categories in the COLT Observation Scheme 

 

Table B in Appendix 5.2 show definitions for each of the seven main features and all 

of the categories in Part A of the COLT observation scheme. Although the scheme 

has the two parts A and B, the study has employed only the former. They are drawn 

from Spada et al. (1995:13 – 20) and followed by the adaptations of the scheme 

applied to this study. 

 

Table C in Appendix 5.3 shows the aspects of classroom process-oriented research in 

this study through providing descriptions of variables concerning either focus on 

experiential or analytic views. These variables and theories are extracted from the 

COLT observation scheme, particularly Part A, developed by Spada et al. (1995).  As 

previously mentioned, through research literature, these authors have examined 

features of instructional processes and classroom interaction, which are consistently 

referred to as contributors to successful language learning. 

 
Table D in Appendix 5.4 is presented with adaptations, additions and omissions of 

the four original categories and sub-categories, which apply to the scheme of this 

study.  “It is worth noting that, while the developers of COLT have tried to devise a 

set of procedures which enabled trained researchers to obtain reliable data (and the 

reliability can be enhanced by the use of more than one observer or rater), the 

categories and communicative features are subjective to the extent that they have 

been selected with reference to a particular theory of language, and also with 
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reference to current research. This serves to underline the point that there is no such 

thing as ‘objective’ observation, that what we see will be determined, at least in part, 

by what we expect to see” (Nunan 1992:98). 

 
5.4  Methodologies for discourse analysis and classroom-centred research 
process 
 
This first section discusses referential cohesion and contrastive analyses used for 
discourse analysis and the second section presents a framework for discourse analysis.  
Following this discussion, methodology for classroom-centred research process, 
focuses on research questions and complete structure of the classroom-centred 
research are discussed. 

     

5.4.1 Methodology for discourse analysis 

This section considers a methodology for discourse analysis which permits a detailed 

and systematic description of language patterns. This methodology has a set of 

descriptive techniques for analysing different linguistic systems from a systemic-

functional perspective (e.g. cohesive analysis focuses on patterns of reference, lexical 

relations, conjunctive relations, and conversation structure; and grammatical analysis 

looks into mood, transitivity and theme structures of the clause) and enables 

language teachers and learners using discourse-based or genre-based approaches to 

gain insight into how the language is structured. This study has selected a specific 

technique for analysing patterns of reference forms and functions derived from 

Morgan (1998), Winston (1991) and Halliday et al. (1976).  It also proposes a system 

of reference for the use of Auslan cohesion teaching for the two experiment classes. 

This inference is drawn from reference analysis of the native Auslan signer’s story 

text entitled “Sense of Direction”, plus data extracted from the story text, “Trip to 

Perth” produced by the CIA two learner of Auslan. The inference about the 

preliminary Auslan referential cohesion system will be presented in Chapter Seven.    

 

It is worth noting that Halliday and Hasan (1976) state that “the linguistic analysis of 

a text is not an interpretation of what the text means; it is an explanation of why and 

how it means what it does. Furthermore, the analysis of cohesion, together with other 

aspects of texture, will not in general add anything new to the interpretation of a text. 
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…..the analysis of cohesion will not tell you that this or that is a good text or a bad 

text, or an effective or ineffective one in the context. But it will tell you something of 

why you think it is a good text or a bad text, or whatever you do think about it.” In 

contrast to this, traditional approaches to the study of literary texts view text analysis 

as an interpretation. Eggins (1994:309) explains that given that a functional-semantic 

perspective defines the meaning of any linguistic item (morpheme, clause, text) as 

that item’s function in a context of use, it follows that in the very process of 

demonstrating HOW a text means, we are also in fact laying bare WHAT a text 

means. The understanding involves the use of linguistic analysis to show “how, and 

why, the text means what it does” (Eggins, 1994:309). 

 

Eggins (1994) offers a kind of technique called contrastive analysis. This analysis 

seems offering an easy way in to tackling text analysis, and discovers schematic or 

generic structures and significant language features through identifying and 

explaining patterns of linguistic choice when seeing them in contrast to other texts. 

In other words, three texts, which seem to be about the same thing and yet talk about 

it in very different ways, are compared and contrasted with each other to determine 

what similarities and differences they have in linguistic patterns including generic 

structure identified in each of these texts. This text analysis technique is used to 

explain both how the texts are similar, and how they are different. There is a need to 

develop analytical questions in order to determine what differences and similarities 

these texts compared have in these respects.  

 

Below are the kinds of questions asked in relation to referential cohesion features in 

this investigation.  Is there any evidence for claiming that one text is more or less 

cohesive than another? This question has been modified for this study (see section 

5.3). If the story text of the native Auslan signer is more cohesive than the story of 

the Auslan CIA II learner, this investigation will provide an explanation of how the 

texts are similar (in what cohesive respects), and how they are different through the 

use of contrastive analysis. Also, this may offer preliminary evidence for claiming 

that the learner’s text is less cohesive than the native Auslan user’s text. In addition 

to this, by the use of diagnostic assessment as part of the needs analysis process, the 
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investigation will present details about an identification of the learner’s weaknesses 

and strengths, and recommendation for the teaching intervention and material 

development.  The other question is ‘Are there any findings in relation to cohesive 

devices of the native signer’s text which will be used for teaching intervention and 

material development in the experiment groups using the genre-based approach?’ 

This study seeks to identify any cohesive devices and referential cohesion types 

which would be regarded as significant discourse elements for use when teaching.  

 

According to the categories and methods established in Eggins’ book, the following 

systems were employed by Eggins (1994) in her analysis of the ‘Crying Baby’ texts: 

mood, transitivity, theme, conjunctive relations, reference, lexical relations, and 

schematic or generic structure. Eggins’ style for the presentation of the analysis of 

each system involves the aggregation, tabulation of results, reference chains as well 

as substantial explanatory accounts of the texts like a commentary. The form of 

presentation known as reference chains64 enables us to capture the reference patterns 

in a text. A discussion in relation to reference chains in the two select story texts 

appears in Chapter Seven. However, this study will need to develop some new 

symbols for discourse forms and functions because of the very different modality in 

Signed languages, and also may use some of  Eggins’ symbols for discourse 

functions, when reference chains are used. For example,  (-): anaphoric, C: 

cataphoric, S: esphoric P: comparative L: locational B: bridging H: homophoric X: 

exophoric.     

 
5.4.2  Framework for discourse analysis 
  
5.4.2.1 The aim of discourse analysis for this study  
 
The discourse analysis focusing on the two selected story texts created by one native 
Auslan signer and one Auslan learner, mainly aims to explore answers to the 
following questions: 
 

(1) Is there any evidence for claiming that the native signer’s text is more        
cohesive than the learner’s text?  

 
 

                                                 
64 Reference chains were developed and exemplified in Martin (1992:140).  
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(2) Are there any findings in relation to cohesive elements of the native 
signer’s text which will be used for the teaching intervention and material 
development in the experiment groups using genre-based approach? 

 
 
5.4.2.2 Selection of the story texts and of the subjects 
 
Selecting two story texts (6.1 & 6.2) from the native signer and learner. One story 

text entitled “Sense of Direction” is one of many segments of a student videotext, 

“Signing Naturally” Level Two65 that was produced in 1994.  The narrator of this 

text is a native Auslan user who comes from a Deaf family66, has experience in 

presenting storytelling to Deaf audiences and has some metalinguistic awareness 

through studying linguistics of signed languages and English.  The other story 

entitled “Trip to Perth” is selected and extracted from a video that was actually used 

for this study’s research project. The video consists of CIA II learners of Auslan who 

have presented a pre-test story text about their travel experience. The narrator67 of 

this text is an Auslan student of a TAFE Institute. Her questionnaire that formed part 

of this study’s research project states that she has not contacted fluent Auslan users 

outside her CIA II class. Her teacher suggested that she was one of the students of 

average ability in her class. 

 
 
5.4.2.2.1 Text-types of the texts (6.1 & 6.2)  
  

In English, teachers/researchers can identify Texts 1.1 and 1.2 as anecdote or 

narrative, through the use of genre analysis. It may be difficult to do so in 

Auslan due to a paucity of research literature into Auslan genre analysis. 

However, although Thornton68 (2003) attempted to identify different 

genre/text-types through gathering monologic and dialogic naturally-occurring 

Auslan data, the study refers to Feez’s categorization of families of text-types 

primarily due to the fact Feez’s work (1988:89) has been published69. 

                                                 
65 Adelaide Institute of TAFE produced a student videotext “Signing Naturally” Level Two – adaptation of this 
material for learners of Auslan.  
66 The phrase “a Deaf family” means that all the narrator’s family members are culturally deaf-born and have used 
Auslan as their everyday language.    
67 The narrators of the story texts (native signer and CIAII learner) voluntarily and freely gave their consent to allow 
their story text recorded during the pretest assessment to be published.   
68 Thornton’s minor study for the Deaf Education Network in Sydney remains unpublished and inconclusive. 
69 According to B. Paltridge (2001:63), the term text-type is defined as patterns of discourse organization that occur 
across different genres, such as descriptive, narrative, instruction, explanation and so on.  
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Therefore, text-type of the texts presented by the native signer and the learner 

must be either narrative or anecdote or recount under the family of text-types, 

story texts.    

 
5.4.2.2.2 The purpose and the context. 
 
 •  A kind of story text must include the following points: 
 

1. The story texts are not dialogue but monologue; 
  

2. The story texts must not be originally in spoken English or written 
English. These texts might have been retold in Auslan before being used 
for this study;  

 
3. The story texts are not spontaneous production but a kind of planned 

discourse. This means the subjects are allowed to have rehearsal;  
 

4. The story texts must be in a video format. 
 
  
 •  A topic of the story texts is travelling experience. 
 

5.4.2.2.3 The selection of subjects who present a story is based on the  
   following criteria. 
  
For the native Auslan user: 
  

• the subject must come from a Deaf family who use Auslan as their 
everyday communication, or must have a Deaf sibling preferably using 
Auslan, or must come from a residential school for the Deaf where he/she 
had the full opportunity to be exposed to Auslan from childhood; 

  
• the subject has had some experience on the level which he/she 

shows his/her ability to present storytelling in both formal and informal 
situations. For example, he/she has been involved in storytelling 
competitions during the National Deaf Week and in social activities 
where he/she has had the opportunity to informally present their stories in 
front of small groups consisting of members of the Deaf Community; 

  
• the subject has some awareness of  metalinguistics - Auslan and English 

and basic skills in storytelling.  
  
For the Auslan learner: 
  

• the subject must be an average learner of Auslan him/herself at a 
postsecondary level; 
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• the subject has not had the opportunity to formally or informally present 
storytelling texts in Auslan classrooms; 

 
• the subject has not had the opportunity to use Auslan to communicate with 

her Deaf family or friends or workmates.        
  
 
 
 5.4.2.3  Movies with English captions and transcription of the story texts 

 
 •  Give the text a title. 

•  Open captioned movies70 of the story texts are presented in Chapter 6 – 
 Mov 6.1 and Mov 6.2 (only PDF and English captions). If the hard copy 
 is read, it includes DVDs of the story texts.  

 
 •  Number lines for easy reference and digital times e.g., 3:25 (only DVD 

player controller is used).  
 
 •  Use transcription conventions mainly extracted from the authors' notation 

conventions, such as Morgan, Winston and Wilson in reference to 
"Language, Gesture and Space edited by Karen Emmorey and Judy 
Reilly". (I will also look at other conventions from the spoken discourse 
analysis based on SFL if necessary).   

 
 •  Retain the wording (signed clauses or sentences) of the discourse as 

accurately as possible. 
   
 
5.4.2.4 Analyse the transcript 
 
5.4.2.4.1  Background to the story texts (Texts 6.1 and 6.2) 
 

• Include information about where, when, how and why the text was 
collected. 
 
• Include relevant discussion on register variables. 

 
• Identify the text-type of the text. 

 
 
5.4.2.4.2 Look at the overall organisation of the story text (only Text 6.1 due 
   to  time limitation).  
 
 •  identify stages in the text (e.g. a beginning, a middle and an end stage)  
 
 •  describe the function of each stage (e.g. orientation, complication,  
   resolution and so forth)  
   

                                                 
70 Please note that Quicktime movies may not play in Word for Windows.  
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5.4.2.4.3 Discover how the native signer in Text 6.1 uses language focusing on 
   referential cohesion 
 

• Are there three types of reference: personal, demonstrative, and 
comparative (reference to Halliday and Hasan’s description – see Chapter 
4 Section 4.4.1) in the story text? 

 
• Do systems of reference and retrieval (reference to Gerot’s and Wignell’s 

description – see Chapter 4 Section 4.4.1) occur in the story text? 
 

• Is cohesion achieved through reference, specifically noun phrases in the 
text by the use of non-manual features, in particular a head nod or eye-
gaze marker, of an index point to somewhere in the signing space or of a 
nominal sign located somewhere in the signing space (reference to 
Morgan’s discussion – see Chapter 4 Section 4.4.3.1)? 

 
• Does the signer use pointing signs as a pronoun in the signed text to 

achieve cohesion (reference to Morgan’s discussion – see Chapter 4 
Section 4.4.3.2)? What about other reference sign types?  

 
• Is cohesion achieved through verb agreement including in the fixed 

referential framework and in the shifted referential framework in the story 
text by moving the verb in syntactic space or by the use of the body shifts 
(reference to Morgan’s discussion – see Chapter 4 Section 4.4.3.3)? 

 
• Does the story text demonstrate the three types of spatial referencing: 

comparisons, performatives, and time mapping (reference to Winston’s 
description – see Chapter 4 Section 4.4.2)? 

 
 
5.4.2.4.4 Examine how cohesive Text 6.2 is and how cohesion in this text is  
   achieved in comparison with Text 6.1. 
 
The approach this study employs is based on discourse-semantic71 analysis, which 

stems from systemic functional linguistics. The approach is descriptive and 

explanatory. For example, when contrastive analysis of how cohesively the two story 

texts are alike and different is completed, the study sets up the aggregation and 

tabulation and also provides reference chains and explanatory accounts regarding 

characterisation of the story texts. Results of the discourse-semantic analysis of the 

texts will be presented in Chapter Seven, and they will discuss on how cohesively the 

texts are and how they are alike and different.   

                                                 
71 Definition of discourse-semantics: According to J.R.Martin 1992, English Text organizes this division of labour in 
a different way – stratally, as the opposition between grammar and semantics (between clause oriented and text 
oriented resources for meaning). Because a semantics of this kind focuses on text-size rather than clause-size 
meanings, it will be referred to as discourse semantics.  
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5.4.2.5 Discussion on the Auslan learner’s referential cohesion   
 
A discussion of the Auslan learner’s referential cohesion based on diagnostic 

assessment will be provided in order to prepare for the teaching intervention and 

material development in this study.  This study will be in response to the question: 

“what specific reference sign types and referential cohesion types in relation to story 

text teaching are demanded?”  

 

5.4.3  Methodology for classroom-centred research process  

5.4.3.1 Research questions for the complete classroom-centred research process 

Once the analysis of the story texts discussed above is completed, this study 

formulates the research questions which aim to provide findings related the 

difference in communicative orientation held by TAFE lecturers of the CIA3 and 

DOA classes observed. The understanding of the difference in communicative 

orientation is through investigating the relative role of a structural-analytic, a 

functional-analytic and a non-analytic or experiential view of language in Auslan 

learning of students in this context. The analytic and experiential teaching strategies 

characterised by Stern (1990, 1992) are presented here: “Analytic teaching strategies 

are those which emphasize accuracy and focus on aspects of the L2 (including 

phonology, grammar, functions, discourse, and sociolinguistics), and which entail the 

study and practice of language items and rehearsal of L2 skills. Experiential teaching 

strategies, according to Stern, include authentic themes and topics as content, aim to 

engage students in 'purposeful activity', and emphasize the conveyance of meaning, 

fluency over accuracy, and language use as 'real talk' ” (Lyster 1994: 265). Following 

this proposal, Allen (1983) describes the functional-analytic teaching strategy 

focusing on “discourse features of language and involves equal reference to language 

as a medium and language as communication.  Such an approach is concerned with 

the way the learner's formal linguistic knowledge is made use of in accomplishing a 

variety of communicative tasks” (Lyster 1994: 265).  
   

The research questions for this study are as follows:  
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(1) What is the nature of the communicative orientation of the postsecondary 
Auslan classes observed during the story teaching? 
(2) Do differences in instructional orientation contribute to an improvement 
in students’ referential cohesion skills in the classes that are observed in both 
CIA III and DOA?  

 

The term ‘communicative orientation’ refers to the relative emphasis in instructional 

processes and procedures towards structural-analytic orientation or towards 

experiential (or non-analytic) orientation. The functional-analytic orientation lies 

somewhere in between these two opposing poles and concerns equal reference to 

language as a medium-oriented practice, and language as a message-oriented 

practice72 (Allen 1983 & Lyster 1994). Structural-analytic instruction focuses on the 

former language whereas the experiential instruction focuses on the latter language.  

A quantitative analysis of the emphasis on these instruction types within classroom 

interaction, measures the communicative orientation as defined by the COLT 

Observation scheme. Student achievement is defined as the students’ performance on 

two story production tasks. For example, the difference between proportions on two 

pre-test and post-test of story production tasks, one test given prior to the teaching of 

story and the other given after the teaching of story. How students achieve these 

assessments is based on assessment methods suggested by Chrisholm Institute of 

TAFE (the Certificate and Diploma in Auslan - Curriculum Framework). Further 

details on the tasks and assessment criteria are presented in Appendices 5.5 and 5.  

 

5.4.3.2 Complete structure of the classroom-centred research 

This section briefly discusses the research methodologies which underlie this study, 

as well as multi-methods that enable the study to collect relevant data relating to such 

research questions, analyse, interpret the data, and make the results accessible to the 

public. The study is concerned with both qualitative and quantitative research 

paradigms because it involves both the process and product components in 

classroom-centred research. Allwright et al. (1991:44) explain that pure process-

oriented researchers describe what actually is going on in classrooms by collecting 
                                                 
72 Dodson (1976 in Allen 1983:25) proposes two levels of second language learning : a medium-oriented level 
where formal features of the language are the ultimate target of the learning process, and a message-oriented level 
where attention moves away from the language itself, and “where language is made use of to help the learner to 
satisfy his immediate needs in the process of living.” 
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and analysing interaction-based data, but do not document the learning outcomes, 

whereas pure product-oriented researchers document results of the learning outcomes 

extracted from experiment and control groups. Process-product research involves an 

attempt to describe the instructional process and procedures and relate them to the 

documented learning outcomes.  

 

In this study the process component involves the COLT observation scheme that is 

quantitative but a rather descriptive approach and the other qualitative techniques 

such as teacher interviews and unstructured observations, whereas the product 

component includes the quantitative data analysis tool, namely VARBRUL, which is 

usually conducted using logistic regression.  Needless to say, this study is oriented to 

both process and product so needs both qualitative and quantitative analyses of the 

data to determine whether differences in communicative orientation contribute to 

variation in learners’ improvement on story production tasks or not.  In other words, 

the study, which does not separate product-oriented from process-oriented research, 

is described as a complementary approach to classroom-centred research rather than 

a competing approach.   

   

Chaudron (1988) identifies four different research traditions in the language 

classroom.  These are psychometric, interaction analysis, discourse analysis and 

ethnography. This study includes the first two research traditions as approaches to 

research which aim to provide findings of the data. In addition to this, including a 

triangulation in this study that cuts across two techniques, is an important part of the 

data collection through examining data from teacher interviews and additional 

unstructured observations to determine whether or not there is corroboration. These 

data are qualitative, providing triangulation of COLT-based results, regarding the 

nature of classroom interaction in this study and about the effectiveness of relative 

emphasis on structural-analytic, functional-analytic, experiential approaches to 

teaching story texts in the classrooms observed, ending up with inferences at the 

conclusion of the process-oriented study.  
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Before summarizing research methods used in this study, contrastive analysis that 

has uncovered the results of the data focusing on discourse analysis of the 

prerecorded Auslan story texts in the previous chapter, is included. Through the use 

of second and subsequent methods, the following chapters will contribute to 

descriptions and results are also included.      

 

1. analysis of classroom events - the use of systematic classroom observation through 
a modified COLT observation scheme; 
 
2. teacher interviews conducted by the investigator; 
 
3. unstructured classroom observation by the investigator; 
4. measurement of students’ production accuracy through pre- and post-test story 
production tasks – the use of a variationist analysis, VARBRUL; 
 
5. correlation of observational data with students’ production accuracy .  
 
 
 
5.5  A general outline of the research process for the two components: 
discourse  analysis and classroom-centred research process 
 
The following table outlines the research process for the two components: discourse 

analysis and classroom-centred research process and includes representations such as 

sampling, data collection, procedure and data analysis.  A framework for the first 

component has been presented in Section 5.4.1 (this chapter) and some details of data 

collection techniques for the second component, appear in Chapters 7 and 9.   
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Table 5.4 A general outline of the research process for discourse analysis and 
classroom-centred research process 
 
5.6 Summary 

 

In the second component of the research plan, this study design involves both 

process-oriented and product-oriented components. Thus indicating that the study is 

Represen-
tations of 
the research 
process 

First 
component – 
Discourse 
analysis 

Second component – 
Classroom-centred research process 

Sampling Sampling   Native signer 
Auslan learner 

Auslan teachers 
Auslan learners 

Data Data   
CollectionCollection 

Two story 
texts in a video 
format 

Teacher 
interviews 
 

Student 
questionnaires 

Pre-test story 
texts in a video 
format  

Classroom 
observations 
(modified 
COLT 
scheme) 

Post-test story 
texts in a 
video format 

ProcedureProcedure   1 Selecting story 
texts in a video 
format 
2 Translating the 
texts into 
English and 
making captions 
for the movies 
3 Transcribing 
the texts  
4 Constructing 
reference chains 
of the texts  

1 Approaching 
teachers and 
discussing the 
research 
project with 
them 
2 Filming and 
interviewing  
teachers  
3 Translating 
Auslan texts 
into printed 
English   

1 Approaching 
students who 
consented to the 
study 
2 Handing out 
the 
questionnaires to 
them 
3 Compiling a 
table  

1 Supporting 
teachers to 
administer the 
pre-test  
2 Giving 
students 
instructions 
3 Filming them 
4 Transcribing 
the clauses 
5 Coding data 
6 Arranging an 
independent rater 
for inter-rater 
reliability of the 
VARBRUL 
analysis (both 
pre-test and post-
test texts) 

1 Filming 
teachers’ 
behaviours 
2 Coding 
teachers’ 
behaviours 
3 Debriefing 
trained  
intercoders 
and having 
intercoder 
reliability of 
the COLT 
analysis 
4 Collecting 
copies of 
teachers’ 
documents 
5 Compiling 
tables 
6 Making 
qualitative 
observations 
based on the 
videos     

1 Supporting 
teachers to 
administrate 
the pre-test  
2 Giving 
students 
instructions 
3 Filming them 
4 Transcribing 
the clauses 
5 Coding data 
 

Data Data 
analysisanalysis   

1 Referential 
cohesion 
analysis 
2 Contrastive 
analysis 

Interview 
analysis  

Questionnaire 
analysis 

VARBRUL 
analysis  

1 COLT 
based 
analysis  
2 Further 
analysis of 
the 
functional-
analytic 
orientation   
3 Qualitative 
observation 
analysis 

VARBRUL 
analysis 
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concerned with both qualitative and quantitative research paradigms. This chapter 

has raised many issues about research methodologies, the most important being 

classroom-centred research, process and product research and validity. In addition, 

the background and the structure of the COLT Observation Scheme are presented. 

Furthermore, this chapter also provided the details about planning and preparing both 

the framework for discourse analysis and the classroom-centred research relevant to 

the aims of the study. The approach to discourse analysis in the first component of 

the research plan has been thoroughly described. The study in the second component 

will conduct empirical classroom-centred research through employing data collection 

methods: analysis of teacher interviews, student questionnaires, modified COLT-

based observation scheme (including unstructured classroom observation), and 

coding of students’ production accuracy, appearing in their pre-test and post-test 

story texts. In addition, there will be data analyses such as interview analysis, 

questionnaire analysis, COLT-based and qualitative observation analyses, 

VARBRUL analysis (both pre-test and post-test texts) and correlation of 

observational data with the results of VARBRUL analysis. These data collection 

procedures and data analyses are discussed further in subsequent chapters.  
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CHAPTER 6 
REFERENTIAL COHESION ANALYSIS OF TWO SELECT AUSLAN 

STORY TEXTS 
 
 
6.1  Introduction 
 
The aim of this chapter is to provide provisional evidence to suggest how Auslan, 

particularly a story genre, uses referential cohesion for constructing whole unified 

texts. In addition, there is a discussion based on a detailed comparison between two 

select Auslan story texts, one produced by a native signer and one by a learner of 

Auslan. 

 

  

6.2 Descriptive Data  

 
Following is a discussion on research questions in relation to reference analyses of 

two selected Auslan story texts. This element of the study investigates the minor 

research questions of this study. As discussed in the previous chapter, the questions 

relevant to discourse analysis mainly aims to explore answers to the following 

questions:  

 
(1) Is there any evidence for claiming that the native signer’s text is more 
cohesive than the learner’s text?  
 
(2) Are there any findings in relation to cohesive devices of the native 
signer’s text which will be used for teaching intervention and material 
development in the experiment groups using the genre-based approach? 

 

The first question is resolved through the use of contrastive analysis of the two 

selected Auslan story texts which are entitled “Sense of Direction” (the native 

signer’s text) and “Trip to Perth” (the Auslan learner’s text).  The descriptive data 

such as aggregation, tabulation, reference chains and explanatory accounts regarding 

characterisation of the story texts, provides this study with an inference. These data 

based on the first question, lead to the conclusion that the native signer’s text is much 

more cohesive than the learner’s text through the exploitation of cohesive devices 

incorporating use of the signing space. In other words, the native signer has 

frequently used a variety of reference sign types and more varied specific spatial 

locations in his signing space. In addition to this, the uses of referential cohesion in 
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his story text have been appropriate while many of these in the learner’s story text 

were inappropriate. The following section presents a detailed explanation as to how 

through the use of contrastive analysis the texts are similar (in what cohesive 

respects), and how they are different. 

 

Following the reference analysis of the story texts, in response to the second 

question, this study finds reference sign types and referential cohesion types all of 

which the native signer chose to effectively create his cohesive text and which, for 

the most part, were not used by the Auslan learner.  As a consequence, this study 

establishes the preliminary Auslan referential cohesion system, which will be able to 

be used by teachers of signed language and learners.  A preliminary sketch of the 

system consisting of reference sign types and referential cohesion types is presented 

in the following sections. This study uses a system for inclusion in multimedia 

authoring software which the selected teacher of Auslan used to communicate the 

concept of Auslan referential cohesion and the system in a visual form in classrooms.  

 
 
6.2.2 Text-types  
 
Texts 6.1 and 6.2 are identified as narrative and recount respectively. The reasons for 

this are that Text 6.1 highlights a complication in the sequence of events and that in 

Text 6.2 events are recounted one after the other in the order in which they happened. 

Thus, both contain accounts of events, usually in the past through the use of time 

signs. According to Feez’s categorisation of families of text-types (1998:89), both 

are classified as story texts.   

 
 
6.2.3 The purpose and the context 
 
Both Text 6.1 and 6.2 are monologues. The native signer of Text 6.1 stresses that his 

story has often been retold to Deaf audiences or in informal settings before 

presentation for the student videotext, “Signing Naturally” level two, and that it was 

a planned discourse of sorts. The Auslan learner had the opportunity to rehearse her 

story before the pre-test assessment. Both of the texts are in video format and 

relevant to the general topic, “travelling experience”.    
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6.2.4 Selection of story texts and of subjects 

See details in Chapter 5 Section 5.4.2.2 

 

6.2.5 Movies with English captions and transcriptions of the story texts 

Here is a captioned movie, “Sense of Direction” (Mov 6.1).  Please click on the 

animation or the controller when you use this page in PDF. If not, please find the 

DVD in Appendix 6.1 (No. 1)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Text 6.1 
“Sense of Direction”  

(transcribed from the videotext – Signing Naturally) 
Adaptation of Student Videotext Level Two 
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          ^^_____________________________________________________ 
1. // PRO1 (wh) IX1-rt2 SIX-YEAR-OLD-rt // POSS1 SISTER1a (wh) IX1a-lf2  

___________________ 
FOUR-YEAR-OLD-lf //IX1b-rtup MOTHER+FATHER1b 1b-GIVE1/1a-m1  

                                     stress 

TRICYCLE2a NEW THREE DCL:1 “three small-sized wheels”  #FOR CHRISTMAS  
 
PRESENT2b // 

         ^^_________________________________________________________ 
  2.  //IX1b-rt MOTHER+FATHER1b GO3a-towards-lf2  BUSINESS SHOP3a  

 
_____________   emot______________________________________ 

(wh) IX3a-lf2 //<rs:1 PRO1 KNOW IX3a-lf2 BORING BPCL:V1-lf2 
 
 (bent) “fidgety” //  
  

3. //<rs:1 PRO1 GET-ATTENTION1c-rtup2 > FATHER1c PRO1 WANT  
 

  TRICYCLE2a BRING-2a-from-lf-to-rt // 
                ^^___________          nod______ 
4.  // IX1c-rt FATHER1c <rs:1c SAY1-towards-mdown ALRIGHT>// 

         ^^________  
5.  //FATHER1c < rs:1c (2h) ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-3b/rt2 “take tricycle and put it in” >  
 

 IN3b-rt2 fs-VAN3b DCL:C “long cylindrical vehicle” // 
 
6.  //< rs:1 PRO1 (2h) ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-3b/rt “take TRICYCLE and put it in the van” >// 

  
  7.    //PRO1 (2h) BPCL:V1-towards-3b/rt  “my sister and I get in the van”// 
            ^^_____________________________________________ 
8.   //  HOUSE3c IX-dir-from-3c/rt-to-3a/lf2 “from house to the shop” SHOP3a >// SEVEN fs- 

 
MILES // 

 
9.  // DRIVE ARRIVE3a-towards-lf2 // MOTHER+FATHER1b (wh) IX3a-lf2//  

 
WORK3a-lf2  um//                 

      emot________________________________________________  
10.  //TWO-US1a-lf EXCITED PRO1  <cf: LEAVE-from-3a/m1-towards-3d/rt2  

 ______________          mouth-gape________________________ 
RIDE-TRICYCLE>// <df: SCL:G1/1a-towards-rt2 “riding around the blocks” 
//HOUSE3d+ 
                                                    mouth-gape_____________________ 
IX3d-rt2++ “those houses” //SCL:G1/1a-towards-3a/lf2 “riding towards the shop”>//   
 
    ^^_______________ 

  11. //ARRIVE3a-towards-lf2 IX3a-lf2 um SHOP3a// 
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       surprise__________________ 
12. //IX3a-lf2 CLOSE “surprise”// 

           
          neg________________________________ 
13. //MOTHER+FATHER1b NOT (2h) IX3a-lf2 // 

  neg____________________________       grimace___________  
14. //CAR2c (2h) DCL:C “station wagon” “gone” // “so”< rs:1 PRO1   

 
GET-ATTENTION1a-lf2  (wh) IX1a-lf2 SISTER1a //PRO1 MUST GO3a-  

                                             
                persuading___ 
towards-rt2 GO-HOME3c-towards-3c/rt2  // TWO-US1a-lf >  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
              Neg & emot_____ 
15. //(wh) IX1a-lf2 (redundancy) IX1a-lf2 SISTER1a < rs:1a SAY NO WON’T+  

 
_______ 
NO CRY+ > //  
               emot 

  16. //< rs:1 “so”  PRO1 RIDE-TRICYCLE >// 
                                ^^_________ 

17. //< rs:1 (2h) HIGHWAY3i PRO1 SCL:B1-towards-m “the narrator rides the tricycle across  
 

the road” RIDE-TRICYCLE (2h) SCL:B2d-(from the side of the signing space towards the other side  
 
and vice vesla) “unexpectedly the drivesl of the casl stop”(2h) SCL:B2d “the cars stops on the  
 
other lanes” RIDE-TRICYCLE IX-dir “across the road and to left” RIDE-TRICYCLE > <  
 
rs:1 SCL:G1 “to middle of the signing space from the right side and from the middle to the far away from the  
 
body and downward right” RIDE-TRICYCLE SCL:G1 “continually downward right”> // 

          ^^__________________________________________________________ 
18. //MOTHER+FATHER1b GO3e-towards-rt IX3e-rt3 POLICE fs-STATION3e//  
                                emot_________________________________________             

  (2h) GO3e-TO-rt3 TELL1f-rt2 POLICE1e TWO CHILDREN1/1a “gone”// 
          emot/^^__ 

19. //POLICE1e  < rs:1e ANNOUNCE(public) RADIO2d ALL-THEM(public)1g >// 
  ^^____________________________________            emot____ 

20. //MOTHER+FATHER1b COME3a-from-3e/rt3-to-lf2  // < rs:1b SEE1a-lf2 > 
 
(wh) IX1a-lf2 POSS1 SISTER IX3a-lf2   SHOP3a-lf2 //  

                      ^^__________________________________ 
21. //<rs:1b (wh) IX3a-lf2 FIND1a-lf2  >//IX1a-lf2 SISTER1a  
 

<rs:1a CRY>// 
 
 

         ^^__________________                                                       wh-q___ 
22. //MOTHER+FATHER1b < rs:1b GET-ATTENTION1a-lf2 WHERE >  
                  wh-q___  

PRO1  <WHERE> // 
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23.//  SISTER1a < rs:1a   SCL:B1-indefinite “Don is riding his  
 

tricycle across the road and somewhere” >//  
 

  24. //< MOTHER+FATHER1b rs:1b NOT+UNDERSTAND (wh) IX1a-lf2 “well”  
  
            >// 
                                      
                mouth-gape_______________________________________ 
  25. // < rs1 PRO1 RIDE-TRICYCLE DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is downward right” RIDE- 

________________________________________________________________ 
TRICYCLE<df: DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is upward” RIDE-TRICYCLE DCL:B-towards-  

________________________________________________________________ 
rt3-m3 “the road is upward and winding” RIDE-TRICYCLE DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is extremely  

___________ 
upward and straight” > // 

        when clause_______________ 
26. //SOON (wh) IX3c-rt2 HOME3c // <rs:1 PRO1 CRY-cont PRO1 RIDE- 
 

TRICYCLE CRY-cont RIDE-TRICYCLE SCL:G1-towards-3c/m2 >//  
 
    when clause_______________   ^^_________________  neg___________                 

  27. //ARRIVE3c-towards-m2 HOUSE3c //MOTHER+FATHER1b NOT (2h) IX3c—
m2  

         neg __________________________________________ 
  // NOT CAR2c LCL:B2c-rt2 “The car is parked there” “um…well”// 

                                                                    ^^__________________ 
28.// PRO1 SCL:V1-towards-3f/rt2  BACK DOOR3f OPEN // PRO1  
 

SCL:V1 -towards-3f/m2// 

                     ^^_______ _ 

29.//<rs:1 SEE/LOOK-FOR(something) SEE2e-lf2 (wh) IX2e-lf2  >fs-TOY  
                      emot___________________________ 

      BOAT2e//GOOD PRO1 (wh) IX-lf2 (redundancy) IX2e-lf2 //  
 

 
30..//IX3g-rt2 fs-SINK3g <rs:1 PRO1 ICL:B-claws-2f/rt2 “turning on the water tap” //  
 

WATER2f ECL:B2f/rt2 “filling the sink with water”>// 
 
31. //<rs:1 PRO1 (2h) ICL:C-from-lf2-to-3f/rt2 “moving something (box) for standing on”  
 

SCL: V1 ‘stand on the box’  ICL:C2e-rt2 “handling the toy boat on the water” >// 
 

32. //PRO1 FORGET UPSET CRY// PRO1 FORGET // <rs:1 ICL:C2e-rt2 “handling the  
 

toy boat on the water” >// 

              ^^_________  _emot________________________________________________________________________ 

33. //MOTHER1d <rs:1d COME-INm1d-(from the right side of the space towards the right side close to 
the body)  

 
emot      _______________           ^^_______         emot___________________________ 

        STUNNED SEE1-m >//FATHER1c <rs:1c COME-INm1c-(from the right side of the space  
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     _______________________________ 
        towards the right side close to the body) STUNNED >//  
          
 
       emot____________________                                     ^^ ________    __   emot____________ 

34. //<rs:1c LOST-TEMPER>//FATHER1c MOTHER1d <rs:1d CALMDOWN++-  
 
                1C/rt >// 
                                                                           
                                                  nod___________________ 
35. // “well” LATER IX1b-rt2  TELL-towards-1//  FINISH1b-rt2  1bTELL1e-lf 

                                                            emot_____________ 
POLICE1e  //<rs:1 SURPRISED “well”>// 

        
           ^^_____________   ^^______________________ 
36. //NEXT MORNING PRO1 MOTHER+FATHER1b (wh) IX3g-lf2 KITCHEN3g  

 
SIT-lf // 

                                                 
                    emot______________________         
37. //PRO1 SCL:V1-towards-lf2// SORE (2h) BPCL:C1 “bottom”  

     emot____________________________________ 
        (2h) BPCL:G1 “limping” //  SCL:V1 (bent)-towards-m2// MOTHER+FATHER1b  
                                                                    emot______ 
      <rs:1b (wh)1bLOOK-AT1-towards-m2 (2h) LAUGH-cont > //   
 
 

Participants (people):  1) PRO1 (narrator) 
                      2) SISTER1a 
    3)  MOTHER+FATHER1b 
    4) FATHER1c 
    5) MOTHER1d 
    6) POLICE1e 
    7) ALL-THEM1f (public) 
     
 
Participants (places): 1) BUSINESS SHOP3a or SHOP3a  
    2) VAN3b 
    3) HOUSE3c 

    4) HOUSE3d++ 
    5) HIGHWAY3e 
    6) POLICE STATION3f 
    7) BACK DOOR3g 
    8) SINK3h 
    9) KITCHEN3i 
    
 
Participants (things): 1) TRICYCLE2a or RIDE-TRICYCLE2a 
    2) CAR2b 
    3) fs:TOY BOAT2c 
    4) WATER2d 
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Here is a captioned movie, “A Trip to Perth” (Mov 6.2).  Please click on the 
animation or the controller when you use this page in PDF. If not, please find 
the DVD in Appendix 6.1 (No. 2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TEXT 6.2 
“A trip from Sydney to Perth”  

Pretest – Video (Student No. 6) 
Certificate 2 Central TAFE, Perth 

22nd May 2003 
 
 

 
1. 13:06: WHEN (ellipsis –PRO1*) ELEVEN-YEARS-OLD YEAR OLD // 

POSS1 MOTHER1a SAY-towards-m1 //WANT //GO3a-towards-rt2 //SEE3a-rt2 

PERTH3a //  

      WANT  GO2a/b-towards-rt2* FLY-from-rt2-to-rt3* (PLANE2a) OR ELECTRIC- 
 
      TRAIN2a// 

 
2. 13:20: PRO1 (HS:B*) LIFE (LIVE) IN SYDNEY3b //  
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3.  13:27: PRO1 (HS:B*) SAY (ALRIGHT*) //WANT // GO2a-towards-rt2 FLY - 
 

-from-rt2to-rt3* (PLANE2a)// MORE EASY// 
 

          NEG___ 
4.  13:30: NOT NO // WANT //GO-towards-rt2* ELECTRIC-TRAIN2a // SEE3c  
 

-towards-rt2 MORE3c// 
 

5. 13:36: ALRIGHT // RIGHT*(BUY) TICKET //  
Char_______________________________  

6. 13:40: PRO1 EXCITED VERY EXCITED // SEE3d-towards-rt2 ALL 
fs:NSW3d  
 
//SEE2c-towards-rt2 WINE2b IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA3e AND  
 
ADELAIDE3e // SEE3e-towards-rt2 WEST AUSTRALIA3a AND  
 
PERTH3a // 
 

7. 13:56: LEAVE-rt1 THRUSDAY (fs: THU) AFTERNOON//  
 

ARRIVE-lf1* BROKEN fs:BROKEN  fs:HILL3f IX-m1 (THIS?)  
 
NIGHT// 
                                                                                

8. 14:10: SEE (redundant) SEE2d-towards-rt2 LOT TREE2c AND  
                              NEG_____ 

 MOUNTAIN2c//NO NOT //ONLY DIRTY RED 
   

SOLID (ROCK)// BORING // 
 

9. 14:26: (2h) GO--from-m1-towards-rt1 fs:BROKEN fs:HILL3f// TRAVEL 
 

THROUGH AUSTRALIA* SOUTH AUSTRALIA ALL DAY//  
 
BORING// 

 
 

10. 14:39: // NOT SEE2c-towards-rt2 WINE2c NOT //  
 
11. 14:44: ARRIVE3e- towards-lf2* ADELAIDE3e AFTERNOON // ONLY  

 
HAVE HOUR ONE //NOT FULL*(ENOUGH) TIME //BECAUSE SEE3a-  
 
towards- rt2 CITY3a//                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 

12. 14:56: WAIT ELECTRIC-TRAIN2d // LEAVE3a-rt1 ADELAIDE3a //  
 
13. 15:04: NEXT NIGHT ARRIVE3h-towards-lf2* #KALGOORLIE3h //  
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14. LIKE #KALGOORIE3h // 
 

15. 15:12: GO2f/g-rt2* BUS2e ELECTRIC-TRAIN2f  // SEE-towards-rt2* ALL  
 

COMMUNITY* (TOWN3h) //  
 

     16. 15:20: LIKE fs:HAY STREET3h //BECAUSE LOT STRIP-NAKED  
 
//BREAST-ROTATING //  
 

17. 15:27: PONDER //VERY INTERESTING // POSS1 MOTHER1a  
 

HATE //PRO1 LIKE // 
 

18. 15:33: GO3h-rt1* (LEAVE) #KALGOORIE3h // SLEEP ELECTRIC- 
 
 TRAIN2g //  

 
19. 15:39: ARRIVE3a-towards-lf1* PERTH3a NEXT MORNING //  
 
20. LIKE PERTH3a //BECAUSE GREEN LOT MOUNTAIN LOT TREE //  

 
NICE// 
 

21. 15:51: POSS1* (PRO1) HAPPY //LEAVE3a-rt1  
 

ELECTRIC-TRAIN2h // 
    
 

Participants (people):   1) MOTHER1a 
    2) PRO1 
 
        Participants (places): 1) PERTH3a/WEST AUSTRALIA3a 
    2) SYDNEY3b 
    3) fs:NSW3d 
    4) ADELAIDE3e/SOUTH AUSTRALIA3e 
    5)  BROKEN HILL3f 
    6) #KALGOORLIE3h/HAY STREET3h 
 
 
        Participants (things):        1) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2a  
      2) WINE2b 
     3) TREE2c AND MOUNTAIN 2c 
     4) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2d 
     5) BUS2e 
     6) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2f 
     7) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2g 

     8) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2h 
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6.2.6  Analysis of the transcripts 

 

6.2.6.1  Background to the story texts (Texts 6.1 and 6.2) 

 

 As earlier mentioned, the story text created by the native signer about 12 years ago 

is from a student videotext entitled “Signing Naturally” Level Two which Auslan 

students at a postsecondary level use for learning and practising. The storyteller 

stresses that in spite of this, his presentation of this text targeted fluent Auslan users.   

The main reasons why this text was chosen is that it is created by a native Auslan 

user and it talks about travelling experience. It is presumed that this topic highly 

motivates an Auslan narrator to make use of significant lexico-grammatical features 

relating to use of space (e.g., reference sign types such pointing signs, inflecting verb 

signs and classifier handshape signs) in his/her story text possibly because one of the 

three register variables from the systemic functional perspective, field73, has an 

impact on how he/she uses language.  To illustrate this, quite a number of 

participants of places that include not only full noun phrases or pronouns but also 

spatial verb or classifier handshape, tend to be spatially arranged in the signing space 

of the narrator to create a scene.   

 

Apart from this impact, another register variables, mode74 also has a direct effect on 

language use. I believe that in a situation such as presenting a Auslan story in a 

monologic organisation, language may lie somewhere in between the two extreme 

poles of the emphasis – language as action and language as reflection (Martin 

1984:27). This implies that in a situation of this kind, the storyteller is strongly 

motivated to systematically use space and appropriately choose spatial reference 

signs for the creation of a coherent and cohesive text.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

                                                 
73 The term field refers to what is going on, including activity focus (nature of social activity) and object focus 
(subject matter) according to Gerot and Wignell (1994:11).  
 
74 The term mode refers to how language is being used, whether the channel of communication is spoken (or 
signed) or written and language is being used as a mode of action or reflection. (Gerot and Wignell 1994:11) NEED 
TO HAVE A LOOK AT THIS (is this a reminder for yourself?)   
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To reiterate, the story text entitled “A trip to Perth” is from a collection of pre-test 

videos produced by the CIA II students who have studied Auslan at a postsecondary 

level. The text was created by one of the students in 2003 who has never been taught 

storytelling in Auslan and who had almost completed Auslan Certificate II (about 

450 hours). Her Auslan language therefore, could be described as an 

interlanguage.75The Auslan program expected all the students to master the target 

language (not an interlanguage) at the end of the course (Diploma – about 1800 hrs 

or two years full time).  The situational variables particularly field and mode of the 

story text are not a clear contrast to those of the native signer’s story text. However, 

the other variable, tenor in situational contexts of both the texts are obviously 

different. See Table 6.1 for in-depth details.  

 

 Text 6.1  Text 6.2  

Field         activity focus 

                  object focus 

provision of  entertainment 

having a sense of direction 
(explaining where 
participants of people travel 
and where participants of 
places are located) 

provision of  entertainment 

travelling to Perth from 
Sydney (explaining where 
participants of places are 
located and where 
participants of things 
travel) 

Mode            channel 

                 

signed in a video format; 
closeness to language as 
reflection 

signed in a video format; 
closeness to language as 
reflection 

Tenor           status 

                      

                      

                     affect 

                      

                     contact 

Auslan storyteller and few 
Deaf adults 
 
 
a friend acquaintance 
  
 
 
occasional  

Auslan learner and her 
Deaf Auslan teacher and 
this study’s investigator 
 
a good rapport with her 
teacher but not with the 
investigator 
 
frequent (only teacher-
student contact) 

  

Table 6.1 Description of the story texts’ registers  
  
 
  
                                                 
75  Selinker (1972 in Ellis 1994:710g) “coined the term ‘interlanguage’ to refer to the systematic knowledge of an L2 
which is independent of both these learner’s L1 and the target language.” 
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6.2.6.2  Look at the overall organisation of the story text  
 
This study investigates how the narrator uses language in Text 6.1.  This section 

explores the model developed within a systemic functional approach and the concept 

of genre to describe how he uses language to achieve culturally appropriate goals. 

Text 6.2 is not included for comparison with Text 6.1 because this study does not 

aim to present a description of the comparison of the texts focusing on genre. 

However, the purpose of this analysis is to provide provisional evidence to support 

whether it is important that Auslan story text has a genre or not. From a systemic 

functional perspective, Eggins (1994:87) states “The lack of contextual coherence76 

is reflected in, and is a reflection of, its accompanying lack of internal organization, 

i.e. its lack of cohesion.”  

 

In reference to a preliminary analysis of Text 6.1, its genre has stages, which make 

contribution to a whole text (a stratum of discourse-semantics). This implies that 

each stage of the genre is responsible for enabling a part of the overall meanings to 

be accomplished successfully. For example, the native user of Auslan has presented 

Text 6.1, which can be identified as narrative in terms of genre or text-type. The 

following genre in video format, which has been transcribed (English gloss), may 

have stages such as orientation, evaluation, complication, resolution and coda 

(optional)77.    

 
 
          when clause_____________________________________________________ 
1. // PRO1 (wh) IX1-rt2 SIX-YEAR-OLD-rt (wh) IX1a-lf2 POSS1 SISTER1a IX1a-

lf2  
________________ 
FOUR-YEAR-OLD-lf //IX1b-rtup MOTHER+FATHER1b 1b-GIVE1-m1  

                                     stress 

TRICYCLE2a NEW THREE DCL:1 “three small-sized wheels”  #FOR CHRISTMAS  
 
PRESENT2b // 

         ^^_________________________________________________________ 
 2.  //IX1b-rt MOTHER+FATHER1b GO3a-towards-lf2  BUSINESS SHOP3a  
        ___________ 
        (wh) IX3a-lf2 // 

                                                 
76 Two types of contextual coherence such as situational or registerial coherence can be recognised in the systemic 
functional linguistics.  
77 Concepts of stages or kinds of coherence are borrowed from Eggins’ definitions, but are not related in any way to 
Auslan storytelling. They can be found in Eginns (1994:89).  
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The first stage of this paragraph in the beginning of the genre would be labeled as 

orientation because it sets the scene (tricycle, Christmas present, business and shop) 

and introduces the participants such as the narrator (PRO1), the sister (POSS ‘me’ 

SISTER) and the parent (MOTHER+FATHER). 

 
      
  emot_____________________________ 

2.  <rs:pro1 PRO1 KNOW IX3a-lf2 BORING  BPCL:V1-lf2  “fidgety”> //  
 
 

 
The second stage of this clause could be identified as complication. The reason for 

this is that the narrator states that if he does nothing at his parent’s shop, there would 

be a problem for him. 

3. //<rs:pro1 PRO1 GET-ATTENTION1c-rtup2 > FATHER1c PRO1 WANT  
 

  TRICYCLE2a BRING-2a-from-lf-to-rt // 
                ^^___________          nod______ 
4. // IX1c-rt FATHER1c <rs:1c SAY1-mdown ALRIGHT>// 

 
It is clear that the narrator has resolved the problem by suggesting that his father 

brings his new tricycle as well as his sister’s. Therefore, the stage of these clauses 

would be referred as resolution.  

           ^^________  
5.  //FATHER1c < rs:1c (2h) ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-3brt “take tricycle and put it in” >  IN fs-
VAN3b  
 

  DCL:C “long cylindrical vehicle ” // 
 

6. //< rs:pro1 PRO1 (2h) ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-3b/rt “take TRICYCLE and put it in the van” >// 
  
7.  //PRO1 (2h) BPCL:V1-towards-3b/rt  “my sister and I get in the van”// 
               ^^_____________________________________________ 
8. //<df:HOUSE3c IX-dir-from-3c/rt-to-3a/lf2 “from house to the shop” SHOP3a >// SEVEN fs- 

 
MILES // 

9. // DRIVE ARRIVE3a-lf2 // MOTHER+FATHER1b (wh) IX3a-lf2//  
 

WORK3a-lf2  um//                 
      emot________________________________________________  

10. //TWO-US1a-lf EXCITED PRO1  <cf: LEAVE-from-3a/m1-towards-3d/rt2  
 ______________       mouth-gape_____________________ 
RIDE-TRICYCLE>// SCL:G1/1a-towards-rt2 “riding around the blocks” HOUSE3d+ 
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  mouth-gape_______________ 
IX3d-rt2++ “those houses” SCL:G1/1a-towards-3a/lf2 “riding towards the shop”>//   

 
 

These lines specify that the narrator provides further information and details about 

what the participants in the story have done and how far they have traveled from 

home to the shop. This stage is be labeled as second orientation. 

 
  ^^__________________ 

11.  //ARRIVE3a-lf2 IX3a-lf2 um SHOP3a// 

        surprise__________________ 
12. //IX3a-lf2 CLOSE “surprise”// 
        neg__________________________________ 
13. //MOTHER+FATHER1b NOT (2h) IX3a-lf2  
         neg____________________________         
14. //CAR2c (2h) DCL:C “station wagon” “gone” 
 
The narrator explains the major complication as we would call it in relation to the 

stage of these lines. Obviously the narrator and his sister have a crisis because they 

are worried about how they can get home without their parents.    
 

                 
   grimace___________  

14.  // “so”< rs:pro1 PRO1   
 
GET-ATTENTION1a-lf2  (wh) IX1a-lf2 SISTER1a //PRO1 MUST GO3a-

towards-rt2  

                                            persuading___ 
GO-HOME3c-towards-3c/rt2  // TWO-US1a-lf >  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
             Neg &           emot 

15. //(wh) IX1a-lf2 (redundancy)(rh) IX1a-lf2 SISTER1a < rs:1a SAY NO WON’T+  
       ________ 
      NO CRY+ > //  

               emot 
16. //< rs:pro1 “so”  PRO1 RIDE-TRICYCLE >// 
            
17. //<rs:pro1 (2h) LCL:H “four-lane road” PRO1 SCL:B1-towards-m “the narrator rides the  
 
 tricycle across the road” RIDE-TRICYCLE (2h) SCL:B1-(from the side of the signing space  
 
 towards the other side and vice vesla) “unexpectedly the drivesl of the casl stop”(2h) SCL:B(cars) “the cars stops on  

 
 the other lanes” RIDE-TRICYCLE IX-dir “across the road and to left” RIDE-TRICYCLE >  
 
 < rs:pro1 SCL:G1 “to middle of the signing space from the right side and from the middle to the far away  
 
 from the body and downward right” RIDE-TRICYCLE SCL:G1 “continually downward right”> // 
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In fact these lines focus on the narrator as the main character in the story. 

Therefore, the narrator has immediately resolved the crisis by persuading his 

sister to go home with him. Despite his sister’s refusal, he remains resolute by 

riding home himself. The stage of this schematic structure would be referred to as 

resolution. 

 
          ^^_____________________________________________________ 
18. //MOTHER+FATHER1b GO3e-towards-rt IX3e-rt3 POLICE fs-STATION3e//  
                                emot_________________________________________             

  (2h) GO3a-TO-rt3 TELL1f-rt2 POLICE1e TWO CHILDREN1/1a “gone”// 
          emot/^^__ 

19. //POLICE1e  < rs:1e ANNOUNCE(public) RADIO2d ALL-OF-YOU(public)1g >// 
      ^^____________________________________                        emot____ 

20. //MOTHER+FATHER1b COME3a-from-3e/rt3-to-lf2  // < rs:1b SEE1a-lf2 > 
 
(wh) IX1a-lf2 POSS1 SISTER IX3a-lf2   SHOP3a-lf2 //  

                      ^^__________________________________ 
21. //<rs:1b (wh) IX3a-lf2 FIND1a-lf2  >//IX1a-lf2 SISTER1a  
 

<rs:1a CRY>// 

         ^^__________________                                               wh-q___ 
22. //MOTHER+FATHER1b < rs:1b GET-ATTENTION1a-lf2 WHERE >  
                  wh-q___  

PRO1  <WHERE> // 
23.//  SISTER1a < rs:1a   SCL:B1-indefinite “Don is riding his  

 
tricycle across the road and somewhere” >//  
 

24. //< MOTHER+FATHER1b rs:1b NOT+UNDERSTAND (wh) IX1a-lf2 “well” >// 
 
In the narrator’s story his parents have attempted to also resolve the crisis by 

asking the police and his sister for help but this does not succeed. At the same 

time they are getting desperate when unable to find the narrator. The stage of 

these clauses could be labeled complication rather than resolution.  

                                                                                                                                    
         mouth-      gape____________________________________ 
  25. // < rs:1 PRO1 RIDE-TRICYCLE DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is downward right” RIDE- 

_______________________________________________________________ 
TRICYCLE<df: DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is upward” RIDE-TRICYCLE DCL:B-towards- 

________________________________________________________________ 
rt3-m3 “the road is upward and winding” RIDE-TRICYCLE DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is extremely  

_____________ 
upward and straight” > // 

        
         ^^_______________________ 
26. //SOON (wh) IX3c-rt2 HOME3c // <rs:1 PRO1 CRY-cont PRO1 RIDE- 
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TRICYCLE CRY-cont RIDE-TRICYCLE IX-dir-towards-3c/m3 >//  
 

This stage would be identified as the third orientation because this sets the scene 

in which the narrator attempts to describe how difficult the journey was from the 

shop to home.    

       
^^_______________                        ^^_________________     neg__________ 

  27. //ARRIVE3c-towards-m2 HOUSE3c //MOTHER+FATHER1b NOT (2h) IX3c—
m1  

         neg __________________________________________ 
  // NOT CAR2c LCL:B2c-rt2 “The car is parked there” “um…well”// 

                                                                             
The narrator although he has arrived home safely, has a crisis when his parents are 
not home. Therefore, this stage is called complication.  
 
 

           ^^__________________ 
28.// PRO1 SCL:V1(bent)-towards-rt2  BACK DOOR2d OPEN // PRO1  
 

SCL:V1 (bent)-towards-2d/m2// 

                     ^^____________ 

29.//< rs:1 SEE/LOOK-FOR(something) SEE2e-lf2 (wh) IX2e-lf2  >fs-TOY  
                      emot___________________________ 

      BOAT2e//GOOD PRO1 (wh) IX-lf2 (redundancy) IX2e-lf2 //  
 

 
30..//IX3f-rt2 fs-SINK3f < rs:PRO1 PRO1 ICL:B-claws-2f/rt2 “turning on the water tap” //  
 

WATER2f ECL:B2f-rt2 “filling the sink with water”>// 
 
31. //<rs:1 PRO1 (2h) ICL:C-from-lf2-to-3f/rt2 “moving something (box) for standing on”  
 

SCL: V1 ‘stand on the box’  ICL:C2e-rt “handling the toy boat on the water” >// 
 

32. //PRO1 FORGET UPSET CRY PRO1 FORGET // < cf/rs:pro1 ICL:C2e-rt “handling 
the   
 
 toy boat on the water” >// 

 
 
To avoid distress, the narrator created a positive environment by playing with a toy 

boat in the laundry washbasin. This implies that he has made a resolution. 

 
         ^^_________  _emot_______________________________________________________________________ 

33. //MOTHER1d <rs:1d COME-INm1d-(from the right side of the space towards the right side close to  
emot      _______________           ^^_______         emot__________________________ 

 the body) STUNNED SEE1-m >//FATHER1c <rs:1c COME-INm1c-(from the right side of the  

 ___________________________________ 
 space towards the right side close to the body) STUNNED >//  
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       emot____________________                                     ^^ ________    __   emot________________ 

34. //<rs:1c LOST-TEMPER>//FATHER1c MOTHER1d <rs:1d CALM-DOWN++-  
 
                1C/rt >// 
                                                                           nod___________________ 
35. // “well” LATER IX1b-rt2  TELL-PRO1// <rs:1b FINISH1b-rt2  1bTELL1e-lf2> 
                                                             
 
                                                     emot_____________ 

POLICE1e  //<rs:1 SURPRISED “well”>// 
 

The narrator’s parents have made a major resolution as they find their son in the 

laundry at their house after searching for him for many hours.  

         
          ^^_____________   ^^______________________ 
36. //NEXT MORNING PRO1 MOTHER+FATHER1b (wh) IX3g-lf2 KITCHEN3g  

 
SIT-lf // 

                                                 
                    emot______________________         
37. //PRO1 SCL:V1(bent)-towards-lf2// SORE (2h) BPCL:C1 “bottom”  

     emot____________________________________ 
        (2h) BPCL:G1 “limping” //  SCL:V1 -towards-m 2// MOTHER+FATHER1b  
                                                                    emot______ 
      <rs:1b (wh)1bLOOK1-towards-m2 (2h) LAUGH-cont > //   

 
 
The last stage of this story could be referred to as coda. This means that this part of 

the story is wrapped up and finished off.  

 

It is suggested that this particular genre or text-type that is associated with particular 

social purpose, particular stages and particular linguistic features, would be referred 

to as a narrative. Its social purpose would appropriately use the definition for 

“narrative” extracted from Gerot and Wignell (1994:204): “to amuse, entertain and to 

deal with actual or vicarious experience in different ways. Narratives deal with 

problematic events which lead to a crisis or turning point of some kind, which in turn 

finds a resolution.” Teachers need to emphasise the purpose the genre serves and the 

context of production and interpretation of the text and to use this as the starting 

point for their discussion rather than commencing with isolated features of texts 

(Paltridge 2001:5). Genre-based approaches (SF) emphasise that teachers ensure an 

understanding of a social purpose and of the social and cultural context their students 

gain before teaching explicitly select language element(s) as the starting point for 

designing a unit of work relevant to this purpose of text(s). It is imperative for coders 
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of the COLT observation scheme to identify whether or not the teacher teaches the 

social purpose explicitly. Therefore, the coders for this study will have to develop a 

basic understanding of schematic structure and the referential system which are 

included in the scheme.  

 
   
6.2.6.3 Discovering how the native signer’s language focusing on   
    referential cohesion functions in Text 6.1 
  
 

6.2.6.3.1 Auslan analysis compared with Halliday and Hasan’s description  

 

Following an analysis of referential cohesion in Text 6.1 that is not only based on a 

direct observation of the text transcription but also by means of reference chains78 

(see Tables 6.2 to 6.11 in each of which a list of referential cohesion is collected 

from the reference chains – this chart appears in the following section), this section 

responds to the questions suggested in Chapter Five and discusses the discovery of 

this feature. The study first looks at the analysis in relation to three types of 

reference: personal, demonstrative, and comparative, which were described by 

Halliday and Hasan (1976). According to the analysis (See Table 6.2), there are a 

significant number of pointing signs acting as personal pronouns, which occurred in 

Text 6.1. For example, in the text the pointing sign PRO1 (‘I’ or ‘me’ in English) 

occurs more readily than other pointing signs such as a third person pronoun, 

because the text talks about the narrator’s experience and focuses on the narrator as 

the main character (Other Auslan anaphoric reference item, referential shift that can 

be as a personal pronoun, is possibly included in personal reference). This 

description will be provided in a later section. Furthermore, only two possessive 

pronouns occur in the text, i.e, POSS1 while no other in relation to third persons such 

as POSS1a or POSS1b is used.  Although all these personal pronouns relate to 

anaphoric reference, one personal pronoun PRO1 that the narrator has began with, is 

associated with exophoric reference (see line 1 in Text 6.1). Identification of this 

item is retrieved from outside the text because as earlier mentioned, the narrator has 

talked about himself being involved in his story.  

 
                                                 
78 Reference chains was developed and exemplified in Martin 1992a: 140 (English Text: system and structure). 
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Realizations in text:  
1. Exophoric reference 
items: personal pronouns 
 

1. PRO1 (L1) 
 

2. Anaphoric reference 
items: pointing signs as a 
personal pronoun (including 
other plural pointing signs 
like TWO-US, TWO-THEM 
etc.)   
 
 

1. PRO1(21) 
2. TWO-US-lf1 (L14)  
3. IX1a-lf2 (L24)  
4. IX2e-lf2 (L29) 
5. IX1b-rt2 (L35) 
  

 
TOTAL:  25  
 

3. presenting or anaphoric 
reference items: possessive 
pronouns 

     1. POSS1 (L1) – presenting reference 
     2. POSS1 (L10) – anaphoric reference 
 

 

Table 6.2 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on pointing signs as a personal 
pronoun and as a possessive pronoun 
 
Following is a description of some reference signs relating to demonstrative 

reference (see a list of locational reference items in Table 6.3).  In Text 6.1 there are 

not many pointing signs used as demonstrative pronouns (e.g., English words ‘this’, 

‘that’, ‘these’ and ‘those’).  It is interesting to note that one of the two demonstrative 

pronouns does not relate to either anaphoric or cataphoric (forward) reference but 

rather simultaneous reference79. For example, the signs for PRO1 and IX1-rt280 are 

simultaneously expressed (See the first clause in Line 1 or Mov 6.1). Both refer to 

the same referent at the same time and do not cause a misunderstanding of their 

meanings or are not a part of the noun phrase. Therefore, their presuming reference 

could not be identified as either of anaphoric or cataphoric reference item but 

simultaneous reference item.  

 

The second demonstrative pronoun IX3d-rt2++ is interpreted as ‘those’ – ‘Those are 

                                                 
79 This study may coin the term ‘simultaneous reference’ because spoken English users cannot express two words 
at the same time except the use of simultaneous gesture and spoken word expression. 
80 This study uses symbol for 4 that stands for demonstrative pronouns particularly ‘this’, ‘that’, ‘these’ and ‘those’ or 
for locative demonstratives ‘there’ and ‘here’.  This symbol involves not the identification of a participant in a text 
(e.g., people, places and things) but the identification of a location in space.   
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houses’ or ‘Those houses there’. However, it is also possible to mean it as ‘there’ – 

‘Houses are there, there and there’. This sign uses repetitive movements towards 

three different places in the narrator’s signing space, which refer back to the 

locations of the houses (See Line/Space 10 in Text 6.1 or Mov 6.1).  

 

According to Halliday (1985:294), locative demonstratives can be classified into the 

other referential category of the demonstrative pronoun. English words for locative 

demonstratives are here and there. The narrator has used six locative pronouns such 

as IX3a-lf2 (See Lines 2, 9, 12, 13 & 21 in Text 6.1) and IX3c-m1 (See Line 27 in 

Text 6.1) in Text 6.1.  The former that points away from the spatial location where 

the signer is near, is identified as ‘there’ in English while the latter that is located in 

m181 means ‘here’ in English.  The third type of reference is comparative reference.  

There is no reference sign relevant to this type in Text 6.1.  

 

In summary, there are significant similarities between two types of reference in 

English and those in Auslan, according to the analysis of Auslan referential cohesion 

 

Realizations in text:  
4. Locational reference items 
(either retrieved 
anaphorically or 
cataphorically or 
simultaneously): locative 
demonstratives (e.g., there or 
here) and demonstratives  
 
 

1. IX1-rt2 (L1) (meaning as ‘this’ – 
simultaneous reference) 

2. IX3a-lf2 (5) (L2, 9, 12, 13, & 21) 
3. IX3c-m1 (L27) 
4. IX3-rt2++  (L10) (meaning as 

‘those’ or ‘there’) 
 
TOTAL: 8 

 

Table 6.3 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on pointing signs as a 
demonstrative pronoun  
 

 
 
 
 
                                                 
81 See illustration of “the signing space” in the CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling - A Study for Learners  (Part 1) ” 
Frame 9.   
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6.2.6.3.2 Auslan analysis compared with Martin’s (1992) analysis of reference 
  and retrieval  
 

This section discusses whether or not Martin’s systems of reference in English is 

similar to that found in Auslan.  Here is an extract of Auslan clauses from Text 6.1 

Line 29.  

 

          ^^____________ 

29.//< rs:1 SEE/LOOK-FOR(something) SEE2e-lf2 (wh) IX2e-lf2  >fs-TOY  
                 emot_______________________________ 

      BOAT2e//GOOD PRO1 (wh) IX-lf2 (redundancy) IX2e-lf2 //  
   

 

IX2e-lf fs:TOY BOAT2e: specific, presenting, -comparison 

IX2e-lf:    specific, presuming, -comparison 

 

There is no reference to a generic participant in this text perhaps because story texts 

tend to focus on specific and usually individualized participants according to 

Martin’s systems of reference (Gerot and Wignell 1990:171). According to Gerot 

and Wignell’s discourse analyses relating to the genre-grammar connection (1994: 

190 – 248), their findings are that recounts and narratives tend to use particular 

participants whereas in other different genres such as reports tend to focus on generic 

participants. A finding is that it is imperative for Auslan to use presenting reference 

items, which indicates that Morgan’s (1998) claim about one of three types, an 

introduction of referents into discourse for the first time, is supported (See Table 6.2 

NO.9). As mentioned in Chapter Four, systems of retrieval outlined by Gerot and 

Wignell (1994:172-174) involve not only endophoric reference (anaphora and 

cataphora), homophoric reference and exophoric reference, but also a special kind of 

reference, bridging reference. It is worth noting that the latter is a significant 

reference in signed language as there are many presuming reference items such as 

classifier handshapes occurring in Text 6.1, which refer back or forward to early or 

later items from which they can be inferentially derived.   

 

Note a list of twenty-two bridging reference items in Table 6.4.  A classifier 

handshape occurs in a special group of spatial verbs (known as classifier signs) and 

represents something that has been mentioned by showing something about its shape, 
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the way that it is handled etc. Unlike pointing signs as a pronoun, the classifier 

handshape does not point to a location in the signing space. Instead, the shape of the 

hand tells us to which class the referent belongs, whether the object is long and thin, 

flat and wide, a vehicle or a human and so on. Some classifier signs can function 

both as a classifier handshape and as a spatial verb that points to a specific spatial 

location in the signing space, according to referential cohesion analysis in this study. 

Bridging reference items functioning as a spatial verb are further discussed in this 

later section. See an example of reference ties between a noun phrase and a classifier 

handshape in the CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling – A Study for Learners (Part 2)” 

Frame 24 and 25.82  This example is displayed in not only text or transcription 

formats but also in an illustration format. 

 

In summary, Martin’s systems of reference and systems of retrieval have been 

equally used and applied to the referential cohesion analysis of Text 6.1. This has led 

to the finding that this study appreciates presenting reference functions in the text 

and how important Text 6.1 is as it involves specific participants and classifier 

handshapes as a bridging reference item.      

 

Realizations in text:  

5. Bridging reference items: 
classifier handshapes   
depicting their shapes or the 
ways that it is handled 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. BPCL:V1-lf2 (bent) “fidgety” 
(L2) 

2. (2h) ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-3brt 
“take tricycle and put it in” (L5) 

3. (2h) ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-3brt 
“take tricycle and put it in” (L6) 

4. (2h) BPCL: V1/1a(bent)-towards-
3b/rt  “my sister and I get in the 
van” (L7)  

5. SCL:G1/1a-towards-rt2 “riding 
around the blocks” (L10) 

6. SCL:G1/1a-towards-3a/lf2 “riding 
towards the shop” (L10) 

7. SCL:B1-towards-m “the narrator 
rides the tricycle across the road” 
(L17) 

                                                 
82 Here is an instruction for accessing Frames 24 and 25. First click on the button “reference chains” in Frame 1, 
and second, see NO.3 Noun phrases and classifier handshapes and click on “click here” in Frame 18.  
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8. SCL:G1 “to middle of the signing 
space from the right side and from 
the middle to the far away from the 
body and downward right” (L17) 

9.  SCL:B1-indefinite “Don is riding 
his tricycle across the road and 
somewhere” (L23)  

10.  LCL:B2c-rt2 “The car is parked 
there” (L27) 

11.  SCL:V1(bent)-towards-rt2 (L28) 
12.  SCL:V1(bent)-towards-m2 (L28) 
13.  ICL:B2h-claws-rt2 “turning on 

the tap” (bridging reference – 
referring to sink) (L30) 

14.  ECL:B2f-rt2 “filling the sink with 
water” (bridging reference – 
referring to water) (L30) 

15.  (2h) ICL:C2f-from-?lf2-to-3f/rt2 
“moving something (box) for 
standing on” (L31) (bridging 
reference – stand on which is not a 
lexicalised sign but classifier sign) 

16.  SCL: V1 ‘stand on the box’ (L 
31) 

17.  ICL:C2e-rt “handling the toy boat 
on the water” (L31) (bridging 
reference – toy boat) 

18.  ICL:C2e-rt “handling the toy boat 
on the water” (L32) (anaphora) 

19.  SCL:V1(bent)-towards-lf2 (L37) 
20.  BPCL:C1 “bottom” (L37) 

(bridging reference – narrator) 
21.  (2h) BPCL:G1 “limping” (L37) 

(bridging reference – narrator) 
22.  SCL:V1(bent)-towards-m (L37)  

 
TOTAL: 22 (Please note that DCL 
adjectives used in Text 6.2 are excluded 
in this box because these other classifier 
signs are only verbs and nouns 

  

Table 6.4 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on classifier handshapes  
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6.2.6.3.3 Auslan analysis compared with Winston’s description 

 

Following is a discussion on Winston’s description of three types of cohesion-

producing spatial referencing, which was presented in Chapter Three. To see whether 

not or these types that are comparisons, performatives, and time mapping are used in 

Text 6.1 a finding is that there are referential patterns in relation to only one type, 

performatives. In this study, these referential patterns are called referential shifts. 

The narrator has frequently used referential shift as a personal pronoun.   

 

There are about twelve occurrences of these patterns in the text. There are remaining 

referential shifts which noun phrase (e.g., PRO1 or FATHER or IX1a SISTER) 

precede or follow. They occur nineteen times in Text 6.1.  See a list of anaphoric 

reference items in Table 6.2 NO. 3.  See the Frames 18, 19, 20 and 21 in the CD-

ROM “Auslan Storytelling – A Study for Learners (Part 2)”83 which presents an 

introduction to shifted location84, an activity displaying Auslan transcription and an 

illustration of shifted locations or referential shifts. In conclusion, the analysis of the 

text shows that there are similarities between performative in Amercian Sign 

Language and this (or referential shifts) in Auslan. Text 6.1 does not involve 

comparisons and time mapping maybe because of different genre.  

 

Realizations in text:  
6. Either anaphoric or 
cataphoric or ‘synchronous’ 
reference items: referential 
shifts as a personal pronoun 
or a noun phrase. 

1. rs:1   (with personal pronouns – 8 and 
w/o personal pronouns - 6)  
2. rs:1a (with noun phrases or common 
nouns - 2 and w/o  - 0) (L15 & L23) 
3. rs:1b (with noun phrases or common 

                                                 
83 For instruction on accessing Frame 18, 19, 20 and 21, First click on the button “reference chains” in Frame 1, 
second, see NO.1 Shifted Locations and click on “click here” in Frame 18.  Third, after reading an introduction, 
please click on ‘NEXT’ for Frame 20 and do the same procedure for Frame 21.  
84 the CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling – A Study for Learners (Part 2)”  uses ‘shifted location’ that is one of three 
types of role shifting proposed by Engberg-Pedersen (1993:103-116). In this study the terms shifted location and 
referential shifts can be interchangeable.   
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nouns - 3 and w/o  - 2) (L20, 21, 22, 24 
& 37) 
4. rs:1c (with noun phrases or common 
nouns - 3 and w/o  - 1) (L4, 5 & 33) 
5. rs:1d (with noun phrases or common 
nouns - 2 and w/o  - 0) (L33 & 34) 
6. rs:1e (with noun phrases or common 
nouns - 1 and w/o  - 0) (L19)  
 
TOTAL: 28  
 

 

Table 6.5 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on referential shifts as a 
personal pronoun or a noun phrase  
 

6.2.6.3.4 Auslan analysis compared Morgan’s system of discourse-based  
  reference 
 

This section looks at whether not or this study is similar to Morgan’s analysis of 

discourse-based reference in BSL (British Sign Language) and finds a parallel to that 

in Auslan extracted from the analysis of Text 6.1. Morgan’s analysis consists of   1) 

Noun phrase, 2) pronouns including pronominal points and proforms, 3) verb 

agreement including in the fixed referential framework and in the shifted referential 

framework. Before considering noun phrases occurring in Auslan in this section, a 

discussion on pronouns particularly pronominal points was covered in Section 

6.2.6.3.1. However, there is a need to discuss further proform, one of the two types of 

pronoun according to Morgan (1998:70). It is suggested that the study uses another 

term classifier handshape instead of the term proform on account of the fact that the 

latter term has a much wider meaning in linguistics which may create it confusing 

(Schembri 2006). The latter in terms of BSL and pronoun seem interchangeable but 

BSL linguists keep both separate for the purpose of distinctive types of BSL 

structure (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999:41).  

 

With reference to the fact that a noun phrase in BSL has a similar referential function 

as in spoken language, it is not surprising that in Auslan it is not different from BSL, 

according to nominal phrase analysis in this study. Noun phrases in BSL that are 

accompanied by a pointing sign towards somewhere in the signing space, are 
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frequently used by signers, as in Auslan Text 6.1. Table 6.6 shows that there are nine 

presenting reference items and seven presuming reference items, each of which 

arranges in groups consisting of a determiner sign and a nominal sign. The latter 

items are expressed in a noun phrase, although it is possible for these phrases to be 

substituted for pronouns, but one of these items needs switch reference85 in order to 

prevent ambiguity so as to use a noun phrase instead of a pronoun. This indicates that 

one of three types of the referential functions86 described by Morgan (1998:157) is 

paralleled with the Auslan referential cohesion analysis, particularly switch 

reference. In Table 6.6 No.9, two noun phrases for IX3a-lf2 SHOP may have to be 

repeated because of switch reference or clarification needed. See an example of 

switch reference, in the CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling – A Study for Learners (Part 

2)  

 

Realizations in text:  
 
7. Anaphoric reference 
items: noun phrases 
including pointing signs as a 
determiner 
 
 
           

1. IX1a-lf2 SISTER (with reference 
shifts 2 w/o 2 ) (L14, L15, L20 & L21) 
2. IX1b-rtup MOTHER+FATHER 
(L2),     
 
TOTAL: 5 

8. Presenting reference 
items87: noun phrases 
including pointing signs or 
non-manual signals as a 
determiner 

1. SISTER1a IX1a-lf2 (L1) 
2. IX1b-rtup 

MOTHER+FATHER1b (L1) 
3. BUSINESS SHOP3a (wh) IX3a-

lf2 (L2)  
4. IX1c-rt FATHER1c (L4) 
5. HOUSE3c IXdir-rt1 and eyebrow 

raise (L8)  
6. IX3e-rt3 POLICE STATION3e 
7. BACK+DOOR3f (eyebrow raise) 

(L28) 
8.  (wh) IX2e-lf2 fs-TOY BOAT2e 

(L29) 
                                                 
85 (still looking for a definition of switch reference) 
86 A re-introduction of referents into discourse after they have left discourse for the space of one episode or more, 
or there has been intervening reference through the introduction or re-introduction of other referents, thus breaking 
reference ties. (Morgan 1998:157) 
87 Participant e.g., SISTERla IXla-lf2 is being mentioned for the first time in the Text 1.1 
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9. IX3f-rt2 fs-SINK3g (L30) 
10. IX3g-lf2 KITCHEN3h (L36) 
11.  HIGHWAY3i (eyebrow raise) 

 
TOTAL: 11  

9. Locational reference items 
(retrieved anaphorically): 
noun phrases including 
pointing signs as a locative 
demonstrative 
 
 

IX3a-lf2 SHOP3a(2) (the pointing sign is 
used because either clarification is 
needed or of switch reference)  
(L11 & 20) 
 
TOTAL: 2 

 

Table 6.6 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on pointing signs and nominal 
signs as a noun phrase  
 

Following Morgan’s description of verb agreement morphology accompanied by the 

fixed and shifted referential frameworks, seven agreement verb signs with referential 

shifts and four agreement verb signs without it occur in Text 6.1 (See Table 6.7). 

Hence, Morgan’s system for this feature seems compatible with the outcome of 

agreement verb analysis in Text 6.1, in spite of the fact that it has been difficult to 

identify whether some clauses in Text 6.1 have referential shifts or not.  Here is a 

clear example of an agreement verb sign without a referential shift for 1bGIVE1-

towards-m1; See Frame 9 in the CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling – A Study for 

Learners (Part 2)”. 88 Another example is an agreement verb sign with a referential 

shift for GET-ATTENTION1a-lf2; See Frames 14 and 15 in the same CD-ROM89.  

 

In summary and in general, BSL and Auslan have in common characteristics of the 

discourse-based system and of the referential functions proposed by Morgan (1998). 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
88 First click on the button “reference for reference sign types” in Frame 1, second, see NO. 3 Agreement verbs in 
Frame 5 and press ‘Please click here’.  
89 First click on the button “reference for reference sign types” in Frame 1, second, press “continue: Please click 
here” in Frame 5, see NO. 7 Shifted location in agreement verb and press “Please click here” in Frame 6. Third, 
after reading in Frame 14, please click on ‘NEXT’ for Frame 15.  
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Realizations in text:  
10. Anaphoric or cataphoric 
reference items: verb 
agreement incorporating 
personal pronouns 
 

1. 1bGIVE1-towards-m1 (rather implicit 
anaphora) (L1)  
2. SAY1- towards-mdown (L4 – with 
referential shift)  
3. TELL1f- towards-rt2 
(cataphoric)(L18)  
4. ANNOUNCE(public) (cataphoric) 
(L19 with referential shift)  
5. SEE1a- towards-lf2 (L20 with 
referential shift)  
6. GET-ATTENTION1a-lf2 (L22 with 
referential shift)  
7. SEE1- towards-m2 (implicit 
anaphora) (L33 with referential shift) 
8. CALM-DOWN1c-rt2 (L34 with 
referential shift)  
9. TELL1- towards-m1 (L35 ) 
10. TELL1e- towards-lf2  (cataphoric) 
(L35)  
11. 1bLOOK1-towards-m2 (L37 with 
referential shift)    
 
TOTAL: 11 

 

Table 6.7 Referential cohesion analysis focusing agreement verbs incorporating 
personal pronouns  
 

6.2.6.3.5 Auslan analysis focusing on other types of reference 

 

The referential cohesion analysis in this study shows that there are locational 

reference items (retrieved anaphorically), which the literature review in this study 

does not discuss or involve. (See Table 6.8) Signs in relation to these items are 

spatial verbs each of which fuses with a specific spatial location in the signing space.  

In other words, spatial verbs can be moved around in the signing space, but they 

indicate where the action represented by the verb takes place.  According to Eggins 

(1994:98), “locational referents to nearby time or space (e.g. here, now, these days, 

at the moment, above, below) are frequently retrieved exophorically, while locational 

items referring to distant time/space (e.g. there, then) are often endophorically 
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retrieved.” In this study, a concept of this description applies to Auslan referential 

cohesion, particularly the use of spatial verb signs without an adjunct of place. For 

example, a spatial verb sign for ARRIVE3a-towards-lf2  (See L9 in Text 6.1) would 

be interpreted as ‘arrive there’.  Thus, this fused locative sign (-towards-lf2) indicates 

that in Text 6.1, a spatial location of referent, there is anaphorically retrieved from 

the noun phrase as a presenting reference, BUSINESS SHOP3a (wh) IX3a-lf2 (See 

L2 in Text 6.1).  Another example extracted from the CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling 

– A Study for Learners (Part 2)” is a cataphoric reference item, BRING2a-from-lf-

to-rt.90 

 

Realizations in text:  
11. Locational reference 
items (retrieved 
anaphorically or 
cataphorically):  spatial verbs 
incorporating locative 
demonstratives without 
adjuncts of place 
 
 
 
 
 

1. BPCL:V1-lf2 (bent) “fidgety” (L2) 
2. BRING2a-from-lf-to-rt (L3) 

(retrieved cataphorically) 
3. ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-3brt “take 

tricycle and put it in” (L6)  
4. BPCL: V1/1a(bent)-towards-3b/rt  

“my sister and I get in the van” 
(L7)  

5. ARRIVE3a-towards-lf2  (L9) 
6. LEAVE1/1a-from-3a/m1-

towards-3d/rt2 (L10) (retrieved 
cataphorically) 

7. SCL:G1/1a-towards-rt2 “riding 
around the blocks” (L10) 

8. SCL:G1/1a-towards-3a/lf2 “riding 
towards the shop” (L10) 

9. GO3a-towards-rt2 (retrieved 
cataphorically)  (L14)  

10. GO-HOME3c-towards-rt2 (L14) 
11. SCL:B1-towards-m “the narrator 

rides the tricycle across the road” 
(L17) 

12. SCL:B1-(from the towards the 
other side and vice versa) 
“unexpectedly the drivers of the 
cars stop” (L17) 

                                                 
90 First, click on the button “reference for reference sign types” in Frame 1, second, see NO. 2 Spatial verbs in 
Frame 5 and press ‘Please click here’.  
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13. (2h) SCL:B(cars) “the cars stops on 
the other lanes” (L17) 

14. SCL:G1 “to middle of the signing 
space from the right side and 
from the middle to the far away 
from the body and downward 
right” (L17) 

15. GO3a-TO-rt3 (L18)  
16. COME3a-from-3e/rt3-to-3a/lf2 

(L20) 
17. SCL:B1-indefinite “Don is riding 

his tricycle across the road” 
(L23) 

18. LCL:B2c-rt2 “The car is parked 
there” (L27) 

19. SCL:V1(bent)-towards-3f/rt2 
(L28) 

20. SCL:V1(bent)-towards-3f/m2 
(L28) 

21. ICL:B2h-claws-3g/rt2 “turning on 
the tap” (L30) 

22. ECL:B2f-3g/rt2 “filling the sink 
with water” (L30) 

23. (2h) ICL:C2f-from-lf2-to-3g/rt2 
“moving something (box) for 
standing on” (L31) 

24. SCL: V1-3g/rt2 ‘stand on the 
box’ (L 31) 

25. ICL:C2e-3g/rt “handling the toy 
boat on the water” (L31)  

26. ICL:C2e-3g/rt “handling the toy 
boat on the water” (L32) 

27. COME-IN1d-from-rt1-to-3f/m1 
(L33) 

28. COME-IN1c-from-rt1-to-3f/m1 
(L33) 

29. SCL:V1(bent)-towards-3h/lf2 
(L37) 

30. SCL:V1(bent)-towards-3h/m 
(L37) 

TOTAL: 30 
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Table 6.8 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on spatial verbs incorporating 
specific spatial locations without adjuncts of place  
 

There is another type of reference focusing on cataphoric reference that is associated 

with agreement and spatial verb signs. In Table 6.9 NO.12 and 13, both not only 

combine with specific spatial locations in a signing space, but also include objects of 

agreement verb signs or adjuncts of place.  For example, an agreement verb sign and 

an object of this verb are GET-ATTENTION1c-rtup2 and FATHER1c. The fused 

locative sign of the former, rtup2 indicates a presumed referent, but the study only 

discovers what is referred to in the immediately following clause by identifying the 

latter as a presenting referent. It is interesting to note that there is no pointing sign as 

a determiner preceding or following the noun FATHER1c, possibly because it has 

already established a spatial location by the use of the verb GET-ATTENTION1c 

which points towards the right and upward side of the signing space (rtup2).  

However, in Text 6.1, objects of the other agreement verb signs have the pointing 

signs as a determiner simultaneously expressed by the weak hand. This has an 

implication for further research into this problem. 

 

Realizations in text:  
12. Cataphoric reference 
items: agreement verbs 
incorporating personal 
pronouns with objects  
 
    

1. GET-ATTENTION1c-rtup2 (L3) 
2. GET-ATTENTION1a-lf2 (L14) 
3. SEE1a-towards-lf2 (L29) 
4. TELL1f-towards-rt2 (L18) 
5. ANNOUNCE1g-lf (L19) 
6. TELLlf-towards-lf2 (L35) 

 
 
TOTAL:6 

13. Locational reference 
items: spatial verbs 
incorporating locative 
demonstratives with adjuncts 
of place (retrieved 
cataphorically) 

1. GO3a-towards-lf2 (L2)  
2. ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-3brt “take 

tricycle and put it in” (L5) 
3. GO3a-towards-rt (L18) 

TOTAL: 3 

 

Table 6.9 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on agreement verbs 
incorporating personal pronouns with objects and spatial verbs incorporating 
specific spatial locations with adjuncts of place 
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Apart from the two types of verb signs, agreement and spatial verbs in relation to 

referential cohesion, there is another kind of verb sign which uses pragmatic 

agreement91. In Table 6.10, the pragmatic agreement verb signs are not capable of 

being modified in the same way as agreement or spatial verb signs, but they can still 

function as part of referential cohesion. For example, in Text 6.1, the sign for 

WORK3a-lf2 (See Line 9) is located on the left side of the signing space instead of 

in front of the signer as well as the use of movement towards this specific spatial 

location. This is because it indicates the meaning working there.  

 

Realizations in text:  
14. Anaphoric reference 
items: pragmatic agreements 
incorporating locative 
demonstratives or personal 
pronouns 
 

1. WORK3a-lf2 (locative) (L9) 
2. FIND1a-lf2 (personal 

pronoun)(L21) 
3. FINISH1b-rt2 (personal 

pronoun)(L35) 
4. SIT3g-lf  (locative) (L36)` 

 
TOTAL: 4 

 

Table 6.10 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on pragmatic agreement 

 

One more thing before this section is completed is that although two pointing signs 

TWO-OF-US-lf1 (L10) and IX1b-rt2 (L35) refer back to something mentioned in 

Text 6.1, they are not explicitly anaphoric but rather implicitly anaphoric. This is 

because they can be tracked through the story or context of Text 6.1. For example, in 

spite of the lack of explicit marking of switch reference used in Line/space 10, the 

sign TWO-OF-US-lf1 indicates the narrator and his sister, not the narrator and his 

parents, because the narrator’s addressee would know that the parents are not going 

with the narrator due to work commitments.  This information has already appeared 

in Line/space 9.  

 

 

 
                                                 
91 The term, pragmatic agreement is described, defined and exemplified in a book entitled “Space in Danish Sign 
Language” written by Engberg-Pedersen (1993:214-226)    
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Realizations in text:  
15. Implicit anaphoric 
reference items: pointing 
signs as a personal pronoun 
(including other plural 
pointing signs like TWO-OF-
US, TWO-OF-THEM etc.) 

1. TWO-OF-US1/1a-lf1  (L10)  
2. 1bGIVE1/1a-m1   (L1)  
  

 

  
Table 6.11 Referential cohesion analysis focusing on pointing signs as a personal 
pronoun 
 

 

6.2.6.3.6 Construction of reference chains in Text 6.1 

 

In Appendix 6.3 (No.1), there is a chart showing the reference chains92 in the text 

which enabled this study to track how referential cohesion is used. The chart 

provides links between all presuming reference items and their referents (presenting 

reference items are not demonstrated as they do not establish chains). If the reference 

is anaphoric or the locational reference relates to anaphora, reference items and their 

referents are linked by mainly upward pointing arrows or angle pointing arrows 

(few). Providing the reference or the locational reference is cataphoric, it would be 

mainly downward pointing arrows. Bridging reference is represented with a variety 

of pointing arrows (including vertical pointing arrows or misshapen pointing 

arrows).  

 

It is apparent that some parts in the reference chains appear as a tangle of threads. To 

the best of the investigator’s knowledge, the chains in Text 6.1 are more complex 

than any others in English narratives. This is perhaps because the reference forms of 

the participants in Text 6.1 involve not only noun phrases, nouns and pronouns 

(including personal and possessive pronouns and demonstratives), but also as 

classifier handshapes, agreement verbs incorporating personal pronouns, spatial 

verbs incorporating locative demonstratives, referential shifts and pragmatic 

agreement incorporating either personal pronoun or locative demonstratives. 

 

                                                 
92 Reference chains was developed and exemplified in Martin 1992a: 140 (English Text: system and structure).   
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To avoid confusion, bold printed letters and/or symbols of the glosses for reference 

signs appearing in Text 6.1 indicate which reference forms to belong to.  For 

example, an anaphorically locational reference item with bold symbol for IX3a-lf2 in 

Line 2 indicates 3a for BUSINESS SHOP and lf2 for the left side of the signing 

space (not close to the narrator’s body). Another example is that one of the classifier 

signs, (2h) ICL:A2a-from-lf-to-rt “take tricycle and put it in the van”, has two 

bridging and cataphorically locational references: A handshape depicts the way that 

it is handled by the narrator’s father, and 2a represents TRICYCLE.  The locative 

demonstrative from-lf-to-rt indicates that the sign interpreted as from there to there, 

is directed from the left side of the signing space towards the right side of the space. 

A list of symbols for reference chains is provided in Appendix 6.2. All these 

conventions in this section are illustrated in the reference chains for the story text. 

Reference chains in Text 6.1 can be found in Appendix 6.3 No. 1 (See mail tube). 

 

The following table summarises the main findings of the referential cohesion 

analysis done by means of reference chains. 

 

Feature and reference 
item 

 

Number of head items 20 
Number of major 
participant chains 
(three+ items and only 
reference signs using 
space – Sign for PRO1 
not included) 

12 

Head items of four 
longest chains -no. of 
anaphoric and/or 
cataphoric reference  
items or locational 
reference items in 
chains (only  signs 
using space) 

BUSINESS SHOP3a IX3a-lf2  (15) 
IX1a-lf2 SISTER1a (10) 
SINK3g (6) 
HIGHWAY3i (5) 

Homophoric 2 
Exophoric 1 
Cataphoric (only 
agreement verbs) 

6 
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Locational (all items are 
retrieved anaphorically 
or cataphorically) 

41 

Bridging 25 
Number of clauses 37 
   
Table 6.12 Reference chains in Text 6.1 

 

The observations on the reference patterns of Text 6.1 in Appendix 6.3 (No.1) and 

the summarised table (Table 6.12) are presented. Discussions on responses to the 

following  questions, some of which are exemplified by the work of Eggins (1994). 

 
 

1. Which participants are the major ones? Who is the text actually concerned 

with? 

In the text there are twenty head items and twelve major participant chains 

(select chains if they have more than two subordinate items in each chain). 

Furthermore, there are four head items of the four longest chains. For 

example, head items are; BUSINESS SHOP3a IX3a-lf2  (15); IX1a-lf2 

SISTER1a (10); SINK3g (6); and HIGHWAY3i (5) according to Table 6.12. 

However, PRO1 (22) is a main character in the story text because there is the 

greatest number of reference items relating to this participant, compared with 

other head items.  This is basically a story about the six-year-old son of the 

parents. The narrator who presented Text 6.1, talked about himself when he 

was the boy. The former is not one of the head items of the four longest 

chains because the signs for these head items and their referents are required 

to point or direct towards somewhere in the signing space. It is clear that the 

sign for BUSINESS SHOP3a is the longest chain that involves only 

anaphorically and/or cataphorically locational reference items using space. 

This implies that very few presumed items which consist of a determiner and 

a noun, appears in  the chain of BUSINESS SHOP in comparison with those 

in the other chains in Text 6.1.  

 
2. Which anaphorically and/or cataphorically locational reference items are the 

major ones? Which reference forms is the text importantly involved in? As 

mentioned above, the head items such as BUSINESS SHOP3a, SINK3g and 
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HIGHWAY3i have fifteen, six and five presumed items respectively, while 

the other head items, VAN3b, ‘HOUSE3c’, and so on have less than five 

presumed items. The former noun phrase for BUSINESS SHOP3a plays a 

very important role as a head item in the text, as its referents have a reference 

chain that spans more than half of the whole text (from Line 2 to Line 23 – 

See reference chains in Appendix 6.3 No. 193). Therefore, its role is the most 

consistent and active in the reference chains of the text in relation to 

locational reference.  

 

According to Tables 6.14 and 6.15, the head item’s reference forms of its 

referents (BUSINESS SHOP3a) are mostly pointing signs as a locative 

demonstrative and secondly, spatial verbs incorporating locative 

demonstratives without adjuncts of place. A few others involving locational 

reference items retrieved anaphorically or cataphorically are two noun 

phrases including pointing signs as a locative demonstrative and one spatial 

verb incorporating a locative demonstrative with an adjunct of place.  

Following this head item above, all reference forms in the other head item, 

SINK3g are spatial verbs incorporating locative demonstratives without 

separate signs that act as adjuncts of place, followed by other head items 

which also have no more than five varied locational reference items.   

 

A total of the locational reference items in relation to spatial verbs in general 

is thirty three, whereas for the others such as pointing signs, the total is eight. 

The total is forty one.  It is important to note that these spatial verbs include 

not only lexicalised verb signs but also signs using classifier handshapes. For 

example, one of them SCL:V1-towards-3f/rt2 (L28) would be interpreted as 

“the narrator walking toward the back door”. The classifier handshape 

SCL:V1 represents the narrator of the text. The symbol for locative 

demonstratives e.g. -towards-3f/rt2 carries information about the movement, 

which indicates a meaning as “ walking towards the back door”. According to 

Tables 6.8 and 6.9, classifier handshapes are an important part of locational 

reference as there are 22 out of 24 bridging reference items and homophoric 

                                                 
93 To see reference chains in full perspective, ten pages of hard copy must be rolled out measuring approximately 4 
metres.  
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reference items, which are classifier predicates. Two classifier handshapes 

(L37, 37), one of which, though, is possibly a classifier predicate, are not a 

spatial verb because they do not direct from one location to another location 

in the signing space. This classifier handshape is BPCL:G1 “limping” 

appeared in Line 37 of Text 6.1.   

 

Participant 
of place 
(head items)  
 

Locational 
reference items 
- retrieved 
anaphorically  
(Spatial verbs 
incorporating 
locative 
demonstratives 
without 
adjuncts of 
place) 

Locational 
reference items 
- retrieved 
cataphorically  
(Spatial verbs 
incorporating 
locative 
demonstratives 
without 
adjuncts of 
place) 

Locational 
reference items 
- retrieved 
cataphorically  
(Spatial verbs 
incorporating 
locative 
demonstratives 
with adjuncts of 
place) 

TOTAL: 

BUSINESS 
SHOP3a or 
SHOP3a 
(same place) 

4 (L2, 9, 10, 
20) 

nil 1 (L2) 5 

VAN3b 2 (L6, 7) 1 (L3) 1 (L5) 4 
HOUSE3c 3 (L14, 14, 27) nil nil 3 
HOUSE3d++ nil 2 (L10, 10) nil 2 
POLICE 
STATION3e 

1 (L18) nil 1 (L18) 2 

BACK 
DOOR3f 

3 (L28, 33, 33) 
(one implicit 
anaphoric 
reference item 
– L33) 

1 (L28) nil 4 

SINK3g 6 (L30, 30, 31, 
31, 31, 32) 

nil nil 6 

KITCHEN3h 2 (L37, 37) nil nil 2 
HIGHWAY3i 5 (L17, 17, 17, 

17, 23) 
nil nil 5 

TOTAL: 26                  4 3 33 
 
 
Table 6.14 Reference chains focusing on locational reference items, particularly 
spatial verbs 
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Participant 
of place 
(head items)  
 

Locational reference 
(either retrieved 
anaphorically ): 
pointing signs as a 
locative 
demonstrative  

Locational reference 
items (retrieved 
anaphorically): noun 
phrases including 
pointing signs as a 
locative 
demonstrative 
 

TOTAL: 

BUSINESS 
SHOP3a or 
SHOP3a 
(same place) 

5 (IX3a-lf2 - L2, 9, 12, 
13, & 21) 

2 (IX3a-lf2 SHOP3a – 
L11 & 20) 

7 

VAN3b nil nil 0 
HOUSE3c 1 (IX3c-m1 - L27) 

 
nil 1 

HOUSE3d++ nil nil 0 
POLICE 
STATION3e 

nil nil 0 

BACK 
DOOR3f 

nil nil 0 

SINK3g nil nil 0 
KITCHEN3h nil nil 0 
HIGHWAY3i nil nil 0 
TOTAL: 6 2 8 
 

Table 6.15 Reference chains focusing on locational reference items, particularly 
pointing signs as a locative demonstrative  

 
 

3. Where are most items retrieved from: is the text highly cohesive (with mostly 

endophoric reference)? To what extent is it context-dependent (involving 

retrieval exophorically, homophorically)? The analysis of Text 6.1 discovers 

that the great majority of reference items are retrieved enodophorically, while 

not many items of other types of reference such as exophoric, and cataphoric 

reference items are retrieved or forwarded. Needless to say, anaphoric or 

anaphorically locational reference items are retrieved anaphorically from 

head items such as BUSINESS SHOP3a and HIGHWAY3i in which the 

signs point or direct towards somewhere  in the signing space. Other 
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anaphoric reference items that are recovered from head items e.g. 

MOTHER+FATHER1b and PRO1, often function as common nouns or 

personal pronouns not involving use of space but occasionally function as 

pointing signs (using space), referential shifts and modifications of verb 

signs.  The head item, PRO1 has 21 presumed items while 

MOTHER+FATHER1b has 14 presumed items.  

  

 In other words, the referents of the head items BUSINESS SHOP3a and 

HIGHWAY3i are consistently those spatial sign modifications in the 

reference chains while those such as MOTHER+FATHER1b and PRO1 are 

associated with a mix of the spatially modified forms and the non-modified 

forms. Therefore, in the main, a highly spatially cohesive text is created 

through the use of locational reference and through the use of anaphoric 

reference. It is worth noting that most of the presumed items recovered from 

the head item MOTHER+FATHER1b function as a common noun instead of 

third person pronoun, perhaps because the narrator’s language style indicates 

that a sign specifically MOTHER+FATHER1b is more respected than a 

pointing sign.   

 

 The text has one exophoric reference item, PRO1 in Line 1 and two 

homophoric reference items SCL:B2d+ in Line 17.  As mentioned earlier, the 

first is retrieved from the immediate context of situation. The second does not 

have bridging reference to a head item such as CAR, for example, which does 

not mean that an addressee could not keep track of these referents. This is 

because he/she could identify this classifier sign as something like a vehicle 

through his/her cultural knowledge.   Thus, they would be recovered from the 

general context of situation and culture. Based on the addressee’s knowledge 

of culture, the classifier handshape SCL:B2d+ would represent a vehicle 

because this classifier sign is located in the same location in which the 

highway is established in the signing space.  Apart from these questions, it is 

interesting that twenty-two bridging reference items occur in the Auslan story 

text. This is much more than found in the English story texts that appear in 

Martin (1992), Eggins (1994), Gerot and Wignell (1994) and Halliday 

(1985).     
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6.2.6.4 Examination of how cohesive Text 6.2 is and how cohesion in this  
  text is achieved in comparison with Text 6.1. 
 
This section examines reference chains in Text 6.2 (see Appendix 6.3 No.2) as a 

basis for the following discussion on how cohesion is constructed in the text and how 

it is achieved in comparison with Text 6.1.  Explanations of reference types and of 

bold letters and symbols of the glosses with for reference signs in Text 6.2 are 

similar to these in Text 6.1. (See 5.2.4.3).  Some participants, although they are 

identified as a presenting or presuming reference item, are not chained to their 

referents in this chart below by reason of mislocation or misselection94. These terms 

indicate that some reference signs produced by the Auslan learner of Text 6.2 are not 

directed towards the appropriate locations in the signing space or are not 

appropriately chosen to collocate with following nominal signs. Reference chains in 

Text 6.2 can be found in Appendix 6.3 No.2 (See mail tube).  
      

Feature and reference 
item 

Text 6.1  Text 6.2 

a. Number of head 
items 

20 7 

b. Number of major 
participant chains 
(more than two 
presumed items in 
each chain and only 
presumed items are 
spatial reference 
signs)  

12 0 

c. Head items of four 
longest chains -no. of 
anaphoric and/or 
cataphoric reference  
items or locational 
reference items in 
chains (only  spatial 
reference signs) 

BUSINESS SHOP3a 
IX3a-lf2  (15) 
IX1a-lf2 SISTER1a 
(10) 
IX3f-rt2 SINK3g (6) 
HIGHWAY3i (5) 

PERTH (2) 
SYDNEY (1) 
NSW (1) 
BROKEN HILL (1) 

                                                 
94 Terms, mislocation and misselection described can be found in Appendix 6.2  
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d. Homophoric 2 0 
e. Exophoric 1 1 
f. Cataphoric (only 
agreement verbs) 

6 1 

g. Locational (all items 
are retrieved 
anaphorically or 
cataphorically) 

41 7 

h. Bridging 25 0 
i. Number of sentences 37 21 
j. Length of the 
prerecorded video texts 

2:14 2:52 

 
         
Table 6.16 Reference chains in Text 6.1 and 6.2 compared 
 
Table 6.16 summarises the main findings of the referential cohesion analyses of both 

the two texts. As the table shows, there is a very substantial difference in the number 

of reference chains per text. According to b. in Table 6.16, Text 6.1 contains many 

examples of items that are chained to each other by more than two reference ties, 

whereas Text 6.2 does not, although the learner uses non-spatial reference signs that 

create anaphoric reference in a few major chains. Interestingly, there is also a 

substantial difference in the number of locational reference items (n = 41) and 

bridging reference items per text (n = 25). Therefore, this indicates that Text 6.2 

exhibits poor referential cohesion as the text does not include many spatial reference 

signs, (e.g., pointing signs as locative demonstratives or personal pronouns, sign 

modifications of agreement verbs and spatial verbs etc). By inference, Text 6.1 

contains pointing signs as a determiner or non-manual signals as a determiner i.e. 

eyebrow raise (See details in Table 6.6 No. 8). In contrast, these features do not 

occur in Text 6.2.  

 

In the reference chains of Text 6.2 about eleven spatial verb signs that do not appear 

in the chains, are inappropriately used. For example, one of these signs SEE2d-

towards-rt2 is directed towards the right side of the signing space, but this is not 

appropriate because if its following collocated participants such as TREE2d and 

MOUNTAIN2d (see Text 6.2 Line 8 or Mov 1.2 14:10) are generic in the context of 

the text, this sign should be directed towards the middle of the signing space. In spite 

of the fact that there is a dearth of empirical research into this particular pattern, from 
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a perspective of this study’s investigator95, if a participant collocating a spatial or 

agreement verb in a cataphorically locational reference chain is specific or 

individual, both of these verb signs tend to be directed towards either the left or right 

side of the signing space. Needless to say, when such a participant is generic, its 

preceding agreement or spatial verb signs tend to slightly move forward at a neutral 

level (no upward or downward) except that a referential shift and a viewer space are 

simultaneously made use of. The native signer of Text 6.1 has not selected an 

agreement or spatial verb sign with slightly forward direction at a neutral level when 

not using referential shift, because his story text does not contain them associated 

with a generic human or non-human participant.   

 

The learner’s inappropriately selected vocabulary also creates a lack of referential 

cohesion in the text. In my opinion, it would not be acceptable for a native signer to 

sign GO2a-towards-rt2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN2a (See Text 6.2 Line 4 or Mov 6.2 

13:30). This predicate does not make sense to me because it is supposed that the 

narrator is going to an electric train instead of Perth. It would be clear if this correct 

clause was ‘GO3a-towards-rt2 CATCH2a ELECTRIC-TRAIN2a’ or ‘CATCH2a 

ELECTRIC-TRAIN2a GO3a-towards-rt2’ That is why these signs as well as the 

other misselections could not be linked in the reference chains. As mentioned earlier, 

in comparison with Text 6.1, Text 6.2 lacks the use of classifier handshapes, which 

are a significant part of referential cohesion in a story text.  A few homophoric and 

exophoric reference samples contribute to the texts’ coherence. With reference to the 

discussion on this issue mentioned in Chapter Three, it is worth noting that there is 

no difference from other languages such as English, which is not “a highly 

contextualised language”. Therefore, this study states that Auslan is a 

decontextualised language when a story text is used as there can be little assumption 

of shared knowledge or context. Its meaning can be primarily conveyed through 

linguistic and cohesive devices, like complex grammatical structures, non-structural 

cohesive resources and explicit vocabulary, which are independent of the immediate 

communicative context. It is apparent that in Text 6.1, over twenty classifier signs 

that although, dependent heavily on such a context, are frequently accompanied by 

                                                 
95 This study’s investigator uses Auslan as a native language and has twelve years of Auslan teaching experience.   
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presenting reference and locational reference items, according to Appendix 6.3 (No. 

2).  

 

 6.3 Summary 

In conclusion, results based on the referential cohesion analysis above reveal that the 

native signer’s story text appears to use similar reference items to tie together bits of 

the discourse as those documented for English. With reference to the first research 

question in this chapter, there is evidence for claiming that the native signer’s text is 

more cohesive than the learner’s text. The analysis of both the texts, in response to 

the second research question, showed that referential cohesion types that often 

occurred in Text 6.1 are often are missing in Text 6.2, including locational reference, 

bridging reference, anaphoric reference, cataphoric reference, exophoric reference 

and homophoric reference.  Referential cohesion in Auslan involves the use of spatial 

and non-spatial reference signs and/or non-manual signals, including pointing signs 

(as determiners, personal pronouns or locative demonstratives), agreement and 

spatial verbs, classifier handshapes and referential shifts. As a result, these terms will 

be used for the teaching intervention and material development in the experiment 

groups using genre-based approach to learning Auslan story texts. 
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CHAPTER 7: 
THE CIA III and DOA PROCESS COMPONENT – RESEARCH 

PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 
 

7.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to provide detailed information regarding subjects who 

consented to the study, research procedures, and results of the COLT based analysis of 

classroom observations. 

 
7.2 The research question 
 
The first of the two research questions for the complete study producing the results of 

this process component is as follows: 

 

What is the nature of the communicative orientation of the postsecondary 
Auslan classes observed during the story teaching? 

 
This CIA III and DOA process component is a process study through which the study 

focuses on the description of instructional processes and procedures in Auslan story 

teaching classrooms as well as on the response to this research question. The study aims 

both to collect process data from the six classes in CIA III and DOA, and also to attempt 

to depict these classes as a wider picture of postsecondary signed story teaching. This is 

followed by an embrace of the process data for the process-product component of the 

study, described in Chapter 9.   

 
 
7.3 The subjects 
 
Subjects were teachers and students in six classes in the two different institutes of 

TAFE96. The classes were from postsecondary TAFE institutes in Melbourne and Perth 

where the full time two-year accredited courses have been offered.   

 

 
                                                 
96 Charles Darwin University (formerly Northern Territory University) and TAFE institutes (Kangan Batman TAFE and 
Central TAFE, Leederville) have approved the investigator’s permission to conduct the research project. 
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7.3.1 Selection of teachers as subjects 

 

Selection of subjects was not subject to random selection or random assignment but 

rather “naturally-formed” intact groups of subjects. Thus, the selection was determined 

by the fact that the few full time teachers available for teaching a story genre, 

specifically anecdote and/or personal account and/or narrative discourse at a 

postsecondary level in Australia, were automatically invited to voluntarily take part in 

the study. This is because they were expected to be involved in teacher interviews. One 

of these teachers spent a lot of time being trained to develop an understanding of the 

genre-based approach to story teaching and collaborating with the investigator on the 

development of syllabus for the modules. This study ensured that the teachers were 

selected subject to several numbers of criteria including teaching specific learning 

outcomes in relation to a story genre, students with similar learning experience in 

Auslan (postsecondary level), and similar learning environment, e.g. TAFE institutes. 

 

Teachers of Auslan, who use Auslan as their native or everyday language and are Deaf 
97 themselves were invited because the investigator is a native Auslan user and has 

taught Auslan at all levels (beginning, intermediate and advanced) for over ten years. 

Furthermore, he is also Deaf himself and was involved in the Auslan Educators 

Network98, had an advantage of familiarity with Auslan teaching environments in big 

cities around Australia and knew many Auslan teachers.  

 

There are the only two full time accredited (CIA and DOA) programs run by 

postsecondary institutes in Australia. In these programs students of Auslan are able to 

study particular modules relating to story genres (Modules 6 and 7 in CIA III and 

elective module –Narrative Discourse in DOA). Therefore, the investigator prioritized 

such programs to conduct this research project, rather than other part time CIA programs 

run by postsecondary institutes in Sydney, Brisbane and/or Adelaide. Prior to the fact 

                                                 
97 The capitalized “Deaf” is used when referring to cultural aspects, as in the culture of Deaf people. 
98 The Auslan Educators Network is a voluntary organisation affiliated with the Australian Association of the 
Deaf, Inc, and its main aim is to provide the opportunities for teachers and tutors of Auslan to interact with 
each other and to participate in professional development courses. 
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that the teachers were selected to be involved in the study, the investigator received 

some advice from the course co-ordinators and interacted with the teachers through his 

visit to the programs in Melbourne, Sydney and Adelaide and e-mail communication 

with them from Perth. The criteria for selection ensured that they had the specific 

qualities as required.  

 

There were eight teachers interstate available whose classes would study these specific 

learning outcomes. It was decided that four full time teachers from Melbourne and Perth, 

who taught them at CIA III and/or DOA levels, would be invited to voluntarily 

participate in the study during the research project. All of them were classified into the 

control groups. After the completion of the first phase research project, which did not 

involve the experimental component, the investigator made a decision to invite one of 

these teachers to employ the genre-based approach to story teaching in two experimental 

classes (one for CIA class and one for DOA class). Before starting to teach these classes, 

the teacher was trained to develop knowledge and skills in using the genre-based 

approach to story teaching as well as innovative teaching and learning materials, and 

was involved in the development of syllabus and lesson plans in collaboration with the 

investigator. He was also observed for the COLT coding while teaching modules in 

relation to story genres. Regarding the arrangements for the researcher to administer pre-

test and post-test for students and to code classroom events, he and all the teachers had 

successful negotiations. 

 

Subjects were recruited from TAFE institutes in Perth and Melbourne only.  Therefore, 

the study, although it seems that the classes could be said to be similar to other signed 

language classes in Australia or other countries, does not claim to represent all Auslan 

university teachers and classes in Australia or all signed language postsecondary and 

university teachers and classes in different countries.  
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7.3.2 Teachers 
 
Three of teachers had experience in Auslan teaching at a postsecondary level for over 10 

years while one of them experienced for five years. They were trained as community 

language teachers. All of them in Auslan programs had been given the assignment of 

teaching specific learning outcomes relating to story genres in the past. Auslan is their 

everyday and native language as they acquired and used it through interacting with a 

Deaf family or Deaf siblings and/or Deaf peers at a residential school for the deaf. A 

teacher consent form can be found in Appendices 7.5 and 7.6. Details about their 

teaching experience and qualifications are as follows:  

 

Class and 
Module 

Qualification Auslan 
teaching 
experience 

Native-signer? 

Class A  
Cert 3 (m.6) 

B.Ed (LOTE), MA 
(Ed) in Deaf Studies 
and the Sociolinguistics 
of Auslan. 

11 years (full 
time) 

Yes (has a deaf older 
sibling and attended the 
residential school for 
the deaf) 

Class A  
Cert 3 (m. 7) 
and Class B 
Diploma (ND) 

B.Ed (LOTE) 14 years (full 
time) 

Yes (has a deaf older 
sibling and attended the 
residential school for 
the deaf) 

Class C 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 
7) 

DOAT (Diploma of 
Auslan Teaching) 

5 years (part 
time) 

Yes (attended the 
residential school for 
the deaf) 

Class D 
Diploma (ND), 
Class E 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 
7) and Class F 
Diploma (ND) 

DOAT (Diploma of 
Auslan Teaching) 

11 years (part 
time) 
1 year (full 
time) 

Yes (comes from a 
Deaf family) 

 

Table 7.1 Teacher qualifications and experience: CIA 111 or/and Diploma 

 
 
7.3.3 Selection of students and texts  

Dependent on the availability of full time two-year programs where students from CIA 

III and DOA classes were taught the specific learning outcomes in relation to story 

genres, students were all requested to consent to participate in this research project 
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(Information sheet regarding the research project and a student consent form can be 

found in Appendices 7.5 and 7.6). According to the questionnaires, their ages ranged 

from 17 years old to 52 years old. Numbers of Auslan students who completed both pre-

test and post-test, are 60 (57 female and 3 male). The following table includes the 

numbers.  

 
Which class 
and module 

purpose of 
tasks 

What date  legends of 
teacher 

Code of videotapes and 
numbers of students 

Class A  
Cert 3 (m.6 & 
7) 

Student Pretest 12 June, 2003  T1 & T2 B1 
15 students 

Class B 
Diploma (ND) 

Student Pretest 12 June, 2003 T2 B2 
6 students 

Class C 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 
7) 

Student Pretest 22 May, 2003 T3  B3 & B7 
10 students 

Class D 
Diploma (ND)  

Student Pretest 22 May, 2003 T4 B4 
11 students 

Class E 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 
7) 

Student Pretest 26 & 27 July, 
2004 

T4 B5 
15 students 

Class F 
Diploma (ND) 

Student Pretest 26 & 27 July, 
2004 

T4 B6 
11 students 

Class A  
Cert 3 (m.6 & 
7) 

Student 
Posttest 

31 July, 2003 T1 & T2 D1 Part A, B & C. 
14 students 

Class C 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 
7) 

Student 
Posttest 

14 August, 2003 T3 D2 
9 students 

Class B 
Diploma (ND) 

Student 
Posttest 

1 August, 2003 T2 D3 
4 students 

Class D 
Diploma (ND) 

Student 
Posttest 

14 August, 2003 T4 D4 
10 students 

Class E 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 
7) 

Student 
Posttest 

16 & 17 August, 
2004 

T4 D5 
11 students 

Class F 
Diploma (ND) 

Student 
Posttest 

23 & 24 August, 
2004 

T4 D6 
10 students 

 
Table 7.2 The numbers of students and other items 
 
Total numbers of students for both pre-test and post-test was 68. However, this study has 

accepted only 58 student texts. This is not only because some students did not take both 

pre-test and post-test but also because some of other students’ texts completed in both, 

did not meet the conditions such as non-native users, appropriate topic of a story, 

appropriate text-type of a story, consent to involvement in a project or requirement for 
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regular attendance (over 8 hours). The following table finalising the actual numbers of 

students and of pre-test and post-test texts for data collection is as follows: 

 

  

Class & Module Numbers of students  Numbers of pre-test 
and post-test texts 

Class A (control group) 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

14 (13 female and 1 male) 28 

Class B (control group) 
Diploma (Narrative 

Discourse) 

4 (3 female and 1 male) 10 

Class C (control group) 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

9 (9 female) 18 

Class D (control group) 
Diploma (Narrative 

Discourse) 

10 (10 female) 20 

Class E (experiment group) 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

11 (10 female and 1 male) 22 

Class F (experiment group) 
Diploma (Narrative 

Discourse) 

10 (10 female) 20 

Total:  58 116 

   

Table 7.3 Numbers of students and texts in each class 

 

7.3.4 Previous or outside experience of Auslan students: CIA III and DOA 
  
Although there have been opportunities for anyone who wanted to learn Auslan to 

interact with Deaf Auslan users in Australia’s Deaf minority groups, very few students 

had previous or outside experience of Auslan acquisition. For example, these few 

students worked with Deaf colleagues with whom they had the opportunity to practise 

communicating in Auslan or contact signing. Other examples are two students in Class 

C and class B who possessed fluency in German Sign Language (DGS) and American 

Sign Language (ASL) respectively before taking the two-year full time Auslan course; 

and two students from Class B and Class E have used Auslan for communicating with 

their deaf parents outside the classroom. They were not invited to be involved in this 

research project because of these considerable advantages. Table 4 refers to those who 
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had at least advantages over their classmates who had not experienced using Auslan 

outside the classroom. However, their advantages were not as much as that of those who 

have deaf parents or have extensively learned other signed languages.     

 

 

Class  Student  
Advantages of informal Auslan 
learning experience outside the 
classroom  

Class A (control 
group) 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

Student A16 
Student A6 

• Working with one deaf 
client 

• Tutoring recreation 
course to deaf children 

Class B (control 
group) 
Diploma (Narrative 
Discourse) 

nil  

Class C (control 
group) 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

nil  

Class D (control 
group) 
Diploma (Narrative 
Discourse) 

Student D4 • Working with her deaf 
colleague who uses 
Auslan 

Class E (experiment 
group) 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

nil  

Class F (experiment 
group) 
Diploma (Narrative 
Discourse) 

Student E4 • Working with her deaf 
colleague who uses 
Auslan 

 

Table 7.4 Advantages of informal Auslan learning experience outside the classroom 
 
7.3.5 Additional characteristics of students 
 
Most students have English as their first language. Very few students have learned 

English as a second or subsequent language. Tables in Appendix 7.1 include not only the 

characteristics in relation to first language and educational background but also learning 

styles and preferences that are extracted from the questionnaires in this study. The 

questions relating to learning styles and preferences can be found in Appendix 7.2. 
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7.3.6 Selection of Educational Institutions as a site 

 
Regarding the selection of teachers, those who taught non-accredited or accredited 

Auslan at different institutions, such as universities or charity organisations or senior 

secondary schools, were avoided. This is partially because in these institutions specific 

learning outcomes relating to story genres teaching were not vital. It is possible that 

curriculum structures, and assessment methods and procedures employed by these 

institutions might not parallel with the CIA and DOA curriculum offered by TAFE 

institutes. Another reason for this is that lengths of the courses varied while that of 

TAFE accredited full time courses were similar.  

 

 

7.3.7 Prerequiste instruction in Auslan 

 

All the TAFE classes were required to receive 450 or 1356 nominal hours of instruction 

before advancing into respectively CIA III or DOA course, which includes several 

learning outcomes relating to story genres. The CIA and DOA curriculum focuses not 

only Auslan modules but also Deaf Studies modules, communication modules and other 

elective modules ranging a wide of subject-matter in relation to issues about Deaf 

Communities or other signed languages. The non-deaf or Deaf teachers teaching the 

latter modules might or might not have used Auslan as a language of instruction 

depending on their preferences. If so, their students would have taken an advantage of 

continually improving their receptive Auslan skills through the medium of the 

immersion language, although they might not have accessed a formal instruction.    
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Class & Module Previous instruction Nominal duration 
Class A (control group) 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

Certificate II in Auslan  450 hours 
(360 contact teaching hours) 

Class B 
Diploma (DN) 

Certifcate IV in Auslan  1356 hours 
(1080 contact teaching hours) 

Class C 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

Certificate II in Auslan  450 hours 
(360 hrs contact teaching hours)  

Class D 
Diploma (DN) 

Certifcate IV in Auslan  1356 hours 

Class E 
Cert 3 (m.6 & 7) 

Certificate II in Auslan  450 hours 

Class F 
Diploma (DN) 

Certifcate IV in Auslan  1356 hours 

 
Table 7.5 Prerequisite instruction in Auslan of students: CIA III or DOA 
 
 
 
7.3.8 Hours of instruction in Auslan:  
 
Below is a table of the instruction total hours in Auslan two learning outcomes for 
Certificate III or per elective module for narrative discourse.  

  

Class Total of 
instruction 

time 

 learning outcome and timetable 

Class 
A (1 
& 2) 

11 hrs  
25 mins 

(Module 6; L.O. 6.3) – 9.00 to 11.45 per lesson – once a week 
(Module 7; L.O. 7.1) – 12.35 to 2.45 per lesson – once a week 

Class B 9 hrs  
40 mins 

 (Elective Module –Auslan for ND) – 12.35 to 2.45 per lesson – 
once a week 

Class C 12 hours  (Module 6; L.O. 6.3 & Module 7; L.O. 7.1) – 12.00 to 3.00 per 
lesson – twice a week 

Class D 9hrs (Elective Module –Auslan for ND) – 12.30 to 2.00 on Tuesdays 
(5/8/03 and 12/8/03) and 9.00 to 12.00 on Thursday (7/8/03) 

and 9.00 to 12.00 on Thursday (14/8/03). 
Class E 
 

18 hrs  (Module 6; L.O. 6.3 & 7; L.O. 7.1) – 12.00 to 3.00 Mondays 
and Wednesdays – 1.00pm to 4.00pm Thursdays and Fridays 

Class F 18 hrs  (Elective Module – Auslan for ND) – 9.00 to 12.00 on Friday 
(13/8/04 and 20/8/04), Mondays (16/8/04 and 23/8/04), Tuesday 

(17/8/04) and Thursday (19/8/04) 
 

Table 7.6 Instruction total hours 
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7.3.9 Syllabus and Materials  

 

In second or foreign language teaching, teachers tend to undertake the process to plan 

through a syllabus and to implement through methodology a certain course of study. The 

Auslan teaching programs in the TAFE institutes provided their teaching staff with 

curriculum frameworks (CIA and DOA), which specify curriculum outcomes (e.g., 

learning outcomes as above) and devolved the responsibility of detailed syllabus design 

or alternatives to the staff. Before the instruction on story text-types started, the teacher 

and the investigator in the two classes E and F were involved in the process of needs 

analysis and of two units of work, which was initiated from the perspective of one of 

several elements, i.e., text types and related discourse features at the level of the whole 

text. The text-types focused on either anecdote or personal account of unusual incident 

or narrative, and the features were reference sign types such as determiner, pronoun etc, 

types of referential cohesion and others. Selection of the content such as text-types and 

the discourse features was based on information gathering from the statement of 

curriculum outcomes written as competencies, and initial diagnosis of language learning 

needs. The units of work contained course objectives because the curriculum outcomes 

(or learning outcomes) in the CIA and DOA curriculum framework do not identify 

exactly what is to be taught in a particular course of study or because the objectives 

bridge the gap between the outcomes of the framework and the particular text-types and 

discourse features in the syllabus. The objectives linked curriculum outcomes to specific 

contexts of language use, which are relevant to the needs of the learners. These 

selections influenced the way learners work with syllabus content in the classroom 

through cycle of teaching and learning activities (see the Vygotskyan notion in Chapter 

Four).  

 
In contrast to this, according to the classroom observation and the teacher interviews, the 

teachers in the control groups might not write documents in relation to their own units of 

work or detailed syllabus, but they might rather make own informal notes outlining 

sequences of teaching and learning activities and regarding the content based on 

information gleaning from the detailed module, particularly assessment criteria and 
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examples of tasks in the CIA or DOA curriculum framework and teachers’ intuitions. 

The notes might not document course objectives specifying the language learning needs 

as the teachers were not involved in the process of needs analysis. However, they 

perhaps set undeclared objectives at the back of their minds or had a vague idea of 

something that they taught. Moreover, without conscious decisions or proper 

understanding, they might select techniques underpinned by a particular approach.   

 

  
 

Class Provision of  note or Syllabus Teaching and learning materials 

Class 
A 

Teacher’s own informal notes  Materials from varied sources used by 
the teacher 

Class B Teacher’s own informal notes  Same as above 
Class C Teacher’s own informal notes 

(although she did not exactly 
follow the sequences of activities 
in each unit provided by “Signing 
Naturally”, the techniques were 
rather selected from varied units 

(Unit 5 to Unit 17)    

Most materials from the teacher’s 
curriculum guideline, “Signing Naturally 

level 1 & 2” used by the teacher and 
handouts extracted from the same source.  

Class D Teacher’s own informal notes Materials from varied sources used by 
the teacher 

Class E Teacher and the investigator were 
involved in diagnosing learner 
needs and designing detailed 

syllabus 

The investigator’s innovative materials 
such as CD-ROM, DVD and hand-outs 
were provided for the Class E teacher. 

Class F Teacher and the investigator were 
involved in diagnosing learner 
needs and designing detailed 

syllabus 

The investigator’s innovative materials 
such as CD-ROM, DVD and hand-outs 
were provided for the Class F teacher 

 
Table 7.7 Lists of teaching and learning materials 
 
7.4 Data collection 
 
7.4.1 Pilot study 
 
 This section discusses a brief study conducted before the investigator and the inter-

coder started observing and coding the classrooms through the use of the COLT 

observation scheme. The investigator collected qualitative data about the teachers’ 
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beliefs about the nature of language and language learning through interviewing four of 

the teachers. Their classes were also observed using the scheme. They agreed that their 

students were asked to consent to the involvement in the research project and to fill in 

the student questionnaires. They also were requested to prepare a three to five-minute 

story for the pre-test and to produce it before starting to learn story texts. The teachers 

allowed the investigator and the inter-coder to be present at the back of the classroom 

during the observation. Although the video camera and the presence of the investigator 

and of the inter-coder might affect teachers’ and learners’ normal behaviours, the 

teachers and the learners receiving an explanation for reasons why this equipment and 

the coding were needed for the research project, accepted this situation and became used 

to it over time. It was realized that it was impossible to video-record a whole class or all 

small groups or all pairs because of the limited resource. If the video camera focused on 

teacher behaviour only, then this would indicate that the Part B coding in the scheme 

directly from the taped recording would be extremely difficult and very time-consuming. 

However, this study focused on only the real-live Part A coding and used video-

recording for re-checking in order to ensure reliability. Although the inter-coder was 

given a one-week training for using the COLT observation scheme Part A, it was 

important for the investigator and the inter-coder to debrief after coding the classroom 

behaviours in order to eliminate human error or misunderstanding.      

 

7.4.2 Teacher interviews 

Teacher interviews were conducted before the teachers started teaching modules on 

story text-types. The interviews in Auslan format were video-taped and translated into 

printed English. A summary of the results of the interviews is presented in Chapter 

Eight.    

 
 
7.4.3 Student questionnaires 

 

Student questionnaires were handed out to the class before the CIA and DOA class 

observations. The students were asked to give personal information, i.e., name, age, 

educational and occupational background, first language and so. They also were 
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expected to respond to nine questions relating to learning styles and preferences. (See 

sample of student questionnaires at Appendix 7.2).   The tabulated results of the 

questionnaires, particularly learning styles and preferences is presented in this section – 

Table A in Appendix 7.1.  The table included just the first four questions in the 

questionnaires and the first informed choices about students’ preferences in each of the 

questions.  

 
 
7.4.5 Classroom observations 
 
During the initial phase research project, classroom observations (Class A, B, C & D) 

were conducted in Perth in August 2003 and Melbourne in July 2003. The final phase 

research project including the observations (Class E & F) was carried out in Perth in July 

and August 2004. Prior to and sequential to the observations, pre-tests and post-tests 

were administrated. All the classes took post-tests immediately after being taught the 

modules on story text-types.  Teacher behaviours in each class were observed, coded and 

videotaped three to six times each, contingent on the length of lessons. (See the codings 

from all the classes in Appendix 7.7).    Illustrations of observation number, length and 

total observation time appear below.    

 
Class Number of 

observations 
Length of each 
observation (in 

minutes) 

Total observation 
time (in minutes) 

Class A  4 129, 121, 111, 102 463 minutes 
Class B 3 104, 102, 102 308 minutes 
Class C 4 149, 135, 157, 84 525 minutes 
Class D 3 70,170,85 325 minutes 
Class E 6 158,137,155,124,147,124 845 minutes 
Class F 6 148,144,143,136,163,143  877 minutes 

 
Table 7.8 Number of observations and total observation time: CIA and DOA 
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7.5 Reliability of the COLT analysis 

This chapter has discussed the importance of intercoder reliability, recruitment and 

training for intercoders as well as the difference between low-categories and high-

categories. Results of the intercoder reliability are indicated in Table 5.8   

 

 Class 

A(1) 

Class 

A(2) 

Class B Class C Class D Class E Class F 

COLT 
Part A 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Table 7.9  Reliability rating - percentage of intercoder agreement  
 

According to the results of the intercoder reliability, the agreement in coding between 

first coder (the investigator of this study) and second coder (different five people 

involved) was very high as most of the items presented in the COLT Scheme Part A 

were low-inference. (See Appendix 7.7 in which most coding sheets appear the second 

coders’ signatures at the top or the bottom – this means that the coders confirmed the 

intercoder agreement)      

 
 
7.6 Results of coding: COLT Part A 
 
All results of Part A coding for all the CIA and DOA process component are arranged 
on graph chart. Tables A and B: percentage of time spent on all the COLT categories can 
be found in Appendix 7. 8.    
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7.6.1. Participant Organisation: Teacher To Students/Class     
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7.6.2 Participant Organisation: Students to Students/Class 
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7.6.3 Participant Organisation: Group work (same and different task) 
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7.6.4 Participant Organisation: Individual work (same task) 
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7.6.5 Participant Organisation: Choral 

 
 
Following is a description of results of coding focusing on participant organization. The 

teacher in Class F spent the most time (60 per cent) of all the teachers engaging in 

teacher-fronted activities, whilst teacher B in the same class spent the least amount of 

time on these kinds of activities, approximately 31 per cent of class time. The amounts 

of time spent by the other teacher in Class E were similar to that of time in Class F 

conducted by the same teacher, approximately 55 per cent. In teacher-fronted activities, 

Classes B, D, A and C had the similar amounts of time, ranging from 30 to 43 per cent.  

 

 Classes A and B were organized so that students were centred to sign in the class – 

respectively 34 and 31 per cent of the time. In contrast to this, Classes E and F spent 

below 6 per cent of the time in student-fronted formation. The other classes had similar 
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amounts of time ranging from 22 to 28 per cent. In group work arrangements, 

particularly on same tasks, Class E spent the most time, approximately 30 per cent, 

whereas Class A spent the least amount of time, below 15 per cent only. There were 

similarities in amounts of time ranging from 21 to 27 per cent amongst other classes 

(orderly Classes F, D, B and C).   

 

The teacher in Class F was concerned with providing the opportunity for his students to 

do individual work (same tasks), approximately 16 per cent. Classes A, C and D by 

contrast, did not spend much time in individual work – under one per cent. Amounts of 

time on this kind of work spent by the other teachers in Classes B and E could be closely 

comparable.  The only one class (Class C) spent a very small percentage of time in 

choral use of the target signed language.      
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7.6.6 Content: Management including classroom procedure and discipline 
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7.6.7 Content – Language: Form 
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7.6.8 Content: Discourse 
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7.6.9 Content  - Other topics (narrow & broad) 

 
 
The following describes content, which contains management consisting of classroom 

procedure and discipline, language such as form, function and sociolinguistics. Content 

includes discourse consisting of coherence and cohesion, as well as other topics.  Class 

B spent a very small percentage (3.78) of observed class time on management whereas 
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the other classes spent more amounts of content time on management ranging from 11 to 

21 per cent (orderly Classes E, A, F, C and D).  

 

With reference to results of language coding, Class B spent the most time teaching form 

(38 per cent), followed by Class E and F (around 35 per cent), and then Class C (almost 

neatly 30 per cent). Classes A and D had a similar amount of content time on form, 

respectively 26.33 and 27.27 per cent. The four classes were not concerned with 

teaching other language features such as functions and sociolinguistics, the two classes 

(Classes A and B) taught one or more on rare occasions. 

 

The percentage of content time spent on teaching discourse was as follows. The classes 

(control groups – Classes C and D did not spend any time teaching discourse in terms of 

explicitness, whereas the teachers in the experiment classes (Class E and F) spent 34.13 

and 33.63 per cent of the time on discourse respectively. Therefore, the first latter 

(Better to say Class C or Class D that first latter and second latter) spent the greatest 

amount of time followed by the second latter.  Classes A and B rarely taught discourse 

features.  

 

Amounts of content time on narrow topics spent by Class A were about 53 per cent, with 

Class D next at 37 per cent. Class B and C spent respectively spent 31 and 27 per cent of 

time on narrow topics, followed by Classes E and F, which spent a very small amount of 

time (4.74 and 0.46 per cent).     
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7.6.10 Content control: Teacher/text – Teacher/text/students – Students 

 
Following is a discussion of data analysis in relation to one of the categories, Content 

Control. The teacher for both Classes E and F had a very similar amount of content 

control time on teacher/text – 90 per cent followed by Class B and C (60 and 53 per 

cent), whereas Class D spent the lowest amount of time on this. The other classes 

(Classes D, and A) predominantly shared content, particularly teacher/text/student 

control respectively at 68 and 59, per cent. The experiment classes (Class E and F) spent 

9 per cent amounts of time on teacher/text/student control. Class D spent the greatest 
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amount of time on this control – 68 per cent.  The only one class that spent a very small 

amount of time on student control was Class C.  

 
 
7.6.11 Student modality: Seeing(“listening”) –Signing (“speaking”) – Deciphering 
Auslan transcription convention – Transcribing Auslan 

 
 
 
Results specifying one of the main features that is student modality including seeing 

(“listening”) – signing (“speaking”) – deciphering – transcribing, appear here.  Classes 

A, C and D spent amounts of time ranging from 89 to 92 per cent  - more than that spent 

by the other classes (Classes B, E and F) – respectively 75, 70 and 66 per cent. The 

second and third latter might be concerned with giving students the opportunity to use 

signing skills in the classrooms (20 per cent) in comparison with the other classes.  

Amounts of time spent by Classes A, C and D ranged from 4 to 9 per cent. Classes A, E 
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and F gave students the limited opportunity to decipher Auslan transcription conventions 

but spent a very small amount of time. Class D is the only one who spent 2 per cent of 

time on Auslan transcription. All the classes spent a small amount of time on ‘others’ 

such as drawing, use of voices, reading and writing English.     

 
7.6.12 Materials: Minimal – Extended –Visual 
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7.6.13 Materials: L2-NNS/ L2-NS/ L2-NSA/ Student/ L1-NS/NNS 

 
 
 
Classes B, C, D and F spent around 10 per cent of time using extended texts (12.85, 

10.1, 9.87 and 14.74 per cent respectively) whereas the other classes A and E spent a 
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very small amount of time: 6.93 and 2.34 per cent. Class C spent the most class time on 

minimal text – 32 per cent while Class E used this kind of text during three percentage 

of the time. The other classes ranged from 7.5 to 21.88 per cent.  Only three classes used 

both extended and minimal texts a similar amount of the time (Class F used 16.67 per 

cent minimal and 14.74 extended; Classes B used 11.1 per cent minimal and 12.85 

extended; Class A used 7.80 per cent minimal and 6.93 extended) . Only one (Class F) 

was concerned with visual materials for example., spatial mapping, video and drawing – 

23.56 per cent with Class B (15.8). The other classes spent a small amount of time using 

visual materials. The three classes D, C and F used materials in written English 

produced by native speakers or non-native speakers (e.g., Auslan teachers whose 

English is their second language). Legend for these materials is L1 –NS/NNS. The 

reason for this is that since Auslan is not a written language, most teachers felt it was 

necessary to include printed English and English glosses in their classrooms. Classes A 

and B spent lesser amounts of time on L1-NS/NNS materials – respectively 12.09, and 

12.85. Class E spent the least percentage of time on the same. All the other classes 

except classes E and F spent little time on most of other subcomponents in relation to 

‘Materials’. Classes E and F spent 4.06 and 7.68 per cent of time on student-made 

materials. Classes A and F used adapted native signer materials – 5.23 and 5.01 per cent. 

In these classes, CD-ROMs with movies and DVDs designed for students were available 

to access. 

 

7.7 Ranking of CIA and DOA classes on experiential-analytic scale  
 
The seven classes in CIA and DOA were then ranked on an experiential-analytic scale. 

This study used the analytic technique leading to a ranked score, which was adapted 

from Allen et al (1987:63). See the adapted experiential-analytic group of COLT 

categories in Chapter 5.  This technique took the total percentage of time spent on each 

of the high experiential (or communicative) features in COLT part A and summed the 

figures in table 7.12.  
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Experiential 
features 

Class A Class B Class C Class D Class E Class F 

Group activity 19.68 26.29  31.80 31.42 30.23 21.38 
Classroom 
management 

12.1 3.78 18.12 20.96 11.19 12.20 

Function focus (non-
analytic) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other topics (Broad)
  

4.45 16.50 23.71 14.41 14.10 17.96 

Student or shared 
control 

59.20 39.28  45.80 68.61  9.47 9.58 

Extended text 6.93 12.83  10.1 9.87  2.34 14.74 
L1/student-made 
Materials 

12.09 12.83 31.4 31.98  8.59 28.83 

Total  114.45 111.49 160.93 177.25 75.92 104.69  
Mean 124.12       

 

Table 7.10 Aggregate of experiential features (COLT Part A) 

 

Table 7.13 indicates that four classes are classified in the experiential group and three 

classes in the analytic group, with the mean score of 124.12 being used as the dividing 

line.  Class D has a high-ranking score in the experiential scale whereas Class A is 

classified into the least experiential group (or the most analytic scale). Classes B and C 

are just close in the experiential group with 156.62 and 153.64 respectively.  Class A is 

just above the mean of the seven teachers’ scores (126.58) in her position on the 

experiential scale. The experiment groups (Class E and F) scored a mean of respectively 

108.27 and 86.21 are placed on the least experiential scale.   
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Class Score 
Class D                                                    177.25    Extremely Experiential Scale 
Class C 160.93 

 Experiential-Analytic border  (Mean 124.12) 
Class A 114.45 
Class B 111.49 
Class F 104.69 
Class E 75.92 

 

Table 7.11 Rank Order of Classes (Experiential to Analytic) Based on COLT  Part 
A 
 

Experiential 
features 

Class 
A 

Class B Class C Class D Class E Class F 

Group work (same or 
different tasks) 
 
 
Total 

14.68 
 
5.00 
 
19.68 

26.29 
 
0 
 
26.29  

27.23 
 
4.57 
 
31.80 

25.58 
 
5.84 
 
31.42 

30.23 
 
0 
 
30.23 

21.38 
 
0 
 
21.38 

Focus on meaning 
(including classroom 
management and 
other topics) and any 
combinations of form 
and the other content 
categories – note 
discourse not 
included) 
 
 
Total 

12.1 
 
9.83 
 
4.45 
 
52.82 
 
79.2 

3.78 
 
10.27 
 
16.50 
 
31.27 
 
61.82 

18.12 
 
17.12 
 
23.71 
 
27.98 
 
86.93 

20.96 
 
11.73 
 
14.41 
 
37.32 
 
84.42 

11.13 
 
9.46 
 
14.10 
 
4.74 
 
39.43 

12.20 
 
10.53 
 
17.96 
 
0.45 
 
41.14 

Student or shared 
control 

59.20 39.28  45.80 68.61  9.47 9.58 

Extended text 6.93 12.83  10.1 9.87  2.34 14.74 
L1/student-made 
Materials 

12.09 12.83 31.4 31.98  8.59 28.83 

0 – 19.99%   = 1 
20 – 39.99%  = 2 
40 – 59.99% = 3 
60 – 79.99% = 4 
80 _ 99.99% = 5  

1+4+3
+1+1 
= 10 

2+4+2+
1+1  
= 10 

2+5+3+
1+2  
= 13 

2+5+4
+1+2  
= 14  

2+2+1
+1+1 
= 7 

2+3+1
+1+2 
= 9 

 
Table 7.12 Alternative analysis of the placement on a “ communicative continuum” 
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As mentioned in Chapter Five, the following procedure (table 7.11) devised by Frohlich 

et al (1985:48) is an alternative analysis used in this study for the placement on a 

“communicative continuum”. The purpose of this procedure is to see whether the results 

of the global scoring procedure are consistent with the results of the rank order (See 

above) or not. The mean score in this analysis is just above 11 (exactly 11.14). This 

indicates that Classes E, F, B and A are placed on a low communicative or experiential 

scale whereas the other classes (C and D) are regarded as a experiential groups.  The 

score of the most experiential group (Class D) is 14 and of the least experiential group 

(Class E) is 7. The results of this procedure are parallel to that of the rank order. (See the 

following table 7.13).  

  

 Rank Order 
procedure (adapted 
from Allen, P et al 

(1990) 

Global scoring procedure 
(adapted from Frohlich, Maria 

(1985)  

1. (the most 
experiential scale) 

Class D 177.25 1. Class D 14 

2. Class C 160.93 2. Class C 13 

Experiential-Analytic border  -  
Mean                                                    124.12                                   10.50 
3. Class A 114.45 3. Class A 10 

4. Class B 111.49 4. Class B 10 

5. Class F 104.69 5. Class F 9 

6. (the least 
experiential scale) 

Class E 75.92 6. Class E 7 

 

Table 7.13 Ordering of classes 
 
 
7.8 Further analysis of content from the functional-analytic viewpoint in CIA and 
DOA classes 
 
The analysis of ‘content’, particularly discourse and form in the COLT observation 

scheme, is very limited and focuses on an experiential view and structural-analytic view 

rather than extending to a functional-analytic view in the scheme. Coding conventions in 

Part A of the scheme do not include specific discourse features and this study extended 
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the category of discourse in the schedule (See Appendix 7.3). As mentioned in Chapter 

Five, Stern (1990) criticizes the scheme for establishing the bipolar composite scale 

from “most experiential” to “most analytic”, so it was decided to embark on a further 

analysis of the functional-analytic view separately from the experiential or the structural-

analytic views in the classes to determine which classes have a tendency to follow the 

former view.  

 

During the classroom observations, the investigator and the inter-coders ensured that 

specific discourse teaching and learning occurrences in both control and experiment 

classes were coded. After coding in 2003 the schedule was revised to adjust names, add 

instances of discourse to it and omit one term, ellipsis. This is because after finding 

some significant discourse features in Auslan, which were not named in the original 

schedule for this study, the investigator strongly felt that these features should be taught 

in the experimental classes. These features were described in Chapter Five. The analysis 

of content was extracted from not only the modified COLT observation scheme, but also 

the video-recording through which the investigator analysed preceding the classroom 

observations and codings. The following table regarding the results of the analysis of 

contextual coherence type teaching and learning occurred in the classrooms is as 

follows: 

 
Class Registers Generic 

Structure 
Orientation Role 

shift 
Switch 

Reference 
Total 

Percentage 
Class 

A 
0 0 1.50 1.30 0 2.80 

Class 
B 

0 0 2.68 5.72 0 8.40 

Class 
C 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Class 
D 

0 0.76 0 0 0 0.76 

Class 
E 

3.06 4.26 3.26 0 0 10.58 

Class  
F 

3.32 4.27 7.91 0 3.68 19.18 

 
Table 7.14 Percentage of time spent on types of contextual coherence in teaching 
and learning 
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The results of the analysis of reference sign types that were taught at a discourse level in 

the classrooms are presented in table 7.15. Legends for these sign types without or with 

placing emphasis with context and meaning are N (no) and Y (yes). 

 

Class Noun 
Phrase 
(determin
er) 

Index 
(pronoun) 

Classifier 
Handshape 

Agreement 
verb 

Spatial 
verb 

Total 
Per-
centage 

 N Y N Y N Y N Y N Y  

Class 
A 

0 0 0 0 12.32 4.17 1.10 0.77 0 0 18.36 

Class 
B 

0 0 0 0 1.35 11.27 0 0 0 0 12.62 

Class 
C 

0 0 0 0 0.04 4.08 0 0 0 5.42 9.54 

Class 
D 

0 0 0 0.81 1.84 6.21 0 0 0 0.81 9.67 

Class 
E 

3.06 13.03 4.53 15.57 0.24 0 0.24 0 0.24 0.28 37.19 

Class 
F 

0.05 7.46 0.19 8.27 0.05 3.48 0.19 4.81 0.19 5.38 30.07 

   

Table 7.15 Percentage of time spent on reference sign types in teaching and 
learning 
 

The results of the analysis of referential cohesion occurred in the classrooms are 

illustrated in table 7.16 
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Class Anaphoric 
reference 

Cataphoric 
reference 
(backward) 

Bridging 
reference 
(CLHsR)  

Exophoric 
reference  

Ambiguous 
reference 

Total 
Per-
centage 

Class 
A(1) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

 Class 
B 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Class 
C 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Class 
D 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Class 
E 

13.99 0 0 2.97 0 16.96 

Class F 4.38 0 6.40 1.08 0 11.86 

   

Table 7.16 Percentage of time spent on types of referential cohesion in teaching and 
learning 
 

The results of the analysis relating to total percentage of total observed time for all the 

subcategories such as contextual coherence types, reference sign types and referential 

cohesion types that occurred in the classrooms are presented in table 7.17. 

 

Class contextual 
coherence 
types 

Reference sign 
types 

Referential 
cohesion types 

Total 
percentage of 
time spent  

Class A 2.80 18.36 0 21.16 
Class B 8.40 12.62 0 21.02 
Class C 0 9.54 0 9.54 
Class D 0.76 9.67 0 10.43 
Class E 10.58 36.59 16.96 64.13 
Class F  19.18 30.07 11.86 61.11 
 
 Table 7.17 Total percentage of total observed time for all the subcategory of forms 
in relation to discourse and the subcategory of discourse 
 

The results of the analysis of contextual coherence consisting of register, generic 

structure, orientation, role shift and switch reference show that Class F spent the most 

amount of time on coherence – 19.18 per cent with Class E taking 10.58 per cent of time 

on it. The control class (Class B) spent 8.40 per cent of time.  The other classes (Classes 

A, and D took a very small amount of time on the coherence, respectively 2.80 and 0.76 
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per cent while the other control class C did not spend time on coherence. Classes A and 

D focused on orientation and role shift. It is important to note that both experiment 

classes (F and E) varied the features of contextual coherence more than the other classes.  

In Class B features of contextual coherence taught focused on merely orientation and 

role shift, whereas Class F learnt all the features except role shift. Class E was taught 

three features: register, generic structure and orientation. Furthermore, in Class B 

orientation included instructions on spatial locations in signing space, perspectives of 

scenes, and close and distant focus.    

  

Table 7.17 shows the results focusing on reference sign types on which both experiment 

groups (Classes F and E) spent large amounts of time, 30.07 and 36.59 per cent 

respectively. Class F was concerned with teaching not only reference sign types such as 

noun phrases, pronouns but also classifier handshapes, agreement verbs and spatial 

verbs, whereas Class E centred on noun phrases and pronouns. These are followed by 

Class A which was concerned with teaching only one, classifier handshape, and which 

spent 18.36 per cent of time on this feature without or/and with placing emphasis with 

context and meaning. The other control groups (Classes B, C and D) spent similar 

amounts of time on reference sign types, 12.62, 9.54, and 9.67 respectively. Classes B 

and D provided instructions on classifier handshapes whilst Class A and C spent more 

time on successively agreement verb and spatial verb.  

 

Table 7.16 illustrates that only experiment groups (Classes E and F) taught referential 

cohesion – Class E focused on anaphoric reference and exophoric reference while Class 

F on these kinds of reference as well as bridging reference. The former spent 13.99 per 

cent of time on anaphora and 2.97 on exophora. The latter took 4.38 per cent of time on 

anaphora, 6.40 on bridging reference and 1.08 on exophora.     

 

The results of the analysis relating to mean percentage of total observed time for all 

these principal features in the classrooms appear in table 7.16. Class E spent the greatest 

amount of time on all the principal features (64.13 per cent), followed by the other 

experiment group (Class F) taking 61.11 percentage of time. There was a large gap 
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between the experiment groups and the control groups. Classes A and B were third and 

forth ranked in the principal features – having similar amounts of time 21.16 and 21.02 

per cent.  These were followed by Class D  which spent 10.43 percentage of time. The 

analysis of the features in other control group (Classes C) shows an extremely low focus 

on reference sign types (9.54) and no or little amount of time spent on either contextual 

coherence and referential cohesion.    

 

 

7.9  Summary of experiential and analytic components by class 

 

 The following is a summary of conspicuous characteristics of instructional processes in 

each of the seven postsecondary classes (either CIA or DOA) with reference to the 

COLT-based analysis Part A.  Each had its own particular way of instruction in accord 

with the COLT analysis. According to the COLT rank-order, classes are placed on a 

communicative continuum from the most experiential to the least communicative 

(analytic).   

  

 
7.9.1 Class  D 
 
Class D was classified into one of the most experiential groups through the procedures 

for sorting classes into a logical order. During the classroom observation, Class D spent 

the most time on three differential subcategories – teacher-fronted, student-centred and 

group activities – under the category, participant organisation. Teacher D kept a balance 

between these activities although time spent on teacher-fronted activities was slightly 

more than that on the other activities. A very small amount of time was spent on group 

work. Individual work (different tasks) prevailed. Approximately 51 per cent of time 

was spent on other topics, both narrow and broad in Auslan (the topics categorized as 

narrow at 37.32 per cent and as broad at 14.41 per cent). The teacher’s time spent shows 

a low focus on form – 27.27 per cent. This class received information in relation to 

procedure and discipline for approximately 21 per cent of the time, which was the most 
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of all the classes. No other categories such as function, sociolinguistics and discourse 

were coded.  

 

Teacher D, texts and students in Class D controlled the content for almost 70 per cent of 

the time, whereas the content was controlled by the teacher for approximately 30 per 

cent. These students spent almost 90 per cent of time on “seeing” while 4.58 per cent of 

time was spent on signing.  Students spent a very small amount of time transcribing 

Auslan or doing other skills such as drawing and/or using voice. Materials were mostly 

minimal and visual with no audio.  Use of the minimal texts was frequented slightly less 

than that used by Class C, in which they were mostly used in the COLT analysis. The 

teacher spent approximately 32 per cent of time using materials such as hand-outs and 

whiteboard in printed or written English mode (either written by native or non-native 

English users). No other subcategory e.g., L2-NNS, L2-NS, L2-NSA or student-made 

was observed.  

 

According to further analysis of content from the functional-analytic viewpoint in Class 

D, the students received instruction on only one of the reference sign types, classifier 

handshapes without formally learning contextual coherence nor referential cohesion 

during the classroom observation. This class is the only one in the analysis which was 

not taught contextual coherence, and 10.43 total percentage of the time spent on these 
content subcategories taught in the classrooms is lower than in the other classes except 

Class C (See table 7.17). 

 
 
7.9.2 Class C  
 
According to either rank order or global scoring procedures, scores in both Classes C 

and D were very similar. Class C was classified in second position in the ranking order 

and the global scoring. Therefore, Classes C and D had no significant difference in 

instructional orientation and were placed on the high communicative continuum.  
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In general, Class C was teacher-fronted for almost half of the time observed, with about 

32 per cent of the time spent on group work (both the same and different tasks). 

Furthermore, time spent on student-centred activities was 22.09 per cent.  There was a 

very small amount of time spent on other subcategories such as individual work and 

choral work. Class C was the only class which engaged in choral work for copying 

teacher’s demonstration of individual signs. In general, content was other topics (both 

narrow and broad) and its class time was more than half of the time (51.69 per cent). 

The time on this category was followed by 30.17 per cent of time on form as content 

with 18.12 per cent of time on management. The other subcategories such as language 

and discourse in the content such as function, sociolinguistics, registers, and so on were 

not observed.  

 

The teacher in Class C balanced the content control, particularly teacher/text (53.23 per 

cent), and teacher/text/student (45.80 per cent).  Class C was the only one in the COLT-

based analysis in which the teacher allowed students to fully control the content. 

However, the amount of the time spent on this category was very small. The teacher 

allowed the students to mostly use one of the Student Modality categories, seeing (89.82 

per cent). There were many primary focuses on this category although responses of the 

other category, Signing combined with Seeing in many activities or episodes, were 

minor compared this predominant latter. Below 5 per cent of each class time spent on 

Signing and others such as reading or/and writing English words, memorizing drawings, 

using mime, and translating into Auslan, was included in the COLT-based analysis. 

Using materials such as minimal texts occupied 32.35 per cent of class time, followed by 

extended texts around 10 per cent and visual materials around 6 per cent. The teacher 

spent around 31 per cent of the time using written English appeared on the white-board 

or the hand-outs. 

 

Total percentage of class time in Class C was very close to that in Class D (10.43 and 

9.54 per cent respectively). Therefore, both classes using functional-analytic strategies in 

the classrooms, scored low in this analysis. Class C’s characteristic of instructional 

processes differing from the other experiment classes is the rarity of explicit instruction 
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on types of contextual coherence, reference sign types and types of referential cohesion.  

The teacher occasionally taught two particular types of reference signs, classifier 

handshapes and spatial verbs, placing emphasis with context and meaning.  However, 

explicit explanation of a theory about these features was not provided during the 

classroom observation. No other types of coherence and of referential cohesion were 

coded in the COLT-based analysis. 

 

7.9.3 Class A 

 

Two different teachers taught story texts to the same class (Certificate 3) due to the fact 

that in one institute of TAFE, it was not possible to allocate the task of teaching these 

texts specifying two learning outcomes –Module 6; L.O. 6.3 and Module 7; L.O. 7.1 to 

one teacher. It was not surprising that teaching styles of these teachers were 

distinguished but their students’ performances on the post-test had been influenced by 

their experiences in having teaching approaches personalized by both of the teachers. 

Therefore, this study collected COLT data from the two teachers’ classes and combined 

them into one class – Class A.  

 

In reference to the result of COLT data in Class A produced by both the rank order 

procedure and the global scoring procedure, the total percentage of time spent in Class A 

was far from that in Class C which was placed on the high communicative continuum, 

but was very slightly more than that in Class B. It was clear that Class A was positioned 

below the experiential-analytic line, which is both the mean scores of 124.12 per cent 

and 10.50 numerical value.  Class A’s score was 114.45 per cent and 10 value, and 

therefore was classified into the low communicative continuum rather on the high 

communicative continuum.  

 

The class was teacher-fronted for slightly less than half of the observed class time (42 

per cent), with approximately 34 per cent of time in student-centred activities. 19.41 per 

cent of time was spent in group work (both same and different tasks) and 4.18 per cent 

of time in individual work. A high percentage of content time spent was 52.82 for other 
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topics, particularly narrow topics, followed by form at 26.33 per cent and management 

at 12.1 per cent. For other content categories such as other topics relating to broad range 

of reference, discourse and sociolinguistics, a very small amount of time spent on each 

was calculated – respectively 4.45, 2.15 and 2.13 per cent.  Both the teachers and 

students shared topic control for almost 60 per cent of time whilst the teachers spent 

approximately 40 per cent of time controlling the topic. No student in Class A controlled 

it. 

 

Almost 90 per cent of class time observed was spent on seeing, and around 9 per cent of 

time observed was spent on signing. Materials were both minimal, extended and visual. 

Materials were in general L1-NS/NNS, followed by these materials above. With addition 

to this, a very small amount of time spent on L2-NSA was recorded.  

 

According to the results of the data from the structural-analytic and functional-analytic 

viewpoint, Class A spent more time using structural-analytic strategies than the other 

control classes, except the experiment classes (Classes E and F). 18.36 percentage of 

class time on the use of reference sign types, specifically classifier handshapes and 

agreement verbs was recorded, with about 2.80 per cent of class time in contextual 

coherence instruction. The coherence focused on orientation, especially close and distant 

focus and role shift. No instruction on any referential cohesion types was provided 

during the classroom observation.       

 

 

7.9.4 Class B  

 

In rank order, Class B’s time percentage was far above the mean and slightly less than 

Class A’s which was placed on the low communicative scale.  Time on student-centred 

and teacher-fronted activities was mostly spent in participant organization with time 

spent on other activities such as group or pair works (31.33, 30.84, and 26.29 

respectively). A small amount of time on individual work was observed and coded.  
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Class B’s content was shared between explicit instruction on form without or with 

placing emphasis on context and meaning. Other topics including both narrow and broad 

range of reference (31.27 and 16.50 per cent respectively). Form included not only 

classifier handshapes but also vocabulary. The amount of time spent on a subcategory of 

management, procedure was small.  Teacher B controlled the content of the activities for 

60.71 per cent of the time whereas teacher, text and students were involved controlling it 

for 39.28 per cent, which was more than in the other classes.  Student-centred activities 

and group work allowed students to have freedom to control the topic and the task, 

although the topic and the task were initially selected by the teacher. 

 

Students in Class B spent more time on seeing than on other modalities. A small amount 

of time was spent on other modalities particularly reading English texts and using 

imagery (approx 20 per cent).  Materials used were in general visual and on the whole 

both minimal and extended in length. Also materials in relation to L1–NS/NNS were 

commonly observed in the class.   

 

In Class B, students received formal instruction on contextual coherence, specifically 

orientation and role shifting (8.40 per cent), although teaching a theory about the latter 

type was not explicit. Time was spent on reference sign type, classifier handshapes 

(12.62 per cent). Different types of this feature were not explicitly instructed and the 

investigator did not know whether or not students had explicitly learnt the types before 

enrolling in the module, Narrative Discourse. No referential cohesion type explicitly 

instructed was coded during the classroom observation as in Class A.  

 

 

7.9.5 Class F  

 

Class F was classified into one of the experimental groups for this study, and was 

obviously regarded as one that strongly tended to use functional-analytic strategies.  

Class E, regarded as the other experimental group, tended to use these strategies slightly 

more. According to further analysis focusing on discourse, the teacher explicitly taught 
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all the features of discourse e.g., contextual coherence, reference signs and referential 

cohesion, partly because the use of the genre-based approach to teaching storytelling had 

required the teacher to teach all of these features.   

 

The class was in general teacher-fronted, with about 21 per cent of time spent in group 

work, and about 15 per cent in individual work. Student-to-class formation was recorded 

for a very small percentage of class time. Almost 70 per cent content in Class F was 

spent on both form and discourse, which was slightly lesser than that in Class E (70.01). 

The balance between these features (35.56 – form and 33.63 – discourse) was, 

incidentally, kept in Class F. No time was spent on function or sociolinguistics. Other 

topics were in the main broad range of reference (approximately 18 per cent). A very 

small percentage of time was narrow range of reference.  

 

Teacher F spent almost all time in control of the topic and tasks.  The main reason for 

this is that the teacher was provided with adequate support through following syllabus 

and lesson plans as well as using resource materials e.g., CD-ROM, DVD and hand outs 

which required students to follow detailed procedures for participating in activities or 

tasks and for learning specific features of discourse. Time spent in shared control was 

minimal. Students spent over 65 per cent of their observed time in seeing activities, with 

20 per cent on signing. The remainder of student modality time was spent on others such 

as speaking, reading captions, reading handouts, drawing signing space and spatial 

locations and seeing drawings.  

 

Materials were in general visual (23.56 per cent), with 16.67 and 14.74 per cent of class 

time in both minimal and extended materials. 21.15 per cent of time on first language 

(written or printed English) was coded. Students sometimes understood instruction on 

concepts of language and discourse in Auslan through the use of written English 

handouts, movies with captions, or English glosses or phrases on the whiteboard. 

Furthermore, they produced materials such as notes in English format or English glosses 

(7.68 per cent). A small percentage of material time in second language produced by 
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native signers as well as second language adapted for learners was observed and coded. 

No time in second language produced by non-native signers was recorded.  

 

According to further analysis specifying discourse, in Class F, over 61 per cent of total 

observed time spent on both the subcategory of forms in relation to discourse and the 

subcategories of discourse was recorded. This percentage was slightly less than that in 

Class E (64.13 per cent). Class time was in the main spent on a wide range of reference 

sign types such as determiners (7.51 per cent), pronouns (8.46), classifier handshapes 

(3.53), agreement verbs (5.00) and spatial verbs (5.57). These grammatical features were 

a significant part of discourse. Class F used them more frequently and variously than the 

other classes did. However, Class E spent a little more time on them but had less variety. 

This is because Class E was at a different proficiency level – Certificate 3 whereas Class 

F was at a diploma level.      

 

Teacher F explicitly taught contextual coherence including registers, generic structure, 

orientation and switch reference. 19.18 per cent of time was spent on these types. Most 

time (7.91 per cent) spent on contextual coherence types was orientation, which includes 

spatial locations, perspectives of scenes, and close and distant focus. Time on the other 

types was small (registers 3.32, generic structure 4.27 and switch reference 3.68).  

Referential cohesion types the teacher provided students with instruction on were 

anaphora, bridging reference and exophora. Percentage of time spent on these types was 

11.86. No cataphoric and ambiguous reference were instructed during the classroom 

observation.   

 

 

7.9.6 Class E  

 Class E was modelled as an experiment group. This class spent the lowest percentage of 

observed class time in the COLT analysis.  The percentage was 75.92 in contrast to 

Class D’s 177.25 percentage. Students using functional-analytic approach to learning, 

received formal instruction on features of discourse.  
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Class E was on the whole teacher-fronted at 54.87 per cent with 30.23 percentage of 

participation organization time spent on group work. Percentage of time spent on 

student-to-class formation., individual work  and choral work was very small. According 

to the COLT analysis, content was on the whole form and discourse (respectively 35.88 

and 34.13).  This was followed by the other categories, other topics specifically broad 

range, and management, percentages of time spent on them were respectively 14.10 and 

11.13. Other topics, particularly narrow range, occupied a very small percentage of time.  

 

Teacher E used content control of teacher or text at 90.53 per cent. The remaining time 

spent on shared control was spent during the observed class.  70.82 percentage of 

student modality time spent on seeing was recorded, followed by over 20 percentage of 

time on signing. Respectively 1.10 and 7.23 per cent of class time were spent on 

deciphering Auslan and others as in Class F. Aspects of the materials used by Class E 

was varied more than these by the other classes. 

 

Class E spent the most time spent on both the subcategory of forms in relation to 

discourse and the subcategories of discourse in the further analysis. This percentage was 

64.13. On the whole, one of the discourse features teacher E taught was reference sign 

types, as in Class F. The percentage was 36.59. Therefore, the class spent more time on 

these types, particularly determiner and pronoun than the other classes did.   Instruction 

on the types such as classifier handshape, agreement verb and spatial verb was hardly 

noticeable. This is perhaps because the teacher who concentrated on teaching 

determiners and pronouns before advancing on next more complex types of reference 

signs and referential cohesion, did not have sufficient time for intensively teaching the 

other types during the classroom observation. However, the teacher and students touched 

on the other types of reference signs. Percentages of time on them were very small.    

 

16.96 per cent of time was spent on referential cohesion. The most time was spent on 

anaphoric reference (13.99 per cent), with 2.96 per cent of time on exophoric reference. 

No cataphoric, bridging and ambiguous references were explicitly instructed during the 

classroom observation. Instruction on registers, generic structure and orientation was 
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provided during the observation. Percentages of time spent on these features were about 

the same – respectively 3.06, 4.26 and 3.26 per cent.  Role shift and switch reference 

teaching in Class E were not included.  

 

 

7.10  Summary of main characteristics of instructional processes in CIA and DOA           
classes  
 

The scores on COLT Part A were used to rank the six classes by instructional processes, 

following the two separate procedures with modifications – “Rank Order” and “Global 

Scoring”.  The consistency of these results was supported by both of the procedures. The 

procedures indicated that the classes differed substantially in their experiential scores 

and showed that one class (Class D) scored a relatively high experiential score, followed 

by Class C’s score whereas one class (Class E) scored a much higher analytic score, 

along with the other experiment class (Class F). This was also followed by the other 

control classes (Classes B and A), which were comfortably placed on a relatively 

analytic scale with the scores of 111.49 and 114.45 per cent respectively. These scores 

were under the dividing line – the mean score of 124.12.     

 

The categories and their subcomponents generally used by Class D, which are relevant 

to experiential features, were other topics (both narrow and broad range of references), 

classroom management, shared content control, and L1/student-made materials. This 

might affect the students’ high experiential language learning experiences. In contrast to 

this, Class E’s instructional processes strongly tended to relate to subcomponents such as 

form, discourse and teacher/text-based content control relevant to analytic features while 

this class occasionally used experiential-related categories or subcomponents.  

 

Teachers in all the control classes mostly used teacher-fronted and student-centred 

activities, whereas teachers from the experiment classes, although they taught mostly 

from the front of the classes, rarely allowed their students to be centred in the classes. 

The reasons for this limitation might be that students might perceive the difficulty of 

using referential cohesion for creating their story texts so they were not ready to present 
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them in the front of the classes; and they might find it difficult to explain concepts in 

relation to types of contextual coherence and referential cohesion to all their peers.  

 

In the main features of the COLT observation scheme, content on the whole was other 

topics which all of the teachers in the control classes predominantly selected for teaching 

story texts. These teachers spent around or over 50 percentage of total observed class 

time on other topics, teachers from the experiment classes strongly tended to focus on 

form and discourse, not other topics. These classes spent low percentages of time in 

other topics, say 18 per cent each class. This is perhaps because the genre-based 

approach employed by the teachers of the experiment classes put a special emphasis on 

the use of functional-analytic strategy.  

 

Classes in general tended toward teacher-control or text-based content. However, it was 

only two classes, D and A, that preferred to share content with their students. Generally 

all the classes spent more time on seeing in the main feature, student modality. Three of 

them tended towards the opportunities given to students to develop their receptive or 

comprehension skills in teacher-fronted or/and student-centred activities, although in 

coding, seeing was a primary focus, not exclusive focus.  

 

 Following is additional analysis with details in relation to discourse features. The 

reference sign types which are at a grammatical level (i.e., vocabulary, fingerspelling, 

non-referential grammar (e.g., grammatical facial markers, uninflecting verbs, 

contrastive structure) do not involve some aspects which are located in the centre of 

signing space or close to the body of a signer. Although the four control classes spent 

over 25 percentages of time on form with reference to the COLT analysis, in the 

additional analysis, they really spent low percentages of time on reference sign types, 

ranging from 9.54 to 18.36. The experiment classes’ striking characteristics of discourse 

were reference sign types. One teacher (Teacher F) formally instructed a wide range of 

these types while the same teacher in Class E concentrated on two primary types, noun 

phrases and index for pronouns. Although Teachers A and B spent very small 

percentages of time on reference sign types, they were more concerned with teaching 
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classifier handshapes specifically proform classifiers and descriptive classifiers in 

comparison to Classes F and E.  Classes C and D, although they spent more than a 

quarter of total observed class time on form, occasionally taught reference sign types as 

they tended to train students vocabulary and/or non-referential grammar.   

 

In general, when all the teachers in the control classes assessed their productions relating 

to a story text, they reacted to inappropriate or inaccurate referential grammar and gave 

suggestions for improvements in the front of the classes. In contrast to this, Teachers F 

and E first provided detailed and clear explanations of the concepts with examples for 

students through various resources – handouts in English format or CD-ROMs in either 

Auslan and English format or teacher’s expressions – before they modelled and 

deconstructed a story text created by a native signer. After that, students had the 

opportunity to receive constructive feedback on their first draft story text from their 

peers before having teacher assess them in one-to-one or a small group.      

 

Teachers A and B taught two features of contextual coherence, particularly orientation 

and role shift, in the observed classes, whereas Teacher F and E were concerned with 

instructing on register, generic structure and orientation. In addition, teacher F was the 

only one who provided students with explicit instruction on switch reference. It is not 

surprising that the control classes did not touch on learning relating to referential 

cohesion, whereas the experiment classes were concerned about teaching them in an 

explicit way. As mentioned earlier, the reason for this is that teachers using the 

functional-analytic strategy were expected to develop students’ appreciation and skills in 

the discourse features.     

 

7.11 Summary 

 
The results produced by both the COLT Observation Scheme and the further analysis 

focusing on the six CIA and DOA classes indicate the following points: 

• The teachers in Classes C and D tended to use a more experiential approach to 

story teaching; 
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• The teachers in Classes A and B tended to use a more structural-analytic 

approach to story teaching; 

• The teachers in Classes E and F (experimental groups) were trained to use a 

more functional-analytic approach to story teaching, underpinned by the genre-

based approach. 

  

The following chapter describes qualitative data collected in teacher interviews and in 

observations of these classes. Procedures and results of the process-product component 

in the same classes, which take the quantitative COLT-based results from this chapter 

for the process data in the study, are described in Chapter Nine.   
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CHAPTER 8:  

QUALITATIVE DATA SUPPLEMENTING THE COLT-BASED FINDINGS 
 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter aims to provide qualitative data gathered from teacher interviews and 

classroom observations to supplement quantitative COLT-based findings presented in 

the previous chapter. Some relevant comments extracted from teacher interviews are 

included in this chapter, and characteristics of each class are also described.  

 

In this study, four teachers were invited to be involved in face-to-face interviews with 

the investigator in search of their opinions, perceptions and attitudes about some specific 

topics. For example, the investigator asked them either selected-response or open-ended 

questions in relation to their opinions about the nature of language and language 

learning, their attitude toward the style of preparation for their class and their 

perceptions of characteristics present in their classes. Some example questions were: 

What are your beliefs in the nature of language and language learning? When you have 

taught or are teaching signed narrative or anecdote according to the Certificate 3 in 

Auslan – module 6 and 7, which teaching approaches or strategies do you prefer to use? 

Do you have a detailed syllabus separate from lesson plans, which may be relevant to 

these learning outcomes? Can you please describe the main characteristics of your class 

that you have identified?  

 

Therefore, this chapter provides some indications of each teacher’s understanding of 

these topics. The same investigator was involved in interviewing each of the teachers 

first in the presence of the video camera, and second to interpret meanings of the 

teachers’ responses through the use of videotape. He also interpreted each teacher’s 

instructional behaviour through observing classes in video format.  

 

This chapter provides triangulation of data sources that might help to ensure the 

reliability of this study through data collection from teacher interviews and qualitative 

observation. The chapter attempts to present objective descriptions, supported by this 
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data in spite of the fact that the study acknowledges the data based on subjective 

interpretation made by the investigator.   

 

It is an important note in order to avoid  confusion, that any comments extracted from 

the teacher interviews do not reflect on Classes E and F. The reason for this is that the 

teacher who was invited to be trained to employ the genre-based approach to teaching 

story texts in the experiment classes, was not asked to be interviewed to respond to the 

investigator’s questions in this context. Appendix 8.2 has provided details about the fact 

that the short term training course on the genre-based approach made an impression on 

the teacher’s behaviour. However, two sections in relation to Classes E and F will 

provide a brief description of characteristics of each class, as well as comments about 

each class’ orientation to instructional processes and focus on discourse.  

 

8.2 CIA or DOA teacher interviews and observations 

In reference to details collected from teacher interviews and from observations, data on 

each CIA or DOA class is described. 

 

8.2.1 Teacher/Class D 

8.2.1.1 Interview: Summary of Teacher D’s views on teaching and learning 

 
Teacher D indicated through his interview comments that he was concerned with his 

students' weaknesses in grammatical non-manual markers. He also indicated that he 

emphasised that his students first learned important language aspects in relation to 

narrative discourse before being given the opportunity to create and practise a story and 

to get help from him for correcting inappropriate or inaccurate language. This was his 

teaching process in the context of story teaching.  

 
 

Investigator: “Which teaching approaches or types of syllabuses do you 
use? or Do you have your own personal teaching 
methodology?” 
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Teacher D:   “I usually prepared for selecting and sequencing teaching 
activities in order to suit the needs of students. For 
example, some students might have weaknesses in facial 
expressions particularly eyebrow raise or in being unsure 
about appropriate language use relating to non-manual 
markers. In the first two or three weeks, scripts (fs error –
prescript) were handed out to students and students were 
asked to practise their Auslan by following the scripts 
before I monitored and corrected them. I gave them 
positive feedback on their inappropriate grammatical non-
manual markers relating to pieces of the scripts.  For 
example, classifier signs for BIG-WAVE or RIPPLE 
should have been combined with appropriate grammatical 
non-manual markers.  When I used the former sign, a 
grammatical non-manual marker produced was a cheek 
puff, but when the latter sign was used, tightly rounded 
lips should have been shown. Some students, whose facial 
expressions were a stern look, needed to improve. After 
some time, students were expected to be able to create 
their own stories. If I spend ten-hours instruction on 
narrative discourse, with another ten hours of activities 
gave the students the opportunity to create and practise 
their own storytelling with my feedback on their 
performances.  Therefore, this would enable the students 
to overcome their weaknesses.”  
   

Teacher D was concerned with other teachers of Auslan who said that Auslan has more 

flexibility with syntax. He indicated that it is important to say that Auslan has own its 

syntactic rules although it has more flexibility with syntax in comparison to other spoken 

languages. 

 
 
Investigator: “Do you have an understanding about the nature of 

language? If so, what is the nature of language?”  
 

Teacher D:  “Yes, language must be expressed in an accurate way. 
Structures and forms in language are accurate and 
appropriate.  Auslan grammar has more flexibility than that 
of other spoken languages. Many teachers of Auslan say 
the same, I would say yes but sometimes no. It (Auslan) 
has its own rules and style. Auslan is (a) subtle (language). 
It (Auslan structure) is not flexible at all but yes – in 
general it can be flexible.  I think it is important for 
students to know what they can do and can’t do (with 
Auslan grammar).  For example, in informal settings (e.g., 
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at a Deaf club) deaf people can express themselves most 
fully in their language but can’t do this here (e.g., in 
classrooms) or perhaps in large crowded meetings.  Many 
students do not know (interrupted by the investigator).  

 
Teacher D stressed that Auslan teachers should be aware of appropriate language use 

that is a part of Auslan. They needed to understand that people should use the Auslan 

variety, register, and genre according to audience, purpose and setting.  

 
Investigator:  “Do you mean that you are talking about “appropriate use 

of language”? 
 
Teacher D:  “That’s right. When people present the same story, they 

can use a variety of grammar depending on context of 
situations. For example, when a story, “Tortoise and Hare” 
targets children, a lot of mime should play a strong part in 
the storytelling.  In contrast, using this feature in the same 
story that targets Deaf adults, will not occur.  Language 
features would be slightly different. “ 

 
Teacher D stated that he admitted that he never undertook a study to understand learning 

theories and teaching methods. 

 
Investigator:  “Do you have your own personal theory of language 

learning or adopt someone’s theory of that?”  
 
Teacher D:  “I admit that I never studied learning theories and teaching 

methods. However, I thought the way I taught would be 
appropriate to students’ needs. Usually I was very flexible 
about the way I taught students. I followed it (The National 
Curriculum). That was what students needed to develop. 
Later I assessed their weaknesses and strengths. First I 
provided them with instruction and ensured them to reach 
their understanding before allowing them to produce 
language. They then overcame their weaknesses. I do not 
know anything about the theories.”  

 
 

Teacher D indicated that during story teaching he perceived that his students had in 

general weaknesses in receptive and productive fingerspelling skills, the use of 

fingerpelling loan signs, non-manual markers and translation skills. 
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Investigator:  “Precisely what aspects of Auslan in the context of story 

learning did students have weaknesses in?” 
 
Teacher D : “I am talking about four language features in relation to 

students’ weaknesses.  1) problems with reading back 
fingerspelt words. Students needed repetition until 
comprehension. They also had weaknesses in expressing 
fingerspelt loan signs, e.g., #TUES, #CREAM. 2) 
weaknesses in facial expressions. I always said that facial 
expressions would be parallel with tone of voice. Facial 
expressions must be a part of Auslan.  No facial 
expressions might cause people to be unsure what their 
interlocuter intended to mean.  The intention would be 
joking or serious.  3) problems with translating English 
idioms into Auslan.  For example, two of the idioms are 
“cats and dogs” and “clear as crystal”. (he meant “rain cats 
and dogs” and “crystal clear”) . 4) When students were 
asked to translate a paragraph extracted from a story about 
the witches, they found it difficult to translate from it into 
Auslan with emphasis on appropriate meaningful facial 
expressions.”  

 
In addition to these interpretations and dialogues, Teacher D's comments about 

individual learner differences indicated that he had an understanding of his students' 

learning needs and styles.  One of several examples he provided is that a group of his 

young students tended to participate in communicative activities, whereas another group 

of his older students was more conscious of accurate grammatical structures. This 

implied that he ensured that the students would not be demotivated to participate in 

activities that were mixed types.  

 

Teacher D explained why he was interested in becoming a teacher of Auslan. Before 

working in the Auslan teaching program, he was fascinated by sign linguistics. His 

native language is Auslan through language and culture acquisition from his Deaf 

family. Furthermore, he was interested in analyzing vocabulary in Auslan. He indicated 

that he believed that there was a need to deliberate about meanings of two signs for 

STILL, which could not be exact but similar.  
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8.2.1.2 Observations in Class D 

 
During class observation, Teacher D tended to use specific types of exercises rather than 

other types of activities.  This would enable his students to develop and structure 

language within an extended piece of discourse or to concentrate on aspects of the 

communication process (form, skills, strategies). Therefore, these types indicated that 

the exercises might be regarded as having the least communicative potential, which is a 

contrast to activities with the greatest communicative potential. According to the 

syllabus design based on activities, the teacher did not organise classroom events, which 

followed the fact that these exercises were used to build the skills needed in carrying out 

particular activities.  This implied that the students did not have the opportunity to 

participate in the latter type of activities where they practised their stories in front of the 

class or in a small group formation. However, their teacher told them to prepare for the 

assessment outside the classroom, i.e., creating and practising a story in relating to 

learning outcomes (narrative discourse module).  This type indicates a communicative 

activity where the students’ attempts were to integrate parts of language, particularly 

classifier handshapes and spatial facial expression and content into a cohesive and 

coherent whole story.    

The following points are examples of the exercise types: 
 

1.   Teacher D asked students to translate from English words into signs particularly 
ECL.. e.g., rain, fire, flash (notion - degree signs as inflecting verbs and Auslan 
mouthing) - degree expressions, which usually modify the meaning of a 
particular sign in the clause. This teacher-fronted exercise was a process of 
teacher's questions and student's responses, and then the teacher gave feedback or 
correction when necessary. (Video C5 Part A) 

  
2.   Teacher D also provided his students with a guessing game in relation to 

emotional non-manual markers (kinesics). The aim of the game was to give them 
the opportunity to find the markers and to guess what the markers each of them 
had demonstrated meant to them. (Video C5 Part A)  

 
3.   In Class D students in a small group formation completed the task of translating a 

written English story into Auslan. This text entitled 'Skiing Holiday' was 
extracted from CACDP1 translated from BSL into English.  This exercise 
focused on learning strategy particularly translation skills, language practice, e.g. 
appropriate vocabulary and few adverbial non-manual markers. (Video C5 Part 
B) 
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4. The students were asked to read a cartoon strip without captions and visually 

memorise it for retelling a story in Auslan. This indicated that the exercise aimed 
to provide learning strategy i.e., using visual image and translation from the strip. 
(Video C5 Part D)  

 
In general Teacher D's attitude towards his students was very positive. For example, his 

willingness, enthusiasm, encouragement, commendation, sense of humour and easy-

going personality, was what he depended on for creating a positive atmosphere. During 

his monitoring of pair or group work or student-centred activities, he always praised 

students for their productions or their effort to choose appropriate signs or phrases or 

their stories. Furthermore, he sometimes firmly disciplined some students for the use of 

voice in the classroom or for not sitting properly. Occasionally, he was concerned about 

some pairs or groups deviating from the tasks and therefore reminded the students to 

concentrate on them. When the lesson was close to assessment, Teacher D tended to 

hurry his students to complete the tasks. 

 

Students' behaviour towards language learning was generally favourable. Most students 

seemed confident and cheerful when participating in small group activities. Some of 

them supported each other, e.g., asking for confirmation or correction in relation to 

'phonological' signs. A few students often asked Teacher D to translate from English 

(extracted from an English story) to sign.. e.g., COMPLAINT, BROCHURE, 

BALCONY, HOTEL(pub), HOTEL (accommodation) or asked him to confirm or 

correct individual signs. The teacher commented that some students liked to write down 

notes before being involved in group discussions whilst others participated straightaway 

in the discussions. This was their preferences for the individual learning process. One 

student was frank with the teacher and said that she disliked learning to use specific 

aspects of language like classifier signs and non-manual markers for intensifiers. 

Occasionally behaviour from a few students was unfavourable. For example, some 

students came to class late. When students were confused about the teacher's instructions 

etc., they tended to use voice (their first language) to talk about the problems during the 

group work activities. Most students submitted to discipline.  
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The following points relate to Teacher D's correction and teaching styles: 

 

1. When students presented their descriptions in relation to bad weather and their stories 

in the front of class as well as in student-centred activities, they did not immediately 

receive corrections from their teacher. But after all the presentations, in a teacher-fronted 

formation, the teacher did error treatments and tended to avoid identifying those who 

made errors or mistakes but commented on the errors in general.  

 

2. During the teacher monitoring of group activities, the teacher was willing to correct 

some student's language e.g., degree expression, particularly ECL or inflecting verbs 

and/or Auslan mouthing, and vocabulary or 'phonological' signs.  

 

3. At the early stage of the narrative discourse module, the teacher used praise to 

encourage students - praise sometimes for utterances or answers that were not entirely 

correct, that is students were praised for her/his attempt or effort or for conveying the 

intended message. 

 

4. The teacher tended to say "Good but...." This indicated that he had attempted to 

constructively criticise students' performances.    

 

5. The teacher checked to see if his students had finished their homework. He seemed to 

anticipate that most of his students had not done their homework but by force of habit 

asked them to do it during breaks.  

 

6. The teacher liked to frequently write English words or phrases on the whiteboard and 

seemed confident about translating from Auslan into written English words or phrases. 

 

7. The teacher occasionally interrupted students engaged in group work to introduce 

vocabulary relating to a written English story and a cartoon strip. 
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Teaching and learning materials provided for Class D can be found in Appendix 8.5.   
 

8.2.2 Teacher/Class C 

 

8.2.2.1 Interview: Summary of Teacher C’s views on teaching and learning  

 

This section describes data of the interviews in relation to Teacher C’s views on a 

particular teaching approach to teaching story texts. 

 
 
Investigator: Which teaching approach(es) or teacher’s curriculum 
guide do you use for teaching story texts?  
   
Teacher C: (Teacher C brings a book - the teacher’s 

curriculum guide, “Signing Naturally Level One” 
and shows it to the interviewer) 

 
Investigator: I understand that you have used the teaching 

approach, called “the functional-notional 
approach” to teaching.  

 
Teacher C:  I confirm that you understand that.  
 
Investigator: Have you abided by the philosophy of language 

and language learning and teaching from the 
functional-notional perspective through using the 
teacher’s curriculum guide? 

 
Teacher C:  Yes, I have abided by the functional-notional 

approach.  
    
Investigator: Did you follow the sequence of activities (lesson 

plans) included in the curriculum guide? 
 
Teacher C: Yes, I read the guide and followed the lesson plans.  
Investigator: Will you follow the sequence of activities (lesson 

plans) whenever you are in an actual classroom? 
 
Teacher C: Yes. 
   (Teacher C Video A3, 5m43s)   

 
Teacher C commented that most students liked group work activities because they felt 
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comfortable about communicating with peers. If a student talked individually in a 

student-centred activity, she/he would be nervous and would not concentrate on 

addressees. Group activities would be effective as students can share information with 

each other and feel more confident (Teacher C Video A3 7m34s). 

 

In term of motivation for students, the teacher suggested that each group should create 

different stories. This indicated that the students would be motivated to compete with 

other group (Teacher C Video A3 7m49s). The teacher indicated that it was important to 

have a student in each group with good leadership skills. Teacher C commented that an 

effective leader would influence on her/his group to be friendly and supportive and each 

student in the group would ungrudgingly share their language learning experience. 

Another group may not be the same and students in this type of group would tend to 

work against each other without an effective leader (Teacher C Video A3 7m4s).   

 
Teacher C stressed that a sense of humour was important for making students feel 

comfortable and relaxed. She did not like to be a strict teacher because students were 

beginners (Teacher C Video A3 11m40s). The teacher responded to the interviewer’s 

question, “Did your students learn about language?”, and stated that her students were 

keen to learn about it and questioned her about it, depending on their mood. She meant 

that if the weather was hot, they would not bother to do this (Teacher C Video A3 

12m43s).   

 

 

8.2.2.2 Observations of Class C 

 

Teacher C stated that she predominantly made practical and effective use of the teacher's 

curriculum guides, Signing Naturally (Level 1 and 2) for teaching story texts. The guides 

included sequences of activities and exercises, and were based on the functional-notional 

approach. Most of the activities and the exercises her students participated in were 

drawn from these materials and randomly selected from a variety of units (Unit 5 to 17). 

The only two other tasks, i.e., "Who I am" and "Chinese Whisper" were drawn from 

other sources.  This implies that the teacher or her predecessors were not concerned with 
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carefully grading and sequencing these tasks depending on a series of interrelated factors 

arising from the activity, the learning outcomes and the learners. For example, one of 

several questions raised was whether or not, activities like "Cap for Sale" storytelling, 

"The Tortoise and the Hare" storytelling would suit the learning outcomes - anecdote 

and personal account of an unusual event. The types of exercises Teacher C mostly used 

during class observation were "focusing exercises" which enabled her students to focus 

on elements of communication, e.g., BCL and BPCL, fingerspelt words relating to 

emotions, compensation strategy specifically guessing intelligently and using mime or 

gesture, vocabulary relating to a variety of problems or reasons as well as relating to 

inflecting verbs. A few examples of these exercises are as follows:  

 

In the teacher-directed activity, the teacher exemplified a few limb classifiers 

particularly BPCL or BCL in relation to the instructions in the guide, Signing Naturally 

level 1 Unit 5. Then she asked each of her students to demonstrate BPCL or BCL 

according to the instructions in the student-centred activity, in which the teacher could 

correct them when necessary. This learning process focused on the element of 

communication.  

 

Teacher C provided a game - "Fingerspelling Crossword Puzzle", which aimed to give 

students the opportunity to develop spatial awareness, practice reading back fingerspelt 

words and to be introduced to vocabulary relating to fingerspelt words and meanings of 

emotion, i.e., happy, angry etc. The strategy and forms focused on were respectively 

spatial awareness, fingerspelt words and vocabulary. This game was drawn from the 

guide, Signing Naturally level 1 and slightly modified. 

 

The focusing exercises presented an opportunity for the students to learn the following 

elements of Auslan. According to the observation, Teacher C might not perceive the 

distinction between the BPCL and the BCL. Following that, she focused on modified 

signs for LOOK in relation to the use of inflecting verbs that were significantly included 

in a story, "The Lost Ring".  
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Elements of Auslan  
 
Grammar           Vocabulary  Pantomime  
BCL    emotions   characteristic traits of famous person 
BPCL   weather problems acting out - explaining what problem a car 
inflecting verbs  health problems   has and asking for help 
(only LOOK with house problems 
modifications)  car problems 
    personal problems 
    job-related reasons 
      
Another type of exercise Class C participated in was "shaping exercises" which develop 

and structure language within an extended piece of discourse. For example, in a group 

organisation, about five students of the class shared the activity assignments with each 

other, in which each of them were expected to retell one of five parts of a fable story 

entitled "The Tortoise and the Hare". Another example is that the students in a group 

were asked to sequence segments of a storytelling, "Caps for Sale". These exercises 

presented an opportunity for the students to practise the following elements of Auslan:  

 

Elements of Auslan 
 
Grammar     Orientation and others 
limb classifiers     different perspectives 
classifiers      placements  
inflecting verb (LOOK)   role-shifting techniques 

 

According to the observation, Teacher C did not make some of these elements of Auslan 

explicit. For example, the explanations about different perspectives, role-shifting 

techniques and classifiers were very superficial. However, she did provide the students 

with examples of these patterns in the context of communicative use. The use of the 

term ‘placements’ in relation to an exercise, which indicated that the students were 

expected to perceive contrastive structure, might be misused.     
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The type of activities which were the least used by Class C were "practice 

communication activities. This activity was used to enable students to participate in the 

activities that involved communicative use of Auslan where the roles and/or the context 

are simulated, and that involved elements of Auslan, specifically BCL, BPCL and facial 

expressions. Class C had the opportunity to practise a very short story extracted from the 

guide, Signing Naturally level 2 Unit 17 in the student-centred simulated activity. This 

kind of activity Class C engaged in twice a module, which involved two learning 

outcomes (anecdote and personal account of an unusual event). During the observation, 

the teacher did not provide her students with another opportunity to engage in real or 

realistic communicative activities which involve communicative use of Auslan in non-

simulated contexts, i.e., students presented their anecdote or personal account based on 

their authentic experiences and this presented an opportunity for constructive criticism 

from their classmates and/or teacher. This indicates that this opportunity gave students 

limited time for practice before the video-recorded assessment.  

 

 
The observation indicated that Teacher C's predominant teaching roles were as model 

demonstrator of language, a facilitator of classroom activities and guide. She also 

demonstrated her language model in terms of the contents of activities or exercises 

through presenting stories extracted from the teacher's curriculum guide, Signing 

Naturally, i.e., Afraid of a Snake, Caps for Sale, Violin, The Lost Ring or through 

introducing vocabulary. The curriculum guide influenced the teacher to facilitate the 

communication process between all the students and between these students and the 

various activities and exercises. She often acted as a guide responding to her students' 

request for help, monitoring their performance and encouraging them to be engaged with 

their peers and to help their peers improve their performance. In contrast, she appeared 

to try to avoid acting as a presenter of description of pedological grammar. Although she 

wrote three main features of language in relation to storytelling: role-shifting techniques, 

limb classifiers and different perspectives, she did not explain them explicitly to her 

class. Moreover, although the teacher's curriculum "Signing Naturally" provided an outline 

of descriptions in relation to specific types of classifiers, she did not perceive the 

distinction between BCL and BPCL and preferred to use the term, classifier without 
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providing a definition but giving examples of it. This indicates that she was not 

confident about presenting the pedogogical grammar. However, perhaps she preferred to 

let her students develop a concept of this feature through analysing it with contextual 

meanings during the activities. 

 

Teacher C's correction styles were similar to Teacher D's but appeared to be 

inconsistent. For example, on the one hand, after all the students' performance on story 

production in the student-centred activities, she provided her corrections in general. On 

the other hand she corrected each student immediately after their demonstrations in the 

student-centred activities. The other styles were similar to Teacher D's; Teacher C was 

willing to confirm or correct students' productions in pairs or groups when monitoring 

the students' progress in a pair or group work; and after all the students presented their 

re-telling, the teacher said "very good" but corrected a few incorrect content signs. 

 
Students' learning styles in general were similar in that most of the students occasionally 

asked their teacher for translation from English vocabulary into Auslan signs, and that 

when some of them talked to each other, they used their voice for clarification. 

According to the Teacher C interview, she stressed that it was important for her to have 

a sense of humour in the classroom. However, during the classroom observation this 

kind of humour did not often appear, although she was good natured.  This is perhaps 

because she was not confident during the videorecording. 

 

Teaching and learning materials provided for Class C can be found in Appendix 8.6.   
 

 
 
8.2.3 Teacher/Class A 

 

8.2.3.1  Interview: Summary of Teacher A’s views on teaching and learning 
 
Data of the interviews in relation to Teacher A’s views on a particular teaching approach 

to teaching story texts are described below. As mentioned earlier, Class A was taught the 

story texts by two teachers. Therefore, codes representing these teachers were made up: 
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Teacher A1 and Teacher A2.  

 

8.2.3.1.1  Teacher A1's interview:  
 
Teacher A1 indicated that she was concerned with her interpretation of 'anecdote'. She 

expected her students to present a story without rehearsing. In other words, students' 

stories should be spontaneous and not rehearsed.  

 

Teacher A1 voluntarily explained a teaching procedure: Before assessment for the 

learning outcome, each student in her class was assigned to a topic and Teacher A1 

assessed their performances on anecdote and gave them feedback. She expected them to 

use correct or new language features such as role shift, time line and so on and include 

them in their next anecdote. Teacher A1 would check to see if they used these features in 

the anecdote depending on their topic.  

 

Teacher A1 indicated that one of guiding principles for her approach to teaching story 

texts, was that students’ stories should be based on their real-life experience.    

 
Investigator:        Which teaching approaches do you use if you hold one?   

 
Teacher A1:        What do you mean?  

 
Investigator:    Every teacher has beliefs about language and language     

learning. When a teacher teaches a story text, he/she will 
use a particular approach to teaching it (how language is 
taught and what view of language is used for teaching) or 
choose a curriculum guide, which is behind him/her to use 
a particular teaching approach.  

 
Teacher A1:       Within the learning outcome - anecdote, I believe that 

students should use an authentic text , i.e., story about their 
real-life experience. If not authentic, they would not 
express the story appropriately.  I believe that they can 
express appropriate and accurate grammatical structure 
appropriately at a specific level if a story is based on their 
real-life experience . I want to see that they can present a 
story to Deaf Auslan users outside the classroom.  

 
Investigator:   Do you mean you prefer to follow one of CLT's principles,                                           
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e.g., authenticity? I mean some teachers encourage 
students to use a story text based on first-hand experience 
rather than any extracts.  

 
Teacher A1:        (affirmation) Interesting!  When I teach anecdote, I should 

do it the way but if an unfamiliar topic within a story is 
taught, the story can be creative.  I would like to encourage 
students to create a story. I know that the Deaf were good 
at this while the hearing were not. The latter people were 
hopeless. When students are taught a unfamiliar story text, 
they can have an option - story based on an imaginative or 
first-hand experience.  

 
Teacher A1 indicated that when she taught story texts, she would rather set an 

organising principle for selecting and sequencing syllabus elements, which she uses to 

select grammatical elements as a starting point.    

 
Investigator:   Do you develop a unit of work for teaching anecdote? For                   

example, a teacher writes down and makes an outline of 
what content he/she selects, e.g., topic, grammar, skills 
etc.. Do you have a tendency to select what content you 
teach?  
 

Teacher A1:       I always followed the curriculum guide (Certificate 111 in 
Auslan),  which included a checklist of assessment criteria.  
Some language elements her students have explicitly learnt 
before enrolling in Module 6, were used for revision and 
not needed to be explicitly explained. This activity aimed 
to further their skills and fluency. For example, if time 
lines99, time markers100 and numbers were used, train 
schedule would be identified as a topic. Depending on 
topics that I assigned to students.. (interrupted by the 
investigator). 

 
Investigator:    Do you mean that you select language elements at the centre                           

of content? In other words, are linguistic elements centred 
around other elements of content such as topics, functions, 
notions etc ?  

 
Teacher A1:   (affirmation) For example, when time lines and time    

                                                 
99 Time lines: Invisible lines in space, which can be used to denote notions of time, according to the glossary in 
Certificate in Auslan – Curriculum Framework (2001). 
100 Time markers: Lexical signs that indicate the time of an event, e.g., today, tomorrow, next week, last week according 
to the glossary in Certificate in Auslan – Curriculum Framework (2001). 
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markers were applied, a topic would be about an 
unforgettable (best) experience in life from babyhood to 
being a teenager (17 age). If a student presented a story 
involving two characters, I would encourage him/her to use 
role shift. When the story was assessed, I would make 
comments on which elements should improve. For 
example, role shift - inappropriate ???, time lines - good !! , 
vocabulary - too many fingerspelt words?? This is the way 
I do.  

 
This interview below discussed teaching methodology, which referred to the selection of 

learning tasks and activities. Teacher A1 indicated that her selections were based on 

Students’ needs and her frame of mind. Teacher A1 did not mention about her concern 

for the relationship between the syllabus and methodology.  

 

  Investigator:   I am talking about methodology.. I mean that a teacher 
makes a decision to select varied activities in relation to the 
learning outcome, which students are involved in. How do 
you select activities? Use books (e.g., teacher's curriculum 
guide) or do your own.. ?  

 
  Teacher A1:  Only anecdote teaching or any? What do you mean?  
 
  Investigator:  Only this (anecdote).  
 
  Teacher A1:  I think it depends on students and my mood (I am in a good 

mood today).  If I am in the mood, I would select an 
activity. If student’s look happy mood, I would give them 
an activity. I have a book in the upstairs room.  

 
  Investigator:  I better clarify the term, "activity".  The term refers to the 

fact that an activity can be either teacher's conduct, e.g., 
teacher lectures or giving a greeting, and students' conduct 
e.g., groupwork. You may know about the teacher's 
curriculum guide - Functional/Notional approach, "Signing 
Naturally"..  

 
  Teacher A1:  I never used this guide. 
 
  Investigator:   In the guide, activities are organised and sequenced. It 

starts with an introduction etc.. Do you have this?  
 
  Teacher A1:  I have ..(nodding). I readied a plan before starting the first 

session of the module.  The plan included aims/objectives, 
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i.e., learning outcome and grammar. I looked at this list, 
taught something for one hour, gave them pairwork, and 
was asked for translation or feedback.. I might give them 
more work on facial expression. I always encouraged them 
to show me language.. If they made mistakes, it would not 
matter. You learn from mistakes. If you never expressed 
language, you would never learn anything. I told them to be 
confident about signing. If wrong, I could tell them..  
Mainly I provided them with explanations, gave them 
pairwork, observed students' conversations and asked them 
to show me examples of grammar. When a story was 
taught, I would tell them it would be important to aim for 
role shift. This was what I wanted. (Students) looked out 
for that.  

 
  Investigator:  I think you only use (specific term) "communicative 

methodology". I mean this term. Your teacher made 
decision to select them (activities) and then completed the 
sequence. The selections were based on students, learning 
outcomes and others. I would call communicative 
methodology.   

 
Teacher A1 voluntarily explained her study at La Trobe University.  She indicated that 

she learnt about language and culture but did not study teaching methodology. She did 

learn how to write a curriculum but with insufficient time to learn it. She really learnt a 

lot from first-hand experience and the curriculum (CIA). She never had "a teacher 

training".  

 

In the interview below, Teacher A1 confirmed that her Auslan program had supported 

her to be involved in her own decision making process for designing a course. She 

indicated that she had not taken any advice from her authority regarding lesson plans.    

 
  Investigator:   One more question: Some teachers designed syllabuses and 

decided on appropriate methodology, which harmonise 
with their curriculum frameworks including general 
learning outcomes. Has the Auslan program given you a 
free hand at a classroom level to design a syllabus and to 
make decisions for methodology? 

 
  Teacher A1:  Yes, the authorities in the program are flexible enough for 

Auslan teachers. They said "You know best because 
Auslan is your first language and you know what they 
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expect from Auslan learners.  What you want is fine. You 
can create ideas. " When I made a lesson plan, I never 
thought about how I wrote it. I attempted to work it out and 
had a look at other qualified teachers who developed lesson 
plans. I learnt the concept from them. I did not like the way 
these teachers develop the plans. I would rather make a 
simple list, not a sophisticated outline. Her Deaf colleagues 
did the same. One of the authorities said that the plan must 
be a sophisticated outline due to the fact that it is a public 
document. So I have been stubborn as I have done it my 
way. That simple!  

 
 
8.2.3.1.2 Teacher A2's interview: 
 
This section describes data of the interviews in relation to Teacher A2’s views on a 

particular teaching approach to teaching story texts. 

 

Investigator:   (Teacher A Video A1 1:25) Which teaching approach do 
you employ when teaching narrative discourse?  

 
Teacher A2: The purpose of the narrative discourse teaching was to 

help students to improve their skills in storytelling.  This 
text-type was slightly different from another text-type such 
as conversation. The former text-type depended on more 
visual images and included a lot of Auslan grammar 
particularly classifiers, close/distant focus…. I found out 
that it would be difficult for students to learn these 
features.. For example, students found it difficult to use 
both close focus (body classifiers) and distance focus ( 
proform classifiers) when using a storytelling text.  It was 
important for me to teach these features. Secondly,  it was 
important to improve facial expressions specifically eye 
direction and gaze. I always encourage them to use visual 
thinking, not thinking in English word order…Thirdly, I 
had information on Auslan features relating to storytelling 
skills. For example, clear, graceful and smooth signing 
was required as audiences would watch comfortably. In a 
conversation text, these would not be required.  I always 
encouraged students to use double handed signs instead of 
one handed signs. I had learned the way deaf ASL users 
created storytelling from the National Theatre of the Deaf 
in America.  I used this experience for teaching the 
narrative discourse. Fourthly,  it was important for 
students to be aware of the difference between a narrator 
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and a character and to use role shift when changing 
characters or from the narrator to the character. There had 
three ways for changing roles: 1. body shift; 2.  facial 
expression; 3. spatial index. When using a storytelling 
text, the use of fingerspelt words should be minimal, 
although they could be importantly used for names.  For 
example, English idioms i.e., fs-KICK fs-OUT should be 
avoided. Therefore, students should sign frequently.. 
How? The use of classifier signs … In my view, the use of 
sign equivalent to the English word for WHEN relating to 
a temporal clause should be unacceptable.  Head titling 
and signs like BOY AGES should be used.  Signs for 
SOME+ONE and EVERY+ONE which were English 
influenced, should be avoided.  
 

Teacher A2 indicated that he concentrated on a delivery plan based on the competency-

based training101, although he did not specify his belief about language learning.  He 

discussed in details the choice of organising principle, which determined the sequence of 

activities in an elective modular unit or in a two-learning-outcome unit.   
 

Investigator: The teaching approach describes not only the nature of 
language but also a theory of language learning. What is 
your belief about language learning? 

 

Teacher A2: I will summarise the delivery plan I developed… I usually 
provide his students with explanations (of grammatical 
structure) and with ideas (of what I would present a story 
about my experience) at the beginning of each lesson.  I 
asked them to give me (a story about) their experiences – 
“the most embarrassing moment of his/her life”  
“WRONG+MIND”(Auslan Expression for “put their foot 
in their mouth”). Students were encouraged to think in 
visual images relating to their experiences.  After students’ 
productions of their story, I gave them feedback. Class 
started to do that for two weeks. (two-hour lesson once a 
week, say 4 hours). During these events I suggested that 
they should use visual grammar such as classifiers and 
close/distant focus. I always hand out any interesting story 
texts in English from e-mail or books or newspapers. For 
example, fables. Students were asked to translate these 

                                                 
101 According to National Training Information Service, there provides VET teaching staff with details 
about planning a series of training sessions. See www.ntis.gov.au  
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texts into Auslan and to practise the presentation during 
their homework. I gave feedback on their homework. 
Sometimes I provided them with practice time to use the 
art of pantomime in a story text. Then they practised 
proform classifiers in the same story text. After achieving 
these features, they then focused on close/distant focus 
through using mixtures of both these features in the story 
text.  This approach I helped them to improve their 
complex skills.  The story should include a sequence of a 
variety of these features rather than somehow separating 
two or three different features in each chunk of the story 
text. Exercises focused on facial expressions specifically 
eye gaze, eye squint, eye round, which students needed to 
improve. I like to provide students with these exercises, 
say one lesson. I showed segments of cartoon and others in 
a video format for students.  The favourite cartoon 
character is “Fantastia.” The activity for learning 
close/distant focus with this video was excellent and 
helped students improve.  For example, productive 
classifier signs for ‘someone zooms’ or ‘something like 
wall is shaken out’ … This gave them an opportunity to 
create modified signs through acquiring cartoon skills.  
The other cartoon characters are “Footroot Flat”, “Mickey 
Mouse,” and a few others. Apart from these characters,  in 
a video format, characters like real people were “Indian 
Jones”,  people filmed in the “Most Funniest Home 
Video”.  This would be good for learning close/distant 
focus.  The other video was “Who Dares Win”. This had 
plenty of actions shown which I used for teaching 
classifier signs. 

 
As mentioned earlier, it was important for Teacher A2 to follow the delivery plan rather 

a lesson plan. He did not mention the syllabus type(s) from a second language teaching 

perspective or starting points for designing a unit of work.  Because of insufficient time, 

he was not involved in systematically diagnosing language learning needs and learner 

needs, i.e., student weaknesses in signed language before designing a unit of work. The 

teacher indicated that he used an organization of instructional units such as “CUP” 

Understanding-Practice-Communication. His correction style was similar to Teacher D’s 

and C’s.  

   
 

Investigator:  Have you designed a syllabus and/or a lesson plan for 
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teaching story texts?  
 

Teacher A2: (nodding). I generally followed them but sometimes I 
detoured. When ideas came to my mind, I added them to 
the plan or revised them. I had a 'delivery plan' like a 
summary for every week. After that, I did a lesson plan. It 
was important for me to follow this plan rather than 
developing an initial lesson plan. I also revised the plan and 
added some resources. I always modified the delivery plan 
depending on the learners' needs. 

 
Investigator: If you diagnosed students' weaknesses or the learning styles 

i.e., preference for analytic strategy or experiential strategy 
in general, would you meet his needs?  

 
Teacher A2:  I would like to do that but I had no time because class or 

preparation time was very limited.  
 

Investigator:  I talked about a lesson or unit organisation i.e., "PPP" – 
Presentation-Practice-Production model or "CUP" – 
Understanding-Practice-Communication model.   

 
Teacher A2:  Yeah, (I remember that) - "Communication-Understanding-

Practice". I used this model. I learnt this from Professor 
Ross Foreman.  That's good!  

 
Investigator:  How do you usually correct your learners' errors or 

mistakes?  
 
  Teacher A2:  During presentations, I needed to note down the errors or 

mistakes, i.e., checking formational structure of signs, 
grammatical structure, facial expression and classifier 
handshape. I presented examples of classifier handshape 
which might be better than those the students used.     

 
Investigator:   I rephrased this question with my examples: When do you 

correct them?  
 

Teacher A2:  I had three items for correction. One of them was that I 
judged my students' homework (story presentations). 1) I 
don't believe I interrupted when a student was presenting a 
story, but I would like to correct after he/she completed the 
task. It was important for me to take notes during the 
presentation. 2) When his students completed learning 
outcomes (assessment) in prerecorded video format, I 
assessed and marked the performances. I believe marking 
should be numbered, not just pass or incomplete, say 10/10, 
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because I would like students to know where they stand. 3) 
When watching the (students') completed videotapes in the 
classroom, I gave students feedback on some segments of 
the videotapes. 

 
The following interview describes characteristics of the teacher’s class. Teacher A2 

indicated that young students had advantages over other older students, and that it was 

fortunate to have Class 20, in which most of students were young.    

   

  Investigator:   Is the characteristics of your present class (Class 20) 
similar to other classes you taught in the past?  

 
  Teacher A2: All the classes had students with varied characteristics. 
 
  Investigator:  What characteristics of Class 20 differed from that of the 

other classes. Can you tell me about these differences? 
 
  Teacher A2: Class 20 was a group of young people. They acquired or 

learnt language very quickly because of their age and made 
more progress than Class B. I was impressed with their 
fingerspelling skills. The students also were very keen to 
learn Auslan and closely co-operated with each other. I 
admitted that although they were very keen on learning, 
their behaviour sometimes were immature. Some older 
students were sensible when studying.  

 
 
Teacher A2 indicated that most students who were studying narrative discourse said that 

they detested using classifiers and distant and close focus because it was difficult for 

them to understand these features. They tried to avoid them. For example one of his 

students did this for two years and when the student completed the course and 

participated in the Deaf Community to communicate with Auslan users, he/she realised 

that the use of these features was necessary. The student said he/she should have studied 

them in depth. Therefore, it was imperative that these features in the context of story 

teaching were taught.  

 

Teacher A2 indicated that he had read a research article about which aspects of signed 

languages were important to use when presenting a story.  In the context of a story, the 

use of signs and fingerspelt words was approximately 30 to 40 percent while use of 
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classifiers was around 70 to 60 percent. That was why I emphasised that students should 

create a story based on their visual experience.  

 

Teacher A2 indicated that he could see that young people had no problem with acquiring 

Auslan whilst students who were over 45 years of age, had a problem. They learnt 

Auslan slower. However, Teacher A2 remembered that learning processes of two 

students who were over 60 years of age was excellent.  

 

 

8.2.3.2. Observations in Class A 

 

8.2.3.2.1 Observation in Class A1 

Most of the activity-and-exercise-types Teacher A1 employed to develop her students to 

spontaneously produce an anecdote were focusing exercises. This was aimed to help the 

students understand and use Auslan language features without the context of an 

anecdote, such as directional verbs, noun-verb pairs, verb inflection and types of signs 

(e.g., one-handed sign, double-handed sign and two-handed sign) at either a 

'phonological' or grammatical level. However, Teacher A1 and her students spent most 

of the total class time employing one student-centred activity typified as practice 

communication activities and teacher feedback on each  student’s performances.  The 

purpose of this activity was to give each of the students an opportunity to present an 

unplanned anecdote, by being assigned an immediate topic.  Three tasks in relation to 

focusing exercise, shaping exercise and practice communication activity seemed to 

deviate from the learning outcome. However, Teacher A1 stressed that the purpose of 

these tasks that were provided for the students before assessment, was to reduce their 

anxiety and help them relax.  For example, one of the tasks was that each student from 

the groups asked these questions and other students in either of the other groups 

answered them. The answers must be positive although some students would tend to say 

'no'. 

 

Teacher A1's teaching styles were as follows: Teacher A1 ensured that her students 
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received explicit information about the learning outcome (Module 6 L.O. 3) and 

conditions for assessment. Like Teacher A2, Teacher A1 did not write much on the 

whiteboard. She encouraged her students to negotiate options of strategies for correction 

made by her and to be responsible for actively participating in groupwork, stressing that 

they needed to make an intensive mental effort.  Teacher A1 assigned a topic to each 

student just before they translated it into a story and presented it in a student-centred 

formation. Examples of topics were "most embarrassing incident of my life", " an 

incident during a school excursion", " It happened on Public Transport" . Teacher A1 

was concerned about the assessment procedure. She created an opportunity for her 

students to watch her anecdotes similar to the topics she assigned to the students. 

Occasionally, she interrupted a few of the students during their presentations as she 

needed clarifications from them. This is a contrast to the other teachers who did not. 

 

Although Teacher A1 did not explicitly explain many grammatical structures (see list 

below), she ran through a list of these grammatical structures. She attempted to elucidate 

the term 'role shift' by providing examples of complex clauses within contexts but did 

not discuss several types of role shift with the students. However, according to the 

curriculum framework, CIA, before participating in story learning, the students were 

required to enroll in a module entitled “Introduction to Language and Terminology” and 

it was one of the learning outcomes that enabled them to explicitly study linguistic 

terminology relating to the basic structures of language. Teacher A1 was concerned with 

providing clear examples of sign types such as one-handed sign, double-handed sign and 

two-handed sign as well as verb inflection, i.e., continuity and repetition. This task was 

not relevant to Learning Outcome 6.3 but she may have wanted to have it as a 

'breakaway' activity.   

 
Auslan elements: 
Grammar       Orientation and others 
topic markers      close/distant focus 
directional verbs      role shifting techniques 
agreement verbs with classifiers                   eye gaze 
facial expressions and movements 
descriptive classifiers 
topic markers 
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time lines 
proform classifiers 
noun/verb pairs 
 
Teacher A1 rarely corrected behaviour during the groupwork or pairwork in comparison 

with Teacher D, who often did. However, when some of the students asked for 

correction, Teacher A1 would do so. She tended to correct and/or give feedback on 

students' performances in teacher-fronted activities as soon as the completion of each of 

the student's demonstrations or anecdotes.  The average time spent giving each student 

feedback was roughly five minutes. This was longer than for the other teachers. The 

students' use of language elements in an anecdote Teacher A1 corrected had a lot of 

variety. Examples of the correction or enhancement were; 'phonological' errors (signs for 

MICROWAVE, GET-TO-BED, etc); 'polymorphological’ or ‘morphological’ errors 

(i.e., proform classifier signs for ‘a person briskly walking toward left side of the signing 

space’; directional verbs with classifier; descriptive classifiers; noun/verb pairs; 

agreement verbs); inappropriate uses of signs for TWO-DAYS etc; inappropriate 

mouthing patterns with signs (e.g., SOON or signs in relation to colloquialism; 

inappropriate temporal facial expressions; redundant signs due to intense adverbial facial 

expressions (i.e., LOT); and need for additional signs e.g., colloquialism or vocabulary 

'B' to enhance.  Occasionally Teacher A1 interrupted several of the students for 

correcting some signs during their presentations. 

 

Typical students' attitudes towards language learning in Class A1 were that a few 

students had a habit of helping or supporting “disabled” people. For example, they were 

concerned about their teacher who misspelt words or phrases written on the whiteboard. 

The use of voice rarely appeared in the classroom. This was similar to Class A2 or Class 

B and in contrast to the other classes. A few students did not respond to the teacher's 

request for homework.  Some of the students were late to class. Preferred learning 

strategies were; requests for further explanations, clarifications and translations; 

feedback from their teachers immediately after their demonstrations and presentations 

and more practice. Seemingly, the students also liked to have a detour chat away from 

the lesson plans with their teacher. 
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8.2.3.2.2 Observation in Class A2 

 

Teacher A2's activity and exercise types were more varied than Teacher D's and C's. 

Two exercises, which were regarded as focusing exercises, enabled the students to 

concentrate on strategy and form such as close/distant focus and proform classifiers 

respectively.  The other two exercises which were employed as shaping exercises to give 

the students an opportunity to use proform classifiers, close/distant focus and mime 

within a recount.  Two activities which involved communicative use of Auslan where 

the roles and/or the context are simulated, were: 1) the students were asked to watch a 

video regarding a native Auslan user's account of an unusual event and not to focus on 

individual signs but rather on meanings; and 2) they were asked to prepare for the 

learning outcome (7.1) and to practise their own personal accounts of unusual events. 

The last activity enabled the students to be involved in non-simulated contexts where 

they talked about their travel experiences with their teacher.   

 

Class A's attitude towards a policy of "No Voice in the classroom" was somewhat 

different from Classes D and C. Class A obviously adhered to the policy. For example, 

when the teacher was looking for a whiteboard marker and wrote phrases on the 

whiteboard (he could not see what his students were doing while he was writing), his 

students did not use their voice but signed to each other. Very few students in the class 

asked their teacher or peers for translation into Auslan signs or phrases, probably 

because most of the students seemed to have a sound knowledge of everyday content 

vocabulary. 

 

According to class observation, Teacher A2's correction style was slightly different from 

Teacher D's and C's.  Teacher A2 preferred to directly give each student feedback on 

her/his performance immediately after each of the student-centred activities. In contrast, 

Teachers D and C tended to provide their classes with general comments after all the 

students completed the tasks in the student-centred activities. However, in constrast 

Teacher A2 presented his general comments on the students' assessments for the 

learning outcome.  Furthermore, during the groupwork or pairwork Teacher A2 was less 
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concerned about monitoring his students' progress than Teachers D and C, as he was 

busy doing other things such as taking roll call, notes and so forth. Perhaps this was 

because he would rather leave his students to monitor their own progress. It is important 

to note that Teacher A2 tended to support his students during their story or recount 

presentations, through the demonstration of accurate signs that they had forgotten rather 

than correcting them. This process might be seen as supportive rather than appropriate. 

 

Teacher A2 preferred to guide his students to see patterns with grammatical terms i.e., 

proform classifier instead of providing them with descriptions of pedagogical grammar, 

just the same as Teachers D and C did.  In other words, the students were given 

information about this aspect of grammar implicitly through exposure to patterns. 

However, according to the CIA curriculum framework, before participating in the story 

learning, the students were required to enroll in a module entitled “Introduction to 

Language and Terminology”. This included classifiers, proform classifiers, close/distant 

focus and so on. It is important to note that in Teacher A2's teaching technique, some 

classifier signs could be identified as either BCL or BPCL for reasons of clarity but were 

labeled as proform classifiers instead. The latter term is more general, according to 

Johnston's Auslan dictionary (1996) and Certificate 11 in Auslan (2001). Most of the 

tasks Teacher A2 provided for the students were to facilitate their learning processes 

through the use of proform classifiers and other grammatical aspects within the context 

of signed texts. These tasks were regarded as practice communication activities and 

shaping exercises.  
 
It seemed important for Teacher A2 to present information on a learning outcome 

specifying Module 7 Auslan Certificate 3 and assessment criteria.  He did not just hand 

out this information but also read this outcome "aloud" and discussed a plan whereby 

students could improve their weaknesses in relation to proform classifier, close/distant 

focus and mime. Similar to Teacher D, Teacher A2 occasionally praised his students' 

performance and had a sense of humour about their work.  He was also more concerned 

about checking to see if the students noticed grammar aspects such as classifiers, which 

appeared in the native Auslan storyteller's video than Teacher C. Teacher A2 provided 
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the students with two model story texts, e.g., his experience in exploring the cave, which 

included a lot of classifiers. His emphasis was to remind students to use particular 

language features such as classifiers, proform classifiers, close/distant focus, facial 

expressions and spatial referencing as well as discussing learning strategy particularly 

visual images before the students were asked to prepare for assessment. Importantly, 

Teacher A2 did not often write English words or English glosses on the white board in 

comparison with Teacher D.   

 

 

8.2.4 Teacher/Class B 

 

8.2.4.1 Interview: Summary of Teacher B’s views on teaching and learning 
 

See Teacher A2’s interview above. Teachers A2 and B were the same person.   

 

8.2.4.2 Observations in Class B 

 

Most exercise and activity types for pairwork or groupwork or student-centred work 

Teacher B selected and sequenced enabled the class to focus on elements of the 

communication process, particularly forms and strategies as well as using Auslan where 

the roles, the purposes and/or the context are simulated through role-play. Elements such 

as forms and strategies predominantly taught in the class were proform classifiers, 

descriptive classifiers, close/distant focus, role shift, mime and gesture, use of space, eye 

gaze, and facial expression, as well as cognitive strategies such as translation skills and 

noticing strategy. The simulated roles were, for example, a story or recount narrator, an 

Auslan "listener" or a signed story-observer and an audience. Furthermore, the simulated 

purposes of the activities were to share with others an account of an unusual or amusing 

event, and the simulated contexts were at a Deaf club, a public event and a coffee shop. 

Second, the shaping exercises were used to provide the students with an opportunity to 

develop and structure particular Auslan features within story texts. One of four instances 

was when Teacher B asked to participate in a pairwork to practise classifiers (proform 

and description) within a story.  In the first week of Term 3, Teacher B employed only 
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one activity type, a realistic/real communicative activity, in which his students had the 

opportunity to talk with him about their school holidays without feeling uneasy about the 

appropriateness and accuracy of their Auslan expression. 

 

Both Teacher B and Teacher A2102 had similar habits of correcting their students 

obviously. Just as Teacher A2 did, Teacher B preferred to directly gave each student 

feedback on her/his performance immediately after each of the student-centred activities 

they engaged in. Teacher B's feedback and error correction with the class in one activity, 

occurred at the end of all the students' performances. Teacher B's concern about 

monitoring his students' progress in pairwork or groupwork was no different to Teacher 

A2.  

 

Teacher B's approach to teaching pedagogical grammar in Auslan was parallel to 

Teacher A2 as well as the other teachers. To reiterate, the students were given 

information about the grammatical aspects such as proform classifiers descriptive 

classifiers and eye gaze as well as other language features such as facial expression, 

mime and gesture, use of space and close/distant focus implicitly through exposure to 

patterns. Teacher B indicated that Class B had learned both implicitly and explicitly 

these aspects and features through undertaking modules Auslan 6 and 7 and 

“Introduction to Language and Terminology” before enrolling in the elective module, 

narrative discourse. As mentioned previously, students in a pair or a group organisation, 

were engaged in tasks to concentrate on using these aspects and features appropriately 

and accurately they were "focusing exercises" and "shaping exercises" tasks. 

 

Teacher B was concerned about ensuring that students must be aware of the elective 

module outline, narrative discourse through the handouts and his interpretation in 

Auslan (See Appendix 5.6). He also explained topics in relation to narrative discourse. 

According to class observation, it was very important for his students to have the 

opportunity to observe or study their teacher's model stories based on his experience or 

                                                 
102 Teacher A2 is the same teacher, but is operating in two separate classes specifically Class A (CIA class) and Class 
B (DOA class).  
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his translation from English story texts or his visualisation from calendar pictures.  

Teacher D, who taught the same module, presented a story once during the class 

observation. Teacher B gave his students homework and monitored their progress every 

session more than the other teachers did. He encouraged his students to develop 

cognitive strategies particularly using visual images, visual memory, translation skills, 

noticing and inferencing. In contrast with Teacher D, Teacher B seemed to avoid writing 

English words or phrases on the whiteboard just the same Teachers A2 and C. Teacher B 

occasionally praised his students' dazzling performances. 

 

Class B's attitudes towards the policy of "No Voice in the classroom" were similar to 

Class A. The class adhered to the policy. Class B's affective strategies i.e., building 

cohesive or cooperative groups were noticeable. Most of the students were able to self-

monitor their progress and self-analyse their Auslan skills and/or features. Sometimes 

some of them frankly asked for help from their teachers, e.g., accuracy or 

appropriateness of classifier signs. Some students attempted to imitate individual signs 

particularly classifier signs extracted from their teacher or videos. 

 

Teaching and learning materials provided for Class B can be found in Appendix 8.7.   
 

 

8.2.5  Teacher/Class F 
 

8.2.5.1 Preparation for teaching narrative discourse in Class F 

 

This section does not include a description of the teacher interview regarding Teacher’s 

views on teaching and learning. This is because, as planned, Teacher F was thoroughly 

trained to use a teaching methodology based on the genre-based approach during the 

experimentation stage. This means that he would have developed an understanding of 

the functional and formal models of language and of assumptions about language 

learning based on this approach as well as teaching methodology and resource materials. 

His appreciation of such particular discourse features as referential cohesion and 

contextual coherence would be also gained. Other subtopics relevant to teacher training 
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objectives appeared in a unit of work are included in the Appendix 8.1. A handbook, a 

PowerPoint presentation and CD-ROM entitled “Auslan Storytelling Part 1, 2 &3”, 

which can be found in the Appendices 8.2, 8.3 and 6.1 No. 3, were provided for Teacher 

F. The 25-hour intensive training was provided by the investigator. Although it was an 

economical, crash course including continual support from the investigator during the 

three-week period of narrative discourse teaching outside the classroom, seemingly he 

managed to employ the new approach for teaching the experiment class.     

 

Before starting to teach an elective module, Narrative Discourse, Teacher F and the 

investigator of this study were involved in planning a unit of work and six lessons. The 

decision-making process for planning the unit of work was based on information 

gathered through diagnosis of strengths and weaknesses in both referential cohesion and 

contextual coherence, which would be the focus of the elective module. Teacher F and 

the investigator observed how the students performed for the pre-test in video format 

and analysed their performances. They then made a decision on which discourse features 

appeared in a list of examples below, would be selected in order of priority. The unit of 

work was designed around a story text and related discourse features at the level of the 

whole text, and the students then worked through cycles of teaching and learning 

activities towards the achievement of the course objective related to narrative discourse. 

Therefore, the diagnosis that Teacher F and the investigator carried out, focused on the 

following examples: 

•  reference ties between determiners (NPs) and pronouns (IX) 

•  reference ties between pronouns (IX) and pronouns (IX)  

•  reference ties between determiners or non-determiners (NPs) and classifier 
handshapes (CLHs) 

•  reference ties between determiners (NPs) or absences of established locative 
referent (ø) and agreement verbs (AV) 

•  reference ties between determiners (NPs) or absences of established locative 
referent (ø) and spatial verbs  (SV) 

 

The unit of work and lesson plans for Class F set out in Appendix 8.1 provide detailed 

descriptions of purposes of activities and of activities or exercises with which each of 

the four stages of the teaching/learning cycle is associated. A particular model of the 
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cycle of teaching and learning activities within the genre-based approach for this study 

consisted of four phases: building the context; modelling and deconstructing the text; 

joint construction of the text; and independent construction of the text (For detailed 

information, see Chapter Four and Appendix 8.1).  

 
 
8.2.5.2  Observations in Class F  
 

The descriptions of activities and exercises in relation to purposes for learning 

referential cohesion or contextual coherence are not provided here but can be found in 

Appendix 8.1. It is important to note that Teacher F developed learning materials which 

were very useful for his students because the purpose of the activity enabled them to 

develop a new learning strategy, particularly by forming a mental picture through 

locating different coloured cards with labels of participants on specific locations of the 

butcher paper, as well as creating referential cohesion by the same procedure.  

Furthermore, Teacher F drew an excellent diagram on the whiteboard to help his 

students learn about the concept of close/distant focus. See Figure 1 below for the 

illustrated diagram. 
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Figure 8.1 Close/Distant Focus – diagram on the whiteboard 

 

Moreover, the investigator also developed learning material in CD-ROM format, which 

included a seamless incorporation of movies (including virtual reality), animation, texts 

(including transcription symbols for Auslan), captions and graphics. The multimedia 

software was used to communicate ideas in relation to story teaching in visual form (See 

Appendix 6.1 No.3 including CD-ROM, entitled “Auslan Storytelling Part 1, 2 &3”). 

Here is one example, a photo of Teacher F and visual display on CD-ROM (Auslan 

Storytelling Part 2) regarding reference ties between noun phrase (IX2e-lf2 fs:TOY 

BOAT) and instrumental or handling handshape (ICL:C-2e/rt “handling the toy boat on 

the water”).  

ARRIVED 

OFFICE 
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Figure 8.2 Teacher F and Visual Display (CD-ROM)  
 

Teacher F was not confident about explicitly explaining some terms using linguistic 

terminology, for example, the difference between sentence and clause, although he had 

no problem with explaining other terms, i.e., registers and text-types. Occasionally he 

used a sense of humour to create a positive atmosphere. He rarely corrected his students’ 

performance during the first and second stages of the teaching/learning cycle, but on a 

one-to-one basis, he gave constructive feedback to them during the third stage (joint 

construction of the text). He was concerned about checking if his students clearly 

understood his instruction or not, more than he did in the control class (Class D). 

Seemingly, he wrote English words or phrases on the whiteboard less frequently than 

Teacher D103 did in the control class.  However, he often used diagrams, i.e., signing 

space, symbols such as NPs, IX, CLHs and so forth, and sketches more than the other 

teachers did.  See Figure 8.2 - examples of these features that were extracted from video 

clips:  

                                                 
103 Teacher D is the same teacher, but is operating in two separate classes specifically Class D (control DOA class) and 
Class F (experiment DOA class).  
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Figure 8.3 Drawings on the whiteboard 

 
 
All the students paid scrupulous attention to Teacher F’s instruction partly because the 

innovative learning materials and the new teaching approach motivated them.  They also 

effectively used social strategies to develop a cohesive group to support each other in 

pairwork or groupwork. Some students occasionally broke the ‘no voice’ rules and were 

gently reminded not to use their voice in the classroom.  Very few students were late, 
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missed lessons, or did not do homework.  One of the students missed many lessons and 

did not do her homework, so she was not involved in the research project.  

Teaching and learning materials provided for Class F can be found in Appendix 8.8.   
  

 
8.2.6  Teacher/Class E 
 

8.2.6.1        Preparation for teaching anecdote and personal account of unusual 
          events in Class E 
 
Descriptions in this regard are not included in this section as the preparation for teaching 

anecdote and personal account of unusual events in Class E was the same as in Class F. 

The descriptions can be found in 8.2.5.1.  A unit of work and lesson plans designed for 

Class E set out in Appendix 8.4. It is important to note that Teachers E and F were the 

same teacher but taught different classes (Classes F - DOA experiment group and E – 

CIA experiment group).  

 
 
8.2.6.2 Observations in Class E 
 
The descriptions of activities and exercises in relation to purposes for learning 

referential cohesion or contextual coherence are not provided here but can be found in 

Appendix 8.4. Discourse features students were explicitly taught, were as follows:  

•  reference ties between determiners (NPs) and pronouns (IX) 

•  reference ties between pronouns (IX) and pronouns (IX) 

•  switch reference 

•  registers 

•  generic structure 

•  orientation including spatial locations in signing space, perspectives of scene, 
and close and distant focus 

 

The students did not learn about other discourse features, which the other experiment 

DOA class (Class F) was explicitly taught. These features were:  

•  reference ties between determiners or non-determiners (NPs) and classifier 
handshapes (CLHs) 
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•  reference ties between determiners (NPs) or absences of established locative 

referent (ø) and agreement verbs (AV) 
 

•  reference ties between determiners (NPs) or absences of established locative 
referent (ø) and spatial verbs  (SV) 

 

Perhaps this was because Class E maintained a learning pace slower than Class F due to 

a difference in language learning experience phase.  

 

Teacher F was not very relaxed to begin with because the new teaching approach and the 

use of equipment such as LCD projector and PowerBook had an impact on him. 

However, he took time to develop confidence about using the approach and this 

equipment. It was important for him to draw or write English words and phrases 

including English glosses on the whiteboard, although there were learning materials 

available.  His sense of humour in class was evident during his teaching and lightened 

the atmosphere. Although in the third stage, joint construction of the text- each students 

received feedback on their story practice on a one-to-one basis, Teacher E monitored 

students’ progress and corrected their performance during the other stages more 

frequently than Teacher F.  

 

A few students were late, missed lessons and did not do their homework. Some students 

who were not confident about understanding their teacher’s instructions or his 

explanations, tended to use their voice for clarification or help. 

 

Teaching and learning materials provided for Class E can be found in Appendix 8.8.   
        

 
8.3 Findings in teacher interviews and qualitative observations in connection 
 with COLT analysis 
 
This section accounts for the fact that the qualitative data gathered in teacher interviews 

and classroom observations confirms the details about the aspects of instructional 

orientations observed through the COLT-based observations and analysis. The following 
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details provide the findings of the teacher interviews and qualitative classroom 

observations at all six classes – both CIA and DOA.  

 
8.3.1 Differing teaching methodologies and COLT analysis 
 
Teachers’ views on teaching and learning were expressed indirectly through responding 

to the investigator’s open-ended questions such as ‘What are your beliefs on the nature 

of language and language learning?’; and ‘When you have taught or are teaching 

narrative discourse or anecdote or personal account of unusual events, which teaching 

approaches or strategies do you prefer to use?’. Teachers’ responses to these questions 

indicated differences in views and concerns among them.  

 

Teacher D's concerns were about teaching non-manual markers. He did not mention how 

these markers were taught and what specific kinds the markers were.  However, it was 

indicated that the markers were in relation to kinesics104. He made a comment about his 

concern regarding Auslan teachers' views on more flexibility with Auslan syntax, but 

did not say how they were taught. Teacher C's response to the investigator's question 

was that she had employed the teacher's curriculum guide, "Signing Naturally" - 

(Functional-notional approach). This approach focused on the "functions" or 

communicative purposes around which people use language. Therefore, students were 

instructed to learn through patterns, with grammar and vocabulary. Teachers A1's and 

A2's concerns were about teaching grammatical elements in relation to story texts but 

they did not make any clear statements as to whether they presented explanations of 

these elements or not. Teacher B's concerns were similar to Teachers' A2 or A1.  

 

As arranged, Teachers F and E were trained to employ the genre-based approach to story 

teaching and were also expected to explicitly teach particular discoursal features as well 

as reference sign types. Learning/teaching materials ("Auslan Storytelling Parts 1, 2 & 

3”) in CD-ROM format provided access to adequate explanations of these features and 

types for students, followed by discussions and demonstrations of examples within 

                                                 
104 Kinesics means paralinguistics but not in relation to grammatical non-manual markers used by signed language 
users.  
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particular contexts of a situation at the discourse rather than the sentence level. To 

clarify, from the systemic functional perspective, these features focused on texture, that 

is, pieces of language hold the clauses of a text together to give them unity.  It is 

important to note that all of the other teachers from control classes did not deliberate on 

a study of grammar at the discourse level during the teacher interviews. 

 

The teaching methodologies adopted by teachers were adequately reflected in both the 

qualitative observations and in the COLT-based data. According to both the aggregate of 

experiential features (rank order procedure adapted from Allen, P et al 1990) and (global 

scoring procedure adapted from Frohlich, M 1985), Teacher D scored highest on 

communicative orientation in the experiential-analytic scale, closely followed by 

Teacher C.  The other teachers’ scores were below the experiential-analytic in-betweens. 

This means that they tended to hold an analytic view rather than an experiential view.  

 
 
8.3.2 Details of instructional procedures and COLT analysis 
 

Both the qualitative observations and the COLT observations disclosed that Teacher D, 

who was concerned about students' weaknesses in Auslan grammatical structures, 

particularly non-manual markers and about Auslan syntactic rules, made 177, the highest 

score on the experiential orientation in both the rank order and the global scoring 

procedure. This was not only because he provided very few exercises and spent a small 

amount of time on it that enabled students to practise and use grammatical patterns 

either with or without contexts, but also because other exercises provided aimed to 

develop students' skills and strategies, i.e., translation skills and visual memory strategy. 

It is worth noting that one exercise and its episodes in relation to emotional non-manual 

markers, which Teacher and Class D spent a lot of time on in class, were presumed to be 

one of grammatical structures, but in the COLT scheme of this study, they were 

identified as meaning (other topics - narrow) rather than form.105  Therefore, his 

instructional procedures were more relevant to experiential views.  
                                                 
105 These non-manual markers that both signers and non-signers frequently used in a part of their everyday 
communication, have been categorised as one of paralinguistic features, which are rather separate from linguistic 
features, e.g., grammatical non-manual markers. 
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Teacher C, who did not mention whether Auslan grammatical structures would be 

important for teaching, facilitated exercises typifying a focusing exercise that students 

focused on forms, e.g., BCL and BPCL, and inflecting verbs, as well as providing 

stimulated activities that students on the whole were encouraged to comprehend 

teachers' retellings and to retell stories in group formation. Teacher C avoided presenting 

explicit grammar but either demonstrated pattern practice and/or encouraged students to 

practise patterns either bereft or all-embracing of context. Thus, her instructional 

procedures were viewed as an experiential orientation.  
 

The other teachers' scores (A, B, F & E) were classified into a group who predominately 

used an analytic view. Classes A1, A2 and B did not receive extensive explicit 

instruction on Auslan grammar but were assigned to practise patterns either devoid of 

context or within context, and/or to make an intensive mental effort to choose or identify 

specific linguistic items, e.g., noun & verb pairs, inflecting verbs, sign types, limb 

classifiers. These tasks were not meaningful exercises but rather focused on aspects of 

communication process such as forms and strategies. In contrast to instructional 

procedures carried out by Teachers D and C, Teachers A and B spent more time on 

learning through patterns. Therefore their story teaching was based on an analytic view. 

As expected, Teachers F and E tended to employ an analytic strategy to teaching 

functional grammar and discourse features. Teacher E's score was the lowest on the 

communicative orientation followed by Teacher F's score. The main reason for this was 

that both of them were concerned with presenting explicit explanation of these features.      

 
 
8.3.3 Focus on discourse and the further analysis of the functional-analytic 
 orientation 
 
According to further analysis of content from the functional-analytic viewpoint in CIA 

and DOA classes, Teachers E’s and F’s focus on discourse were referential cohesion 

types, contextual coherence types and reference sign types. According to the qualitative 

observation, Classes E and F had an opportunity to have access to detailed explanations 

of all of these types through the multimedia software in both printed English and Auslan 
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formats and through the teachers who were intensively trained to do so. The other 

teachers in control classes did not focus on any types of referential cohesion but spent 

time on referential sign types and contextual coherence rather less than Teachers E and 

F. Needless to say, the qualitative observation and the further analysis revealed that 

Teacher F’s and E’s explicit instruction on referential cohesion and contextual coherence 

were the centre of attention and Teacher E’s score was highest on the functional-analytic 

orientation in the continuum, closely followed by Teacher F.  In comparison with them, 

the other teachers in the control classes scored rather low on the orientation.    

 
 
8.4       Summary                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
 

Teacher interviews showed that three of the four teachers (Teachers A1, A2/B and 

D) in this study shared similarities in their belief about the nature of language; 

similarities from two of the teachers (Teachers A1 and A2/B) were reflected in the 

findings of the unstructured observations of their classes, whereas one of the teachers 

(Teacher D) did not use structural-analytic strategies during the systematic and 

unstructured classroom observation. The teaching philosophy in the commercially 

published teacher’s curriculum guide, Signing Naturally adhered to by the other 

teacher (Teacher C), was reflected in the findings of the unstructured observations, 

of her class. The findings suggest that interpretations of the communicative approach 

to Auslan story teaching vary in Australian post-secondary institutions. This chapter 

provides triangulation of the COLT-based observations and anaylsis described in the 

previous chapter. The following chapter now takes this classroom observation data, 

keeping in mind the three main teaching approaches such as the experiential, the 

structural-analytic and the functional-analytic approaches in each class, and 

compares them with measures of production accuracy of students’ pre-test and post-

test story texts. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 

THE PROCESS-PRODUCT COMPONENT: DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
Procedures and results of the pre-test and post-test of learner achievement before and 

after story learning in Classes A, B, C, D, E and F, are presented in this chapter. Also, 

this chapter describes the results of correlation of these product results with the process 

results produced in the preceding chapter.  

 

9.2 Research questions and hypotheses 

This chapter investigates the second major research question of this study:     

Do differences in instructional orientation contribute to an 
improvement in students’ referential cohesion skills in the classes 
observed in both CIA III and DOA?  
 

This study translates the research question into a set of research hypotheses.  Research 

hypotheses pertaining to the process-product study are based on the assumption that a 

functional-analytic orientation to Auslan story text teaching (two experimental groups – 

one for CIA III - Class E and one for DOA – Class F) will not be more effective in terms 

of learning achievement, particularly referential cohesion, than in the four controls 

groups (two for CIA III – Classes A and C and two for DOA – Classes B and D) using 

structural-analytic or experiential views. The set of research hypotheses are as follows:  

Hypothesis 1: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy of CIA 
III students’ referential cohesion collected from a pre-test story text that is produced by 
students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-analytic approach 
and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 
Hypothesis 2: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy of 
DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from a pre-test story text that is produced 
by the students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-analytic 
approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 
Hypothesis 3: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy of CIA 
III students’ referential cohesion collected from a post-test story text that is produced by 
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the students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-analytic approach 
and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 
Hypothesis 4: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy of 
DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from a post-test story text that is produced 
by the students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-analytic 
approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 
The predictions in Hypotheses 1 and 2 are based on the assumption that all students in 

functional-analytic, structural-analytic, and experiential classes need to improve skills in 

using referential cohesion because they never have an opportunity to be taught these 

skills. Hypotheses 3 and 4 are based on the assumption that students in functional-

analytic classes, those in structural-analytic classes, and those in experiential classes 

would improve these skills no matter what particular approaches are used when 

completing learning outcomes (for CIA III classes, Module 6: L.O. 6.3 and Module 7: 

7.1; and for DOA classes, Elective Module: Auslan for Narrative Discourse).  All of 

these students also have opportunities to gain knowledge of Auslan language elements 

relevant to story texts and to practise presenting an Auslan story in a variety of contexts. 

 
Hypothesis 5: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy of CIA 
III and DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from both a pre-test and post-test 
the story text that are produced by students in the age range fifteen to nineteen years, 
those in the range of twenty to twenty nine years, and those in the range of thirty years 
or older.  
 
Hypothesis 6: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy of CIA 
III and DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from both a pre-test and post-test 
story text that are produced by the students receiving under ten hour instruction and 
those receiving over ten hours of instruction. 
   
According to Ellis (1994:484), “There is a widely-held lay belief that younger L2 

learners generally do better than older learners”. Hypothesis 5 is based on the 

assumption that students would improve skills in using referential cohesion no matter 

what their ages are. In spite of the fact that during the interval of story teaching, 

classroom learning hours in each class varied, Hypothesis 6 is based on the assumption 

that students would enhance skills in using referential cohesion no matter whether they 

had received under ten hours or over ten hours of instruction.        
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  CIA III LEVEL 
 
 DOA LEVEL 
 
 
 PRE-TEST 
STORY TEXT 
 
 POST-TEST 
STORY TEXT 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 9.1 Diagram of Design for this Process-Product Study 
 
 
9.3 Subjects 
 
For the process-product component, subjects are those who have studied CIA 111 or 

DOA in Classes A, B, C, D, E or F. In Classes C and F, subjects are those who are the 

same students being involved in the research project for this study twice – one for 

control CIA class in 2003 and one for experiment DOA class in 2004.  However, there 

are a few students who were not involved in Class C but in Class F. A summary of the 

students’ and the classes’ details can be found in Table 9.1. 

 

STRUCTURAL-
ANALYTIC 
INSTRUCTION 

EXPERIENTIAL 
INSTRUCTION 

FUNCTIONAL-
ANALYTIC 
INSTRUCTION 
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 Auslan stages  Numbers of students’ 
pre-test and post-test 
story texts  

Any students 
with outside 
experience of 
Auslan  

Any additional 
characteristics 
of classes 

Class A CIA 111 28 Student A16: 
Working with 
one deaf client 
Student A6: 
Tutoring 
recreation 
course to deaf 
children 

Q1 reception 
Q2 Learn new signs 
Q3 Interacting with 
your Deaf Auslan 
users 
Q4 signing with and 
“listening” to other 
students 
 

Class C CIA 111 10 nil Q1 production 
Q2 ? 
Q3 Interacting with 
your Deaf Auslan 
users 
Q4 Role play 
(rather weak) 

Class E CIA 111 18 nil Q1 production 
Q2 Learn new signs 
Q3 Interacting with 
your Deaf Auslan 
users 
Q4 signing with and 
“listening” to other 
students 

Class B DOA 20 nil Q1 Production 
(rather weak) 
Q2 ? 
Q3 Interacting with 
your Deaf Auslan 
users 
Q4 practicing 
reception in 
monologes 
(rather weak) 

Class D DOA 22 Student D4: 
Working with 
her deaf 
colleague who 
uses Auslan 

Q1 production 
Q2 Learn new signs 
Q3 Interacting with 
your Deaf Auslan 
users 
Q4 ? 

Class F DOA 20 Student F4: 
Working with 
her deaf 
colleague who 
uses Auslan 

Q1 production 
Q2 Learn new signs 
Q3 Interacting with 
your Deaf Auslan 
users 
Q4 Role play (rather 
weak) 

 

Table 9.1 A summary of the students' and the classes' details 
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9.4 Process data 

The CIA and DOA process components (in Chapter Seven) provide the process data for 

this component.  
 

 

9.5 Product data  

 

9.5.1 A general review of pre-test and post-test procedures 

Pre-test and post-test activities for the control classes (Classes A, B, C and D) were 

carried out in May/June 2003, and July/August 2003 respectively. Pre-test and post-test 

activities for the experiment classes (Classes E and F) were carried out in July 2004, and 

August 2004 respectively. The activities enabled students to present a story and involved 

video-recording each of them. The main purpose of these activities was to investigate 

students’ referential cohesion production accuracy and others such as frequency of each 

reference sign type.   

 

According to the CIA and DOA Curriculum framework, the conditions for assessment 

indicated that presentation should be held at normal classroom conditions or at any 

suitable venue and should last from three to five minutes. Students were also allowed to 

have time for rehearsal before assessment and have no teacher assistance for their final 

presentation. The investigator of this study was permitted to prepare for the pre-test and 

post-test activities, e.g., setting up a video-camera and furniture and giving the test-

takers instructions on how to operate the camera but did not observe their presentations 

during the activities.  He was also responsible for ensuring test takers’ preparation and 

collecting the videotape. Subsequently, these materials were copied and the copies were 

handed to the teachers to use for their assessment.  
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9.5.2  Description of the pre-test and post-test tasks 

 

Students were instructed to be aware of assessment criteria, conditions and method 

through teachers’ explanations in Auslan format or/and hand-outs. The criteria were 

extracted from the CIA and DOA Curriculum Framework.  The outlines of the 

assessment can be found in Appendices 5.1 and 5.2. For the pre-test activities, students 

from all the classes were requested to present a two to five minute story about their real-

life experience in relation to travel or a holiday.  Needless to say, they were not provided 

with either teacher assistance or received any instruction on story texts just before 

presenting their story. 

 

According to the Curriculum Framework (Certificate III and Diploma in Auslan), 

students’ ability to present a story text specifically “present an anecdote in Auslan” and 

“give a personal account of an unusual event” for CIA 111 classes, and “follow and tell 

a story in Auslan during a conversation” for DOA classes, must be assessed (See 

Appendices 5.1 and 5.2).  This indicated that students’ language focusing on not only 

grammatical features but also discourse features must be assessed and marked. Thus, the 

story texts were concerned with texture, as to whether pieces of language hold the clauses 
of a text together to give them unity, and that teachers ensured students’ preparation for 

creating their text cohesive.  Furthermore, the story texts were also concerned with 

contextual coherence.  

 

With reference to post-test story texts, it was agreed that the students from the control 

classes were encouraged to select topics in relation to travel or a holiday experience for 

their story presentation but some teachers preferred to negotiate a few topics that would 

inevitably involve significant grammatical features such as classifiers, indexing, 

discourse elements, eye gaze, conjoining techniques and close/distant focus. Although 

topics for both pre-test and post-test story texts were similar, events in post-test story 

must be different. Students from the experiment classes were provided with handouts 

detailing assessment criteria, which they were expected to fulfil. This was because they 
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had learnt referential cohesion, contextual coherence and other discourse elements such 

as switch reference, close/distant focus and role shift just before the post-test.  

 

 

9.5.3 Limitations and delimitations of pre-test and post-test activities 

 

Pre-test and post-test activities were administered before and after the training that all 

the classes received to develop their skills in presenting a story.  Constraints on pre-test 

and post-test activities were as follows. 

 

• The mode in which test takers were required to present a story in front of a video 

camera, might have caused discomfort of some test takers, although most of the 

classes had experienced being video-recorded before participating in the pre-test.   

• The investigator working with the teachers was allowed to administer the pre-test 

and post-test activities. He was responsible for setting up a video camera and 

furniture before the activity and ensuring students’ preparation for final 

presentation. He was also responsible for providing students with instruction on 

how to operate the video-camera. He was not allowed to observe their 

presentations.  

• Teachers and students negotiated an option of facilities for the pre-test and post-

test activities. The option was that students could choose a normal classroom or 

an isolated room that would provide a secure and comfortable environment.  

Students’ decisions were based on their comfort and suitability.   

• The selection of topics for the tasks was very limited. However, for DOA 

classes, it was possible for teachers and students to negotiate topics, which the 

teachers ensured, would inevitably involve significant grammatical features and 

cohesive devices. The length of a presentation would be from three to five 

minutes. 

• Test takers were allowed opportunities to show their best performance by having 

their draft observed in order to decide whether to repeat their presentation or not.   
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9.5.4 Grounds for the use of variationist analysis   

 

The main reasons why the pre-test and post-test tasks in relation to story presentation 

were carried out, were: 1) this study needed product data collected from both pre-test 

and post-test story texts to investigate students’ language, specifically referential 

cohesion and other elements, in order to reveal how much production accuracy in each 

class improved; and 2) the CIA and DOA Curriculum Framework relating to Module 6 

L.O. 6.3, Module 7 L.O. 7.1 and Elective Module  “Auslan for Narrative Discourse”, 

guided teachers to assess students’ language ability in their story presentation against 

specified assessment criteria outlined in each learning outcome after the completion of 

story teaching and learning.   

 

This study preferred to employ an approach to discourse analysis for the investigation 

rather than determining student scores through global or analytic assessment by raters, 

following assessment criteria set by the CIA or DOA Curriculum Framework (2003).   

This was not only because a question of whether reliability106 in the assessment relating 

to Module 6 L.O. 6.3, Module 7 L.O. 7.1 and Elective Module  “Auslan for Narrative 

Discourse” had been ensured, was raised, but also because there was a lack of standard 

criterion-referenced competence-based analytic scales to use for these learning 

outcomes.  In other words, there was no available documentation produced by assessors 

of Auslan who participated in moderation sessions which provided the opportunity to 

compare and discuss assessment decisions in order to ensure reliability in assessments.  

Furthermore, there was no available documentation regarding this scoring method. 

                                                 
106 According to assessment guidelines for CSWE (Burrows, C. 1993), reliability refers to consistency in assessment. 
Inter-rater reliability is the consistency of different assessors reaching the same assessment decisions about the 
standard of the same piece of work. To encourage reliability in the use of the assessment tasks in the Assessment 
Guidelines, the specifications for each task have been identified. Close attention should be paid to the following: 

 
• The performance criteria 

These state exactly what a student must be able to do. All the performance criteria are relevant and all must 
be addressed. A student must be successful in all the performance criteria in order to achieve a competency.  

• The range of variables 
These might include: 

- the amount of teacher assistance 
- a time limit 
- the length of a piece of signed work 
- the level of complexity of a signed text 
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According to Bachman et al (1996:193), the methods are a crucial part of the 

measurement process. “This process, which plays a key role in insuring that the test 

scores are reliable and that the uses made of them are valid, consists of three steps” 

(Bachman et al 1996:193). The first step is to define the construct theoretically, the 

second step, defining the construct operationally, and the last step of the measurement 

process, establishing a method for quantifying responses to test tasks, has to do with 

how scores are derived from test takers’ responses to test tasks, and constitutes an 

essential component of the operational definition of the construct (Bachman et al 

1996:193).  

 

Consequently, this study chose a variationist analysis, which would be able to reveal 

results of students’ production accuracy focusing on referential cohesion and other types 

through computing the frequency with which each of these devices was used by each 

class.  This method involves the use of the computer program known as GoldVarb, 

which is a Macintosh application for carrying out variable rule analysis and associated 

data manipulations and displays. This does not mean that this frequency analysis tool 

would simply replace global and analytic scoring methods to represent students’ scores 

in story texts. Many second language acquisition researchers employ these methods for 

their studies. However, in this study, the variationist analysis would determine merely 

whether the instructional differences contributed to variation in improvement or not.   

 

9.5.5 The variable  

This study examined one variable: correct or incorrect use of referential cohesion. 

Research literature on the topic and this study’s preliminary evidence on this variable have 
been discussed in Chapters Three and Six. This section will define this variable, the 
variable rule governing Its use, and the linguistic and instructional factors that affect this 
rule.  
 
The linguistic dependent variable includes two variants, the correct use of referential 
cohesion and the incorrect use of same. Therefore, the conception of this variable is 
fundamental to variationist analysis. Referential cohesion is defined as the way of 
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providing cohesion107  by referring back to a participant109  who/which has already been 
mentioned. There are also ways to refer forward to participants a signer plans to identify. 
There are several ways of providing cohesion in the use of discourse features, namely 
reference sign types in Auslan. These types are pronoun (or index point), determiner (or 
noun phrase including index point), classifier handshape, agreement and spatial verbs, and 
referential shift. For instance, in Auslan, pointing signs that are directed towards referents 
located on specific spatial locations of a signer’s neutral space, are represented as either a 
pronoun or a determiner depending on which presenting or presuming reference110  is 
identified. (See examples of these features in the CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 2 
Frame 7 and 10).   
 
The incorrect use of referential cohesion as one of the two variants and representing an 
application value111  in the variationist research for this study, is favoured or disfavoured by 
each of the linguistic, social and instructional factor groups. In other words, the variable 
may be treated as the occurrence of this application value or the non-application value – the 
correct use of referential cohesion – and the functions may be represented by the different 
independent variables.  The nature of this variant is crucial because it is the major object of 
one of the research questions in this study, and all interpretations are relative to it. The 
following linguistic, social and instructional independent variables, called a factor group for 
the analysis, were manipulated to ensure their effects on the dependent variable.  The 
variationist research design for this study contains four linguistic factor groups with twenty 
factors, two social factor groups with five factors and four instructional factor groups with 
nine factors. See a coding protocol in Appendix 9.1.   
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
107 For Halliday’s and Gerot’s definition of cohesion, see Chapter 4  page 15 – Cohesion provides semantic relations of 
discourse elements such as reference, substitution and ellipsis, lexical cohesion and conjunction. This study has focused 
on reference. 
109 Participants are people, places and objects that get talked about in a text. 
110 See Chapter 4, page 22. It is worth noting that this study has attended to only one of three main distinctions, 
presenting and presuming reference. (or the presupposing and the presupposed – these terms used by Halliday and 
Hasan (1976).  
111 According to Paolillo (2002:30),   “..the term ‘application’ refers to the application of a linguistic rule, so the 
application value means the variant of the variable that is realized by the hypothised rule. It stands in contrast to the non-
application value, which may be regarded as the underlying form.” 
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Linguistic factors:  

Type of referential cohesion: The tokens were coded as to whether they were: 
1. explicit anaphoric reference112  (explicitly referring back to an early item 

including index point. See an example of this reference in Appendix 6.1 No.3 – 
CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 2 frame 22 & 23 and Part 2 frame 30);  

2. implicit anaphoric reference6 (implicitly referring back to an early item 
without index point);  

3. forward reference (referring forward to a later item. See an example of this 
reference in . Appendix 6.1 No.3 – CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 2 
frame 31); 

4. bridging reference (referring back to an early item from which it can be 
inferentially derived. E.g., sign with a classifier handshape – see an example of 
this reference in Appendix 6.1 No.3 – CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 2 
Frame 24 and 25);  

5. exophoric reference (retrieving from shared immediate context. See an 
example of this reference in Appendix 6.1 No.3 – CD-ROM “Auslan 
Storytelling” Part 2 frame 38 and 39); 

6. ambiguous reference (see an example of this reference in Appendix 6.1 No.3 
– CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 2 Frame 36 and 37) and; 

7. not applicable (This term refers to pointing signs as a determiner with noun 
phrases in relation to which participants are not presumed but presented –
introduced as “new” to the text). 

 
It is worth noting that tokens involving subject or object pronouns, particularly first person 
but also second or third person, must not be coded because second language learners did 
not have a problem with using this kind of the pronoun, except that they had problems with 
“phonological error” specifically handshape and/or palm orientation.  

 
Reference sign type:  The tokens were coded as to whether they were; 
1. determiner (or noun phrase – see a glossary and an example in the Appendix 

6.1 No.3 – CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 1 Frame 14 and Part 2 
Frame 7); 

2. pronoun (See an example in Appendix 6.1 No.3 – CD-ROM “Auslan 
Storytelling” Part 2 Frame 10); 

3. classifier handshape (See a glossary and an example in Appendix 6.1 No.3 
– CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 1 Frame 17 and  Part 2 frame 11); 

4. agreement verb (See a glossary and an example in Appendix 6.1 No.3 – CD-
ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 1 frame 15 and Part 2  frame 9); 

5. spatial verb (See a glossary and an example in Appendix 6.1 No.3 – CD-
ROM “Auslan Storytelling” Part 1 frame 15 and Part 2  frame 8) and; 

6. others e.g., adjectives or nouns that may be spatially modified. 

                                                 
112 Explicit anaphoric reference means that a clause(s) includes both a determiner and a pronoun. This indicates that 
the pronoun would refer back to the noun phrase including the determiner (or pointing sign) within a clause(s).  In 
contrast, implicit anaphoric reference does not include pointing signs as a determiner but presents a reference tie 
between a nominal sign or adjectival and nominal signs and a pointing sign as a pronoun. 
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Referent: The tokens were coded as to whether they were mixed (self and 
other(s)), other people, thing(s), place(s) or self. (See footnote 3 in this chapter). 
 
Role shift: The tokens were coded as to whether they were role shift or not. (See a 
glossary and an example in Appendix 6.1 No.3 – CD-ROM “Auslan 
Storytelling” Part 1 frame 18 and Part 2  frame 12,13,14,15,16 & 17 and Part 2 
frame 19, 20 & 21) 
 

Social factor: 
Age:  The tokens were coded as to whether they were teenager (19 years of age or 
younger), young adult (20-29 years of age) or mature (30 years or older). (This 
information was extracted from the student questionnaires – see Appendix 7.4)  
 

 
Instructional factors:  

Instructional orientation: The tokens were coded as to whether they were 

functional-analytic instruction, experiential instruction or structural-

analytic instruction. (See Section 7.7 – further analysis of content in Chapter 7). 
 
Contact hours:  The tokens were coded as to whether they were under ten hours 
of instruction or over ten hours of instruction (See Table 7.6 “Hours of 
instruction in Auslan” in Chapter 7).  
    
Course:  The tokens were coded as to whether they were Diploma in Auslan 
(DOA) or Certificate in Auslan (CIA III).   
 
Pre-test or post-test story texts:  The tokens were coded as to whether they were 
pre-test story text or post-test story text (see Table 7.3 “Numbers of students 
and texts in each class” in Chapter 7).  
 

9.5.6 Method for data coding  

 

The data from one hundred eighteen pre-test and post-test story texts that fifty eight 

students produced, were coded. This study aimed to collect 9 to 20 tokens of the variable 

from each of the 116 texts – two texts per student. One was to be for the pre-test and one 
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for the post-test. The decision to arrange number of tokens (or clauses) for each text was 

based on the length of each of the students’ story text. 

 
 

Length per story text Number of  tokens (or clauses) 

1:00 - 1:29  =  9 
1:30 - 1:59  =  10 
2:00 - 2:29  =  11 
2:30 - 2:59  =  12 
3:00 - 3:29  =  13 
3:30 - 3:59  =  14 
4:00 - 4:29  = 15 
4:30 - 4:59  =  16 
5:00 - 5:29  =  17 
5:30 - 5:59  =  18 
6:00 - 6:29  =  19 
6:30 or over =  20 
 

Table 9.2 allocation of number of tokens  

 

Five students did not meet a required number of clauses in relation to referential 

cohesion in their pre-test story texts. Twenty one of these clauses were missed.  This is 

partly because insufficient preparation for the pre-test or/and videorecording test takers 

in the isolated room could have caused the students to be unsure of their presentation or 

because having limited range of use in relation to reference sign types might affect the 

students to miss the use of the clauses.  Coding started with the beginning of the video-

recorded text until meeting the assigned number.  For example, one of the story texts 

(CIA S5) lasted three minutes seven seconds from 8:35 to 11:42, was assigned a 

required number of tokens to (e.g., thirteen tokens to this text), and its nine tokens were 

coded from 8:40 to 10:06 (See allocation for number of tokens in Appendix 9.2).  

9.5.7 VARBRUL Analysis for Second Language Acquisition Research  

 

This study chose to carry out a quantitative research method particularly VARBRUL 

analysis. This type of analysis has been used by researchers for second language 

acquisition research according to Young et al (1996). Paolillo (2002:4) states that “The 
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most concrete contribution of statistical and quantitative methods to linguistics is an 

understanding of the nature of chance occurrence.”  Following coding the data were 

analysed using GoldVarb (Version 2.1 for Mac users developed by David Rand and 

David Sankoff at the University of Montreal).  This involves the use of a computer 

program to analyse the social and linguistic distribution of variant linguistic forms in 

terms of variable rules113 According to Young et al (1996:253), “With a large enough set 

of data, we are able to make statements about the likelihood of co-occurrence of a 

variable form and any one of the contextual features in which we are interested. These 

statements express in quantitative terms the strength of association between a contextual 

feature and the linguistic variable.”  

 

VARBRUL conducts a logistic regression of the data in the form of a cell file. This 

entails several distinct steps in practice: exploring the data for balance and errors, 

preliminary one-level logistic regression analysis and significance testing of factor 

groups and interactions (Paolillo 2002:73). The one-level analysis is simpler and 

analogous to analysis of variance (ANOVA) in terms of the information it produces 

(Paolillo 2002:79). According to Young et al (1996:278), “Decisions as to whether a 

particular factor or factor group contributes significantly to the model of variation 

proposed are likely to be very important ones for the researcher since they speak to the 

hypotheses on which the study is based. For this reason, it is desirable to have reliable 

means of testing for statistical significance of factor groups and factors. This is done for 

factor groups by means of a step-up/step-down analysis and for factors by comparing log 

likelihoods in two analyses, one with and one without the factor in question.”  

Following a product like this, the other different kind of analysis can be conducted: a 

‘step-up/step-down’ analysis that “involves performing a run with only one factor group 

and then adding each of the other factor groups to the analysis, one at a time, until all 

factor groups are included. When the full model with all factor groups is reached, 

VARBRUL then removes one factor group at a time until only one remains” (Young et 

                                                 
113 According to Paolillo (2002:2), “Labov introduced a notation for variable rules which adapted that of generative phonology by 
annotating rules with probabilistic weights indicating how much each condition favors or disfavors the application of the rule. 
Subsequently, the conditions on the rules were expanded to include a wide of extralinguistic factors, allowing sociolinguists to 
generalize over different ethnic, regional and social varieties of a language as well as different circumstances of language use. The 
variable rule thus became a theoretical model of linguistic patterns with an explicit probabilistic component.”  
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al 1996:279).  This is because this group does not contribute significantly to the 

variation.   

 

 

9.6 Results of the referential cohesion analysis 

 

The purpose of this section is to outline the results of the accuracy of CIA III and DOA 

students’ referential cohesion culled from 116 pre-test and post-test story texts that were 

presented by students using the experiential approach, those using the structural-analytic 

approach and those using the functional-analytic approach.  When all the data had been 

coded and the reliability of the coding decisions checked (See coding sheets in the 

Appendix 9.3 – the sheets include transcripts in the case of signed data, tokens of the 

dependent variable, chosen factor from each factor group and elapsed time for DVD 

player), this study has 1,494 coding strings, which record the coding decisions for each 

factor group and each dependent variable i.e. n for incorrect use of referential cohesion 

or c for correct use of referential cohesion (See coding sheets of all subjects in Appendix 

9.3). The results of VARBRUL analysis revealed that referential cohesion variation in 

Auslan is affected by a number of instructional factors. The application value relating to 

incorrect use of referential cohesion (n) represents 53.7 per cent of the tokens (n= 802) 

while the non-application value that is correct use of referential cohesion (c) amounts to 

46.3 per cent (n= 692). 

 

The outputs of several early VARBRUL runs that included all the linguistic, social and 

instructional factors (see the details in Section 9.6) indicated that some of the other 

factor groups appeared to be interacting with each other, as suggested by the results 

showing a poor model fit114. It was decided that the number of factors was too large and 

many were not in fact directly relevant. The data was recoded115, discarding all the 

factors other than the social and instructional factors that were the focus of this study. 

Twelve combinations of factors from different factor groups, e.g a symbol ‘a’ = fce 

                                                 
114 Model fit is interpreted in Paolillo (2002:82).  
115 Modifying the analysis to eliminate the interaction is done by means of recodes in the condition file.  
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(functional approach, certificate course, pretest) (see Table 9.1), were created. The two 

factor groups that were an important part of the analysis were age and contact hours 

because this study is interested in determining whether not or these groups have an 

impact on the referential cohesion variation.  

 

To summarise, the final VARBRUL run included the combined factor group 

(instructional orientation, course, and pre-test or post-test), and the two factor groups 

(age and contact hours). Information in the results file output by this run revealed that 

the statistical model of the referential cohesion variation fit the observed data well.  This 

means that the fit between the model and the recoded data was much improved over the 

initial model. There are details relating to the total chi-square = 0.0001, the chi-square 

per cell = 0.0000 and the log likelihood = -940.931, according to the results file dated 

17th February 2006 (see these details in Table 9.1 and the scattergram illustrating the fit 

between the model and the recoded data in Appendix 9.4).  Coding, recoding and model 

fit relating to VARBRUL analysis are described in more details in Young  et al (1996) 

and Paolillo  (2002).           

 

Results from the VARBRUL analysis, which are presented in Table 9.3, provide the 

evidence to disconfirm or confirm the hypotheses formulated in the preceding section 

and the results are provided with interpretations in terms of these hypotheses. 
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Factor group Factor Weight Percentage 

n 

Number 

Instructional orientation,  
course and pre-test or  
post-test  
(combined factor group) 
 

Structural approach, certificate course, pre-test  

Structural approach, certificate course, post-test  

Experiential approach, certificate course, pre-test 

Experiential approach, certificate course, post-test 

Functional approach, certificate course, pre-test 

Functional approach, certificate course, post-test 

Functional approach, diploma course, pre-test 

Functional approach, diploma course, post-test 

Structural approach, diploma course, pre-test 

Structural approach, diploma course, post-test 

Experiential approach, diploma course, pre-test 

Experiential approach, diploma course, post-test 

0.558 

0.609 

0.732 

0.657 

0.622 

0.300 

0.560 

0.157 

0.333 

0.389 

0.511 

0.647 

59.1 

64.1 

75.8 

68.7 

65.3 

32.9 

59.3 

17.5 

36.4 

42.1 

54.5 

67.7 

176 

181 

95 

99 

121 

149 

135 

154 

55 

76 

123 

130 

Input TOTAL  53.7 1494 

Notes : X2/cell = 0.0000; log likelihood –940.931; factor group significant at p < .05.  

Table 9.3 Results of the VARBRUL analysis  
 

The third column of Table 9.3 indicates that the factors significantly contribute to the 

variation and a weight for each of these factors in the factor group indicates the strength 

of the influence of the factor in comparison with other factors in the same factor group, 

on the occurrence of the referential cohesion variable under investigation.  All factor 

weights in the third column of Table 9.3 are reported as probabilities between 0 and 

1.00. For example, a weight between .50 and 1.00 indicates that one of the factors in this 

analysis, ece (experiential approach, certificate course, pre-test) strongly favours n 

(incorrect use of referential cohesion) (p= .732) while other factor such as ede 

(experiential approach, diploma course, pre-test) slightly “favours” n (p= 0.511). A 

weight from zero to .49 means that a particular factor “disfavours” n. For example, fdo 

(functional approach, diploma course, post-test) strongly disfavours n (p= .157). This 

means that all post-test story texts produced by DOA students using the functional-
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analytic approach appear to use much more correct referential cohesion than post-test 

story texts created by DOA students using the experiential approach (a weight for edo is 

.647).      

 

9.7 Results of data analysis in relation to hypotheses  

The results of the statistical analysis are considered below in relation to all the null 

hypotheses in this study:  

 
Hypothesis 1: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy 
of CIA III students’ referential cohesion collected from a pre-test story text that 
is produced by students using the experiential approach, those using the 
structural-analytic approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 

Hypothesis 1 was confirmed. The results of the analysis showed that sce (structural 

approach, certificate course, pre-test) favoured n (p= .558), ece (experiential approach, 

certificate course, pre-test) strongly favoured it (p= 732) and fce (functional approach, 

certificate course, pre-test) favoured it (p= 0.622).  Therefore, there is no CIA class 

using any of these teaching approaches favouring the correct use of referential cohesion 

in the production of the students’ pre-test story texts. This indicates that these story texts 

featured more incorrect uses of referential cohesion than correct uses of referential 

cohesion.  
 

Hypothesis 2: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy 
of DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from a pre-test story text that is 
produced by the students using the experiential approach, those using the 
structural-analytic approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 

 
 
Hypothesis 2 was disconfirmed.  The results of the analysis indicated that sde (structural 

approach, diploma course, pre-test) disfavoured n (p= .333) while fde (functional 

approach, diploma course, pre-test) and ede (experiential approach, diploma course, pre-

test) favoured it (p= .560 and p= .511 respectively).  This means that most students 

recognised as sde (or from Class B) used more correct referential cohesion than incorrect 

when producing their pre-test story texts.  Therefore, they had skills in using referential 
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cohesion better than other students in either fde or ede group before starting being taught 

Auslan for Narrative Discourse.  

 

Hypothesis 3: There is no difference in VARBRUL weights on the accuracy of 
CIA III students’ referential cohesion collected from a post-test story text that is 
produced by the students using the experiential approach, those using the 
structural-analytic approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 

 

Hypothesis 3 was also disconfirmed. The results revealed that sco (structural approach, 

certificate course, post-test) and eco (experiential approach, certificate course, post-test) 

favoured n (p= .609 and p= .657), whereas fco (functional approach, certificate course, 

post-test) disfavoured it (p= .300).  

 
 

Hypothesis 4: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy 
of DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from a post-test story text that is 
produced by the students using the experiential approach, those using the 
structural-analytic approach and those using the functional-analytic approach. 
 

Hypothesis 4 was also disconfirmed. Only edo (experiential approach, diploma course, 

post-test) favoured n (p= .647) while fdo (functional approach, diploma course, post-

test) and sdo (structural approach, diploma course, post-test) disfavoured it (p= .157 and 

p= .389 respectively).  

 

Hypothesis 5: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy 
of CIA III and DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from both a pre-test 
and post-test the story text that are produced by students in the age range of 
fifteen to nineteen years, those in the range of twenty to twenty nine years, and 
those in the range of thirty years or older. 
 

Hypothesis 5 was confirmed. The results from the VARBRUL analysis indicated that 

this factor group did not contribute significantly to the model of variation. This means 

that those age groups did not either favour or disfavour n (incorrect use of referential 

cohesion).  

 
Hypothesis 6: There is no difference in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy 
of CIA III and DOA students’ referential cohesion collected from both a pre-test 
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and post-test story text that are produced by the students receiving under ten hour 
instruction and those receiving over ten hour instruction. 

 

Hypothesis 6 was also confirmed. The results file revealed that this factor group did not 

contribute significantly to the model of variation. This implies that students receiving 

under ten-hours of instruction or over ten-hours of instruction did not significantly affect 

the variation. Both the factor groups in Hypotheses 5 and 6 were removed through 

means of a step-up/step-down analysis.  Therefore, they were not included in the final 

run, as they did not contribute significantly to the variation (See details about this 

elimination in the results file dated 16th February 2006 in Appendix 9.5).   
 

 

9.8 Accuracy of students’ referential cohesion in relation to process findings 

 

In this section the accuracy of students’ referential cohesion in accord with the 

VARBRUL results in the three CIA classes and three DOA classes are sketched out in 

relation to the process findings within the six classes.  

 

 

9.8.1 CIA classes 

 

In the CIA class using the experiential approach and the other CIA class using the 

structural-analytic approach, students did not achieve referential cohesion skills that 

appeared in their post-test after the interval of Auslan story learning, in comparison to 

CIA students using the functional-analytic approach. Only five out of nine students 

using the experiential approach (Class C) and only five out of fourteen students using 

the structural-analytic approach (Class A) slightly increased scores ranging from 1 to 4 

(See Students 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 (Class C) and Students 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 (Class A) in 

Appendix 9.6). The rest of the scores diminished or remained the same.  

 

In contrast to this, in the class of eleven students using the functional-analytic approach 

(identify the class by letter), one student slightly improved her score (See Students 10 
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(Class E) in Appendix 9.6), four students moderately increased their scores ranging from 

4 to 5 (See Students 3, 4, 5 and 8 (Class E) in Appendix 9.6) and five students 

substantially improved them ranging from 7 to 9 (See Students 1, 7, 9, 13 and 14 (Class 

E) in Appendix 9.6). One student in Class E had the same scores in both the pre-test and 

the post-test. This does not mean that she did not improve her skills in using referential 

cohesion, as her scores were high, if the length of time in her post-test story text was 

extended to the same length in her pre-test story text, it is not surprising that the score 

would be more than 12 (See Student 11 in Class E).  

 

The results of the VARBRUL analysis, particularly cell creation, provided information 

regarding the raw numbers and percentages of the application and the non-application 

involving each factor (See the results file in Appendix 9.5). As can be seen in Figure 9.2 

and in Appendix 9.5, the result showed that in Class E (legend = a and b), the 

percentages of the non-application value as a correct use of referential cohesion were 

34.7 for the pre-test and 67.1 for the post-test.  In contrast to this, the percentages in 

Class A (legend x and l) were 40.9 for the pre-test and 35.9 for the post-test, and those in 

Class C (legend = h and g) were 24.2 for the pre-test and 31.3 for the post-test. This 

result indicates that students using a functional-analytic approach made a considerable 

improvement on the skills in using correct referential cohesion appearing in their post-

test story texts, while students using either the experiential approach or the structural-

analytic approach did not improve or only very slightly improve same.   
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Figure 9.2 Percentage of correct referential cohesion uses  
 
Analysis from the COLT observation scheme has made it possible to satisfactorily 

answer the question of why students using either the experiential approach or the 

structural-analytic approach did not improve their skills in efficiently using referential 

cohesion after the interval of Auslan story learning.  Classes C and A were more 

concerned about other topics (both narrow and broad) than Class E, and did not 

concentrate on discourse but form. Class E was concerned over both discourse and form. 

A description of the category of ‘content’ extracted from the COLT observation in 

Chapter Seven is as follows:     
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Class C 
In general, content was other topics (both narrow and broad) and its class time was over 
a half of the time (51.69 per cent). The time on this category was followed by which is 
30.17 per cent of time on form as content with 18.12 per cent of time on management. 
The other subcategories as language and discourse in the Content such as function, 
sociolinguistics, registers, were not observed. 
 

Class A 

High percentage of content time spent (52.82) was for other topics particularly narrow, 
followed by form at 26.33 per cent and management at 12.1 per cent. For other content 
categories such as other topics relating to broad range of reference, discourse and 
sociolinguistics, a very small amount of time spent on each was calculated – respectively 
4.45, 2.15 and 2.13 per cent. 
 
Class E 
 
According to the COLT analysis, content was on the whole form and discourse 
(respectively 35.88 and 34.13).  This was followed by the other categories, other topics 
specifically broad range, and management, percentages of time spent on them were 
respectively 14.10 and 11.13. Other topics, particularly narrow range, occupied a very 
small percentage of time. 
 

Further analysis of content from the functional-analytic viewpoint provided information 

on descriptive data and percentages of total observed time for all the subcategory of 

forms in relation to discourse and the subcategory of discourse. These subcategories are: 

contextual coherence types, reference sign types, and of referential cohesion types (See 

Table 7.17 in Chapter Seven).  These results indicated that at a CIA level, Class E spent 

the highest amount of time on these categories. Class E’s time is about 64 percentage 

while that of Classes’ C and A are approximately 21 percentage each.  During the class 

observation, a teacher in Class E explicitly taught reference sign types such as 

determiners and pronouns, and referential cohesion types, particularly anaphoric and 

exophoric reference, whereas other teachers in Class C and A (two teachers conducted 

the same class) did not spend any time on these features (See Tables 7.15 and 7.16 in 

Chapter 7).  

 

In addition, it is important to note that there is a slight difference between Classes C and 

A and Class E in the amount of time spent on participant organisation, particularly 

teacher-fronted organisation.  Class E spent more time on this kind of organization than 
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Classes C and A (54.87, 43.04 and 42.08 percent respectively). The teacher in Class E 

spent a lot of time explaining several reference sign types and referential cohesion types 

until he was satisfied with his students’ understanding of these types. The result of the 

student questionnaires (See Table A in Appendix 7.1) indicated that there is qualitatively 

no difference between the classes in students’ learning styles or preferences, which 

possibly respond to a learning environment.  In all classes, students in a small proportion 

of all the CIA classes selected learning styles and first preferences particularly study 

visual grammar in the second question and language exercises in the fourth question.    

 

A conclusion which can be drawn from this result is that teaching and learning activities 

relating to either a structural-analytic orientation or an experiential orientation may be 

insufficient for the successful development of referential cohesion skills in relation to 

Auslan story teaching at a postsecondary level.  These orientations have not promoted 

improvement in students’ skills in using referential cohesion more than the more 

functional-analytic orientation in Class E, where more attention is paid to discoursal 

features both by explicit study and in feedback from the teacher in accord with the 

COLT observation scheme and qualitative classroom observations. Therefore, the 

structural-analytic or the experiential orientation has not guaranteed student progress in 

using referential cohesion in the context of Auslan story telling.  

 

 

9.8.2 DOA classes 

 

DOA students in Class D using the experiential approach did not enhance their 

referential cohesion skills after the interval of Auslan story instruction.  Only two 

students out of eleven students in this class slightly improved scores ranging from 1 to 4 

(See Students 5 and 9 in Class D in Appendix 9.7) and the remaining students did not 

increase scores. Two students in Class B substantially improved scores ranging from 6 

to 7 (See Students 2 and 3 in Class B) while the two others did not increase them (see 

Students 1 and 6 in Class B).  All students in Class F using functional-analytic approach 

finished with increased scores ranging from 4 to 10 (See Class F).  
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The result of the VARBRUL analysis showed that Class F using the functional-analytic 

approach was the only class which substantially improved referential cohesion skills, 

whereas the others did not show any improvements on their skills. In Class F, the 

percentages of the non-application value as a correct use of referential cohesion were 

40.7 for the pre-test and 82.5 for the post-test. In contrast to this, the percentages in 

Class D were 45.5 for the pre-test and 32.3 for the post-test, and those in Class B were 

63.6 for the pre-test and 57.9 for the post-test. It is important to note that students in 

Class B had far better referential cohesion skills in the production of the pre-test story 

texts than students in either Classes F or D. However, the former students did not 

improve the skills in the production of their post-test story texts. Percentage of correct 

uses of referential cohesion is presented in the following figure.  
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Figure 9.3 Percentage of correct referential cohesion uses 

 

Analysis of the COLT observation scheme indicated that Class D was more concerned 

with other topics (51.73 per cent - both narrow and broad) than Class F, and did not 

focus on discourse but form (27.27 per cent in Figure 7.5.7). Class F was concerned with 

both discourse and form, and Class B focused on form and other topics  (38.74 per cent 

and 47.77 per cent). As can be seen in Table 7.15 in Chapter Seven, in Class B, the 

percentage of time spent on classifier handshapes with or without placing emphasis with 

context and meaning, was approximately 13 per cent. Thus, this class focussed on this 

reference sign type only and non-reference sign types, e.g. vocabulary and 

fingerspelling, during the interval of Auslan story instruction.  Class D spent time on the 

same reference sign type (approx 8 per cent), whereas Class F’s percentage of time spent 
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on reference sign types such as determiners, pronoun (See Table 7.15 in Chapter Seven) 

was approximately 30 per cent. A description of the category of ‘content’ extracted from 

the COLT observation in Chapter Seven is as follows:        

 
Class D 
 
Approximately 51 per cent of time was spent on other topics, both narrow and broad in 
Auslan (the topics categorized as narrow at 37.32 per cent and as broad at 14.41 per 
cent). The teacher’s time spent shows the low focus on form in the COLT analysis – 
27.27 per cent. This class received information in relation to procedure and discipline 
for approximately 21 per cent of the time, which was more than all the classes. No other 
categories such as function, sociolinguistics and discourse were coded.  
 
 
According to the further analysis of content from the functional-analytic viewpoint in 
Class D, the students received instruction on only one of the reference sign types, 
classifier handshapes without formally learning contextual coherence nor referential 
cohesion during the classroom observation. This class is the only one in the analysis 
who was not taught contextual coherence, and 10.43 total percentage of the time spent 
on these content subcategories taught in the classrooms is lower than in Classes B and F 
(See Table 7.13). 

 

Class B 

Class B’s content was shared between explicit instruction on form without or with 
placing emphasis with context and meaning and other topics including both narrow and 
broad range of reference (31.27 and 16.50 per cent respectively). Form included not only 
classifier handshapes but also vocabulary. An amount of time spent on a subcategory of 
management, procedure was small. 
 
In Class B, students received formal instruction on contextual coherence specifically 
orientation and role shifting (8.40 per cent), although teaching a theory about the latter 
type was not explicit. Time on reference sign type, classifier handshapes was spent 
(12.62 per cent). Different types of this feature were not explicitly instructed and the 
investigator did not know whether or not, students had explicitly learnt the types before 
enrolling in the module, Narrative Discourse. No referential cohesion type explicitly 
instructed was coded during the classroom observation as in Class A.  
 
Class F 
 
Over 60 per cent content in Class F was spent on both form and discourse, which was 
slightly less than that in Class E (70.01). The balance between these features (30.17 – 
form and 30.40 – discourse) was incidentally kept in Class F. No time was spent on 
function or sociolinguistics. Other topics were in the main broad range of reference 
(approximately 18 per cent). A very small percentage of time was narrow range of 
reference.  
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According to the further analysis specifying discourse, in Class F, over 61 percentage of 
total observed time spent on both the subcategory of forms in relation to discourse and 
the subcategories of discourse was recorded. This percentage was slightly lesser than 
that in Class E (64.13 per cent). Class time was in the main spent on a wide range of 
reference sign types such as determiners (7.51 per cent), pronouns (8.46), classifier 
handshapes (3.53), agreement verbs (5.00) and spatial verbs (5.57). These grammatical 
features were a significant part of discourse. Obviously, Class F used them more 
frequently and variously than the other classes did. However, Class E spent a little more 
time in them but had less varied. This is because Class E was at a different proficiency 
level – Certificate 3 whereas Class F was at a diploma level.      

 
Teacher F explicitly taught contextual coherence including register, generic structure, 
orientation and switch reference. 19.18 percentage of time on these types was spent. 
Most time (7.91 per cent) spent on contextual coherence types was orientation, which 
includes spatial locations, perspectives of scenes, and close and distant focus. Time on 
the other types was small (registers 3.32, generic structure 4.27 and switch reference 
3.68).  Referential cohesion types the teacher provided students with instruction on were 
anaphoria, bridging reference and exophoria. Percentage of time spent on these types 
was 11.86. No cataphoric and ambiguous reference were instructed during the classroom 
observation.   
 

The outcome of the COLT observation scheme, specifically participant organisation 

indicated that the teacher in Class F spent about 60 percentage of time on teacher-

centred activities because he felt his students needed more time to discuss explanations 

and analyses of referential cohesion and spatial reference signs in the context of Auslan 

story texts with him. This means that the teacher provided a very limited opportunity for 

them to be involved in student-centred activity.  However, he preferred group or pair 

work (21.38 per cent) to that kind of participant organisation (2.85 per cent). The group 

or pair work gave his students the opportunity to do some exercises and practise some 

parts of a whole story or a whole story in order to improve accuracy and fluency. 

According to Allen et al (1984) and Stern (1990), the emphasis in teacher-centred 

classroom is more likely to be on the expression of grammatical and discoursal accuracy 

(See Table 5.7). It is evident that the teacher in Class F encouraged his students to 

intensively study the discourse through the use of functional-analytic approach. This 

situation is similar to that of Class E.   

 

Although the teacher from Class B tended to use the more structural-analytic approach, 

he spent only 30 percentage of total observed time on teacher-fronted activities while his 

class spent about 69 percentage of time on other kinds of participant organization such 
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as work or pair work, individual work and student-centred activity. This is because, as 

he told the investigator of this study, his students had learnt about some reference sign 

types such as pronouns, classifier handshapes, agreement and spatial verbs and so on at a 

grammatical level before starting to study narrative discourse. However, the teacher in 

Class B encouraged his students to do exercises in translation, classifier handshape 

selection for creating sentences or brief stories and a few others to increase the accuracy.  

 

Class D spent about 40 percentage of time on teacher-centred activities and about 60 per 

cent of their time on other participant organizations. Hence, Class D provided students 

with the opportunity to spend more time being involved in communication with each 

other, which tended to concentrate on meaning (Other topics) rather than form 

(Language). This suggests that the purpose of almost all the group work or student-

centred activities was to enable them to improve their fluency.     

 
An inference drawn from this result indicates that there is no difference between this and 

CIA classes’ conclusion discussed in the preceding section. To reiterate, teaching and 

learning situations where the DOA teachers employed either the structural-analytic 

approach or the experiential approach may not be effective in developing students’ 

referential cohesion skills in relation to Auslan story teaching at a postsecondary level. 

Hence, the more functional-analytic orientation in Class F, which the teacher attended to 

discourse teaching in, promoted the improvement of students’ skills in using referential 

cohesion much more than the other orientations. There is no dispute that the former has 

guaranteed student progress in using referential cohesion in the context of Auslan story 

text teaching.  

 

9.9 A general review of the results of both CIA and DOA classes 
 
A general review of the results of both CIA and DOA classes indicates that the 

functional-analytic approach to the teaching of referential cohesion employed by Classes 

E and F contributed to improvement in students’ Auslan referential cohesion skills in 

telling the post-test story texts. However, the review does not conclude that a particular 

teaching approach, namely the genre-based approach, which was proven by the results 
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of the further COLT-based analysis to harmonise with the functional-analytic 

orientation, is the best method for teaching or learning any aspect of language better than 

the functional-notional approach or the teacher’s own personal teaching methodology 

associated with the experiential or structural-analytic approaches respectively.  It is 

possible to say that the functional-analytic approach is an effective method of teaching 

Auslan as a second language when used for teaching aspects of discourse such as Auslan 

referential cohesion.  

 

The compelling reason for this is that this approach is a discourse-based approach to 

teaching whereas the functional-notional approach or the teacher’s own personal 

teaching methodology are not, but may be possibly regarded as implicit strategies for 

learning discourse. This indicates that there may be no problem for a few talented or 

gifted students in either the experiential or structural-analytic class to substantially 

improve Auslan referential cohesion skills, as they tend to naturally acquire this element 

without being taught in an explicit way. According to the results of accuracy of 

individual students’ referential cohesion uses (see Section 9.8.2), only two students in 

Class B who had not explicitly learned about referential cohesion but reference signs 

such as pointing signs and verb directionality at a grammar level, substantially increased 

scores for their post-test story texts ranging from 6 to 7 in comparison to scores for their 

pre-test story texts.        

 

9.10 Inter-rater reliability of the VARBRUL analysis 

 
Rigorous checks on data coding using the VARBRUL analysis carried out by a second 

independent rater are an essential research element designed to maintain a measure of 

consistency. The second rater who generously volunteered to rate the data coding, is a 

non-native signer but an Auslan linguist/researcher who has a wealth of experience in 

coding and assessing Auslan signers’ productions based on his own research projects 

whilst also working with native Auslan coders. He rated 10 per cent of 1,494 tokens and 

confirmed that the consistency in the results of his data coding and of the investigator’s 

coding was achieved. This means that 83.6 per cent of the inter-rater agreement was 
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rated. Following consultation, discussions between the rater and the investigator 

resolved almost all disagreements and increased from 83.6 to 97.2 per cent. (See the 

second rater’s coding sheets including the second independent rater’s and the 

investigator’s comments in Appendix 9.8. Highlights in red indicate that the second 

independent rater is not sure about examples of referential cohesion and requested the 

investigator to explain his reasons.)  

  

Participant Disagreement Total tokens 
1. (S2) 3 13 
2. (S6) 0 9 
3. (S3) 3 12 
4. (S2) 1 14 
5. (S2) 3 12 
6. (S2) 2 13 
7. (S3) 3 17 
8. (S7) 5 10 
9. (S4) 1 10 
10. (S3) 1 13 
11. (S3) 1 17 
TOTAL 23 140 

 
83.6% agreement 

Table 9.4 The tabulation of the inter-rater agreement prior to the consultation 
 

Participant Disagreement Total tokens 
1. (S2) 1 13 
2. (S6) 0 9 
3. (S3) 0 12 
4. (S2) 0 14 
5. (S2) 1 12 
6. (S2) 0 13 
7. (S3) 0 17 
8. (S7) 0 10 
9. (S4) 0 10 
10. (S3) 1 13 
11. (S3) 1 17 
TOTAL 4  140 

 
97.2% agreement 
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Table 9.5 The tabulation of the inter-rater agreement consequent to the 
consultation 
 
 

9.11 Summary 

 

Differences between the experimental groups (Classes E and F) and the control groups 

(Classes A, B, C and D) have been found in improvements on referential cohesion in 

Auslan story texts. In this study, all the null hypotheses relate to the fact that there are no 

differences amidst the orientations in the VARBRUL weights on the accuracy of CIA III 

and DOA students’ referential cohesion, which were influenced individually by each of 

the factor groups. Only the three null hypotheses out of these hypotheses were 

disconfirmed. It is apparent from the results that the students in the control classes were 

weaker in referential cohesion skills than the experimental classes. Hypothesis 2 

indicates that the students in one of the control classes regarded as Class B, were 

stronger in these skills than the other classes, but according to Hypotheses 3 and 4 which 

were disconfirmed, the students in only the experimental classes were stronger in these 

skills than all the control classes. These findings and an implication for referential 

cohesion teaching will be discussed in detail in the following chapter.     
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CHAPTER 10 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

 
 
 
10.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter the results produced in the preceding chapter are examined in relation to 

the major research questions.  These are: What is the nature of the communicative 

orientation of the post-secondary Auslan classes observed during the story teaching? 

and Do instructional differences in communicative orientation contribute to variation in 

learners’ improvement in  referential cohesion skills in both CIA3 and DOA classes? 

This chapter presents a discussion on the results of this study, in relation to which areas, 

topics or problems are drawn from the literature review on second or foreign language 

pedagogy presented in Chapter Four.  In other words, this chapter goes beyond the 

results and gives some indication for possible future directions for signed language 

teaching. This chapter discusses the meaning of the results of this process-product study 

and places them in a broader and more general context and perspective. Also the 

consequences of the results are addressed by relating them to the more general 

theoretical and conceptual framework of the research topic.  

 

10.2 Overview of major findings of the study 
 

This study has found evidence that communicative orientation in postsecondary 

classrooms can vary noticeably from one class to another. During the first phase of the 

research project, including the systematic and unstructured classroom observations and 

teacher interviews, two CIA III and two DOA classes (Classes A & C and Classes B & 

D respectively) were found to place differing emphases on communicative orientation 

ranging from experiential to structural-analytic views in the context of Auslan story 

instruction. It was found that the relative communicative orientation appearing in the 

classroom reflected closely most teachers’ beliefs about the nature of language in one 

CIA III and one DOA classes. One of the teacher’s beliefs about this, drawn from the 

teacher interviews, was counter to the way he actually taught the control group in his 
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classroom. During the second and final phase of the research project, one CIA III and 

one DOA classes (Classes E and F successively) were chosen as an experimental group 

using the genre-based approach to Auslan story instruction. This approach was 

recognised as a functional-analytic orientation which lies somewhere in between these 

two extreme poles of emphasis, as indicated in the further analysis of the COLT 

observation scheme.  

 

As indicated in the referential cohesion analysis, in all the control groups including CIA 

III and DOA classes, students did not improve in referential cohesion skills appearing in 

their post-test after the interval of Auslan story instruction, in comparison with students 

in all the experimental groups. As a consequence, the functional-analytic orientation in 

which a teacher employed the genre-based approach, was more successful for the 

development of referential cohesion skills than the experiential or structural-analytic 

orientations. This indicates that when students learning story texts need to develop 

referential cohesion skills for creating their text cohesive, their teachers should take into 

consideration the functional-analytic approach (or the genre-based approach) second or 

foreign signed language learning.   

 

There are several secondary findings concerning the nature of classroom interaction in 

postsecondary classrooms in Auslan programs, examples of which are included in this 

chapter.    

 

10.3 The process studies  

10.3.1 Differences in communicative orientation across post-secondary classes 

This study has looked into and described what actually was going on in classrooms 

through the use of the COLT observation scheme rather than just labelling each of  the 

teachers’ ‘prescribed’ methods. These interaction-based data revealed differing 

communicative orientations in each of the six classes observed.  This is important 

information for signed language teachers, for curriculum developers, for course 
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designers, and for those undertaking professional development for signed language 

teaching. Ellis (1994:572) states that ‘comparative method studies’ “may not be the most 

appropriate unit for investigating the effect that language teaching has on L2 learning”. 

According to Spada et al (1995:5), the COLT scheme enables classroom-centred 

researchers to “develop a better understanding of the complexity and variety of 

instructional events” and to attempt to account for the general characteristics of 

classroom discourse, i.e. this study has classified each of the classes into one of the three 

different teaching orientations. Therefore, the scheme has focused on Auslan classroom 

discourse116 rather than pedagogic decision-making and the outcomes of Auslan story 

instruction because this study has determined to produce the results of the correlation 

through the use of both a process component and a product component. Spada 

(1987:153) states that the results of her study “provide strong support for the argument 

that both a product component and a process component are essential if we are to arrive 

at a better understanding of the relationship between teaching and learning in the 

second-language classroom.” The results of this study positively reinforce this argument.    

 

Furthermore, information on the findings from data gathered from the COLT scheme 

(only the first part – a description of classroom activities or events) does not reflect a 

more discoursal perspective on the classroom but on pedagogic constructs (Ellis 

1994:576).                                

 

10.3.2  Teacher perspectives on language learning and their influence on the 
  nature of relative communicative orientation 
 

In their interviews and in their instruction, three of the four teachers in this study, 

although they did not make clear comments about their views on how Auslan should be 

learnt, shared their beliefs about what Auslan is. One teacher (Class C) said she just 

followed detailed lesson plans extracted mostly from a commercially published teacher’s 

curriculum guide, Signing Naturally Level One and Two. The three teachers’ (Classes 
                                                 
116 Allwright and Bailey (1991 in Ellis 1994:573 -574) describes classroom discourse as mediating between pedagogic 
decision and the outcomes of language instruction as Figure 13.1 shows.  
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A, B and D) beliefs about the nature of Auslan are similar not only perhaps because in 

Auslan teacher training courses at either a postsecondary level or a tertiary level, subject 

matter such as an introduction to Auslan linguistics was an important focus, but also 

because their native language gave the teachers confidence in learning about their 

language through Auslan as a language of instruction. Consequentially, this might have 

influenced their attitudes towards language learning and persuaded them to remain 

concerned about teaching a particular syllabus element, e.g. aspects of visual grammar 

rather than other elements. Furthermore, the course trainers might actively encourage 

their students to develop their ability to teach basic Auslan structure in classrooms to 

break with the tradition of 1960 - 1970’s sign language teaching procedures and/or to 

contrast with the philosophy of Australasian Signed English (Jeanes et al 1982:vii).  

 

During the teacher interviews, the teachers did not discuss openly their views on 

whether an implicit treatment or an explicit treatment in relation to aspects of visual 

grammar would be important for their teaching. Some of the teachers trained in the 

1990s, when presumably the communicative approach was advocated in post-secondary 

or tertiary institutions in Australia, and admitted that they had never learnt about theories 

of language learning or teaching methodology. According to Widdowson (1987:26), it is 

of importance that foreign language teacher education does justice to the complex 

process of assisting teachers to develop as reflective practitioners and true professionals.  

 

It is imperative, that in terms of the ‘visible pedagogy’, language teachers using the 

genre-based approach in Australia should strongly consider taking on the role of the 

authoritative expert rather than authoritarian master or passive facilitator (Painter and 

Martin 1986, Cope and Kalantzis 1993, Feez 1998, Burns 2001). This ensures that a 

genre-based teacher’s intimate metalinguistic knowledge and knowledge of a visible and 

interventionist pedagogy would be easily accessible to students. In accord with the 

analyses of the COLT scheme, qualitative classroom observation and teacher interviews, 

some of the teachers in the control classes empowered their students to explicitly learn 

about language from time to time in the classrooms.  
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However, the reasons for the influences are speculative. This provides suggestions for 

research and for professional development activities. There is no dispute that classroom-

based research needs to be carried on to develop information on Auslan teacher 

perspectives on language learning and their influence on the nature of communicative 

orientation which signed language teachers, researchers and others can access. This 

information is provided through professional development activities or/and journal 

articles to broaden their minds and enhance the quality of Auslan learning and teaching 

as well as of signed language teacher education.  

 

As Gary Olsen, who is one of the influential Deaf leaders of the America’s Deaf 

Community, warned in the late 1980’s, “A word of caution…a groundswell can be 

devastating if proper precautions are not taken. Without proper standardization of 

curriculum, instructor qualifications, and certification, this sudden spontaneity of 

acceptance of ASL can be devastating. ASL, as we know it today, could be drastically 

altered or lost” (Olsen 1988:100). This statement could apply to the context of Auslan 

teaching in Australia assuming that authorities in education departments or post-

secondary and tertiary institutions were not implicated in an attempt to revamp the 

teacher training courses for Auslan teacher trainees and to fund professional 

development activities for current employees in the Auslan teaching programs in all the 

states.    

 

10.3.3  Discussion on whether a discourse-based approach to language 
  teaching is employed in post-secondary classes  
 

Content of the classroom interaction, including the teachers in the control groups using 

either the more structural-analytic approach or the more experiential approach in the 

postsecondary classes (only control groups), was, in the main, form (grammar-focused) 

or other topics (meaning-focused) respectively. According to Spada (1995:16), content 

is one of the critical issues in second language learning and teaching whether the 

primary focus of instruction should be on meaning or form. The teachers using the more 
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structural-analytic approach associated with CLT, spent a lot of time teaching forms 

such as classifier handshapes, directional verbs, topic markers and a few others and 

providing their students with the opportunity to practise these patterns devoid of context 

or within context and to take mental effort to choose or identify these aspects for 

creating a story text or translating from an English version of a story such as a fable 

story into Auslan. Although the instructions on using these forms that could be relevant 

to discourse semantics appeared in classroom interaction, the teachers focused on them 

at a grammar level and were not concerned about explicitly teaching them at the 

discourse level or not aware of a necessity for explicit instruction on referential 

cohesion. This implies that their students never had the opportunity to develop a 

conceptual understanding of discourse semantics that includes contextual coherence and 

cohesion in Auslan story texts.   

 

According to the results of the VARBRUL analysis, the structural-analytic approach did 

not contribute to variation in improvement in production accuracy of referential 

cohesion partly on account of a lack of explicit instruction on this feature.  According to 

empirical research of SLA117, the higher-level aspects of language such as discourse 

competence have shown the most consistently strong effects from explicit instruction. 

Furthermore, this claim is supported by Winser’s (1993:100) argument that “though the 

value of ‘communicative’ approaches is beyond doubt, nonetheless the full 

empowerment of the learner is possible only if he or she gains some measure of explicit 

knowledge of the linguistic system and its elements. In a register and genre-based 

approach, specific aspects of language use can be shown to be systematically related to 

specific aspects of context”.  This implies that the genre-based approach enables 

teachers and students to analyse and critique genres to identify aspects of contextual 

coherence and of cohesion. There is no dispute that explicitness related to language 

knowledge including contextual coherence and cohesion, one of main characteristics in 

the genre-based approaches is manifest. 

 

                                                 
117 reference to the website, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_language_acquisition 
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To continue this discussion on the structural-analytic orientation, it is implied that, 

though the teachers seemed to be able to provide explicit instruction on grammar, they 

were unconscious of the fact that there is a conceptual difference in an analysis of 

grammar. The discourse-based approaches to the teaching of grammar were influenced 

by the analysis of grammar as an aspect of discourse rather than a set of units detached 

from discourse (Hughes and McCarthy 1998). It is imperative for signed language 

teachers to properly appreciate and implement discourse analysis in classrooms. Alcon 

et al (2000:1) state that both discourse analysis and communicative language teaching 

share a common belief in the nature of language. If the teachers using the more 

structural-analytic approach in this study were of the opinion that the primary 

competency in the Canale and Swain framework is discourse competence, they should 

have also been concerned about the teaching of grammar based on the perspective of 

discourse. Thus, they would need to adhere to the belief that discourse competence is 

central to language teaching. This tenet is strongly advocated and proposed by Celec-

Murcia and Olshtain (2000:16).     

 

Teacher C, who was one of the teachers using the more experiential approach, generally 

used content of language and classroom techniques extracted from the commercially 

published teacher’s curriculum guide, “Signing Naturally”, which is based on the 

functional-notional approach. This approach is concerned with focussing on functions of 

whole utterances and ignores the importance of its discourse function (See Sinclair & 

Coulthard 1975, Hatch 1992, Perrett 1987, Feez 1998, Melrose 1995, Widdowson 1983, 

Paltridge 2001, Joyce & Burn 2001, Winser 1993, Halliday & Matthiessen 1999). 

Nevertheless, the teacher’s content of classroom interaction tended to focus on other 

topics instead of function in the subcategory of language, according to the analysis of the 

COLT observation scheme. This is perhaps because Teacher C did not provide explicit 

instruction on language functions or speech act theory or was not confident about 

articulating this concept in the classroom. Most exercises and activities Teacher C 

provided were meaning-oriented or subject matter-based rather than form-oriented 

because though the main purpose of these tasks was to give students the opportunity to 

practise using both meanings and forms, in each of these tasks, the teacher spent more 
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time explaining what signs that were associated with the context meant than 

demonstrating elements of Auslan such as classifier signs and inflecting verbs.  

 

The other teacher of the experiential approach (Teacher D) was supposed to concentrate 

on explicitly teaching visual grammar during the classroom interaction because during 

the teacher interview he stressed that students should be conscious of it. The reason for 

this is that he spent a lot of time focusing on several particular types of activities, which 

tended to focus on cognitive strategy, i.e. translation skills, compensation strategy, i.e, 

guessing intelligently, and memory strategies. It is worth noting that Teacher D seemed 

not to be aware of the distinction between grammatical and gestural or emotional non-

manual markers. Skills in using the emotional non-manual markers, which he spent a lot 

time explaining and encouraging students to develop, was not regarded as linguistics but 

paralinguistics. Although learning strategies are an important part of the learning 

process, they do not relate to either structural-analytic or functional-analytic strategies 

but somewhat by an experiential strategy coded by the inter-coders in this study.  

 

During the teaching of Auslan story texts, both of the teachers of the experiential 

approach provided little or no opportunity for their students to explicitly learn textures 

such as contextual coherence, reference signs and referential cohesion, in contrast with 

the teachers of the structural-analytic approach, according to the further analysis of the 

COLT scheme. Allen et al (in Ellis 1994:572) were disappointed with results that they 

did not anticipate in their empirical study. Their hypothesis was that their experiential 

classes would do better than their structural-analytic classes on measures of discourse 

competence. This implies that a structural-analytic strategy did not help learners in the 

latter classes to successfully develop discourse competence. It appears that Allen et al’s 

hypothesis did not include a functional-analytic approach. It may be that these 

researchers might not have categorised speech act theory, sociolinguistic and discourse 

elements as a functional-analytic content but as an experiential content. In contrast to 

Allen et al’s (1987:63) point of view, Stern (1992:155) argues that discourse function is 

not experiential but functional-analytic.  In the investigator’s study the functional-

analytic classes were concerned with one of the metafunction components, textual 
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meanings that the teacher encouraged them to understand through the use of functional-

analytic strategy. As mentioned in Chapter Four, the curriculum guide, Signing 

Naturally that Teacher C exploited during the classroom observation, is in the main 

concerned with the speech act theory. Some researchers also argue that the functional-

notional approach is not regarded as one of the discourse-based approaches to language 

teaching. Perrett (1987:57) is critical of the functional-notional syllabus and is 

concerned with the fact that “the notion of function [in this article] will similarly be 

restricted to that of utterance function. Utterance themselves have neither grammatical 

function nor certain types of discourse function (such as inter-sentential cohesion)….” 

 

This study shows that the functional-analytic classes improved their skills in using 

referential cohesion through receiving explicit instruction on this feature. It was clear 

that in this study the experiential and the structural-analytic classes did not improve the 

skills on account of spending a lot of time learning other topics and/or form instead of 

other aspects of language such as sociolinguistics and discourse. This has an implication 

for researchers and professional development activities. 

 
 
10.4 The process-product study 
 
10.4.1 Communicative orientation and students’ improvement 

The results of this study have provided extra evidence to support the claim that the 

provision of functional-analytic interaction appears to have had an impact on learner 

improvement in the production accuracy of Auslan referential cohesion for these 

students. 

 

 The hypotheses for this study reflect the COLT scheme’s purpose to find out if there is 

no any difference in a situation that one of the three different orientations is more 

effective in terms of learner improvement in production accuracy of Auslan referential 

cohesion. Several of the reasons why null hypothesis in this study was selected instead 

of a directional hypothesis are that VARBRUL analysis, a statistical (or quantitative) 

tool, usually has a null hypothesis(es), and that there is a paucity of theoretical 
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constructs in relation to signed language pedagogy, notwithstanding this study has 

heavily depended upon research literature on the teachings of ESL (English as a second 

language) as to whether or not to support the arguments put forward here. As mentioned 

in Chapter Nine, the results have indicated that the functional-analytic classes have 

significantly contributed to the variation, whereas the structural-analytic classes and the 

experiential classes have not significantly contributed to it. In other words, the first is the 

only one which has made a difference in contribution to an improvement in students’ 

referential cohesion skills in both the CIA III and DOA classes. 

 

This finding offers food for thought on a number of pedagogic and theoretical issues. 

The issues will be addressed in relation to the statements below. It is important to note 

that the discussion is provisional rather than conclusive, not only because as mentioned 

earlier, this study has heavily depended upon research literature on the teaching of ESL, 

but also because this study has been a small scale study. Furthermore, there do not seem 

to be many studies involving investigations on whether or not students have improved 

cohesion skills, particularly reference in a spoken language through the use of the 

functional-analytic strategy or the genre-based approach.             

 
• That the study could not locate the findings of other spoken language 

classroom investigations that the genre-based instruction is facilitative of 
student improvement, to support the results of this study. 

 
• That the results of this study do not provide evidence that the experiential 

approach and the structural-analytic approach are sufficient for the 
development of referential cohesion in the context of Auslan story teaching. 

   
• That the results of this study have indicated that the effect of explicit pedagogy 

of the genre-based or functional-analytic approach is evident in the 
development of referential cohesion as a textual meaning at a postsecondary 
level.  

 
 
10.4.2 Theoretical implications of findings 
 
The following discussion of the theoretical implications of these findings is grounded in 

the interpretation of experiential, structural-analytic and functional-analytic instruction 
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as all the classes have been described in the process components of this study. A 

description of the three descriptions follows. 

 

The analyses of the COLT scheme and of the qualitative classroom observation indicate 

that the two more experiential classes (Classes C and D) were seen as being highly 

communicative in their orientation. The teachers tended to be the facilitator of their 

students’ learning as they provided their students with exercises and activities which 

enabled them to mainly learn to communicate in Auslan with each other in small groups. 

These tasks aimed to promote communication and aspects of the communication process 

such as form, skills and strategies. Thus, the teachers were concerned that students 

improved their fluency, rather than accuracy and learning strategies such as translation 

skills, memory, guessing intelligently and paralinguistic skills. They were also 

responsible for providing explanations in relation to vocabulary within these tasks.   

 

The same analysis suggests that the two teachers in Classes A and B focused in the 

main, on visual grammar teaching exclusively.  Therefore, the classes appear to relate to 

the more structural-analytic orientation.  This grammar is instructed and learnt either 

with or without extended discourse included in the exercises and activities. The teachers 

seemed to control the students’ language because they expected them to produce 

accurate visual grammar during the classroom interaction. They often were the authority 

in the classrooms so their students could receive correction relating to visual grammar.  

Apart from these activities and the teacher behaviours, they occasionally provided an 

opportunity for the students to control their communication to improve fluency and 

promote learning strategies such as translation skills, placing signs into a context, 

noticing skills, inferencing and self-anaylsing. Therefore, their teaching strategies appear 

as the more structural-analytic than experiential.  

 

The more functional-analytic oriented classes spent most of the observed time focussing 

on discourse features of Auslan118. During the classroom interaction, the teacher who 

                                                 
118 The following activities occurred before the classroom interaction. The teacher who taught Auslan story texts in both 
Classes E and F, was given training to develop skills in using the genre-based approach and then received support from 
the investigator for planning units of work based on the text-based syllabus design. The units were planned from the 
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taught Auslan story texts in both Classes E and F, attempted to take on “an authoritative 

negotiating role”. He also took full advantage of the multimedia software, “Auslan 

Storytelling: A Study for Learners (Parts 1, 2 & 3)”, which provided detailed 

information regarding referential cohesion to assist his students in appreciating this 

concept and its complexity. He made sure that his students developed their knowledge 

about these features before making use of them when presenting a unified story. The 

students had ample opportunity to practise using referential cohesion as well as 

rehearsing a unified story.  It is important to note that although the students seemed to 

exclusively focus on these discourse features of functional-analytic learning strategy 

during the interval of story teaching, the teacher occasionally provided meaning–based 

instruction or “real talks”.   

 

It is clear that the differences in the three communicative orientations have influenced 

the way the teachers taught language. For example, in Classes C and D, student 

production of the post-test story texts is based on fluency and clarity whereas in Classes 

A and B, student production of these texts harmonises with the use of accurate Auslan 

grammatical aspects. In contrast to both, in Classes E and F, student output relates to 

discoursal referential cohesion. In the first two groups, focus on referential cohesion is 

vague enough, whereas in the last group, focus on referential cohesion is definite.  

 

10.4.2.1 That there are no available findings of other signed or spoken  
  language classroom investigations, to support this study’s finding 
 

This study could not locate findings of similar classroom-centred studies that focus on  

spoken or signed referential cohesion, which would support the findings of this process-

product study. That is to say, to the best of the investigator’s there were no studies at all 

which either supported or did not support this study’s findings. Therefore, this study 

                                                                                                                                                
starting point with a language feature, specifically referential cohesion, which was used for intensive study across 
particular text-type, story text on the basis of course objectives. In addition to this, the teacher and the investigator 
conducted an analysis of students’ referential cohesion needs through the use of student pre-test stories, and then made 
decisions on a priority for selecting and sequencing particular features and related activities. They were also concerned 
about planning a cycle of teaching and learning which Chapter 3 has described (Rothery  1996) (See course outlines and 
lesson plans in Appendix?). 
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may well be the first investigation into the effect of functional-analytic instruction 

focusing on referential cohesion in learner learning.  

 

According to Partridge (2001), there are a small number of the studies in which 

researchers investigated the effects of the genre-based instruction and which resulted in 

positive effects on students’ reading development and writing skills. This indicates that 

classroom-centred studies focusing on reading and writing only (not listening and 

speaking) were all that were available. There is a paucity of empirical evidence to 

support claims that in signed or spoken second or foreign language acquisition research, 

the effects of the discourse-based or genre-based instruction on the development of 

students’ use of referential cohesion were either positive or negative.  

 

10.4.2.2 That the results of this study do not provide evidence that either the 
  experiential approach and the structural-analytic approach is  
  sufficient for the development of referential cohesion in the context of 
  Auslan story teaching 
 

According to the results of this process-product study, it is clear that both the more 

experiential approach and the more structural-analytic approach have not resulted in the 

students improving their Auslan referential cohesion skills. In one of the experiential 

classes (Class C), the students were exposed to Auslan by their native Auslan teacher 

who was concerned about the importance of retelling fable stories. Her intention was to 

entertain the students and give them an opportunity to appreciate the main points of each 

story. She frequently checked their comprehension. Therefore, the focus of this task is 

meaning. Furthermore, the students tended to focus on their needs for increasing 

vocabulary rather than asking for correction of their form errors.  

 

In the other experiential class (Class D), the students were given the opportunity to focus 

on their learning strategies such as guessing intelligently and translation skills etc. 

Adding to this, the teacher was concerned about satisfying his students’ needs for new 

vocabulary in the context of the activities they undertook. The students spent most of 

their observed class time working on improving their emotional facial expressions 

related to their stories.  
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In all the experiential classes, the students had an adequate degree of language control 

on communication in small groups or pairs during the activities. It is clear that in both, 

the students were not exposed to the explicit teaching of Auslan referential cohesion 

during the classroom observation because of the more experiential approach employed 

by both of the teachers. This could be parallelled by Burns’ statement (1997:8) that 

methodologies in terms of communicative language teaching prefer to focus on spoken 

language use rather than the form of the language. Thus, there was a strong tendency for 

the teacher to focus on experiential activities, which would get learners talking with little 

attention being paid to providing them with the means to interact. As a result, guidance 

about how to integrate a focus on the form of spoken language has been neglected. 

According to Allen (1983), non-analytic or experiential view relates to the following 

main characteristics of the teaching strategy: 1) focus on the natural unanalysed use of 

language; 2) full communicative, experiential teaching techniques; and 3) message-

oriented practice. It is obvious that the way the teachers in the experiential classes in this 

study similarly relates to that view.    

 

In the structural-analytic classes (Classes A and B), the students were exposed to Auslan 

from two native Auslan teachers and had ample opportunity to receive grammatical 

correctness from them. As mentioned earlier, correcting form, although they were aware 

of meaning that the students needed to understand, was more important to the teachers. 

The students were encouraged to draw upon their innate cognitive abilities, test Auslan 

grammatical rules out and reformulate them after being given limited numbers of 

examples such as noun and verb pairs, proform classifiers, inflecting verbs, types of 

signs (e.g., one-handed sign, double-handed sign and two-handed sign), and directional 

verbs. For example, the activities, which led the students to engage their mental 

processes to identify signs related to a class of grammar, are typical. Therefore, their 

language learning view is parallel to cognitive code theory, rather than behaviourism.  

The teachers’ orientation appears to correspond roughly to Allen’s description of the 

structural-analytic view. This view consists of 1) focus on grammar and other formal 

features of language; 2) controlled grammatical teaching techniques; and 3) medium-

oriented practice (Allen 1983:25).     
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Although the teachers attempted to make sure that the focus on vocabulary and grammar 

would be merged with emphasis on context and meaning, they very rarely emphasised 

the importance of teaching grammar at the discourse-semantic, or whole text, level, 

according to the analysis of this process study. The students started with learning 

grammar at the word or phrase level instead of at the whole text during the classroom 

observation. This implies that the teachers’ subconscious made them select and sequence 

this kind of syllabus elements or to employ a “bottom-up” approach to teaching signed 

story. This led them not to develop teaching discourse features and schematic structure, 

perhaps not only because of insufficient time, but also because of this kind of 

information in relation to assessment criteria not being included in the CIA and DOA 

curriculum.  

 

There is, therefore, no evidence in this process-product study that the development of 

discourse features in the context of the story texts has been sufficient in both of the more 

experiential and structural-analytic learning situations. Researchers like Widdowson 

(1983), Nunan (1999), Burns and Joyce (1997) and Candlin (in Butt et al 2000) suggest 

that it is important for teachers to use a “top-down” approach to teaching spoken genres 

starting with larger elements such as contextual aspects and discourse features and 

rounding off the tasks with smaller ones. As Burns et al suggest, it is of critical 

importance that a teacher employs a discourse-based or genre-based approach to provide 

students with opportunities to learn about discourse features and use them. The 

following excerpt from Chapter Four is as follows:  

 

“The systemic [genre-based] approach emphasises the 
importance of teaching language at the discourse, or whole text, 
level, rather than restricting it to the sentence level. The teaching 
of grammar and vocabulary, for example, in systemic genre-
based classrooms is undertaken in conjunction with the teaching 
of whole texts. This approach stresses the central role of context 
and the way in which language changes and is changed by the 
contexts in which it occurs. Classroom applications of the 
systemic perspective thus focus on text and context and discuss 
in relation to them such aspects of language as discourse, 
vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation” (Burns and Joyce 
1997cited in 18). 
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10.4.2.3 That the results of this study have indicated that the effect 
  of visible pedagogy in the genre-based approach is evident 
  in the  development  of referential cohesion at a   
  postsecondary level  
 

The influence of the experiential or the structural-analytic approaches is not evident in 

the development of referential cohesion in the control groups, as it appears that the 

teachers using these approaches did not explicitly teach referential cohesion in Auslan 

during the classroom interaction or that some of them allowed the students to learn 

naturally and unconsciously texture, when the teachers presented a model of their or the 

Deaf storytellers’ recounts or retellings of the fable stories.  With the genre-based 

approach, the students in the functional-analytic classes were expected to explicitly learn 

texture, because this approach has involved a visible and interventionist pedagogy 

(Painter and Martin 1986, Cope and Kalantzis 1993, Feez 1998, Burns 2001). The 

teacher in these classes took the role of the “authoritative expert” rather than 

authoritarian master or passive facilitator through using his detailed knowledge about 

Auslan texture which was based on the finding of the investigator’s discourse analysis 

(See Chapter Four). In other words, he was confident about providing a clear 

explanation of texture in Auslan for the students and discussing the aspects identified 

which appeared in a native signer’s story text of the multimedia software, “Auslan 

Storytelling: A study for learners (Parts 2 and 3) ”.  

     

This finding supports Bernstein’s theory of a ‘visible pedagogy’, which is based on the 

premise that educators are responsible for intervening in the learning process. A 

description of Bernstein’s theory can be found in Chapter Four. In addition, Burns 

(1990) argues that some of the assumptions implicit in communicative approaches have 

failed to consider a well-formulated theory of language, and urges that there is a need to 

make explicit to learners the knowledge they need to gain access to socially powerful 

forms of language. It is clear that in Australia the genre approach has been developed as 

a visible pedagogy for teaching ESL and has been concerned with providing students 

with explicit knowledge about language as in this study the approach employed by the 

teacher in the experimental groups was.  
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Furthermore, this finding supports Cope’s (1989) recommendation for a replacement of 

the ‘progressive’ curriculum through the use of the ‘authoritative’ pedagogy. To 

reiterate, Feez  (2002:51) argues that “many such manifestations of communicative 

language teaching, especially those influenced most strongly by progressive pedagogies, 

failed to recognize that Hymes’ notion of communicative competence encompassed both 

linguistic knowledge and communicative practice, often with the result that fluency was 

emphasised at the expense of accuracy.” This corresponds roughly with the experiential 

approach in which the teachers in Classes C and D subconsciously attended to meaning-

focused or communicative language and cognitive strategies during the classroom 

observation. This implies that although the teacher’s curriculum guide, Signing 

Naturally (both Levels 1 and 2) which the teacher in Class C relied heavily on for her 

class, may be informed by a combination of a medium view and a mediation view, she 

obviously avoided presenting an explicit explanation regarding language functions from 

the viewpoint of the functional-notional approach (See details of these views in Chapter 

Four). Instead, Teacher C demonstrated some examples of patterns before her students 

were engaged in small group or pair activities to practise with these patterns. Therefore, 

it is clear that, subconsciously, her syllabus is likely to be associated with a ‘progressive’ 

curriculum rather an ‘authoritative’ pedagogy, and is not related to the medium view of 

communication but the mediation view.        

     

There is provisional evidence in this process-product study that the effect of visible 

pedagogy in the genre-based approach is evident in the development of referential 

cohesion at a postsecondary level. The functional-analytic is one of the characteristics of 

the genre-based approach.  
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10.5 Some further pedagogical findings  

 

10.5.1 More awareness of the teaching of discourse features 

 

Apart from the teaching in the functional-analytic classes, most teaching in all the other 

classes did not attend to the discourse features of the Auslan linguistic system other than 

the morphological level and vocabulary, as mentioned earlier. As is advocated by Celec-

Murcia and Olshtain, discourse competence is an important core competency in the 

Canale and Swain framework of communicative competence, and is therefore needed in 

classrooms. “… this is where everything else comes together: It is in discourse and 

through discourse that all of the other competencies are realised. And it is in discourse 

and through discourse that the manifestation of the other competencies can best be 

observed, researched, and assessed” (Celec-Murcia et al 2000:16).  

 

According to Feez (1998:3), language is viewed as “occurring in whole texts, which are 

embedded in the social contexts in which they are used”. Consequentially, the genre-

based teaching approach or other approaches have been concerned with what learners do 

with extended stretches of language in contexts of use. 

 

Certainly there was no evidence that the students in all of the control groups learnt about 

Auslan at a discourse level. Many students spent most of the time of the observed class 

focusing on both non-reference and reference sign types at a morphological level as well 

as vocabulary. There would appear to be a need for teachers to focus on discourse in the 

CIA and DOA Auslan programs.       

 

 

10.5.2 More attention to the teaching of syntax  

 

It is interesting to note that according to the analysis of this process-product study, in 

both the experimental and the control groups, the teachers rarely provided their classes 

with examples or explicit explanations of syntactical patterns in relation to a story during 
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the classroom observation. This is perhaps because they were not confident about 

presenting them or did not consciously plan to include them in their lesson plans for the 

interval of story teaching. However, there may be a need to provide professional 

development for Auslan teachers to build up their confidence about teaching Auslan 

syntax such as sentence types, clauses and clause complexes.  

 

 

10.5.3  More awareness of needs analysis 

 

In the teacher interviews in this study, none of the teachers discussed any strategies for 

needs analysis. It is important for language teachers to analyse student needs because 

this information enables the teacher to customise course design for a particular group of 

students, as Feez (1998) states. Feez quotes Macken and Slade (Feez 1998:37) “… an 

effective language assessment program must be linguistically principled, explicit, 

criterion-referenced, must inform different types of assessment …. Shared criteria based 

on a sound knowledge of language and its varieties will enable teachers to reflect on the 

strengths and to diagnose weaknesses in the texts produced by their students”.  

 

In this study, the teacher in the experimental groups and the investigator carried on 

needs analysis, particularly diagnosing referential cohesion in the pre-test story texts 

used by students to reflect on the needs and make a decision for their syllabus and 

methodology. The issue that the teachers in all the control groups were not aware of the 

importance of needs analysis, should, therefore, be addressed and included in 

professional development activities.  

 

 

10.5.4 Pedagogical preparation for designing a course 

 

The Auslan teaching programs in the TAFE institutes provided their teaching staff with 

curriculum frameworks (CIA and DOA), which specify curriculum outcomes (e.g., 

learning outcomes as above), and devolved the responsibility of course design to the 
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staff. Yalden (1987: 86) states that “… The syllabus is now seen as an instrument by 

which the teacher, with the help of the syllabus designer, can achieve a certain 

coincidence between the needs and aims of the learner, and the activities that will take 

place in the classroom. It is thus a necessity in terms of providing educational services to 

the community to which the teacher is responsible”.       

 

None of the teachers discussed course design and did not make a clear comment about it 

during the teacher interview. It appears that not all the teachers viewed course design as 

an important part of their teaching, perhaps because the assessment criteria appeared in 

each learning outcome of the curriculum framework (CIA and DOA), which seems 

enough information for them. Another reason for this is that some of them found it 

difficult to have extra time to design their course or they were not ready to do so due to 

their limited skills. As a result of this, they may need assistance from an expert as a 

syllabus designer or need to develop such skills through professional development 

programs. 

 

10.5.5 More teaching and learning resource materials in relation to discourse 
 teaching 
 
Although this study developed innovative multimedia authoring materials in relation to 

Auslan referential cohesion teaching for the experimental groups, there appears to be a 

lack of teaching and learning resource materials in Auslan based on a discourse-based 

perspective. Therefore, there is a need to look into this issue and new multimedia 

innovations should be taken into consideration.  

 

 

10.6 Summary      

 

This chapter has discussed the results of this research study in relation to second/foreign 

language teaching pedagogy and research drawn from second language classroom-based 

literature. The nature and the intervention of instructional processes in post-secondary 

Auslan classrooms has been discussed in relation to classroom-centred research. It has 
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been found that in Australian post-secondary institutions the functional-analytic 

instruction underpinned by the genre-based approach apparently had the advantage of 

developing Auslan students’ skills in using referential cohesion within story texts. This 

chapter has also brought some further pedagogical findings to the attention of managers, 

teachers and material/curriculum developers, and indicated that there is a need to carry 

on further research into the effect of direct intervention on learning as to whether or not, 

the results support the findings of this research study. 

 

The following chapter discusses some limitations of this research study, and provides 

some suggestions for language pedagogy and research into sign linguistics, and for 

language teaching approaches and strategies at a post-secondary level.  
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CHAPTER 11 
 

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
 

11.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter examines the limitations of this research study relating to discourse 

analysis, process studies and process-product studies.  In addition, it also looks at 

suggestions for research into sign linguistics, and for language pedagogy and language 

teaching approaches and strategies. 

 
 
11.2 Discussion of the limitations of this research study 
 
The previous chapter summarised the relationship between what was achieved and what 

was initially proposed. To reiterate, there is provisional evidence in this research study 

to support a claim that the experimental groups using the functional-analytic strategy 

informed by the genre-based approach, significantly improved Auslan referential 

cohesion skills at a post-secondary level, in comparison with the control groups using 

either the experiential or structural-analytic strategies. In other words, the control groups 

which did not learn referential cohesion and contextual coherence explicitly, achieved 

significantly weaker post-instruction results in relation to these skills than the 

experimental groups.  However, importantly this concluding chapter recognises and 

discusses the limitations of this research study. 

 

 

11.2.1 Discourse analysis 

 

In the first component of this research, the finding of discourse analysis on contextual 

coherence and referential cohesion features, which was based on one story (Text 6.1) 

produced by a native Auslan signer, is preliminary and tentative because there is a need 

to be consistent in the finding of these patterns in comparison with findings of those 

drawn from other similar stories by native signers. On the other hand, this study strongly 

indicates there are some particular patterns frequently occurring in this story text, i.e. 
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several types of referential cohesion such as anaphoric and bridging reference. This may 

suggest consistency of the patterns.   

 

 

11.2.2 Process study 

 

The process study is constrained by the situation where only six classes conducted by 

only four classroom teachers of Auslan in Australian post-secondary institutions have 

been observed. Observed classroom time in each class varied ranging from 9 hours to 18 

hours due to the availability of teaching hours for teaching specific learning outcomes 

determined by each teacher. There were only two Auslan programs in Australia 

conducting the full time Auslan diploma course. As a result of this, the research project 

in this study focused on only these courses, and avoided being involved in other part 

time courses run in other cities. 

 

It has been difficult to manipulate all variables in this research study, no matter how 

successfully the investigator has controlled the select variables across the classes. This is 

because the data collection was not focused on context variables and teachers’ planning 

processes119 but process variables120. Chaudron (1988:30) states “Unless care is taken to 

validate the distinctions made in the classification by method/program, any results in 

favor of a given type are meaningless. This is to say that both a context-process and a 

process-product component are essential to the design of such research”. Van Lier 

(1988:15) states that “the classroom itself can also be evaluated in this way: if its 

learners score higher or lower than some comparable norm, it may be said to have been 

respectively more or less successful. However, this cannot be taken as a direct measure 

of classroom success, since other variables may have played a decisive role as well, such 

as individual effort and aptitude of learners, social and cultural factors, exposure 

unrelated to the classroom, some element of ‘group chemistry’, and so on.” 

                                                 
119 According to Devon Woods (1996), he says that there is a need to address three research questions in relation to 
the theory and practice of language teaching, one of which remains unanswered – “What are the procedures that the 
second language teacher uses to structure (plan and organize) the course of teaching?” (1996:13)   
120 An explanation of a model for the study of classroom teaching proposed by Duncan and Biddle (1974) including two 
of four major types of variables (context variables and process variables) can be found in Appendix 11.1. 
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Even though basic background information about each student’s personal details and 

learning styles have been elicited through the questionnaires, there was no other 

information included about student properties, particularly abilities, knowledge, attitudes 

that would possibly influence pupil classroom behaviour. This is relevant to context 

variables. However, through qualitative classroom observation, there were very few 

students who appeared to take on negative attitudes towards Auslan learning or towards 

their Deaf teachers of Auslan. Students’ language learning experience is based on the 

Certificate III and Diploma levels, which was a constant in this study.  

 

One strength of this study is through the use of teacher interviews and unstructured 

classroom observation, important information regarding teachers’ educational and 

professional backgrounds, teaching philosophies, teacher plans and classroom 

atmosphere have been elicited and analysed. This is relevant to presage process and 

teachers’ planning processes. However, eliciting this information through this means is 

limited to the extent that on occasions, some probing questions were not satisfactorily 

answered. For example, this study could not adequately respond to the following 

question at a lesson level: “why were the procedures chosen and implemented in the 

experiential and structural-analytic classes during the interval of story teaching?” 

However, the issue of process variables is a major one for this research study.  

 

There are several reasons for limitations of the COLT observation scheme. The system 

of the scheme has first and second parts, which focus on a pedagogical construct and an 

interactional construct121 respectively, but in this study, the second part was not 

included. This is partly because of the difficulties with video-recording the interaction in 

the Auslan classroom and of a need to have substantial work on transcripts. Another 

reason is that it is important to gain an understanding of classroom events at the level of 

episode and activity rather than analysing communicative features of verbal exchange 

between teachers and students in terms of this study’s purpose. Although researchers 

used both the first and second parts of the scheme for their process studies, Spada (1987) 
                                                 
121 The term ‘interactional construct’ is referred to as being attributed to interactive features of classroom 
behaviours, such as, questioning and answering, negotiation of meaning, turn-taking, feedback, and  error 
correction, etc.   
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used only Part A categories of the scheme for her process-product study to describe 

instructional differences among different classes. This is a clear parallel to the purpose 

of this process study. The study aimed to focus on instructional processes and 

procedures determined by the teachers in all the CIA and DOA control and experimental 

classes and also looked at the effect of direct intervention on learning in the 

experimental classes.  It is worth noting that as mentioned in Chapter Five, “… We need 

to recognise that teaching intended as formal instruction also serves as ‘interaction’.  

‘Formal instruction’ does more than teach a specific item; it also exposes learners to 

features, which are not the focus of the lesson,” Ellis (1994: 94) argues. 

 

It was difficult to find an expert to provide the investigator with training of the COLT 

scheme. Hence, he had to heavily rely on Spada and Frohlich’s handbook for developing 

an understanding of the scheme and of coding procedures. Teachers of Auslan and 

interpreters of Auslan were invited to attend intensive training to become an inter-coder 

of the scheme by the investigator. The quality of this training is limited to the extent that 

it is restricted by financial support and the dependence on the investigator’s knowledge 

of the subject matter. Another weakness is that when some of the inter-coders were 

occasionally hesitant to code features of the scheme, they relied on the investigator’s 

advice. This is not only because it was difficult to code some items that presented in Part 

A are high-inference categories, but also the inter-coders were distracted during the 

classroom observation. This problem was overcome by the fact that after the classroom 

observation, the inter-coders and the investigator had extra time to discuss the 

difficulties with videotape replay of some of the segments that they needed to watch 

again.       

 

The COLT Observation Scheme in this process study was able to distinguish amongst 

the observed classes, both in terms of individual categories of Part A and in terms of the 

rank order procedure as well as the global scoring procedure (CIA and DOA classes on 

experiential-analytic scale). These procedures were used to provide distinguishable 

scores in relation to relative communicative orientation based on different combinations 

of communicative features on the scheme, and were taken advantage of to compare 
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effects of them on student learning. However, Chaudron (1988: 27) is concerned about 

these procedures, as he states they are a ‘rough metric’. He doubts that they are a simple 

tool that enables a user of the COLT scheme to place each class on a “communicative 

continuum”.  Besides, they are limited to the extent that is constrained by a lack of 

definition in relation to ‘functional-analytic’. As Stern (1990) states, the ‘analytic’ 

strategy relates to not only grammar, but also refers to discourse. Therefore, this study 

has advanced from the procedures to the further analysis of content in the scheme to 

discover which classes spent most of their observed class time focusing on discourse 

rather than other features of content. Identifying which classes used the more functional-

analytic strategy, has been based on this further analysis as well as back up by the 

qualitative analysis.   

 

The length of time spent on instruction of the Auslan story varied because although 

nominal hours for teaching each specific learning outcome or elective module was 

recommended in the CIA or DOA (curriculum framework), each of the teachers could 

decide on the length, depending on what reasons they had.  This study has been 

concerned to manipulate this variable that could affect student learning but the 

VARBRUL analysis indicates that Hypothesis 6 in relation to this variable was 

confirmed. This means that students receiving under ten-hours of instruction or over ten-

hours of instruction did not significantly affect the variation.  

 

Two different teachers shared a teaching assignment for one class (CIA III). This study 

has been concerned about this issue as it could affect the complexity of the instructional 

difference, but according to the COLT scheme and the qualitative classroom 

observation, it was discovered that their communicative orientations were roughly 

similar. Therefore, data about teachers’ instructions in Class A were combined to be 

interpreted as the structural-analytic orientation.  

 

Although an unstructured classroom observation in this process study acts against the 

limitation of the COLT Observation Scheme, the qualitative features are also limited to 

the extent that some conclusions drawn may be subjective. Data collected from the 
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classroom through the use of a video-based method are limited to the extent that there is 

not a complete picture of the classroom events due to a limitation of this method. During 

the video-recording in the classrooms, a focus was on teacher behaviours rather than 

student behaviours and some teacher and student interactions.  This implies that these 

data mainly relates to teacher behaviours because of the purpose for this study.  

 

11.2.3 A process-product study 

 

According to the investigator’s views relating to deleterious effects, a few students 

displayed overgeneralised referential cohesion, particularly in regard to pointing signs as 

either a determiner or a pronoun which appeared in their post-test texts, regardless of the 

fact that they were given constructive feedback from their teacher using the functional-

analytic strategy on the overgeneralisation at the stage of joint construction. Teachers of 

signed language should be aware that students could be overexposed to an overemphasis 

on teaching of referential cohesion.  

 

It is also a possible weakness that this process study was conducted over the short term. 

This implies that it may not be able to predict that the beneficial effect of formal 

instruction in referential cohesion efficiently used by students in the experimental 

classes, is permanent. Krasken’s (1982 in Chaudron 1988:166) argument is that the 

learning effects of favored methods have tended to diminish over time. However, Ellis 

(1994:637) argues that some studies have claimed that the effects of formal instruction 

on the acquisition are long-lasting, although he has surveyed that a number of other 

studies indicate that the effects of grammar may not last. It is difficult to establish a 

long-term research in this study due to the limitation of time and financial support.  

 

Although as Young et al (1996) state, “VARBRUL Analysis for Second Language 

Acquisition Research”, VARBRUL has been used to analyse variation in syntax, 

discourse, and code-switching, to the best of the investigator’s knowledge and in 

Paolillo’s (2002) examples of linguistic variables in relation to VARBRUL-based 

studies, no researchers use this tool for their studies focusing on particular discourse 
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features, referential cohesion in either spoken or signed language. Because of this, this 

product study has taken a risk using it to see whether or not, it is suitable for the product 

data of this study. However, it appears not to be a serious problem using a VARBRUL 

model to determine whether the instructional differences contributed to variation in 

improvement or not.       

 

 

11.3 Suggestions for language pedagogy and research into sign linguistics, and 
 for language teaching approaches and strategies at a postsecondary level  
 

11.3.1 Empirical evidence about referential cohesion in Auslan 
 

This study has provided descriptions of Auslan referential cohesion and suggested six 

types of referential cohesion involved in the use of spatial and non-spatial reference 

signs and/or non-manual signals. According to the fact that this research study has 

implications for signed language pedagogy in Australia and elsewhere, the importance 

of these discourse features should be considered for selecting them as syllabus elements 

and explicitly teaching them within story genres in Auslan and other signed languages. 

To reiterate, there is no dispute that it is vitally important for the creation of a coherent 

and cohesive story text in Auslan and other signed languages. 

 

 

11.3.2 Empirical evidence about this research into the effect of the instructional 
 differences on referential cohesion learning 
 
The finding in this research study is that the functional-analytic approach when 

harmonised with the genre-based approach is the most successful methodology for 

influencing students to learn about referential cohesion. Needless to say, the teacher 

using the functional-analytic approach was concerned with not only this approach but 

also made decisions at the level of needs analysis, syllabus and methodology in order to 

prepare for his experimental classes. The needs analysis, syllabus and methodology were 

on the basis of the genre-based approach concerning over the scaffolded learning and the 

systematic cycle of teaching and learning activities. It is strongly recommended that the 
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functional-analytic approach should be made manifest in Auslan and other signed 

language teaching by means of providing signed language teachers with professional 

development and/or teacher education. This does not mean that the other approaches 

such as the experiential and structural-analytic orientations within the communicative 

language teaching are less important. Both these components are an important part of 

referential cohesion teaching as some activities and exercises are informed by both of 

them within discourse-based teaching approaches.       

 

11.3.3 Empirical evidence informing teaching decisions 

 

In spite of the fact that there is a need to provide more empirical evidence on signed 

referential cohesion and on the effect of the instructional differences on referential 

cohesion learning, signed language teachers can find implications in this research study 

for their classroom teaching. The implications include the finding about the importance 

of Auslan referential cohesion used by a native signer and the finding about the need for 

the use of the functional-analytic approach to discourse teaching, which harmonises with 

the genre-based approach to needs analysis, syllabus and methodology. As stated above, 

the implications of the findings of this study are provisional rather than conclusive. It is 

important to note that if needs analysis indicated students’ mastery of skills in Auslan 

referential cohesion, a teacher would not need to use the functional-analytic approach to 

teaching of this cohesion.  

 

The implications taken from the key components of this research study are as follows:  

 

• Discourse features in relation to Auslan referential cohesion extracted from the 
findings are significant. The features are locational reference, bridging reference, 
anaphoric reference, cataphoric reference, exophoric reference and homophoric 
reference. They involve the use of spatial and non-spatial reference signs and/or 
non-manual signals, including pointing signs (as determiners, personal pronouns 
or locative demonstratives), agreement and spatial verbs, classifier handshapes 
and referential shifts.  

 
• Teachers need to make a conscious effort to analyse student needs, particularly 

language needs, choose what needs to be learnt and sequencing the language 
elements of one or more than one learning outcome or module to make learning 
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as effective as possible. They also need to be involved in planning the teaching 
and learning cycle. In brief, they need to develop a systematic plan for language 
content relevant to student needs and the desired learning outcomes. 

 
• Teachers need to carefully make decisions about selecting appropriate types of 

learning activities, which harmonise with their course design principles. Allen 
(1983: 24) argues that “…the pedagogy, and teaching materials to match, may be 
put together ‘not so much by principle, but by expediency, rule-of-thumb, and 
the unco-ordinated efforts of individual writers”.  

 
• Teachers should examine and be consciously aware of their beliefs about the 

nature of language and language learning because these seem to influence their 
teaching approach. Also, they should enlighten the scope of the approaches and 
methods in language teaching, particularly communicative language teaching and 
discourse-based approaches. 

 
• It is essential for syllabus designers and material developers to re-examine levels 

of sign linguistics such as “phonology”, morphology, syntax and discourse and 
their detailed knowledge of these enables them to effectively design their 
syllabuses and units of work.      

 
• It is vitally important for teachers to be aware of and effectively employ three 

distinctive teaching strategies for story teaching. The strategies are experiential, 
structural-analytic and functional-analytic. Choices amongst them to be used in a 
particular class, are on the basis of needs analysis. 

 
• Through a stage of modelling and deconstructing text, presenting explanations of 

terminology in relation to non-spatial and spatial reference sign types and 
referential cohesion types need explicitness through the use of teacher’s language 
and of multimedia software. Teachers should be able to model and deconstruct 
their own or a native signer’s story text, e.g., focusing referential cohesion. Thus, 
teachers need to have confidence in their ability of taking the role of an 
authoritative expert.  

 
• Through the stage of joint construction, students need rapport with their teacher 

to develop story texts together and share the responsibility with him/her for 
performance until they have the knowledge and skills to present independently 
and with sole responsibility.  

 
• Students need to improve not only their accuracy of language but also their 

fluency in the production of their story texts. Thus, experiential activities they 
need to be involved in, enable them to practise with discourse features, 
particularly referential cohesion.           
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11.3.4 A need for further research in Australia and elsewhere 

 

This research study has implied in the previous chapters that there is a need for further 

research into all linguistic levels in Auslan, language pedagogy, and language teaching 

approaches and strategies. The first component of this research has provided empirical 

evidence about Auslan referential cohesion and contextual coherence of the story text 

produced by a native signer and indicated that there is a need to have more data 

extracted from other native signers’ story texts to see whether these features are 

consistent patterns found in a number of the texts or not.  

 

Regardless of Auslan teachers’ native language used in the classroom, their intuitions 

definitely need support from empirical research and theories to avoid resorting to 

prescriptivism. Johnston’s (2000a:13) argument relates to this, “…one could be seduced 

into dressing up the beliefs of folk linguistics as if it were the findings of empirical 

research. One would then be stating as rules of the language what are little more than 

personal preferences or even prejudices”. Johnston’s concerns are similar to the issues 

raised in this study, appears to be constant. It is believed that foreign language teaching 

in Australia has no parallel to that problem by reason of the fact that in Australia 

teachers of foreign languages (spoken) have no serious problem with accessing available 

information on many examples of grammar drawn from the theories and empirical 

research for their classroom teaching.  

 

In brief, this study calls for empirical research documentation on Auslan linguistics to 

support teachers of Auslan, curriculum developers, and resource material developers to 

eliminate a shambles in signed language pedagogy and in signed language teaching 

approaches and strategies. 
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11.3.5  A need to have more empirical classroom-centred studies in the 
  teaching of Auslan and signed languages 
 
 
Apart from this research study, in Australia and elsewhere, there is a paucity of 

empirical classroom-centred data to provide teachers of signed language with 

information about the effectiveness of different teaching and learning processes within 

their own context. Most Auslan and Deaf Studies programs in the postsecondary 

institutions in Australia have provided curriculum framework (Australian Qualifications 

Framework; Certificate II, III, IV & Diploma) developed by Kangan Batman Institute of 

TAFE (formerly Chrisholm Institute of TAFE) and accredited by Curriculum 

Framework Industry Training Accreditation Board.  

 

While this curriculum framework has set a course goal which enable students to strive 

for competency in Auslan communication, there has been no available information on 

empirical classroom-centred research for teachers of Auslan to properly implement each 

set of the learning outcomes based on families of text-types to make instructional 

processes and classroom interaction effective. Although some professional development 

activities for the purpose of introducing the curriculum framework were conducted 

several times, information was based on individual teacher’s opinion and experience. 

Therefore, there is a need to determine what processes are used by teachers of Auslan 

through the use of process studies as well as evaluating how successfully learning is 

affected by these processes through the use of process-product studies. Furthermore, it is 

important to take other research approaches into account, e.g., presage studies or context 

studies. Research studies are vitally important to feed teachers of Auslan (or other 

signed languages) with empirical classroom-centred information in order to improve the 

quality of signed language teaching and eliminate covert weaknesses in signed language 

pedagogy and in signed language teaching approaches and strategies. A quote extracted 

from Stern (1983: 53) is as follows: 

 

“The individual teacher’s intuition and ingenuity, which have 
always contributed a great deal to the advancement of language 
pedagogy, continue to be important. Research is not an 
alternative to experience and invention. But our practical 
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experience should be able to stand up to critical enquiry and to 
empirical tests.” 

 

This study, as the first pilot study in relation to signed language pedagogy and in signed 

language teaching approaches and strategies, is able to contribute to professional 

development activities in Australian postsecondary institutions. The results of this 

research study have shown that teachers of Auslan at a postsecondary level seem to have 

instinctive beliefs about the nature of language and language learning through explaining 

their concrete experiences in teaching processes and through making their teaching 

procedures happen in their classrooms.  This knowledge needs to be extended from the 

teachers’ intuition and ingenuity to empirical-based information and selection of theories 

drawn from research literature.  As a result of this, teachers of Auslan need to be more 

objective and through studying second and foreign language pedagogy in order to avoid 

inappropriate assumptions about what they believe and are actually doing in their 

classrooms they can be. This study supplies the teachers with an investigation into the 

influence of instructional processes and procedures in the Auslan teaching context, and 

encourages informed decision-making for teaching a particular genre such as a story text 

in the classroom.    

 

In brief, although there already have many classroom-centred studies in relation to 

second or foreign language acquisition available in Australia and elsewhere, this study 

embarks on the empirical investigation into Auslan discourse and signed language 

pedagogy and sets an important precedent for dealing with more classroom-centred 

studies focusing on signed languages.  

 

11.4 Summary 

 

This chapter has thoroughly evaluated the limitations of this research study. Discourse 

analysis in this study has limitations but it is important to provide preliminary evidence 

to claim that the Auslan story text produced by a native signer has a variety of discourse 

features, particularly referential cohesion and is more cohesive than the other Auslan 

story text created by a learner of Auslan. To reiterate, the reason why this study has 
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carried on this component of the research is that there was a need to support the major 

research questions. Within the limitation, this process-product study has succeeded in an 

attempt to answer these questions, although it was difficult to do so because there were 

intervening variables that could have an impact on student learning.  The answer is that 

there is an indication that the experimental groups using the functional-analytic strategy 

informed by the genre-based approach, significantly improved Auslan referential 

cohesion skills at a postsecondary level, in comparison with the control groups using the 

experiential or structural-analytic strategies.       
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Indications and weaknesses of formal 

instruction in spoken second language 

teaching    

Comments in relation to this study 

Unplanned production 

 

Studies have indicated that formal 

instruction has an effect on accuracy in 

planned but not in unplanned production 

(e.g., Ellis 1994:620 –21). For example, 

Kadia concluded: “formal instruction 

seemed to have very little effect on 

spontaneous production, but it was 

beneficial for controlled performance” 

(1988:513 in Ellis). 

 

All Auslan students in experiment and 

control groups were expected to rehearse 

their storytelling for both pre-test and post-

test. Specifically, experiment groups were 

explicitly taught referential cohesion and 

contextual coherence while control groups 

did not receive any instruction in these 

features. Therefore, this study has 

determined whether formal instruction has 

an effect on accuracy in planned discourse 

or not.   

Simple linguistic structure 

When the target language structure was 

easy to learn, formal instruction had a 

positive effect on the acquisition in 

unplanned discourse (Pica 1985). This 

indicates that formal instruction works 

only if the structure is easy to acquire in 
unplanned discourse.   

 

The experimental groups learned 

discoursal forms and functions particularly 

referential cohesion which ASL 

researchers had perceived as a complex 

and difficult structure (McKee & McKee 

1992). Experimental group in Certificate 

III was received instruction in only several 

discoursal features, i.e., determiner, 

pronoun, anaphoria, exophoria and switch 

reference (location), while the other 

experimental group at a diploma level 

learned these features as well as other 

more complex discoursal features. For 

example, the latter features are; classifier 

handshape, agreement verb, spatial verb, 

backward reference, bridging reference and 

so on. The decision to sequence these 

features was based on a needs analysis.   
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Delayed effect 

 

Ellis’ studies (1989 and 1992) show that 

learners in instructed groups who have 

not successfully made use of the 

information as soon as they received 

formal instruction but they may have 

been able to do so at a later time.    

This study does not plan to be involved in 

determining whether formal instruction has 

a delayed effect or not.   

Deleterious effect 

 

Some studies indicate that learners have 

overgeneralised specific linguistic 

features, e.g., negatives involving the 

auxiliary ‘doesn’t’, progressive –ing and 

so on.. (See Felix 1981, Lightbown 

1983). According to Ellis (1994:621), “in 

all these studies the reason given for the 

failure of the formal instruction is that it 

distorts the input made available to the 

learner and thus prevents the normal 

processes of acquisition from operating 

smoothly.” 

This study is not concerned with 

investigating a deleterious effect on forms 

and functions in relation to referential 

cohesion. If it did, it would be interesting 

to see if Auslan students’ 

overgeneralisation occur in story texts. 

However, the teacher of the experiment 

group was aware that some of his students 

had a problem with overgeneralisation 

when using forms and functions of 

referential cohesion. He gave them 

feedback for improving production 

accuracy of this feature during the stage of  

critical diagnostic assessment. This stage is 

required through the use of methodology 

including ‘joint construction’ and 

‘scaffolding’.  

Durability of formal instruction 

 

Studies have tended to be short-term with 

the result that little is known about the 

long-term effects of specific linguistic 

features (Ellis 1994). “There is evidence 

to indicate that the effects can wear off 

over time. This suggests that although 

instruction may bypass natural processing 

mechanisms in the short term, these will 

eventually reassert themselves” Ellis 

(1990:161).  

This study has conducted a short-term 

research. Thus, this may not be able to 

predict that the beneficial effect of formal 

instruction in referential cohesion is 

permanent.    

Isolated aspects 

 

The findings have tended to be partial or 

fragmented in that they have focused on 

isolated aspects of classroom life (Ellis 

This study has attempted to investigate 

differences in instructional orientation 

through both systematically and 

qualitatively observing teacher behaviours 

in the Auslan classrooms as well as 

interviewing teachers. What is more, it has 

coded both formal and functional features 
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1994). Van Lier (1988:15) states that “the 

classroom itself can also be evaluated in 

this way: if its learners score higher or 

lower than some comparable norm, it 

may be said to have been respectively 

more or less successful. However, this 

cannot be taken as a direct measure of 

classroom success, since other variables 

may have played a decisive role as well, 

such as individual effort and aptitude of 

learners, social and cultural factors, 

exposure unrelated to the classroom, 

some element of ‘group chemistry’, and 

so on.”    
 

 

of Auslan as linguistic variables as well as 

others as social variables. In fact, the study 

has not taken many of another variables 

relating to classroom interaction into 

consideration, i.e., teacher talk, error 

treatment, teachers’ questions, learner 

participation and so on. It might have been 

difficult for process-oriented and product-

oriented component in this study to 

manipulate intervening variables. Thus the 

results have focused on isolated aspects of 

classroom instruction and interaction.       

Small scale 

 

The studies have generally been small-

scale (Ellis 1994) 

This study has presented an analysis of 

over 1,494 tokens of referential cohesion 

collected from 58 Auslan learners (both 

Certificate III and Diploma) in two 

Institutes of TAFE. 

Methodologically flawed 

 

Many of the studies are methodologically 

flawed (i.e., the analyses have not been 

tested for reliability or for statistical 

significance (Ellis 1994). 

Statistical analysis tool namely 

VARBRUL has been employed to 

determine whether there is any difference 

between the probabilistic weights for 

production accuracy of students with 

functional-analytic instruction, students 

with structural-analytic instruction and 

students with non-analytic instruction.           

 

Table A.  Indications and weaknesses of product-oriented studies in relation to a 

specific type of formal instruction – effects of formal instruction on production 

accuracy 
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1.  
Time 

The starting time of each episode/activity is entered. 

2.  

Activities 

and 

episodes 

Activities and episodes are separate units which constitute the 

instructional segments of a classroom. Separate activities would 

include such things as a drill, a translation task, a discussion or a game. 

Three episodes of one activity would be: teacher introduces dialogue, 

teacher reads dialogue aloud, individual students read parts of dialogue 

aloud.  

3. 

Participant 

organisation 

Participant organisation refers to the way in which students are 

organised. Three basic patterns of organization are differentiated in this 

category: Class, Group and Individual. 
Class 
A: Teacher to student or class 

One central activity led by the teacher occurs; the teacher interacts 

with the whole class and/or with individual students within the central 

activity 

B: Student to student, or student to class 

One central activity led by a student or students occurs (e.g., a group of 

students acts out a skit and the rest of the class is the audience) 

C: Choral work by students 

The whole class, or individual groups, participate in choral work (e.g., 

repeating a model provided by the textbook or teacher) 

Group 
A: Same task 

Groups/pairs of students all work on the same task 

B: Different tasks 

Groups/pairs of students work on different tasks 
Individual 
A: Same task 

Students work on their own, but on the same task 

B: Different tasks 

Students work on their own, but on different tasks 
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4.  
Content  

Content refers to the subject matter/ theme of activities; that is, what 

the teacher and students are talking, reading or writing about or what 

they are listening to. Three major content areas have been 

differentiated: Management, Language and Other topics. 

Management 
A: Procedure 

Procedure directives (e.g., ‘Open your books to Chapter 3 and do the 

first exercise’)  

B: Discipline 

Disciplinary statements, directives (e.g., ‘I am getting more and more 

frustrated with the noise level in this class’) 

Language 
A: Form 

Reference to grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation etc 

B: Function 

Reference to functions/communicative acts (e.g., requesting, 

apologising and explaining) 

C: Discourse 

Reference to the way in which sentences (spoken or written) combine 

into cohesive and coherent sequences such as describing a process 

(e.g., how to plant a herb garden) 

D: Sociolinguistics 

Reference to forms or styles (spoken or written) appropriate to 

particular contexts (e.g., the difference in the use of ‘vous/tu’ in 

formal/informal contexts) 

Other topics 
A binary system is used to represent the potentially vast number of 

topics which can arise in classroom discourse. These topics are 

categorised as either narrow or broad depending on their range of 

reference 

A: Narrow 

Range of reference: topics which refer to the classroom and the 

students’ immediate environment and experiences (e.g., personal 

information, routine school, family and community topics) 

B: Broad  

Range of reference: topics going well beyond the classroom and 

immediate environment (e.g., international events, subject-matter 

instruction and imaginary/hypothetical events) 

5.  

Content 

control 

Content control refers to who selects the topic (or task) that is the 

focus of instruction. 

A: Teacher/Text 

The topic (or task) is determined by the teacher and/or the text 

B: Teacher/Text/Student 

The topic (or task) is jointly decided by teacher, students and/or the 

text 

C: Student 
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The topic (or task) is determined by the student/s 

6.  

Student 

modality 

Student modality identifies the various skills involved in a classroom 

activity. The focus is on the students, and the purpose is to indicate 

whether they are listening, speaking, reading or writing, or whether 

these skills occur in combination.  

A: Listening 

B: Speaking 

C: Reading 

D: Writing 

E: Other 

This category is included to cover such activities as drawing, acting or 

arranging classroom displays 

7.  
Materials 

This feature describes classroom materials in terms of text type and 

source of materials (e.g., type of material and source of material). 

Type of material 
A: Minimal 

Written text: captions, isolated sentences, word lists etc 

B: Extended 

Written texts: stories, dialogues, connected sentences, paragraphs etc  

C: Audio 

Recorded material for listening 

D: Visual 

Pictures, cartoon etc 

Note: Films, videos etc would be doubled-coded as audio and visual 
Source of material 
A: L2-NNS (L2-Non-native speaker) 

Material which is specifically designed for second language teaching, 

such and course books, teacher-prepared exercises, material etc 

B: L2-NS (L2-Native speaker) 

Materials originally intended for native speakers of the target language 

(e.g., newspaper, brochures, advertisements, etc) 

C: L2-NSA (L2-Native speaker –Adapted) 

Native speaker materials which have been adapted for L2 purposes 

(e.g., linguistically simplified or annotated stories and other texts) 

D: Student-made 

 

Table B A definition for each Part A feature (extracted from Spada) 
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Appendix 5.3 
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Variables of 
instructional 
processes 
concerned 
with 
experiential 
features  

 

 

 

 

Explanation 

Variables of 
instructional 
processes 
concerned 
with  
analytic 
features  

 
 
 
 
Explanation 
 
 

 Participant 

organisation  
Group work is more 
likely to focus on the 
expression and 
negotiation of meaning 
than the accuracy of 
utterances. Therefore, 
group work is 
considered to be 
essential in the 
development of 
communicative 
competence. 

Participant 

organisation 
One central activity led by 
the teacher occurred, tends 
to control students’ freedom 
from being involved in 
communication with each 
others, and get attention 
from them to learn about 
forms (grammar).  

Content  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instruction should be 
exclusively meaning-
oriented. Focus on 
meaning may contribute 
to differences in second 
language development.  

Content Instruction should be 
provided with a strong 
emphasis on grammar.  
Focus on form may affect 
differences in second 
language development.  

Content control If students are given the 
opportunity to be 
involved in their 
learning as co-
participants, and are 
encouraged to negotiate 
methods, tasks, 
materials and content of 
instruction, this will 
contribute more 
positively to their 
learning. This comment 
is referred to research 
literature on CLT.  

Content 

control 
The topic (or task) is 
selected by the teacher 
and/or the text only. From 
the perspective of CLT, this 
may affect less positively  
students’ learning.  
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Student 

modality 
According to research 
literature on CLT, if 
learners received the 
opportunity to practise 
all skill areas (listening, 
speaking, reading, and 
writing) to reflect a 
more authentic use of 
language, a differential 
focus on the skill areas 
would contribute 
differently to their use 
of these skills. 

Student 

modality 
Traditionally, second 
language instruction tends to 
provide learners with 
‘listening practice’ activities 
rather than other activities, 
e.g., speaking, and so on.  

Materials  With reference to 
research literature on 
SLA, it is argued that if 
first language, adapted 
first language or 
student-made materials 
were used in 
classrooms, this would 
increase the learners’ 
ability to comprehend. 
Therefore, this category 
possibly affects learning 
outcomes.      

Materials Materials, which are 
specifically designed for 
second language teaching, 
may not increase the 
learners’ ability to 
comprehend. 

 

Table C Descriptions of the five main features and categories. 
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Variables of 
instructional 
processes 
concerned 
with 
experiential 
features 

 

 

 

 

Explanation 

Variables of 
instructional 
processes 
concerned 
with analytic 
features 

 
 
 
 
Explanation 
 
 

Participant 

organization 
No change – see (table 8) 

(participant organization) 
Participant 

organization 
According to Allen et al. 
(1984), the emphasis in 
teacher-centred classroom is 
more likely to be on the 
expression of grammatical 
accuracy. They have not 
mentioned about other 
aspects based on analytic 
views such as discoursal, 
functional and sociolinguistic 
features. This study has 
included these features in the 
emphasis. This is because 
this study tends to underline 
Stern’s argument (1990) that 
“the term ‘functional’ has 
been used, first in contrast to 
‘structural’, both of which 
belong in the wider category 
of ‘analytic’, and then has 
contrasted both with 
‘experiential’.” 
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Content The subcategories in the 

original COLT scheme 

such as function,  

discourse and 

sociolinguistics were 

under the experiential 

category. They are 

transferred to the analytic 

category. For reasons, see 

the box above (right).  

Content According to Allen et al., 
(1987), form refers to 
grammar, vocabulary, and 
pronunciation and is 
classified into the analytic 
category. However, this study 
has placed the subcategories 
– see the box beside – on this 
category.  
 
According to Spada 
(1995:17), ‘discourse’ is 
defined as the way in which 
sentences (spoken or written) 
combine into cohesive and 
coherent sequences. As 
mentioned in the previous 
chapter, Auslan referential 
cohesion specifically form (at 
a discourse level) refers to 
determiner, pronoun, 
classifier handshape, 
agreement verb, spatial verb, 
role shift, and others (e.g, 
adjectives, pragmatic 
agreement, noun). In 
addition, referential cohesion, 
particularly function (at a 
discourse level) refers to 
anaphora, cataphora, bridging 
reference, exophora, and 
ambiguous reference. Other 
aspect that is an important 
part of Auslan discourse is 
contextual coherence. The 
coherence refers to generic 
structure, registers and 
signing space (e.g., close and 
distant focus, and switch 
reference –using same spatial 
location).  

Student 

modality 
If learners received 
the opportunity to 
practise all skill areas 
(“seeing”, and 

Student 

modality 
Auslan instruction tends to 
provide learners with ‘seeing 
practice’ activities rather than 
other activities, e.g., signing, 
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signing,) to reflect a 
more authentic use of 
language, a 
differential focus on 
the various skills and 
their combinations 
may directly affect the 
development of 
particular aspects of 
the learners’ Auslan 
competence. 

and so on. Ancillary language 
skills  such as deciphering 
Auslan transcription 
conventions, and transcribing 
Auslan may be included in 
Auslan instruction, because 
these may be convenient for 
learners to study in depth 
Auslan grammar rules and 
discourse rules.  The 
ancillary skills may affect 
learning outcomes.  

Materials  With reference to 
research literature on 
SLA, it is argued that 
if first language, 
adapted first language 
or student-made 
materials were used in 
connection with 
classroom activities, 
this would increase 
the learners’ ability to 
comprehend. 
Therefore, this 
category possibly 
affects learning 
outcomes.      

Materials Materials, which are 
specifically designed for 
second language teaching 
(that is, pedagogic), may not 
increase the learners’ ability 
to comprehend. 
Several example of such 
materials are the student 
workbooks and videos,  
“Introduction to Auslan” 
Level 1 and 2 (developed by 
NID, La Trobe University), 
the student workbook and 
video, “Signing Naturally” 
adapted for Auslan – Level 1 
(developed by NSW TAFE).    

 

Table D  Adaptations and explanations of some categories for the purpose of this 

study 
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Appendix 5.5 
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Learning Outcome 3 (Module 6) 

Present an anecdote in Auslan. 

Assessment criteria 3.1 Use appropriate time lines, time markers 

and numbers. 

3.2 Use topic markers, pronouns, negatives 

and sign order correctly on most 

occasions. 

3.4 Use directional verbs and directional verbs 

with classifiers appropriately. 

3.5 Use role shift, facial expression, body 

movement, eye gaze, appropriate proform 

and descriptive classifiers. 

3.6 Use facial expression to convey emotion. 

3.7 Use appropriate vocabulary* to enhance 

interest and meaning. 

Conditions 
• Normal classroom conditions, or any 

appropriate environment for presenting an 

anecdote. 

• The anecdote may be from 2-3 minutes. 

• The anecdote should be spontaneous and 

not rehearsed. 

*see glossary 

Assessment method 
• Observation of presentation and 

group/individual response. 

• Video may be used. 

Examples of tasks: 
• The day my parents disowned me 

• Getting lost 

• Why I was late 

• Working with pets 
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Learning Outcome 1 (Module 7) 

Give a personal account of an unusual 
event. 

Assessment criteria 1.1 Demonstrate appropriate handshape, location 

orientation, movement and facial expression. 

1.2 Engage the audience for interest. 

1.3 Use facial expression to show degrees of 

emotion. 

1.4 Clearly fingerspell names and places. 

1.5 Use topic markers, time markers, pronouns, 

negatives and sign order correctly on most 

occasions. 

1.6 Use narrative discourse elements i.e. role 

shift, facial expression, head and body 

movement, eye gaze, classifiers and close and 

distant focus. 

1.7 Use eye contact and body language to check 

audience comprehension. 

1.8 Use appropriate vocabulary correctly on most 

occasions. 

Conditions 
• Normal classroom conditions or any suitable 

venue for presenting a personal account. 

• Presentation should be 3-5 minutes. 

• Time should be given for rehearsal. 

• No teacher assistance for final presentation. 

 

Assessment method 
• Observation of presentation. 

• Video may be used. 

Examples of tasks/texts: 

• Stuck in a lift with strangers 

• The strange telephone call/visitor 

• The unexpected delivery 
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Module Title 

Auslan for Narrative Discourse 

Nominal duration 20 hours 

Module code or number ABJ589 

Discipline code 01013 

Module purpose This module will enable the learner to integrate specific 
features of Auslan expression for use in a narrative 

discourse form. 

Relationship to industry 
standards 

 

Prerequisites ABJ572 - 575 or demonstrated equivalent in Auslan 

Co-requisite Consolidation of Auslan language skills or Auslan 

modules 14-17 

Summary of content 
The study of a number of Auslan features and their 

integration with Auslan lexicon for use in a narrative 

discourse form.  This would include: 

• role shift 

• proform classifiers 

• facial expression 

• mime and gesture 

• eye gaze 

• use of space 

• close and distant focus 

These would be used to: 

• create scenes and action 

• give meaning and information 

• give creative expression to the narrative 

• accurately identify people/characters and their 

emotions and attitudes 

• link and sequence a story 
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Summary of content 
Suggested topics 

• I remember when... 

• The worst incident in my life. 

• The baby sitting nightmare. 

• Most memorable sporting activity (viewed or 

participated in). 

• “You wouldn’t believe what my dog/cat did last 

night!” 

• Carnival time. 

• Freeway disaster. 

 

Resource 
Chisholm Institute. (1999). Teacher Guide to Auslan for 

Narrative Discourse. TAFE Frontiers. 
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Learning Outcome 1 

Follow and tell a story in Auslan during a 
conversation. 

Assessment criteria 
1.1 Use a combination of role shift, proform 

classifiers, descriptive classifiers, facial 
expression and body movement to: 

• create scenes and action 

• give meaning and information 

• accurately identify people/characters and 

their emotions and attitudes. 

1.2 Demonstrate creative expression in the story. 

1.3 Use conjoining techniques accurately to link and 

sequence the narrative i.e., facial expression, 

“next”, indexing. 

1.4 Use facial expression and stress to demonstrate 

particular meaning and emphasis. 

1.5 Integrate a variety of appropriate vocabulary 
with accuracy. 

1.6 Use eye gaze and location appropriately. 

1.7 Use and follow cultural knowledge when 
conversing. 

1.8 Tell the story clearly in an appropriate sequence. 

1.9 Respond appropriately in the conversation. 
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Conditions • Normal classroom setting or any suitable 

environment for a conversation involving a narrative. 

• Topics should be discussed decided in consultation 

with the teacher. 

• Research and preparation of topic can be done 

outside the classroom. 

• Practice time for stories should be given in class. 

• Teacher assistance may be given for practice of 

appropriate expressions and sequences for stories. 

• Stories should be a minimum of 2 minutes, 

maximum of 5 minutes. 

• One or two Deaf people may be involved (other than 

the teacher would be preferable). 

 

Assessment method • Observation of practice and conversation. 

• Video may be used. 
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Learning Outcome 2 

Tell a descriptive story in Auslan. 

Assessment criteria 

 

2.1 Use a combination of role shift, proform 

classifiers, descriptive classifiers, facial 
expression and body movement to: 

• create scenes and action 

• give meaning and information 

• accurately identify people/characters and 

their emotions and attitudes. 

2.2 Demonstrate creative expression in the story. 

2.3 Use conjoining techniques and connectives 

accurately to link and sequence the narrative 

i.e., facial expression, “next”, indexing. 

2.4 Use space appropriately. 

2.5 Integrate a variety of appropriate vocabulary 

with accuracy. 

2.6 Use eye gaze and location appropriately. 

2.7 Tell the story clearly in an appropriate sequence. 
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Conditions • Normal classroom setting or any suitable 

environment for presenting a narrative. 

• Topic and audience should be discussed and 

decided in consultation with the teacher. 

• Research and preparation of topic can be done 

outside the classroom. 

• Presentation must include some recounting of 
events and use the features of a narrative discourse in 

Auslan. 

• Practice time for presentations should be given in 

class. 

• Teacher assistance may be given for practice of 

appropriate expressions and sequences for 

presentations. 

• A draft presentation may be recorded for teacher 

comment and re working. 

• Presentations should be a minimum of 2 minutes, 

maximum of 5 minutes. 

• No teacher assistance should be given for final 

presentation. 

• A Deaf audience other than the teacher would be 

preferable. 

• The final presentation of the story should be 

recorded. 

 

Assessment method • Observation of practice, drafts and presentation. 

• Video may be used. 
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Appendix 5.7 
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Appendix 6.1 
 

Please see a CD/DVD holder.  

 

No. 1 - A captioned movie, “Sense of Direction” (Mov 6.1)  

 

No. 2 - A captioned movie, “A Trip to Perth” (Mov 6.2) 

 

No. 3 - CD-ROM “Auslan Storytelling – A Study for Learners”  
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Appendix 6.2 
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TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS FOR AUSLAN STORY TEXTS AND  

REFERENCE CHAINS 

 

Symbols for spatial locations in a signing space 

 
rt = right 

rt1 = right and near the body 

rt2 = right and middle of the space 

rt3 = right and far away from the body 

rtup = right and uppermost 

lf = left 

lf1 = left and near the body 

lf2 = left and middle of the space 

lf3 = left and far away from the body 

m = middle 

m1 = middle and near the body 

m2 = middle and middle of the space 

m3 = middle and far away from the body 

 

Symbols added to the CD-ROM  “Auslan Storytelling – A Study for Learners 

(Part 1) – Symbols for Auslan Transcriptions”  

 
//    =clause boundry 

<rs:1 PRO1… >  = referential shift (similar to role shift) 

<df:….>  =distant focus (for detailed information, see Johnston and Schembri – press) 

<cf…..>  =close focus (see above)  

um   =hesitating 

misselection  =inappropriately select vocabulary  

mislocation  =inappropriately use space 

misordering  =inappropriately order signs 

*   =inappropriateness or ungrammatical structure 

 

 

Symbols for participants which are the people, things and places that get talked 

about in Text 6.1 and 6.2.  

 

Participant of people  = 1 

Participant of things  = 2 

Participant of places = 3 

 

SISTER1a: These bold number and letter indicate a participant of people and a first 

character appeared in Text 6.1 (narrator excluded)  
 

CAR2b: These bold number and letter indicate a participant of things and a third 

object appeared in Text 6.1  
 

POLICE STATION3f: These bold number and letter indicate a participant of places 

and a sixth premise appeared in Text 6.1  
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Text 6.1 
 
Participants (people):  1) PRO1 (narrator) 
                      2) SISTER1a 
    3)  MOTHER+FATHER1b 
    4) FATHER1c 
    5) MOTHER1d 
    6) POLICE1e 
    7) ALL-THEM1f (public) 
     
Participants (things): 1) TRICYCLE2a or RIDE-TRICYCLE2a 
    2) CAR2b 
    3) fs:TOY BOAT2c 
    4) WATER2d 
 
Participants (places): 1) BUSINESS SHOP3a or SHOP3a  
    2) VAN3b 
    3) HOUSE3c 

    4) HOUSE3d++ 
    5) HIGHWAY3e 
    6) POLICE STATION3f 
    7) BACK DOOR3g 
    8) SINK3h 
    9) KITCHEN3i 
    
 
     
 
Text 6.2  
 
Participants (people):   1) MOTHER1a 

    2) PRO1 
        
       Participants (things)         1) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2a  
      2) WINE2b 
     3) TREE2c AND MOUNTAIN 2c 
     4) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2d 
     5) BUS2e 
     6) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2f 
     7) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2g 
     8) ELECTRIC-TRAIN2h 
 
        Participants (places): 1) PERTH3a/WEST AUSTRALIA3a 
    2) SYDNEY3b 
    3) fs:NSW3d 
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    4) ADELAIDE3e/SOUTH AUSTRALIA3e 
    5)  BROKEN HILL3f 
    6) #KALGOORLIE3h/HAY STREET3h 
 
 

Symbols for handshapes  (The symbols used in Auslan transcription of this 
study are referred to a dictionary book,  “Dictionary of British Sign 
Language/English”  (British Deaf Association, 1992).  
 
For example, BPCL:V1-lf2: These bold letter and number stands for classifier 
handshape and a participant of people.  
 
Symbols for classifier types (The symbols used in Auslan transcription of this 
study are referred to a teacher’s curriculum guide, “Naturally Signing”.    

 
 For example, BPCL:V1-lf2: These bold capital letter represents classifier type,  

 body part classifier.  
 
         

 
 
 
 

MORGAN’S NOTATION (1998) 

 

 

Manual notation 

Location/pronominatisation 

            

   - point or localisation in front of signer at X    

            

 X  

 

 

verb morphology 

 

    

 

   - left 

 

 

 

 

   - across body 
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   - from right          

 

 

 

 

   - towards body 

 

 

 

eye-gaze  

 

><   - mutual 

(blank)   - neutral 

<<   - right 

>>   - left 

W   - down 

M   - up 

--   - squint 

<v   - down + right 

^>   - up + left 
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Appendix 6.3 
 

No.1 Reference chains for Text 6.1 (“Sense of Direction”) in the mail tube 

 

No.2 Reference chains for Text 6.2 (“A trip from Sydney to Perth”) in the 

mail tube  
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Appendix 7.1 
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Appendix 7.1 

 

 

 

Table A Characteristic of Student and Class 

Learning styles and preferences Class Student Characteristics 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Class A 

(control 

group) 

Cert 3 (m.6 & 

7) 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A6 

A7 

A8 

A10 

A11 

A12 

A14 

A15 

A16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diploma 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 & 3 

2 

3 

2 

1 & 2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

3 

1 

2 

2 & 3 

2  

2 

2 

2 

1 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

6 

4 

6 

4 

6 

6 

4 

2 

3 

1 

4 

4 
Marked 

characteristic 

of class A in 

relation to 

learning styles 

  reception Learn 

new 

signs 

Interacting 

with your 

Deaf 

Auslan 

users 

signing 

with and 

“listening” 

to other 

students 

 

Learning styles and 
preferences 

Class 
Student Characteristics 

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Class B (control 

group) 

Diploma 

(Narrative 

Discourse) 

B1 

B2 

B3 

B4 

B6 

Bachelor of Arts 2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

6 

6 

3 

4 

1 
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Marked 

characteristic of 

class B in 

relation to 

learning styles     

 

 

  Productio

n (rather 

weak) 

? Interactin

g with 

your Deaf 

Auslan 

users 

practicin

g 

reception 

in 

monolog

es 

(rather 

weak) 

Class C (control 

group) 

Cert 3 (m.6 & 

7) 

C5 

C6 

C7 

C8 

C9 

C10 

C11 

C12 

C13 

Diploma & BA. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

L1 -Japanese – BSc. 

Diploma   

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

? 

1 

1 & 2 

1& 2 

1& 2 

2 

1 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

6 

4 

4 

1 

1 

1 

3 

6 

1 

Marked 

characteristic of 

class C in 

relation to 

learning styles 

  productio

n 

? Interactin

g with 

your Deaf 

Auslan 

users 

Role play 

(rather 

weak) 

Class D (control 

group) 

Diploma 

(Narrative 

Discourse) 

D1 

D2 

D3 

D4 

D5 

D6 

D8 

D9 

D10 

D11 

 

L1 -unknown  

 

 

 

 

Bachelor of Arts 

? 
1 & 2 

1 & 2 

1 

1 

1 & 2 

1 & 2 

1 & 2 

1 

? 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1& 2 

2 

2 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

7 

4 

3 

4 

3 

3 

3 

4 

Marked 

characteristic of 

class D in 

relation to 

learning styles 

  productio

n 

Learn 

new 

signs 

Interactin

g with 

your Deaf 

Auslan 

users 

? 
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Appendix 7.2 
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Q1. Do you like to learn Auslan by:   1. production 

2. reception 

3. other 

 

Q2. Do you like to:    1. study visual grammar 

      2. learn new signs 

3. practise the formational                   

     structure of signs 

      (i.e., HOLME) 

      

          

 

Q3. Do you like to learn Auslan by:  1. video/films/television 

      2. video (learning materials can be borrowed  

              from the library) 

3. the whiteboard (English glosses) 

      4. interacting with your Deaf Auslan users 

      5. studying Auslan student workbooks 

      6. Auslan dictionary 

 

Q4. Do you find these activities useful: 1. role play 

      2. language exercises 

      3. communicative activities 

 4. signing with and “listening” to other  

           students 

      5. memorizing conversation/dialogues 

      6. practicing reception in monologues such 

         as narratives produced by native or native-  

         like users or presenters 

      7. getting information from planned visits 
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Appendix 7.3 
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Appendix 7.4 
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Appendix 7.5 
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Information Sheet for those who are involved 

in my research project. 

 

The purpose of the information sheet is to enable you to gain a clear understanding of my 

intention to conduct a study at your institute, before agreeing to be involved. In addition, 

you can keep this information as your own reference. A signed consent form will be 

provided. For further information or clarification, please ask me. 

 

Researcher:  Mr Donovan V. Cresdee 

 

Purpose of 

the Study: You are invited to help me by providing me with your videotaped 

assessment in which you have produced a signed anecdote or/and 

narrative. In fact, the assessment is a part of your course, but can be used 

for my study if you consent. The trained rater and I will analyse and rate 

the text according to the criteria and the scoring procedure of the study.  

Your assessment is an important part of my study not only because 

teachers of Auslan need to have a very good understanding of the 

effectiveness of teaching methods in relation to anecdote/narrative, but 

also because Auslan students need to access effective learning strategies 

for learning and using such texts. Therefore, this will benefit both teachers 

and students.  

  

   

 

Benefits of 

the study: This study will help in the professional development that allows teachers 

of Auslan to gain teaching skills in using an effective or appropriate 

approach to teaching anecdotes/narratives. Students of Auslan may get 

benefited from their teachers’ specific skills. 

 

What would  

be expected  

of you? If you consent to this involvement in my study, you would be videotaped 

when producing an anecdote or narrative according to your teacher’s 

assessment criteria and procedures at the time of assessment. That is, your 

assessment would be taken. Your teacher would supervise your 

assessment as usual as she/he does. Therefore, I would not supervise that, 

but may work with your teacher to prepare the assessment to make sure 

that you will get a very clear instruction. If you need to receive other 

person’s feedback to support your signed production instead of just 

looking at a video-camera when being videotaped, this situation would be 

fine, but your partner is expected to stand behind the video-camera. Your 

teacher would explain to you how the video-camera would be used. 

 

Ownership 
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of the results 

of the study: These data (aggregated results) will be used for research purposes and 

may be reported in academic journals such as Sign Language Studies. The 

data extracted from individual subjects will not be made known to any 

person except at his/her request and on his/her authorisation.       

 

Discomforts/ 

Risks: There are no specific risks associated with this study. The minor 

discomforts would be; students being videotaped when producing their 

anecdotes/narratives at the time of assessment (both pretest and posttest). 

Your teacher is required to supervise your assessment. In addition, your 

videotaped assessment would be analysed by the rater and myself. 

 

Confidentiality: 

                        I will be responsible for keeping full confidentiality of the students’ 

production. The videotapes and transcriptions of the tapes will be kept 

confidential and used only for professional developments. Subjects’ names 

will not appear in the transcriptions and dissertation. You have a right to 

decide whether your tape is to be archived or used for professional 

developments or for a purpose different to the research purpose. If you 

decide to consent to this, let the researcher know. He will provide you 

with a specific consent form. 

 

Your Participation:  

   I would be happy if you decided to be involved in the study, but you can 

have a right to decide to refuse to participate. If you decided to refuse, this 

would not affect your reputation, as the researcher must abide by the 

guiding ethical principle such as respect for persons which is expressed as 

regard for rights and beliefs. You can also decide to withdraw from the 

study at any time.  

 

Results of the 

Study: If you wish to see the videotape at a later time, you can ask your teacher to 

show it to you. If you wish to read the results of the study, 

 you can ask me for it. The results may be completed in April 2005. 

 

Contact  

details: For further information or clarification of the study, please don’t hesitate 

to contact Mr Donovan Cresdee, the researcher on 

dcresdee@bigpond.com or TTY number 08 8276 9495 

 

Other 

contact 

details: For lodging complaints or discussing concerns regarding this study, please 

contact Mary Gurgone, the Director of the Corpex. Her phone number is 

09 3746785 or his e-mail address is donsmith@chisholm.tafe.edu.au  
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Charles Darwin University 

Study Consent Form 

 

Study Title: A study of the way(s) to teach a signed anecdote or narrative 

 

Researcher: Mr Donovan V. Cresdee 

 

Supervisors: Dr Peter Wignell and Mr Adam Schembri. 

 

Name of Subject……………………………………………. 

 

Hereby consent to be involved in the study to be undertaken by Mr Donovan V. Cresdee. 

  

1. I have read the information sheet and the nature and the purpose of the study has 

been informed to me. I understand and agree to participate. 

2. I acknowledge that data collection procedure and possible minor discomforts 

associated with the study have been explained to me.  

3. I understand that I voluntarily and freely give my consent to my involvement in 

such study. 

4. I acknowledge that my data in relation to your videotaped interview will be used 

for study purposes and may be reported in academic journals. 

5. I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time and that this would 

not affect your reputation. 

6. I acknowledge that individual results will not be made known to any person 

except at my request and on my authorization. 

7. I confirm that I am over 18 years old. 

 

Signature:…………………………………. Date:…………………….. 

 

I declare that I have explained the study to subject and consider that he/she understands 

what is involved. 

 

Signature (for researcher)…………………………… 
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Appendix 7.8 

 

 
1. CIA classes – Classes A, C and E 

 

2. DOA classes – Classes B, D and F 
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Appendix 8.1 
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Planning a Unit of Work 

 

When:    13
th

,  16
th

, 17
th

, 19
th

,  20
th
 and 23

th
 August 2004 

 

Length:     3 hours x 6 lessons (including breaks) 

 

Class:     Diploma (Class F)  

 

Teacher:    Teacher F  

 

Primary Syllabus  

Elements: 

 

Discourse features:  

 

Referential cohesion specifying noun phrases, pronouns,  

exophoric reference, anaphoric reference, bridging 

reference, cataphoric reference, changes of spatial locations 

and switch reference. This cohesion must be analysed in the 

context of a story text. 

 

Secondary Syllabus 

Elements:    

 

Context elements: 

 

1. topic:  unexpected events related to travelling  

experience; 

2. text-type:  anecdote and personal account of unusual  

            events; 

3. registers:  field:   travelling experience   

                         

tenor: learner to classmates, teachers             

and Deaf friends                                                                                        

                                       

mode:  face to face channel and video 

                       format.  

 

 

Language elements (form):               

 

1. generic structure 

2. vocabulary relating to travel (not new vocabulary but 

revision) 
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Learning strategy  

elements:                           1.   cognitive strategy: skills in deconstructing a story text –       

investigating the structural patterns and referential 

cohesion; 

    2.   metacognitive strategy: understanding the goal of  
         the learning outcomes and learner objectives; 

3. cognitive strategy: skills in deciphering transcription 

symbols and keys for correction 

 

 

 

Analysis and 

Identification of  

Model Texts:     

1. Donovan’s story, “Sense of Direction” 

2. Neil’s story, “The Window Broken” 

    3.   Alana’s story about a trip to Perth.  

 

Diagnostic assessment: Students’ pretest data collected during 26
th
 July 2004  

   were used for analysing students’ performances.     

  (weaknesses in relation to referential cohesion e.g.,     

 reference sign types such as noun phrases including     

 determiners and index as a pronoun or an adverb of     

 place and reference ties, i.e.,  anaphoric reference and    

 switch reference).  It is not only these features but also    

 other reference sign types such as classifier handshapes,    

 spatial verbs and agreement verbs. The reason for this is    

 that the students were not given the opportunity to     

 explicitly learn these language features.  

 

 

 

 

Goal: To enable students to demonstrate their ability to use all 

referential cohesion types through the use of cohesive 

devices such as  determiners, pronouns, classifier 

handshapes, appropriate spatial locations, changes of 

spatial locations and switch reference.  

 

Learner objectives: 

  

The students will:  

 

1.  be aware of the register in   relation to the particular 

stories, e.g., “Sense of Direction”;  
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 2. discuss their experiences presenting a spoken story, and 

reflect the generic structure and social purposes;  

 

 3. clearly understand concepts of some reference sign types 

such as noun phrase (determiner), index,(pronoun),  

referential cohesion types, e.g., anaphoric reference, 

exophoric reference, bridging reference, as well as   

changes of spatial location and switch reference; reference 

chains; 

 

 4. develop learning strategies, i.e.,  skills in analysing story 

texts; 

 

 5. develop knowledge about how to use the CD-ROMs; 

 

 6. build knowledge of Auslan transcription symbols as well 

as keys for correction, and deciphering skills in the 

transcriptions; 

 

 7. be aware of how cohesively the story texts, e.g., “Sense 

of Direction” and “A Trip to Perth” work. (particularly the 

relations between determiners and pronouns); 

 

 8.be given the opportunity to practise the presentation and 

have confidence about using their referential cohesion 

skills within a story text. 

 

Teacher objectives:  

 

Teacher will: 

1. will provide learning materials, i.e., CD-ROMs Part 1, 

2 & 3 and DVDs in relation to the context-building 

activities and the text-modelling and text-

deconstructing activities;  

2. will use a LCD projector to enable students to watch 

multimedia software and DVDs; 

3. will provide story practice during the third and fourth 

stages of the joint construction of the text and 

independent construction of the text;     

 

 

Achievement assessment:  To enable learners to present a story in Auslan . (See 

curriculum framework  - Diploma – Narrative Discourse) 
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Explicit module requirement: 

 

1. hand-outs in relation to learning outcomes and  

assessment criteria – storytelling and referential 

cohesion. 

2. CD-ROM or DVD on an introduction to the 

researcher’s background. (30 – 40 mins) 

 

Access to the CD-ROMs, 

DVDs and PowerBook 

outside the classroom: 

 

1. Individual students should ask their teacher for 

bookings.   Mondays  2.00 – 5.00am 

                                                        Tuesdays  2.30 – 5.00pm 

                Wednesday      9am – 5pm 

               Thursday  2.30 – 5.00pm 

     

  

A Cycle of Teaching and  

Learning Activities:   

 

Building the context (first stage) 

 

1. classroom-based context-analysis tasks (The purpose of 

this activity is to help students identify contextual 

features of the text, for example, what is the text talked 

about?; what is the purpose of the text? and so on..  

 

2. discussion activity (The purpose of this activity is to 

enable students to discuss social purposes, registers and 

generic structure within their storytelling in English)  

 

3. Problem-solving activity.. The aim of this activity is to 

enable students to be aware of the difference between 

generic structure, e.g., introduction, main body and 

conclusion.   

 

4. vocabulary revision activity (The purpose of this 

activity is to help students revise vocabulary related to 

travel.) Name of the game is “Bucket shops”. See 

Advanced Communication games (Jill Hadfield) and 

game procedure (xviii).  
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Modelling and deconstructing the texts (second stage)  

 

1. Explanation activity in relation to the concepts of two 

reference sign types such as noun phrases and indices., 

as well as reference ties, i.e., reference chains, 

anaphoric reference, and exophoric reference. (The aim 

of this activity is to provide students with an explicit 

understanding of these concepts, forms, ties, and 

meanings).  

 

2. Guided discovery activity in relation to these concepts. 

(If you do not want to explain how a rule of particular 

language features may be stated to learners (see that 

activity above –1. (a) ), you can use this kind of activity 

which allows learners to work out the rules for 

themselves.) Therefore, the purpose of the activity is to 

ask learners to compare and contrast grammatical 

structures, e.g.,  determiners and pronouns, as well as to 

decide whether both of these language features have the 

same meaning and to describe how each of them work.  

 

3. classroom-based language-analysis tasks (The aim of 

this activity is to give students the opportunity to 

analyse and identify these reference sign types and 

reference ties).  

 

4. Information gap activity: (The purpose of the activity is 

to enable students to be aware of appropriate use of 

cohesive devices, i.e., NPs and Index) Students are 

asked to do the cloze activity –see Frame 22 in the CD-

ROM Part 2 

  

5. Analysis and Identification of Reference Sign Types 

and Reference Ties: The purpose of the activity is to 

give students the opportunity to analyse and identify the 

reference sign types and reference ties within the 

storytelling text (Neil’s story).  

 

6. Reference tie repair: The purpose of the activity is to 

encourage students to identify and repair inaccurate 

reference ties and use of space. 

 

 

Joint construction of the text (third stage) 
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1. Retelling Neil’s story texts: The purpose of the activity 
is    to enable students to concentrate on interpretation 
of the content and the reference ties, particularly NPs 
and IX. 

 

2. Story correction: The aim of the activity is to enable 

your students to compare the student’s story version 

with the improved version. 

 

3. Presentation of students’ short stories: The aim of the 

activity is to give students the opportunity to practise         

telling their stories with assistance from their teacher 

and/or classmates. 

 

4. Teacher’s feedback on students’ performances (their 

stories): The aim of the activity is to give students the 

opportunity to receive teacher’s feedback on their 

performance. 

 

5. Revision focussing on the signing space and reference 

ties: The purpose of the activity is to encourage 

students to develop their new learning strategy, 

particularly signing space skills and use of the reference 

ties. 

 

 

Independent construction of the text (fourth stage) 

 

1. Preparation of a story text for assessment: The purpose 

of   the activity is to give students the opportunity to 

prepare for assessment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Plan for DOA(Friday 13
th

 August 2004) 

 
This is a continuous reminder: 
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1) write a list or sequence of what you will teach today on the white 

board. 

2) provide your students with purposes and procedures for every 

activity/task or exercise. 

3) encourage students to come to the Auslan office to use the CD-ROM.   

 
 

A) Explanation of the Explicit Module Requirement: 
 

3. hand-outs in relation to learning outcomes and  

assessment criteria – storytelling and referential 

cohesion; 

4. CD-ROM or DVD on an introduction to the 

researcher’s background. (30 – 40 mins); 

5. Discussion on background information and 

terminology of visual grammatical structures 

and others.  
 

B) Access to the CD-ROMs, DVDs and PowerBook outside the 

classroom: 

 

2. Individual students should ask their teacher for 

bookings.  

3.   Mondays  2.00 – 5.00am 

                                                       Tuesdays  2.30 – 5.00pm 

                Wednesday  9am – 5pm 

               Thursday  2.30 – 5.00pm 
           

  

 

A Cycle of Teaching and Learning Activities: First Stage -Building the 

context  
 

 

C) Classroom-based Context-analysis Tasks 
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1. classroom-based context-analysis tasks 
(The     purpose of this activity is to help 
students identify contextual features of the 
text, for example, what is the text talked 
about?; what is the purpose of the text? 
and so on..  (15 – 20 mins) 

Here is a procedure to follow for such 
an activity. 

o Hand out papers regarding 

comprehension questions 

o The DVD, “Sense of 
Direction” both without and 
with captions is shown.   

o Check to see if students 

comprehend a gist of the 

storytelling. 

o Ask students to respond to 

comprehension questions. 

o Lead to a discussion about topic,  

text-type and register..  

 

4. discussion activity (The purpose of this activity 

is to enable students to discuss social purposes, 

registers and texttypes within their storytelling 

in English) and request for students’ discussion 

about their experience in their narrative (10 – 

15 mins) 

5. Problem-solving activity: The aim of this 

activity is to enable students to be aware of the 

difference between generic structure, e.g., 

introduction, main body and conclusion.  The 

story is used for discussion on this structure. 

(10 – 15 mins) 
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6. vocabulary revision activity (The purpose of 

this activity is to help students revise 

vocabulary related to travel.) Name of the game 

is “Bucket shops”. See Advanced 

Communication games (Jill Hadfield) and game 

procedure (xviii). (20 mins) This is due to 

insufficient time. 

5.  Homework: ? 

 

 

Lesson Plan –DOA class (Monday 16
th

 Aug 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 

 

1. write a list of activities on the white board; 

2. provide students with information on purposes and procedures of each 

activity before they engage in it.  

3. check to see if students have been aware of the narrative discourse 

module requirement.. specific objectives 

 

A) Revision of the first stage (30 minutes) 

 

1) Glossary -  

2) Generic structure 

3) Registers 

4) Text-types 

a) Group work: Students are asked to discuss the 

glossary of terms; 

b) Comprehension: Students are asked to respond to 

some questions; 

 

 

A cycle of Teaching and Learning Activities: Second stage – Modelling and 

Deconstructing the texts 

 

B) Explanation about reference ties (15 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to enable students to develop an explicit understanding 

of the concepts, forms, ties, and meanings, i.e., reference chains, 

backward reference and outward reference. 
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2) Materials: CD-ROM Part 2  

3) Procedure:  

a) provide students with the definitions through the use of the 

CD-ROM Part 2  

• terms > (1) reference chains > next > please click..>  

line/space 14 > l/S 18 > back > back. 

• Anaphoric reference > back 

• Bridging reference > next > next > next (classifier 

handshape reference) > back 

• Exophoric reference > next > back 

b) demonstrate forms and ties and provide examples within 

examples; 

c) discuss applications of these forms and ties to another 

contexts of situation.  

 

C) Guided discovery activity (30 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to encourage students to compare and contrast 

grammatical structures, e.g., NPS and Index, as well as to decide 

whether all uses of these language features have the same 

meaning and to describe the ways in which uses that do not have 

the same meaning are different. 

2) Materials: DVD –“Sense of Direction” and CD-ROM Part 2  

3) Procedure:  
a) Have students look at the line/space 1 and 2 (see DVD, “Sense 
of Direction” line/space for analysis) and ask them to identify a 
particular language feature, e.g., pointing signs. How many 
pointing signs does the narrator use in each line/space?; 
b) Have them discuss this feature and encourage them to discover  
the distinction between NPS (noun phrase including determiner) 
and Index (pronoun); 
c) Respond to students’ discussion.  – (you may use the CD-ROM 
Part 2 for clarification);  
d) Have them create a very short story with the use of pointing 
signs for determiner and pronoun;  

 
 

D) language-analysis tasks (50 Minutes)  
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1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to analyse and identify 
the  reference sign types and reference ties; 

2) Materials: CD-ROM Part 2 and Neil’s story in the QT format 
3) Procedure:  

a) the frame 7 & 10 in the CD-ROM Part 2, are shown.  
(For frame 7 and 10: Reference for reference sign types > (1) Noun 
phrases > movie player > A > B > C&D > Back > (4) Index > 
movie player > lf2 > back > back). Discuss definite reference, 
height and the function of index with students; 
 
b) hand out the cloze papers and ask students to do the cloze 
activity.  (For frame 22 and 23: Reference chains > (2) noun 
phrases and index points > next > back > back > quit.); 
c) have students watch a movie (Neil’s recount) and ask them to 
count the determiners and the pronouns;  
d) discuss switch reference and spatial locations in relation to 
Neil’s story. 
 
 
 

E) Learning strategy – use of the signing space (20 minutes) 
 

1) Purpose: to enable students to develop learning strategy, which 
may help them to memorise specific locations in the space. 

2) Materials: Butcher papers, texta, and cards 
3) Procedure:  

a) locate cards with labels of the participants on specific 

locations of the paper while telling your story. (encourage 

students to use switch reference and change of the position) 

 

b) Ask students to create referential cohesion by locating cards 

with labels of  the participants which they will use for their 

own stories. 

 
c) Ask students to do the same procedure (see a).    

 

 

Lesson Plan –DOA class (Tuesday 17
th

 Aug 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 
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4. write a list of activities on the white board; 

5. provide students with information on purposes and procedures of each 

activity before they engage in it.  

6. check to see if students have been aware of the narrative discourse 

module requirement.. specific objectives 
 

A)  Revision of the reference ties (40 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to make sure that students understand the concept of         

switch reference. 

 2) Materials: Neil’s story in QT format 

 3) Procedure:  

a) Ask students in a group formation to create a short story      

involving switch reference; 

b) Show the movie – switch reference; 

  c) Discuss this concept; 

d) Ask students to analyse and count reference ties e.g.,    

referents for MAN, MOTHER and BROTHER. Give them 

your feedback on their performances. 

 

 
Third stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Joint Construction of the Text 

In this stage: 

• Students begin to contribute to the construction of whole examples of 

the storytelling 

• You gradually reduce the contribution to text construction, as your 

learners move closer to being able to control the storytelling text 

independently.   

 

 

B) Retelling Neil’s storytelling texts (30 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to enable students to concentrate on interpretation of the 

content and the reference ties, particularly NPs and IX. 

2) Procedure:  

a) Have students view the iMovie (your story). 

b) Ask them to study (analyse) reference signs at a clause level 

and reference ties at a text level. 
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c)  Ask individuals to retell this story. 

d) Have them share their retellings, comparing differences in 

reference ties in small groups. (say 3 or 4 people in each 

group). 

e) Have students share some of their discussions, commenting 

on their appropriate similarity to the original text.  

f) Respond to their comments and give students feedback on 

their performance.  

 

Return to the second stage: Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 

 

In this stage students: 

• Investigate the structural pattern and language features of the model. 

 

C) Explanation about the other reference sign types and ties (50 

minutes) 

 

4) Purpose: to enable students to develop an explicit understanding 

of the concepts, forms, ties, and meanings, i.e., agreement verbs, 

spatial verbs, classifier handshapes, backward reference and 

classifier handshape reference. 

5) Materials: CD-ROM Part 2 and your story in the QT format.  

6) Procedure:  

a) provide students with the definitions through the use of the 

CD-ROM Part 2  

• Reference for reference sign types > (3) agreement 

verbs > movie player > PRO1> 1b/rtup > back . 

• Spatial verbs > movie player > lf1 > rt2 > back. 

• Classifier handshapes > movie player > rt2 > back > 

back 

• Reference chains > noun phrases and classifier 

handshapes > next > back > back > back. 

b) demonstrate forms and ties and provide examples within 

examples; 

c) discuss applications of these forms and ties to another 

contexts of situation. 

d) show Neil’s story in QT format, and ask students to analyse 

and identify these kinds of  the types and ties appeared in your 

story. (spatial verbs – 7; agreement verbs – 2; and classifier 

handshapes – 1. what grammatical element is used for 
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indirectly referring back to the particular classifier 

handshape, e.g., CL: 1 “the ball is going toward the window”.  

 

  
Third stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Joint Construction of the Text 

In this stage: 

• Students begin to contribute to the construction of whole examples of 

the storytelling 

• You gradually reduce the contribution to text construction, as your 

learners move closer to being able to control the storytelling text 

independently.   

 

D) Constructing and creating a short story (26 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to enable a small group to use the reference sign 

types, particularly agreement verbs, spatial verbs, classifier 

handshapes, and reference ties, particularly backward 

reference and classifier handshape reference, when they 

create a short story.  

2) Materials: butcher papers, texta and cards.  

3) Procedure:  

a) explain why this activity is engaged in. 

b) divide class into several small groups. 

c) Make sure that all groups use these types and ties in 

their creative stories.  

d) Give feedback on their performances and 

suggestions for improvement.   
 

 

Lesson Plan –DOA class (Thursday 19
th

 Aug 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 

 

7. write a list of activities on the white board; 

8. provide students with information on purposes and procedures of each 

activity before they engage in it.  

9. check to see if students have been aware of the narrative discourse 

module requirement.. specific objectives 
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A)  Revision of the noun phrases and classifier handshape reference 

(10 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to make sure that students clearly understand the 

difference between definite reference and indefinite reference, 

as well as classifier handshape reference. 

2) Materials: CD-ROM Part 1 and Primary Grammar handbook. 

3) Procedure:  

a) explain the difference between definite reference and 

indefinite reference. For example in English, the is 

the definite article, while a and an are indefinite 

articles. (See the Primary Grammar handbook –page 

40). Some indices which are identified either as a 

determiner or a pronoun, can be defined not only as a 

definite reference but also a specific location of the 

referents in the signing space. (see CD-ROM Part 1);  

b) explain the contrast between two particular 

structures; For example, the first structure is that a 

classifier handshape can be  signed either after or 

before noun phrase or verb phrase while the second 

structure is that a classifier handshape should be 

referred back or forward indirectly to presenting 

reference item which is mentioned somewhere in the 

same text.  

 
Third stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Joint Construction of the Text 

In this stage: 

• Students begin to contribute to the construction of whole examples of 

the storytelling 

• You gradually reduce the contribution to text construction, as your 

learners move closer to being able to control the storytelling text 

independently.   

 

 

B)  Continue constructing and creating a story (60 minutes) 

 

4) Purpose: to enable a small group to use the reference sign 

types, particularly agreement verbs, spatial verbs, classifier 

handshapes, and reference ties, particularly backward 
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reference and classifier handshape reference, when they 

create a short story.  

5) Materials: butcher papers, texta and cards.  

6) Procedure:  

a) explain why this activity is engaged in. 

b) divide class into several small groups. 

c) Make sure that all groups use these types and ties in 

their creative stories.  

d) Give feedback on their performances and 

suggestions for improvement. 

 

  

C) Analysis and Identification of Reference Sign Types and Reference 

Ties  (60 mintues)  

  

1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to analyse and identify 

switch reference, one same referent changing locations and 

classifier handshape reference. 

2) Materials: QuickTime movie (your second story). 

3) Procedure:  

 

a) Show the QT movie and ask students to analyse and identify 

switch reference and classifier handshape reference. How do 

these kinds of reference function in his story?;       

b) Allow students (pairs or small groups) to discuss the 

functions of switch reference, i.e., two NPs for two 

participants and IXs. How many each of these features?   

c) Have students (pairs or small groups) analyse classifier 

handshape reference;  

d) Ask them to share their comments on the analysis with the 

other small groups;  

e) Respond to their comments and explain your analysis; 

f) Ask students to do homework – switch reference.    

 

 

D)  Reference Tie Repair  (due to insufficient time) 

 

1) Purpose: To encourage students to identify and repair inaccurate 

reference ties and use of space. 

2) Materials: Neil’s story in the QuickTime format if necessary. 
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3) Procedure:  

a) ask students to get a piece of paper and write down 

numbers 1 – 10. 

b) demonstrate 10 or more both inaccurate or accurate 

sentences which are extracted from your story.  

c)  ask students to respond to your demonstration. 

d) Discuss the inaccuracy and accuracy. Your story in the 

QuickTime format is shown if necessary.        

  

 
 

Lesson Plan –DOA class (Friday 20
th

 Aug 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 

 

1. write a list of activities on the white board; 

2. provide students with information on purposes and procedures of each 

activity before they engage in it;  

3. check to see if students have been aware of the narrative discourse 

module requirement.. Specific objectives. 

 

A)  Check Homework (20 minutes) 

 

4) Purpose: To provide students with practice in using switch 

reference and peer assessment of their homework; 

5)  Materials: notes made by students if they have; 

6) Procedure: 

a) divide class into two or three groups; 

b) ask students to demonstrate their homework; 

c) ask students to peer-assesss their homework in their 

group.                                                    

 

Sequence of activities or exercises in the second stage of the 
teaching/learning cycle: Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 
 

In this stage students: 

• Investigate the structural pattern and language features of the model. 

 

 

B)  Reference Tie Repair (30 minutes) 
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4) Purpose: To encourage students to identify and repair inaccurate 

spatial verbs, agreement verbs, and reference ties such as 

classifier handshape reference, backward reference, and use of 

space. 

5) Materials: Neil’s exercises in the iMovie format. 

6) Procedure:  

a) ask students to get a piece of paper and write down 

numbers 1 – 8. 

b) demonstrate 8 of  both inaccurate or accurate sentences 

or short stories which you have created.  

c)  ask students to respond to the exercises. (responding to 

whether each sentence or story is accurate or not.)  

d) Discuss the inaccuracy and accuracy. Repeat to show the 

exercises in the iMovie if necessary.  

 

Third stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Joint Construction of 
the Text 
In this stage: 

• Students begin to contribute to the construction of whole examples of 

the storytelling 

• You gradually reduce the contribution to text construction, as your 

learners move closer to being able to control the storytelling text 

independently. 

 

C) Teacher’s feedback on students’ performance (90 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to enable students to self assess their own stories with 

immediate intervention from teacher, and to provide feedback on 

their performance focussing on reference signs and reference ties 

(backward reference, outward reference, and classifier handshape 

reference), as well as switch reference and changes of location.   

2) Materials: Video camera and Students’ video in the iMovie 

format.  

3) Procedure: 

 

a)   

b) Have students construct a storytelling text in relation to their 

travel experiences.  
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c) Intervene in students’ storytelling texts if necessary. For 

example, perhaps some of these texts need additional 

language features such as switch reference, classifier 

handshape reference, spatial verbs, agreement verbs etc.    

d) When their texts are completed, you allow students to 

identify their errors and tell you how their cohesive texts 

should improve. 

e) Provide students with Neil’s feedback on their performance.  

 

D) Story Correction (30 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: To enable students to compare the student’s story 

version with the improved version. 

2) Materials: DVD, “Student’s story – A trip to Perth” CD-ROM 

Part 3 

3) Procedure:  

a) Ask students to reflect on the following questions: 1. Is 

cohesion achieved through reference, specifically NPs in 

the story by the use of a pointing sign to somewhere in 

the signing space? 2. Does the student (the naïve 

storyteller in the CD-ROM Part 3) use the index point as 

a pronoun or an adverb of place in the story to achieve 

referential cohesion? 

b) Have students watch the video several times and let them 

(small groups) respond to these questions and discuss 

how referential cohesion in this text should be improved. 

c) Have them look at the improved version in the CD-ROM 

Part 3.  

d) Ask them to do a retelling through the use of some 

lines/spaces in the improved version. 

 

E) Preparation of a storytelling for assessment (due to insufficient time) 

 

1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to prepare for 

assessment. 

2) Materials: nil 

3) Procedure: a) leave students to decide how they will prepare for 

creating referential cohesion within a storytelling text.  
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Lesson Plan –DOA class (Monday 23
th

 Aug 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 

 

10. write a list of activities on the white board; 

11. provide students with information on purposes and procedures of each 

activity before they engage in it;  

3. hand out an outline of assessment criteria. 

 

A) Discussion on a plan for assessment (5 minutes) 

 

4) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to understand what they 

will do during assessment. 

5) Materials: nil 

6) Procedure:  

a. leave students to decide how they will prepare for     creating 

referential cohesion within a storytelling text; 

b. Explain the final stage of the teaching/learning cycle. 

Students are expected to contribute to the construction of 

their story text without assistance from their teacher. Their 

teacher completely withdraws the contribution to text 

construction.  

 

 

 

Third stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Joint Construction of the Text 

In this stage: 

• Students begin to contribute to the construction of whole examples of 

the storytelling 

• You gradually reduce the contribution to text construction, as your 

learners move closer to being able to control the storytelling text 

independently. 

 

B) Teacher’s feedback on students’ performance (60 minutes) 

 

4) Purpose: to enable students to self assess their own stories with 

immediate intervention from teacher, and to provide feedback on 

their performance focussing on reference signs and reference ties 

(backward reference, outward reference, and classifier handshape 

reference), as well as switch reference and changes of location.   
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5) Materials: Video camera and Students’ video in the iMovie 

format.  

6) Procedure: 

a) Have students construct a story text in relation to their travel 

experience.  

b) Intervene in students’ story texts if necessary. For example, 

perhaps some of these texts need additional language 

features such as switch reference, classifier handshape 

reference, spatial verbs, agreement verbs etc.    

c) When their texts are completed, you allow students to 

identify their errors and tell you how their cohesive texts 

should improve. 

d) Provide students with your feedback on their performance.  

  

C) Explanation about close/distant focus (40 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to discuss Neil’s feedback on students’ performance        

and help students to understand the concept of close/distant focus. 

2) Materials: draw spatial mapping on the whiteboard 

7) Procedure:  

a) explain the concept of close/distant focus; 

b) ensure that all students understand the concept; 

c) have students discuss the concept.  

  

D) Story Correction (cancelled due to insufficient time) 

 

4) Purpose: To enable your students to compare the student’s story 

version with the improved version. 

5) Materials: DVD, “Student’s story – A trip to Perth” CD-ROM 

Part 3 

6) Procedure:  

a) Ask students to reflect on the following questions: 1. Is 

cohesion achieved through reference, specifically NPs in 

the story by the use of a pointing sign to somewhere in 

the signing space? 2. Does the student (the naïve 

storyteller in the CD-ROM Part 3) use the index point as 

a pronoun or an adverb of place in the story to achieve 

referential cohesion? 
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b) Have students watch the video several times and let them 

(small groups) respond to these questions and discuss 

how referential cohesion in this text should be improved. 

c) Have them look at the improved version in the CD-ROM 

Part 3.  

d) Ask them to do a retelling through the use of some 

lines/spaces in the improved version. 

 

Final stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Independent 
Construction of the Text 
In this stage: 

• Students contribute to the construction of their storytelling without 

assistance from you. 

• You completely withdraw the contribution to text construction, as 

your learners reach to being able to control the storytelling text 

independently. 

 

 

A) Preparation of a story text for assessment (40 minutes) 

 

7) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to prepare for 

assessment. 

8) Materials: nil 

9) Procedure:  

a. leave students to decide how they will prepare for     creating 

referential cohesion within a storytelling text; 

b. Explain the final stage of the teaching/learning cycle. 

Students are expected to contribute to the construction of 

their story text without assistance from their teacher. Their 

teacher completely withdraws the contribution to text 

construction.  
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Handbook for a teacher who teaches a story text to two experiment classes  

 

Teacher Training Objectives 

 

Goal: 

To enable teacher trainees to employ a particular language teaching approach when they 

teach a story text in Auslan. 

 

Objectives: 

The teacher trainees will: 

 

1. understand the researcher’s intention to experiment with the three main language 

teaching approaches to teaching Auslan storytelling.  

2. gain an understanding of language teaching methodology in general. 

3. develop a basic knowledge of the distinction between the approaches (such as 

functional-notional approach and the teacher’s own personal methodology) plus 

the genre-based approach. 

4. gain an insight into the fact that there are two different views on grammar, e.g. 

formal grammar and functional grammar. 

5. get a glimpse of the theories of language that have been influencing language 

teaching. 

6. develop an insight into some aspects of the property of texture, particularly 

generic structure and referential cohesion in signed language at the discourse-

semantic stratum (or the stratum of meanings) from a systemic-functional 

perspective.    

7. be involved in a discussion on benefits of genre-based syllabus design and  

instructions in relation to the teaching of generic structure and referential 

cohesion in Auslan. 

8. gain a fundamental knowledge of language learning theory based on the genre-

based approach. 

9. understand the concept of the cycle of teaching and learning activities in the 

genre-based approach. 

10. be given an opportunity to work together with the researcher to write a syllabus 

which they will use for teaching storytelling before the experimentation stage as 

well as being involved in the decision-making process for planning a 

teaching/learning cycle with the researcher before and during this stage.  

11. understand the concept of evaluation instruments and be invited to be involved in 

evaluations of particular learning outcomes with the researcher during the mid-

course and at the end of the unit of work.     

 

 

1. Intention: 

 

My study involves an investigation into the comparison between three main approaches 

to teaching generic structure and referential cohesion in Auslan within narratives, 

particularly in terms of their major characteristics, approaches, designs and procedures. 
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The teaching approaches widely used in second or foreign language teaching are the 

genre-based approach, and the functional-notional approach (used by some Auslan 

teachers using the “Signing Naturally” curriculum guide). Many teachers also utilize their 

own personal teaching methodology. In my current research, I will test the following 

hypothesis: that the referential cohesion skills in Auslan of an experimental group using 

the genre-based approach are superior to those of the groups using the functional/ 

notional approach and teachers’ own personal teaching methodology.  

 

It is believed that no Auslan teachers have had the experience of employing the genre-

based approach. This training, therefore, is to enable teachers of Auslan to gain an 

understanding of the genre-based approach, and to become confident about employing 

this approach when they teach storytelling in Auslan, e.g. Discourse Narrative (elective 

module for students at diploma level) or anecdote (Module ABJ560 Auslan 6 L.O. 6.3) or 

personal account of an unusual event (Module ABJ561 Auslan 7 L.O. 7.1) according to 

the National Curriculum in Auslan Certificate and Diploma. The genre-based approach 

this study has adopted to apply is to teaching of Auslan, particularly genres such as 

narrative, anecdote, report, and so forth. This approach also has been adapted to suit its 

characteristics of Auslan teaching. For example, Auslan and English have a different 

modality; Auslan relies on visual-spatial channel of communication while English 

requires speaking and writing. Another example is that Auslan has no written form but 

possibly uses transcription conventions (English glosses) for the purpose of studying or 

analysising visual grammar. 

 

 

2.  What is the language teaching methodology: 

Theodore S. Rodgers (2001) provides the following definition of language teaching 

methodology. “Methodology in language teaching has been characterized in a variety of 

ways. A more or less classical formulation suggests that methodology is that which links 

theory and practice. Theory statements would include theories of what language is and 

how language is learned or, more specifically, theories of second language acquisition 

(SLA). Such theories are linked to various design features of language instruction. These 

design features might include stated objectives, syllabus specifications, types of 

activities, roles of teachers, learners, materials, and so forth. Design features in turn are 

linked to actual teaching and learning practices as observed in the environments where 

language teaching and learning take place. This whole complex of elements defines 

language teaching methodology.” 

 
 Extracted from the ERIC digest September 2001 Issue Paper – Theodore S. Rodgers  

 

There exists two approaches to second language teaching that have been contrasted. The 

first approach defines teaching as application of a teaching method that influences 

teachers’ and learners’ classroom behaviours to match the specification of this method. 

The assumptions or beliefs underlying the method are a basis for a syllabus that is 

subsequently imposed on teachers and learners. For example, language teachers employ 

the grammar-translation method, they will then tend to act as an authority and source of 
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knowledge, and stress to focus on the grammar rules and vocabulary that learners are 

expected to memorise and then apply. The second approach in contrast, begins with the 

observable processes of classroom teaching and learning, from which methodological 

principles and practices in language teaching are derived. Richards (1990) presents two 

categories of information: 

 

• The study of effective teaching provides information about how effective 

teachers organise and deliver instruction. This relates to classroom 

management skills,  

and to the strategies teachers use to present instructional goals, structure 

learning tasks and activities, monitor learning, and provide feedback on it.  

 

• The study of effective learning provides information about the learning 

strategies effective learners apply to the process of using and learning a 

second and foreign language. 

 

This latter approach implies that teachers are expected to take the role of investigator in 

order to study not only effective teaching, but also effective learning to harmonise with 

their teaching styles and their learners’ needs and strategies. They are also expected to 

adopt more than one method or develop their own methodology or methodological 

principles on a basis of the evaluation of effective teaching and learning. Therefore, this 

investigation is a pivotal and ongoing component of the process of teaching. Rogers 

(2001) states his view as follows: 

“Within methodology a distinction is often made between methods and 

approaches, in which methods are held to be fixed teaching systems with 

prescribed techniques and practices, whereas approaches represent language 

teaching philosophies that can be interpreted and applied in a variety of different 

ways in the classroom. This distinction is probably most usefully seen as defining 

a continuum of entities ranging from highly prescribed methods to loosely 

described approaches.”  

I advocate the idea that methodology should not be regarded as an indoctrinated set of 

"standardized” techniques - a sort of "teaching bible" if Auslan teachers are happy. I 

would rather not hand over to Auslan teachers a neat, step-by-step, packaged approach to 

what is involved in running and managing a language learning classroom, but at a 

philosophical level, I would like them to gain an understanding of language and language 

learning theories based on the genre-based approach, and at a practical level, I am willing 

to be involved in the decision-making process for selecting and sequencing 

teaching/learning activities and tasks with Auslan teachers. This process, however, 

should form a basis of the results of relevant needs analysis activities and related learning 

outcomes extracted from the National Curriculum Framework in the Auslan Diploma. I 

would also like to stress that Auslan teachers should make assumptions and beliefs in 

relation to language and language learning that provide the basis for the conscious or 

unconscious decision-making underlying the moment-to-moment processes of teaching. 

“Methodology is not therefore something fixed, a set of rigid principles and procedures 
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that the teacher must conform to.” (Richards 1990).  

 

 

3. What is the difference between the genre-based approach and the other 

communicative approaches: 

 

 

This section provides an explanation of the distinction amongst the main approaches such 

as the genre-based approach, the functional-notional approach and a teacher’s own 

personal teaching methodology. Here is a comparison between the theories of language 

and of language learning of the genre-based approach and those of the functional-notional 

approach. Before discussing this comparison, it is not possible to discuss the theories of 

these features based on a teacher’s own personal teaching methodology here because 

Auslan teachers’ assumptions and beliefs about these are diverse.  This section, therefore, 

does not provide a specific description of a teacher’s own teaching methodology to 

teaching signed cohesion reference, because the study has sought several Auslan teachers 

who has their own assumptions about 1) the nature of language and second or foreign 

language learning, 2) teacher and learner roles, and 3) learning activities and instructional 

materials which are distinct from these above approaches, and described this 

methodology during the research process.  

 

In the genre-based approach, its social theory defines language as “a functional, meaning-

making system which systematically linked to the contexts in which it is used. People 

draw on this system to construct whole unified texts each of which fulfils a social 

purpose through its structure” (Feez 1998:12). In contrast to this, Finocchiaro in Smith 

(1988) defines a term, a functional-notional approach that concentrates on the purposes 

for which language is used. Any act of speech is functionally organized (that is, it is an 

attempt to do something) for a particular situation in relation to a particular topic…..A 

functional-notional approach to language learning places major emphasis on the 

communicative purpose(s) of a speech act. It focuses on what to do or what they want to 

accomplish through speech. Do they want to introduce people to each other? Do they 

want to invite someone to their home etc.? This is a philosophy of language.  You may 

see that these theories of language are apparently distinctive because theorists of these 

language teaching methodologies hold different perspectives on the nature of language.  

 

Furthermore, many language teachers and researchers in Australia working in genre 

theory derive their theories of language from the systemic-functional linguistic theories 

of M.A.K. Halliday. According to Christie, F. (1990: 125), three important points in 

relation to Halliday’s postulate of a language are as follows: 

 

• Language as a resource or a tool that we use to build or make meaning; 

• Language is to be understood not as something learned as so many words or 

vocabulary items. On the contrary, language is understood as text; 

• There is an intimate relationship of text and context. In fact, so the theory holds, 

texts are only comprehensible because of the contexts in which they come into 

being. 
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A genre can be defined as a culturally specific text-type, which results from using 

language (written or spoken) to (help) accomplish something…..So genres are culture 

specific, and have associated with them: a) particular purposes; b) particular stages: 

distinctive beginnings, middles and ends; c) particular linguistic features (Gerot & 

Wignell 1994: 17). 

 

Although, it seems that those philosophies of language between these approaches are 

distinct, the Functional/Notional and the Genre-based Approaches have stemmed from 

the Communicative Language Teaching which is characterized by the central theoretical 

concept, ‘communicative competence’. It is important to note that they are concerned 

with a functional view that language is a medium for the expression of functional 

meaning as well. Therefore, this model of language produces the axioms and theoretical 

framework that may motivate such a particular teaching approach, as Functional/Notional 

and Genre-based Approaches.  

 

This discussion now focuses on the nature of language learning in these two approaches. 

It seems that the genre-based approach is concerned with a theory of language learning 

more than the functional-notional approach, as it has rich and detailed information about 

the philosophical speculation whereas little has been written about learning theory in the 

functional-notional approach. Vivian Zamel who has presented a review on a handbook 

for language teachers, “The Functional-Notional Approach: From Theory to Practice” 

written by Mary Finocchiaro and Christopher Brumfit (1983) argues that one of several 

basic questions still remain: What are the implications of a functional-notional approach 

for language teaching methodology? Feez’s brief assumptions about language learning in 

the genre-based approach are; “language learning is the outcome of a joint collaboration 

between teacher and learner. Language learners benefit from: a) explicit course 

requirements; b) explicit knowledge about language; c) the scaffolded support of a 

teacher” (Feez 1998:12). According to Smith et al., (1988), Signing Naturally, a widely-

used standardized ASL curriculum based on the functional-notional approach, provides a 

brief explanation about teaching philosophy: Students a) learn language best when 

lessons are presented in context; b) retain language best when activities are meaningful 

and experiential; c) develop comprehension skills more quickly than their expressive 

skills. 

 

4. What are the two main aspects of grammar: 

 

This section provides a discussion on the distinction between formal and functional 

grammars. According to Derewianka (2001:243), Halliday (1977) does not recognise the 

formal and the functional as being separate, though they are often made to appear so, 

particularly in the past couple of decades. He explains that each view has assumed 

prominence at different periods. “With Aristotle (384-322BC) we have the beginnings of 

a formal approach. He saw language as a set of constituent classes: syllables, affixes, 

articles, nouns, verb, conjunctions, and so on, with rules for their combination. As a 

philosopher, he was concerned with truth value and logic. The early sophists in Ancient 

Greece, on the other hand, viewed language from a functional perspective. They were 
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concerned with meaning and saw language as a communicative resource. Their interest 

was in the rhetorical function of language as a mode of action and as a means of putting 

ideas across to others” (Derewianka 2001:243).  

 

To reiterate interpretations of these approaches to grammar to be clarified, the former 

grammar is seen as a description of individual sentences. It is important that this views 

language as a collection of rules which enable particular sentence structures to be 

grammatical or ungrammatical. The formal language is a linguistic system based on 

logic. The critical question formal linguists attempt to answer is: “How is this sentence 

structured?” They, therefore, may overlook or ignore the importance of meaning which is 

unavoidably a part of language. In contrast to this, functional grammar tends to focus on 

a resource for making meaning and attempts to address questions like that: “How do 

people use language? and How is language structured for use?” This implies that such 

grammar scrutinises not only structure, but also texts and their contexts of culture and of 

situation. Thus, it is important to see how those structures construct meaning.  

 
                   Formal                                                                                                  Functional 

Important  

questions 

to be 

addressed: 

How is (should) this sentence be structured? How do people use language and how is language 

structured for use? 

Unit of 

analysis 

Sentence Whole texts 

Linguistic 

level of 

importance 

Syntax Discourse-semantics 

Language  -a collection of rules for sentence structure 

-something we know 

-a resource for meaning making 

-something we do  

Adaptation of this paradigm extracted from Gerot and Wignell (1994:7).  

 

 

5. How language theories have been influencing language teaching approaches and 

methods: 

 

It is not surprising that diverse models of language provide the axioms and theoretical 

framework may motivate prominent language teaching approaches and methods. 

According to Richards and Rodgers (1986), three main distinct theoretical views of 

language that explicitly or implicitly inform these approaches and methods in language 

teaching, are the structural, the functional and the interactional. For example, the 

traditional method, “ the Grammar-Translation Method” and the Audiolingual Method 

represent the structural view, whereas the contemporary approaches such as 

Communicative Language Teaching, Functional-notional approach are concerned with 

the functional view. This latter view is that language is a vehicle for the expression of 

functional meaning. This view stresses that the language teaching includes the semantic 

and communicative dimension considered as the main characteristics of language. As 

mentioned in the previous section, the structural view is that language is a system of 

structurally related elements for the coding of meaning. These elements of this system 

consist of phonological units, grammatical units, grammatical operations and lexical 

items.   
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6. What do terms, generic structure and referential cohesion in signed language 

mean to you? 

 

It is believed that there is a paucity of research literature focusing upon coherence in 

signed languages. However, here is a description of coherence including generic structure 

and register from the systemic/functional perspective. Although terms coherence and 

cohesion are used at a discourse level, these terms have distinctive meanings. According 

to Eggins (1994: 87), when we say the clauses don’t hang together, we are reacting to two 

dimensions of the paragraph: its contextual properties: what we call its coherence; and its 

internal properties: what we call its cohesion. Coherence refers to the way a group of 

clauses or sentences relate to the context (Halliday and Hasan 1976:23). Since from the 

systemic/functional perspective, we recognise two levels to context (context of culture, 

i.e. genre, and context of situation, i.e. register), we can identify two types of coherence: 

situational or registerial coherence, and generic coherence. 

 

The first level to context: what we call its generic structure; the second level: what we 

call its register. According to Partridge (2001), the term generic structure is often used 

interchangeably with the term schematic structure.  This paper uses the latter term 

which defines as the distinctive beginning-middle-end structure. That is, the stages 

accomplishing a genre’s social purpose, the stages may be either obligatory or optional. 

Martin (1985b:251) provides the following definition: 

 

Schematic structure represents the positive contribution genre makes to a text: a 

way of getting from A to B in the way a given culture accomplishes whatever the 

genre in question in functioning to do in that culture.  

 

In reference to a preliminary analysis of Text 1.1, its genre has stages which make 

contribution to a text (a unit of meaning). This implies that each stage of the genre is 

responsible for enabling a part of the overall meanings to be accomplished successfully. 

For example, a native user of Auslan has presented a signed text entitled “Sense of 

Direction” which is identified as narrative in terms of genre or text-type. The following 

genre in video format, which has been transcribed (English gloss), may have stages such 

as orientation, evaluation, complication, resolution and coda (optional).   

 

 
         ________________________________________________________________________WHEN_CLAUSE_                                                 
 1.  // PRO1 SIX-YEAR-OLD (wh) IX-lf1 POSS ‘me’ SISTER FOUR-YEAR-OLD,//                                       
                                                                                           STRESS     
       IX-rtup MOTHER+FATHER they-GIVE-me BICYCLE NEW THREE DCL:1 

 

 “three small-sized wheels”  #FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENT // 
     ________________________________________________________TOPIC   

  2.   //IX-rt MOTHER+FATHER GO-TO-towards-lf  BUSINESS// SHOP (wh) IX-loc-lf2 //  

  

The first stage of this paragraph in the beginning of the genre would be labeled as 

orientation because it sets the scene (bicycle, Christmas present, business and shop) and 
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introduces the participants such as the narrator (PRO1), the sister (POSS ‘me’ SISTER) 

and the parent (MOTHER+FATHER). 

 

3. //PRO1KNOW (wh) IX-loc-lf2 BORING BPCL: V(bent) “fidgety” // 

 

The second stage of this clause could be identified as complication. The reason for this is 

that the narrator states that if he does nothing at his parent’s shop, there would be a 

problem for him. 

 

<rs: narrator PRO1 CALL/ASK-rtup FATHER> PRO1 WANT BICYCLE BRING-from-     

lf-to-rt // 
            _____________^^_                   __________NODDING 

3. 4.  //IX-rt FATHER<rs: father SAY ALRIGHT>// 

 

It is obvious that the narrator has resolved the problem by suggesting his father to bring 

his new tricycle as well as his sister’s. Therefore, the stage of these clauses would be 

referred as resolution.  

 

5. //FATHER < rs: father (2h) ICL:A-from-lf-to-rt “take bicycle and put it in”  IN fs-VAN DCL:C 

“station wagon” > // 

 

6. //< rs: narrator PRO1 (2h) ICL:A-from-lf-to-rt “take bicycle and put it in” >// 

 

7. //PRO1 (2h) BPCL: V(bent)-towards-rt “my sister and I get in the van”// 

            ____________________________________________________TOPIC 

8. // HOUSE IX-dir-from-rt-to-lf2 “from house to the shop” SHOP// SEVEN fs-MILES// 

 

9. //IX-rt “mother and/or father” DRIVE ARRIVE-lf2 // MOTHER+FATHER (wh) IX-loc-lf2  

 

WORK-lf ((?))//                 
     ______________________________________________________________________________CHAR    

10. //US-TWO-lf1 EXCITED PRO1 LEAVE-from-lf2-towards-rt2 RIDE-BICYCLE IX-dir-

towards-rt2  
           _MOUTH_GAPE                                                                                                                                                        

“around the blocks” HOUSE++ IX-loc-rt2++ “those houses” IX-dir-towards-lf2 “towards the shop”//  

 

These lines specify that the narrator provides further information and details about what 

the participants in the story have done and how far they have traveled from home to the 

shop. It is not surprising that this stage would be labeled as second orientation. 

 
    ___________________TOPIC 

11. //ARRIVE-lf2 IX-loc-lf2 // SHOP// 

        ________________________SURPRISE 

12. //IX-loc-lf2 CLOSE “surprise”// 
           _______________________________________________________NEG 

13. //MOTHER+FATHER NOT (2h) IX-loc-lf2 “there”// 
           ________________________________________NEG             

          //CAR (2h) DCL:C “station wagon” “gone”//  
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The narrator explains the major complication which we would call in relation to the 

stage of these lines. Obviously he and his sister have a crisis because they are worried 

about how they can go home without their parents.    
 

                 

                                                                                                        GRIMACE 

14. “so”< rs: narrator PRO1  CALL/ASK-towards-lf 
                                                                                                            _____PERSAUDING 

(wh) IX-lf1 SISTER PRO1 MUST GO-towards-rt2 HOME-towards-rt2  //US-TWO-lf1 > // 
                                                                                                                                                      __________________NEG 

15. //(wh) IX-lf1 (rh) IX-lf1 SISTER < rs: sister SAY NO WON’T+ NO  

 

 CRY+ > //  

 

  16. //< rs: narrator “so”  PRO1 RIDE-BICYCLE >// 
           _________________________^^ 

17 /(2h) LCL:H “four-lane road” PRO1 SCL:B-towards-m “the narrator rides the bicycle” BICYCLE     
___________________________________________________________________________________BODY FORWARD 

(2h) SCL:B-(from the side of the signing space towards the other side and vice versa) “unexpectedly the drivers of the          

cars stop” 

___________________________________________________________________________________BODY FORWARD 

(2h) SCL:B (see the details above- SCL:B) “the drivers stops on the other lanes” RIDE-BICYCLE IX-dir 
“across the road and to left” 

 

RIDE-BICYCLE IX-dir “to middle of the signing space from the right side and from the middle to the far away 

from the body and downward right”  

 

  RIDE-BICYCLE IX-dir “continually downward right” // 

 

In fact these lines focus on the narrator as the main character in the story. Therefore, 

the narrator has immediately resolved the crisis by persuading his sister to go home 

with him. Despite his sister’s refusal, he remains resolute by riding home himself. 

The stage of this schematic structure would be referred as resolution. 

 

18. //< rs: mother and father MOTHER+FATHER GO-TO IX-loc-rt3 POLICE  

 

fs-STATION// (2h) GO-rt3 SAY-rt POLICE TWO CHILDREN “gone”// 
           AGREEABLE_&_^^  

19. //POLICE          ANNOUNCE RADIO ALL(public) // 
           _______________________^^                                                                                                                             

20. //MOTHER+FATHER COME-from-rt3-to-lf2 (from the station to the shop) // SEE-lf  
__________      ___________SURPRISE_&___^^  
(wh) IX-lf2 POSS “me” SISTER IX-loc-lf2   SHOP-lf2 //  

           ____________________________________________________________TOPIC 

21. //(wh) IX-loc-lf2 “there” (ellipsis –parents) FIND-rt2 (find her there) //SISTER CRY// 
           _______________________^^ 

22. //MOTHER+FATHER < rs: mother or father CALL/ASK-lf2 WHERE  

 

((PRO1 -mistake? it would be better if fs-Don is used)) WHERE>// 

 

23. // < rs: sister IX-lf2 SISTER (ellipsis – Donovan) SCL:B-m “Don is riding his bicycle across the 

road and somewhere” >//  
                                                                               ________________________NEG 
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< rs: mother or father MOTHER+FATHER NOT+UNDERSTAND (wh) IX-lf2 “sister” 

 

“well” >// 

 

In the narrator’s story his parents have attempted to also resolve the crisis, by asking 

the police and his sister for help but this seems not to succeed. At the same time they 

are getting desperate when unable to find the narrator. The stage of these clauses 

could be labeled complication rather than resolution.  

 
                                         ____________________________________________________________MOUTH GAPE 

24. // < rs: narrator PRO1 RIDE-BICYCLE DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is downward right” RIDE- 
________________________________________________________________________________________MOUTH GAPE 

BICYCLE DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is upward” RIDE-BICYCLE DCL:B-towards-rt3-m3 “the road                                   

is upward and winding” 

          ______________________________________________________________MOUTH GAPE 

         RIDE-BICYCLE DCL:B-towards-rt3 “the road is extremely upward and straight” > // 
         ____________________WHEN_CLAUSE 

25. //SOON (wh) IX-loc-rt3 HOME // PRO1 CRY-cont PRO1 RIDE-BICYCLE CRY-cont  

 

RIDE-BICYCLE IX-dir-towards-m3 //  

 

This stage would be identified as the third orientation because this sets the scene 

which the narrator has attempted to describe how difficult the journey was from the 

shop to home.    

       
        _________________WHEN_CLAUSE   ________________________^^___________________________NEG 

26. //ARRIVE-towards-m3 HOUSE //MOTHER+FATHER NOT (2h) IX- loc NOT//                     
_________________________________________                 NEG    

    CAR LCL:B-rt2 “The car is parked there” NOT “well” // 

                                                                             

The narrator although he has arrived home safely, has a crisis when his parents are not 

home. Therefore, this stage is called complication.  

 

 
                                                                           ____________________TOPIC 
27. // ((PRO1 SCL:V(bent)-towards-rt3 ? –not clear)) BACK DOOR OPEN // PRO1  

 

SCL:V(bent)-towards-m2// 

                                                                           ________________^^     

28. //< rs: narrator SEE/LOOK-FOR SEE-lf2 (wh) IX-lf2 “toy boat” //fs-TOY BOAT// 
_______________________________________________CHAR 

GOOD PRO1 (wh) IX-loc- lf2 IX-lf2 “toy boat”// 

 

  29. //IX-loc-rt2 fs-SINK PRO1 ICL:B-claws-rt2 “turning on the water tap” // WATER SCL:B-rt2 “filling                 

             the sink with water”// 

 

  30. //(2h) ICL:C-from-lf2-to-rt2 “moving a thing (box) for standing on” STAND-ON ICL:C-rt “handling the toy               

boat on the water” >// 

 

31. //PRO1 FORGET UPSET CRY PRO1 FORGET // < rs: narrator ICL:C-rt “handling the toy 

boat on the water” >// 
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To avoid distress, the narrator created a positive environment by playing with a toy boat 

in the laundry washbasin. This implies that he has made a resolution. 

 

32. //MOTHER COME-IN-(from the right side of the space towards the right side close to the body)  
_____________SURPRISE    _________^^   ______________________________________________________SURPRISE 

        SURPRISED SEE// FATHER COME-IN-(from the right side of the space towards the right side close to                
the space)  

      _______SURPRISE  

      SURPRISED // 
         ______________CHAR                               _________^^    ___________________CHAR                           

33. //LOST-TEMPER FATHER// MOTHER CALM-DOWN++-rt // 
                                                                                                                            ______TOPIC   ___NODDING 

34. // “well” LATER IX-rt2 “either mother or father” TELL-pro1// FINISH-rt2 (ellipsis)  
                                                                            ________SURPRISE 

TELL-lf2 POLICE-lf  (ellipsis) SURPRISED “well”// 

 

The narrator’s parents have made a major resolution as they find their son in the laundry 

at their house after searching for him for many hours.  

         

35.  //NEXT MORNING PRO1 MOTHER+FATHER (wh) IX-loc-lf2 KITCHEN  

 

SIT-lf // 
                                                    ____________________________________________________CHAR 

36. //PRO1 SCL:V(bent)-towards-lf2 SORE (2h) BPCL:C “bottom” (2h) BPCL:1 “limping”    

___________________CHAR                                                                                   

            SCL:V(bent)-towards-m // MOTHER+FATHER < rs: mother and father LOOK-towards-m  

                            __________CHAR 

            (from lf2) LAUGH-cont > //   

 

 

The last stage of this story could be referred to as coda. This means that this part of the 

story is wrapped up and finished off. It is suggested that this particular genre or text-type 

that has associated with particular social purpose, particular stages and particular 

linguistic features, would be referred to as narrative. Its social purpose would 

appropriately use the definition for “narrative” extracted from Gerot and Wignell 

(1994:204): “to amuse, entertain and to deal with actual or vicarious experience in 

different ways; Narratives deal with problematic events which lead to a crisis or turning 

point of some kind, which in turn finds a resolution.” Teachers need to emphasise the 

purpose the genre serves and the context of production and interpretation of the text and 

to use this as the starting point for their discussion rather than commencing with isolated 

features of texts (Paltridge 2001:5). To reiterate the preceding statement, the genre-based 

approaches (SF) emphasise that teachers ensure an understanding of a social purpose and 

of a social and cultural context their students gain before teaching explicitly select 

language element(s) as the starting point for designing a unit of work relevant to this 

purpose of text(s). It is imperative for coders to identify whether or not the teacher 

teaches the social purpose explicitly. This is not only, but also schematic structure and the 

referential system are included in the COLT observation scheme.  
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Following are the details concerning the second level to context, register. Michael 

Halliday (1978, 1985b) has suggested that there are three aspects in any situation that 

have linguistic consequences: field, mode, and tenor.  The following are general 

definitions of these register variables extracted from Eggins (1994): 

 

• field: what the language is being used to talk about (what); 

• mode: the role language is playing in the interaction (how); and 

• tenor: the role relationships between the interactions (who).  

 

A very brief register description of the “Sense of Direction” would be as follows: 

 

• field: sense of direction 

• mode: monologue video to be watched 

• tenor: narrator to Auslan learners 

   

 

Transcription symbols 

 

Participants (people):  1) Pro1 (narrator) 

                      2) IX-lf1 SISTER 

    3) IX-rt  MOTHER+FATHER 

 

Participants (places): 1) SHOP IX-loc-lf2 

    2) HOME/HOUSE IX-dir-from-rt-to-lf 

    3) IX-loc-rt3 POLICE STATION  

 

 

 

 
// = clause boundry 

rt = right 

rt1 = right and near the body 

rt2 = right and middle of the space 

rt3 = right and far away from the body 

rtup = right and uppermost 

lf = left 

lf1 = left and near the body 

lf2 = left and middle of the space 

lf 3 = left and far away from the body 

m = middle 

m1 = middle and near the body 

m2 = middle and middle of the space 

m3 = middle and far away from the body 

                                         

Here is a description of the referential system of British Sign Language, mostly provided 

by Morgan (1998, 2000). There is a scarcity of systematic evidence of Auslan discourse 

cohesion to enable Auslan course developers and teachers to integrate accurate 

information on such research focussing on Auslan cohesive devices with the Auslan 

curriculum. However, this study attempts to compare this system in other signed 

languages especially ASL and BSL with that of Auslan, and to select some cohesive 

devices from these languages that may possibly be used in Auslan which is supported by 
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evidence through a preliminary analysis of several storytellings produced by native 

signers. It is important to note that these devices in Auslan can be found only through the 

use of signed whole texts, not including isolated sentences or phrases. In addition to this, 

following these activities, it may be necessary to negotiate with trained Auslan linguists 

in order to reach a compromise agreement on allowances for some reference forms and 

ties used in Auslan teaching. As mentioned earlier, Auslan is a daughter language of 

British Sign Language, evolving from the sign languages brought to Australia during the 

nineteenth century from Britain and Ireland. Thus, this may indicate that BSL and Auslan 

have more similarities in the referential system than other signed languages such as ASL, 

LSF etc. To turn back to the discussion on the referential system, Morgan presents a 

preliminary sketch of referential forms and functions in BSL. 

 Before providing the description of the reference forms in BSL, Morgan 

introduces a new concept of the BSL discourse-based reference: The BSL reference is “a 

multi-layered system, with several mechanisms being used in the language, 

simultaneously, to perform linguistic functions. This modality-motivated option allows 

simultaneous articulation of several reference forms during discourse” (Morgan 1998:70). 

This concept seems to be consistent with Johnston’s concerns about the simultaneous 

articulation particularly verb agreement. According to Morgan (1998, 2000), the 

reference forms are: 1) Noun phrase, 2) pronouns including pronominal points and 

proforms, 3) verb agreement including in the fixed referential framework and in the 

shifted referential framework. 

 

A) Noun phrases 

 
Noun phrases in BSL have a similar referential function as in spoken language. 

According to Morgan (1998), signers seemingly distinguish between definite and 

indefinite reference through non-manual features, in particular a head nod or eye-gaze 

marker, or by using the strategy of ‘one-boy’ to refer to an indefinite referent and ‘boy’ a 

definite. Another kind of reference form that is frequently used by signers, is related to 

nominal reference, and is often accompanied by an index point to somewhere in the 

signing space. This is similar to Halliday’s concept of demonstrative reference in 

particular determiner, but perhaps the most obvious cross-modality difference for 

discourse between spoken and signed language. Morgan (1997, 1998) describes nominal 

reference in BSL often accompanied by a point into signing space. The following 

illustration of signed clause in relation to nominal reference is as follows: 

 

><                 <<      
LITTLE-GIRLa  IXa (index finger point right) 

The little girl 

 
An explanation of the transcription conventions attached can be found at the end of this 

paper. The preceding overt reference followed by an index finger point (IX) to the right 

functions to establish the referent “little girl” in this area of sign space for subsequent 

discourse functions (Morgan 1997). When using BSL, users may locate an index for a 

referent by directing different signs toward locations in front of them. 
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B) Pronouns 

 
Here is a description of the pronominal points that were first described in ASL by Lacy 

and Friedman (1975 in Morgan 1998). This index point functions as a pronoun. Signers 

exploit signing space to represent objects, locations, or concepts, as well as people 

through use of their index points. They are so-called referents that can be either present or 

non-present, depending on whether immediate context takes place or not. Morgan (1998) 

argues that these referential locations are used as person or object referents; that they 

represent landmarks for the use of various morphosyntactic and discourse mechanisms, 

and that it is their successful control and manipulation, which underlies one aspect of 

adult narrative.  

 

The following signed clause is illustrated: 

><        >> 
THEN PROa 

Then she 

 

The pronominal point in this illustration co-refers to the antecedent noun phrase. 

Anaphora requires that the signer point, gaze, or face toward the previously established 

spatial locus. Subsequent discourse uses this referent establishment as a locus for future 

comment (Morgan 1997). It is important to note that the signers or storytellers need to 

establish one or more referents in the different locations of the signing space in order to 

achieve cohesion reference and a sense of coherence in whole texts. This enables the 

addressees to be able to follow the whole story through understanding reference forms as 

a semantic relation. According to Morgan (1998), this is so-called a fixed referential 

framework. 

 

Proform (p.form) mark the semantic category or the size and shape of referent noun and 

are used for establishing referent identities, as well as topographical information (Morgan 

1997, 1998). In other words, “a proform is anything that refers to, and stands in the place 

of, something previously identified…The identification may have been made using a sign 

for the referent, or the referent may be present for all to see… It (Proform) is often a 

noun, so the terms ‘proform’ and ‘pronoun’ may seem to be the same, but we keep the 

term ‘pronoun’ to mean I, you, he, she, it, we, them, etc., and we use ‘proform’ for a more 

specific BSL structure” (Sutton-Spence et al 1999). For example, the proform can be 

represented by a “flat hand” or B1 handshape indicating a vehicle, and can be moved 

around the signing space or may be located at various positions such as parking lot, 

parking near the kerbs etc. According to Morgan (1997), pronominal points and 

directional verbs can also exploit proforms to convey complex morphosyntactic 

information. Apparently, adult signers can create cohesive discourse by using referential 

spaces. The following signed clause including proform is glossed: 

 

^^         -                ^^           -                    
HOUSEa HOUSE-p.form GIRLb bGIRL-p.form-move-towards-housea 
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The girl approached the house from the right 

 

C) Verb Agreement 

 
Here is Morgan’s description, verb agreement morphology separating two referential 

systems: the fixed and shifted referential frameworks. Firstly, the description is verb 

agreement in the fixed referential framework that is one of the more complex 

morphological devices used with these spatially arranged referent loci, according to 

Morgan (1997). In other words, agreement verbs allow the inclusion of information about 

person and number of the subject and object, and are accomplished by moving the verb in 

syntactic space (Sutton-Spence et al 1999). Example of one of the verb agreement signs 

is ASK:  me-ASK-you,  you-ASK-me,  she-ASK-me,  me-ASK-you-all  and so forth. 

These signs may not need to include subject or object to be expressed, as they are like a 

pro-drop language such as Italian. In pro-drop language, the subject clause can be omitted 

and both subject and object can be integrated into the verb stem. For example, ‘Ti amo’ 

means ‘I love you’ This clause does not have subject because the subject, ‘io’ is 

integrated into the verb stem such as ‘amo’. 

To continue discussing this verb agreement, Morgan (1997) explains that a verb 

such as GIVE in BSL can move between two locations, representing referential 

antecedents, in order to convey the meaning, “John gave the book to Mary.” Another 

directional verb in BSL LOOK, may remain static as the orientation of the handshape 

gives referent information. Repeatedly, whereas GIVE can move from one location to 

other location in the signing space, LOOK can’t move, but can reverse the direction by 

altering the orientation of the sign. Those signs such as ASK, GIVE and LOOK fall into 

the system of the fixed referential frameworks, while another signs such as ASK or GIVE 

can be identified in the shifted referential framework. This latter aspect discusses in the 

later section. Example of signed clause in relation to the fixed referential framework is 

extracted from Morgan (1997). The second clause reverses the direction of the verb 

agreement, indicating a change in meaning. 

 

><                                                              >> 
BOYa PROa [point: right] GIRLb PROb [point: left] aLOOKb 

The boy looks at the girl, 

 

<<  
bLOOKa 

she looks back at him 

 
 

Here is a description of agreement verbs in the shifted referential framework in BSL. It is 

found that a mechanism of “shifted first person” reference or “body shifts”, most similar 

to direct discourse in spoken languages (Morgan 2000). In other words, this discourse 

device is equivalent to direct discourse or reported speech shifts in spoken language. The 

body shifts can be used to demonstrate the identity of the selected character, and can be a 

left-to-right shift or a forward-to-back shift. Sutton-Spence et al. (1999) explain that body 
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shifts are particularly important for contrasting characters, and Morgan describes a 

continuum ranging from large side-to-side movements to subtle, finer forward-to-back 

shifts. The contexts refer to the fixed referential framework (FRF) in example 7 and the 

shifted referential framework (SRF) in example 8 (Morgan 1997). 

 

Example 7 (FRF)    Example 8 (SRF) 

 

 

 

 
(John) asked (Mary)  (John was like) # asking (Mary, like this) 

 
The transcription convention # implies that signers use body shifts within the shifted 

referential framework. The features of the shifts may require non-markers such as an off-

centre orientation of the shoulders and eye-gazes. This section has provided preliminary 

research on signed discourse in particular reference forms, thus this study currently has 

inferences drawn from mainly both Winston’s and Morgan’s research.  

 

Please note that further information about referential cohesion particularly classifier 

handshapes, role shifts, switch reference (changes of referents in the same location), 

spatial verbs and a few others, can be found in the CD-ROM entitled “Auslan 

Storytelling Part 1, 2 & 3”.   

 

7. Benefits learners will get from a particular teaching approach: 

 

Here is an outline of the benefits of the genre-based approach to language teaching and to 

syllabus design: 

 

• Auslan students get the opportunity to develop generic competence apart from 

other competence such as linguistic competence and communicative competence. 

According to Vijay Bhatia (1999b, 2000), generic competence is not simply about 

the ability to reproduce discourse forms; it is the ability to understand what 

happens in real-world interactions and to use this understanding to participate in 

real-world communicative practices. Seemingly, other language teaching 

approaches such as communicative approach, functional-notional approach, and 

so forth, may not include this new competence. 

• The genre theory has been derived from the systemic-functional linguistic theories 

of M.A.K. Halliday. The SF linguistics has been concerned with texture which is 

what holds the clauses of a text together to give them unity. The property of 

texture consists of its contextual properties – coherence and its internal properties 

– cohesion. Therefore, students using the genre-based approach to language 

learning, are given the opportunity to gain an understanding of the texture if 

necessary, and to use this understanding to effectively create a whole text.  

•  The genre-based instruction enables learners to gain access to discourse, texts, 

and genres. Concentrating on genre in language learning classrooms provides a 

context in which learners can gain access to these texts and discourse forms that 
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will hopefully enable them to participate more successfully in signed interactions 

in a second or foreign language.      

• In the genre-based instructions, learners take an advantage of receiving explicit 

teaching and scaffolding through being involved in the cycle of teaching/learning. 

The cycle consists of a number of stages which the teacher and learners go 

through so that students gradually gain independent control of a particular text-

type.  

• A genre-based syllabus design appears to be the most effective and flexible course 

planning as this syllabus is a mixed syllabus in which the organizing principle is 

the study of whole texts in context. This syllabus can be parallel with what Ur 

(1996:178) described as a “mixed or multi-strand” syllabus for English-language 

teaching. This is a syllabus model that combines different syllabus elements – 

such as topics, texts, structures, lexis, skills, and strategies- “in order to be 

maximally comprehensive” (Ur, 1996:178)      

 

8. Assumptions about language learning: 

 

 

According to Feez’s definition of the genre approach, the approach is based on three 

assumptions about language learning which are as follows: 

 

a) Learning language is a social activity 

 

Language learning is a social activity and is the outcome of 

collaboration between the teacher and the student and between the 

student and other students in the group…. Halliday’s proposal for a 

language learning model suggests that social interaction enables 

language learners to develop a resource for making meaning, a tool for 

interpreting and organizing reality, and knowledge about language. 

   

b) Learning occurs more effectively if teachers are explicit about what is   

expected of students 

 

The role of the teacher in these more explicit approaches is to use 

methodologies which collaborate with the student in the learning 

process. Rather than standing back, the teacher intervenes where 

necessary in the learning process to support students as they build 

knowledge and skills which have been explicitly negotiated. The genre 

approach is concerned with providing students with explicit 

knowledge about language. 

 

c) The process of learning language is a series of scaffolded  

developmental steps which address different aspects of language 

 

The methodology applied within the genre approach is based on the 

work of the Russian psychologist Vygostsky (1934/1978) and the 
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American educational psychologist Bruner (1986). The scaffolding 

strategy is actually a bridge that teachers may use to explicitly 

contribute what learners are not yet able to do or do not know and 

adjusts the contribution as learners move through the zone of proximal 

development towards their potential level of independent performance.    

 

9. The cycle of teaching and learning activities in the genre-based approach:  

 

The Russian psychologist Vygotsky proposes a notion which informs the genre-based 

approach to teaching texts and the concept of scaffolding in relation to the development 

of the teaching-learning cycle. Gibbons (2002) explains a theory of learning is based on 

the work of Lev Vygotsky and states that “…. Socio-cultural theory sees human 

development as intrinsically social rather than individualistic.  An individual’s 

development is thus to a significant extent a product, not prerequisite, of education – the 

result of his or her social, historical, and cultural experiences. Thus, ………, while we are 

all biologically able to acquire language, what language we learn, how adept we are at 

using it, and the purposes for which we are able to use it are a matter of the social 

contexts and situations we have been in: in a very real sense, what and how we learn 

depends very much on the company we keep” (Gibbons 2002). The educational basis for 

a language development indicates that Vygotsky coins the zone of proximal development, 

by which he refers to the cognitive gap between what a child can do without assistance 

from teachers and what the child can do jointly and in co-ordination with a more skilled 

expert. Gibbons (2002?) discusses Vygotsky’s argument for the fact that external, social 

dialogue is a resource for the development of cognition as follows:  

 

Vygotsky sees the development of cognition itself also as the result of 

participation with others in goal-directed activity. A child initially 

engages in joint thinking with others through the talk that accompanies 

problem solving and social participation in everyday activity. Imagine, for 

example, a child doing a jigsaw puzzle with a parent or caregiver. They 

will probably talk about the shapes of the pieces, what piece might go 

where, how to match up colours and images, and so on. Vygotsky would 

argue that this external, social dialogue is gradually internalized to 

become a resource for the development of thinking and problem solving; 

eventually the child will do jigsaw puzzles without the need for external 

dialogue. The child doing the puzzle with the adult is, of course, not only 

learning how to do that particular puzzle, but becoming familiar with this 

kind of processes to go through for completing subsequent puzzles. The 

goal of this kind of learning is to go beyond simply learning items of 

knowledge to being able to use that knowledge in other contexts – in other 

words, to learn how to think, not simply what to think. 

  

These concepts of development that Vygotsky called ‘the zone of proximal development’ 

(see figure 4.1) are crucial to educational basis for language development. The zone is 

through where a teacher’s role is to provide learners with support so they move from this 

zone to their potential level of performance. The teacher is expected to share the 
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responsibility with his/her learners who are not prepared to independently carry out tasks 

or activities during the early stage of module learning outcomes. Through scaffolding the 

teacher provides explicit knowledge and guided practice. When learners gradually grow 

confident about carrying out the tasks, the teacher should begin slowly withdrawing from 

support for them in order to encourage them to be independent of him/her usually during 

the end of the stage. In other words, the teacher reduces the amount of support provided 

while learners are encouraged to increase responsibility for performance. When learners 

are dependent on their teacher for input and explicit instruction or spoken texts or tasks 

are new to them; 1) they need cultural, social and contextual information associated 

spoken texts; 2) need models of spoken language; 3) need to learn about aspects of 

spoken language, e.g. the generic structure of spoken texts, discourse strategies, cohesive 

devices, processes, transitivity, and so forth; and 4) need explanation and modelling of 

classroom tasks. According to Burns et al, this kind of support is ‘high teacher 

scaffolding’. ‘Low teacher scaffolding’ occurs when learners move toward the zone of 

independent learner performance in using spoken language. This indicates that the 

teacher decreases the amount of direct modelling and guidance. At this stage he/she 

employs different teaching strategies, follows as: 1) acting as a coach or facilitator for 

classroom activities; 2) monitoring student performance; 3) encouraging students to 

communicate and provide feedback to each other; 4) providing corrective feedback on 

task performance (Burns et al 1997:90).  

 
           SCAFFOLDING                                                                          LEARNER PROGRESS 
Independent learner performance with                                                                    potential performance 

    no contribution from teacher 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
                                                                                                                                                   

  Diminishing contribution from                                                                           zone of proximal development 

Teacher as learner’s independent  

       Contribution increases 

 
                                                                                                                                                   

 

Significant contribution from teacher 

 to support dependent contribution 

              from learner 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
                                                                                                                                                                         

Learner’s entry level assessed by teacher                                                       existing independent functioning 

     

 
Figure 4.1 The changing nature of the collaboration between teacher and student in 
response to learner progress. (extracted from Susan Feez 1998:27) 

  

This discussion focuses on another kind of a framework for scaffolding. According to 

Joyce and Slade (?), the teaching/learning cycle that is employed by many Australian 

teachers using genre-based approach to teaching literacy, can also provide a framework 

for teaching spoken genres. Feez (2002:64) explains that “Genre pedagogy, and its 

interactive cycle of teaching and learning, provides teachers with a framework for 

selecting, organising, and sequencing the comprehensive mix of text-based syllabus 

elements in a principled way. The process of sequencing what is to be taught within the 

CSWE curriculum framework involves deciding how to teach it. When teachers make 
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decisions on how they will teach a syllabus, they draw on a methodology. Methodology 

accounts for the process of language learning. It is at the level of methodology that the 

unpredictable can happen, that the best-laid plans will need to be revised, that the 

immediate day-to-day demands of language teaching and learning have to be 

accommodated. In the context of the CSWE, methodology brings the customized syllabus 

to the learners.” It appears that curriculum, syllabus and methodology all of which are 

based on the genre pedagogy, are unified to provide teachers with a coherent strategy for 

teaching language.    

 

The interactive cycle of teaching and learning has been designed by language educators 

as a ‘means for giving all students the maximum opportunity to access the curriculum’ 

(Rothery 1996: 99). Rothery’s original cycle which has been adapted by Feez (1998) for 

use as the text-based methodology, consists of five stages such as 1) building the context, 

2) modelling and deconstructing the text, 3) joint construction of the text, 4) independent 

construction of the text and 5) linking related texts. All of the five stages of the 

teaching/learning cycle are designed to have different purposes within the cycle. Thus, 

each stage is associated with different types of activities and tasks. According to Feez 

(1998:28), students can enter the cycle at any point, depending on the basis of the course 

objectives and their needs. 

 

The first stage of the cycle aims to introduce an authentic model of the text-type and its 

general cultural context and the register of this model text. This text would be selected on 

the basis of the course objectives and learner need. During this stage the teacher is 

expected to provide students with an exploration of register. For example, they develop 

knowledge of the topic of the model text as well as understanding of the social activity in 

which this text is used. This is so called field. Moreover, they develop an understanding 

of the tenor and of the mode
i
. The teacher also is required to present the context, establish 

the social purpose and compare the model text with other texts of the same or contrasting 

type. The second stage is called “modelling and deconstructing the text”. The teacher 

provides students with modelling and deconstructing activities at both the whole text, 

clause and expression levels. This indicates that they are given the opportunity to 

investigate the structural pattern and language features of the model text including 

generic or schematic structures and cohesive ties. 

 

In the next stage, the teacher must gradually lessen his/her support for students’ 

contribution towards the construction of the text-type because students are expected to 

“move through the zone of proximal development towards their potential level of 

independent performance” (Feez 1998:27). This stage would be labeled as “joint 

construction of the text”. It is noted that in this stage, employing diagnostic assessment, 

the teacher is required to make critical decisions on whether students are ready to 

advance to independent functioning or whether they need to continue working on their 

weaknesses at the text modelling or joint construction stages. Students, who are able to be 

independent of teacher’s support, are expected to work with the text at the stage of the 

independent construction of the text. The final stage is labeled, “linking to related texts”, 

which enables students to investigate how what they have learnt in this teaching/learning 

cycle can be related to: a) other texts in the same or similar contexts; b) future or past 
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cycles of teaching and learning (Feez 1998: 31). It is very imperative that the genre 

approach enables students to learn to function at a level beyond that which they could 

learn to do on their own, instead of imitating the teacher without critical thinking, 

according to Feez (1998). To reiterate the importance of the teaching/learning cycle, in 

practice, the cycle can be adjusted to suit the needs of different students. They can enter 

at any point of the cycle, returning to a stage for review as needed or skipping stages if 

they are not ready or if they do not need them.  

    

Joyce et al. (?) write the cycle that comprises four different kinds of social interaction 

which support the learner’s language development through a combination of and that 

suggests ways for teaching spoken genres including story genres, outlining in the table 

4.1. This table is adapted due to the relevance of this study:  

 
Building the  

Field 

• Play dialogues and discuss with students who the interactants are, what they are 

discussing, where they are talking etc 

• discuss the types of stories which students tell in English conversation 

• discuss what topics are acceptable in English conversation & in Auslan 

• discuss why people use story genres 

• contextualise story genres within units of work or modules 

• build vocabulary and grammatical structures which students see in stories within 

conversation   

Modelling 

the text 

• explain stages and referential cohesion of story genre 

• present and ask students to identify stages and referential cohesion as they see 

• play separate stages and ask students to see for specific information 

• use transcript on OHT and show students where the stages and referential 

cohesion occur 

• show students how the genre is set up by the signers   

Joint 

construction 

• tell a story genre such as a personal anecdote making an videotape and then 

analyse the anecdote with the class 

• ask students to tell funny personal experience stories to the class or in groups 

Independent 

construction 

• set up role plays where students take a turn at conversation, tell a story, practise 

appropriate responses etc 

 
Table 4.1 Genre and the teaching of spoken discourse (adapted from Joyce and Slade ?:15) 

 

An interventionist pedagogy which Jim Martin and Joan Rothery (1996:101) have 

developed leads to a well-defined teaching role the teacher would have. It is suggested 

that learning is a collaboration between teacher and student with the teacher taking on “an 

authoritative negotiating role” similar to that of an expert supporting an apprentice. The 

genre-based approach stresses that the teacher takes a role as an authoritative expert 

rather than an authoritarian master as to the fact that learners are passive recipients of 

‘teacher talk’. This methodology involving the teacher and learner roles summarises that 

the teacher and the learner develop texts together and share the responsibility for 

performance until the learner possesses the understanding and skills to carry out 

independently and with sole responsibility. Therefore, the teacher is expected to support 

the learners with little or no confidence through providing explicit understanding and 

guided practice, while the learners are expected to move towards their potential level of 

independent performance through building up knowledge of language such as generic 

structure, significant language features and discourse strategies in a particular text.  
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Appendix 8.3 
 

See the CD-ROM folder  
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Appendix 8.4 
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Planning a Unit of Work  

 
When:     4

th
, 5

th
, 6

th
, 9

th
, 11

th
and 12th August 2004.  

 

Class:     Certificate 3 (Class E)  

 

Teacher:    Teacher E 

 

Key Features of  

a Target Text-type:  Referential cohesion within a storytelling text 

 

Analysis and 

Identification of  

Model Texts:     

    1. Donovan’s story, “Sense of Direction” 

    2. Alana’s story about a trip to Perth.  

 

Analysis and  

Assessment of the 

Student Texts and  

Identification of 

Learner Needs:  Students’ pretest data collected during 26
th
 July will be 

used to be analysed, assessed and identified.   (weaknesses: 

reference sign types, i.e., noun phrases including 

determiners and index as a pronoun or an adverb of place 

and reference ties, i.e., these features and switch reference). 

 

 

Learning outcome:  To enable learners to present an anecdote or a personal 

account of unusual incident.  

 

General objective: To enable students to create a storytelling text through the 

use of reference ties, particularly noun phrases and index 

points.  

 

Specific objectives: 1. Students should be able to be aware of the register in   

relation to the particular stories, e.g., “Sense of Direction” 

and “A Trip to Perth”.  

 

 2. Students will discuss their experiences presenting a 

spoken storytelling, and reflect the generic structure and 

social purposes.  
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 3. Students should be able to clearly understand concepts of 

some reference sign types such as noun phrase, index, (if 

necessary, classifier handshape, etc) and reference ties, e.g., 

reference chains, anaphoric reference, exophoric reference 

etc..  

 

 4. Students will develop learning strategies, i.e., analytic 

skills in storytelling texts. 

 

 5. Student will develop knowledge about how to use the 

CD-ROMs..  

 

 6. Students will build knowledge of Auslan transcription 

symbols as well as keys for correction, and deciphering 

skills in the transcriptions.  

 

 7. Students should be able to be aware of how cohesively 

the storytelling texts, e.g., “Sense of Direction” and “A 

Trip to Perth” work. (particularly the relations between 

noun phrases and indices) 

 

 8. Students should be given the opportunity to practise the 

presentation. 

 

For teachers: 1. The teacher will provide learning materials, i.e., CD-

ROMs Part 1, 2 & 3 and DVDs for context-building, text-

modelling and text-deconstructing.     

 

 

 

 

 

Selection of Syllabus 

Elements:    

 

Context elements: 

 

1. topic: unexpected events related to travelling 

experience; 

2. text-type: anecdote and personal account of unusual 

incident. 

3. registers:  field:    travelling experience   

                        tenor:   learner to classmates, teachers and                                   

          Deaf friend 

 mode:  face to face channel and video 
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                       format.  

 

 

Language and Discourse elements:               

 

1. generic structure 

2. vocabulary relating to travel (not new vocabulary but 

revision) 

3. reference sign types, particularly noun phrases and 

index (clause level) 

4. concepts, i.e., reference chains, anaphoric reference, 

exophoric reference, switch reference (text level) 

 

Explicit module requirement: 

 

1. hand-outs in relation to learning outcomes and  

assessment criteria – storytelling and referential 

cohesion. 

2. CD-ROM or DVD on an introduction to the 

researcher’s background. (30 – 40 mins) 

 

Access to the CD-ROMs, 

DVDs and PowerBook 

outside the classroom: 

 

1. Individual students should ask their teacher for 

bookings.  

  Mondays  9am – 11.30am 

                                                                 Tuesdays  9am – 4pm 

                Wednesday  3pm – 5pm 

                Thursday  9am – 10.30am 

      Friday    9am – 11.30am   

   

  

 

 

 

A Cycle of Teaching and  

Learning Activities:   
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Building the context (first stage) 

 

1. classroom-based context-analysis tasks 
(The purpose of this activity is to help 
students identify contextual features of 
the text, for example, what is the text 
talked about?; what is the purpose of 
the text? and so on..  (15 – 20 mins) 

Here is a procedure to follow for such 
an activity. 

o Hand out papers regarding 

comprehension questions 

o The DVD, “Sense of 
Direction” with captions is 
shown.    

o Check to see if students comprehend a 

gist of the storytelling. 

o Ask students to respond to 

comprehension questions. 

o Lead to a discussion about topic,  text-

type and register..  

 

2. discussion activity (The purpose of this activity is to 

enable students to discuss social purposes, registers and 

generic structure within their storytelling in English) 

(10 – 15 mins) 

3. Problem-solving activity.. The aim of this activity is to 

enable students to be aware of the difference between 

generic structure, e.g., introduction, main body and 

conclusion.  (10 – 15 mins) 

4. vocabulary revision activity (The purpose of this 

activity is to help students revise vocabulary related to 

travel.) Name of the game is “Bucket shops”. See 

Advanced Communication games (Jill Hadfield) and 

game procedure (xviii). (20 mins) 

 

Modelling and deconstructing the texts (second stage)  

 

1. (a) explanation activity in relation to the concepts of 

two reference sign types such as noun phrases and 
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indices., as well as reference ties, i.e., reference chains, 

anaphoric reference, and exophoric reference. (The aim 

of this activity is to provide students with an explicit 

understanding of these concepts, forms, ties, and 

meanings). Here is a procedure to follow: 

o provide students with the definitions through the 

use of the CD-ROM Part 1 (frame 13) and 2 

(frame 26). 

o demonstrate forms and ties and provide 

examples within contexts. 

o discuss applications of these forms and ties to 

other contexts. 
(b) guided discovery activity in relation to these 
concepts. (If you do not want to explain how a rule of 
particular language features may be stated to learners 
(see that activity above –1. (a) ), you can use this kind 
of activity which allows learners to work out the rules 
for themselves.) Therefore, the purpose of the activity is 
to ask learners to compare and contrast grammatical 
structures, e.g., NPS and Index, as well as to decide 
whether all uses of these language features have the 
same meaning and to describe the ways in which uses 
that do not have the same meaning are different. Here is 
a procedure to follow:  

o Have students look at the line/space 1 and 2 and 
ask them to identify a particular language 
feature, e.g., index pointing.. How many index 
pointing does the narrator use in each 
line/space?  

o Allow them to discuss this feature and decide 
whether all uses of these language features have 
the same meaning and to describe the ways in 
which uses that do not have the same meaning 
are different. 

o Respond to students’ decision.  
     

 

2. classroom-based language-analysis tasks (The aim of 

this activity is to give students the opportunity to 

analyse and identify these reference sign types and 

reference ties). See a procedure below: 

o repeat to show the DVD with captions, “Sense 

of Direction” and ask students to focus on 

language features such as the particular 

reference sign types. 
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o Frame 7 & 10 and frame 22 & 23 in the CD-

ROM Part 2, are shown. 

o Discuss definite reference and height with 

students (see frame 7). 

o Discuss the function of index (see frame10). 

 

3. Information gap activity: (The purpose of the activity is 

to enable students to be aware of appropriate use of 

cohesive devices, i.e., NPs and Index) Students are 

asked to do the cloze activity –see Frame 22 in the CD-

ROM Part 2.     

 

 

Joint construction of the text (third stage) 

 

1. Retelling Neil’s story texts: The purpose of the activity 
is    to enable students to concentrate on interpretation 
of the content and the reference ties, particularly NPs 
and IX. 

 

2. Story correction: The aim of the activity is to enable 

your students to compare the student’s story version 

with the improved version. 

 

3. Presentation of students’ short stories: The aim of the 

activity is to give students the opportunity to practise 

telling their stories with assistance from their teacher 

and/or classmates. 

 

4. Teacher’s feedback on students’ performances (their 

stories): The aim of the activity is to give students the 

opportunity to receive teacher’s feedback on their 

performance. 

 

5. Revision focussing on the signing space and reference 

ties: The purpose of the activity is to encourage 

students to develop their new learning strategy, 

particularly signing space skills and use of the reference 

ties. 

 

 

Independent construction of the text (fourth stage) 
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1. Preparation of a story text for assessment: The purpose 

of   the activity is to give students the opportunity to 

prepare for assessment. 

 

 

 

Lesson Plan for CIA (Wednesday 4
th

 August 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 

 

1) write a list or sequence of what you will teach today on the white board. 

2) provide your students with purposes and procedures for every activity/task or 

exercise. 

3) encourage students to come to the Auslan office to use the CD-ROM.   

 

A) Explanation of the Explicit Module Requirement: 

 

3. hand-outs in relation to learning outcomes and  

assessment criteria – Anecdote and personal account of 

unusual events and referential cohesion – and ask 

students to read this information; (5 minutes) 

4. CD-ROM or DVD on an introduction to the 

researcher’s background. (20 minutes); 

5. Discussion on background information and terminology 

of visual grammatical structures and others. (10 

minutes) 

 

B) Access to the CD-ROMs, DVDs and PowerBook outside the classroom: 

 

2. Individual students should ask their teacher for 

bookings.  

Mondays  2.00 – 5.00am 

                                                         Tuesdays  2.30 – 5.00pm 

                 Wednesday   9am – 5pm 

                Thursday  2.30 – 5.00pm 

           

  

A Cycle of Teaching and Learning Activities: First Stage -Building the context  

 

 

C) Classroom-based Context-analysis Tasks 
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A) classroom-based context-analysis tasks (The     

purpose of this activity is to help students identify 

contextual features of the text, for example, what 

is the text talked about?; what is the purpose of 

the text? and so on..  (45 minutes) 

Here is a procedure to follow for such an 

activity. 

o Hand out papers regarding 

comprehension questions 

o The DVD, “Sense of Direction” 

both without and with captions is 

shown.   
o Check to see if students comprehend a 

gist of the storytelling. 

o Ask students to respond to 

comprehension questions. 

o Lead to a discussion about topic,  text-

type and register..  

 

B) discussion activity (The purpose of this activity     is to 

enable students to discuss social purposes, registers and 

text-types within their storytelling in English) and request 

for students’ discussion about their experience in their 

narrative (10 – 15 mins) 

 

C) Problem-solving activity: The aim of this activity is to 

enable students to be aware of the difference between 

generic structure, e.g., introduction, main body and 

conclusion.  The story is used for discussion on this 

structure. (25 minutes). 

 

D) vocabulary revision activity (The purpose of this 

activity is to help students revise vocabulary related to 

travel.) Name of the game is “Bucket shops”. See 

Advanced Communication games (Jill Hadfield) and 

game procedure (xviii). (30 minutes). 
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E) Explanation of homework (study or revise a glossary of 

terms) and booking for accessing CD-ROMs and DVDs 

in relation to the Learning Outcome. (10 minutes)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Plan –CIA class (Thursday 5
th

 Aug 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 

 

1. write a list of activities on the white board; 

2. provide students with information on purposes and procedures of each activity 

before they engage in it.  

3. check to see if students have been aware of the narrative discourse module 

requirement.. specific objectives 

 

A) Discipline and explanation about experiment (2 minutes)  

 

B) Revision of the first stage  

 

1) Glossary of terms – (follow up homework) (35 minutes) 

a) divide class into four groups; 

b) have students discuss the terms;  

c) ask them to do a quiz (CD-ROM). 

 

2) Generic structure (20 minutes) 

a) introduce generic structure; 

b) have students watch Neil’s story in iMovie format; 

c) divide class into five groups and ask students to discuss generic 

structure of the story; 

d) Ask them several questions in this regard.  

 

3) Registers (10 minutes) 

a) ask students questions in regard to registers, i.e., tenor, field 

and mode; 

b) Explain and discuss these concepts. 

 

A cycle of Teaching and Learning Activities: Second stage – Modelling and 

Deconstructing the texts 
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C) Explanation about reference ties (60 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to enable students to develop an explicit understanding of the 

concepts, forms, ties, and meanings, i.e., reference chains, backward 

reference and outward reference. 

2) Materials: CD-ROM Part 2  

3) Procedure:  

a) provide students with the definitions through the use of the CD-ROM 

Part 2  

• terms > (1) reference chains > next > please click..>  line/space 

14 > l/S 18 > back > back. 

• Anaphoric reference > back 

• Bridging reference > next > next > next (classifier handshape 

reference) > back 

• Exophoric reference > next > back 

b) demonstrate forms and ties and provide examples within examples; 

c) divide class into pairs and ask students to create sentences that 

include reference ties particularly determiners and pronouns; 

d) discuss applications of these forms and anaphoric reference to 

another contexts of situation; 

e) have students watch the CD ROM – definition of anaphoric and 

exophoric reference. 

 

 

D) Guided discovery activity (30 minutes) Cancelled due to insufficient time 

 

1) Purpose: to encourage students to compare and contrast grammatical 

structures, e.g., NPS and Index, as well as to decide whether all uses of 

these language features have the same meaning and to describe the ways in 

which uses that do not have the same meaning are different. 

2) Materials: DVD –“Sense of Direction” and CD-ROM Part 2  

3) Procedure:  

a) Have students look at the line/space 1 and 2 (see DVD, “Sense of 

Direction” line/space for analysis) and ask them to identify a particular 

language feature, e.g., pointing signs. How many pointing signs does the 

narrator use in each line/space?; 

b) Have them discuss this feature and encourage them to discover  the 

distinction between NPS (noun phrase including determiner) and Index 

(pronoun); 

c) Respond to students’ discussion.  – (you may use the CD-ROM Part 2 for 

clarification);  

d) Have them create a very short story with the use of pointing signs for 

determiner and pronoun;  
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E) language-analysis tasks (50 Minutes)  

 

1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to analyse and identify the  

reference sign types and reference ties; 

2) Materials: CD-ROM Part 2 and Neil’s story in the QT format 

3) Procedure:  

a) the frame 7 & 10 in the CD-ROM Part 2, are shown.  

(For frame 7 and 10: Reference for reference sign types > (1) Noun phrases > 

movie player > A > B > C&D > Back > (4) Index > movie player > lf2 > back 

> back). Discuss definite reference, height and the function of index with 

students; 

 

b) hand out the cloze papers and ask students to do the cloze activity.  (For 

frame 22 and 23: Reference chains > (2) noun phrases and index points > next 

> back > back > quit.); 

c) have students watch a movie (Neil’s recount) and ask them to count the 

determiners and the pronouns;  

d) discuss switch reference and spatial locations in relation to Neil’s story. 

 

 

 

 

 

F) Learning strategy – use of the signing space (20 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to enable students to develop learning strategy, which may help 

them to memorise specific locations in the space. 

2) Materials: Butcher papers, texta, and cards 

3) Procedure:  

a) locate cards with labels of the participants on specific locations of the 

paper while telling your story. (encourage students to use switch 

reference and change of the position) 

 

b) Ask students to create referential cohesion by locating cards with 

labels of  the participants which they will use for their own stories. 

 

c) Ask students to do the same procedure (see a).     

Lesson Plan (CIA) (Friday 6
th

 August 2004) 

 

Follow up the note you received yesterday. This is also a friendly reminder: 

 

4) Do you think it is important to write a list or sequence of what you will teach 

today on the white board? 

5) Did you provide your students with purposes and procedures for every 

activity/task or exercise?  
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6) Did you check to see if your students have been aware of learning outcomes and 

assessment criteria?  

 

Sequence of activities/tasks or exercises in the second stage of the teaching/learning 

cycle: Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 

 

In this stage students: 

• Investigate the structural pattern and language features of the model. 

 

A) Revision and Signing Space (60 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose:  

a) to enable students to do revision to reflect on definition of    exophoric 

reference;   

b) to make sure that they clearly understand the concept of personal pronouns and 

signing space.  

2) Material: hand-outs regarding exophoric reference and the CD-ROM Part 1. 

3) Procedure: 

a) Clarification of the personal pronouns: 

 

You need to clarify the following items: 

1
st
 person pronoun    – I, me, We, us.. 

 

2
nd

 person pronoun    - You, You both, You all… 

 

3
rd

 person pronoun - He, She, It, They, him, her, it, them,  

 

 

 

 

b) Further clarification: 

 

In the context of Auslan storytelling teaching, the 

pronoun items such as PRO1, PRO2, and PRO3 are 

identified as a present referent, while IX1a-lf2, IX2b-

rt3 etc, relate to non-present referents. Does this make 

sense to you?   

1) discuss the distinction between PRO and IX; 

2) divide class into pairs and ask students to create one 

sentence that involves these features; 

3) have students watch a video, “Sense of Direction”; 

4) discuss further these features and ask students to count 

determiners and pronouns 

 

c) Explanation of the Signing Space:  
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Please see the CD-ROM Part 1 frame 8 & 9. – click on 

“Background Information Part B”, “next”, “next” ..  

You need to discuss the concept of signing space with 

your students and demonstrate the frame 9. 

 

B) Guided Discovery Activity (35 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to ask your learners to compare and contrast reference sign types, 

e.g., NPs and IX, as well as to decide whether both of these language features 

have the same meaning and to describe how each of them work.  

2) Materials: the CD-ROM Part 2 

3) Procedure:  

a) Have students look at the line/space 1 and 2 – see frame 1 (you did this 

yesterday), and ask them to identify a particular language feature, e.g., 

index pointing .. How many index pointing does the narrator use in 

each line/space?  You can use your short story in an iMovie format 

and ask them the same question; 

b) Allow them to discuss this feature and to decide whether both of these 

language features have the same meaning and to describe how each of 

them work; 

c) Respond to students’ decisions. 

 

 

C) Analysis and Identification of Reference Sign Types and Reference Ties  (50 

minutes) 

  

1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to analyse and identify the 

reference sign types and reference ties within the storytelling text (“Sense of 

Direction”). 

2) Materials: hand-outs (you sent out yesterday).  

3) Procedure:  

 

a) Show the DVD (lines/spaces for analysis) and ask students to focus on 

NPs and IX; 

b) Divide class into four groups and ask them to create a short story;  

c) Have students from each group present the story that involves 

reference sign types and reference ties; 

d) Have students watch DVD “Sense of Direction” – Line/space 20-24 

 

D)  Revision for switch reference (10 minutes) 

 

 

Third stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Joint Construction of the Text 
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In this stage: 

• Students begin to contribute to the construction of whole examples of the 

storytelling 

• You gradually reduce the contribution to text construction, as your learners move 

closer to being able to control the storytelling text independently.   

 

 

E) Retelling Neil’s or Donovan’s storytelling texts (cancelled due to insufficient 

time) 

 

1) Purpose: to enable students to concentrate on interpretation of the content and 

the reference ties, particularly NPs and IX. 

2) Procedure:  

a) Have students view the iMovie (your story). 

b) Ask them to study (analyse) reference signs at a clause level and 

reference ties at a text level. 

c)  Ask individuals to retell this story. 

d) Have them share their retellings, comparing differences in reference 

ties in small groups. (say 3 or 4 people in each group). 

e) Have students share some of their discussions, commenting on their 

appropriate similarity to the original text.  

f) Respond to their comments and give students feedback on their 

performance.  

 

 

Lesson Plan (CIA) (Monday 9
th

 August 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 

 

7)  write a list or sequence of what you will teach today on the white board. 

8) provide your students with purposes and procedures for every activity/task or 

exercise.  

 

Sequence of activities/tasks or exercises in the second stage of the teaching/learning 

cycle: Modelling and Deconstructing the Text 

 

In this stage students: 

• Investigate the structural pattern and language features of the model. 

 

 

A) Revision of the reference ties (15 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to make sure that students understand the concept of         switch 

reference. 

 2) Materials: CD-ROM Part 2 
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 3) Procedure:  

  a) Demonstrate examples and discuss this concept;   

  b) Show students the frame 23 – switch reference; 

  c) Continue discussing the patterns. 

  

 

B) Analysis and Identification of Reference Sign Types and Reference Ties  (50 

minutes) 

  

4) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to analyse and identify the 

reference sign types and reference ties within the storytelling text (Neil’s 

story). 

5) Materials: QuickTime movie (PowerBook) .  

6) Procedure:  

 

a) Show the QT movie and ask students to analyse and identify NPs and 

IX. How many pointing signs does Neil use in his story?   

b) Allow students (pairs or small groups) to re- watch the movie and 

discuss the functions of pointing signs, i.e., NPs and IX. How many 

each of these features?   

c) Have students (pairs or small groups) analyse reference ties between 

NPs and IX or IX and IX and re-watch the movie.  

d) Ask them to share their comments on the analysis with the other small 

groups.  

e) Respond to their comments and explain your analysis.   

 

Third stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Joint Construction of the Text 

 

In this stage: 

• Students begin to contribute to the construction of whole examples of the 

storytelling 

• You gradually reduce the contribution to text construction, as your learners move 

closer to being able to control the story text independently.   

 

 

C) Retelling Neil’s story texts (60 minutes) 

 

3) Purpose: to enable students to concentrate on interpretation of the content and 

the reference ties, particularly NPs and IX. 

4) Materials: Neil’s story in iMovie format 

5) Procedure:  

a) Have students view the iMovie (your story); 

b) Ask them to study (analyse) reference signs at a clause level and 

reference ties at a text level; 

c)  Ask students from each of the pairs to retell this story in front of class; 
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d) Give feedback on some students’ misuses of spatial location and have 

them watch the movie again; 

e) Have them practise their retellings for few minutes in pair formation; 

f) Ask different students from each of the pairs to retell this story in front 

of class; 

g) Respond to their comments and give students feedback on their 

performance.  

 

 

D) Story Correction  (cancelled due to insufficient time) 

 

1) Purpose: To enable your students to compare the student’s story version 

with the improved version. 

2) Materials: DVD, “Student’s story – A trip to Perth” CD-ROM Part 3 

3) Procedure:  

a) Ask students to reflect on the following questions: 1. Is cohesion 

achieved through reference, specifically NPs in the story by the use 

of a pointing sign to somewhere in the signing space? 2. Does the 

student (the storyteller in the CD-ROM Part 3) use the index point 

as a pronoun or an adverb of place in the story to achieve 

referential cohesion? 

b) Have students watch the video several times and let them (small 

groups) respond to these questions and discuss how referential 

cohesion in this text should be improved. 

c) Have them look at the improved version in the CD-ROM Part 3.  

d) Ask them to do a retelling through the use of some lines/spaces in 

the improved version.   

 

E)  Homework  (2 minutes)      

 

1. Give students instruction for homework. Students need more practice using 

accurate directional indices and clear spatial locations and are expected to 

produce a two or three-minute story, which will be presented on Wednesday.  The 

story should involve third personal pronoun..  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Plan (CIA)(Wednesday 11
th

 August 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 
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9)  write a list or sequence of what you will teach today on the white board. 

10) provide your students with purposes and procedures for every activity/task or 

exercise. 

11) encourage students to come to the Auslan office to use the CD-ROM.   

 

A) Revision (15 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: To clarify some aspects of reference signs and of reference ties, 

and to provide students with detailed information on meanings in relation to 

the cultural background.  

2) Materials: Neil’s story in the QuickTime format if necessary. 

3) Procedure:  

a) clarify the following items;   

1. not using repetition of pointing signs except if you want to emphasise;  

2. reason for preferring to use semantic affinity instead of separate 

positions of two participants in the signing space. (groups vs 

individuals);  

3. explain why you use the signs such as BAD+LUCK  and 

FORUNATELY in your story. They are relevant to the cultural 

background;  

4. demonstrate the different forms such as TWO-US and TWO-THEM, 

and explain what the difference between meanings of these forms is;  

5. explain that the pointing sign interpreted as ‘HERE’ is not the same 

meaning as a determiner or a pronoun. Also, this sign is not relevant to 

an index as an adverb of place. 

 

B) Reference Tie Repair  (35 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: To encourage students to identify and repair inaccurate reference 

ties and use of space. 

2) Materials: Neil’s story in the QuickTime format if necessary. 

3) Procedure:  

a) ask students to get a piece of paper and write down numbers 1 – 

10. 

b) demonstrate 10 or more both inaccurate or accurate clauses or 

clause complex which are extracted from your story.  

c)  ask students to respond to your demonstration. 

d) Discuss the inaccuracy and accuracy. Your story in the QuickTime 

format is shown if necessary.        

    

 

 

C) Story Correction (55 minutes) 
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4) Purpose: To enable your students to compare the student’s story version 

with the improved version. 

5) Materials: DVD, “Student’s story – A trip to Perth” CD-ROM Part 3 

6) Procedure:  

a) Ask students to reflect on the following questions: 1. Is cohesion 

achieved through reference, specifically NPs in the story by the use 

of a pointing sign to somewhere in the signing space? 2. Does the 

student (the naïve storyteller in the CD-ROM Part 3) use the index 

point as a pronoun or an adverb of place in the story to achieve 

referential cohesion? 

b) Have students watch the video, Alana’s story several times and ask 

them in small groups to discuss how referential cohesion in this 

text should improve. 

c) Have them watch the improved version in the CD-ROM Part 3 

(Kylie as a native and accurate signer).  

d) Ask them to discuss the improved version and practise  the 

retelling through the use of some lines/spaces in the improved 

version. 

 

E) Homework - Presentation of Students’ short stories  and Teacher’s 

feedback on their performance (40 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to practise telling their stories and 

to receive teacher’s feedback on their performance 

2) Materials: DV camera and tripod 

3) Procedure:  

a) divide class into a group of three people; 

b) ask students in each group to decide which one story produced by 

one of them will be used for practice; 

c) tell students in each group to assess the story in order to improve 

reference ties; 

d) film one student from each group presenting the story; 

e) Give your feedback on the performances..  

  

 
 

 
 

Lesson Plan (Thursday 12
th

 August 2004) 

 

This is a continuous reminder: 

 

12)  write a list or sequence of what you will teach today on the white board. 

13) provide your students with purposes and procedures for every activity or exercise. 

14) encourage students to come to the Auslan office to use the CD-ROM. 
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15) Instruct students to attend the post-test session on Monday afternoon.. Time 

bookings.    

 

Third stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Joint Construction of the Text 

In this stage: 

• Students begin to contribute to the construction of whole examples of the 

storytelling 

• You gradually reduce the contribution to text construction, as your learners move 

closer to being able to control the storytelling text independently.   

 

A) Revision focussing on the signing space and reference ties (60 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to encourage students to develop their new learning strategy, 

particularly index referencing skills and use of the reference ties.  

2) Materials: Butcher papers, cards (purple, brown and grey) and pen.  

3) Procedure:  

a) locate cards with labels of the participants on specific locations 

of the paper while telling your story. (encourage students to use 

switch reference and change of the position) 

b) Ask students to create referential cohesion by locating cards with 

labels of  the participants which they will use for their own 

stories.  

c) Ask students to do the same procedure (see a).  

 

b) Teacher’s feedback on students’ performance (cancelled due to insufficient time) 

 

1) Purpose: to enable students to self assess their own stories with assistance 

from teacher, and to provide feedback on their performance focussing on 

reference signs and reference ties, as well as switch reference.  

2) Materials: Students’ video in the iMovie format.  

3) Procedure:  

a) allow students to identify their errors and tell you how their cohesive 

texts should improve. 

b) Provide students with your feedback on their performance.  

 

A) Discussion on a plan for assessment (10 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to understand what they will do 

during assessment. 

2) Materials: nil 

3) Procedure:  

 

a. Explain the final stage of the teaching/learning cycle. Students are 

expected to contribute to the construction of their story text without 
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assistance from their teacher. Their teacher completely withdraws the 

contribution to text construction.  

 

Fourth stage of the teaching/learning cycle: Independent Construction of the Text 

 

In this stage: 

• Students contribute to the construction of their storytelling without assistance 

from you. 

• You completely withdraw the contribution to text construction, as your learners 

reach to being able to control the storytelling text independently. 

 

 

 

C)  Preparation of a story text for assessment (50 minutes) 

 

1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to prepare for assessment. 

2) Materials: nil 

3) Procedure:  

a) leave students to decide how they will prepare for creating referential 

cohesion within a storytelling text; 

b) have students practise their text.    

 

D) Repetition for explaining assessment plan and homework (5 minutes)   

 

1) Purpose: to give students the opportunity to understand what they will do 

during assessment; 

2) Materials: nil 

a) Explain a procedure and schedule for assessment; 

b) Encourage students to practise their story for assessment.  
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Appendix 8.5 
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Appendix 8.6 
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Appendix 8.7 
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Appendix 8.8 
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Appendix 9.1 
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Referential Cohesion Factor Definitions (22/11/05) 

 
Group 1 Dependent variable 

Factor: Definition: 

c Correct use of referential cohesion 

n Incorrect use of referential cohesion 

 

Group 2 Type of referential cohesion 

Factor: Definition: 

a Anaphoric (explicit) 

i Anaphoric (implicit) 

c Cataphoric 

b Bridging  

e Exophoric 

m Ambiguous 

n Not applicable 

? Unsure  

 

Group 3 Reference sign type 

Factor: Definition: 

d Determiner 

p Pronoun 

c Classifier handshape 

a Agreement verb 

s Spatial verb 

o Others e.g. adjectives or pragmatic agreement or nouns 

 

Group 4 Referent 

Factor: Definition: 

m Mixed (self and other(s)) 

o Other people 

t Thing(s) 

p Place(s) 

s Self 

? Unsure  

 

Group 5 Switch reference 

Factor: Definition: 

s Switch reference 

n No switch reference (same referent as previous clause)  

 

Group 6 Switch reference using same spatial location  
Factor: Definition: 

l Switch reference using same spatial location 

n No switch reference (same referent as previous clause) 

 

Group 7 Role shift 

Factor: Definition: 

r Role shift 

n No role shift 
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Group 8 English influence 

Factor: Definition: 

y Obvious English influence (e.g., fingerspelling of English lexical or 

grammatical item; English morphosyntax; English semantics; Signed 

English etc) 

n No obvious English influence (e.g., Auslan lexicon and/or grammar; 

lexicalised fingerspelling; Auslan semantics etc) 

? Possible English influence 

 
Group 9 Instructional orientation 

Factor: Definition: 

f Participant received functional-analytic instruction 

e Participant received experiential instruction 

s Participant received structural-analytic instruction 

 
Group 10 Age 

Factor: Definition: 

t Teenager: 19 years of age or younger 

y Young adult: 20-29 years of age 

m Mature: 30 years or older 

 

Group 11 Region 

Factor: Definition: 

p Perth 

m Melbourne 

 

Group 12 Contact hours 

Factor: Definition: 

u Under 10 hours of instruction 

o Over 10 hours of instruction 

 

Group 13 Course 

Factor: Definition: 

d Diploma in Auslan 

c Certificate in Auslan 

 

Group 14 Pretest or posttest 

Factor: Definition: 

e Pre-test narrative 

o Post-test narrative 
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Appendix 9.2 
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Appendix 9.3 

 
See a CD-ROM folder in next page – Coding sheets (136 Pages) 
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Appendix 9.4 
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Appendix 9.4 Scattergram – illustrating the fit between the model and the recoded 

data  

 

The total chi-square   = 0.0001 

The chi-square per cell  = 0.0000 

The log likelihood  = -940.931 
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Appendix 9.5 
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Appendix 9.7 
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Appendix 9.8 
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A Model for the Study of Classroom Teaching 

An Explanation  

(http://www.cals.ncsu.edu:8050/agexed/leap/aee535/db.htm - 17th May 2006) 

 

Duncan and Biddle (1974) have provided a model for classroom teaching and learning 

that is useful for understanding the many factors that must be considered by classroom 

teachers—provided that the goal is student learning. While the model is approaching 30 

years old, it still provides a good background for a discussion of teaching and learning. 

Some students have difficulty interpreting models, with all of the arrows and boxes that 

are normally associated with them, so the following provides a discussion of the model. 

Duncan and Biddle propose four major types of variables that influence or result in 

student learning: Presage variables, context variables, process variables, and product 

variables. We will take each of these major types of variables one at a time in this 

discussion. 

Presage Variables 

Presage variables are those associated with the teacher. These variables are proposed to 

effect the behavior of the teacher in the classroom. The authors suggest that teacher 

formative experiences such as social class, age, and gender may influence their teacher 

training experiences. These teacher training experiences such as the university attended, 

the unique features of the teacher education program, and student teaching experiences, 

combined with some characteristics the authors call teacher properties—their teaching 

skills, overall intelligence, motivation, and personality traits tend to influence the 

behavior of the teacher in the classroom. 

Context Variables 

Context variables in this model are those that are not totally in the control of the teacher. 

They are attributed to the students, the school, and the community. Nevertheless, they 

have an impact on student learning—at least indirectly. Student (pupil) formative 

experiences combined with student properties (abilities, knowledge, attitudes) to 

influence pupil classroom behavior. But the authors propose that pupil classroom 

behavior is not completely attributed to the students—that the school and community 
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contexts also influence student actions in the classroom. The educational climate and 

expectations of the community may influence student actions, as well as bussing 

(remember this was written in 1974) or perhaps the size of the school. Within the 

classroom, there are factors that contribute to pupil behavior. Some of these may be the 

class size, the availability of textbooks or other reference materials, and while the authors 

suggested educational TV as a variable, today’s educational context would add 

availability of computers in the classroom. While the teacher may not be able to control 

many of the context variables, they cannot be simply ignored! They do exist and have a 

potential for greatly influencing the learning process. 

Process Variables 

Duncan and Biddle refer to what takes place in the classroom as process variables. The 

model shows the interaction between teacher behavior and pupil behavior resulting in 

observable changes in pupil behavior. This is the desired outcome—that student behavior 

will change in a positive manner. Teacher classroom behavior includes how the teacher 

conducts the classes, carries out the lesson plan, treats students, manages student 

behavior, evaluates student performance, and generally interacts with the students in the 

classroom. The pupil behavior includes not only the conduct of the student in the class, 

but also the way they approach learning, their willingness to participate in class, their 

performance on learning activities, and the way they treat other students in the classroom. 

All of these variables, and probably many more, interact to produce observable changes 

in student behavior. 

Product Variables 

The fourth category of variables in this model is termed product variables. They simply 

describe the desired outcomes of education. Certainly the teacher should be concerned 

with immediate pupil growth with respect to learning the subject matter taught and 

developing positive attitudes toward the subject. Other skills, especially social skills in 

working as teams and getting along with other students should be a desired immediate 

outcome, as well. However, teachers must also be concerned with long-term effects of 

education—the development of a person’s adult personality, the development of 

professional competence, and the attitude that learning continues throughout the lifetime 

of the person. The long-term outcomes are the ultimate measure of the effectiveness of an 

educational experience. 
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Professional Development 



Auslan Teacher Training held at Central TAFE, Leederville from 19th to 23rd July, 2004. 



Donovan Cresdee will conduct the Auslan teacher training course at Central TAFE, Leederville from 19th to 23rd July, 2004. Neil Wood, Nola and Jillian Elliott will be involved in the course. 









Teacher Training Objectives





Goal:

To enable teacher trainees to employ a particular 

language teaching approach when they teach 

storytelling in Auslan.

			Continue. 













Objectives:

The teacher trainees will:



		understand the researcher’s intention to experiment with the three main language teaching approaches to teaching Auslan storytelling. 

		gain an understanding of language teaching methodology in general.

		develop a basic knowledge of the distinction between the approaches (such as functional-notional approach and the teacher’s own personal methodology) plus the genre-based approach.

		gain an insight into the fact that there are two different views on grammar, e.g. formal grammar and functional grammar.

		get a glimpse of the theories of language that have been influencing language teaching.

		









Continue

		develop an insight into some aspects of the property of texture, particularly referential cohesion in signed language at the discourse-semantic level from a systemic-functional perspective. 

		be involved in a discussion on benefits of genre-based syllabus design and  instructions in relation to the teaching of generic structure and referential cohesion in Auslan.

		gain a fundamental knowledge of language learning theory based on the genre-based approach.









Continue

		be given an opportunity to work together with the researcher to write a syllabus which they will use for teaching storytelling before the experimentation stage as well as being involved in the decision-making process for planning a teaching/learning cycle with the researcher before and during this stage. 

		understand the concept of evaluation instruments and be invited to be involved in evaluations of particular learning outcomes with the researcher during the mid-course and at the end of the unit of work.  



  

		









The Objective: understand the researcher’s intention               to experiment with the three main language teaching approaches to teaching Auslan storytelling. 



		the comparison between three main approaches to teaching referential cohesion within Auslan storytelling;

		the teaching approaches used in second or foreign language teaching : functional-notional approach, teacher’s own personal teaching methodology and genre-based approach;

		explicit and implicit approaches to teaching referential cohesion;

		no Auslan teachers have had the experience of employing the genre-based approach;  

		this study has adopted the genre-based approach to apply to teaching of Auslan, particularly genres such as narrative, anecdote, report, and so forth.









What is the language teaching methodology:

 “Methodology in language teaching has been characterized in a variety of ways. A more or less classical formulation suggests that methodology is that which links theory and practice. Theory statements would include theories of what language is and how language is learned or, more specifically, theories of second language acquisition (SLA). Such theories are linked to various design features of language instruction. These design features might include stated objectives, syllabus specifications, types of activities, roles of teachers, learners, materials, and so forth. Design features in turn are linked to actual teaching and learning practices as observed in the environments where language teaching and learning take place. This whole complex of elements defines language teaching methodology”.

(Theodore S. Rodgers - 2001) 



























Theory statements would include theories of what language is and how language is learned or, more specifically, theories of second language acquisition (SLA).















STATED OBJECTIVES: The specification of particular learning objectives is a product of design, not of approach. Some methods focus primarily on oral skills and say that reading and writing are secondary and derive from transfer of oral skills. Some methods set out to teach general communication skills and give greater priority to the ability to express oneself meaningfully and to make oneself understood than to grammatical accuracy or perfect pronunciation. Other place a greater emphasis on accurate grammar and pronunciation from the very beginning. Other may define their objectives less in linguistics terms than in terms of learning behaviours, that is , in terms of the processes or abilities the learner is expected to acquire as a result of instruction.  Gattegno writes, for example, “Learning is not seen as the means of accumulating knowledge but as the means of becoming a more proficient learner in whatever one is engaged in” (1972:89).



SYLLABUS SPECIFICATIONS: All methods of language teaching involve overt or covert decisions concerning the selection of language items (words, sentence patterns, tenses, constructions, functions, topics, etc.) that are to be used within a course or method. Decisions about the choice of language content relate both to subject matter and linguistic matter.  What to talk about is a subject matter while how to talk about it is a linguistic matter. For example, ESP courses are necessarily subject-matter focused. Structurally based methods, such as Situational Language Teaching and the Audiolingual Method, are necessarily linguistically focused. The syllabus underlying the Situational and Audiolingual methods consists of a list of grammatical items and constructions, often together with an associated list of vocabulary items. Notional-functional syllabuses specify the communicative content of a course in terms of functions, notions, topics, grammar, and vocabulary. 



TYPES OF LEARNING AND TEACHING ACTIVITIES: the objective of a method, whether defined primarily in terms of product or process, are attained through the instructional process, through the organised and directed interaction of teachers, learners, and materials in the classroom. Differences among methods at the level of approach manifest themselves in the choice of different kinds of learning and teaching activities in the classroom. Teaching activities that focus on grammatical accuracy may be quite different from those that focus on communication skills. Audiolingualism, for example, uses dialogue and pattern practice extensively. Communicative language teachiing theoreticians have advocated the use of tasks that involve an “information gap” and “information transfer”; that is, learners work on the same task, but each learner has different information to needed to complete the task. 



LEARNER ROLES: The design of an instructional system will be considerably influenced by how learners are regarded. A method reflects explicit or implicit responses to questions concerning the learners’ contribution to the learning process. This is seen in the types of activities learners carry out, the degree of control learners have over the content of learning, the patterns of learner groupings adopted, the degree to which learners influence the learning of others, and the views of the learner as processor, performer, initiator, problem solver.



TEACHER ROLES: Learner roles in an instructional system are closely linked to the teacher’s status and function. Teacher roles are similarly related ultimately both to assumptions about language and language learning at the level of approach.  Some methods are totally dependent on the teacher’s role as catalyst, consultant, guide, and model for learning; still others try to “teacher-proof” the instructional system by limiting teacher initiative and by building instructional content and direction into texts or lesson plans. 



Teacher and learner roles define the type of interaction characteristic of classrooms in which a particular method is being used. 



THE ROLE OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: What is specified with respect to objectives, content (I.e.,, the syllabus), learning activities, and learner and teacher roles suggests the function for materials within the system. The instructional materials in their turn further specify subject matter content, even where no syllabus exists, and define or suggest the intensity of coverage for syllabus items, allocating the amount of time, attention, and detail particular syllabus items or tasks require..  Instructional materials also define or imply the day-to-day learning objectives that collectively constitute the goals of the syllabus. Some methods require the instructional use of existing materials, found materials, and realia. Some assume teacher-proof materials that poorly trained teachers with imperfect control of the target language can teach with. Some materials require specially trained teachers with near-native competence in the target language. Some are designed to replace the teacher, so that learning can take place independently. Some materials dictate various interactional patterns in the classroom; others inhibit classroom interaction; still others are noncommittal about interaction between teacher and learner and learner and learner. 

	The role of instructional materials within a method or instructional system will reflect decisions concerning the primary goal of materials (e.g., to present content, to practise content, to facilitate communication between learners, or to enable learners to practise content without the teacher’s help), the form of materials (e.g., textbook, audiovisuals, computer software), the relation of materials to other sources of input (I.e., whether they serve as the major source of input or only as a minor component of it), and the abilities of teachers (e.g., their competence in the language or degree of training and experience.)        















PROCEDURE: this encompasses the actual moment-to-moment techniques, practices, and behaviours that operate in teaching a language according to a particular method. It is the level at which we describe how a method realises its approach and design in classroom behaviour. At the level of design we saw that a method will advocate the use of certain types of teaching activities as a consequence of its theoretical assumptions about language and language learning. At the level of procedure we are concerned with how these tasks and activities are integrated into lessons and used as the basis for teaching and learning. 

 

There are three dimensions to a method at the level of procedure: (a) the use of teaching activities (drills, dialogues, information-gap activities, etc.) to present new language and to clarify and demonstrate formal, communicative, or other aspects of the target language; (b) the ways in which particular teaching activities are used for practising language; and (c) the procedures and techniques used in giving feedback to learners concerning the form or content of their utterances or sentences. 













What is the difference between the genre-based approach and the other communicative approaches:





		Functional-Notional Approach (Signing Naturally - Teacher’s Curriculum Guide);

		Teacher’s own personal teaching methodology;

		Genre-Based Approach.









Functional-Notional Approach

		Finocchiaro in Smith (1988) defines a term, a functional-notional approach that concentrates on the purposes for which language is used. Any act of speech is functionally organized (that is, it is an attempt to do something) for a particular situation in relation to a particular topic…..A functional-notional approach to language learning places major emphasis on the communicative purpose(s) of a speech act. It focuses on what to do or what they want to accomplish through speech. Do they want to introduce people to each other? Do they want to invite someone to their home etc.? This is a philosophy of language.









Teacher’s own personal teaching methodology

		It is not possible to discuss the theories of these features based on a teacher’s own personal teaching methodology here because Auslan teachers’ assumptions and beliefs about these are diverse. 









Genre-Based Approach

		In the genre-based approach, its social theory defines language as “a functional, meaning-making system which systematically linked to the contexts in which it is used. People draw on this system to construct whole unified texts each of which fulfils a social purpose through its structure” (Feez 1998:12).












 


   Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:01 -1:56 Pretest Clause 10 (1187 –1196) 
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0:17 GO-OUT-rt2 MEETING 
1 n c s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:24 TRY PROFESSIONAL* TALK(noun or verb) IX1a-rt2 
2 n i p p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:29 <rs:? SEE-towards-lf2 IX2a-lf2 SEE-towards-lf 2(redundant)> TEAa COFFEEa ORANGE WRONGa* (juice) 
3 c c s t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:29 <rs:? SEE-towards-m2 IX2a-lf2 SEE-towards-m2(redundant)> TEAa COFFEEa ORANGE WRONGa* (juice) 
4 c c p p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:38 DRINKb IX2b-lf2 (misordering) 
5 n a p p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:54 GO-OUT-towards-lf2 
6 n a s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:55 ICL:C-from-m2-to-lf2-to-m1(mouth)-to-m1 ‘taking a drink’ 
7 c b c t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:58 ICL:C-m1(above chest level) ‘holding the drink’ LOOK-AT-towards-m1(above chest level - wh) 
8 c a s t n n n n n y m o c e  
0:59 ICL:C-m1(above chest level) ‘holding the drink’ LOOK-AT-towards-m1(above chest level - wh)* (describing thing – adjectives as complements of link verbs) fs;MILKY 
fs:CLOUDY 
9 n a s t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:10 ICL:C-m1(above chest level) ‘holding the drink’ 
10 c a c t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
2:19-5:16 Posttest Clause 12 (1197 – 1208) 
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2:19 FEW AGO PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 FRIEND HOUSE  
1 n c s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:22 VISIT-towards-m2  
2 n a s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:25 IX?-rt2 HAVE BIG HOUSE  
3 n n p t n n n y n y m o c o  
 
2:33 ONE BIG DCL:B-m1 & m3-to-lf2 & rt2 ‘a big room’ HAVE SHOWER BATH IX3a-m2 TOILET  
4 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:33 ONE BIG DCL:B-m1 & m3-to-lf2 & rt2 ‘a big room’ HAVE SHOWER BATH IX3a-m2 TOILET 
5 c b p p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:40 ONE DCL:B-m2 ‘a small room’ TOILETb ONLY* 
6 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:44 SCL:Vbent-m2 ‘walking up stairs’+IX?-lf2up (adverb of place or verb of route?) (blends) 
7 n b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:49 GO-OUT-towards-m2 TOILET 
8 n c s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:50 SCL:Vbent-from-m2-to-lf2up ‘walking up the stairs’ LITTLE ROOM SCL:Vbent-from-m2-to-lf2up ‘walking up the stairs’ (redundant) 
9 n b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:56 ICL:5claws-m3 ‘turning the knob’ 
10 n b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:57 DOOR ICL:5claws-m3 ‘pulling the door’ 
11 n b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
3:01 TOILETb IX3b-m1  
12 n i p p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
5:20-8:42 Pretest Clause 13 (1209 –1211) 
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5:28 fs:FLATa TWO DCL:B-from-m2-to-m2up ‘a shape of the two storeys of the building’  
1 n b c p s n n y n y m o c e  
 
5:33 IX3a-m2up+ POSS’pro1’ (mine) 
2 c a p p s n n n n y m o c e  
 
5:34 IX3a-m2up+ “upper” (gesture sign - blend)  
3 n a p p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
5:37 ONE DAY POSS’pro1’ FIANCE GO-OUT-towards-m2 WORK 
4 n c s p s n n n n y m o c e  
 
5:42 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 GYM 
5 n c s p s n n n n y m o c e  
 
5:44 PRO1 COME-from-rt2-to-m2 HOME-m2 
6 n c s p n n n y n y m o c e  
 
5:44 PRO1 COME-from-rt2-to-m2 HOME-towards-m2 
7 n a o p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
5:54 SHUT-DOOR ENTER-m2 POSS’pro1’* ROOM 
8 c c s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
5:58 DCL:H-m2(square – 2h) ‘a size and a shape of the room’ (redundancy) 
9 n b c p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:14 ICL:5claws-from-lf3-to-m2 ‘pulling the door’ (not full open door) 
10 n b c p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:17 ICL:5claws-lf3 ‘turning the door knob’ 
11 c a c p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:18 ICL:5claws-from-lf3-to-rt2 ‘breaking and holding the knob’ 
12 c a c p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:20 ICL:5claws-from-lf3-to-rt2 ‘breaking and holding the knob’ IX2a-lf3&rt2  







 


13 c a p p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
8:57-12:30 Posttest Clause 14 (1222 – 1235)  
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9:02 POSS’pro1’ NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 HOUSE HAVE CAT OLD CAT 
1 c c o p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:15 POSS’house’-rt2 CAT ICL:5claws-m2 (2h – alt) ‘the cat is digging a hole’ POSS’pro1’ GARDEN/FLOWER 
2 n a p p s n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:15 POSS’house’-rt2 CAT ICL:5claws-m2 (2h – alt) ‘the cat is digging a hole’ POSS’pro1’ GARDEN/FLOWER 
3 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:18 NOT-LIKE IX?-m2 
4 n i p t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:22 fs:IF PRO1 SEE-towards-m2 CAT 
5 c c s p s n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:28  BCL:A>5 “the cat’s hair raises”   
6 n b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:32 ONE DAY PRO1 SEE-towards-m2 CAT 
7 c a s p s n n ? n y m o c o  
 
9:37 WATCH-towards-m2 
8 c a s p n n n n n y m o c o  
9:41 TAKE-from-rt2up-to-m2* fs:BUC (interruption) fs:BUCKET DCL:C-from-m2-to-m2up (2h) ‘a shape of the bucket’ DCL:C-from-lf2-to-rt2 ‘a shape of the handle’ 
ICL:S-m2up ‘holding the handle’ 
9 n c s p n n n y n y m o c o  
9:41 TAKE-from-rt2up-to-m2 fs:BUC (interruption) fs:BUCKET DCL:C-from-m2-to-m2up (2h) ‘a shape of the bucket’ DCL:C-from-lf2-to-rt2 ‘a shape of the handle’ ICL:S-
m2up ‘holding the handle’ 
10 n b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
9:41 TAKE-from-rt2up-to-m2 fs:BUC (interruption) fs:BUCKET DCL:C-from-m2-to-m2up (2h) ‘a shape of the bucket’ DCL:C-from-lf2-to-rt2 ‘a shape of the handle’ ICL:S-
m2up ‘holding the handle’ 
11 n b c t n n n n n y m o c o  







 


9:41 TAKE-from-rt2up-to-m2 fs:BUC (interruption) fs:BUCKET DCL:C-from-m2-to-m2up (2h) ‘a shape of the bucket’ DCL:C-from-lf2-to-rt2 ‘a shape of the handle’ ICL:S-
m2up ‘holding the handle’ 
12 n b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:50 WATER IX2a-m2 (fingertip downwards)  
13 c b p p s n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:29 SCL:1-from-m2-to-lf2-to-(the narrator’s back) ‘the cat is running to the narrator’s back’ 
14 c a c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
12:40-18:02 Pretest Clause 17 (1236 –1252)  
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12:40 THREE-YEAR-AGO PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 OVERSEAS WITH POSS’pro1’ BOYa  
1 n c s p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
12:46 IX1a-m2+ AGE-THIRTEEN+HALF  
2 n i p o s n n n n m m o c e  
 
12:49 PRO1 (HS:B)* GO-OUT-towards-m2 ENGLAND IRELAND  
3 n c s p s n n n n m m o c e  
 
12:54 NEED PRO1 NEED(redundant) IX?-rt2  
4 n i p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
12:57 MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other) POSS’?’-rt2 GRAND+MOTHER GRAND+FATHER  
5 n i a o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
12:57 MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other) POSS’?’-rt2 GRAND+MOTHER GRAND+FATHER 
6 n i p m n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:06 FLY-from-rt1-to-lf2up  
7 n i s p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:09 WHEN TIME COME-from-m2-to-rt1 (intransitive verb in English)  
8 n n s p s n n y n m m o c e  
 







 


13:12 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER+FATHER DRIVE-from-m2-to-rt3 AIRPORT-m2up fs:GATWICK AIRPORT-m2up(redundant) 
9 c c s p s n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:12 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER+FATHER DRIVE-from-m2-to-rt3 AIRPORT-m2up fs:GATWICK AIRPORT-m2up(redundant) 
10 n i o p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:22 IX?-m2 IX?-m2(fingertip directed downwards) <rs:? BYE > 
11 n i p o s n r n n m m o c e  
 
13:22 IX?-m2 IX?-m2(fingertip directed downwards) <rs:? BYE > 
12 n i p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:24 SCL:1-from-m2-to-lf2 ‘ ? ‘ ENTER-lf2 (directed towards lf2) PLANE/FLIGHT-lf2 (directed towards lf2) 
13 c b c p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:24 SCL:1-from-m2-to-lf2 ‘ ? ‘ ENTER-lf2 (directed towards lf2) PLANE/FLIGHT-lf2 (directed towards lf2) 
14 c c s p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:24 SCL:1-from-m2-to-lf2 ‘ ? ‘ ENTER-lf2 (directed towards lf2) PLANE/FLIGHT-m2 (directed towards lf2) 
15 c a o p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:31 READY GO-OUT-towards-m2 (2h) 
16 n i s p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:34 PLANE-m2(directed towards lf2up) FLY-REVERSE-from-m1-to-m2-to-rt2 
17 c a o p s n n n n m m o c e  
 
 
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
18:12-20:44 Posttest Clause 12 (1253 –1264)  
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18:25 POSS’pro1’ (HS:H)* HUSBAND PRO1 (HS:B)* DRIVE-from-m1-to-m2 fs:TENNANT fs:CREEK 
1 c c s p s n n n n m m o c o  
 
18:33 “away from here”-from-m2-to-m3 IX3a-m3 CAMP HOLIDAY (holiday camp in English) LONG WEEKEND  
2 n i o p n n n n n m m o c o  







 


 
18:33 “away from here”-from-m2-to-m3 IX3a-m3 CAMP HOLIDAY (camp for holiday or holiday camp in English) LONG WEEKEND 
3 c n d p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
18:40 DRIVE-from-m1-to-m2 DCL:B-from-m2down-to-m3up ‘a wide road’ WIDE/BIG  
4 c a s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
18:40 DRIVE-from-m1-to-m2 DCL:B-from-m2down-to-m3up ‘a wide road’ WIDE/BIG 
5 c b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
18:43 SCL1-from-lf1-to-m3++ (horizontal – 2h) ‘cars are speeding high’ 
6 n b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
18:45 DCL:B-m2 ‘ ?  ‘ POSS’pro1’ CAR 
7 n b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:11 SCL:5-from-m2-to-m3 (2h) ‘? are in a long queue’   
8 n b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:14 SCL:5-from-m2-to-m3 (2h –palm down) ‘many cars are driving in the five lane freeway’ (ergative verb)  
9 n b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:15 SCL:5-from-m2-to-m3 (2h) ‘? are in a long queue’ LOT CAR SCL:5-from-m2-to-m3 (2h) ‘? are in a long queue’(redundant)  
10 n a c p n n n y n m m o c o  
19:20 SCL:B-from-m1-to-m2 (palm down) ‘a car is hesitantly driving towards another car’ SCL:B-m2 (wh - vertical) ‘the other car is driving at the front of the line’  
11 n b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:23 ASK-towards-rt2 IX1a-rt2down+ HUSBANDa 
12 c c a o n n n n n m m o c o  
    
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
0:02-1:39 Pretest Clause 10 (1265 –1274)  
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0:30 <rs:sister ICL:G-m2 ‘holding a pellet while walking’  ….>  
1 c b c t n n r n n y m o c e  
 
0:32 SEE-towards-pro1  







 


2 n i a s n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:34 ICL:G-m2 ‘holding a pellet’ 
3 c a c t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:35 SEE-towards-m2  
4 n i a o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:36 ICL:G-m2 ‘holding a pellet’ 
5 c a c t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:37 ICL:A-towards-nostril ‘pressing the pellet into a nostril’ NOSE  
6 n b c p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:56 MOTHER COME-from-m2-to-m2 OUT (intransitive verb)  
7 n i s p s n n y n y m o c e  
 
1:01 PRO1 SAY/TELL-towards-rt2 (transitive or intransitive verb?)   
8 n i a o s n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:02 POSS’pro1’ SISTER ICL:A-towards-nostril ‘pressing the pellet into a nostril’ NOSE 
9 c a c p s n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:14 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER SAY/TELL-towards-rt2 
10 n i a s s n n n n y m o c e  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
1:42-2:54 Posttest Clause 9 (1275 –1283) 
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1:50 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER ICL:A-from-m2-to-lf2 ‘the mother is chopping ICL:C-from-m2-to-lf2 ‘holding something’ MEAT  
1 n b c t s n n n n y m o c o  
 
1:55 DCL:C-from-m2-to-lf2 & -from-m2-to-rt2 (2h) ‘a shape of meat’  
2 n a c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
1:57 ICL:A-indefinite ‘ ? ‘  
3 n b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
1:59 DCL:B-lf2 (2h) ‘ a shape of a bowl’ ICL:O>5-from-rt2-to-lf2+ ‘taking and putting something (meat) into the bowl’  







 


4 c b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
1:59 DCL:B-lf2 (2h) ‘ a shape of a bowl’ ICL:O>5-from-rt2-to-lf2+ ‘taking and putting something (meat) into the bowl’ 
5 c b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:02 ICL:A-indefinite ‘ ? ‘ 
6 n b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:03 ICL:5 –from-m2-to-rt2 ‘ ? ‘ 
7 c  b  c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:04 ICL:O>5-from-m2-to-lf2+ ‘taking and putting something (meat) into the bowl’ 
8 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
2:10 POSS’pro1’ SISTER SCL:1-from-rt1-to-lf2 ‘the sister is walking to the table’ SCL:1-from-m1-to-lf2 ‘ ? ‘ 
9 n b c m n n n n n y m o c o  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
3:00-6:36 Pretest Clause 14  
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3:11 GET-m2 MILK  
1 n c s t n n n y n m m o c e  
 
3:25 HAVE DCL:1-from-m3-to-lf2&rt2-to-m2 (2h) ‘ a shape and size of the paddock’  
2 c b c p n n n y n m m o c e  
 
3:28 DCL:4-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-m3 ‘the fence’ LCL:2-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘electrical wires’ ELECTRICa LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’  
3 c b c p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
3:28 DCL:4-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-m3 ‘the fence’ LCL:2-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘electrical wires’ ELECTRICa LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’  
4 c c c t n n n n n m m o c e  
 
3:28 DCL:4-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-m3 ‘the fence’ LCL:2-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘electrical wires’ ELECTRICa LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’  
5 n a c t n n n n n m m o c e  
 
3:33 IX2a-m2(the upper electrical wire) LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ ELECTRIC LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ 
6 c c p p n n n n n m m o c e  
 







 


3:33 IX2a-m2(the upper electrical wire) LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ ELECTRIC LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ 
7 c a c t n n n n n m m o c e  
 
3:34 IX2a-m2(the lower non-electrical wire) LCL:2-m2 (1h - wh) ‘electrical wires’ HAVE+NONE LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ 
8 c c p p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
3:34 IX2a-m2(the lower non-electrical wire) LCL:2-m2 (1h - wh) ‘electrical wires’ HAVE+NONE LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ 
9 c a c t n n n n n m m o c e  
 
3:36 AND LCL:2-m2 (1h - wh) ‘electrical wires’ OLD LCL:2-m2 (1h - wh) ‘electrical wires’  
10 n a c t n n n y n m m o c e  
 
3:36 AND LCL:2-m2 (1h - wh) ‘electrical wires’ OLD LCL:2-m2 (1h - wh) ‘electrical wires’ 
11 c a c t n n n n n m m o c e  
 
3:37 DCL: ? –indefinite ‘ ? ‘LCL:2-m2 (1h - wh) ‘electrical wires’ 
12 n a c t n n n n n m m o c e  
3:40 ELECTRIC LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ IX2a-m2(the first electrical wire) LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ ELECTRIC LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical 
wires’ 
13 n a c t n n n n n m m o c e  
3:40 ELECTRIC LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ IX2a-m2(the first electrical wire) LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical wires’ ELECTRIC LCL:2-m2 (1h -wh) ‘electrical 
wires’ 
14 n a p p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
6:42-10:04 Posttest Clause 13  (1298 –1310)  
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6:42 SEVEN YEAR AGO PRO1 HAVE CAR fs:WAGON DCL:C-from-m2-to-m1up ‘the wagon’  
1 c b c t n n n y n m m o c o  
6:57 PRO1 HAVE BACK DCL;5claws-from-m2-to-m1up ‘ the wagon ‘  TOO-MUCH BALLET SHOE DCL:G&5-on-body (2h) ‘a ballet dress’ MUSIC #CD  
PLAY (player)  
2 c a c t s n n n n m m o c o  
6:57 PRO1 HAVE BACK DCL;5claws-from-m2-to-m1up ‘ the wagon ‘  TOO-MUCH BALLET SHOE DCL:G&5-on-body (2h) ‘a ballet dress’ MUSIC #CD  
PLAY (player) 
3 c b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:10 PRO1+ DRIVE-towards-m2(very short movement)+ HOME-towards-m3 NIGHT OCLOCK-NINE NIGHT 







 


4 c c s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:10 PRO1+ DRIVE-towards-m2(very short movement)+ HOME-towards-m3 NIGHT OCLOCK-NINE NIGHT 
5 n a s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:24 PRO1 DRIVE-towards-m3 
6 c a s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:27 ICL:1-rt3-indefinite ‘clicking on the cruise control’ fs:CRUISE CONTROL 100 
7 c b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:42 MUSIC RADIOa IX1a-lf3 (wh) 
8 c n d p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:44 CHANGE “boring”-m2 WRONG “boring”-lf3 
9 n i o t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:44 CHANGE “boring”-m2 WRONG “boring”-lf3 
10 c a o t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:47 LOOK-AT-towards-lf2 IX1a-lf2 (wh) 
11 c a s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:47 LOOK-AT-towards-lf2 IX1a-lf2 (wh) 
12 c a p p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
7:48 ICL:G-lf2 (wh) ‘turning the volume’ 
13 c b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
10:09-13:25 Pretest Clause 13 (1311-1323) 
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10:13 PRO1* (POSS’pro’) FATHERa ALWAYS DRIVE-towards-m2 TRUCK IX?-m2 QUEENSLANDa IX3a-lf3 
1 c c s p s n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:13 PRO1* (POSS’pro’) FATHERa ALWAYS DRIVE-towards-m2 TRUCK IX?-m2 QUEENSLANDa IX3a-lf3 
2 n i p p n n n n n m m o c e  







 


 
10:13 PRO1* (POSS’pro’) FATHERa ALWAYS DRIVE-towards-m2 TRUCK IX?-m2 QUEENSLANDa IX3a-lf3 
3 c n d p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:21 LITTLE* TIME PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 WITH IX?-m2 
4 n a s p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:21 LITTLE* TIME PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 WITH IX?-m2 
5 n i p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:35 ALWAYS DRIVE-towards-m2 
6 c a s p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:39 SCL:1-lf2 (wh) ‘someone is standing next to his driver or passenger’ SCL:1-rt2 ‘someone is standing next to his driver or passenger’ TALK 
7 n b c m n n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:56 BECAUSE IX?-m2 (wh)  POSS’pro1’* (PRO1) IX?-m2 (wh) ALWAYS IX?-m2 (wh)  WATCH-towards-m2 IX?-m2 (wh) 
8 n c p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:56 BECAUSE IX?-m2 (wh)  POSS’pro1’* (PRO1) IX?-m2 (wh) ALWAYS IX?-m2 (wh)  WATCH-towards-m2 IX?-m2 (wh) 
9 n c p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:56 BECAUSE IX?-m2 (wh)  POSS’pro1’* (PRO1) IX?-m2 (wh) ALWAYS IX?-m2 (wh)  WATCH-towards-m2 IX?-m2 (wh) 
10 n c p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
10:56 BECAUSE IX?-m2 (wh)  POSS’pro1’* (PRO1) IX?-m2 (wh) ALWAYS IX?-m2 (wh)  WATCH-towards-m2 IX?-m2 (wh) 
11 n c p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
11:01 WATCH-towards-lf2down (wh) ALL BEAUTIFUL WOMEN 
12 c c a o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
11:04 WINDOW LCL:B-lf2 (2h – side) ‘the window on the left side of the truck’ ’ ICL:S-lf2 ‘rotating the knob with his right hand’ 
13 c b c p s n n n n m m o c e  
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
13:27-18:18 Posttest Clause 16 (1324 –1339)  
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13:37 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 CENTRE GO-OUT-towards-m2(redundant) SHOPPING 
1 n  c s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
13:44 CL:5-indefinite ‘ ? ‘  BUY BOXa-rt2 ICL:5-from-lf2-to-rt2 (2h) ‘taking fishes to the box’ 
2 n b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
13:44 CL:5-indefinite ‘ ? ‘  BUY BOXa-rt2 ICL:5-from-lf2-to-rt2 (2h) ‘taking fishes to the box’ 
3 n b o p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
13:44 CL:5-indefinite ‘ ? ‘  BUY BOXa-rt2 ICL:5-from-lf2-to-rt2 (2h) ‘taking fishes to the box’ 
4 c b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
13:50 SCL:5-from-rt2outer-to-rt2 ‘the lid is put on the top’ 
5 c b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
13:51 DCL:G-rt2/ICL:G-rt2 (2h) ‘tying a knot around the box’ 
6 c b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
13:54 WALK-TO WORK IX3a-lf3 
7 c n d p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
13:58 GIVE-towards-m3 
8 c i a o n n n n n m m o c o  
 
14:01 <rs: ? SURPRISE WHAT IX2a-m1 
9 c i p t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
14:03 <rs:narrator LOOK-AT-towards-m1.. > 
10 c a s t s n n n n m m o c o  
 
14:05 <rs: ? ICL:G-rt2 (2h) ‘opening a knot around the box’ (omission of role shift) 
11 n b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
14:06 ICL:5claws-from-m2-to-rt2 ‘taking the lid off’ (omission of role shift) 
12 n b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
14:07 LOOK-AT-m1 SURPRISED AGAPE (omission of role shift) 
13 n a s t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
14:11 THANK-YOU-towards-m2 (omission of role shift) 
 14 n i s s n n n n n m m o c o  
 
14:16 LOOK-ROUND-m2 (omission of role shift) 
15 n a s t n n n n n m m o c o  
 







 


14:19 DRIVE-towards-m2 HOME-towards-m3 (omission of role shift) 
16 n c s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
0:03-3:54 Pretest Clause 14 (1340 –1353)  
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0:03 FOUR-YEAR-AGO PRO1 (HS:B)* GO-OUT-rt2 EUROPE MYSELF  
1 n c s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:10 BUT MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2++ (towards each other) FRIEND ALL-from-lf2-to-m2-to-rt2(horizontal)* EUROPE  
2 n c a o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:10 BUT MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2++ (towards each other) FRIEND ALL-from-lf2-to-m2-to-rt2(horizontal)* EUROPE 
3 n c o p n n n n n y m o c e  
  
0:23 GO-OUT-rt2  
4 n c s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:24 MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2++ (towards each other)  FRIEND FRANCEb 
5 n i a o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:29 GO-OUT-rt2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN FROM GERMANYa IX3b-rt2 FRANCE 
6 n c s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:29 GO-OUT-rt2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN FROM GERMANYa IX3a-m2 to 3b-rt2 FRANCE 
7 n n d p n n n y n y m o c e  
  
0:41 WAIT++ ONE HOUR NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
8 n c s t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:48 LIST-middle (listing principle) IX2a-middle PRO1 BUY WRONG DCL:C>O-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘a ticket’ 
9 n n p t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:48 LIST-middle (listing principle) IX2a-middle PRO1 BUY WRONG DCL:C>O-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘a ticket’ 
10 c b c t n n n n n y m o c e  
0:56 PRO1 SCL:Vbent-m2 ‘the narrator is kneeling in the train’ LCL:B-m2 (wh – palm up) ‘the floor in the train’ ELECTRIC-TRAIN PERHAPS 2ND – 3RD* HOUR 







 


11 n b c s s n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:02 BEFORE MAN COME-from-rt2-to-m2  
12 c a a s s n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:05 ASK-from-m2-to-m1(chin and chest)  
13 n i a s n n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:07 PLEASE SEE-towards-m2up DCL:C>O-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘a ticket’ 
14 c c s t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
3:54-6:45 Posttest Clause 12 (1354 –1365)  
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3:56 PRO1 (HS:5)* GO-OUT-rt2 BALLET SCHOOL FULL TIME  
1 n c s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:02 LAST DAY fs:TERM PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) CLASS HAVE fs:PERFORMANCE SHOW-towards-lf2&rt2  
2 n n a t n n n y n y m o c o  
 
4:16 PRO1 “our”-from-m1-to-rt2-to-m1* MOTHER+FATHER  
3 n c o m n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:19 WHAT “our”-from-m1-to-rt2-to-m1* CAN fs:DO  
4 n a o m n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:24 fs:PUBLIC PRINT* DCL:C>O-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘a ticket’   
5 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:24 COME-from-rt3-to-m2 
6 n i s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:31 SEE-towards-m2 
7 n a s t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:45 PRO1 NOT ON DCL:1-from-m3-to-rt2&lf2-to-m2 (2h) ‘ shape of a dance floor’ 







 


8 c b c p s n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:48 BUT SCL:4-rt2&lf2 (2h – fingertips towards-m2down) ‘ ? ‘ EIGHT PEOPLE ON DCL:1-from-m3-to-rt2&lf2-to-m2 (2h) ‘ shape of a dance floor’ 
9 n b c o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:48 BUT SCL:4-rt2&lf2 (2h – fingertips towards-m2down) ‘ ? ‘ EIGHT PEOPLE ON DCL:1-from-m3-to-rt2&lf2-to-m2 (2h) ‘ shape of a dance floor’ 
10 c a c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:55 SCL:4-rt2&lf2 (2h – fingertips towards-m2down) ‘ ? ‘ BPCL:1-m2 (2h alt) ‘quickening and goose-stepping’  
11 n b c o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:55 SCL:4-rt2&lf2 (2h – fingertips towards-m2down) ‘ ? ‘ BPCL:1-m2 (2h alt) ‘quickening and goose-stepping’ 
12 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
6:50-10:56 Pretest Clause 13 (1366 –1378)  
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6:57 LAST NIGHT PRO1 GO-OUT-m2  
1 c n s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:58 SEE-towards-m2 fs:JOHN fs:FARNHAM  
2 c c a o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
7:16 BEG PLEASE+ SONG “PLEASE fs:DON’T ASK-towards-m2 POSS’pro1’* (PRO1)”  
3 n i a o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
7:46 IX?-lf2 HAVE NEW PAST SONG WOMAN fs:BACKING SONG  
4 n i   p o n n n y n y m o c e  
 
8:00 TWO-m2 ONE-m2 MAN ONE-m2 WOMAN 
5 n c o o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
8:00 TWO-m2 ONE-m2 MAN ONE-m2 WOMAN 
6 n c o o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
8:07 WOMAN IX?-lf2 (English word-mouthing –her) 
7 n n d o s n n n n y m o c e  







 


 
MOTHER ENTER-towards-m2 VIDEO SONG (English word-mouthing – music) VIDEO #FOR fs;SADIE FOR-AGES 
8 c c s t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
8:27 PLUS (and) IX?-lf2 fs:DAUGHTER DINNER (English word-mouthing – daughter) (interruption – forget) DAUGHTERa IX1a-lf2(redundant) DAUGHTERa PAST 
SING 
9 n n d o s n n y n y m o c e  
 
8:53 IX1a-lf2* (POSS’daughter’- English word-mouthing –her) fs:DANNI NEXT NAME fs:GAZA 
10 n a p o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
9:07 NOW HAVE IX1a-lf2* (POSS’daughter’- English word-mouthing –her) fs:OWN SONG (English word-mouthing – music)  #CD 
11 n a p o n n n n n y m o c e  
9:24 IX?-m2 IX1a-lf2 SING MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other)* (English word-mouthing – together) “PLEASE fs:DON’T ASK-towards-m2 
POSS’pro1’ 
12 n i p o s n n n n y m o c e  
9:24 IX?-m2 IX1a-lf2 SING MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other)* (English word-mouthing – together) “PLEASE fs:DON’T ASK-towards-m2 
POSS’pro1’ 
13 n a p o n n n n s y m o c e  
 
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
11:00-14:40 Postest Clause 14  (1379 –1392)  
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11:10 LOVE IX2a-lf2down+  
1 c i p t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
11:12 PRO1 NAME* (CALL-towards-lf2)  
2 n a a t n n n y n y m o c o  
 
11:44  WILL GO-OUT-m2 IN-m2 fs:PENa 
3 n c s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
11:44 WILL GO-OUT-m2up IN-m2 fs:PENa 
4 n c o p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
11:53 DAY TIME #MARY GIVE-towards-m3 (English word-mouthing – allow) “area”-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-m1 







 


5 n i a t s n n n n y m o c o  
 
11:53 DAY TIME #MARY GIVE-towards-m3 (English word-mouthing – allow) “area”-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-m1 
6 n b o p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
11:58 NIGHT #MARY MUST ENTER-m2 
7 n a s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
12:02 IX3a-rt2+ fs:PEN YES 
8 n n d p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
12:06 POSS’pro’ HOUSEb IX3b-m3++ 
9 c i p p s n n n n y m o c o  
 
12:09 IX3c-lf2 (wh) IX3c-lf2 SWIMMING fs:POOLc DCL:1-from-lf3-to-lf2 (2h) ‘a shape of the swimming pool’ IX3c-lf2 
10 c b d p s n n n n y m o c o  
 
12:09 IX3c-lf2 (wh) IX3c-lf2 SWIMMING fs:POOLc DCL:1-from-lf3-to-lf2 (2h) ‘a shape of the swimming pool’ IX3c-lf2 (redundancy) 
12 n b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
12:12 IX3d-lf1 (wh) IX3d-lf1 TENNIS fs:COURT YES 
12 c b d p s n n n n y m o c o  
 
12:20 IX3a-rt2+ fs:PEN YES   
13 c b d p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
12:25 PRO1 HALF HOUR SCL:1pro1-m1 ‘I am walking with the goat’ SCL:Vbent2a-lf1 ‘the goat is walking’  
14 n b c m s n n n n y m o c o  
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
14:46-19:13 Pretest Clause 15 (1393 –1407)   
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15:23 TWO IX1b-middle (wh) fs:STEP (interruption) fs:STEPHHANIEb IX1b-m2 AGE-NINE   
1 n c p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
15:23 TWO IX1b-middle (wh) fs:STEP (interruption) fs:STEPHHANIEb IX1b-m2 AGE-NINE 
2 c n d o n n n n n m m o c e  







 


 
16:00 TWO IX1c-index (wh)* fs:TOMc TWO IX1d-middle (wh)* fs:JACK LOVE DUCK 
3 n c p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
16:00 TWO IX1c-index (wh)* fs:TOMc TWO IX1d-middle (wh)* fs:JACK LOVE DUCK 
4 n c p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
16:21 POSS’pro1’ DAUGHTER SEE-towards-m2 (English word-mouthing – visit) IX?-m2 (English word-mouthing – my) SISTER 
5 n c a o s n n n n m m o c e  
 
16:21 POSS’pro1’ DAUGHTER SEE-towards-m2 (English word-mouthing – visit) IX?-m2 (English word-mouthing – my) SISTER 
6 n n d o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
16:28 IX?-m2 PLAY DUCK 
7 n i p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
16:31 BUT fs:STEPH IX1b-m2 “be-feared” IX2a-m2 DUCK 
8 c n d o s n n n n m m o c e  
 
16:31 BUT fs:STEPH IX1b-m2 “be-feared” IX2a-m2 DUCK 
9 n n d t n l n n n m m o c e  
 
16:44 POSS’pro1’ SISTER IN-m2 KITCHEN  
10 c c o p s n n n n m m o c e  
 
17:07 SISTER RUN IX3-m2 (English word-mouthing – outside)  
11 c b o p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
17:09 DOORb IX2b-m2(SV) IX?-m2  
12 c a s p s n n n n m m o c e  
 
17:09 DOORb IX2b-m2+ IX?-m2 
13 c b p p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
17:38 ICL:S-m2 ‘digging something with a spade’ ICL:S-from-rt1up-to-m2 ‘hitting a duck with the spade’ 
14 c b c p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
17:38 ICL:S-m2 ‘digging something with a spade’ ICL:S-from-rt1up-to-m2 ‘hitting a duck with the spade’ 
15 c b c t n n n n n m m o c e  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
19:18-22:21 Posttest Clause 13 (1408 – 1420)  
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19:26 IX?-m2 (English word-mouthing – her) BOY+FRIENDa POSS’pro1’ BOY+FRIENDb TWO-THEM1a/b-rt2 FRIEND  
1 n n p o s n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:26 IX?-m2 (English word-mouthing – her) BOY+FRIENDa POSS’pro1’ BOY+FRIENDb TWO-THEM1a/b-rt2 FRIEND 
2 c i p o n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:32 IX1a/b-rt2 RICH* (LIVE) MELBOURNE 
3 n i p o s n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:36 #FRIDAY NIGHT RING-(on ear) 
4 n i a m n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:39 TWO-THEM1a/b-rt2 COME-from-m2-to-m1 
5 c a p o s n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:39 TWO-THEM1a/b-rt2 COME-from-m2-to-m1 
6 n i s p n n n y n m m o c o  
 
19:41 VISIT-towards-m2 IX?-m2  
7 n i a o n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:41 VISIT-towards-m2 IX?-m2 
8 n i p o n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:43 POSS’pro1’ SISTERc TWO-THEM1a/c-rt2* PRO1 SLEEP  
9 n n d m s n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:48 IX1a/b-rt2 COME-from-m2-to-m1  
10 n i p o s n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:48 IX1a/b-rt2 COME-from-m2-to-  m1  
11 n a s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:50 NOT COME-from-m2-to-m1 HOUSE  
12 n a s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
19:53 CAR or COFFEE (English word-mouthing – traffic)  STREET IX3a-m3 fs:HAYSHED (interruption) fs:HAYSHED IX3a-m2down (redundant)   
13 n n d p s n n n n m m o c o  







 


 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
8:07 -9:32 Pretest Clause 9 (1443 – 1451)  
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8:11 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER COME-from-rt2-to-m2 HOME-m2  
1 n c s p s n n y n y m o c e  
8:13 #? (one-handed fingerspelling sign loan?)-rt2 GIVE-from-rt2-to-pro1 DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down(2h) ‘a shape and a size of something’ 
(likely a box) RED RIBBON LCL:G-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down&from-m2-to-m1&m3-to-m1down&m3down ‘a binding of something’ DCL:1-
lf2&rt2 ‘very small circular something on the thing’ 
2 n n o o s n n n n y m o c e  
8:13 #? (one-handed fingerspelling sign loan?)-rt2 GIVE-from-rt2-to-pro1 DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down(2h) ‘a shape and a size of something’ 
(likely a box) RED RIBBON LCL:G-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down&from-m2-to-m1&m3-to-m1down&m3down ‘a binding of something’ DCL:1-
lf2&rt2 ‘very small circular something on the thing’ 
3 c a a s n n n n n y m o c e  
8:13 #? (one-handed fingerspelling sign loan?)-rt2 GIVE-from-rt2-to-pro1 DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down(2h) ‘a shape and a size of something’ 
(likely a box) RED RIBBON LCL:G-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down&from-m2-to-m1&m3-to-m1down&m3down ‘a binding of something’ DCL:1-
lf2&rt2 ‘very small circular something on the thing’ 
4 c b c t n n n n n y m o c e  
8:13 #? (one-handed fingerspelling sign loan?)-rt2 GIVE-from-rt2-to-pro1 DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down(2h) ‘a shape and a size of something’ 
(likely a box) RED RIBBON LCL:G-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down&from-m2-to-m1&m3-to-m1down&m3down ‘a binding of something’ DCL:1-
lf2&rt2 ‘very small circular something on the thing’ 
5 c a c t n n n n n y m o c e  
8:13 #? (one-handed fingerspelling sign loan?)-rt2 GIVE-from-rt2-to-pro1 DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down(2h) ‘a shape and a size of something’ 
(likely a box) RED RIBBON LCL:G-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2-to-lf2down&rt2down-to-m2down&from-m2-to-m1&m3-to-m1down&m3down ‘a binding of something’ DCL:1-
lf2&rt2 ‘very small circular something on the thing’ 
6 c a c t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
8:27 ICL:G-indefinite (2h) ‘removing the ribbon’ 
7 c a c t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
8:29 ICL:C-from-m2-to-lf2 (2h) ‘removing the lid’ 
8 c a p t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
8:30 IX2a-m2down+ LITTLE BABY DUCK  
9 c a c t n n n n n y m o c e  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
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4:31 FIRST YEAR PRO1 (HS:B)* RICH* (live) NEAR fs:LA TROBE UNIVERSITY (know) IX3a-lf1distant (exophoric reference)  
1 n e p p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:43 GO-OUT-towards-m2 PUBa   
2 n c s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:59 WEEK BEFORE IX?-m2 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER GIVE-from-m2-to-pro1 LITTLE BAG DCL:G-from-m2up-to-m2 
3 c a a s s n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:59 WEEK BEFORE IX?-m2 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER GIVE-pro1 LITTLE BAG DCL:G-from-m2up-to-m2 
4 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
5:05 FULL ONE DOLLAR DCL:F-m2 ‘a coin of one dollar’ #FOR WASHING-MACHINE 
5 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
5:13 PRO1 PHONE-towards-rt2&m1 5-rt2 6-m2 FRIEND 
6 c c a o s n n n n y m o c o  
 
5:16 COME-from-rt2-to-m1 COME-from-rt2-to-m1 (wh)+ (awkward sign and signed English) 
7 n i s p n n n y n y m o c o  
 
5:20 IX1a-rt2 DRIVE-towards-m3 
8 c i p o s n n n n y m o c o  
 
5:20 IX1a-rt2 DRIVE-towards-m3 
9 n c p p s n n n n y m o c o  
 
5:23 SCL:B-from-rt2-to-m3-to-lf3 IX3a-lf3 PUBa (“look-down-upon” – inappropriate)  
10 n b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
5:23 SCL:B-from-rt2-to-m3-to-lf3 IX3a-lf3 PUBa (“look-down-upon” – inappropriate) 
11 n n d p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
5:26 SCL:1-from-rt1-to-lf2(wh) ‘the narrator is riding on the car’ SCL:4-from-rt1-to-lf2 ‘narrator’s four friends are riding on the car’ (inappropriate)  
12 n b c s n n n n n y m o c o  
 







 


5:26 SCL:1-from-rt1-to-lf2(wh) ‘the narrator is riding on the car’ SCL:4-from-rt1-to-lf2 ‘narrator’s four friends are riding on the car’ (inappropriate)  
13 n b c o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
5:28 PRO1 GO-OUT/LEAVE  COUNTER  
14 n c s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
13:31-16:30 Pretest Clause 12 (1466 –1477)  
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13:44 PRO1 fs:MINIBUS DRIVE-m1 SMALL DCL:C-m2 (2h) ‘a shape and a size of the bus’    
1 n c s p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:44 PRO1 fs:MINIBUS DRIVE-m2 SMALL DCL:C-m2 (2h) ‘a shape and a size of the bus’  (inappropriate classifier sign)  
2 n b c t n n n n n m m o c e  
 
  PICK-UP-from-lf2-to-m2 HOTEL 
3 n a a s n n n n n m m o c e  
 
13:54 DROP-m2 (not sure) 
4 n i a o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
14:06 WOMANa IX1a-lf1+ (look-down-upon view) MAN IX1a-lf1outer+ 
5 n b p o s n n n n m m o c e  
 
14:06 WOMANa IX1a-lf1+ MAN IX1a-lf1outer+ 
6 n b p o n n n n n m m o c e  
 
14:13 PRO1 WINDOW-lf2(left side)* LOOK-ROUND-lf2(indefinite) 
7 n b o p S   n n n n m m o c e  
 
14:13 PRO1 WINDOW-lf2(left side)* LOOK-ROUND-lf2(indefinite) 
8 c a s p n n n n n m m o c e  
 
14:17 BUS SCL:B-from-m1-to-rt2up-to-m3-cont (zig zag)  
9 c b c p s n n n n m m o c e  
 







 


14:23 LADY NEXT-from-m1-to-rt1 HUSBAND SICK 
10 c a o o s n n n n m m o c e  
 
14:33 DRIVE-towards-m2(slightly – English wordmouthing – bus)  BPCL:B-towards-m3 ‘suddenly applying the brake’ 
11 n n s p n n n y n m m o c e  
 
14:33 BUS  BPCL:B-towards-m3 ‘suddenly applying the brake’ 
12 c b c t n n n n n m m o c e  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
16:33-20:55 Posttest Clause 15 (1478 – 1492)  
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16:42 STAY-m2 BOAT SMALL BOAT fs:NILE  
1 c c s t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
17:03 SCL:B-from-m2-to-m3(wh) ‘ a boat is cruising at front of the line’ SCL:B-from-m1-to-m2 ‘another boat is cruising behind the boat’  
2 n b c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
17:06 BPCL:B-m2(on one of the boats) ‘a sail is billowing in the wind’ SCL:B-from-m2-to-m3(wh) ‘the boat with the sail’  
3 n b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
 
17:09 SCL:B-from-m2-to-m3(wh) ‘ a boat is cruising at front of the line’ SCL:B-from-m1-to-m2 ‘another boat is cruising behind the boat’ 
4 n a c p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
17:18 (pantomime- washing the narrator’s body with soap) IN-m2 fs;NILE (pantomime- washing the narrator’s body with soap) 
5 n c o p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
17:44 GO-OUT-rt2 SHOP  
6 n c s p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
17:53 DOOR-OPEN-CLOSE* LOOK-AROUND-indefinite  
7 n a s p n n n n n m m o c o  
18:00 CORNER-rt3 TABLE-rt2(facing a wall?) TABLE-rt3(facing a wall?) TABLEa-m3 IX2a-m3 SHELF-lf2(facing a wall?) DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up++ ‘a shape and a size 
of bottles’ PUB* DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up ‘a shape and a size of bottles’(redundant)  
8 c b o p n n n n n m m o c o  
18:00 CORNER-rt3 TABLE-rt2(facing a wall?) TABLE-rt3(facing a wall?) TABLEa-m3 IX2a-m3 SHELF-lf2(facing a wall?) DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up++ ‘a shape and a size 







 


of bottles’ PUB* DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up ‘a shape and a size of bottles’(redundant) 
9 n b o p n n n n n m m o c o  
18:00 CORNER-rt3 TABLE-rt2(facing a wall?) TABLE-rt3(facing a wall?) TABLEa-m3 IX2a-m3 SHELF-lf2(facing a wall?) DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up++ ‘a shape and a size 
of bottles’ PUB* DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up ‘a shape and a size of bottles’(redundant) 
10 n a o p n n n n n m m o c o  
18:00 CORNER-rt3 TABLE-rt2(facing a wall?) TABLE-rt3(facing a wall?) TABLEa-m3 IX2a-m3 SHELF-lf2(facing a wall?) DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up++ ‘a shape and a size 
of bottles’ PUB* DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up ‘a shape and a size of bottles’(redundant) 
11 n a o p n n n n n m m o c o  
18:00 CORNER-rt3 TABLE-rt2(facing a wall?) TABLE-rt3(facing a wall?) TABLEa-m3 IX2a-m3 SHELF-lf2(facing a wall?) DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up++ ‘a shape and a size 
of bottles’ PUB* DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up ‘a shape and a size of bottles’(redundant) 
12 c n d p n n n n n m m o c o  
18:00 CORNER-rt3 TABLE-rt2(facing a wall?) TABLE-rt3(facing a wall?) TABLEa-m3 IX2a-m3 SHELF-lf2(facing a wall?) DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up++ ‘a shape and a size 
of bottles’ PUB* DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up ‘a shape and a size of bottles’(redundant) 
13 n a o p n n n n n m m o c o  
18:00 CORNER-rt3 TABLE-rt2(facing a wall?) TABLE-rt3(facing a wall?) TABLEa-m3 IX2a-m3 SHELF-lf2(facing a wall?) DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up++ ‘a shape and a size 
of bottles’ PUB* DCL:C-from-lf2-to-lf2up ‘a shape and a size of bottles’(redundant) 
14 n b c t n n n n n m m o c o  
18:13 FIRST TABLE-rt3(facing a wall?) HAVE* (have to) SHOW PASSPORT  
 
15 n a o p n n n n n m m o c o  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
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0:37 (turning back) LOOK-AT-towards-rt1 (turning back, looking at back of the narrator and turning her head to view the camera) 
1 c b a p n n n n n t m o c e  
 
0:40 SEE-towards-m2 FIVE BOY CAR-towards-m3* 
2 c c a o n n n n n t m o c e  
 
0:40 SEE-towards-m2 FIVE BOY CAR-towards-m3* 
3 n i s p n n n n n t m o c e  
 
0:45 (turning back) LOOK-AT-towards-rt1 
4 c a a o n n n n n t m o c e  
 







 


0:46 LOOK-AT-from-(back)-to-rt2 DCL:C-from-m2up-to-m2down ‘something – likely a pole or a stobie’  “the narrator is hit by something”-m2 
5 c c s t n n n n n t m o c e  
 
0:46 LOOK-AT-from-(back)-to-rt2 DCL:C-from-m2up-to-m2down ‘something – likely a round pole or a stobie pole’  “the narrator is hit by something”-m2 
6 n b c t n n n n n t m o c e  
 
0:46 LOOK-AT-from-(back)-to-rt2 DCL:C-from-m2up-to-m2down ‘something – likely a pole or a stobie’  “the narrator is hit by something”-m2 (awakard sign – perhaps 
gesture) 
7 n i o t n n n n n t m o c e  
 
0:50 SCL:Vpro1 from-m1-to-lf2 (2h) ‘I am falling to ground’(awakard CL sign) 
8 n b c s n n n n n t m o c e  
 
0:51 SCL:Vpro1 from-m1-to-lf2 (2h) ‘I am falling to ground’(awakard CL sign) FOR FIVE MINUTE 
9 n a c s n n n n n t m o c e  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
1:07-4:10 Posttest Clause 13 (1430 – 1442)  
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1:20 STUDY IX3a-rt2  (Tasmanian University) 
1 c i p p n n n n n t m o c o  
 
1:21 CANT LIVE WITH FAMILY IXthere-rt3 (the family’s house is far from the university) 
2 n i p p n n n n n t m o c o  
 
1:26 IX3a  -rt2+ HAVE+NONE GIRL IX3a-rt2(redundancy)  
3 c a p p s n n n n t m o c o  
 
1:28 BUT IX3a-m2 CAN HAVE PARTY 
4 n a p p s n n n n t m o c o  
 
1:38 ONE DAY PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) FRIEND fs:MICHAEL PLUS (and) PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 IX3a-rt2 (wh) ACCOMMODATION IX3a-rt2 (wh) (redundancy) 
5 n c s p s n n n n t m o c o  
 
1:38 ONE DAY PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) FRIEND fs:MICHAEL PLUS (and) PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 IX3a-rt2 (wh) ACCOMMODATION IX3a-rt2 (wh) (redundancy) 
6 c a o p s n n n n t m o c o  
 







 


1:45 COME-from-rt2-to-m2 IX3a-rt2 (wh) (redundancy)  
7 n a s p n n n y n t m o c o  
 
1:45 IX?-m2 HOMEtowards-lf2 PERHAPS OCLOCK-ONE 
8 n i p p n n n n n t m o c o  
 
1:45 IX?-m2 HOMEtowards-lf2 PERHAPS OCLOCK-ONE 
9 n a s p n n n n n t m o c o  
 
1:49 SCL:V-from-m1-to-m2 ‘walking to the place where a lot of people are dancing’(awkward signing sequence) 
10 n a o p n n n n n t m o c o  
 
1:50 ICL:S-from-lf2-to-rt2 ‘opening a door’ 
11 c b c t n n n n n t m o c o  
 
2:08 PRO1 CANT-BE IX?-rt2  
12 n i p p s n n n n t m o c o  
  
2:11 WHY(rhet-q) GIRL HAVE GO-OUT-towards-rt2 12:30 
13 n b s p s n n y n t m o c o  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
0:02-3:36 Pretest Clause 14 (1493 – 1506)  
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0:11 ONE-YEAR-AGO #TASMANIA ASK-from-m2-to-m1(chin & chest)  
1 c i a s n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:16 GO-OUT-towards-m2 
2 n i s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:24 BUY DCL:L>O4-m2 ‘a ticket’  
3 c b c t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:26 GO-OUT-towards-m2  
4 n a s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 







 


0:30 ASK-from-m2-to-m1(chin & chest) 
5 c a a s n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:32 fs:IF MOTHER PLUS(and) BROTHER COME-from-m2-to-m1 (come here)   
6 n i s p s n n y n y m o c e  


0:46 TELL-towards-m1 (interruption) TELL-from-m1-to-(chin & chest) (ABOUT?) 
7 n a a s n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:53 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m1  
8 n i s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
0:54 FLY-from-rt2-to-lf2-to-m3(indefinite–body forward)  
9 n i s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:00 FIRST NIGHT PRO1 ORDER-towards-m2 WINE WITH PRO1* DINNER  
10 n c s t s n n y n y m o c e  
 
1:09 MOTHER TURN-AROUND-rt2+STARE-AT-towards-m1(pro1)  
11 c a a s s n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:14 “ignoring”-rt2+   
12 c a o o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:21 LIST2-middle(wh) IX2a-middle DAY CAR DRIVE-from-m2-to-m3  
13 n a p t n n n n n y m o c e  
 
1:21 LIST-middle(wh) IX2a-middle DAY CAR DRIVE-from-m2-to-m3 (ergative verb?)  
14 n i s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
3:39 -5:55 Posttest Clause 11  
 
DVD4e 
MT2 
03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD4e 
MT2 
03 


CIA 
S15  


Dependant 
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ref 
coh 
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ref 
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type referent  
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reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S15  


 
4:02 LOT PEOPLE PCL:5-from-m1-to-m2 (2h) ‘people crowd a place’ (inappropriate classifier sign)  
1 n a s o s n n y n y m o c o  
 







 


4:06 #FRIDAY NIGHT EVERYONE GO-OUT-rt2 PUB  
2 n c s p s n n y n y m o c o  
 
4:11 SCL:4-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘ a huge crowd gathered in the pub’* “full” -from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (inappropriate classifier sign) 
3 n b c o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:11 SCL:4-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘ a huge crowd gathered in the pub’ “full or every” -from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (not appropriate collocation) 
4 n a o o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:16 STREET-from-lf2-to-rt2 (2h – parallel) NOT CAR STREET-from-lf2-to-rt2 (redundancy) 
5 n b o p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:19 PEOPLE SCL:4-from-m1-to-m2 (2h) ‘two lines of people on the street’ (inappropriate classifier sign) 
6 n a c o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
 4:26 MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other) PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) FRIEND OCLOCK-SEVEN 
7 n c a o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:33 DRINK++ ECL:L>O4-from-m2-to-rt2 ‘someone drains a glass of ?’  ECL:L>O4-from-m2-to-lf2 (wh) ‘someone drains a glass of ?’ 
8 n i a o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:50 ONE-m3 TWO-rt3 THREE-rt2 FOUR-rt1 FIVE-m1 PLAY-EIGHT-BALL 
9 n a o p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:54 TURN-AROUND+LOOK-AT-towards-lf2 BOY 
10 c c a o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
4:55 FRIEND TELL-pro1  
11  c a a s s n n n n y m o c o  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
6:02-9:17 Pretest Clause 13 (left-hander) (1518 –1530)  
 
DVD5e 
MT2 
03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD5e 
MT2 
03 


CIA 
S16  


Dependant 
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ref 
coh 
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ref 
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type referent  


Switch 
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type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S16  


 
6:16 GO-OUT-lf2 fs:PORT fs:FAIRY WITH BEST FRIEND 
1 n c s p n n n y n y m o c e  
 







 


6:23 IX?-lf2 (her friend’s family?) FAMILY-lf2   
2 n a p o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:23 IX?-lf2 (her friend’s family?) FAMILY-lf2 
3 c a o p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:28 GO-OUT-lf2 
4 n a s p n n n y n y m o c e  
 
6:29 DRIVE-towards-m3 
5 n a s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:31 ARRIVE-m3 CAMP 
6 c c s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:36 ICL:S-indefinite (2h) ‘holding up her hands with tent poles’(inappropriate classifier signs) 
7 n b c p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:38 SHARE WITH FRIEND PLUS(and) ANOTHER GIRLa IX1a-lf2 
8 n n d o n n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:47 GIRL CLOTHES ICL:A1>51-indefinite (2h – alt) ‘the girl is untidily unpacking her bag’ 
9 c b c p s n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:55 <rs:narrator CANT SEE-towards-m1down…..> 
10 c a s p s n n n n y m o c e  
 
6:58 GO-OUT-lf2 FUN  
11 c b s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
7:01 SCOUT-ROUND-indefinite  
12 c b s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
7:O7 WALK-towards-lf2  
13 n c s p n n n n n y m o c e  
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
9:24-13:00 Posttest Clause 13 (left hander) (1531 –1543)  
 
DVD5e 
MT2 
03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD5e 
MT2 
03 


CIA Dependant ref ref referent  Switch Switch role english G-B age region contact course Pretest CIA 







 


S16  variable coh 
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sign 
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reference 
type s 


reference 
type l 


shift influence approach hrs or 
posttest 


S16  


 
9:24 #TUESDAY LAST+WEEK TALK SCHOOL fs:JENNYa IX1a-rt 2 (exophoric reference) TALK(redundancy)  
1 c e p o n n n n n y m o c o  
 
9:39 <rs:? (presume it is Kim) … COME-from-lf1-to-m2 fs;YOGA fs:YOGA(repeat)  
2 n c s p n n r n n y m o c o  
 
9:55 <rs:? (presume it is jenny) OCLOCK-HALF+ELEVEN ARRIVE-from-lf2-to-m2 POSS’pro1’ HOUSE >  
3 c c s p n l n n n y m o c o  
 
10:01 #WEDNESDAY SCL:B-from-lf2-to-rt3 ‘the car is driving to her place (presume it is jenny’s)’ HOME-rt3 HOUSEa-rt2 IX3a-rt3  
4 n b c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:01 #WEDNESDAY SCL:B-from-lf2-to-rt3 ‘driving to her place (presume it is jenny’s)’ HOME-rt3 HOUSEa-rt2 IX3a-rt3 
5 n a o p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:01 #WEDNESDAY SCL:B-from-lf2-to-rt3 ‘driving to her place (presume it is jenny’s)’ HOME-rt3 HOUSEa-rt2 IX3a-rt3 
6 n a o p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:01 #WEDNESDAY SCL:B-from-lf2-to-rt3 ‘driving to her place (presume it is jenny’s)’ HOME-rt3 HOUSEa-rt2 IX3a-rt3 
7 n a p p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:11 SCL:G1-from-lf1-to-m2 ‘jenny is walking to the narrator’s car’ SCL:G1-from-lf1-to-m2 (wh) ‘the narrator is walking to her car’ 
8 n b c m n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:12 SCL:V2-m2 (2h) ‘getting in the car’ CAR  
9 n b c m n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:13 SCL:B-from-m2-to-rt3 ‘driving there’  
10 n a c p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:16 ARRIVE-rt3  
11 n a s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:17 STOP-rt3  
12 n a s p n n n n n y m o c o  
 
10:21 ICL:A2-from-m2-to-rt2 (wh) ‘opening the car door’  
13 c b c t n n n n n y m o c o  
 
  
 


 







 


Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
8:35 -11:42 Pretest Clause 13  (993 –1005)  
 
DVD1d(p) 
PT1 03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD1d(p) 
PT1 03 
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8:40 FINISH GO-OUT-towards-rt2up FRANCE  
1 n c s p n n n y n m p o c e  
 
9:24 TWO-Uspro/1a FLIRT-m2 
2 c i p m s n n n n m p o c e  
 
9:24 TWO-Uspro/1a FLIRT-m2 
3 n a a m n n n n n m p o c e  
 
9:28 NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 MONTH TWO-Uspro/1a GO-STEADY 
4 n c o o n n n n n m p o c e  
 
9:28 NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 MONTH TWO-Uspro/1a GO-STEADY 
5 c a p m n n n n n m p o c e  
 
9:57 MOTHER <rs:mother ASK-towards-m2 IXpro1-m2 WANT MORE FOOD> 
6 c c a s s n n n n m p o c e  
 
9:57 MOTHER <rs:mother ASK-towards-m2 IXpro1-m2 WANT MORE FOOD> 
7 c i p s n n n n n m p o c e  
 
10:06 fs:HOW TELL/SAY-towards-m2 FRENCH 
8 c c s t n n n n n m p o c e  
 
10:21 SUDDENLY EVERYONE LCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 ‘table is located in the middle’ 
9 n b c t s n n n n m p o c e  
 
10:27 SEE-towards-rt2 PRO1* 
10 n a a s s n n n n m p o c e  
 
10:30 POSS-pro1 BOY+FRIEND NEXT PRO1* BCL: ‘anxious and shocked’ 
11 c b o o s n n n n m p o c e  
 
10:41 WHAT WRONG TELL-rt2  
12 n i a o n n n n n m p o c e  
 







 


10:48 GIRL 18-AGE SAY-towards-m2  
13 c i a s s n n n n m p o c e  
 
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
3:57-8:00 Posttest Clause 15 (1006 –1020)    
 
 
DVD1d 
PT1 03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD1d 
PT1 03 
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CIA 
S5  


 
4:13 MEET-from-m3-to-m2 & -from-m1-to-m2 (towards each other)  FRIEND SOUTH WEST fs:PEMBERTON 
1 c c a o n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:35 fs:KARRI TREE BE-PROTECTED-towards-rt2 
2 n c a p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:39 CAMP #FOR PROTECT-towards-rt2 TREE-m2 TREE-rt2 
3 c a s p s n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:39 CAMP #FOR PROTECT-rt2 DCL:5-m2 ‘a tree’ DCL:5-rt2 ‘a tree’ 
4 c i o t n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:39 CAMP #FOR PROTECT-rt2 DCL:5-m2 ‘a tree’ DCL:5-rt2 ‘a tree’ 
5 c a o t n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:45 FRIEND DRIVE-m2 STREET 
6 n c s p s n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:02 TELL/SAY(interruption) IX?-m3 TELL/SAY-towards-m2 
7 n i p p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:02 TELL/SAY(interruption) IX?-m3 TELL/SAY-towards-m2 
8 n i p s n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:05 DCL:B-from-m2-to-m3 ‘ ?  ‘(2h) 
9 n b c p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:09 PLAYGROUND DCL:1-from-m3up-to-m2down (2h) ‘a shape of ?’  
10 n b c t n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:14 POINT-AT-lf2  “area”  







 


11 n a s t n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:19 DRIVE-m2 LONG DRIVE-m2(redundancy)  
12 n i s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:23 NEXT-rt2 ICL:A “the car is turning to left” SCL:1 “the car is turning to left” 
13 n b o p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:23 NEXT-rt2 ICL:A “the car is turning to left” SCL:1 “the car is turning to left” 
14 n b c p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:23 NEXT-rt2 ICL:A “the car is turning to left” SCL:1 “the car is turning to left” 
15 n b c p n n n n n m p o c o  
  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
11:45-13:05 Pretest Clause 9 (1021 –1029)  
 
 
DVD1d(p) 
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11:45 TWO YEAR AGO PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 (2h) MELBOURNE WITH FRIEND  
1 n c s p n n n y n y p o c e  
 
11:51 VISIT-towards-m2 OTHER FRIEND  
2 n c a o n n n n n y p o c e  
 
11:54 ONE WEEK LATER PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 (2h) 
3 n n s p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
11:58 VISIT-towards-m2 POSS’pro1’ (HS:1)* FAMILY #FOR TWO WEEK  
4 n c a o n n n n n y p o c e  
 
12:03 LATER (interruption) EVERY CHRISTMAS PRO1 AND POSS’pro1’ (HS:1)* FATHER GO-OUT-rt2 (2h) FLY-from-lf2-to-rt2up * (airport) 
5 n c s p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
12:03 LATER (interruption) EVERY CHRISTMAS PRO1 AND POSS’pro1’ (HS:1)* FATHER GO-OUT-rt2 (2h) FLY-from-lf2-to-rt2up * (airport) 
6 n n s p n n n y n y p o c e  
 
12:24 FLY-from-lf2-to-m2up* BREAK-m2up 







 


7 n a s t n n n n n y p o c e  
 
12:24 FLY-from-lf2-to-m2up* 
8 n a s t n n n n n y p o c e  
 
12:32 SIT FLY-from-lf2-to-m2up* 
9 n a s t n n n n n y p o c e  
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
8:12-9:32 Posttest Clause 9 (1030 – 1038)   
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S6  


 
8:31 LOOK-AROUND-from-rt2-to-lf2 
1 c b s p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
8:34 NIGHT PRO1 AND POSS’pro1’ SISTER ARRIVE-m1*  
2 n c s p s n n n n y p o c o  
 
BPCL:B>V-from-m1-to-lf2 ‘getting in a bathtub and laying back’ 
3 n b c o n n n n n y p o c o  
 
8:46 DCL:5-m2 (2h) ‘a shape of the ?’ (decrease size) 
4 n b c t n n n n n y p o c o  
 
8:49 fs:WOOD fs:HEATER LCL:C-from-m2up-to-m2 (palm out) ‘a location of the wood heater’ 
5 n b c p s n n y n y p o c o  
 
8:56 DOOR-rt2 (side) DCL:B-rt2 (2h) ‘ ? 
6 n b o p s n n n n y p o c o  
 
8:56 DOOR-rt2 (side) DCL:B-rt2 (2h) ‘ ? ‘ 
7 n a c p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
9:03 POSSpro1 CLOTHES NEAR fs:HEATER LCL:C-from-m2up-to-m2 (palm out) ‘a location of the wood heater’ 
8 n b c p s n n n n y p o c o  
 
9:09 “area”-m2  
9 n b c p n n n n n y p o c o  
  







 


Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
13:07-15:59 Pretest Clause 12 (1039 –1050) 
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S7  


 
13:10 POSSpro1 MOTHER TELL/SAY-towards-m2  
1 n a a s s n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:14 SEE-towards-rt2 PERTH 
2 c c s p n n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:17 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 FLY-from-m1-to-m3* OR ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
3 n c s t n n n y n t p o c e  
 
13:17 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 FLY-from-m1-to-m3* OR ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
4 n i s t n n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:24 PRO1 (HS:B*) TELL/SAY-towards-rt2 
5 n i s o n n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:27 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 FLY-from-rt2-to-rt3* 
6 n a s t n n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:27 GO-towards-rt2 FLY-from-rt2-to-rt3* 
7 n i s t n n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:33 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
8 n a s p n n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:35 SEE-towards-rt2 MORE 
9 n c s p n n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:42 SEE-towards-m2 ALL fs:NSW 
10 c c s p n n n n n t p o c e  
 
13:45 SEE-towards-m2 WINE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA AND ADELAIDE 
11 c c s p n n n y n t p o c e  
 
13:51 SEE-towards-rt2 WEST AUSTRALIA AND PERTH 
12 n c s p n n n y n t p o c e  







 


 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
9:44-11:30 Posttest Clause 10 (1051 – 1060)  
 
DVD1d  
PT1 03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD1d 
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S7  


 
9:44 ABOUT TWO WEEK AGO PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) FRIEND AND PRO1 DRIVE-m2  
1 n b s p n n n n n t p o c o  
 
9:52 <rs:? Look at a beach BEACH LOOK-AT-rt2 NICE  
2 c b s p n n n n n t p o c o  
 
9.54 DRIVE-m2  
3 n a s p n n n n n t p o c o  
 
9:55 LOOK-FOR-rt2 #FOR NICE COFFEE SHOP  
4 n c s p n n n n n t p o c o  
 
9:58 DRIVE-m2  
5 n a s p n n n n n t p o c o  
 
9:59 LOOK-FOR-rt2 
6 c b s p n n n n n t p o c o  
 
10:04 DCL:B-from-rt2-to-rt2up (2h) ‘smoke is coming from the back of the car’    
7 n b c t n n n n n t p o c o  
 
10:07 LOOK-AT-lf2  
8 c c s t n n n n n t p o c o  
 
10:07 ICL:S-from-lf2down-to-lf2 ‘using the emergency brake’  
9 n b c t n n n n n t p o c o  
 
10:08 LOOK-AROUND-from-lf2-to-rt2-to-(backofthenarrator)   
10 c b s t n n n n n t p o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
16:00-18:41 Pretest Clause 12 (1061 –1072)  
 
DVD1d 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD1d 
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03 
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S8  


 
16:21 ONE DAY GO-OUT-lf2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN PERHAPS THREE HOURS  
1 n c s p n n n y n y p o c e  
 
16:33 IX2a-towards-rt3 LCL:C-rt2 (wh) ‘ a tunnel ‘  fs:TUNNELa PERHAPS TWENTY #MINUTES  
2 n  c c t n n n y n y p o c e  
 
16:43 fs:LONGEST IX2a-towards-rt3 LCL:C-rt2 (wh) ‘ a tunnel ‘ WORLD FIRST ELECTRIC-TRAIN  
3 n c c t n n n y  n y p o c e  
 
17:00 GO-OUT-lf2 fs:OBSERVATION DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2 & -from-m2-to-rt2 (away from each other) ‘ a platform’ BACK ELECTRIC-TRAIN  
4 n c s p n n n y n y p o c e  
 
17:00 GO-OUT-lf2 fs:OBSERVATION DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2 & -from-m2-to-rt2 (away from each other) ‘ a platform’ BACK ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
5 c b c t n n n n n y p o c e  
17:10 fs:OBSERVATION DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2 & -from-m2-to-rt2 (away from each other) ‘ a platform’ #FOR (interruption) OPEN fs:CARRIAGE #FOR SMOKING 
TAKEN-from-lf2up-to-m1 PHOTO 
6 c a c t s n n y n y p o c e  
17:10 fs:OBSERVATION DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2 & -from-m2-to-rt2 (away from each other) ‘ a platform’ #FOR (interruption) OPEN fs:CARRIAGE #FOR SMOKING, 
TAKEN-from-lf2up-to-m1 PHOTO, SIGHTSEEING-indefinite 
7 n c s t n n n y n y p o c e  
 
17:31 BRING-from-lf2-to-m1 CAMERA 
8 n i s p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
17:34 GO-OUT-lf2* BACK ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
9 n i s p n n n y n y p o c e  
 
17:37 READY DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2 & -from-m2-to-rt2 (away from each other) ‘ a platform’ 
10 c a c t n n n n n y p o c e  
 
17:46 LOT ROCK ECL:5-(on-face) (2h) ‘someone is being dusted with a lot of rocks’ 
11 n b c t s n n y n y p o c e  
 
17:49 fs:STICKS ECL:5-m2up (2h) ‘air above people is being dusted with sticks’ 
12 n b c t s n n y n y p o c e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
11:39-14:48 Posttest Clause 13 (1073 –1085)  
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
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PT1 03 
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PT1 03 


CIA 
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or 
posttest 


CIA 
S8  


 
11:53 ALL FRIEND GO-OUT-lf2  
1 n i s p s n n n n y p o c o  
 
12:31 GO-OUT-lf2  
2 n a s p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
12:38 BPCL:B-m2++ (2h) ‘ the horse is plodding and stopping’  
3 c b c t n n n n n y p o c o  
 
12:45 POSS’pro1’ (HS:1)*  SISTER FRIENDa IX1a-towards-m3 (this meaning is subsumed by other meaning – adverb of manner)   
4 n n d o s n n n n y p o c o  
 
12:45 POSS’pro1’ (HS:1)* SISTER FRIENDa IX1a-towards-m3 (this meaning is subsumed by other meaning – adverb of manner) 
5 c i p p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
12:48 POSS’pro1’ (HS:1)* SISTER CAN’T SEE-towards-lf2 ALL FRIEND 
6 n i a o s n n n n y p o c o  
12:54 WHY IX1a-towards-m3 (this meaning is subsumed by other meaning – adverb of manner) (interruption) BECAUSE IX1a-towards-m3 (this meaning is subsumed by 
other meaning – adverb of manner) 
7 c a p p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
12:58 ALONE-m1 
8 n i o o n n n n n y p o c o  
 
13:06 BPCL:B-m2++ (2h) ‘ the horse is trotting’ 
9 n a c t n n n n n y p o c o  
 
13:08 POSS’pro1’ (HS:1)* SISTER SCL:V-from-m2-to-lf2down ‘the sister is falling off the horse’ SCL:B-m2 (wh) ‘the horse’ 
10 c b c o n n n n n y p o c o  
 
13:27 LOOK-FOR-from-lf2-to-m2-to-lf2  
11 c c s t n n n n n y p o c o  
 
13:33 LOOK-FOR-from-rt2-to-lf2-to-lf3 IX2a-m2up+ FENCE  
12 c a s t n n n n n y p o c o  
 
13:33 LOOK-FOR-from-rt2-to-lf2-to-lf3 IX2a-m2up+ FENCE 
13 c n d p n n n n n y p o c o  
 







 


 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
18:45-20:28 Pretest Clause 10 (1086 – 1095)  
 
DVD1d 
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03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD1d 
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18:44 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 (2h)  HOLIDAY 
1 n c s p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
18:49 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 (2h)  
2 n a s p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
18:50 WHERE IX3a-m2down SOUTH fs:MARGARETa RIVER 
3 n e p p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
19:12 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-lf2 LATE AFTERNOON 
4 n a s p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
19:20 ICL:A-from-rt2-to-rt3-to-lf3-to-lf2 (2h) ‘pegging the tent to the ground’ TENT LOVELY 
5 c b c p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
19:32 VERY TIRED FROM LONG DRIVE-m2  
6 n a s p n n n y n y p o c e  
 
19:38 NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 DAY MORNING GO-OUT-towards-rt1 (2h) 
7 n n o p n n n y n y p o c e  
 
19:38 NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 DAY MORNING GO-OUT-towards-rt1 (2h) 
8 n c s p n n n y n y p o c e  
 
19:41 BPCL:V-towards-m2 ‘walking’ 
9 n c s p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
19:59 ICL:B (2h) ‘putting her hands into her pockets’ 
10 c b c p n n n n n y p o c e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
14:56-18:16 Posttest Clause 13 
 
DVD1d  


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD1d  
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15:09 ARRIVE-from-rt2up-to-lf2 fs:TUMUT LITTLE fs:TOWN MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other)* (NEAR) SNOW DCL:B-from-m2up-to-rt2 
& lf2 (2h) ‘a mountain’  
1 n c s p n n n y n y p o c o  
15:09 ARRIVE-from-rt2up-to-lf2 fs:TUMUT LITTLE fs:TOWN MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other)* (NEAR) SNOW DCL:B-from-m2up-to-rt2 
& lf2 (2h) ‘a mountain’ 
2 n i a p n n n n n y p o c o  
15:09 ARRIVE-from-rt2up-to-lf2 fs:TUMUT LITTLE fs:TOWN MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other)* (NEAR) SNOW DCL:B-from-m2up-to-rt2 
& lf2 (2h) ‘a mountain’ 
3 n b c t n n n n n y p o c o  
 
15:27 CHOOSE-rt2 fs:SITE fs:SET fs:UP (noun) 
4 n c s p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
15:32 PRO1 (HS:5)* BOY+FRIEND fs:KYM CHOOSE-rt2 
5 n a s p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
15:44 PLAN TENT LCL:B-lf2 (wh) ‘a specific site for tent’ TENT LCL:B-m3 (wh) ‘a specific site for tent’ 
6 c a s p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
15:44 PLAN TENT LCL:B-lf2 (wh) ‘a specific site for tent’ TENT LCL:B-m3 (wh) ‘a specific site for tent’ 
7 c b c p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
15:50 BIG fs:TARP DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2 & rt2 (away from each other) ‘a tarp covers the two tents’ 
8 c b c p s n n n n y p o c o  
 
16:05 ICL:B-indefinite (2h) ‘folding the tarp’ 
9 n a c t n n n n n y p o c o  
 
16:08 ICL:A-from-m2-to-rt2 
10 c a c p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
16:09 SMALL fs:TARP DCL:O-from-lf1-to-lf3-to-rt3-to-rt1 (2h –vertical) ‘four poles for the small tarp’ 
11 n b c p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
16:15 LCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 ‘the trap is at top’  
12 c a c p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
16:16 TENT-lf2 TENT-m3  
13 n a o p n n n n n y p o c o  
 
 







 


Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
20:32-22:08 Pretest Clause 10 (1109 –1118)  
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20:48 PRO1 (HS:B)* PLAY* ON TENNIS DCL:B-indefinite+ (2h – away from each other) ‘a surface of the tennis court’ 
1 n b c t n n n y n t p o c e  
 
20:58 SCL:V-m2 ‘falling to the ground’ LCL:1-m2 (wh – horizontal) ‘something – perhaps small fence’ fs:CEMENT  
2 n b c p n n n y n t p o c e  
21:11 POSS’pro1’ (English word-mouthing – tooth) SCL:1bent-from-mouth-to-m2 (unknown sign) SCL:1bent-from-mouth-to-m2 
3 n b c t n n n y n t p o c e  
21:11 POSS’pro1’ (English word-mouthing – tooth) SCL:1bent-from-mouth-to-m2 (unknown sign) SCL:1bent-from-mouth-to-m2 
4 n a c t n n n n n t p o c e  
 
21:18 PRO1 SCL:V-m2 ‘falling to the ground’ LCL:1-m2 (wh – horizontal) ‘something – perhaps small fence’ FRONT FIRST  
5 c a c p n n n n n t p o c e  
 
21:23 PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 fs:to DCL:C-on-forehead (2h) ‘ something on forehead’ (nurse)*  
6 n c s p n n n y n t p o c e  
 
21:29 IX?-m2 RING-towards-m1+POSS’pro1’ MOTHER 
7 n i p o s n n n n t p o c e  
 
21:29 IX?-m2 RING-towards-m1+POSS’pro1’ MOTHER 
8 n c a o n n n n n t p o c e  
 
21:39 GO-OUT-rt2 HOME-m2down 
9 n  c s p n n n y n t p o c e  
  
21:50 PRO1 CATCH-towards-rt2 fs:TO DENTIST  
10 n  c a o s n n y n t p o c e  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:08-2:30 Posttest Clause 11 (1119 – 1129)  
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0:13 fs:TO GO-OUT-rt2 fs:TO DOCTOR EARLY MORNING 
1 n c s p n n n y n t p o c o  
 
0:26 ELECTRIC-TRAIN ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m2   
2 c i s p s n n n n t p o c o  
 
0:28 SCL:B-from-m2-to-rt2 & lf2 (2h – away from each other) ‘a sliding door’ 
3 c b c t n n n n n t p o c o  
 
0:39 WHEN PRO1 SEE-towards-m2 TEACHER? fs:STATION  
4 n c s p s n n y n t p o c o  
 
0:44 PRO1 COME-from-m2-to-m1  
5 n i s p n n n ? n t p o c o  
 
0:46 WALK fs:TO SCL:B-from-m2-to-rt2 & lf2 (2h – away from each other) ‘a sliding door’ 
6 n a c p n n n y n t p o c o  
 
0:50 SCL:B-from-rt2-to-lf2 ‘the train is passing a station’ NOT ELECTRIC-TRAIN STOP-m2 
7 c b c p n n n y n t p o c o  
 
0:50 SCL:B-from-rt2-to-lf2 ‘the train is passing a station’ NOT ELECTRIC-TRAIN STOP-m2  
8 c a s p n n n n n t p o c o  
 
1:09 ELECTRIC-TRAIN GO-OUT-towards-lf2 THROUGH fs:TO fs:WARWICK  
9 n i s p s n n y n t p o c o  
 
1:28 PRO1 IX3a-rt2 fs:WARWICK PRO1 WAIT #FOR NEXT-from-m2-to-lf2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
10 n n d p s n n n n t p o c o  
 
1:28 PRO1 IX3a-rt2 fs:WARWICK PRO1 WAIT #FOR NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
11 c c o t n n n n n t p o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
22:11-25:24 Pretest Clause 13 (1130 – 1142)  
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type type type s type l posttest 
 
22:11 POSS’pro1’ FRIEND fs:SALLY RING-?  
1 n c a o n n n n n m p o c e  
 
22:19 ASK-towards-m2down PRO1 HUSBAND   
2 n c a m n n n n n m p o c e  
 
22:23 BRING-from-lf2-to-m2 (1h) DRINK (interruption) POSS?-rt2 PARTY BIRTH DAY* PARTY  
3 n c s p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
22:23 BRING-from-lf2-to-m2 (1h) DRINK (interruption) POSS?-rt2 PARTY BIRTH DAY* PARTY 
4 c i p o n n n n n m p o c e  
 
22:50 DCL:5claws-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘ ? ‘ INTERESTED* (dress) BUY-lf2 SOMETHING* (English word-mouthing) FROM* (English word-mouthing) fs:OP or fs:OD SHOP 
5 n b c t n n n y n m p o c e  
 
22:50 DCL:5claws-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘ ? ‘ INTERESTED* (dress) BUY-lf2 SOMETHING* (English word-mouthing) FROM* (English word-mouthing) fs:OP or fs:OD SHOP 
6 n c s t n n n n n m p o c e  
 
23:19 DCL:5claws-lf2&rt2 (2h) ‘ ? ‘ INTERESTED* (dress) PARTY  
7 n a c t n n n n n m p o c e  
 
23:23 GO-OUT-rt2up fs:OP or fs:OD SHOP 
8 n c s p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
23:29 BUY-lf2 DRESS 
9 n a s p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
23:34 LOOK-FOR-from-lf2-to-rt2-to-lf2-to-rt2   
10 c b s p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
23:37 SEE-rt2 HOUSE ICL:A-on-chest (2h) ‘jacket?’ LIGHT* (bright)  
11 n c s t n n n n n m p o c e  
 
23:46 TAKE-from-m2-to-rt1 HOME-towards-lf3 
12 n a s p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
23:46 TAKE-from-m2-to-rt1 HOME-towards-lf3 
13 n a s p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
2:38-4:00 Posttest Clause 9 (1143 –1151) 
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2:38 PRO1 TALK ABOUT MOTHERa PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 FUNERAL  
1 n c s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
2:50 MOTHER PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 FUNERAL 
2 n c s p s n n n n m p o c o  
 
2:55 TWO-USpro1/1a ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-lf2  
3 c i p m s n n n n m p o c o  
 
2:55 TWO-USpro1/1a ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-lf2 
4 n i s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
3:00 GO-OUT-rt2 TOILET 
5 n c s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
3:17  TELL/SAYtowards-rt2up-rt3 
6 n i a o n n n n n m p o c o  
 
3:24 MOTHER GO-OUT-rt2 
7 n a s p s n n n n m p o c o  
 
3:29 REACH-from-m2up-to-lf2 PRO1 
8 n a s s n n n n n m p o c o  
 
3:33 MAN COME-from-m2-to-m1 WITH SCL:H-m2 ‘the man is screwing’ 
9 n i s p s n n y n m p o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)25:29-27:46 Pretest Clause 
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25:29 1985 ARRIVE-lf2up-to-m2 AUSTRALIA FIRST TIME   
1 n c s p n n n n n m p o c e  







 


25:54 EVERY DAY HORSE MOTORBIKE SCL:1-m2 (vertical) ‘a cow or sheep is trotting’ SCL:1-from-m1-to-m2 (wh – vertical) ‘the rider is following the cow or the 
sheep’ COW SHEEP   
2 n b c t s n n y n m p o c e  
 
26:08 ONE MONTH LATER MOVE-from-lf2-to-m2-to-lf2 SYDNEY  
3 n c s p    n n n n n m p o c e  
 
26:19 TRUCK (interruption) BIG TRUCK WITH COW DRIVE-m2   
4 n i s p s n n y n m p o c e  
 
26:45 LEAVE-from-m2-to-lf2 ADDRESS  
5 n i s p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
26:51 DRIVE-m2  
6 n i s p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
26:54 WHEN BUS STOP-m2up LUNCH 
7 n c s p s n n n n m p o c e  
 
27:04 POSS’pro1’ LAST PERSON LEAVE-from-m2-to-lf2 BUS  
8 n c s p s n n n n m p o c e  
 
27:16 ICL:5>S-from-lf3-to-lf1 ‘pulling the door shut’  
9 c b c t n n n n n m p o c e  
 
27:20 BCL ‘someone gets her/his arm stuck in the door’  
10 c b c t n n n n n m p o c e  
 
27:23 VERY PAINFUL-on-arm (near wrist)  
11 n b o p n n n n n m p o c e  
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
4:30-5:50 Posttest Clause 9 (1163 – 1172)  
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4:09 GO-OUT-towards-m2 OLD TOWN NAME fs:KAKURA WITH POSS’pro1’ FRIEND  
1 n c s p n n n y n m p o c o  
 







 


4:30 HAVE MANY OLD HOUSE-m2 & B-m2(contrastive structure) & B-lf2 ‘three houses on the sites’  
2 c b o p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:37 LOOK-ROUND-from-rt2-to-m2-to-lf2  
3 c a s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:38 SCL:V-indefinite ‘walking through the garden’  
4 n m s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:41 ONE STOP-m2up ONE fs:TEMPLE  
5 n c s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:51 NEXT-lf2 fs:C (interruption) IX3a-lf2 (HS:B)* fs:CAVE FRONT fs:CAVE  
6 c c o p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
4:51 NEXT-lf2 fs:C (interruption) IX3a-lf2 (HS:B)* fs:CAVE FRONT fs:CAVE 
7 n c o p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:02 ENTER-from-lf2up-to-rt2 
8 n i p p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
5:04 CL:1-from-rt2-to-lf2 (2h) – not understood.. 
9 n b c p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
27:49-28:52 Pretest Clause 9 (1172 – 1176)  
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28:22 #DOCTOR BRING-from-lf2up-to-m2* VERY*   
1 n i s p s n n y n m p o c e  
 
28:25 NURSE BRING-from-lf2up-to-m2*  
2 n i s p s n n n n m p o c e  
 
28:27 PRO1 fs:CPR (CARDIPULMONARY RESUSCITATION ICL:B-from-m2up-to-m2++ (2h) ‘resuscitating the patient’  
3 c i c o s n n y n m p o c e  
 
28:32 TWO OR THREE MINUTES ICL:B-from-m2up-to-m2++ (2h) ‘resuscitating the patient’ NOT ICL:B-from-m2up-to-m2++ ‘resuscitating the patient’ 
4 c a c o n n n n n m p o c e  







 


 
28:32 TWO OR THREE MINUTES ICL:B-from-m2up-to-m2++ ‘resuscitating the patient’ NOT ICL:B-from-m2up-to-m2++ (2h) ‘resuscitating the patient’ 
5 c a c o n n n n n m p o c e  
 
 
6                
 
 
7                
 
 
8                
 
 
9                
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
6:03-7:35 Posttest Clause 10 (1177 –1186)  
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6:26 BIRD (HS:H)* LOT BIRD (HS:H)* IX3a-lf1 (HS:1bent)* WINDOW  
1 n b p p n n n y n m p o c o  
 
6:35 SEE-towards-m2 WINDOW <(gaze directed towards rt2 instead of m2) SURPRISED  
2 n c s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
6:40 LOT BIRD (HS:H)* STAND ON WOODEN FENCE-from-rt2-to-rt1 & lf3* LOT 
3 n b o t n n n y n m p o c o  
 
6:50 SEE/LOOK-AT-towards-rt2-IX2a-rt2* (blend sign?)  DOOR  
4 n c s p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
6:55 LOT* (pronoun in English) STAND ON WOODEN FENCE-from-rt2-to-rt1 & lf3* 
5 n a p t s n n y n m p o c o  
 
6:55 LOTS* (pronoun in English) STAND ON WOODEN FENCE-from-rt2-to-rt1 & lf3* 
6 n a o t n n n n n m p o c o  
 
6:58 BCL:B (FLY-from-lf1&rt1-to-lf3&rt3)* 
7 n b s p n n n n n m p o c o  







 


 
7:01 ONE BIRD (cockatoo?) STAND (interruption) STUCK BROKEN WOODEN FENCE-from-rt2-to-rt1 & lf3* 
8 n a o t s n n n n m p o c o  
 
7:13 ICL:B-from-m2-to-m2up ‘lifting her hands to the edge of the fence where the bird is standing’  
9 n b c p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
7:13 ICL:B-from-m2-to-m2up ‘lifting her hands to the edge of the fence where the bird is standing’ 
10 c a c p n n n n n m p o c o  
 
 


 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:00 – 1:25 pretest clause 9 
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type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  


Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S1 


 
0:00 POSS’pro1’ FATHERa ICL:B-from-rt2-to-m2 (2h) ‘carrying something or someone and putting it in car’ CAR 
1 n b c o n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:07 PRO1 IXpro1-(towards the back of the narrator) 
2 c n d s s n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:08 FATHERa IX1a-m2down  
3 n n d o s n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:11 <rs:pro1 PRO1 IXpro1-(towards the back of the narrator) PAT-father-on-back …> 
4 c a d s s n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:11 <rs:pro1 PRO1 IXpro1-(towards the back of the narrator) PAT-father-on-back …> 
5 c a a o n n r n g m p o c e  
 
0:15 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) FATHER < rs:father PRO1 IXpro1-(towards the back of the narrator) (redundancy)WAIT/HOLD-ON-(towards the back of the narrator)  
RELAX > 
6 n a d s s n r n g m p o c e  
 
0:15 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) FATHER < rs:father PRO1 IXpro1-(towards the back of the narrator) WAIT/HOLD-ON-(towards the back of the narrator)  RELAX > 
7 c a a s n n n n g m p o c e  







 


 
0:19 < rs:father “wave-(towards the back of the narrator)” … 
8 n a a s n n r n g m p o c e  
 
0:20 SEE-towards-m2 > #GRANDMOTHER 
9 n c a o n n r n  g m p o c e  
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
1:28 -5:45 posttest clause 15 
 
 
DVD 
1c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
1c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S1 


Dependant 
variable 


ref 
coh 
type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  


Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S1 


 
1:35 PRO1 FOUR FRIEND ALL  GO-OUT-towards-m2 fs:TENERIEFE IN fs:SPAIN SPAIN 
1 n c s p s n n y g m p o c o  
 
1:51 FLY-from-m1 (interruption) ENGLAND FLY-from-m2-to-m2 SPAIN  
2 n a s p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:00 PRO1 FOUR FRIEND LOOK-FOR-from-rt1-to-lf2-to-m1  
3 n c s p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:07 ALL GO-OUT-towards-rt2  
4 c i s p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:10 LOOK-FOR-from-rt1-to-lf2 PUB 
5 c  i s p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:13 POSS’pro1’ FOUR FRIEND NAME fs: JAYa  IX1a-lf2 (wh) fs: MATTb IX1b-lf2 (wh) fs: MINCEc IX1c-rt2 fs: MARKd IX1d-rt2   
6 c n d o s n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:13 POSS’pro1’ FOUR FRIEND NAME fs: JAYa  IX1a-lf2 (wh) fs: MATTb IX1b-lf2 (wh) fs: MINCEc IX1c-rt2 fs: MARKd IX1d-rt2 
7 c n d o n l n n g m p o c o  
 
2:13 POSS’pro1’ FOUR FRIEND NAME fs: JAYa  IX1a-lf2 (wh) fs: MATTb IX1b-lf2 (wh) fs: MINCEc IX1c-rt2 fs: MARKd IX1d-rt2 
8 c n d o n n n n g m p o c o  
 







 


2:13 POSS’pro1’ FOUR FRIEND NAME fs: JAYa  IX1a-lf2 (wh) fs: MATTb IX1b-lf2 (wh) fs: MINCEc IX1c-rt2 fs: MARKd IX1d-rt2 
9 c n d o n l n n g m p o c o  
 
2:32 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 PUB 
10 n i s p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:42 IX1a&b-lf2 (wh) SAY/TELL-towards-m2  
11 c m p o s n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:42 IX1a&b-lf2 (wh) SAY/TELL-towards-m2 
12 c i a o n n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:48 IX1a&b-lf2 (wh) SAY/TELL-towards-m2 
13 c m p o n n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:48 IX1a&b-lf2 (wh) SAY/TELL-towards-m2 
14 c i a o n n n n g m p o c o  
 
2:53 IX1c&d-rt2 SAY/TELL-towards-m2 
15 c m p o s n n n g m p o c o  
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:01 -2:57  pretest clause 12 
 
 
DVD 
1c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
1c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S3 


Dependant 
variable 


ref 
coh 
type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  


Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S3 


 
0:01 SIX MONTH AGO PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) MOTHERa GO-OUT-towards-rt2 ENGLAND HOLIDAY  
1 n c s p n n n n g t p o c e  
0:07 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) FATHER PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) SISTER PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 CAR HOLIDAY WITH COME-from-rt2-to-m2* PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) 
DOG   
2 n c s p s n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:34 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 BACK-towards-rt2* fs:PERTH fs:VET 
3 n c s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:34 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 BACK-towards-rt2* fs:PERTH fs:VET 







 


4 n c s p n n n y g t p o c e  
 
0:42 fs:VET TELL/SAY-towards-m2 
5 c i a o s n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:45 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 HOME-towards-m2 
6 n c s p n n n y g t p o c e  
 
0:45 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 HOME-towards-m2 
7 n i s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:47 NEXT-towards-rt2 MORNING OLD DOG GO-OUT-rt2 (disappeared) 
8 n c o p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:47 NEXT-towards-rt2 MORNING OLD DOG GO-OUT-rt2 (disappeared) 
9 n i o t n n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:59 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 
10 c c s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
1:00 LOOK-FOR-from-rt2-to-lf2-to-rt2 fs:MOSMAN #PARK 
11 c b s t n n n n g t p o c e  
 
1:06 LOOK-FOR-from-rt2-to-lf2 NOT 
12 c a s t n n n n g t p o c e  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
2:58-7:53 posttest clause 16 
 
 
DVD 
1c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
1c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S3 


Dependant 
variable 


ref 
coh 
type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  


Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S3 


2:58 THREE WEEK AGO POSS’pro1’ (HS:B*) MOTHERa COME-from-rt2-to? (quick change) HOME-m2 FROM WORK WITH FRIENDb fs:ELIZABETHb IX1b-lf2 


1 n c s p n n n n g t p o c o  
2:58 THREE WEEK AGO POSS’pro1’ (HS:B*) MOTHERa COME-from-rt2-to? (quick change) HOME-m2 FROM WORK WITH FRIENDb fs:ELIZABETHb IX1b-lf2 
2 c a s p n n n n g t p o c o  
2:58 THREE WEEK AGO POSS’pro1’ (HS:B*) MOTHERa COME-from-rt2-to? (quick change) HOME-m2 FROM WORK WITH FRIENDb fs:ELIZABETHb IX1b-lf2 
3 c n d o n n n n g t p o c o  







 


 
3:12 IX1b-lf2 HAVE LOT LUGGAGE fs:LUGAGE 
4 c a p o s n n y g t p o c o  
 
3:18 PRO1 ASK-towards-rt2 LOT LUGGAGE 
5 n i a o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:25 IX1b-lf2+ TELL/SAY-towards-m2 PRO1 STORY ABOUT TRAVEL (with?) FRIENDc 
6 c a p o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:25 IX1b-lf2+ TELL/SAY-from-m2-to-pro1 PRO1 STORY ABOUT TRAVEL (with?) FRIENDc 
7 n i a s n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:32  FRIENDc fs:BETHc IX1c-rt2 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 fs:ESPERANCEa IX3a-m3 
8 c n d o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:32  FRIENDc fs:BETHc IX1c-rt2 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 fs:ESPERANCEa IX3a-m3 
9 n c s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:32  FRIENDc fs:BETHc IX1c-rt2 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 fs:ESPERANCEa IX3a-m3 
10 c n d p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:44 POSS1c* (IX1c-rt2) ASK-towards-rt2 IX1b-lf2 
11 n a p o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:44 IX1c-rt2 ASK-towards-rt2 IX1b-lf2 
12 n i a o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:44 IX1c-rt2 ASK-towards-rt2 IX1b-lf2 
13 c a p o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:45 COME-from-rt2-to-m2 WITH 
14 n i a o n n n y g t p o c o  
 
3:47 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 IX3a-m3 
15 n  a s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:47 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 IX3a-m3 
16 c a p p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
7:59 -10:25 pretest clause 11 
 
DVD 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 







 


2c 
PT2 
04 


2c 
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04 


CIA 
S4 


Dependant 
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ref 
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type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  


Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S4 


 
8:01 POSS’pro1’ (HS:H)* FAMILY GO-OUT-towards-lf2 HOLIDAY fs:GREECE 
1 n c s p n n n y g t p o c e  
 
8:10 FLY-towards-rt3 
2 n i s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
8:12 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-lf2 WITH POSS’pro1’ (HS:B)* MOTHER+FATHERa (HS:H)* MOTHER 
3 n a s p s n n n g t p o c e  
 
8:36 PRO1 MOTHER MOTHER+FATHERa (HS:H)* GO-OUT-towards-lf2 fs:TOWN 
4 n c s p s n n y g t p o c e  
 
8:44 SEE-towards-m2 #DOCTOR 
5 c c a o n n n n g t p o c e  
 
8:47 BUT NIGHT TIME #DOCTOR GO-OUT-towards-lf2 HOME-towards-rt2 
6 n c s p s n n y g t p o c e  
 
8:47 BUT NIGHT TIME #DOCTOR GO-OUT-towards-lf2 HOME-towards-rt2 
7 n i s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
8:58 ON fs:TOWN OLD WOMAN* SCL:V-from-lf2-to-m1 ‘walking towards pro1 (the narrator)’* PRO1 THREE-USpro1/1a 
8 n c a m s n n y g t p o c e  
 
8:58 ON fs:TOWN OLD WOMAN* SCL:V-from-lf2-to-m1 ‘walking towards pro1 (the narrator)’ PRO1 THREE-USpro1/1a 
9 n a p m n n n n g t p o c e  
 
9:07 TELL/SAY-towards-m2 
10 n i a m n n n n g t p o c e  
 
9:11 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) MOTHER TELL/SAY-towards-m2 
11 n i a o n n n n g t p o c e  
 
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
10:28-12:05 posttest clause 10 







 


 
 
DVD 
2c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
2c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S4 


Dependant 
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ref 
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ref 
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type referent  
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type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 
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hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S4 


 
10:28 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-lf2 ENGLAND HOLIDAY  
1 n c s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:32 FLY-from-rt2-to-m3  
2 n i s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:33 PRO1 IXpro1-rt2 WITH PRO1* (POSSpro1) GRAND MOTHER+FATHERa (HS:H)* IX1a-m2 ON FLY-from-rt2-to-m3* (PLANE) 
3 n n d s n n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:33 PRO1 IXpro1-rt2 WITH PRO1* (POSSpro1) GRAND MOTHER+FATHERa (HS:H)* IX1a-m2 ON FLY-from-rt2-to-m3* (PLANE) 
4 c n d o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:33 PRO1 IXpro1-rt2 WITH PRO1* (POSSpro1) GRAND MOTHER+FATHERa (HS:H)* IX1a-m2 ON FLY-from-rt2-to-m3* (PLANE) 
5 n a s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:40 IX1a-m2 WANT SMOKE(noun) 
6 c a p o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:42 fs:AIR fs:HOSTESSb IX1b-lf2 (wh) TELL/SAY-towards-m2 
7 c n d o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:42 fs:AIR fs:HOSTESSb IX1b-lf2 (wh) TELL/SAY-towards-m2 
8 c a a o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:49 IX1a-m2 NOT UNDERSTAND IX1b-lf2 (rather subtle) 
9 c m p o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
10:49 IX1a-m2 NOT UNDERSTAND IX1b-lf2 (rather subtle) 
10 c a p o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:01 - 2:46 pretest clause 12 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  







 


DVD 
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04 


DVD 
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PT2 
04 


CIA 
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Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S5 


 
0:17 GO-OUT-towards-m2 (2h) HOLIDAY  
1 n c s p n n n n g t p o c e e 
 
0:20 fs:GERALTON IX3a-m2up 
2 n n d p s n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:27 WHO COME-from-m2-to-m2 (from the farthest of the m2) 
3 n i s p s n n y g t p o c e  
 
 
4 c b s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:37 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m2 BUS (misordering? )  
5 n b s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:53 BUS STOP-m2 
6 c i s p s n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:54 LOOK-OUT-FOR-from-lf2-to-rt2 
7 c b s t n n n n g t p o c e  
 
0:55 GET-OFF-towards-lf2 BUS 
8 c b s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
1:03 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m2 BUS (misordering? ) 
9 n b s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
1:09 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m2 fs:GERALTON 
10 n c s p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
1:16 NEARLY NIGHT ICL:A-lf2 ‘pegging the tent’ TENT (HS:1)* (omission or misordering) 
11 n c c t n n n n g t p o c e  
 
1;21 ICL:A-from-lf2-to-rt2++ ‘pegging the tent’ 
12 n a c p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
 







 


Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
2:49-5:40 posttest clause 12 
 
 
DVD 
3c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
3c 
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04 


CIA 
S5 
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ref 
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ref 
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hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S5 


 
2:50 PRO1 TELL-m2 ABOUT HOLIDAY 
1 c e a o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
2:55 PRO1 GO-OUT-m2 HOLIDAY SINGAPOREa IX3a-m3 
2 c c s t n n n n g t p o c o  
 
2:55 PRO1 GO-OUT-m2 HOLIDAY SINGAPOREa IX3a-m3 
3 c n d p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:00 WHO COME-from-m2-to-m1 
4 n a s p s n n y g t p o c o  
3:02 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) BOY+FRIEND fs:NIGELa IX1a-lf2 (wh) IX1a-lf2* (POSS’1a’) (wh) BROTHER RYANb IX1b-rt2 THREE-USpro1/1a/1b LEAVE PERTH 
IX3b-m2 
5 c n d o s n n n g t p o c o  
3:02 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) BOY+FRIEND fs:NIGELa IX1a-lf2 (wh) IX1a-lf2* (POSS’1a’) (wh) BROTHER RYANb IX1b-rt2 THREE-USpro1/1a/1b LEAVE PERTH 
IX3b-m2 
6 n a p o n n n n g t p o c o  
3:02 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) BOY+FRIEND fs:NIGELa IX1a-lf2 (wh) IX1a-lf2* (POSS’1a’) (wh) BROTHER RYANb IX1b-rt2 THREE-USpro1/1a/1b LEAVE PERTH 
IX3b-m2 
7 c n d o n n n n g t p o c o  
3:02 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) BOY+FRIEND fs:NIGELa IX1a-lf2 (wh) IX1a-lf2* (POSS’1a’) (wh) BROTHER RYANb IX1b-rt2 THREE-USpro1/1a/1b LEAVE PERTH 
IX3b-m2 
8 c a p m n n n n g t p o c o  
3:02 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) BOY+FRIEND fs:NIGELa IX1a-lf2 (wh) IX1a-lf2* (POSS’1a’) (wh) BROTHER RYANb IX1b-rt2 THREE-USpro1/1a/1b LEAVE PERTH 
IX3b-m2 PERHAPS SIX* NIGHT 
9 c n d p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:22 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m2 SINGAPORE PERHAPS FIVE* MORNING 
10 c i s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
3:30 LEAVE BEFORE IX3a-m3 
11 n a p p n n n n g t p o c o  
 







 


3:38 rs:? PAY-towards-rt2 
12 n i a o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
5:43 -7:43 pretest clause 11 (799 –809) 
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DVD 
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Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S6 


 
 
1                
 
5:55 POSS’pro1’ FATHERb NEXT-from-m2-to-lf2 (wh) IX1b-lf2 (wh) 
2 c c o p s n n n g t p o c e  
 
5:55 POSS’pro1’ FATHERb NEXT-from-m2-to-lf2 (wh) IX1b-lf2 (wh) 
3 c i p p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
6:09 ASK-towards-m1 (very short movement) MOTHER 
4 c i a o n n n n g t p o c e  
 
6:11 < rs:father PAT-mother-rt2 (wh) > 
5 c a a o ? n r n g t p o c e  
 
6:11 SUDDEN CAR ICL:A-m2 (2h) ‘swiftly pulling out’* 
6 ? b c t s n r n g t p o c e  
 
6:14 MOTHER <rs:mother STOP-m2 CAR > 
7 c i s p s n n n g t p o c e  
 
6:17 IX1b-lf2 (wh) OUTSIDE-lf2outer (wh) 
8 c a p o s n n n g t p o c e  
 
6:17 IX1b-lf2 OUTSIDE-lf2outer (wh) 
9 c b o p n n n n g t p o c e  
 
6:19 <rs:father LOOK-AT-towards-lf2 WHEELa 
10 c i p t n n n n g t p o c e  







 


 
6:21 MISS FRONT IX2a-lf3 
11 c i p t n n n n g t p o c e  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
7:49-9:21 posttest clause 10 (810 –819) 
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04 
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DVD 
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S6 


 
7:53 BROTHERa IX1a-rt2 AGE-10 
1 c  n d o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
7:55 MOTHER+FATHERb IX1b-lf2 (wh) FOUR-USpro1/1a/1b EVERY SUNDAY GO-OUT-towards-m2 PICNIC  
2 c n d o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
7:55 MOTHER+FATHERb IX1b-lf2 (wh) FOUR-USpro1/1a/1b EVERY SUNDAY GO-OUT-towards-m2 PICNIC 
3 c a p m n n n n g t p o c o  
 
7:55 MOTHER+FATHERb IX1b-lf2 (wh) FOUR-USpro1/1a/1b EVERY SUNDAY GO-OUT-towards-m2 PICNIC 
4 ? c s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:02 THIS SUNDAY GO-OUT-towards-m2 fs:KINGS fs:PARKa IX3a-rt3 
5 ? c s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:02 THIS SUNDAY GO-OUT-towards-m2 fs:KINGS fs:PARKa IX3a-rt3 
6 c n d p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:12 IX1b-lf2 (wh) BRING-from-lf2-to-m1 FOOD DRINK 
7 c a p o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:12 IX1b-lf2 (wh) BRING-from-lf2-to-m1 FOOD DRINK 
8 c c s t n n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:13 PUT-m2 CAR 
9 c a s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:14 FOUR-USpro1/1a/1b LEAVE-towards-rt2/m2 HOME-m2 
10 c a p m s n n n g t p o c o  







 


 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
9:24 -11:40 pretest clause 11 (820 – 830) 
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Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S7 


 
9:25 IN* #JANUARY THIS YEAR POSS’pro1’ fs:YOUTH GROUP TRAVEL HOME-towards-rt3 FROM fs:CAMP   
1 n b s p n n n y g y p o c e  
 
10:01 BUS <rs:? BPC:5 (2h) ‘someone is shaking oneself’* > 
2 n b c t s n r n g y p o c e  
 
10:10 BUS DRIVE* (driver) STOP 
3 n b s p s n n y g y p o c e  
 
10:17 SCL:Vbent-from-m2up-to-lf2down ‘the bus driver is stepping to the ground’ 
4 n b c o n n n n g y p o c e  
 
10:33 fs:BS (interruption) fs:BUS DRIVE* (driver) COME-from-rt3-to-m1 
5 n b s p s n n y g y p o c e  
 
10:39 <rs:bus driver* TELL/SAY-towards-rt3* 
6 n i a m n n n n g y p o c e  
 
10:42 DCL:1-m2 ‘the shape of ?’* fs:BLOWN 
7 n b c t n n n y g y p o c e  
 
10:54 BUT DRIVE-m2 VERY SLOWLY  NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 fs:TOWN 
8 n c s p n n n y g y p o c e  
  
10:54 BUT DRIVE-m2 VERY SLOWLY  NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2* fs:TOWN 
9 n c o p n n n n g y p o c e  
 
11:06 DRIVE-m2 VERY SLOWLY 
10 n a s p n n n y g y p o c e  
 
11:21 NOW NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2* fs:TOWN 







 


11 n a o p s n n n g y p o c e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
11:44-15:53 posttest clause 15 (831 – 845)  
 
 
DVD 
3c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
3c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S7 


Dependant 
variable 


ref 
coh 
type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  


Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S7 


 
11:44 FOUR YEAR AGO PRO1 POSS’pro1’ FRIENDa IX-1a-lf2 fs:DEBRINA GO-BACKPACKING IN* EUROPE TWO WEEK 
1 c n d o n n n y g y p o c o  
 
12:04 GO-OUT-rt2 SPAIN*  
2 n c s p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:11 TWO-USpro1/1a PLAN  
3 c a p m s n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:13 TAKE-from-m3-to-m1* BUS FROM fs:VIENOIE   
4 n c s t n n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:22 GO-OUT-rt2 SPAIN* 
5 n c s p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:25 LAST MORNING TWO-USpro1/1a LAST MORNING IN* fs:VENICE (interruption) fs:N 
6 c a p m s n n y g y p o c o  
 
12:45 ICL:A-rt2&lf2 (2h & alt) ‘packing up’  fs:PACK  
7 n b c t n n n y g y p o c o  
 
12:49 SCL:V-from-m2-to-m3 ‘walking to the boat’ CRUISE-BOAT-from-m2-to-m3 STOP-m3 
8 c c c p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:49 SCL:V-from-m2-to-m3 CRUISE-BOAT-from-m2-to-m3 STOP-m3 
9 n i s p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:49 SCL:V-from-m2-to-m3 CRUISE-BOAT-from-m2-to-m3 STOP-m3 
10 n a s p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:56 BOAT NOT COME-from-rt2-to-m1  







 


11 n a s p s n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:59 IX1a-lf2 TELL/SAY-towards-m2  
12 c a p o s n n n g y p o c o  
 
12:59 IX1a-lf2 TELL/SAY-towards-m2 
13 c i a s n n n n g y p o c o  
 
13:06 TWO-USpro1/1a WAIT 
14 c a p m s n n n g y p o c o  
 
13:23 TWO-USpro1/1a RUN-cont 
15 c a p m s n n n g y p o c o  
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:05 -3:58 pretest clause 14 (846 – 859)  
 
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S8 


Dependant 
variable 


ref 
coh 
type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  


Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S8 


 
0:12 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2+#FOR HOLIDAY WITH POSS’pro1’ (HS:H)* FAMILY  (blends) 
1 n n s p n n n y g y p o c e  
 
0:30 ABOUT FOUR HOUR* DRIVE FROM PRO1* CITY  (misselection) 
2 n i s p n n n n g y p o c e  
 
0:36 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER+FATHER BRING-from-rt2-to-m1 (1h)* PRO1* UNCLE AUNT TWO LITTLE COUSIN 
3 n c s p s n n n g y p o c e  
 
0:44 ALL NINE PEOPLE GO-OUT-towards-rt2 IN ONE CAR (misselection) 
4 n c s p s n n y g y p o c e  
 
0:50 NOT VERY COMFORTABLE BCL:A-rt2 & lf2 (2h) ‘behaving as if he/she feels uncomfortable’ 
5 n m c o n n n y g y p o c e  
 
0:55 ALL STAY-m2 IN fs:CAFAYATE THREE NIGHT 
6 c c s p s n n y g y p o c e  
 







 


1:10 COME-from-rt2-to-m2 HOME-m2 
7 n c s p n n n y g y p o c e  
 
1:10 COME-from-rt2-to-m2 HOME-m2 
8 c a o p n n n n g y p o c e  
 
1:13 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 LITTLE fs:TOWN ON FOURTH DAY IN AFTERNOON 
9 n c s p s n n y g y p o c e  
 
1:24 DCL:B-from-m1-to-m2 (2h) ‘a road’ FROM fs:CAFAYATE  fs: TO POSS’pro1’ (HS:H)* CITY 
10 c b c t s n n y g y p o c e  
 
1:32 THROUGH* MOUNTAIN DCL:B-from-m1-to-m2 (2h) ‘a winding road’ VERY DANGEROUS 
11 c b c t s n n y g y p o c e  
 
1:40 BUT PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) FATHER DRIVE-m2 LIKE CRAZY MAN 
12 n b s p s n n n g y p o c e  
 
1:44 SCL:B-from-m1-to-m2 ‘the car is swinging crazily from one side to the other’ 
13 c a c p n n n n g y p o c e  
 
1:56 SCL:B-m2 ‘the car is violently shaking itself’ (awkward)  
14 n a c t n n n n g y p o c e  
 
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
4:04 - 7:05 posttest clause 13 (860 –872) 
 
 
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S8 


Dependant 
variable 


ref 
coh 
type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  


Switch 
reference 
type s 


Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S8 


 
4:04 PRO1 TALK ABOUT FIRST TIME GO-OUT-rt2 fs:ZOOa  
1 n c s p n n n y g y p o c o  
 
4:17 PRO1 (HS:B)* GO-OUT-rt2 WITH PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) UNCLE AUNT TWO COUSIN   
2 n a s p n n n n g y p o c o  
 







 


4:24 WHEN ALL ARRIVE-towards-m2 fs:ZOOa IX3a-m2  
3 c c s p s n n n g y p o c o  
 
4:24 WHEN ALL ARRIVE-towards-m2 fs:ZOOa IX3a-m2 
4 c n d p n n n y g y p o c o  
 
4:29 ALL SEE-towards-rt2 IX3a-m2 
5 n i s p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
4:29 ALL SEE-towards-rt2 IX3a-m2 
6 c a p p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
4:32 HAVE TWO DCL:B-from-m1-to-rt3 (2h) ‘a path along cages’ DCL:B-from-m1-to-lf3 (2h) ‘a path along cages’ 
7 c b c p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
4:32 HAVE TWO DCL:B-from-m1-to-rt3 (2h) ‘a path along cages’ DCL:B-from-m1-to-lf3 (2h) ‘a path along cages’ 
8 c  b c p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
4:35  IX2a-rt3 LIONa/TIGERa BEARa MONKEYa 
9 c c p p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
4:40 IX2b-lf3 (wh) CROCODILEb SNAKEb ELEPHANTb 
10 c c p p n n n n g y p o c o  
 
4:49 POSS’pro1’ (HS:5claws)* YOUNG COUSINa NAME fs:MARKY IX1a-lf2 
11 c n d o s n n n g y p o c o  
 
4:55 IX1a-lf2 VERY EXCITED 
12 c a p o n n n y g y p o c o  
 
4:58 IX1a-lf2 ONLY AGE-FOUR 
13 c a p o n n n n g y p o c o  
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
7:11 -8:36 pretest clause 9 (873 – 881) 
 
 
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S9 


Dependant 
variable 


ref 
coh 


ref 
sign referent  


Switch 
reference 


Switch 
reference 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 


CIA 
S9 







 


type type type s type l posttest 
 
7:14 GO-OUT-m2 HOLIDAY WITH MOTHER UNCLE  
1 c n s p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
7:17 GO-OUT-rt2 HOME HOLIDAY (interruption) MAYALSIA  
2 n c s p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
7:20 FIRST STOP-m2 THEATRE (interruption - sorry) SINGAPORE  
3 n c s p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
7:26 NIGHT TIME GO-OUT-rt2 ON FLY-towards-m3  
4 n a s p n n n y g t p u c e  
 
7:26 NIGHT TIME GO-OUT-rt2 ON FLY-towards-m2* 
5 n i s p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
7:31 STORM CLOUD STORM CLOUD HAVE PLANE-ARCHING-from-m1-to-lf2-to-m3 LCL:B>1-m2 (wh) ‘the cloud’ 
6 c b s p s n n y g t p u c e  
 
7:39 VERY YOUNG SIT NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 WINDOW-rt2 (side) 
7 c c o p s n n y g t p u c e  
 
7:39 VERY YOUNG SIT NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 WINDOW-rt2 (side) 
8 n b o p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
7:42 OTHER FLY-towards-m3 FOLLOW-towards-m3  
9 n n s p s n n n g t p u c e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
8:38 - 11:10 posttest clause 12 (882 –893) 
 
 
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S9 
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ref 
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type 


ref 
sign 
type referent  
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Switch 
reference 
type l 


role 
shift 


english 
influence 


G-B 
approach age region 


contact 
hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S9 


 
8:47 POSS’pro1’ MOTHERa IX1a-lf2 (wh) GO-OUT-towards-m2 HOLIDAY  
1 c n d o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:47 POSS’pro1’ MOTHERa IX1a-lf2 (wh) GO-OUT-towards-m2 HOLIDAY 







 


2 c n s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:52 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) PARTNER YOUNG SISTERb IX1b-rt2 STAY-directional-rt2 POSS’pro1’ HOUSEa IX3a-m2 
3 c n d o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:52 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) PARTNER YOUNG SISTERb IX1b-rt2 STAY-directional-rt2 POSS’pro1’ HOUSEa IX3a-m2 
4 n c s p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:52 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) PARTNER YOUNG SISTERb IX1b-rt2 STAY-directional-rt2 POSS’pro1’ HOUSEa IX3a-m2 
5 c n d p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
8:57 IX1b-rt2 NAME WHAT  
6 c a p o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
9:00 IX1b-rt2 NOT FINISH SCHOOL NOT-YET  
7 c a p o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
9:08 IX1b-rt2 (subtle) PRO1 MORNING PRO1 (HS:B)* PICK-UP-rt2  
8 c a p o s n n n g t p o c o  
 
9:08 IX1b-rt2 PRO1 MORNING PRO1 (HS:B)* PICK-UP-rt2 
9 c a a o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
9:10 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 SCHOOLb IX1b-rt3  
10 n c s p n n n n g t p o c o  
  
9:10 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 SCHOOLb IX1b-rt3 
11 c n d p n n n n g t p o c o  
 
9:12 IX1b-rt2 MORNING WAKE-UP 
12 c a p o n n n n g t p o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
11:21-13:05 pretest clause 10 (894 –903)  
 
 
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
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Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S10 


 







 


11:25 AFTER THIS YEAR PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) BOYFRIEND PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 HOLIDAY   
1 c n s p s n n n g t p u c e  
 
11:31 SOUTH GO-OUT-towards-m2 fs:MANDURAH #MH GOOD (2h)  
2 n c s p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
11:44 GO-OUT-towards-rt2  
3 n a s p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
11:46 DRIVE-m2 ON DRIVE-m2 (redundant) SOUTH  
4 n i s p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
11:46 DRIVE-m2 ON DRIVE-m2 (redundant) SOUTH 
5 n a s p n n n n g t p u c e  
 
11:50 <rs:pro1 PRO1 LOOK-AT-rt2 SCL:1-m2 (2h) ‘a temperature of water is going up’ #TEMPERATURE 
6 c c s t s n n n g t p u c e  
 
11:50 <rs:pro1 PRO1 LOOK-AT-rt2 SCL:1-m2 (2h) ‘a temperature of water is going up’ #TEMPERATURE  
7 c b c t n n n n g t p u c e  
 
11:59 SCL:1-m2 (2h) ‘a temperature of water is going up’ HOT++ SCL:1-m2 (2h) ‘a temperature of water is going up’ HOT++ 
8 c a c t n n n n g t p u c e  
 
12:05 <rs:narrator PAT-rt2 >  
9 c m a o n n n n g t p u c e  
 
12:06 ASK-towards-m2 BOY+FRIEND  
10 n c a o n n n n g t p u c e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
13:14-16:44 posttest clause 14 
 
 
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
4c 
PT2 
04 


CIA 
S10 
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G-B 
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hrs course 


Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S10 


13:25 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) THREE FRIEND THREE (listing principle) IX1a-index (wh) fs:SAMa IX1a-m2 GIRL THREE (listing principle) IX1b-middle (wh) 
fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 BOY THREE (listing principle) IX1c-ring (wh) fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 BOY 
1 c c p o s n n n g t p u c o  
13:25 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) THREE FRIEND THREE (listing principle) IX1a-index (wh) fs:SAMa IX1a-m2 GIRL THREE (listing principle) IX1b-middle (wh) 







 


fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 BOY THREE (listing principle) IX1c-ring (wh) fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 BOY 
2 c n d o n n n n g t p u c o  
13:25 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) THREE FRIEND THREE (listing principle) IX1a-index (wh) fs:SAMa IX1a-m2 GIRL THREE (listing principle) IX1b-middle (wh) 
fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 BOY THREE (listing principle) IX1c-ring (wh) fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 BOY 
3 c c p o n n n n g t p u c o  
13:25 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) THREE FRIEND THREE (listing principle) IX1a-index (wh) fs:SAMa IX1a-m2 GIRL THREE (listing principle) IX1b-middle (wh) 
fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 BOY THREE (listing principle) IX1c-ring (wh) fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 BOY 
4 n n d o n l n n g t p u c o  
13:25 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) THREE FRIEND THREE (listing principle) IX1a-index (wh) fs:SAMa IX1a-m2 GIRL THREE (listing principle) IX1b-middle (wh) 
fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 BOY THREE (listing principle) IX1c-ring (wh) fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 BOY 
5 c c p o n n n n g t p u c o  
13:25 PRO1* (POSS’pro1’) THREE FRIEND THREE (listing principle) IX1a-index (wh) fs:SAMa IX1a-m2 GIRL THREE (listing principle) IX1b-middle (wh) 
fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 BOY THREE (listing principle) IX1c-ring (wh) fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 BOY 
6 n n d o n l n n g t p u c o  
 
13:46 FOUR-USpro1/1abc WATCH-towards-m1up #TELEVISION IX1?-m2* 
7 c a p m s n n n g t p u c o  
 
13:46 FOUR-USpro1/1abc WATCH-towards-m1up #TELEVISION IX1?-m2* 
8 n c s p n n n n g t p u c o  
 
13:46 FOUR-USpro1/1abc WATCH-towards-m1up #TELEVISION IX1?-m2* 
9 c m p m n n n n g t p u c o  
 
13:54 LATER IX1?-m2 BORED  
10 n m p m n n n n g t p u c o  
 
13:58 TWO BOY fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 fs:OFFICEa IX3a-rt3  
11 n n d o s l n y g t p u c o  
 
13:58 TWO BOY fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 fs:OFFICEa IX3a-rt3 
12 n n d o n l n n g t p u c o  
 
13:58 TWO BOY fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 fs:OFFICEa IX3a-rt3 
13 n c s p n n n n g t p u c o  
 
13:58 TWO BOY fs:LIAMb IX1b-m2 fs:ADAMc IX1c-m2 GO-OUT-towards-m2 fs:OFFICEa IX3a-rt3 
14 c n d p n n n n g t p u c o  
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:01 -4:58 pretest clause 16 (918 – 933)  
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
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04 


DVD 
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04 


CIA 
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Pretest 
or 
posttest 


CIA 
S11 


 
0:02 AGES PRO1 GO-OUT-m2 HOLIDAY  BALI  
1 c n s t s n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:07 FLY-from-rt2-to-lf2 fs:BALI 
2 n i s p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:10 GO-OUT-rt2  
3 n c s p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:11 SCL:1-towards-rt2 ‘driving or walk to Kuta ?’ TOWN NAME fs:KUTAa 
4 n c c p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:17 NOT-LIKE IX3a-rt2 
5 c i p p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:22 ONLY STAY-m2 TWO DAY 
6 c i s p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:24 NEXT-rt2 GO-OUT-rt2 
7 c n o p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:24 NEXT-rt2 GO-OUT-rt2 
8 c n s p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:27 LOOK-FOR-from-rt2-to-m2 
9 c b s p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:28 STOP-m2 TOWN NAME fs:UBUD 
10 c c s p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:34 MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other) fs:BALINESE MANa 
11 n c a o n n n n g m p o c e  
 
0:39 US-TWO-pro1/1a FRIEND 
12 c i p m s n n n g m p o c e  
 
1:02 PRO1 SIT IXpro1-(back of the narrator) 







 


13 c b p p s n n n g m p o c e  
 
1:06 TWO-USpro1/1a ICLA-rt2 & lf2 (2h) ‘ riding around on a motorbike’ 
14 c a p m s n n n g m p o c e  
 
1:06 TWO-USpro1/1a ICLA-rt2 & lf2 (2h) ‘ riding around on a motorbike’ 
15 c b c p n n r n g m p o c e  
 
1:09 LOOK-AROUND-from-lf2-to-rt2-to-m2 
16 c b s p n n n n g m p o c e  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
5:02 -8:44 posttest clause 14 (934 –947)  
 
 
DVD 
5c 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
5c 
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04 
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S11 


5:02 THREE YEAR AGO PRO1 POSS’pro1’ PARTNERa IX1a-lf1 POSS’pro1’ DOGa IX2a-lf2 TWO FRIEND NAME fs:DONNAb IX1b-rt2 fs:CAZc IX1c-rt2 FIVE-
USpro1/1abc/2a GO-OUT-rt2 CAMP WEEKEND   
1 c n d o n n n n g m p o c o  
5:02 THREE YEAR AGO PRO1 POSS’pro1’ PARTNERa IX1a-lf1 POSS’pro1’ DOGa IX2a-lf2 TWO FRIEND NAME fs:DONNAb IX1b-rt2 fs:CAZc IX1c-rt2 FIVE-
USpro1/1abc/2a GO-OUT-rt2 CAMP WEEKEND 
2 c n d t n n n n g m p o c o  
5:02 THREE YEAR AGO PRO1 POSS’pro1’ PARTNERa IX1a-lf1 POSS’pro1’ DOGa IX2a-lf2 TWO FRIEND NAME fs:DONNAb IX1b-rt2 fs:CAZc IX1c-rt2 FIVE-
USpro1/1abc/2a GO-OUT-rt2 CAMP WEEKEND 
3 c n d o n n n n g m p o c o  
5:02 THREE YEAR AGO PRO1 POSS’pro1’ PARTNERa IX1a-lf1 POSS’pro1’ DOGa IX2a-lf2 TWO FRIEND NAME fs:DONNAb IX1b-rt2 fs:CAZc IX1c-rt2 FIVE-
USpro1/1abc/2a GO-OUT-rt2 CAMP WEEKEND 
4 c n d o n n n n g m p o c o  
5:02 THREE YEAR AGO PRO1 POSS’pro1’ PARTNERa IX1a-lf1 POSS’pro1’ DOGa IX2a-lf2 TWO FRIEND NAME fs:DONNAb IX1b-rt2 fs:CAZc IX1c-rt2 FIVE-
USpro1/1abc/2a GO-OUT-rt2 CAMP WEEKEND 
5 c a p m n n n n g m p o c o  
5:02 THREE YEAR AGO PRO1 POSS’pro1’ PARTNERa IX1a-lf1 POSS’pro1’ DOGa IX2a-lf2 TWO FRIEND NAME fs:DONNAb IX1b-rt2 fs:CAZc IX1c-rt2 FIVE-
USpro1/1abc/2a GO-OUT-rt2 CAMPING WEEKEND 
6 c n s t n n n n g m p o c o  
 
5:24 “area”-m2 NAME fs:DWELLINGUPa IX3a-m2  
7 c c o p s n n n g m p o c o  
 







 


5:24 “area”-m2 NAME fs:DWELLINGUPa IX3a-m2 
8 c n d p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
5:32 FIVE-USpro1/1abc/2a DRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2 
9 c a d m s n n n g m p o c o  
 
5:32 FIVE-USpro1/1abc/2a DRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2 
10 n a s p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
5:32 FIVE-USpro1/1abc/2a DRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2 
11 c a p p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
5:34 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-lf2 ABOUT CLOCK-10:30 MORNING  
12 n a s p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
5:41 LOOK-FOR (interruption) FIVE-USpro1/1abc/2a LOOK-FOR-from-rt1-to-m2-to-lf2 
13 c a p m s n n n g m p o c o  
 
5:41 LOOK-FOR (interruption) FIVE-USpro1/1abc/2a LOOK-FOR-from-rt1-to-m2-to-lf2 
14 c c s p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
13:33-15:52 pretest clause 11 (948 –955)  
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  13:33 LAST YEAR IN AUGUST PRO1 GO-OUT-lf2 HOLIDAY ENGLAND  
1 n c s p n n n y g y p o c e  
 
13:43 PRO1 GO-OUT-lf2 EIGHT DIFFERENT COUNTRY 
2 n c s p n n n n g y p o c e  
 
13:57 PRO1 GO-OUT-lf2  
3 n i s p n n n n g y p o c e  
 
14:56 fs:MAY 2005 HAVE* PRO1 GO-OUT-lf2 ENGLAND AGAIN  
4 n c s p n n n n g y p o c e  







 


 
15:07 SEE-towards-m2 BROTHER (interruption) FRIEND NOT BROTHER FRIEND  
5 n c a o n n n n g y p o c e  
 
15:16 PRO1 MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other) fs:TOUR 
6 n c a o n n n y g y p o c e  
 
15:25 PRO1 DCL:C-(on forehead) (2h) ‘ ? ‘  
7 n b c t n n n n g y p o c e  
 
15:43 PEOPLE MEET-from-rt2-to-m2 & -from-lf2-to-m2 (towards each other) (omission of subject and misordering) 
8 n i a o n n n n g y p o c e  
 
 
9                
 
 
10                
 
 
11                
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)   
15:55-19:00 Posttest Clause 13 (956 –968)  
 
 
DVD5c 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
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or 
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CIA 
S13  


 
15:58 POSS’pro1’ (HS:H)* FAMILY GO-OUT-lf2 HOLIDAY* fs:BALI   
1 n c s p s n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:04 MOTHER+FATHERa IX1a-lf1 (wh) BROTHER fs:DENNISb IX1b-rt1 SISTER fs:ALANAc IX1c-rt1 PRO1  
2 c n d o s n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:04 MOTHER+FATHERa IX1a-lf1 (wh) BROTHER fs:DENNISb IX1b-rt1 SISTER fs:ALANAc IX1c-rt1 PRO1 
3 c n d o n n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:04 MOTHER+FATHERa IX1a-lf1 (wh) BROTHER fs:DENNISb IX1b-rt1 SISTER fs:ALANAc IX1c-rt1  PRO1 
4 c n d o n l n n g m p o c o  
 







 


16:14 BROTHER fs:ADAM IX1d-lf2 (wh) AGE-FIVE 
5 c n d o s n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:21 ALL GO-OUT-lf2 
6 n a s p s n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:22 VISIT-towards-m1 fs:MONKEY fs:FORRESTa IX3a-m3 
7 c c s p n n n y g m p o c o  
 
16:22 VISIT-towards-m1 fs:MONKEY fs:FORRESTa IX3a-m3 
8 c n d p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:33 IX3a-m3 FEED-lf2down MONKEY 
9 c a p p n n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:33 IX3a-m3 FEED-lf2down MONKEY 
10 n c a o n n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:40 IX3a-m3 FUN 
11 c a p p s n n y g m p o c o  
 
16:43 ALL START LEAVE-directed-towards-lf2 
12 n n s p s n n n g m p o c o  
 
16:48 THREE-US-rt1/pro1/1b/c FRONT IX3a-lf2 (close focus?) 
13 c a p m s n n n g m p o c o  
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
0:06 -3:16 Pretest Clause 13 (969 –977) 
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0:11 ABOUT FIVE YEAR AGO GO-OUT-rt2 IRELAND  
1 n c s p n n n y g m p u c e  
 
0:22 POSS’pro1’ MOTHER FATHER BRING-from-m2-to-m1 AUSTRALIA  
2 c b s p s n n n g m p u c e  
 
0:39 PRO1 (HS:B)* GO-OUT-rt2 PARTNER BOXING  
3 n n s p s n n n g m p u c e  







 


 
1:15 PRO1 (HS:B)* fs:BRICKLAYER ICL:S-m2 (2h) ‘ bricklaying’  
4 c b c t n n n y g m p u c e  
 
1:26 ICL:S-m2 (2h) ‘ bricklaying’ GOOD MONEY  
5 c a c t n n n n g m p u c e  
 
1:51 GO-OUT-m2 IRELAND  
6 n c s p n n n n g m p u c e  


1:53 DCL:B-(on a pocket) ‘big money’ GOOD (2h)  
7 n b c t n n n n g m p u c e  
 
2:30 PRO1 MEET-from-m1-to-m2 & -from-rt2-to-m2 (towards each other) BEAUTIFUL WOMAN  
8 c c a o s n n n g m p u c e  
 
2:42 BRING-from-rt2-to-m1 AUSTRALIA  
9 n b s p n n n n g m p u c e  
 
 
10                
 
 
11                
 
 
12                
 
 
13                
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
3:24-7:26 Posttest Clause 15 (978-992)  
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3:35 ABOUT SIX MONTH AGO PRO1 (HS:B)* WIFE* GO-OUT-towards-rt2 WEEKEND fs:TOOJAY 
1 n c s p s n n n g m p u c o  
 
3:52 ON WAY-TO-m2* HOME-rt2  
2 n c s p n n n y g m p u c o  







 


 
3:52 ON WAY-TO-m2* HOME-rt2 
3 c n s p n n n n g m p u c o  
 
3:55 PRO1 DRIVE-m2 
4 n a s p s n n y g m p u c o  
 
3:57 POSS’pro1’ (palm orientation*) WIFE* IX1a-lf1 (wh) 
5 c b p p s n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:00 PRO1 FOLLOW-m2 TRUCKa 
6 c c s t s n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:06 DRIVE-m2 ABOUT OCLOCK-9* #KM HOUR 
7 n a s p n n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:14 DCL:1-from-m2up-to-m2 ‘a sign’ 110 #KM 
8 c b c t s n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:23 FOLLOW-m2 IX2a-m3 SCL:1-m2 (wh - horizontal) ‘the car is following the truck’ SCL:1-m2 (horizontal) ‘the truck is going ahead of the car’ 
9 c a s p n n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:23 FOLLOW-m2 IX2a-m3 SCL:1-m2 (wh - horizontal) ‘the car is following the truck’ SCL:1-m2 (horizontal) ‘the truck is going ahead of the car’ 
10 c i p p n n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:23 FOLLOW-m2 IX2a-m3 SCL:1-m2 (wh - horizontal) ‘the car is following the truck’ SCL:1-m2 (horizontal) ‘the truck is going ahead of the car’ 
11 c b c p n n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:28 SCL:1-m2 (wh – horizontal) ‘the car attempts to overtake the truck and is on the other lane’ SCL:1-m2 (horizontal) ‘the truck is going ahead of the car’ 
12 c a c p n n n n g m p u c o  
4:30 PASS SCL:1-m2 (wh – horizontal) ‘the car attempts to overtake the truck and is on the other lane’ SCL:1-m2 (horizontal) ‘the truck is going ahead of the car’ SCL:1-m2 
(wh – horizontal) ‘the car is going back to the left lane’ SCL:1-m2 (wh – horizontal) ‘the car attempts to overtake the truck and is on the other lane’ SCL:1-m2 (wh – 
horizontal) ‘the car is going back to the left lane’ 
13 c a c p n n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:35 SEE-m2 
14 c b s p n n n n g m p u c o  
 
4:36 HAVE LOVELY STRAIGHT*from-m1-to-m2 STREET 
15 c c o p n n n n g m p u c o  
 
 


 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:08 - 5:29 Pretest Clause 17  
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0:10 POSSpro1 HUSBAND CHILDREN SEE-towards-m2 SNOW  
1 c c s t s n n n g m p o d e   


 
0:13 FLY-from-rt2-to-m2 (landing)   
2 n i s p n n n n g m p o d e  


 
0:15 NEXT (interruption) AFTERNOON NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 MORNING WAKE-UP PRO1  
3 n n o p n n n n g m p o d e  
 
0:15 NEXT (interruption) AFTERNOON NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 MORNING WAKE-UP PRO1 (misselection or misordering) 
4 n c a s n n n n g m p o d e  
 
0:31 CHILDREN GO-OUT-rt2   
5 n n s p s n n n g m p o d e  
 
0:33 ICL:A-‘indefinite’ (2h) ‘skiing’  
6 c b c o n n n n g m p o d e  
 
0:38 HUNDREDS CHILDREN PCL:B-from-lf2-to-rt2 (2h) ‘flocking’ (misselection)  
7 n b s o s n n n g m p o d e  
 
0:43 LATER ONE-HOUR CHILDREN COME-from-rt2-to-m1+PRO1 (blends and misselection)   
8 n b s p n n n n g m p o d e  
 
0:46 rs: narrator LOOK-FOR-towards-rt2  
9 c i a o n n r n g m p o d e  
 
0:48 DAUGHTER COME-from-rt2-to-m1 WITH LEADER (misselection and misordering)  
10  n a s p n n n y g m p o d e  
 
0:50 PRO1 SON NOTHING CAN’T SEE-towards-m2   
11 c i a o s n n n g m p o d e  
 
0:55 BCL:A-towards-lf2 ‘running’  
12 c a c o s n n n g m p o d e  







 


 
0:56 rs: ? ICL:B ‘tapping on the shoulder’  
13 n a c s n n n n g m p o d e  
 
1:02 PRO1 IX1a-rt3distant PRO1 SEE-rt2* fs:RHYS 
14 c a p o s n n n g m p o d e  
 
1:02 PRO1 IX1a-rt3distant PRO1 SEE-rt2* fs:RHYS 
15 n a a o n n n n g m p o d e  
 
1:04 BPCL:V-from-m3-to-lf1 ‘walking’  
16 n b c p n n n n g m p o d e  
 
1:12 SEE-m1 PRO1  
17 n a a s n n n n g m p o d e  
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
5:40 – 10:57  Posttest 
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5:40 FEW YEAR AGO POSS’pro1’ HUSBANDa fs-DON IX1a-lf1 TWO-Uspro1/1a GO-OUT-rt2 SINGAPORE HOLIDAY  
1 c n d o n n n n g m p o d o  
 
5:40 FEW YEAR AGO POSS’pro1’ HUSBANDa fs-DON IX1a-lf1 TWO-Uspro1/1a GO-OUT-rt2 SINGAPORE HOLIDAY 
2 c a p m n n n n g m p o d o  
 
5:40 FEW YEAR AGO POSS’pro1’ HUSBANDa fs-DON IX1a-lf1 TWO-Uspro1/1a GO-OUT-rt2 SINGAPORE HOLIDAY 
3 n c s p n n n n g m p o d o  
 
5:46 PRO1 BORN SINGAPORE IX3a-rt2 
4 c a d p s n n n g m p o d o  
 
5:48 POSS’pro1’ FAMILY LIVE IX3a-rt2 
5 c a p p s n n n g m p o d o  
 
5:51 IX3a-rt2 LOVE EATING CRAB 







 


6 c m p o s n n n g m p o d o  
 
5:55 TWO-USpro1/1a DECIDE-TO BRINGfrom-lf2-to-m2* CRAB IX3a-rt2 
7 c a p m s n n n g m p o d o  
 
5:55 TWO-USpro1/1a DECIDE-TO BRINGfrom-lf2-to-rt2* CRAB IX3a-rt2 
8 c a s p n n n n g m p o d o  
 
5:55 TWO-USpro1/1a DECIDE-TO BRINGfrom-lf2-to-m2* CRAB IX3a-rt2 
9 c a p p n n n n g m p o d o  
 
6:00 DAY BEFORE FLY-from-m1-to-rt2 IX3a-rt2  
10 c a s p n n n n g m p o d o  
 
6:00 DAY BEFORE FLY-from-m1-to-rt2 IX3a-rt2 
11 c a p p n n n n g m p o d o  
 
6:02 TWO-USpro1/1a GO-OUT-towards-m2 RIVER 
12 c a p m n n n n g m p o d o  
 
6:02 TWO-USpro1/1a GO-OUT-towards-m2 RIVER 
13 n c s p n n n n g m p o d o  
 
6:05 CATCH-towards-m2 CRAB  
14 c c a t n n n n g m p o d o  
 
6:O7 DCL:B (2h) ‘the shape of the fishing net’ fs:NET, 
15 c b c t n n n n g m p o d o  
 
6:08 ICL:A >B- m2 ‘throwing the net towards the river’ 
16 c b c p n n r n g m p o d o  
 
6:09 ICL:A-m2 ‘pulling the net towards Sabrina and Don’ 
17 c b c t n n n n g m p o d o  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
11:08 - 13:52  Pretest 
Clause 12  
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11:15 FIVE YEAR AGO PRO1 HUSBAND MOVE-from-lf2-to-m2 FROM ENGLAND “to” AUSTRALIA  
1 n c s p s n n y        
 
11:24 BEFORE COME-from-rt3-to-m2 (mislocative) 
2 n i s p n n n y        
 
11:29 SAD SAY-towards-m2 HELLO* ALL FAMILY FRIEND  
3 c c a o n n n n        
 
11:36 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m2 AIRPORT*  
4 n c s p n n n n        
 
11:44 AIR-HOSTESSd IX1d-lf1 SAY* 
5 c n d o s n n n        
 
11:44 AIR-HOSTESSd IX1d-lf1 SAY-towards-m2 
6 n i a m n n n n        
 
11:51 WAIT IX3a-m1 (here) PLEASE 
7 c b p p n n r n        
 
11:54 TWO-USpro1/1a-rt2 THINK WHY ..PROBLEM WHAT 
8 c i p m s n n n        
 
12:01 AIR-HOSTESSd IX1d-lf1 CL:1from-m1-to-rt2-to-m1 (2h) ‘the air hostess has returned’* 
9 c a d o s n n n        
 
12:01 AIR-HOSTESSd IX1d-lf1 CL:1from-m1-to-rt2-to-m1 (2h) ‘the air hostess has returned’* 
10 n i c p n n n n        
 
12:05 rs:air hostess IX1d-lf1 SAY-rt2 
11 c a p o n n r n        
 
12:05 rs:air hostess IX1d-lf1 SAY-rt2 
12 c i a m n n r n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
14:03 - 17:34  Posttest 
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14:15 HUSBAND NAME fs:KEVIN IX1a-lf1 WORK  
1 c n d o s n n n        
 
14:22 POSS’pro1’ BROTHER SISTER fs:IN fs:LAW IX1b-rt2 NAME ANDREW "A" LORNA "LL" IX1b-rt2 
2 c n d o s n n n        
 
14:22 POSS’pro1’ BROTHER SISTER fs:IN fs:LAW IX1b-rt2 NAME ANDREW "A" LORNA "LL" IX1b-rt2 
3 c n d o s l n n        
 
14:38 ONE DAY IX1b-rt2 “A” RING-from-rt2-to-pro1 
4 c a d o s l n n        
 
14:38 ONE DAY IX1b-rt2 “A” RING-from-rt2-to-pro1 
5 c a a s n n n n        
 
14:42 IX1b-rt2 ASKfrom-rt2-to-pro1 PRO1 
6 c a p o n n n n        
 
14:42 IX1b-rt2 ASKfrom-rt2-to-pro1 PRO1 
7 c a a s n n n n        
 
14:47 GO-OUT-towards-m2 NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 THURSDAY  
8 c n s t n n n n        
 
14:47 GO-OUT-towards-m2 NEXT-from-m2-to-rt2 THURSDAY NIGHT 
9 n n o p n n n n        
 
14:54 IX1b-rt2 SAY-towards-m2 
10 c a p o n n n n        
 
14:54 IX1b-rt2 SAY-towards-m2  
11 c i a s n n n n        
 
14:56 “LL” WILL EXPLAIN-towards-m2  
12 c i a s s n n n        
 
14:59 PCL:2-rt2 ‘Andrew and Lorna are standing’* PHONE* TWICE 
13 n a c o s n n n        







 


 
14:59 PCL:2-rt2 ‘Andrew and Lorna are standing’* PHONE* TWICE 
14 n a a s n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 17:47 - 20:05 Pretest Clause 12 
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17:47 THREE YEAR AGO POSS’pro1’* FLY-TO-lf3 GERMANY    
 1  c  c s  p  n  n  n  n         
 
 18:00 GO-OUT-towards-m2 AUSTRIA  fs:BAVARIA (misselection) 
 2 n n s p n n n n        
 
18:05 GO-OUT-towards-m2 MOUNTAINS fs:ALPS (misselection) 
 3 n n s p n n n n        
  
18:09 GO-OUT-towards-m2 CITY  (misselection) 
 4 n n s p n n n n        
  
18:25 ONE DAY GO-OUT-towards-m2 BUS (misselection) 
 5 n n s p n n n n        
  
18:31 BEAUTIFUL LOOK-AROUND-rt2 FROM BUS 
 6  c  c  s   p  n  n  n  n        
 
 18:34 BEAUTIFUL DCL:5-m2 (2h) ‘ the huge mountain’ WHITE DCL:5-rt2 (2h) ‘the other mountain’ DCL:5-lf2 (2h) ‘the other mountain’ fs:MOUNTAIN 
BEAUTIFUL (neutral – not close or distant focus) 
7  c  a c  p  s  n   n y        
 
 18:46 DCL:5-m2 (2h) ‘ the little mountain’ IX2a-rt2+++ (points move downward - 18:48) WATER RIVER BEAUTIFUL 
8  n  a d  p  n  l  n  n         
 
 18:51 SCL:8from-rt2-to-m1 ‘the bus arrives’  
9  n  b c  p  n   l  n n         
 
 18:33 BUS TOUR* STOP-m2  
10  c  c s  p  s n  n n          


 







 


 19:09 GO-OUT-towards-m2  
11 c n s p n n n n        
 
 19:08 GUIDE SHOW-m2* HOW MAKE PEN 
12  n  i  a  m  s  n n  n         
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 20:16 - 23:36  Posttest 
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 20:17 LIVE PERTH IX3a-lf2  
 1  c  n d  p  n  n  n  n         
 
 20:20 POSS’pro1’ FATHER LIVE IX3b-rt2 MELBOURNE*(Victoria) 
 2  c   n d   p  s  n  n  n         
 
 20:23 fs:MILDURA  IX3b-rt2 
 3  c  n d  p  s  l n n        
  
20:27 POSS’pro1’ CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY PRO1 GO-OUT-m2 VISITING FATHERa  IX1b-rt2 
 4  c  a a  o  s   n n n        
  
20:27 POSS’pro1’ CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY PRO1 GO-OUT-m2 VISITING FATHERa  IX1b-rt2 
 5  n  n d  o  n  n n  n         
  
20:27 POSS’pro1’ CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY PRO1 GO-OUT-m2 VISITING FATHERa  IX1b-rt2 
 6 c n d o n n n n        
 
 20:35 TWO-Uspro1/1b-lf1 (wh) FLY-TOfrom-lf1-to-rt2 (wh)IX3b-rt2 
7  c  i p m  s l  n  n         
 
 20:35 TWO-Uspro1/1b-lf1 (wh)FLY-TOfrom-lf1-to-rt2 (wh)IX3b-rt2 
8  c  a s p  n  n   n n         
 
 20:35 TWO-Uspro1/1b-lf1 (wh)FLY-TOfrom-lf1-to-rt2 (wh)IX3b-rt2 
9  c  a p  p n n  n  n         
 







 


 20:37 THREE-USpro1/1b/1a DRIVE DIFFERENT ‘area’-lf2 ‘area’-rt2 
10  c  a p  m  s  n  n  n         
 
20:37 THREE-USpro1/1b/1a DRIVE-m1 DIFFERENT ‘area’-lf2 ‘area’-rt2 
11  n  c s  p  n  n n  n         
 
20:37 THREE-USpro1/1b/1a DRIVE-m1 DIFFERENT ‘area’-lf2 ‘area’-rt2 
12 c b o p n n n n        
 
20:41 LOOK-FOR-indefinite CRUISE 
13 c c s t n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 0:10 - 3:50  Pretest Clause 14 
 
DVD 
1 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
3 
PT2 
04 


DOA 
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ref 
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ref 
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type l 


role 
shift 


english 
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G-B 
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hrs course 
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or 
posttest 


DOA 
S4  


 
 0:13 FLY-TOfrom-lf2-to-m2* NORTH fs:BROOME IX3a-rt2 
 1  n c s  p  n  n  n  n         
 
  0:13 FLY-TOfrom-lf2-to-m2* NORTH fs:BROOME IX3a-rt2 
 2  c  n  d   p  n  n  n  n         
 
 0:18 ARRIVEfrom-m2-to-rt2* IX3a-m2  
 3  n  n s  p  n  n   n n        
  
0:18 ARRIVE-rt2* IX3a-m2 
 4  n  n p  p  n  n  n n        
  
0:22 NEXT-from-m2-to-lf2 DRIVE-m2 IX3b-rt2 (adverb of manner and place) DARWIN  
 5  n  n  d  p  n  l  n  y        
  
0:22 NEXT-from-m2-to-lf2 DRIVE-m2 IX3b-rt2 (adverb of manner and place) DARWIN 
 6 n c s p n n n n        
 
0:22 NEXT-from-m2-to-lf2 DRIVE-m2 IX3b-rt2 (adverb of manner and place) DARWIN 
7 n n d p n n n n        
 
0:26 DRIVE-m2 ABOUT TWO WEEK IX3b-m2/rt2 
8  n a s  p  n   n n  n         







 


 
0:26 DRIVE-m2 ABOUT TWO WEEK IX3b-m2/rt2 
9  n  a p  p  n  n  n  n         
 
 0:34 ARRIVEfrom-m2-to-rt2* BEAUTIFUL PLACE 
10 n a s p n n n n        
 
 
  0:39 fs:GORGE DCL:5 (2h) ‘the shape of the gorge’* 
11 n b c p s n n n        
 
  0:43 DECIDE-TO WALK THROUGH IX3b-lf2 (subtle) 
12 c i p p n n n n        
 
  0:49 NOT REALISE 31/2 #KM IX3bfrom-m1-to-lf3 (adverb of manner and place) IX3bfrom-lf3-to-m1 (adverb of manner) 
13 c a p p n n n n        
 
 0:49 NOT REALISE 31/2 #KM IX3bfrom-m1-to-m3 (adverb of manner and place) IX3bfrom-m3-to-m1 (adverb of manner) 
14 c a p p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (20/12/04) 4:02 - 7:48 Posttest clause 
14  
 
 
DVD 
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S4  


 
4:09 DECIDE-TO GO-OUT-towards-m2 HOLIDAY FAMILY QUEENSLANDa IX3a-m3 (adverb of manner and of place) 
1        I         c              I    n      I   s       I       t         I        n            I       n            I  n      I       n           I                     I  
 
4:09 DECIDE-TO GO-OUT-towards-m2 HOLIDAY FAMILY QUEENSLANDa IX3a-m3 (adverb of manner and of place)  
2 c n d p n n n n        
 
4:17 PRO1 SISTERb IX1b-lf2 BROTHERc IX1c-lf2 MOTHERa IX1a-lf2 FATHERd IX1d-rt2 
3 c n d o s n n n        
 
4:17 PRO1 SISTERb IX1b-lf2 BROTHERc IX1c-lf2 MOTHERa IX1a-lf2 FATHERd IX1d-rt2 
4 c n d o n l n n        
 
4:17 PRO1 SISTERb IX1b-lf2 BROTHERc IX1c-lf2 MOTHERa IX1a-lf2 FATHERd IX1d-rt2 







 


5 c n d o n l n n        
 
4:17 PRO1 SISTERb IX1b-lf2 BROTHERc IX1c-lf2 MOTHERa IX1a-lf2 FATHERd IX1d-rt2 
6 c n d o n l n n        
 
4:24 IX1d-rt2 CANT GO 
7 c a p o s n n n        
 
4:28 BAD+LUCK IX1d-rt2 
8 c a p o s n n n        
 
4:30 FOUR-Uspro1/1a/b/c FLY-TO-m3 
9 c a p m s n n n        
 
4:30 FOUR-Uspro1/1a/b/c FLY-TO-m3 
10 c a s p n n n n        
 
4:32 FLIGHT-ARRIVE-m1 (change of the perspective) 
11 c i s p n n n n        
 
 
4:46 MOTHERa IX1a-lf2 ORGANISE BUS 
12 c a d o s n n n        
 
4:51 AIRPORT IX1b-rt3 (verb sign - travel and adverb of place) HOTELb IX1b-rt3 
13 c c c p s n n n        
 
4:51 AIRPORT IX1b-rt3 (verb sign - travel and adverb of place) HOTELb IX1b-rt3 
14 c a d p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:08 - 2:54 Pretest 
clause 12 
 
DVD 
3 
PT2 
04 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD 
3 
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04 
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S5  


 
0:12 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 fs:BALI 
1 n n s p s n n n        







 


 
0:23 PLANE-ARRIVE/LAND-from-rt2-to-m2 IX?-lf2 (0:26 vague - perhaps there)  
2 n i s p n n n n        
 
0:23 PLANE-ARRIVE/LAND-from-rt2-to-m2 IX?-lf2 (0:26 vague - perhaps there) 
3 n i p p s n n n        
 
0:27 NEXT-m2 BUS IX2a-lf3distant ACCOMMODATION PUB BEAUTIFUL 
4 n n o t s n n n        
 
0:27 NEXT-m2 BUS IX2a-lf3distant (far - misselection)ACCOMMODATION PUB/HOTEL BEAUTIFUL 
5 n n d p n n n n        
 
0:37 LATER FOUR-THEM?/1a/1b*(poor fluency) DECIDE-TO GO-OUT-towards-m2 DINING 
6 c i p o s n n n        
 
0:37 LATER FOUR-THEM?/1a/1b*(poor fluency) DECIDE-TO GO-OUT-towards-m2 DINING 
7 c n s t n n n n        
 
0:44 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m2 RESTAURANT  
8 n i s p n n n n        
 
0:48 IX3a-lf2 (interruption) CHAIR IX3a-lf2 LOOK GOOD ‘area’-lf2 IX3a-lf2 (redundancy) 
9 c n d p s n n n        
 
 0:59 WAITRESS COME-from-rt2-to-m2  
10 c b s p s n n n        
 
1:02 TELL/SAY-towards-m2  
11 n i a o n n n n        
 
1:03 rs:* waiter DRINK YOU (IXpro1- m2) WANT+ 
12 n b p m s n r n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
3:03 - 6:28 Posttest 
clause  
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or 
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type type type s type l posttest 
 
3:04 PRO1 DECIDE-TO RING-towards-rt2 IX3a-rt2+  fs:HARVEY fs:HILLS FARM  
1 c c a o n n n n        
 
3:04 PRO1 DECIDE-TO RING-rt2 IX3a-rt2+  fs:HARVEY fs:HILLS FARM 
2 c n d p n n n n        
 
3:15 IX3a-rt2 LIKE REAL FARM 
3 c a p p s n n n        
 
3:33 IX1a-m2down fs:SON IX1b-m2down DAUGHTER PCL:3 ‘the three people are going to the Harvey Hills’ 
4 c n d o s n n n        
 
3:33 IX1a-m2down fs:SON IX1b-m2down DAUGHTER PCL:3 ‘the three people are going to the Harvey Hills’ 
5 c n d o n l n n        
 
3:33 IX1a-m2down fs:SON IX1b-m2down DAUGHTER PCL:3-rt2 ‘the three people are going to the Harvey Hills’ (awkward - misselection) 
6 n a p m n l n n        
 
3:40 ARRIVE3a-rt2 
7 n a s p n n n n        
 
3:42 IX1c-rt2 WOMAN IX1c-rt2 (redundancy) OWN BUSINESS FARM 
8 c n d o s l n n        
 
3:49 IX1c-rt2 SHOW-m2* THREE-USpro1c/1a/1b fs: CHALET 
9 c a p o n n n y        
 
3:49 IX1c-rt2 SHOW-m2* THREE-USpro1c/1a/1b fs: CHALET 
10 n n a  m n n n n        
 
3:49 IX1c-rt2 SHOW-m2* THREE-USpro1c/1a/1b fs: CHALET 
11 n a p m n n n n        
 
3:57 THREE-US?/1a/1b ON DCL:B (2h) ‘ inside the balcony’ fs:BALCONY 
12 n a p m s n n y        
 
4:02 LOOK-AROUNDfrom-lf3-to-rt3distant BEAUTIFUL 
13 c c s p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
6:42 - 11:40 
pretest – 16 
clauses 
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6:43 IN 2001 PRO1 HUSBAND NEED GO-OUT-m2 BRISBANE #FOR WORK  
1 n n s p s n n n g m p o d e  
 
6:49 TWO-Uspro1/1a-lf1^ DECIDE HAVE FAMILY HOLIDAY SAME TIME 
2 c i p m n n n n g m p o d e  
  
7:10 PICK-UP-lf1 CHILDREN LUNCH TIME 
3 n i a o n  n n n g m p o d e  
 
7:15 WHY? TWO-Uspro1/1a-lf1^ LIVE* fs:WOLLONGONG 
4 c a p m n n n y g m p o d e  
 
7:22 NEED PICK-UP-lf1^ PRO1* (POSS’me’) HUSBAND FROM NORTH SYDNEY 
5 c a a o n n n n g m p o d e  
 
7:28 START DRIVING-m1  
6 n i s p n n n n g m p o d e  
 
7:33 SYDNEY LOTS CAR SCL:B(2h) ‘ the cars are in a queue’  
7 c b c t n n n y g m p o d e  
 
7:37 ARRIVE-from-rt2-to-m2 FINALLY 
8 n a s p n n n n g m p o d e  
 
7:40 LOOK-AT-towards-lf2  
9 c a a o n n n n g m p o d e  
 
7:41 HUSBAND COME-from-lf2-to-m1  
10 c a s p n n n n g m p o d e  
 
 
7:48: START DRIVING-m1 
11 n i s p n n n n g m p o d e  
 
7:49  IX1a-lf1 NEED GO-OUT-towards-m2 MEETING IX3a-rt3updistant 







 


12 c a p o s n n n g m p o  d e  
 
7:49  IX1a-lf1 NEED GO-OUT-towards-m2 MEETING IX3a-rt3updistant 
13 n n s p n n n n g m p o  d e  
 
7:49  IX1a-lf1 NEED GO-OUT-towards-m2 MEETING IX3a-rt3updistant 
14 n b p p n n n n g m p o  d e  
 
7:57 DRIVE-m2  
15 n i s p n n n n g m p o  d e  
 
8:00 CHILDREN ASK?-rt1* (ask who? But I presume they ask their mother (narrator)) 
16 n a a o s n n n g m p o  d e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
11:54 - 18:00 Posttest 2004 
Clause 20  
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11:57  PRO1 HUSBAND DAUGHTER fs:SON MOTHER IX3a-m1 fs-ZAGREBa IX3a-m1 fs:CROATIA 
1 c c p p n n n y        
 
11:57  PRO1 HUSBAND DAUGHTER fs:SON MOTHER IX3a-m1 fs-ZAGREBa IX3a-m1 fs:CROATIA 
2 c n d p n l n n        
 
12:11 FIVE-US/pro1/1a/b/c/d/ GO-OUT-towards-m2 HOLIDAY LITTLE 
3 c a p m s n n n        
 
12:11 FIVE-US/pro1/1a/b/c/d/ GO-OUT-towards-m2 HOLIDAY LITTLE 
4 c n s p n n n n        
 
12:17 WHERE? FATHERe VILLAGEb* IX3b-rt2 
5 c n d p s n n n        
 
12:21 IX3b-rt2 (adverb of manner and adverb of place) SIX HOUR DRIVE-m2 
6 c a p p n n n n        
 
12:21 IX3b-rt2 (adverb of manner and adverb of place) SIX HOUR DRIVE-m2 







 


7 n a s p n n n n        
 
12:27 FIVE-US/pro1/1a/b/c/d/ DRIVE-m2 
8 c a p m s  n n n        
 
12:27 FIVE-US/pro1/1a/b/c/d/ DRIVE-m2 
9 n a s p n n n n        
 
12:30 SCL:8-from-m1-to-rt2 ‘the car is going there’ 
10 c b c p s  n n n        
 
12:31 ARRIVE-toward-rt2 
11 c a s p n n n n        
 
12:34 HUSBANDa CHILDRENb/c IX1a/b/c-lf2 FATHERe FAMILYf FRIENDg IX1e/f/g-rt2 INTRODUCE-1a/b/c-lf1/1e/f/g-rt2 
12 c  n d o s n n n        
 
12:34 HUSBANDa CHILDRENb/c IX1a/b/c-lf2 FATHERe FAMILYf FRIENDg IX1e/f/g-rt2 INTRODUCE-1a/b/c-lf1/1e/f/g-rt2 
13 c n d o s l n n        
 
12:34 HUSBANDa CHILDRENb/c IX1a/b/c-lf2 FATHERe FAMILYf FRIENDg IX1e/f/g-rt2 INTRODUCE-1a/b/c-lf1/1e/f/g-rt2 
14 c a a o n n n n        
 
12:45 FATHERe NOT IX1e-m1  
15 c a a o n n n n        
 
12:52 FATHER HOSPITAL IX3a-rt2 fs-ZAGREBa IX3a-rt2 (rather awkward and redundancy) 
16 n n d p n n n n        
 
13:01 HUSBAND CHILDREN LOVE FINISH MEET-from-lf2&rt2-to-m2 FAMILY FRIEND  
17 c a a o s n n n        
 
13:08 NEXT-towards-m2 DAY FIVE-US/pro1/1a/b/c/d/  GO-OUT-towards-m2  MOTHER ISLAND-lf2 IX3c-lf2  
18 c n o p s n n n        
 
13:08 NEXT-towards-m2 DAY FIVE-US/pro1/1a/b/c/d/  GO-OUT-towards-m2  MOTHER ISLAND-lf2 IX3c-lf2 
19 c a p m n n n n        
 
13:08 NEXT-towards-m2 DAY FIVE-US/pro1/1a/b/c/d/  GO-OUT-towards-m2  MOTHER ISLAND-lf2 IX3c-lf2 
20 n c s p n n n y        
 
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
18:12 - 21:37 pretest 
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18:22 POSS’pro1’ COUSINa RINGfrom-rt2-to-pro1 PRO1  
2 c i a s s n n n        
 
18:33 IX1a-rt2 SAY  
3 c i p o s n n n        
 
18:34 rs:cousin* POSS 'pro1' (cousin’s) SCHOOL fs:BALL 
4 n i p o n n r n        
 
18:50 PRO1 TALK-from-pro1-m1-to-1a-rt2-to-m1  
6 c a a o s n n n        
 
18:56 PRO1 THINK POOR1a-m2 
7 n a o o n n n n        
 
19:07 VISIT-m1 POSS’pro1’ COUSINa 
9 n i a o n n n y        
 
19:15 GO-OUT-rt2 fs:BALL WITH IX1a-rt2  
10 n n s p n n n y        
 
19:15 GO-OUT-rt2 fs:BALL WITH IX1a-rt2 
11 c a p o n n n n        
 
19:18 POSS’pro1’ TALK-lf2 MOTHER TALKfrom-m1-to-lf2-to-m1 
12 c i a o n n n n        
 
19:18 POSS’pro1’ TALK-lf2 MOTHER TALKfrom-m1-to-lf2-to-m1 
13 c a a o n n n n        
 
19:04 PRO1 WILL GO-OUT-rt2 fs:BROOME 
8 n n s p n n n n        
 
18:45 NO ONE GO-OUT-rt2 WITH  







 


5 n n s p n n n y        
 
 18:17 POSSpro1 HOLIDAY GO-OUT-rt2 fs:BROOME  
1 n n s p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
21:49 - 25:59 posttest 
clause 15  
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22:01 WHAT? IX2a-m2  
1 c c p t n n n n        
 
22:03 POSS’pro1’ FATHERa IX1a-lf2 
2 c n d o s n n n        
 
22:05 IX1a-lf2 fs:BAND  
3 c a p o n n n y        
 
22:12 WHERE? fs: MARGRET fs: RIVER IX3a-lf3 
4 c n d p s n n n        
 
22:22 THURSDAY MORNING PRO1 FATHERa IX1a-lf2 MOTHER IX1b-lf2 TWO-THEM1a/1b DRIVE-towards-m2/rt2 IX3a-lf3 #MR  
5 c a d o s n n n        
 
22:22 THURSDAY MORNING PRO1 FATHERa IX1a-lf2 MOTHER IX1b-lf2 TWO-THEM1a/1b DRIVE-towards-m2/rt2 IX3a-lf3 #MR 
6 c n d o n l n n        
 
22:22 THURSDAY MORNING PRO1 FATHERa IX1a-lf2 MOTHER IX1b-lf2 TWO-THEM1a/1b-lf2 DRIVE-towards-m2/rt2 IX3a-lf3 #MR 
7 c a p o n n n n        
 
22:22 THURSDAY MORNING PRO1 FATHERa IX1a-lf1 MOTHER IX1b-lf1 TWO-THEM1a/1b DRIVE-towards-m2/rt2 IX3a-lf3 #MR 
9 c a d p n n n n        
 
22:37 PRO1 WILL DRIVE-towards-m2/rt2 IX3a-lf3 #MR ON FRIDAY NIGHT 
10 c a s p n n n y        
 







 


22:45 FRIDAY NIGHT PRO1 PICK-UP-rt2 PRO1* FRIENDc IX1c-rt2 fs:KRISTY 
12 c c a o n n n n        
 
22:45 FRIDAY NIGHT PRO1 PICK-UP-rt2 PRO1* FRIENDc IX1c-rt2 fs:KRISTY 
13 c n d o n n n n        
 
22:53 IX1c-rt2 FROM fs:TOODADY 
14 c a p o s n n n        
 
22:58 IX1c-rt2 TWO-USpro1/1c WILL DRIVE IX3a-lf3 #MR 
15 c a p o n n n n        
 
22:37 PRO1 WILL DRIVE-towards-m2/rt2 IX3a-lf3 #MR ON FRIDAY NIGHT 
11 c a p o n n n n        
 
22:22 THURSDAY MORNING PRO1 FATHERa IX1a-lf2 MOTHER IX1b-lf2 TWO-THEM1a/1b DRIVE-towards-m2/rt2 IX3a-lf3 #MR 
8 c a s p n n n n        
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:09 -  3:32 pretest 
clause  13 
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0:09 IX1a-rt2 POSS'me' FRIEND IX1a-rt2 (redundancy) NAME fs-MIKE  
1 c n d o n n n n        
 
0:12 IX1a-rt2 fs:JEHOVAHS fs:WITNESS #JW  
2 c a p o n n n y        
 
0:21 BUT IX1a-rt2 fs:MISSIONARY  
3 c a p o n n n y        
 
0:26 WORLD IX3a-lf2downward* IX1a-rt2 IX3a-lf2+* 
4 n n p t s n n n        
 
0:26 WORLD IX3a-lf2downward* IX1a-rt2 IX3a-lf2+* 







 


5 n a p o n n n n        
 
0:26 WORLD IX3a-lf2downward* IX1a-rt2 IX3a-lf2+* 
6 n i p p n n n n        
 
0:30  IX1a-rt2 TEACH-towards-lf2 PEOPLE FRIEND fs:BIBLE #BB  
7 c a p o s n n y        
 
0:30  IX1a-rt2 TEACH-towards-lf2 PEOPLE FRIEND fs:BIBLE #BB 
8 n i a o n n n n        
 
0:34 AND HELP-lf2* 
9 n i a o n n n n        
 
0:36 LAST MONTH IX1a-rt2/m2 FLY-TO-rt3 EAST fs:TIMOR 
10 c a p o n n n n        
 
0:36 LAST MONTH IX1a-rt2/m2 FLY-TO-rt3 EAST fs:TIMOR 
11 c c s o n n n n        
 
0:43 IX1b-rt2 PEOPLE POOR HAVE+NOT 
12 n n d o s l n n        
 
0:48 IX1a-rt2 POSS'me' FRIEND WANT-TO 
13 n i d o s l n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
3:44 - 9:31 posttest clause 
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 3:44 PRO1 HAVE THREE FRIEND IX1a-lf2 fs:JACKIE IX1a-lf2/ fs:SIAN X1b-m2/ fs:MEL IX1c-rt2 
1 c n d o n n n n        
 
3:44 PRO1 HAVE THREE FRIEND IX1a-lf2 fs:JACKIE IX1a-lf2/ fs:SIAN X1b-m2/ fs:MEL IX1c-rt2 
2 c n d o n n n n        
 







 


3:44 PRO1 HAVE THREE FRIEND IX1a-lf2 fs:JACKIE IX1a-lf2/ fs:SIAN X1b-m2/ fs:MEL IX1c-rt2 
3 c n d o n n n n        
 
3:54 ALL THREE-THEM 1a/1b/1c GO-OUT-lf2 fs:MARGARET RIVER SOUTH #MR  
4 c a p o s n n n        
 
3:54 ALL THREE-THEM 1a/1b/1c GO-OUT-lf2 fs:MARGARET RIVER SOUTH #MR 
5 n n s p n n n n        
 
4:03 IX1a-lf2 ASK-pro1 
6  c a p o s n n n        
 
4:03 IX1a-lf2 ASK-pro1 
7 c a a s n n n n        
 
4:04 rs: jackie IXpro-m2 WANT-TO COME-from-rt2-to-m2 #MR  
8 c a p s n n r n        
 
4:04 rs: jackie IXpro-m2 WANT-TO COME-from-rt2-to-m2 #MR 
9 c a s p n n n n        
 
4:10 rs:jackie IX1a/1b/1c (we) HAVE HOUSEa 
10 c a p o s n r n        
 
 
4:11 rs:jackie IX2a-m2 BEAUTIFUL 
11 c a p t s n r n        
 
 4:12 rs:jackie ABOUT TWELVE PEOPLE GO-OUT-towards-m2 
12 c n s p s n r n        
 
4:16  rs:alana PRO1 NEVER FINISH BEEN-THERE IX2a-m2  
13 c a p p s n r n        
 
4:23 X1b-m2 SAY-towards-m2 
14 c a p o s n n n        
 
4:23 X1b-m2 SAY-towards-m2 
15 c i a o n n n n        
 
4:24 rs:sain IXpro1-m2 (YOU) BRINGfrom-m2-to-m1 LOT FRIEND 
16 c i p s n l r y        
 
4:24 rs:sain IXpro1-m2 (YOU) BRINGfrom-m2-to-m1 LOT FRIEND 
17 n a s p n n r n        







 


 
4:29 ALL COME-from-rt2-to-m1  
18 n a s p s n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
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9:56 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 CAMPING WITH PRO1* FAMILY  
1 c n s p n n n n        
 
10:01 PRO1* (poss) FRIEND COME-towards-m1  
2 n i s p s n n n        
 
10:18 PRO1* (hs:B) GO-OUT-towards-rt2 WHERE  
3 n n s p s n n n        
 
10:21 fs:DENMARK IX3a-m2 (here - exophoric) #WA 
4 c e p p s n n n        
 
10:26 STAY-rt2 #FOR ONE WEEK 
5 n i s p n n n n        
 
10:31 IX*+HAVE (we have – blend) LOT FUN 
6 n i p m s n n n        
 
10:34 LOOK-AROUNDfrom-lf2-to-rt2 LOT (not fluency)  
7 c i s t n n n n        
 
10:37 GOOD TIME IX* (we) HAVE 
8 n i p m n n n n        
 
10:41 ONE PLACE-rt2 GO-OUT-towards-m2 TREE NAME fs:RED fs:TINGLE TREE/FOREST (misselection and misordering) 
9 n c o p n n n n        
 
10:41 ONE PLACE GO-OUT-towards-m2 TREE NAME fs:RED fs:TINGLE TREE/FOREST (misselection and misordering) 







 


10 n c s p n n n n        
 
10:51 IX3b-m2 HAVE TREE TOP   
11 c i p p n n n n        
 
10:54 WALK SCL:V-from-rt2up-to-m2up ‘walking on the top’ 
12 c i c p n n n n        
 
10:56 CAN LOOK-lf2+EVERYTHING (blend)  
13 n b s p n n n y        
 
10:58 ALL TREE SCL:V-from-rt2up-to-m2up ‘walking on the top’ 
14 c a s p s n n n        
 
11:02 ALL ANIMAL IX3a-rt1up IX3a-rt1down 
15 c n p p s n n n        
 
11:02 ALL ANIMAL IX3a-rt1up IX3a-rt1down 
16 n a p p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
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14:51 MOTHER/ fs:STEP FATHER/SISTER/DOG FAMILY IXa-lf1 
1 c n d o s n n n        
 
15:00 BRING-from-m2-to-m1 DOG  
2 c c a s n n n n        
 
15:11 REALLY EXCITED DOG BRING-from-m2-to-m1 EXCITED  
3 n a a s n n n n        
15:17 PERTH IX3b-m2 FOUR HOUR DRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2down (vertical perspective rather than horizontal perspective - this sign as an adverb of place) fs:NANNUP 
IX3a-rt1down 
4 c n d p s l n n        
15:17 PERTH IX3b-m2 FOUR HOUR DRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2down (vertical perspective rather than horizontal perspective - this sign as an adverb of place) fs:NANNUP 







 


IX3a-rt1down 
5 n c s p n n n n        
15:17 PERTH IX3b-m2 FOUR HOUR DRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2down (vertical perspective rather than horizontal perspective - this sign as an adverb of place) fs:NANNUP 
IX3a-rt1down 
6 n a c p n n n n        
15:17 PERTH IX3b-m2 FOUR HOUR DRIVE IX3a-m2down (vertical perspective rather than horizontal perspective - this sign as an adverb of place) fs:NANNUP IX3a-
rt1down 
7 n n d p n n n n        
 
15:27 fs:NANNUP IX3a-m2 (change from vertical perspective to horizontal perspective) ARRIVE-m2 ABOUT 3-0CLOCK 
8 c n d p s l n n        
 
15:27 fs:NANNUP IX3a-m2 (change from vertical perspective to horizontal perspective) ARRIVE-m2 ABOUT 3-0CLOCK 
9 c a s p n n n n        
 
15:35 FRIEND PLACE-m2 ARRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2 
10 c a o p s n n n        
 
15:35 FRIEND PLACE-m2 ARRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2 
11 c a s p n n n n        
 
15:35 FRIEND PLACE-m2 ARRIVE-m2 IX3a-m2 
12 c a p p n n n n        
 
15:38 MEET-rt2&lf2* FRIEND 
13 n c a m n n n n        
 
15:42 TALK-from-m1-to-m2-to-m1+ 
14 c a a m n n n n        
 
15:47 SLEEP IX2a-m2 FOR FREE DAY 
15 c a p p n n n n        
 
15:49 VISIT-towards-m2 FRIEND 
16 c c a o n n n n        
 
15:54 LOOK-FOR* 
17 n i s p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
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20:00  WHERE fs:NANCILIN PLACE-m2 TWO HOUR NORTH  
1 c i o p s n n n        
 
20:18 IX3a-m2 HAVE BIG DCL:B ‘the shape of the dunes’  fs: SAND fs: DUNES 
2 c i p p s n n y        
 
20:18 IX3a-m2 HAVE BIG DCL:B ‘the shape of the dunes’  fs: SAND fs: DUNES 
3 c n c p n n n n        
 
20:27 BEFORE GO-OUT-towards-rt2  
4 n i s p n n n n        
 
20:30 PRO1 POSS’me’ THREE-US* FOUR-US* BUY DCL:1 (2h) ‘ the shape of the laminex’ fs: LAMANEX 
5 n i p m s n n n        
 
20:30 PRO1 POSS’me’ THREE-US* FOUR-US* BUY DCL: 1 (2h) ‘ the shape of the laminex’ fs: LAMANEX 
6 n b c t n n n n        
 
20:44 DCL: 1 (2h) ‘ the shape of the laminex’ ICL:A (2h) ‘holding the laminex’ 
7 n b c t n n n n        
 
20:44 DCL: 1 (2h) ‘ the shape of the laminex’ ICL:A (2h) ‘holding the laminex’ 
8 n a c t n n r n        
 
20:46 BPCL:V ‘one of them is lying on the laminex’ 
9 n b c o n n n n        
 
20:48 ICL:A (2h) ‘ riding the laminex down the dune’ 
10 n a c t n n r n        
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 21:51 - 25:15  posttest 
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21:51 FOUR YEAR AGO PRO1 SCHOOL YEAR 10 IX3a-lf1 COUNTRY fs:WONGAN fs:HILLS IX3a-lf1 (poor fluency and redundancy) 
1 c n d p n n n n        
 
22:15 ENGLISH TEACHER IX1b-lf1 ORGANISE  DAY PERTH  IX3b-lf3 







 


2 c n d o s n n n        
 
22:15 ENGLISH TEACHER IX1b-lf1 ORGANISE  DAY PERTH  IX3b-lf3 
3 c n d p n l n n        
 
22:20 PRO1/ TWO FRIEND fs:KYLIEc AND fs:TIMc IX1c-lf1 EXCITED 
4 c m d m s l n n        
 
22:30 TEACHER IX1b-lf1 SAY 
5 c a d o s l n n        
 
22:33 FRIDAY MORNING 9.00 MEET IX3a-lf1down (not clear) 
6 n i p p n l n n        
 
22:54 IX1d-lf1 fs:KYLIEd SAY-towards-m2 
7 c n d o s l n n        
 
22:54 IX1d-lf1 fs:KYLIEd SAY-towards-m2 
8 c i a o n n n n        
 
22:59 GO-OUT-towards-m2 ICE-SKATING 
9 c n s t n n n n        
 
23:05 TEACHER IX1b-lf1 SAY-towards-m2 
10 c n d o s l n n        
 
23:14 TWO-Uspro1/1f SAY-YES 
11 c i p m s n n n        
 
23:17 FRIDAY MORNING THREE-USpro1/1d/1f MEET-from-rt2&lf2-to-m2  IX3c-m1down 
12 c i p m s n n n        
 
23:17 FRIDAY MORNING THREE-USpro1/1d/1f MEET-from-rt2&lf2-to-m2  IX3c-m1down 
13 n i a m n n n n        
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3:08 PRO1 TWO OTHER FRIENDa THREE-Uspro1/1a DECIDE-TO GO-OUT-m1 #QUEENSLAND  
1 c a p m s n n n n y m o d e  
 
3:08 PRO1 TWO OTHER FRIENDa THREE-US DECIDE-TO GO-OUT-m1 #QUEENSLAND 
2 n c s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
3:15 THREE-Uspro1/1a WANT-TO QUICKLY ARRIVE-towards-m2 #QUEENSLAND 
4 c a p m s n n n n y m o d e  
 
3:15 THREE-Uspro1/1a WANT-TO QUICKLY ARRIVE-towards-m2 #QUEENSLAND 
5 c c s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
3:30 ARRIVE-towards-m2 fs:B fs:DUBBO 
5 c c s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
3:34 IX3a-m2 HAVE YOUTH fs:HOSTEL 
6 c i p p s n n y n y m o d e  
 
3:43 IX3b-rt2 (outside of the building) HAVE WATER DCL:1 ‘the shape and the size of the pool’ fs:POOL 
7 n i p p s n n y n y m o d e  
 
3:43 IX3b-rt2 (outside of the building) HAVE WATER DCL:1 ‘the shape and the size of the pool’ fs:POOL 
8 c b c t n l n n n y m o d e  
 
3:47 LATE NIGHT THREE-Uspro1/1a (um) THREE-Uspro1/1a PLAY IN fs:POOL 
9 c a p m s n n y n y m o d e  
 
3:58 RELISH BCL:A>5-from-rt1-to-lf2 ‘throwing people into the pool’ 
10 c b c o n n n n n y m o d e  
 
4:06 GOOD OTHER PEOPLE INSIDE IX3c-rt2 BUILDING 
11 c n d p n l n n n y m o d e  
 
4:29 #QUEENSLAND DCL:B-m1up (2h) ‘the borderline between the states’ DCL:B-m1up (wh) ‘the borderline between the states’ IX3c-m1up fs:D fs: BORDER 
12 c c p p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
3:13 WILL DRIVE-towards-m2 
3 c i s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
3:19 DRIVE-towards-m2 ALL-DAY 
6 c a s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 







 


3:28 DRIVE-towards-m2 
7 c a s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
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14:37 POSS’1a’-lf2 RESPONSIBILITY DCL:1 ‘around the city’ (I think)  CITY LOOK-FOR LIKE PROTECT 
1 c a p o s n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:37 POSS’1a’-lf2 RESPONSIBILITY DCL:1 ‘around the city’ (I think)  CITY LOOK-FOR LIKE PROTECT 
2 n b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:37 POSS’1a’-lf2 RESPONSIBILITY DCL:1 ‘around the city’ (I think)  CITY <rs:? LOOK-FOR* LIKE PROTECT> 
3 n b s p n n r n n y m o d o  
 
14:50 DIFFERENT-rt2 WORLD-rt2 CITY IX3a-m2+ fs:ANKHMORPIRK 
4 n n o p s n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:50 DIFFERENT-rt2 WORLD-rt2 CITY IX3a-m2+ fs:ANKHMORPIRK 
5 n a o p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:50 DIFFERENT-rt2 WORLD-rt2 CITY IX3a-m2+ fs:ANKHMORPIRK 
6 c n d p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
15:01 IX3a-m2+ HAVE TWO GROUP 
7 c a p p s n n n n y m o d o  
 
15:04 IX1b-rt2+ fs:DWARVES SHORT <rs; dwarf BEARD > IX1c-lf2+ HAVE fs:TRILLS TALL 
8 c n d o s n r y n y m o d o  
 
15:04 IX1b-rt2+ fs:DWARVES SHORT BEARD IX1c-lf2+ (wh) HAVE fs:TRILLS TALL 
9 c i p o n n n y n y m o d o  
 
15:22 LONG-AGO TWO-THEM1b/1c FIGHT 
10 c a p o s n n n n y m o d o  
 
 
15:26 BECAUSE IX1b-rt2 OBSESSED-WITH ROCK 
11 c a p o s n n n n y m o d o  







 


 
15:37 SOMETIMES #ACCIDENT <rs:dwarf ICL:S-towards-lf2 ‘using a hammer to break rocks into pieces’> fs:TRILLS (HS:F unknown sign) 
12 c a c p n n r y n y m o d o  
15:53 CITY STREET LCL:B-from-lf2-to-rt2 ‘location of the street’ /LCL:B-lf2 (wh) ‘at the beginning of the street’ LCL:B-from-m3-to-lf3&-from-lf1-to-rt1 (2h) ‘roofs of the 
houses’ (use topographic space with a bird’s eye view) 
13 n b c p s l n n n y m o d o  
15:53 CITY STREET LCL:B-from-lf2-to-rt2 ‘location of the street’ /LCL:B-lf2 (wh) ‘at the beginning of the street’ LCL:B-from-m3-to-lf3&-from-lf1-to-rt1 (2h) ‘roofs of the 
houses’ (use topographic space with a bird’s eye view) 
14 n b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
16:00 STAND-m2 IX1d-m2 WHO  
15 n c s p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
16:00 STAND-m2 IX1d-m2 WHO 
16 c c p o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
16:06 IX1d-m2 SOLDIER  
17 c a p o s l n n n y m o d o  
16:11 <rs:? HAVE >* STEEL DCL:5claw ‘something steel on head’ DCL:B-on-forearm ‘without arm cover’ DCL:B-on-chest (2h) ‘ body armour’ SHONE LIKE ROMAN 
SOLIDER 
18 n n s o n n r n n y m o d o  
16:11 <rs:? HAVE > STEEL DCL:5claw ‘something steel on head’ DCL:B-on-forearm ‘without arm cover’ DCL:B-on-chest (2h) ‘ body armour’ SHONE LIKE ROMAN 
SOLIDER 
19 c b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
16:11 <rs:? HAVE > STEEL DCL:5claw ‘something steel on head’ DCL:B-on-forearm ‘without arm cover’ DCL:B-on-chest (2h) ‘ body armour’ SHONE LIKE ROMAN 
SOLIDER 
20 c b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
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0:04 AROUND FOUR-YEARS-AGO PRO1 GO-OUT (interruption) HOLIDAY GO-OUT-m2up NORTH IX3a-rt2up #QUEENSLAND 
1 n n s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:04 AROUND FOUR-YEARS-AGO PRO1 GO-OUT (interruption) HOLIDAY GO-OUT NORTH IX3a-rt2up #QUEENSLAND 
2 n n d p n n n n n y m o d e  







 


 
0:16 TALL SISTER? IX-pinkie+ TWIN SISTERd TWO-Uspro1/1d 
3 c a p m n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:20 FIVE-USpro1/1a/1b/1c* DCL:5claws-on-nose ’scuba’ DIVE fs:SCUBA DIVE 
4 n a p m s n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:28 TWO TEACHERe HAVE SEVEN-Uspro1/1a/1b/1c/1e* (1c = two sisters and 1e = two teachers) 
5 n a p m n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:33 ALL BOAT SCL:V+++ (2h & alt) ‘diving into water’ 
6 c i c m s n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:43 OTHER-lf2 FINISH-from-lf2-to-m2-to-m1 
7 c i o o s n n n n       
 
0:45 TWO-USpro1/1c   PRO1 DOUBLE*(twin) SISTER  MYSELF LITTLE SIGN HAVE  
8 c i p m s n n n n       
 
0:50 TWO-USpro1/1c  SIGN etc..  
9 c a p m n n n n n       
 
0:56 TALK-EACH-OTHER 
10 c a a m n n n n n       
 
 
0:58 ALONE-rt2  
11 c i o o s n n n n       
 
0:59 BOTHpro1/1c GOOD  
12 c a p m s n n n n       
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
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3:12 GREECE LCL:B-lf2up (2h) ‘map of Greece’ ISLAND LCL:B-lf2up (wh) ‘map of Greece’ LCL:C-m2 (sh) ‘map of Crete and Greece’  







 


1 c b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:12 GREECE LCL:B-lf2up (2h) ‘map of Greece’ ISLAND LCL:B-lf2up (wh) ‘map of Greece’ LCL:C-m2 (sh) ‘map of Crete and Greece’ 
2 c b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:15 fs:CRETE IX3a-m2  
3 c n d p s n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:19 (first sign – I could not figure out what it is. It seems SICK –ASL sign) KING HAVE DCL:A-lf2 (2h) ‘large size) fs:MAZE 
4 c c c p s n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:35 MAN IX1a-rt2+ CLEVER 
5 c n d o s n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:37 MAN IX1a-rt2 NAME fs:DAEDALUS 
6 c a p o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:40 IX1a-rt2 CLEVER(adv) ORGANISE 
7 c a p o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:42 BUILD IX?-lf2+ 
8 c a p t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:43 CLEVER IX1a-rt2 
9 c a p o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:47 KING HAVE  OPPOSITION-lf2* (opposition to Daedalus’idea or his opponent?) 
10 n n o o s n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:48 ARREST-towards-rt2 
11 c a a o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:49 ICL:C-from-rt2-to-lf2 ‘placing him in the maze’ 
12 c b s p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:50 ENTER-lf2 
13 c a s p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:51 CLOSE-DOOR-lf2 
14 n b o p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:52 IMPRISON-lf2 
15 n a s o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:55 (WORK-OUT HOW) ESCAPE-towards-lf2 AGAIN  







 


16 n a s p n n n n n       
 
4:00 MAN ESCAPE-towards-lf2 
17 n b s p s n n n n y m o d o  
 
4:04 <rs:king ACCUSE-rt2> 
18 c c a o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
4:06 fs:DAEDALUS ICL:C-from-rt2-to-lf2 ‘placing him in the maze’ 
19 c b c o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
4:09  FAMILY-rt2 ICL:C-from-rt2-to-lf2 ‘placing him in the maze’ 
20 n i o o s n n n n       
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
10:03-13:35 Pretest Clause 14  
 
DVD2b 
MT2 
03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 DVD2b 
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G-B 
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hrs course 
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or 
posttest 


DOA 
S3  


 
10:13 EUROPE DCL:1-m2up ‘circular route in Europe’ DCL:1-m2up ‘circular route in Europe’ 
3 n b c p s n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:10 TWO-USpro1/1a TRAVEL EUROPE DCL:1-m2up ‘circular route in Europe’ DCL:1-m2up ‘circular route in Europe’  
4 n b c p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:34 GROUPb-MOVE-TO-from-m2-to-lf2 ELECTRIC-TRAIN 
5 c b s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:37 DISCUSS1b-m2 (this sign moving around)  
6 c b a m n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:39 WANT-TO GO-OUT-towards-m2 EATING 
7 c n s t n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:42 GO-OUT-towards-m2 
8 n n s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:43 HAVE DCL:B-m2 (2h) ‘ shape of the beer cart’ SCL:B-from-m1-to-m2 (2h) ‘the carriages pulling towards’  
9 n c c t n n n n n y m o d e  
 







 


10:43 HAVE DCL:B-m2 (2h) ‘ shape of the beer cart’ SCL:B-from-m1-to-m2 (2h) ‘the carriages pulling towards’ 
10 n c c t n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:47 SCL:B-m2 (wh) ‘one of the carriages’ IX2a-m2 (point at this carriage) NAME fs:BEER fs:CART 
11 c a p p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:53 SEAT GO-IN IX3a-rt2 (change of the perspective - close focus) 
12 c n d p s n n n n y m o d e  
 
11:00 <rs:? ASK-from-pro1-to-rt2 PERSON WHO? fs:TOUR fs;GUIDE IX1c-rt2 (not clear message) 
13 n c a o n n y n n y m o d e  
 
11:00 <rs:? ASK-from-pro1-to-rt2 PERSON WHO? > fs:TOUR fs;GUIDE < IX1c-rt2 (not clear message)> 
14 n a p o n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:10  TWO-USpro1/1a TRAVEL 
2 c i p m s n n n n y m o d e  
 
NEARLY TWO YEAR AGO PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-m2 TRAVEL EUROPE WITH MY FRIEND   
1 c n s p n n n n n y m o d e  
  
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
13:55-19:20 Posttest Clause 17  
 
DVD2b 
MT2 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
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14:00 LITTLE GIRL IX1a-lf2+ NAME WHAT  
1 c n d o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:06  IX?-m2* TIRED  
2 n i p o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:18 ICL:B>S-from-m2-to-m1 ‘pulling up the blanket or the sheet’  
3 c b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:27 rs:Helen (looking at something–rt2down) IX2a-rt2 SOMETHING ON DCL:B-rt2 ‘the table or the floor?’ 
4 c c p t s n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:27 rs:Helen (looking at something–rt2down) IX2a-rt2 SOMETHING ON DCL:B-rt2 ‘the table or the floor?’ 







 


5 n b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:30 ICL:A-from-rt2-to-lf2up ‘pushing off the blanket or the sheet’ 
6 c b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:31 SCL:Vbent-m2 (away from body) ‘getting out of and sitting on the bed’  
7 n b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:32 ICL:B>O-rt2down ‘picking something from the floor’  
8 c b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:33 ICL:O>B-m2up ‘putting the rock on her left hand’ ICL:B-m2up (wh) ‘carrying the rock’  ROCK  
9 c a c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:37 BUT PINK LITTLE YELLOW ECL:0>5claws-on-left-hand ‘the rock is flashing’   
10 c b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:44 < rs:Helen LOOK-AT-INTENSIVELY-lf2…   
11 c b s p n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:46 < rs:Helen MCL:5>0-from-lf2-to-lf2down ‘going into a black hole’ (MCL stands for metaphorical classifier)  
12 c b c p n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:47 ENTER-m2  
13 c b s p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:48 ROCK MCL:5>0-from-lf2-to-lf2down ‘the rock is going into a black hole’  
14 c a c p s n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:51 START SCL:V-from-m2up-to-m2 ‘her head is directing downwards the hole’  
15 c b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:52 <rs:Helen BCL:’feeling panicky while falling’  
16 c b c o n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:53 SCL:V-from-m2up-to-m2 ‘her head is directing downwards the hole’ 
17 c a c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
0:03 -2:47 Pretest Clause 12  
 
DVD3b 
MT2 
03 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
DVD3b 
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03 
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S4 


 
0:19 IX3a-rt1up DRIVE-towards-m2 IX3a-rt2up DARWIN #NORTHERN TERRITORY IX3a-rt2up 
2 n c o p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:19 IX3a-rt1up DRIVE-towards-m2 IX3a-rt2up DARWIN #NORTHERN TERRITORY IX3a-rt2up 
3 n a p p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:25 ARRIVE-m3 (change of the perspective – close focus) IX3a-m3 
4 c b s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:25 ARRIVE-m3 IX3a-m3 
5 c a p p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:31 MUST FIND WORK IX3a-rt2up DARWIN 
6 n a d p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:42 APPLY-from-lf2-to-rt2+++++ DIFFERENT-from-lf2-to-rt2++++ WORK 
7 n c s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:42 APPLY-from-lf2-to-rt2+++++ DIFFERENT-from-lf2-to-rt2++++ WORK 
8 c c o p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:55 FRUIT ICL:5>S-from-lf2up-to-m2up++ (2h & alt) ‘picking the fruit’ 
9 c b c t s n n n n y m o d e  
 
1:00 SCL:1-from-rt2up-to-rt2 ‘travelling from Darwin to Humpty Doo’ (routine) IX3b-rt2 ‘area’-rt2 NAME fs:HUMPTY fs:DOO 
10 n b c p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
1:00 SCL:1-from-rt2up-to-rt2 ‘travelling from Darwin to Humpty Doo’ IX3b-rt2 ‘area’-rt2 NAME fs:HUMPTY fs:DOO 
11 n c p p n l n n n y m o d e  
 
1:00 SCL:1-from-rt2up-to-rt2 ‘travelling from Darwin to Humpty Doo’ IX3b-rt2 ‘area’-rt2 NAME fs:HUMPTY fs:DOO 
12 n a o p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
0:19 IX3a-rt1up DRIVE-towards-m2 IX3a-rt2up DARWIN #NORTHERN TERRITORY IX3a-rt2up 
1 c i s p n n n n n       
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
2:50-9:49 Posttest Clause 20 
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DVD3b 
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2:50 LONG-AGO ISLAND-m2 MANa IX3a-m2 LIVE ALONE-pro1/m1*  
1 c n d o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
2:50 LONG-AGO ISLAND-m2 MANa IX3a-m2 LIVE ALONE-pro1/m2 
2 c i o o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
2:57 OTHER PEOPLEb HAVE-NONE ALONE-pro1/m2 
3 c i o o s n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:07 CRUISE-BOAT-towards-rt2 
4 c c s p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:09 ICL:5>S-from-rt2-to-m2 (slightly) ‘taking the fishing rod’ 
5 c c c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:10 ICL:S-fromrt2-to-rt2up ‘winding around the reel’ 
6 n b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:10 SCL:forearm and 1bent-m3 ‘the rod is moving away from the man’ 
7 ? b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:12 FISH SCL:5-from-m2-to-m3 ‘fish is swimming’ 
8 ? b c p s l n n n y m o d o  
 
3:13 SCL:1bent-from-m3-to-rt2up ‘hooking the fish’ SCL:B-from-m3-to-rt2up ‘the fish is swimming’ 
9 ? a c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:14 ICL:C-rt2up (2h) ‘holding the fish in his hands’ 
10 c b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:15 SCL:1bent-rt2up ‘the hook is taken out of the fish’ ICL:C-from-rt2up ‘holding the fish in one hand’ 
11 c a c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:16 ICL:C-from-rt2up-to-rt1 ‘holding the fish in his hands and putting it on the box in the boat’ 
12 c a c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:17 ICL:S-from-rt2-to-rt2up ‘winding around the reel’ 
13 n a c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 







 


3:17 SCL:forearm and 1bent-m3 ‘the rod is moving away from the man’ 
14 ? a c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
 3:18 ICL:C-rt2up ‘holding the fish in his hands’ 
15 ? b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:20 ICL:C-from-rt2up-to-rt1 ‘holding the fish in his hands and putting it on the box in the boat’ 
16 ? a c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:25 BEACH WATER ECL:5-from-m3-to-m2+ ‘ choppy sea is moving forth and back’  
17 c b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:32 LOOK-AT-from-lf2up-to-m2up  
18 c c s t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:34 DCL:5-m2 (2h –away from each other) ‘the sky’ BLACK 
19 c b c p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
3:36 LOOK-AT-from-lf2up-to-m2up 
20 c c s t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
9:55-13:37    Pretest Clause 14  
(lefty) 
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9:58 TRAVEL DCL:B-m2 (2h) ‘the pyramid’  
1 n c c t n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:02 YES LOOK-AT DCL:B-m2 (2h) ‘the pyramid’ BEAUTIFUL BCL ‘the statue of sphinx’ fs: SPHINX BEAUTIFUL  
2 n c c t n n n y n y m o d e  
 
10:02 YES LOOK-AT DCL:B-m2 (2h) ‘the pyramid’ BEAUTIFUL BCL ‘the statue of sphinx’ fs: SPHINX BEAUTIFUL 
3 c c c t n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:23 BOAT-CRUISE-towards-m2 DCL:B-from-m1-to-m3 (2h) ‘the shape of the boat’ DCL:A-from-edge-lf2-&-edge-rt2 & -from-m1-to-m3 (2h) ‘the size of the boat’ 
6 n b c t s n n n n y m o d e  







 


 
10:23 BOAT-CRUISE-towards-m2 DCL:B-from-m1-to-m3 (2h) ‘the shape of the boat’ DCL:A-from-edge-lf2-&-edge-rt2 & -from-m1-to-m3 (2h) ‘the size of the boat’ 
7 c b c t n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:39 THREE DAY CRUISE-BOAT-towards-m3 
8 c a s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:42 DCL:O-from-m2-to-m2up (2h) ‘the mast’ DCL:B-from-m2up-to-rt2-to-m2 ‘the sail’ ECL:5-m2&m2up (2h) ‘the wind is blowing towards the sail’ 
9 c  b c t n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:42 DCL:O-from-m2-to-m2up (2h) ‘the mast’ DCL:B-from-m2up-to-rt2-to-m2 ‘the sail’ ECL:5-m2&m2up (2h) ‘the wind is blowing towards the sail’ 
10 n b c t n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:42 DCL:O-from-m2-to-m2up (2h) ‘the mast’ DCL:B-from-m2up-to-rt2-to-m2 ‘the sail’ ECL:5-m2&m2up (2h) ‘the wind is blowing towards the sail’ 
11 n b c p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:45 CRUISE-BOAT-towards-m3 
12 c a s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
 
10:47 SEE-rt2 SUNRISE-rt2 SUNSET-rt2 
13 c c s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:47 SEE-rt2 SUNRISE-rt2 SUNSET-rt2 
14 c n o p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:23 BOAT-CRUISE-towards-m2 DCL:B-from-m1-to-m3 (2h) ‘the shape of the boat’ DCL:A-from-edge-lf2-&-edge-rt2 & -from-m1-to-m3 (2h) ‘the size of the boat’ 
5 n n s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
10:13 PRO1 BOAT-CRUISE-towards-m2 fs:FAKULA RIVER fs:NILE  
4 n n s p n n n n n y m o d e  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
13:52-20:10 posttest clause 19 (lefty) 
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14:23 FAMILYb POSS1a-m2+ LAZY IX?-m2 (misordering) 







 


1 n n p o s n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:23 FAMILYb POSS1a-m2+ LAZY IX1b-m2 (mislocative) 
2 n n p o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:26 GO-OUT-m2 ICL:S-towards-lf2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) WITH BROTHER IX1a-rt2 
3 n n c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:26 GO-OUT-m2 ICL:S-towards-rt2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) WITH BROTHER IX1a-rt2 
4 c n d o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:32 <rs:? (the narrator looks at the brother –right direction) ASK-towards-m1* BROTHER > 
5 n b a o n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:34 <rs:? SCL:3-rt2 ‘three brothers’ SCL:1-from-lf2-to-rt2 ‘ ?’ (I think it is Maue)  
6 n b c m n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:35 <rs:? PLEASE+ > CAN GO-OUT ICL:S-towards-rt2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) <rs: ? SAME IX1a-m2 > 
9 n a c t n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:35 <rs:? PLEASE+ > CAN GO-OUT ICL:S-towards-rt2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) <rs: ? SAME IX1a-m2 > 
10 c a p o n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:40 <rs:brother NOT IXpro1-m2 HOPELESS > 
11 c a p o n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:43 <rs:? NOT PRO1 CATCH > DCL:A-rt2<>lf2 (2h) ‘large size’ FISH > 
12 n c c t n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:47 WILL SHOW-towards-m2 <rs:? IX1a-m2 > BEST ‘area’-m2 ICL:S-towards-rt2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) 
13 n i a o n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:47 WILL SHOW-towards-m2 <rs:? IX1a-m2 > BEST ‘area’-m2 ICL:S-towards-rt2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) 
14 c a p o n n y n n y m o d o  
 
14:47 WILL SHOW-towards-m2 <rs:? IX1a-m2 > BEST ‘area’-m2 ICL:S-towards-rt2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) 
15 n n p p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:47 WILL SHOW-towards-m2 <rs:? IX1a-m2 > BEST ‘area’-m2 ICL:S-towards-rt2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) 
16 n a c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
15:06 ICL:1bent-m2 ‘??’ (I think Maue is craving the hook’ SCL:1-m2 ‘the material for the hook’          
17 n b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
15:07 ICL:F-m2 ‘sewing ??’ SCL:1-m2 ‘the material for the hook’ 







 


18 n b c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
15:15 ICL:F-m2 ‘sewing ??’ SCL:1-m2 ‘the material for the hook’ 
19 n a c t n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:35 <rs:? PLEASE+ > CAN GO-OUT-towards-lf2 ICL:S-towards-rt2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) <rs: ? SAME IX1a-m2 > 
8 n n s p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
14:26 GO-OUT-m2 ICL:S-towards-lf2 (2h) ‘??’* (meaning fishing but this classifer for chopping) WITH BROTHER IX1a-rt2 (who is going out?)  
3 n n s p n n n n n y m o d o  
 
 


 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:01 - 4:07 pretest clause 15  
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0:01 ABOUT FOUR YEAR AGO PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 HOLIDAY IX3a-rt2+ NAME GREY 
2 c n d p n n n y        
 
0:09 KNOW BETWEEN fs:CERVENTIS fs:WEDGE ISLAND  IX3a-rt3distant+ NORTH  
3 c a p p n n n n        
 
0:30 ONLY WAY IX3a-rt2+ STREET VERY fs;BUMPY  
6 c a p p n n n y        
 
0:50 ARRIVE-lf2 ON #SUNDAY NIGHT  
8 n i s p n n n y        
 
1:16 PERHAPS BRING-from-rt2-to-m1 CRUISE-BOAT-towards-m2*   
11 n i s p n n n n        
 
1:16 PERHAPS BRING-from-rt2-to-m1 CRUISE-BOAT-towards-m2* 
12 n n s t n n n n        
 
1:20 BECAUSE STAND BEACH DCL:B (2h) ‘the beach’ WATER DCL:C ‘the water’ THREE ISLAND IX3b-rt2, IX3c-m2, IX3d-lf2 
13 c a c p n n n n        







 


 
1:20 BECAUSE STAND BEACH DCL:B (2h) ‘the beach’ WATER DCL:C ‘the water’ THREE ISLAND IX3b-rt2, IX3c-m2, IX3d-lf2 
14 n a c p n n n n        
 
1:20 BECAUSE STAND BEACH DCL:B (2h) ‘the beach’ WATER DCL:C ‘the water’ THREE ISLAND IX3b-rt2, IX3c-m2, IX3d-lf2 
15 c n d p n n n n        
 
1:06 MAN WOMAN ALL GO-OUT-towards-rt2 BEACH  
10 n n s p n n n n        
  
1:04 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 SWIMMING 
9 n n s p n n n n        
 
0:40 DRIVE-m2 (drive on the rough road)  
7 n i s p n n n n        
 
0:24 THREE-m2 WOMAN TWO-m2 MAN  
5 n i o o n n n n        
 
0:20 CHRISTMAS TIME GO-OUT-rt2 WITH FIVE FRIEND  
 
4 


c n s p n n n n        


 
0:01 ABOUT FOUR YEAR AGO PRO1 GO-OUT-rt2 HOLIDAY IX3a-rt2+ NAME GREY 
1 n n s p s n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
4:10 - 6:02  Posttest 
Clause 10  
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4:11 NEXT CHRISTMAS PRO1* BROTHER GO-OUT-towards-rt2 SKIING HOLIDAY 
2 n n s p n n n n        
 
4:18 DEAF “area”-rt2 WITH GO-OUT-towards-rt2  
3 n n o p s n n n        
 







 


4:18 DEAF “area”-rt2 WITH GO-OUT-towards-rt2 
4 n n s p n n n n        
 
4:22 “area’-rt2 SKIING LOT PAST 
5 n a p p n  n n n        
 
4:27 27 #DECEMBER LEAVE-m1* fs:MANCHESTER FLY-TO-from-m1-to-m2 
6 n c s p n n n n        
 
4:27 27 #DECEMBER LEAVE-m1* fs:MANCHESTER FLY-TO-from-m1-to-m2 
7 n c s p n n n n        
 
4:35 ARRIVE-lf2 NEAR fs:ZURICH 
8 n c s p n n n n        
 
4:38 ACCOMMODATION IX3a-m2+* 
9 n a p p s n n n        
 
4:40 HOLIDAY BROCHURE SHOW-pro1  
10 c a a s s n n n        
 
4:11 NEXT-towards-rt2 CHRISTMAS PRO1* BROTHER GO-OUT-towards-rt2 SKIING HOLIDAY 
1 n n o p s n n n        
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
6:05 - 9:11 pretest clause  13 
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PT2 
03 
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G-B 
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or 
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DOA 
S2 


 
6:05 PRO1 TALK OVER POSS’pro1’ HOLIDAY WORK IX3a-rt2 LONDON 
1 c n d p n n n n        
 
6:10 IXpro2-m2up (YOU exophoric reference) KNOW fs:LONDON  
2 n e p o s n n y        
 
6:12 IX?-m2* (not clear) GO-TO-rt2 IX3a-rt2 PERHAPS THREE-YEAR* 
3 n e p o n n n n        
 
6:12 IX?-m2* (not clear) GO-OUT-towards-rt2 IX3a-rt2 PERHAPS THREE-YEAR* (three years ago)  







 


4 n a s p n n n n        
 
6:12 IX?-m2* (not clear) GO-OUT-towards-rt2 IX3a-rt2 PERHAPS THREE-YEAR* 
5 c a p p n n n n        
 
6:31 NEXT-towards-rt2 BED/BEDROOM SCL:Vfrom-m1-to-rt2 ‘walking toward the next room’ SHOWER  
6 n n o p s l n n        
 
6:31 NEXT-towards-rt2 BED/BEDROOM SCL:Vfrom-m1-to-rt2 ‘walking toward the next room’ SHOWER 
7 n a c p n n n n        
 
6:37 ICL:5claws-m2 ‘turn on the shower tap’ SHOWER  
8 c b c t n n n n        
 
6:43 SCL:Vfrom-m1-to-rt2down ‘walking downward the next room’ NEXT-towards-rt2 BED/BEDROOM 
9 n c c p n n n n        
 
6:43 SCL:Vfrom-m1-to-rt2down ‘walking downward the next room’ NEXT-towards-rt2 BED/BEDROOM 
10 n n o p n n n n        
 
6:47 ICL:5claws-m2 ‘turn on the shower tap’ SHOWER 
11 c b c t n n n n        
 
6:50 ‘well’ SCL:Vfrom-m1-to-rt2down ‘walking downward the ground’ 
12 n b c p n n n n        
 
6:54 SEE-m2 
13 n c a o n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04 9:12 - 12:33 posttest clause 
13 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14  
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9:18 TWO-THEM1a * (inapprorpriate orientation -9:19) STAY POSS’pro1’ HOUSE 
1 c a p o s n n n        
 
9:21 PRO1 NAME fs:LINDA fs:SALLY IX1a-rt2 COME-rt2+ 
2 n m p o s n n n        







 


 
9:21 PRO1 NAME fs:LINDA fs:SALLY IX1a-rt2 COME-rt2+ 
3 n c c p n n n y        
 
9:36 GO-OUT-towards-m2+ HOUSE 
4 n n s p n n n n        
 
9:38 SCL:V-m2 (not from m1 to m2 rather static) ‘walking outside the front door’* 
5 n a c p n n n n        
 
9:39 CLOSE-DOOR-m1* ICL:A/B(wh –not palm but front) ‘locking the front door’* 
6 n b c p n n n n        
 
9:40 SCL:V-m2 ‘walking outside the front door’ STREET 
7 n b c p n n n n        
 
9:43 LOOK-AT-lf2 CAR 
8 c c s p n n n n        
 
9:44 SIT-lf2* CAR MAN 
9 n c s p s l n n        
 
9:47 MAN SIT-lf2* 
10 n a s p s n n n        
9:49 REAR-VIEW-MIRROR LCL:B-m2 ‘the rear-view mirror is located at the right side of the car’* NOT LCL:B-lf2 ‘the rear-view mirror is located in the car REAR-
VIEW-MIRROR-m2* 
11 n b c p s l n n        
9:49 REAR-VIEW-MIRROR LCL:B-m2 ‘the rear-view mirror is located at the right side of the car’* NOT LCL:B-lf2 ‘the rear-view mirror is located in the car REAR-
VIEW-MIRROR-m2* 
12 c b c p n l n n        
 
9:49 REAR-VIEW-MIRROR LCL:B-m2 ‘the rear-view mirror is located at the right side of the car’* NOT LCL:B-lf2 ‘the rear-view mirror is located in the car REAR-
VIEW-MIRROR-m2* 
13 n n o p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
12:37 - 15:52 Pretest Clause 13 
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type type type s type l posttest 
 
12:43 TOUR-cont* SEVERAL DIFFERENT++ COUNTRY  
2 n i s p n n n n        
 
13:12 TRAVEL/TOUR BOSS (meaning tour guide) ORGANISE fs:CHOBE DCL:B(2h) ‘the river’ CRUISEfrom-m2-to-lf3* 
6 n b s p n n n n        
 
13:23 ALL PEOPLE SCL:Vbend-towards-m2 ‘people are getting in the boat’* CRUISE-from-m2-to-lf3* 
7 n a c p s n n n        
 
13:23 ALL PEOPLE SCL:Vbend-towards-m2 ‘people are getting in the boat’* CRUISE-from-m2-to-lf3* 
8 n a s p s n n n        
 
13:30 LEAVE-m1 CRUISE-from-m2-to-lf2 
9 n b s p n n n n        
 
13:30 LEAVE-m1 CRUISE-from-m2-to-lf2 (misselection)  
10 n a s p n n n n        
 
13:33 SEE-m/2rt2 LOT DIFFERENT+ ANIMAL 
11 c c s t n n n n        
 
13:47 CRUISE-from-m2-to-lf2 SUDDEN CRUISE-m2 STOP-m2 
12 c a s p n n n n        
 
13:50 SUDDEN BOAT STOP-m2 
13 c i s p s n n n        
 
13:08 TWO NIGHT STAY-rt2 
5 c a s p n n n n        
 
12:51 fs:CHOBENP STAY(interruption) TWO NIGHT STAY-rt2  
4 c i s p n n n n        
 
12:43 TOUR-cont* SEVERAL DIFFERENT++ COUNTRY 
3 c c o p n n n n        
 
12:39 TWO-YEAR-AGO AFRICA PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 HOLIDAY  
1 n n s p s n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
15:56 - 20:01   Posttest 
Clause 16  
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15:58 LONG-AGO 1992 PRO1 POSS’pro1’ SISTER  IX1a-rt1 (use body shift to point to lf1 instead of lf2 - rather awakward) TWO-USpro1/1a GO-OUT-towards-rt2 
HOLIDAY AMERICA fs:SAN fs:DIEGO  
1 c n d o n n n n        
15:58 LONG-AGO 1992 PRO1 POSS’pro1’ SISTER  IX1a-rt1 (use body shift to point to lf1 instead of lf2 - rather awakward) TWO-USpro1/1a GO-OUT-towards-rt2 
HOLIDAY AMERICA fs:SAN fs:DIEGO 
2 c a p m n n n n        
15:58 LONG-AGO 1992 PRO1 POSS’pro1’ SISTER  IX1a-rt1 (use body shift to point to lf1 instead of lf2 - rather awakward) TWO-USpro1/1a GO-OUT-towards-rt2 
HOLIDAY AMERICA fs:SAN fs:DIEGO 
3 n c s p n n n n        
 
16:14 NEED TWO-USpro1/1a NEED BUS IX3a-m3 (this sign as an adverb of manner and as an  adverb of place) fs:LOS fs:ANGELESa #LA (misordering) 
4 n a p m n n n n        
 
16:14 NEED TWO-USpro1/1a NEED BUS IX3a-m3 (this sign as an adverb of manner and as an  adverb of place) fs:LOS fs:ANGELESa #LA 
5 c n d p n n n n        
 
16:23 TWO-USpro1/1a BUS “area”-rt2 BUILDING 
6 c a p m n n n n        
 
16:30 PCL:5 (2h) ‘the room at the bus station is crowded’* PEOPLE PCL:5 (2h) ‘the room at the bus station is crowded’*  
8 n b c o n n n n        
 
16:30 PCL:5 (2h) ‘the room at the bus station is crowded’* PEOPLE PCL:5 (2h) ‘the room at the bus station is crowded’* 
9 n a c o n n n n        
 
16:34 BUS SCL:B-ori^-from-rt2-to-m2+++ ‘many passing buses’* 
10 n b c t s n n n        
 
16:45 IX1b-rt2 MANb IX1b-rt2 (redundancy) THIN BROWN SKIN COMPLEXION BROWN HAIR 
11 n b p p n n n n        
 
16:53 LOOK-AT-rt2 
12 c a a o n n n n        
 
16:55 FILTHY TERRIBLE SICK IX1b-rt2 (misordering) 
13 n  a p o n n n n        
 







 


17:00 LOOK-AT-rt2 
14 c a a o n n n n        
 
17:01 rs:? STARE-AT-lf2 (look at the narrator and her friend ?) rs:pro1 TWO-USpro1/1a rs:manb STARE-AT-lf2 
15 n c a m s n n n        
 
17:01 rs:? STARE-AT-lf2 (look at the narrator and her friend?) TWO-USpro1/1a rs:manb STARE-AT-lf2 
16 n a p m n n n n        
 
16:23 TWO-USpro1/1a BUS “area”-rt2 BUILDING 
7 n n o p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 
0:05 - 2:07 pretest clause 11 
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9:16 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-rt2up POSS’pro1’ FRIEND MOTHER+FATHER HOUSE  
1 n c s p n n n n        
 
9:21  POSS’pro1’ MOTHER+FATHER GO-OUT-towards-rt2 HOLIDAY WEEKEND 
2 n c s p s n n n        
 
9:28 PRO1 WITH POSS’pro1’ FRIENDa TWO-USpro1/1a(rt2 ) 
3 c n d m s n n n        
 
9:35 TWO-USpro1/1a(rt2) GO-OUT-towards-m2 RIDE-MOTORCYCLE 
4 c a p m n n n n        
 
9:35 TWO-USpro1/1a(rt2) GO-OUT-towards-m2 RIDE-MOTORCYCLE 
5 c n s t n n n n        
 
9:41 POSS‘frienda’-rt2 MOTORCYCLE DIFFERENT POSS‘pro1’ MOTORCYCLE 
6 c a p o s n n n        
 
9:46 IX1a-rt1 (use thumb in place of index – perhaps meaning possessive according to her English wordmouthing)* MOTORCYCLE RIGHT GO-OUT-towards-rt2 
7 n a p o n n n n        
 
9:46 IX1a-rt1 (use thumb in place of index – perhaps meaning possessive according to her English wordmouthing)* MOTORCYCLE RIGHT GO-OUT-towards-rt2 







 


(misselection) 
8 n n s p n n n n        
 
9:50 ICL:5claws > A-lf2 (wh) ‘use the left handle to brake’ STOP-lf2 (towards the left handle) 
9 c b c p s n n n        
 
9:50 ICL:5claws > A-lf2 (wh) ‘use the left handle to brake’ STOP-lf2 (towards the left handle) 
10 c a s t n n n n        
 
9:54 ICL:5claws > A-lf2 (wh) ‘use the left handle to go’ GO-OUT-lf2 
11 c b c p s l n n        
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 2:16 - 4:58 posttest clause 
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11:59  PRO1 WORK IX3a-rt2 (this presuming item rather inferentially refers back to VINES and the narrator uses bird’s eye view) 
2 n i p p s n n n        
 
12:03 PRO1 GO-OUT-towards-rt2  
3 n i s p n n n n        
 
12:11 SCL:Vbend-from-m1-to-lf2up ‘The narrator is going upstairs at the village’  
4 c n c p n n n n        
 
12:13 WHEN SCL:Vbend-from-m1-to-m2up ‘The narrator is going upstairs’  
5 c a c p n n n ?        
 
12:16 CAN’T LOOK-UP-FROM-THE-GROUND-m1up  
6 c a s p n n n n        
 
12:19 MUST LOOK-DOWN-m1down(2h)  
7 n a s p n n n n        
12:24 IX3b-m1up (this presuming item rather inferentially refers to the hotel and means "go upstairs" and specific direction) SCL:Vbend-from-m1-to-m2up ‘The narrator 
is going upstairs’ 
8 c i p p n n n n        
12:24 IX3b-m1up (this presuming item rather inferentially refers to the hotel and means "go upstairs" and specific direction) SCL:Vbend-from-m1-to-m2up ‘The narrator 







 


is going upstairs’ 
9 c a c p n n n n        
 
12:26 IX1a-lf2 #GN WAIT  
10 n n d o s n n n        
 
12:29 SCL:1-lf2up ‘Greg Norman is standing at the top of the stairs’*  TOP  FULL* TOP  
11 n b c p n n n n        
 
12:35  SCL:1-lf2up ‘Greg Norman is standing at the top of the stairs’*(wh) SCL:Vbend-from-m1-to-m2up ‘The narrator is going upstairs’ 
12 n a c p n n n n        
 
11:30 WHEN PRO1 MEET-towards-m2+ TWO IMPORTANT AUSTRALIAN PEOPLE  
1 n i a o s n n n        
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 5:01 - 9:27 Pretest Clause 15 
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0:04 PRO FLYING-from-m1-to-m3 #RI ISLAND IX3a-rt3 (this sign as adverb of manner and as adverb of place - S5  uses real-world orientation - this means when she 
was in Perth, she attempted to show where RI island is located in real-world orientation) 
1 c c s p n n n n        
0:04 PRO FLYING-from-m1-to-m3 #RI ISLAND IX3a-rt3 (this sign as adverb of manner and as adverb of place - S5  uses real-world orientation - this means when she 
was in Perth, she attempted to show where RI island is located in real-world orientation) 
2 n n d p n n n n        
 
0:09 TWO-WEEK-AGO PRO1* (it should be POSS'me') fs:EX BOY+FRIEND  IX1a-rt2 NAME  fs:MICHAEL  
3 c n d o s n n n        
 
0:17 IX1a-rt2 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 DRIVE-from-m1-to-m2 fs: JANDAKOT AIRPORTa  IX3a-lf3 (direction and specific location) 
4 c a p o n n n n        
 
0:17 IX1a-rt2 DRIVE-from-m1-to-m2 fs: JANDAKOT AIRPORTa  IX3a-lf3 (direction and specific location) 
5 c a s p n n n n        
 
0:17 IX1a-rt2 DRIVEfrom-m1-to-m2* fs: JANDAKOT AIRPORTa  IX3a-lf3 (direction and specific location) 
7 n n d p n l n n        
 







 


0:28 DRIVEfrom-m1-to-m2 
8 c a s p n n n n        
 
0:31 IX1a-rt2 WORK IX3a-lf3 
9 c a p o n n n n        
 
0:31 IX1a-rt2 WORK IX3a-lf3 
10 n a p p n n n n        
 
0:40 ARRIVEfrom-lf2-to-m2 
11 n a s p n n n n        
 
0:41 IX1b-rt2 BOSS SAY-m2 TWO-USpro1/?(lf1) (rather vague because of the locational change - I presume that it is her ex-boyfriend) 
12 c n d o s l n n        
 
0:41 IX1b-rt2 BOSS SAY-m2 TWO-USpro1/?(lf1) (rather vague because of the locational change - I presume that it is her ex-boyfriend) 
13 c c a m n n n n        
 
0:41 IX1b-rt2 BOSS SAY TWO-USpro1/?(lf1) (rather vague because of the locational change - I presume that it is her ex-boyfriend) 
14 n i p m n n n n        
 
0:44 SAY-m2  
15 c a a m n n n n        
 
0:17 IX1a-rt2 GO-OUT-towards-rt2 DRIVE-from-m1-to-m2 fs: JANDAKOT AIRPORTa  IX3a-lf3 (direction and specific location) 
5 n n s p n n n n        
  
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 9:30 - 14:07 Posttest Clause 16 
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4:31 IX3a-rt2* (HS:L) KNOW SHOP NAME fs: WOLLWORTHS  IX3a-rt2 #WW IX3a-rt2 
1 n e p o n n n n        
 
4:31 IX3a-rt2* (HS:L) KNOW SHOP NAME fs: WOLLWORTHS  IX3a-rt2 #WW IX3a-rt2 (redundancy) 
2 c n d p n n n n        
 
5:31 DRIVEfrom-lf1-to-rt2 







 


16 c i s p n n n n        
 
4:40 PRO1 WORK IX3a-rt2 
3 c a p p s n n n        
 
4:57 PRO1 DRIVEfrom-m1-to-rt2/m2  
4 c a s p n n n n        
 
5:04 PRO1 DRIVEfrom-m1-to-rt2/m2 
5 c a s p n n n n        
 
5:07 USUALLY BOSS SAY-m1  
6 c e a s s n n n        
 
5:10 MUST PARK WORK/STAFF CAR PARKING  "area"-lf3 IX3b-lf3 
7 n n d p n n n n        
 
5:10 MUST PARK WORK/STAFF CAR PARKING  "area"-lf3 IX3b-lf3 
8 c a p p n n n n        
 
5:16 IX3b-lf3 ( adverb of manner - how far, as well as this item shows where the parking lot is) SHOP “area”-rt2 
9 c a p p s n n n        
 
5:16 IX3b-lf3 ( adverb of manner - how far, as well as this item shows where the parking lot is) SHOP “area”-rt2 
10 n n d p n n n n        
 
5:19 CAR PARKING “area”-m1 IX3b-lf3 (adverb of manner - how far, as well as this item shows where the parking lot is) "area”-lf3 
11 c a p p s n n n        
 
5:19 CAR PARKING “area”-m1 IX3b-lf3 (adverb of manner - how far, as well as this item shows where the parking lot is) "area”-lf3 
12 c a p p n n n n        
 
5:19 CAR PARKING “area”-m1 IX3b-lf3 (adverb of manner - how far, as well as this item shows where the parking lot is) "area”-lf3 
13 n a o t n n n n        
 
5:25 PRO1 DECIDE-TO PARK IX3b-m2 NEAR SHOP 
14 n i p p s n n n        
 
5:30 LCL:8-m1 ‘the car is parked’ (not clear) 
16 n b c p s n n n        
 
 
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 14:14 - 18:45 Pretest Clause 
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0:20 ICL:A (2h) ‘putting on clothing’* CLOTHES   
1 n c c t n n n n        
 
0:26  ICL:A (2h) ‘pushing the rubbish bin’ fs:BIN RUBBISH  
2 c c c t n n n n        
 
0:30 #FOR TRUCK ICL:5>A ‘taking rubbish out of the bin’* (misselection)  
3 n b c t n n n n        
 
0:33 PRO1 ICL:A (2h) ‘pushing the rubbish bin’ FRONT ROAD   
4 c a c t n n n n        
 
0:37 ICL:A>5-m2 (2h) ‘dropping the rubbish bin at the front of the road’  
5 c b c p n n n n        
 
0:40 ENTERfrom-m1-to-lf2  
6 n n s p n n n n        
 
0:45 PRO1 NEXT-towards-rt2 PACK BAG BOOK, MONEY, PHONE, PACK 
8 n n o t n n n n        
 
0:55 ICL:A ‘putting the bag onto her shoulder’ 
9 c b c p n n n n        
 
1:00 WALK IX2a-lf2 (English-word mouthing outside) CAR 
9 c n o p n n n n        
 
1:04 ICL:A ‘taking the bag off’ 
10 c a c p n n n n        
 
1:07 SCL:Vbent-m2 ‘sitting in the car’ 
11 n b c p n n n n        
 
1:10 DRIVE-m2  
12 n c s p n n n n        
 







 


1:14 DRIVE-towards-m2 IX2b-m3 (adverb of manner and adverb of place)  POSS'me' FRIENDa HOUSEb 
13 c c s p n n n n        
 
1:14 DRIVEtowards-m2 IX2b-m3 (adverb of manner and adverb of place)  POSS'me' FRIENDa HOUSEb 
14 c n d p n n n n        
 
1:20 PRO1 NEED-TO PICK-m2 #FOR WORK (omission – who will she pick up) 
15 n i a o n n n n        
 
0:45 PRO1 NEXT-towards-rt2 PACK BAG BOOK, MONEY, PHONE, PACK (misordering and misselection) 
7 n n o p n n n n        
 
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04) 18:51 - 21:33 posttest 
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19:04 PRO1* (it should be POSS'me') SISTERa POSS'sistera'-rt2* (it should be IX1a-rt2) PERHAPS AGE-TWO  
1 n n d o s n n n        
 
19:09 TWO-THEM?/1a(rt2)* LIKE-TO PLAY FISHING   
2 n n p m s n n n        
 
19:17 IX?-m2 WHEN PRO1 LIVE IX3a-rt3* SYDNEY 
3 n n p p n n n n        
 
19:17 IX?-m2 WHEN PRO1 LIVE IX3a-rt3(adverb of manner and adverb of place)   SYDNEY 
4 n n d p n n n n        
 
19:27 ON DCL:B-lf2 ‘the hill’ HOUSE LCL:B-lf2up (2h) ‘ the house on the top of the hill’* 
5 n b c p s n n n        
 
19:27 ON DCL:B-lf2 ‘the hill’ HOUSE LCL:B-lf2up (2h) ‘ the house on the top of the hill’* 
6 n b c p n n n n        
 
19:35 HAVE STAIRWAY-TO-this-house-lf2up 
7 n b c p n n n n        
 
19:37 ENTER-lf2up HOUSE-lf2up 







 


8 n a s p n n n n        
 
19:37 ENTER-lf2 HOUSE-lf2up 
9 n a o p n n n n        
 
19:40 FRONT HOUSE-lf2 HAVE fs:WALL HOUSE-lf2 DCL:B-m2 ‘the wall on the side of the house’ 
10 n a o p s n n n        
 
19:40 FRONT HOUSE-lf2 HAVE fs:WALL HOUSE-lf2 DCL:B-m2 ‘the wall on the side of the house’ 
11 n a o p n n n n        
 
19:40 FRONT HOUSE-lf2 HAVE fs:WALL HOUSE-lf2 DCL:B-m2 ‘the wall on the side of the house’ 
12 n b c p n n n n        
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7:27 AROUND SEVEN YEAR AGO PRO1* (HS:B) GO-OUT-towards-m2 SCHOOL CAMP fs:NEWNORCIA 
1 c n s p n n n n        
 
7:37 AROUND 100 STUDENT GO-OUT-towards-m2  
2 c n s p s n n n        
 
10:15 STAY-m2 OLD fs:CONVENT NEXT-TO-rt2 BURIAL 
3 c c s p s n n n        
 
10:15 STAY-m2 OLD fs:CONVENT NEXT-TO-rt2 BURIAL 
4 c c o p n n n n        
 
10:41 NEXT* DAY GO-TO-toward-m2* BURIAL 
5 n a s p n n n n        
 
GO-OUT-towards-m2 (omission of subject) 
6 n n s p n n n n        
 







 


11:00 SCL:Vbent-from-rt1-to-m1up ‘walking up stairs’ 3rd FLOOR BUILDING (omission of subject) 
7 n c s p n n n n        
 
 
8 n               
 
 
9 n               
 
 
10 n               
 
 
11 n               
 
 
12 n               
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12:14 POSS’pro1’ STORY OVER POSS’pro1’ UNCLEa IX1a-rt2 
1 c n d o n n n n        
 
12:18 IX1a-rt2 HAVE FOUR BROTHER  
2 c a p o s n n n        
 
12:21  IXa-rt2 YOUNG ranking-list-5TH 
3 c a p o n n n n        
 
12:24 ONE DAY IXa-rt2+ ABOUT AGE-10  
4 c a p o n n n n        
 







 


12:38 SCL:8-m1 ‘The car is parked’ (parking at an angle)   
5 n b c p n n n n        
 
12:40 SCL:Vbent-from-m1-to-rt2 ‘getting off’  
6 n b c p n n n n        
 
12:41 ICL:A-m1 (2h) ‘opening the boot’ (car seems very small??)  
7 n b c p n n n n        
 
12:46 fs:TOWELS LCL:B-from-lf2-to-rt2++ 
8 n b c p s n n n        
 
12:51 ICL:S-m2 (2h) ‘The beach is holed by the long stick’ 
9 n b c p n n n n        
 
12:54 DCL:5-rt1up ‘the folding frame covered in cloth’ 
10 n n c t n n n n        
 
10:27 TIME   GO-OUT-towards-m2 (swimming) - misordering 
11 n n s t n n n n        
 
13:03 SCL:V-from-m2-to-rt2 ‘diving into the water’* 
12 n n c o n n n n        
 
13:06 WATER BEAUTIFUL BLUE DCL:B-from-m2-to-lf2&rt2 (2h)* (no specific facial expression) 
13 n b c p s n n n        
 
13:16 TWO BOY SCL:V-from-m2-to-m1 ‘the two boys are getting out of the water and walking toward the shore’* 
14 n b c o s n n n        
 
9:56 NEXT-towards-m2 BROTHER ranking-list-4th 15-AGE 
5 n n o p s n n n        
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17:28 GO-OUT-towards-m2 WITH SCOUT fs:VENTURERS AND fs:ROVERS ABOUT 15 IX4a-from-m2-to-rt2 (grammatical word for ‘TO’ ) 26 YEAR OLD IX?-rt2+ 
(I think it is a camping area) 







 


3 c n s p n n n y        
17:28 GO-TO-towards-m2* WITH SCOUT fs:VENTURERS AND fs:ROVERS ABOUT 15 IX4a-from-m2-to-rt2 (grammatical word for ‘TO’ ) 26 YEAR OLD IX?-rt2+ 
(I think it is a camping area) 
2 n n s p n n n n        
 
17:42 DIFFERENT “area”-rt2 FIRST TIME PRO1 GO-TO-towards-m2 
3 n i o p s n n n        
 
17:42 DIFFERENT “area”-rt2 FIRST TIME PRO1 GO-TO-towards-m2* 
4 n n s p n n n n        
 
17:47 IX3a-rt2+ SCOUT CAMP “area”-rt2 (redundancy)  NAME fs:MANIJEDAL 
5 c a d  p s n n n        
 
17:54 SECOND IN “area”-rt2 NAME fs:DWELLINGUP 
6 n n o p s l n n        
 
18:00 BOTH IX3a-rt2+ SOUTH-rt2 
7 n m p p n n n n        
 
18:00 BOTH IX3a-rt2+ SOUTH-rt2 
8 n a o p n n n n        
 
18:04 45 TO 45 MINUTE IX3a-rt2up/m2up distant (adverb of manner and adverb of place) 
9 n i p p n n n n        
 
18:07 LIST-SECOND AROUND ONE HOUR “ummm” LIKE+IX2a-rt2 
10 n n p p s n n n        
 
17:26 HOLIDAY IX?-rt2+  
2 n i p p n n n n        
 
17:22 EVERY YEAR PRO1 GO-OUT-m2 CAMPING AROUND fs:JULY   
1 c n s p n n n n        
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15:08 ON #SATURDAY AFTERNOON PRO1 ARRIVE-m2  
5 c a s p n n n n        
 
15:12 ONE ACTIVITY “area”-m2/rt2 NAME PICNIC fs:HANGING ROCK “area”-rt2 (redundancy) QUOTE 
6 c n o p s n n n        
 
15:23 GO-OUT-towards-m2 PICNIC IX3a-rt2/m2 
7 c n s t n n n n        
 
15:27 PICNIC IX3a-rt2/m2 
8 c a p p n n n n        
 
15:35 BECAUSE ICL:C-on-face (2h) ‘putting glasses or masks on’ 
9 n b c t n n n n        
 
15:37 FOUR(wh) PEOPLE ICL:C-on-face (2h) ‘putting glasses or masks on’ 
10 n a c t s n n n        
 
15:42 ROAD IX3a-m2down  
11 c a p p n n n n        
 
15:43 PICNIC “area”-rt2 IX3a-rt2down 
12 c a o p s n n n        
 
15:46 PCL:4-from-lf2-to-m2 (wh) ‘The four people are walking towards the picnic area’* (incorrect palm orientation) 
13 n b c m s n n n        
 
14:34 GO-OUT-towards-m2  CAMPING (omission)  
4 n n s t n n n n        
 
14:26 fs:VENTURERS AND fs:ROVERS MAINSTREAM* (crowd) 
3 n i s p s n n n        
 
14:24 PEOPLE MAINSTREAM* (crowd) 
2 n i s p s n n n        
 
14:12 PRO1 FINISH GO-OUT-towards-m2 CAMPING  fs:”MISSION IMPOSSIBLE”  
1 c n s t n n n n        
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0:12 BRISBANE-rt1up IX3a-from-rt2up-to-lf2down (adverb of place and verb) MELBOURNE  
1 n n o p s n n n        
 
0:12 BRISBANE-rt1up IX3a-from-rt2up-to-lf2down (adverb of place and verb) MELBOURNE 
2 n a p p n n n n        
 
0:20 PRO1 KNOW fs:CLAY DCL:B-lf2 (2h) ‘ the shape of the clay or pail of clay with water’* WATER ECL:5-lf2 ‘ small swirls of water’ 
3 n b c t n n n n        
 
0:20 PRO1 KNOW fs:CLAY DCL:B-lf2 (2h) ‘ the shape of the clay or pail of clay with water’* WATER ECL:5-lf2 ‘ small swirls of water’ 
4 c b c t n n n n        
 
0:25 ICL:B-on-arms, face, body & legs (1h & 2h) ‘moulding some clay onto her arms, face, body and legs’ STATUE 
5 c b c t n n n n        
 
0:30 PRO1 NEED STAND-UP STOP SCL:B-rt2 ‘displaying some slightly movements of her body and head’*  
6 c b c s n n n n        
 
0:37 FIRST TIME PRO1 fs:BUSKER SYDNEY fs:CIRU (interruption) SORRY fs:CIRCULAR fs:QUAQ SYDNEY IX3c-rt1up+ 
7 n n d p n n n y        
 
0:50 DCL:5-rt1 (2h) ‘ the shape of the harbour’ (interruption) WATER DCL:5-rt1, rt2 & rt3 (2h) ‘ the shape of the harbour’  
8 c b c p n n n n        
 
0:52 PRO1 STAND-rt2 (mime – narrator moves slight to the right side of the screen.) ECL:5-rt2 (2h) ‘the strong winds are blowing towards her’  
9 n b s p n n n n        
 
0:52 PRO1 STAND-rt2 (mime – narrator moves slight to the right side of the screen.) ECL:5-rt2 (2h) ‘the strong winds are blowing towards her’ 
10 c b c p n n n n        
Referential cohesion coding sheet (06/12/04)  
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2:15 MANa IX1a-rt1 (S10 uses body shift backward and sideway to point to rt1 - 2:16) (interruption) SORRY WOMANb IX1b-rt1 MANa IXa-lf1 (S10 uses body shift 
backward and sideway to point to lf1) GET-MARRIED 
1 c n d o s n n n        
2:15 MANa IX1a-rt1 (S10 uses body shift backward and sideway to point to rt1 - 2:16) (interruption) SORRY WOMANb IX1b-rt1 MANa IXa-lf1 (S10 uses body shift 
backward and sideway to point to lf1) GET-MARRIED 
2 c n d o n n n n        
 
2:20 MANa GO-OUT-towards-lf1* EVERY+DAY  
3 n n s p s n n n        
 
2:23 COMMUNITY-lf2* (I think she means TOWN) SCL:1-towards-lf3 (wh) 'mana is walking toward a town ' 
4 n n o p s n n n        
 
2:23 COMMUNITY-lf2* (I think she means TOWN) SCL:1-towards-lf3 (wh) 'mana is walking toward a town ' 
5 n a c p n n n n        
 
2:26 WHEN COME-from-lf2-to-rt1 HOME  
6 n i c p n n n y        
 
2:30 SCL:1-towards-rt2 'mana is walking toward his wife’s place ' 
7 n i c p n n n n        
 
2:32 IX1?-rt1+* ( not sure who? mana or womanb but I think the woman talks to the man ) SAY  
8 n i p o n n n n        
 
2:35 rs:? COME-from-lf2-to-rt1 TEMPER 
9 n a c p n n n n        
 
2:40 rs:? TELL-towards-m2* 
10 n n a o n n n n        
 
2:48 NEXT-TO-rt2 rs:? ( sign - name sign but not sure what this sign is –2:49) TELL-towards-rt2*  
11 n n o p n n n n        
 
2:48 NEXT-TO-rt2 rs:? ( sign - name sign but not sure what this sign is –2:49) TELL-towards-lf2* 
12 n n a o  n n n n        
 
2:50 rs:? IX?-m2 HAVE rs: ? TEMPER 
13 n n p o n n n n        
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5:15 FIRST DAY MOTHER NOT IX?-m2* 
1 n b p p s n n n        
 
5:19 IX1a-m2+* (not clear - which 'here' or 'mother' - interesting - move very slightly sideway but point at the same area- 5:19)WORK  
2 n i p o n n n n        
 
5:25 COME+WHO (blends) 
3 n c s p n n n n        
 
5:27 WALK IX3b-m3 (adverb of manner - far and adverb of place - cataphoric reference - front house(door)) 
4 c c p p n n n n        
 
5:45 WHAT fs:DO IX2a-m2/lf2 (that) “well” 
5 c i p o n n n n        
 
5:50 PRO1 WALK NEXT-TO-rt2 HOUSE  
7 c b o p n n n n        
 
5:53 ICL:A-m1 ‘knocking’*  
8 n b c p n n n n        
 
5:55 LADY ICL:T ‘opening the door’ (omission of role shift) 
9 n b c p s n n n        
 
5:56 IX1c-rt2*(not clear because the narrator did not use rs) NAME fs:COLETTE IX1c-rt2 (repeat) #C (omission of role shift) 
10 n i p o n n n n        
 
6:03 PRO1 TELL-m2* (Colette) (omission of role shift) 
11 n n a o s n n n        
 
5:47 DON’T-KNOW IX2a-m2/lf2 
6 c a p o n n n n        
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7:30 ONE DAY POSS’pro1’ SISTER NAME fs:KATE IX1a-rt2 DECIDE-TO MAKE CAKE  
1 c n d o n n n y        
 
7:41 SCL:B-m2 (2h) ‘opening the book’ (omission of role shift) 
2 n b c t n n n n        


7:49 SCL:B-m2 (2h) ‘opening the book’ (omission of role shift) 
3 n b c t n n n n        
 
7:57 ICL:T-m2 (2h) ‘opening the book’ CAKE 
4 n b c t n n n n        
 
7:59 IX1a-rt2 fs:KATEa ICL:C-m2 (2h –alt) ‘putting ingredients on’  
5 c a d o s n n n        
 
7:59 IX1a-rt2 fs:KATEa ICL:C-m2 (2h –alt) ‘putting ingredients on’ 
6 c b c t n n n n        
 
8:03 ICL:S-m2 ‘stirring the mixture’ 
7 c b c t n n n n        
 
8:09 rs: ? ICL:B-from-m1-to-m2 (2h) ‘? ? ‘ (misselection and omission of role shift) 
8 n b c t n n n n        
 
8:10 rs:? PRO1 LOOK-AT-towards-m1* (very short movement)  IX2a-m2 CAKE (omission of role shift) 
9 n a s p s n n n        
 
8:10 rs:? PRO1 LOOK-AT-towards-m1* (very short movement)  IX2a-m2 CAKE (omission of role shift) 
10 n n d p n n n n        


 
 
 









